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Series Editors’ Foreword

The series Advances in Industrial Control aims to report and encourage technol-
ogy transfer in control engineering. The rapid development of control technology
has an impact on all areas of the control discipline. New theory, new controllers,
actuators, sensors, new industrial processes, computer methods, new applications,
new philosophies. . . , new challenges. Much of this development work resides in
industrial reports, feasibility study papers and the reports of advanced collaborative
projects. The series offers an opportunity for researchers to present an extended ex-
position of such new work in all aspects of industrial control for wider and rapid
dissemination.

The Editors of the Advances in Industrial Control series have long had a policy of
supporting the publication of monographs about the different aspects of PID control
and its implementation. This recognises the incontrovertible fact that PID control
is the ubiquitous controller applied in industry. At the turn of the century and the
beginning of the new millennium, the Editor-in-Chief of the Instrument Society of
America Transactions conducted an informal survey of around 100 industrial con-
trol experts and academics to determine “The Century’s Greatest Contributions to
Control Practice” [1]. The results make interesting reading, for in Category 3: Con-
trols, decision and communications instrumentation, the PID controller took second
place, beaten only by the microprocessor. Nevertheless, boosted by industrial votes,
the Zeigler–Nichols tuning method came top of Category 2: Techniques. These are
some indicators of just how important the PID control field is to some industrial
sectors, especially the process industries.

The Advances in Industrial Control Series Editors’ interest in supporting pub-
lications on PID control theory, implementation, and applications has produced a
good library of PID-focussed monographs for the series over the years:

1999 C.C. Yu: Autotuning of PID Controllers. ISBN 978-3-540-76250-8;
1999 A. Datta, M.T. Ho and S.P. Bhattacharyya: Structure and Synthesis of PID

Controllers. ISBN 978-1-85233-614-1;
1999 K.K. Tan, Q.-G. Wang and C.C. Hang with T.J. Hagglund: Advances in PID

Control. ISBN 978-1-85233-138-2;
2006 A. Visioli: Practical PID Control. ISBN 978-1-84628-585-1;

v
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2007 A.W. Ordys, D. Uduehi, M.A. Johnson (eds.): Process Control Performance
Assessment. ISBN 978-1-84628-623-0;

2010 A. Visioli and Q.-C. Zhong: Control of Integral Processes with Dead Time.
ISBN 978-0-85729-069-4; and

2011 T. Liu and F. Gao: Industrial Process Identification and Control Design. ISBN
978-0-85729-976-5.

In making the above list, Advances in Industrial Control series volumes of re-
lated interest, for example, on controller performance assessment, windup in con-
trol, fragility of digital controllers and many industrial applications, have not been
listed. So, just when it might be thought that there is little more to be written on PID
controller design, implementation and applications, PID Control in the Third Mil-
lennium collated by Editors, Ramon Vilanova and Antonio Visioli provides a timely
reminder that this research field is still vibrantly active.

At eighteen chapters, the book shows how the more recent developments in con-
trol systems theory have had an impact on PID control design and highlights areas
where theory and technology have the potential to force changes on the software
and hardware of the PID control device. The book’s editors have managed to col-
lect, collate and even contribute to some fascinating chapters, and each reader will
find aspects from the different contributions that illuminate or provide insight for
their own particular interests in this very extensive control field.

Historical Background

Aidan O’Dwyer is well known for his encyclopaedic volume [2], and he contributes
an opening chapter that very usefully updates the reader on recent trends found in
publications in this still growing field. In this chapter, the reader will also find some
nicely balanced remarks about the industrial uptake of publications of this research.

Principles and Taxonomy

Having attempted to create a classification framework for PID control methods in
the past [3], it was interesting to see structural principles converging to a two-branch
tree that was found at various points in the volume. However, authors applied various
names to the two branches, “model-based versus model-free”, “parametric versus
non-parametric”, and borrowing terminology from adaptive control, “indirect versus
direct methods”. These terms reflected the importance of whether or not an explicit
model identification step was involved or whether the PID controller parameters
were going to be computed directly from the process data/knowledge but, whichever
route was selected, the essential practical outcome was a careful prescription for the
way process data was collected (details of the experimental framework to be used)
and processed.
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Fig. 1 Aspects of PID controller design

Design for PID Control

The influence of methods from the mainstream of new control design techniques is
well captured across the eighteen chapter contributions. A summary of most of the
design directions is best captured by the schematic in Fig. 1.

Reading the chapters, one interesting observation is just how thoroughly robust-
ness issues have permeated the PID control design method. Even so, as Fig. 1 shows,
there are other new design avenues opening up: PID controller fragility, fractional-
order PID controllers, and data-driven PID methods, to name just three.

Technology, PID Implementation, and Applications

A recent article in the IEEE Control Systems Magazine [4], noted that “PID hard-
ware is now dominated by five major vendors—ABB, Emerson, Foxboro (Invensys),
Honeywell and Yokogawa”, and this may affect the rapid take up of new PID con-
trol design ideas and concepts in PID hardware modules. However, the same article
shows an extensive set of PID software modules and packages (over 25 products
were listed), and this market is probably far more flexible. This is certainly one
avenue for showcasing many of the new and fertile ideas discussed in this book.
One particularly intriguing research direction is the potential of wireless technol-
ogy to change the way PID controllers operate (Chap. 14 by G.K. McMillan). In
a very closely related chapter, event-based PID control design is investigated using
an instructive tutorial-style presentation (Chap. 16 by J. Sánchez, A. Visioli, and S.
Dormido) that should interest many readers.

In a recent conversation with a former graduate student, now a professional con-
trol engineer in a large petroleum industry major, my enquiries about PID controller
tuning elucidated the response that at his level PID controller tuning was a “rare
bird” and that technicians used simple routines and looked after all the PID con-
troller tuning in the company. This observation returns us to the issue that initiated
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the search for the ideal push-button PID tuning module; a search that was revitalised
in the 1980s and saw the emergence of Åström’s relay tuning concept and other de-
vices based on the simple expert systems of the era. With all manner of new ideas
posited in this volume, it will be interesting to see what impact they have on PID
control technology in the years to come.

The editors, Ramon Vilanova and Antonio Visioli are to be congratulated on
bringing together this invaluable collection of chapter-length contributions to pro-
vide a timely update of progress in the many aspects of PID control research, devel-
opment, and industrial applications. We should also note that the editors have devel-
oped this book concept from a position of strength, for they are both chapter authors
in this volume and regular contributors to this research field. It is also encouraging
to see that a new generation of PID control researchers is now contributing to the
field.

References

1. Rhinehart, R.R.: The Century’s greatest contributions to control practice. ISA Trans. 39, 3–13
(2000)
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Preface

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers are by far the most adopted con-
trollers in industry owing to the advantageous cost/benefit ratio that they are able
to provide. In the last century, a large number of researchers have considered them,
and industrial products have improved their functionality significantly.

Proposals for the design and tuning of PID based control systems have generated
a really vast literature during the last decades. This sparked the special attention
of the IFAC Workshop PID’00 Present and Future of PID control held in Terrassa,
Spain, in April 2000. This event provided a state-of-the-art on many aspects of PID
control, ranging from specialized theoretical research topics and tuning methods to
interesting reviews of technological products, patents and software, confirming that
the PID controller continues to generate deep interest and is a good augury for future
research in the field of PID controllers.

Starting from this special event, in the last ten years there has been a renewed
interest in the research on PID controllers, as witnessed by a large number of papers
published on this subject. This book gives an overview of the advances made for
PID controllers during this last decade.

The book is divided into four parts in which well-known experts and special-
ists address different topics (one for each chapter) in the following fields: (i) new
approaches for tuning PID controllers; (ii) control structures and configurations for
PID control; (iii) issues in PID control; (iv) non-standard approaches to PID control.

The first part concentrates on tuning methods. It starts with a review provided
by A. O’Dwyer of the extensive literature of proposals for PI and PID controller
tuning rules based on First-order plus Dead-time models. The next chapters follow
by concentrating on specific topics related to PID tuning. A. Leva and M. Maggio
discuss the availability of a process model and its use for assessing the behavior and
characteristics of the control loop with respect to its robustness and performance,
therefore addressing the problem of determining which tuning method is best suited
to the particular problem at hand. An exposition of tuning rules for integral and
unstable systems follows. In this chapter, A.S. Rao and M. Chidambaram intro-
duce different design methods for PI/PID controllers for these systems. Different
approaches are considered. In particular, analytical, IMC, pole placement and opti-
mization methods. The advantage of using a two degree-of-freedom controller will

ix
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also be addressed as well as the robustness of the controllers. Robustness is specif-
ically addressed in Chap. 4 by R. Vilanova, V. Alfaro and O. Arrieta by revisiting
the new trends in robust PI/PID tuning. This chapter reviews the main concepts and
measures for robustness in feedback systems and reviews the classical and modern
approaches to robust PID design. The chapter also presents a series of new tuning
rules that appeared in the literature during recent years that are based on the use
of the maximum of the sensitivity transfer function as a robustness measure. The
attainment of such robustness specification turns out to be a challenge that suggests
alternative frameworks for robust PID controller tuning. As a matter of fact, one
of the interests that has appeared in recent years is that of formulating tuning ap-
proaches in the form of simple tuning rules. In that respect, S. Skogestad and C.
Grimholt present the Simple Internal Model Control approach by addressing the
choice of the tuning parameters for fast and smooth control. In addition, their novel
set-point overshoot method will be presented as an alternative approach. This first
part of the book concludes with a chapter devoted to the control of MIMO systems.
Q.G. Wang and Z.Y. Nie discuss the specific problems that appear when a MIMO
system is to be controlled by using PID controllers. With a special emphasis on ro-
bustness, PID controller design for MIMO processes to achieve the desired gain and
phase margins are presented. Tuning of decentralized MIMO PID controllers based
on such margins is presented. In this way, the robust stability of the multivariable
system can be readily achieved and guaranteed.

In the second part of the book, attention is turned to special control structures
frequently used in conjunction with PID controllers for the achievement of specific
purposes. Three chapters are devoted to such approaches. In the first chapter of this
section, J.L. Guzmán, T. Hagglund and A. Visioli expose the use of feedforward
compensation in conjunction with a feedback PID controller. Both set-point follow-
ing and load disturbance rejection tasks are considered. While for the set-point fol-
lowing the generation of causal and non-causal feedforward actions are considered,
for the load disturbance it is shown that both controllers (feedback and feedforward
should cooperate). The use of alternative feedback compensation schemes such as
the cascade control system for improving disturbance rejection is well known. In
Chap. 8, S. Majhi presents different approaches for such series-feedback compen-
sation schemes as well as dead-time compensation systems for use when there is
a large time delay in the system. This part ends by a chapter that presents consid-
erations for multi-input multi-output processes by addressing the control problem
as a multivariable control problem per se. In this respect, R. Katebi presents and
compares existing multi-loop tuning methods for their stability and performance
robustness and formulates new design guidelines to improve their closed-loop ro-
bustness.

The third part of the book presents a range of issues related to the application of
a PID controller. In this respect, this part starts with the contribution of K. Tsakalis
and S. Dash that addresses issues arising in system identification-based plant model-
ing for the purpose of tuning PID controllers. Minimal and maximal process model
information methods are considered. Especially attractive are recent methods that
provide several nominal models as well as a description of the uncertainty, and aim
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for a tuning that combines high performance, adequate robustness, and high reliabil-
ity. Besides finding of a good model, the nominal stability of the feedback control
system is always the central and first aspect to be considered. When dealing with
a restricted structure controller such as a PI/PID, the problem becomes more dif-
ficult. In Chap. 11, L.H. Keel and S.P. Bhattacharyya provide a design approach
based on the determination of the entire set of PID controllers that stabilizes a given
plant. In addition, it is shown that the entire set of stabilizing PID controllers for a
given plant can be found without an analytical model being available. This chapter
also shows that the complete set of stabilizing PID controllers for a finite dimen-
sional LTI plant, possibly cascaded with a delay, can be calculated directly from
the frequency response (Nyquist/Bode) data. Once the controller is obtained, there
are two different aspects that come into the scenario: those of the fragility of the
resulting tuning and performance assessment. Then next two chapters deal, respec-
tively, with these aspects. In Chap. 12, V.M. Alfaro and R. Vilanova provide an
introduction to fragility measures for PID controllers. Subsequently, the fragility of
PID controllers tuned with several of the available performance optimized and/or
robust tuning rules will be evaluated using the delta 20 fragility index. The intro-
duction of the fragility as part of the development process of a robust tuning rule
for PID controllers is also considered. Considerations on performance assessment
follow in Chap. 13, authored by A.W. Ordys and M.J. Grimble. Since many PID
controllers are set up using intuition or very approximate tuning rules, it is even
more important that PID designs can be benchmarked and the quality of control
assessed. Furthermore, benchmarking methods can provide guidance for controller
tuning. One of the advances made in the last decade has been the development of the
so-called restricted structure benchmarking which provides a figure of merit which
is much more representative of what might be achievable if the controller is tuned
optimally. The use of these methods for controller tuning is also discussed. This
third part ends with G.K. McMillan’s contribution that introduces industrial con-
siderations for PID based control loops. Different process control applications are
addressed in this chapter, and it is shown how to deal with them when using a PID
controller. In particular, challenging applications (namely, with the presence of high
valve stiction, large wireless refresh times, high process nonlinearity and dead-time,
multiple process constraints, abnormal operations and communication failures, to
name a few) are discussed. Then, process control operations such as bioreaction,
chemical reaction, crystallization, distillation, evaporation, neutralization and com-
pression are considered.

The last part of the book comprises four chapters devoted to non-standard ap-
proaches to PID control. They constitute novel approaches of PID control that have
recently appeared in the PID field. A (now) very popular theme is that of fractional-
order PID control. B.M. Vinagre and C.A. Monje present the main characteristics
of Fractional-order Control (FOC), an approach that has attracted a growing inter-
est in the last decade. The application of the fractional order operators to the PID
algorithm, thus giving the fractional-order PID (FOPID) controller, is first intro-
duced. Then, the FOPID controller is studied in both the frequency and the time
domains, and the structures, the tuning rules, and the ways for their implementation
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proposed in the literature will be reviewed and discussed, as well as their practi-
cal applications. Another different perspective for addressing the controller design
problem is that of event based control. J. Sánchez, A. Visioli and S. Dormido present
the basic concepts of event-based control where feedback control actions are com-
puted when the process output is outside a certain detection band located around
the set-point value; and once the process is inside the detection band, new control
actions are not produced until the process leaves the region as a consequence of dis-
turbances or a change of the set-point value. The chapter starts with a description
of the first event-based PI controller published in the literature and continues by
describing the evolution of this type of controller, to finish with the most recent im-
plementations, as, for instance, a 2-DOF pure event-based PI controller. As another
non-standard approach to obtaining a PID controller we have the data-driven, or
also called model-free, methods. T. Yamamoto introduces the concept of data-driven
(DD) controllers where a suitable set of PID parameters is automatically generated
based on input/output data pairs of the controlled object stored in the database. This
scheme can adjust the PID parameters in an on-line manner even if the system has
nonlinear properties and/or time-variant system parameters. The fourth part of the
book ends by introducing some considerations on predictive control approaches for
PID control design. In this case, the design of PID control systems based on ad-
vanced control, e.g., generalized minimum variance control and generalized predic-
tive control is described. In this chapter, generalized predictive control is attained
by PID control by considering the GPC control law approximation and introducing
the considerations needed in order to deal with future information. Finally, to ob-
tain further high performance, predictive control based PID systems are extended to
multirate systems.

The methodologies considered in this book are presented in order to highlight
the theoretical and the implementation issues, so that they are clearly characterized
both from an academic and industrial perspective. The book can therefore serve as
a reference and source book for academic researchers who will consider it also as
a stimulus for new ideas as well as for industrial practitioners and manufacturers
of control systems who will find appropriate advanced solutions to their application
problems.

Ramon Vilanova
Antonio Visioli

Barcelona, Spain
Brescia, Italy
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Chapter 1
An Overview of Tuning Rules for the PI and PID
Continuous-Time Control of Time-Delayed
Single-Input, Single-Output (SISO) Processes

Aidan O’Dwyer

1.1 Introduction

A time delay may be defined as the time interval between the start of an event at
one point in a system and its resulting action at another point in the system. Delays
are also known as transport lags or dead times; they arise in physical, chemical, bi-
ological and economic systems, as well as in the process of measurement and com-
putation. Methods for the compensation of time-delayed processes may be broadly
divided into parameter optimised controllers, such as proportional-integral (PI) or
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers, in which the controller parame-
ters are adapted to the controller structure, and structurally optimised controllers, in
which the controller structure and parameters are adapted optimally to the structure
and parameters of the process model.

PI and PID controllers have been at the heart of control engineering practice for
over seven decades and were suggested as the second most important control deci-
sion and communication instrument of the 20th century [483]. Historically, the first
tuning rule (formula) for setting up controller parameters was defined in 1934 for
the design of a proportional-derivative (PD) controller for a process exactly mod-
elled by an integrator plus delay (IPD) model [84]. Subsequently, tuning rules were
defined for PI and PID controllers, assuming that the process was exactly modelled
by a first-order lag plus delay (FOLPD) model [86] or a pure delay model [86, 217].

The use of the PI or PID controller is ubiquitous in industry. It has been stated,
for example, that in process control applications, more than 95% of the controllers
are of PI or PID type [44, 65, 223, 296, 366, 576]. However, despite this devel-
opment work, surveys indicating the state-of-the-art of control industrial practice
report sobering results. For example, in testing of thousands of control loops in

A. O’Dwyer (�)
School of Electrical Engineering Systems, Dublin Institute of Technology, Kevin St., Dublin 8,
Ireland
e-mail: aidan.odwyer@dit.ie

R. Vilanova, A. Visioli (eds.), PID Control in the Third Millennium,
Advances in Industrial Control,
DOI 10.1007/978-1-4471-2425-2_1, © Springer-Verlag London Limited 2012
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4 A. O’Dwyer

hundreds of plants, it has been found that more than 30% of installed PI or PID con-
trollers are operating in manual mode and 65% of loops operating in automatic mode
produce less variance in manual than in automatic (thus, the automatic controllers
are poorly tuned) [156]. In another interesting study of 150,000 control loops at
over 250 industrial sites around the globe, it was shown that 68% of all controllers
had unacceptable performance; even the best site has only 70% of all controllers
performing acceptably, while the worst site had 15% of all controllers perform-
ing acceptably [193]. Other literature [602] claims that “extensive industry testing”
shows that 75% of all PID-based loops are out of tune. A survey of paper process-
ing mills is quoted, in which 60% of the 36 mills surveyed stated that less than
half of their control loops were well tuned (the majority of the mills reported that
they had between 2000 and 4000 regulatory control loops). In a further such com-
ment, it is claimed [157] that only 20% of all control loops surveyed in mill audits
have been found to actually reduce process variability in automatic mode over the
short term. Of the problem loops, increased process variability in automatic mode
could be ascribed specifically to controller tuning problems in approximately 30%
of cases. Many of the points made above are re-iterated by [680]. The situation has
not improved more recently, with [609] reporting that 80% of PID controllers are
badly tuned; 30% of PID controllers operate in manual with another 30% of the
controlled loops increasing the short-term variability of the process to be controlled
(typically due to too strong integral action). It is stated that 25% of all PID controller
loops use default factory settings, implying that they have not been tuned at all.

Poor controller tuning is surprising, as very many tuning rules exist to allow
the specification of the controller parameters. Tuning rules have the advantage of
ease of calculation of the controller parameters (when compared to more analytical
controller design methods), on the one hand; on the other hand, the use of tuning
rules is a good alternative to trial and error tuning. It is clear that the many con-
troller tuning rules proposed in the literature are not having an impact on industrial
practice. One reason is that the tuning rules are not very accessible, being scattered
throughout the control literature; in addition, the notation used is not unified. In a
book published in 2003 [418], tuning rules for continuous-time PI and PID control
of single-input, single-output (SISO) processes, with time delay, have been com-
piled and summarised, using a unified notation. A second edition of this book was
published in 2006 [419], with a third edition published in 2009 [420]. In the third
edition of the book, a total of 1731 tuning rules were compiled; of the tuning rules,
60% were specified for a self-regulating process model, 30% were specified for a
non-self-regulating process model, and the remaining 10% were non-model specific
tuning rules. Tuning rules continue to be specified since the third edition of the book
was published.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an outline of the tuning rules specified.
First, a brief summary of the range of PI and PID controller structures proposed in
the literature, together with the process models used to define the controller tuning
rules, is provided. Then, controller architecture and process modelling issues are
outlined. Finally, conclusions are drawn. Other reviews are recommended to the
interested reader [21, 41, 45, 48–50, 80, 94, 132, 167, 190, 210, 296, 320, 329, 346,
347, 414, 417, 503, 581, 601].
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Fig. 1.1 Ideal PID controller in a unity feedback block diagram representation. This controller
structure, and an equivalent structure, is also labelled the parallel, ideal parallel, non-interacting,
parallel non-interacting, independent, gain independent or ISA controller [346]. 406 tuning rules
have been identified for this controller structure [420]

Fig. 1.2 Classical PID controller in a unity feedback block diagram representation. Also labelled
the cascade, interacting, series, interactive, rate-before-reset or analog controller [346]. 183 tuning
rules have been identified for this controller structure [420]

1.2 Controller Architecture and Process Modelling

A practical difficulty with PID control technology is a lack of industrial standards,
which has resulted in a wide variety of PID controller architectures. Nine different
PI/PID controller structures have been identified [420]. Controller manufacturers
vary in their choice of architecture; controller tuning that works well on one ar-
chitecture may work poorly on another. Considering the PID controller, common
architectures are:

1. The ‘ideal’ PID controller (Fig. 1.1), given by

Gc(s)=Kc

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

)
.

This architecture is used, for example, on the Honeywell TDC3000 Process Man-
ager Type A, non-interactive mode product [262].

2. The ‘classical’ PID controller (Fig. 1.2), given by

Gc(s)=Kc

(
1+ 1

Tis

)
1+ sTd
1+ s Td

N

.

This architecture is used, for example, on the Honeywell TDC3000 Process Man-
ager Type A, interactive mode product [262].
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Fig. 1.3 Two-degree-of-freedom controller 1, in a unity feedback block diagram representation.
Also labelled the ‘m-PID’ controller [246], the ‘ISA-PID’ controller [338] and the ‘P-I-PD (only
P is DOF) incomplete 2DOF algorithm’ [397]. 276 tuning rules have been identified for this con-
troller structure [420]

3. The two-degree-of-freedom controller 1 (Fig. 1.3), given by

U(s)=Kc

(
[1− α] + 1

Tis
+ [1− β]Tds

1+ Td
N
s

)
R(s)

−Kc

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

1+ Td
N
s

)
Y(s).

This architecture is used, for example, on the Omron E5CK digital controller
with β = 1 and N = 3 [262].

The most dominant PI controller architecture is the ‘ideal’ PI controller; 563
tuning rules have been identified for this controller structure [420]. The controller
transfer function is given by

Gc(s)=Kc

(
1+ 1

Tis

)
.

The wide variety of controller architectures is mirrored by the wide variety of ways
in which processes with time delay may be modelled. Common models are:

1. Self-regulating FOLPD model, given by

Gm(s)= Kme
−sτm

1+ sTm .

2. Self-regulating second-order system plus time delay (SOSPD) model, given by

Gm(s)= Kme
−sτm

T 2
m1s

2 + 2ξmTm1s + 1
or Gm(s)= Kme

−sτm
(1+ Tm1s)(1+ Tm2s)

.

Non-self-regulating IPD model, given by

Gm(s)= Kme
−sτm
s

.

Non-self-regulating first-order lag plus integral plus delay (FOLIPD) model,
given by

Gm(s)= Kme
−sτm

s(1+ sTm) .
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Of course, the modelling strategy used influences the value of the model parameters,
which, in turn, affect the controller values determined from the tuning rules. Fifty-
nine modelling strategies have been detailed to determine the parameters of the
FOLPD process model, for example. Space does not permit a full discussion of
this issue; further details are provided in [420].

1.3 Tuning Rules for PI and PID Controllers

To review the action of the PID controller, consider the ideal PID controller, given
by

Gc(s)=Kc

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

)
,

with Kc = proportional gain, Ti = integral time constant and Td = derivative time
constant. If Ti =∞ and Td = 0 (that is, P control), then the closed-loop measured
value is always less than the desired value for processes without an integrator term,
as a positive error is necessary to keep the measured value constant, and less than
the desired value. The introduction of integral action facilitates the achievement of
equality between the measured value and the desired value, as a constant error pro-
duces an increasing controller output. The introduction of derivative action means
that changes in the desired value may be anticipated, and thus an appropriate cor-
rection may be added prior to the actual change. Thus, in simplified terms, the PID
controller allows contributions from present, past and future controller inputs.

PI and PID controller tuning rules may be broadly classified as follows:

• Process reaction curve tuning rules.
• Tuning rules based on minimising an appropriate performance criterion.
• Direct synthesis tuning rules.
• Tuning rules for robustness.
• Ultimate cycle tuning rules.

Tuning rules in the first four subdivisions are typically based on process model pa-
rameters; the development of a process model is typically not required for using
tuning rules in the final subdivision. Some tuning rules could be considered to be-
long to more than one subdivision, so the subdivisions cannot be considered to be
mutually exclusive; nevertheless, they provide a convenient way to classify the rules.
An outline of tuning rules in these subdivisions is now provided.

1.3.1 Process Reaction Curve Tuning Rules

Process reaction curve tuning rules are based on process model data determined
from a measured open-loop step response. The first (and most well-known) tuning
rule of this type was suggested in 1942 [706]; in this method, the process is modelled
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by a FOLPD process model with the model parameters estimated using a tangent
and point method. Simple formulae are used to define tuning parameters for PI and
PID controllers. The PI controller settings are given by

Kc = 0.9Tm
Kmτm

, Ti = 3.33τm.

The (ideal) PID controller settings are given by

Kc ∈
[

1.2Tm
Kmτm

,
2Tm
Kmτm

]
, Ti = 2τm, Td = 0.5τm.

Other process reaction curve tuning rules are also described, sometimes in graphical
form, to control self-regulating processes modelled in:

• Pure delay form [217, 665].
• FOLPD form [2, 8, 43, 72, 116, 125, 131, 133, 134, 140, 163, 166, 216, 219–221,

226, 295, 301, 350, 391, 403, 405, 416, 425, 426, 482, 497, 499, 535, 536, 565,
581, 608, 662, 665].

• SOSPD form [8, 54].

Process reaction curve tuning rules are also described to control non-self-regulating
processes modelled in:

• IPD form [8, 81, 84, 135, 136, 170, 171, 219, 408, 665, 706].
• FOLIPD form [135, 136].

The advantage of process reaction curve tuning strategies is that only a single
experimental test is typically necessary. However, the disadvantages of the strategy
are primarily based on the difficulty, in practice, of obtaining an accurate process
model; for example, load changes may occur during the test which may distort the
test results, and a large step input may be necessary to achieve a good signal-to-
noise ratio [504]. Similar disadvantages will arise in any tuning method dependent
on prior model development.

1.3.2 Tuning Rules Based on Minimising an Appropriate
Performance Criterion

Tuning rules based on minimising an appropriate performance criterion are typically
specified either for optimum regulator or optimum servo action (in closed loop).
Performance criteria, such as the minimisation of the integral of absolute error (IAE)
in a closed-loop environment, may be used to determine a unique set of controller
parameter values.

1.3.2.1 Optimising Regulator Response

Tuning rules have been described, sometimes in graphical form, to optimise the
regulator response of a compensated self-regulating process, modelled in:
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• Pure delay form [180, 183, 197, 532–534].
• FOLPD form [9, 28, 30, 31, 104, 105, 144, 151, 153, 155, 165, 168, 172, 180,

182, 197, 208, 214, 220, 225, 231, 232, 238, 239, 255, 257, 273, 280, 298–300,
357, 368, 382, 400, 404, 405, 413, 427, 445, 450, 452, 457, 461, 532–534, 537,
551, 570, 585, 662, 679, 704, 705], with a zero [547].

• SOSPD form [68, 92, 197, 214, 218, 238, 239, 255, 357, 358, 368, 389, 394, 404,
443, 525, 526, 532–534, 567, 660], with a zero [368].

• Stable higher-order plus delay form (orders 3, 4 and 5) [404].

Tuning rules have also been described to optimise the regulator response of a com-
pensated non-self-regulating process, modelled in:

• IPD form [38, 197, 220, 467, 532–534, 585, 614].
• FOLIPD form [39, 71, 197, 467, 468, 533, 610].
• Unstable FOLPD form [103, 237, 532, 614].
• Unstable SOSPD form with one unstable pole [237, 467, 468].

1.3.2.2 Optimising Servo Response

Similarly, tuning rules have been proposed to optimise the servo response of a com-
pensated self-regulating process, modelled in:

• Pure delay form [242, 283].
• FOLPD form [9, 27, 28, 30, 31, 56, 57, 105, 144, 165, 175, 177, 214, 231, 232,

238, 239, 242, 255, 257, 280, 284, 294, 368, 371, 382, 404, 427, 494, 496, 549–
551, 585–587, 589, 643, 649, 662, 666, 684, 699, 704, 705].

• SOSPD form [26, 92, 175, 238, 239, 255, 283, 368, 383, 394, 404, 443, 553, 567,
659, 660], with a zero [368, 643, 649].

• Stable higher-order plus delay form (orders 3, 4, and 5) [404].

Tuning rules have also been described to optimise the servo response of a compen-
sated non-self-regulating process, modelled in:

• IPD form [18, 38, 446, 585, 614].
• FOLIPD form [18, 39, 610].
• Squared integral plus delay (I2PD) form [18].
• Unstable FOLPD form [103, 237, 373, 614].
• Unstable SOSPD form with one unstable pole [237].

1.3.2.3 Other Approaches

Other tuning rules attempt to simultaneously optimise both the servo and regula-
tor response of a closed-loop system, or adopt other performance minimisation ap-
proaches. Such tuning rules have been proposed when the self-regulating process is
modelled in:

• Pure delay form [47, 541, 542].
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• FOLPD form [2, 23, 29, 32–34, 47, 160, 165, 243, 270, 407, 506, 527, 532, 533,
572–574, 588, 590, 661].

• SOSPD form [243, 281, 400, 447–449, 553, 574, 661].
• Third-order system plus delay (TOSPD) form [464, 572].

Such tuning rules are also described to control non-self-regulating processes mod-
elled in:

• IPD form [7, 29, 35, 47, 407, 447–449, 541, 542, 572, 574, 575, 588, 590].
• FOLIPD form [158, 161, 447–449, 572–575].
• SOSIPD form [447, 449, 572].
• Second-order system plus integral plus delay (SOSIPD) form [448, 575].
• Unstable FOLPD form [29, 35, 265, 441].

1.3.3 Direct Synthesis Tuning Rules

Direct synthesis tuning rules are those that allow a specified closed-loop response.
Such tuning rules may be specified using a time domain metric, such as achieving
the desired poles of the closed-loop response, or a frequency domain metric, such
as achieving a specified gain margin and/or phase margin.

1.3.3.1 Achieving Time Domain Metrics

Tuning rules to achieve time domain metrics are defined to compensate self-
regulating processes modelled in:

• Pure delay form [48, 76, 212, 272, 283, 313, 379, 409, 481], with a zero [116].
• FOLPD form [3, 10–12, 51, 56, 59, 63, 64, 76, 87, 95, 113, 116, 119, 123, 126,

130, 143, 145, 162, 169, 174, 187–189, 191, 198, 199, 206, 246, 248, 272, 275,
277, 283, 284, 286, 289, 292, 293, 299, 311–313, 348, 372, 377, 388, 392, 395,
398, 399, 409, 410, 412, 422–424, 432, 460, 474, 481, 498, 500, 502, 530, 538,
539, 542, 546, 549, 551, 552, 562, 563, 568, 569, 595–597, 604, 605, 617, 618,
620–622, 625, 626, 628, 641, 642, 656, 674, 685], with a zero [116, 547, 555].

• SOSPD form [10, 12, 13, 36, 51, 64, 73, 76, 95, 116, 126, 149, 192, 202, 211,
235, 236, 246, 248, 313, 348, 357, 372, 379, 399, 439, 450, 451, 465, 481, 492,
500, 538, 539, 542, 544–546, 552, 568, 572, 595, 618–620, 625, 626, 640, 659],
with a zero [116, 121, 124, 246, 345, 465, 685].

• TOSPD form [376].
• General form, perhaps with a repeated pole [145, 192, 313, 316, 323, 477, 595].

Such tuning rules are also described to control non-self-regulating processes mod-
elled in:

• IPD form [38, 61, 95, 114, 118, 123, 129, 174, 189, 212, 219, 250, 252–254, 313,
331, 410, 411, 469, 492, 542, 544, 560, 561, 564, 618, 623–625, 640], with a zero
[116].
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• FOLIPD form [39, 95, 96, 158, 161, 250, 254, 313, 463, 469, 542, 544, 561, 571,
596, 597, 599, 618, 625], with a zero [22, 116, 436].

• I2PD form [212, 251, 542, 544, 683].
• General form with an integrator [313].
• Unstable FOLPD form [51, 52, 89, 103, 111, 115, 116, 240, 241, 263, 265, 372,

379, 441, 471, 559, 561–563, 606, 627], with a zero [556, 557, 561].
• Unstable SOSPD form with one unstable pole [51, 103, 240, 241, 372, 387, 561,

643], two unstable poles [387, 643] and with a zero [478, 479, 558, 561].

1.3.3.2 Achieving Frequency Domain Metrics

Tuning rules to achieve specific frequency domain metrics are also described for
self-regulating processes modelled in:

• Pure delay form [48, 77, 202, 501], with a zero [271].
• FOLPD form [5, 14, 15, 48, 55, 69, 75, 91, 98, 100, 101, 109, 128, 129, 142, 144,

159, 173, 189, 191, 196, 201, 202, 207, 208, 222, 232, 235, 244, 246, 249, 287,
295, 302, 307, 308, 317, 318, 324, 333, 336, 340, 341, 343, 344, 384, 402, 415,
433, 434, 466, 500, 511, 548, 554, 577, 628, 641, 642, 645, 646, 652, 658, 672,
673, 675, 705], with a zero [150, 271, 380].

• SOSPD form [36, 48, 101, 150, 207, 209, 228–230, 235, 236, 244, 246, 249, 328,
341, 343, 374, 375, 415, 470, 500, 554, 577, 636, 647, 651, 675], with a zero
[150, 246, 271, 285, 415, 470, 644, 653, 654].

• TOSPD form [235, 500, 629, 631, 633, 634].
• Fifth order model with delay form [629, 630, 632, 633].
• General form [500, 540].
• Non-model specific form [48, 58, 70, 173, 202, 307–309, 396, 566, 583, 629, 631,

650, 677].

Such tuning rules are also described to control non-self-regulating processes mod-
elled in:

• IPD form [48, 78, 100, 106, 108, 112, 128, 189, 201, 202, 235, 236, 278, 279,
290, 297, 306, 352, 353, 375, 385, 415, 453, 480], with a zero [271].

• FOLIPD form [48, 100, 235, 290, 306, 308, 385, 415, 470, 480, 518, 638, 639,
643, 648, 655, 667, 669–671], with a zero [271].

• General model with integrator [359].
• I2PD form [48, 480].
• First-order lag plus squared integral plus delay (FOLI2PD) form [480].
• Unstable FOLPD form [17, 37, 110, 112, 148, 176, 201, 227, 363, 433, 442, 472,

561, 611, 639, 668, 701].
• Unstable FOLIPD form [480].
• Unstable SOSPD form with one unstable pole [117, 227, 314, 442, 470].
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1.3.4 Tuning Rules for Robustness

Tuning rules in this category are specified to allow the resulting closed-loop control
system to achieve a robust stability and/or a robust performance criterion. Tuning
rules have been specified for the compensation of self-regulating processes modelled
in:

• Pure delay form [48, 62, 186, 542, 603, 607, 681].
• FOLPD form [6, 16, 20, 25, 29, 48, 62, 71, 74, 99, 120, 122, 127, 137, 138, 146,

163, 181, 184–186, 215, 233, 234, 245, 247, 261, 266, 276, 321, 322, 325, 328,
333–335, 337, 339, 342, 343, 365, 369, 401, 421, 428, 437, 458, 476, 488, 489,
507, 513, 514, 517, 518, 520, 522, 528, 549, 579, 584, 591, 607, 612, 613, 615,
616, 637, 681, 686, 689, 695–697, 702, 708], with a zero [90, 328, 507].

• SOSPD form [16, 71, 74, 194, 207, 245, 264, 266, 302, 319, 321, 325, 328, 380,
406, 437, 439, 458, 488, 507, 513, 516, 517, 520, 522, 529, 550, 607, 682, 686,
697, 702], with a zero [102, 120, 122, 328, 380, 462, 507, 516, 593].

• TOSPD form [268, 380, 437].
• General form with a repeated pole [316].

Tuning rules have been specified for the compensation of non-self-regulating pro-
cesses modelled in:

• IPD form [19, 20, 24, 38, 73, 95, 120, 122, 321, 328, 421, 429, 430, 440, 484–
488, 510, 513, 515, 520, 522, 524, 543, 549, 579, 591, 657, 681, 686, 691, 692,
694, 700, 702, 707, 708].

• FOLIPD form [120, 122, 321, 328, 355, 429, 437, 488, 513, 515, 516, 520, 522,
578, 579, 599, 600, 607, 610, 692], with a zero [22, 328, 437, 438, 516, 520, 522].

• I2PD form [355].
• Unstable FOLPD form [111, 321, 326, 328, 381, 444, 493, 508, 509, 513, 518,

519, 524, 561, 580, 686, 687, 693], with a zero [561].
• Unstable FOLIPD form [438, 523, 688], with a zero [516, 523].
• Unstable SOSPD form with one unstable pole [326, 328, 381, 493, 513, 518, 519,

523, 688], two unstable poles [326, 328, 512, 521, 523], with a zero [516, 561],
with one unstable pole and a zero [523] and with two unstable poles and a zero
[438, 523, 561].

1.3.5 Ultimate Cycle Tuning Rules

Ultimate cycle tuning rules are based on recording appropriate parameters at the
ultimate frequency (i.e. the frequency at which marginal stability of the closed-loop
control system occurs). The first such tuning rule was defined in 1942 [706] for
the tuning of P, PI and PID controller parameters of a process that may or may not
include a delay. Briefly, the experimental technique is as follows:

(a) Place the controller in proportional mode only.
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(b) Increase Kc until the closed-loop system output goes marginally stable; record
Kc (calling it Ku, the ultimate gain) and the ultimate period, Tu.

Simple formulae are used to define tuning parameters for PI and PID controllers.
The PI controller settings are

Kc = 0.45Ku, Ti = 0.83Tu,

with the (ideal) PID controller settings given by

Kc ∈ [0.6Ku,Ku], Ti = 0.5Tu, Td = 0.125Tu.

The tuning rules implicitly build an adequate frequency domain stability margin into
the compensated system [147]. However, there are a number of disadvantages to the
ultimate cycle tuning approach:

• The system must generally be destabilised under proportional control.
• The empirical nature of the method means that uniform performance is not

achieved in general [258].
• Several trials must typically be made to determine the ultimate gain.
• The resulting process upsets may be detrimental to product quality.
• There is a danger of misinterpreting a limit cycle as representing the stability limit

[457].
• The amplitude of the process variable signal may be so great that the experiment

may not be carried out for cost or safety considerations.

Some of these disadvantages are addressed by defining modifications of the rules
in which, for example, the proportional gain in the experiment is set up to give
a closed-loop transient response decay ratio of 0.25, or a phase lag of 135◦; ulti-
mate cycle tuning rules, and their modifications, may compensate self-regulating
processes modelled in:

• Pure delay form [393].
• FOLPD form [58, 67, 82, 179, 195, 202, 203, 205, 206, 224, 249, 313, 342, 351,

361, 386, 390, 454, 457, 473, 663, 664, 681, 698].
• SOSPD form [68, 249, 313, 315, 431, 592], with a zero [102].
• TOSPD form [313, 681].
• Other form [598].
• General, possibly delayed, stable form [1, 2, 4, 8, 48, 53, 66, 83, 88, 93, 97,

107, 139, 152, 154, 155, 164, 200, 208, 213, 216, 219, 256, 260, 267, 269, 274,
288, 291, 302, 310, 327, 349, 356, 360, 366, 367, 370, 378, 389, 391, 392, 408,
416, 425, 435, 445, 455–457, 459, 475, 490, 495, 550, 565, 581, 582, 594, 608,
635, 659, 664, 676, 678, 680, 681], sometimes to achieve a specified frequency
domain metric [40, 42, 43, 79, 141, 147, 178, 202, 204, 259, 282, 302–306, 330,
332, 491, 505, 527, 531, 690].

Tuning rules have been specified for the compensation of non-self-regulating pro-
cesses modelled in:

• IPD form [60, 354, 362, 681, 703].
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• FOLIPD form [313, 390, 431, 454, 599, 600].
• SOSIPD form [313], with a zero [364].
• Third order lag plus integral plus delay (TOLIPD) form [313].
• General, possibly delayed, non-self-regulating form [356, 393].
• Unstable SOSPD form with one unstable pole [390].

1.4 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Control academics and practitioners remain interested in the use of PI and PID con-
trollers to compensate processes with time delay. This chapter outlines the work
done in tuning rule development for such processes. The most startling statistic to
emerge from the complete work is the quantity of tuning rules identified; to mid
2008, 563 PI tuning rules and 1168 PID tuning rules have been collated, a total
of 1731 separate rules. Recent years have seen acceleration in the accumulation of
tuning rules.

It is difficult to detect an overall trend in the research, in terms of the categories
used by the author, as the decades of development work completed continues to
be influential. However, the recent increased emphasis on the incorporation of ro-
bustness metrics in the specification of tuning rules is of interest. From a controller
architecture perspective, there is a trend to specify tuning rules for two-degree-of-
freedom controllers, which may reflect the greater interest in the use of such con-
trollers by practitioners [420]. From a process perspective, there has been more in-
terest in the development of tuning rules to control non-self-regulating processes in
recent years, particularly those which are open-loop unstable; since one of the first
tuning rules for these processes was proposed twenty-two years ago [148], over 180
further tuning rules have been proposed for these applications [420]. Finally, there is
increasing interest in the specification of tuning rules for fractional-order PI or PID
controllers, and for PI or PID controllers that may be embedded in applications such
as cascade control systems and time-delay compensators, topics which are outside
the scope of this review.

Reflecting on the PI and PID controller tuning rules reported in the chapter,
there is a lack of comparative analysis regarding the performance and robustness
of closed-loop systems compensated with the associated controllers; the absence of
benchmark processes for testing, at least until relatively recently [46], is also no-
table. The main priority for future research in the area should be a critical analysis
of available tuning rules, rather than the proposal of further tuning rules.

Historical Note The 75th anniversary of the receipt of the first technical paper
describing tuning rules for setting up controller parameters [86] is presently being
marked. The paper was received by the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London on July 15, 1935; the paper was received, in revised form, on
November 26, 1935, and was read on February 2, 1936. The lead author of the
paper subsequently took out a patent on the PID controller [85].
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Chapter 2
Model-Based PI(D) Autotuning

Alberto Leva and Martina Maggio

2.1 Introduction

Any autotuning procedure starts by taking input/output measurements from the pro-
cess. This can be done in open- or closed-loop, by deliberately injecting some stim-
ulus or simply relying on the excitation provided by standard manoeuvres like set
point changes, and in a number of different manners, see e.g. the discussions in
works like [5, 6, 33] and the references therein.

No matter how the said measurements were obtained, in some cases they are
directly employed to determine the regulator parameters. In other cases, the same
measurements are conversely used to first obtain a process model, i.e. something that
permits to simulate the closed-loop system and, sticking to the linear time-invariant
single-variable context, virtually always takes the form of a transfer function. That
model, together with conveniently expressed specifications, is subsequently used
to tune the regulator. Autotuning procedures involving a model in the sense just
shown are said to be model-based, and model-based autotuning (hereinafter MBAT
for short) is the subject of this chapter.

In the literature, many classifications of PI/PID (auto)tuning techniques were
proposed, see e.g. again [5] or works like [15, 16, 48, 65, 66], and throughout such a
vast research corpus, the word “model” is used with various meanings. For example,
referring to the synthetic and clear scheme of [52, p. 904], the subject of this chapter
would fall into the “parametric model methods” set. It is therefore worth stressing
that the distinctive character of MBAT as intended herein is the presence of a process
model in a form suitable for analysing and simulating the closed-loop system. The
typical workflow of MBAT is summarised in Fig. 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1 Summary of the typical MBAT workflow

The distinctive character of MBAT just pointed out results in some relevant
strengths, but also in substantially two weaknesses. The main strong point is that,
as anticipated, the closed-loop system can be simulated before applying the tuned
regulator to the real process. Hence, not only structural properties such as stability,
performance, and robustness can be checked, but also the most relevant character-
istics of the obtained transients, like peak values and durations, can be forecast.
Another strength of MBAT is that the control specifications can be stipulated with
reference to the model, for example requiring that the closed-loop set point step re-
sponse be “n times faster” than that of the model in open loop. In general, the MBAT
approach allows one to make the specification more readable and easy to interpret,
thus comprehensible also by non-specialist personnel, to the advantage of industrial
acceptability.

The mentioned weaknesses, on the other hand, both come from the interplay be-
tween the model identification (or better parameterisation, since the model structure
is typically fixed a priori) and the subsequent regulator tuning. In MBAT, the model
structure is almost invariantly fixed a priori—the word “almost” being removable
if industrial applications are considered—based on that of the regulator to be tuned
(e.g. PI or PID). This unavoidably gives rise to process/model mismatches that can
adversely affect the closed-loop transients’ forecasts and sometimes even the assess-
ment of structural properties such as stability. In addition, the process stimulation
used to produce the input/output measurements has to frequently obey potentially
strict technological limits, and tuning time is frequently a relevant issue for indus-
trial acceptance. In one word, the model needs obtaining from finite (often quite
short) sets of noisy data, in the virtually ubiquitous presence of poor excitation.
As a result, the model is typically obtained with ad hoc techniques involving some
heuristics, such as the method of areas, of moments, and numerous others.

A chapter of this book is entirely devoted to the “identification for PID” subject,
so we do not further delve into the matter here and just point out its two most relevant
consequences as seen from the MBAT standpoint. First, even if the used tuning
rule is well suited for the particular problem at hand, different model identification
methods may cause that rule to produce quite significantly different results, and
for the same reason, apparently, the same couple of model identification method
and tuning rule may behave very differently in different control problems. In the
opinion of the authors, this is maybe the toughest difficulty that MBAT has to face
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in order to achieve the wide acceptance it potentially deserves. Second, not only the
identified model will be nothing more than a (hopefully adequate) approximation
of the process dynamics, but the available data will hardly ever—to put it mildly—
be sufficient to set up a robustness problem in a formally sound manner. In fact, as
shown later on, identification/tuning integration and robustness (or “nonfragility”)
are nowadays two relevant research lines in the MBAT domain.

In order to discuss the issues sketched above, this chapter is organised as follows.
First, Sect. 2.2 proposes a trivial introductory example to establish the chapter’s per-
spective. Section 2.3 then provides a panorama of the major MBAT methods pro-
posed in the literature, referring the reader to more extensive works for the details
that cannot fit herein. At the same time, suggestions are given on how to organise
the presented methods into a simple yet reasoned taxonomy that can easily incorpo-
rate and classify the numerous methods not quoted for space reasons. Section 2.4, in
part elaborating from the mentioned taxonomy suggestions, addresses the problem
of assessing the tuning results and monitoring the control loop, and also of deter-
mining when a new autotuning operation is advisable. Up to this point, reference is
made to well-assessed MBAT methods and, wherever possible, to methods that do
have an industrial realisation and therefore a backlog of use experience. Section 2.5
conversely deals with modern research issues, not yet or only sparingly reflected in
the applications, and illustrates the topics that appear more promising based on the
experience and the opinion of the authors. Here it is also impossible to exhaust the
matter, and thus references are provided for the subjects not touched here. Finally,
in Sect. 2.6 some conclusions are drawn, and possible future research perspectives
are briefly sketched.

2.2 A Simple Introductory Example

To get a rapid idea of what MBAT is from both the methodological and the engineer-
ing point of view, it is useful to start with a simple example and some comments. To
this end, the following is a deliberately trivial MBAT procedure to tune a PI in the
form R(s)=K(1+ 1/sTi) for an asymptotically stable process.

1. Lead the process to steady state.
2. Set the PI to manual mode and apply a step control variation.
3. Wait for the controlled variable to settle.
4. Attempt to describe the process with a first-order model with delay. Set the gain
μM to the ratio between the difference of the values of the final and initial con-
trolled variables and the control step amplitude, the delay DM to the time needed
to complete 5% of the overall transient, and the time constant TM to the time
needed to go from 5% to 70% of the same transient.

5. Attempt to enforce a prescribed cutoff frequency ωc and phase margin ϕm, priv-
ileging the latter if its achievement prevents to attain the former and using a
cancellation strategy. Omitting simple computation, this means using the MBAT
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rule that

Ti = TM, K =min

(
ωcTM

μM
,

TM

μMDM

(
π

2
− ϕm

))
. (2.1)

The reader is now encouraged to re-consider the example and notice the follow-
ing facts. There is a MBAT rule, namely (2.1), that realises a tuning policy (pole/zero
cancellation) with an objective or tuning desire (a given response speed if possible
under a stability degree constraint) expressed by specifications (ωc and ϕm). This is
done assuming a model structure (first order plus delay) that will attempt to explain
the measured data and depends inherently of the chosen controller structure. Finally
an experiment is designed to parameterise the model, and various (reasonable but
arbitrary) decisions are taken on how to process the data in order to parameterise
the model (e.g. the 5% and 70% thresholds, but in real-life cases, also filtering,
detrending, outlier removal, and much more).

It should be clear that one thing is a MBAT rule, and another is a MBAT proce-
dure, as in fact the process of turning the first into the second requires some decision
(arbitrary, as not stemming from the rule) practically at each step. Correspondingly,
discussing the first is merely a methodological fact, while turning it into the sec-
ond requires a lot of engineering effort, where any of the mentioned decisions has a
potentially significant impact on the obtained results and thus the product’s applica-
bility and success. This is probably the main reason why MBAT research is difficult,
despite prescribing some property for a system with overall less than ten parameters
may seem a sinecure. In fact, a major challenge is how to give the mentioned “en-
gineering” facts a methodological dignity, so as to be capable of treating them in a
formal manner, and not just like implementation-related incidentals.

This chapter will try to take such an attitude, assuming some reader’s familiarity
with PID tuning (although no fundamental facts will be totally omitted), with the
aim of serving as a guide in a huge corpus of literature that would be impossible
even to summarise here.

2.3 Tuning Methods in the Literature

This section reports an extremely synthetic overview of the MBAT history, limited to
its major milestones, by describing a few methods that in the opinion of the authors
provided some theoretical advance or were particularly successful in the applica-
tions. The choice of organising the section in this way was dictated by the enormous
extent of the matter: entire books are devoted at listing and sometimes evaluating
PID tuning methods [5, 55], and if this section were structured in the same way,
it would be nothing more than a shallow rough copy of such works. On the con-
trary, after detailing the considered model and controller structures, the following
two Sects. 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 deal with the PI and the PID controller, telling the MBAT
story in extreme synthesis, from the dawn up to recent times but excluding modern
research issues. Then, Sects. 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 summarise the scenario and propose
the announced minimal taxonomy guidelines for MBAT methods, while Sect. 2.3.7
provides a few samples of what was not possible to treat herein.
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2.3.1 The Typical Model Structures

As anticipated, models for MBAT need to be simple. One reason is the necessity
of parameterising them based on a limited amount of data in the presence of poor
excitation. A second one is the need for simple and preferably explicit tuning rules,
to the advantage of a safe autotuner operation. A third reason is the opportunity of
summarising the main (and hopefully control-relevant) process dynamics with few
parameters, to allow for an easy interpretation of their values, also on the part of the
typical plant personnel.

In this chapter, the decision was taken to omit treating unstable models. The mo-
tivation is that asymptotically stable or integrating ones cover the great majority of
the cases of interest, although relevant ones (especially for example in the domain
of chemical reactions) are left out. Also, discussing MBAT for unstable processes,
especially for the involved robustness issues, would require a large amount of space,
and it was considered preferable to disregard the matter completely instead of re-
porting a necessarily partial treatise.

Given the considerations above, the structures employed in virtually all the liter-
ature are the First Order Plus Dead Time (FOPDT), the Integrator Plus Dead Time
(IPDT), the First Order and Integrator Plus Dead Time (FOIPDT), and the Sec-
ond Order Plus Dead Time (SOPDT) in the OverDamped (OD) and UnderDamped
(UD) subtypes, the latter appearing typically in mechanical systems. In fact differ-
ent acronyms are frequently used instead of those reported above, but the meaning
of such numerous variants in the literature should be obvious to the reader. For the
purpose of this work, the mentioned model structures are thus expressed in the form
of SISO transfer functions as follows.

FOPDT M(s)= μM e−sDM

1+ sTM , (2.2a)

IPDT M(s)= μM e−sDM

s
, (2.2b)

FOIPDT M(s)= μM e−sDM

s(1+ sTM), (2.2c)

SOPDT-OD M(s)= μM e−sDM

(1+ sTM1)(1+ sTM2)
, (2.2d)

SOPDT-UD M(s)= μM e−sDM

(1+ 2 ξM
ωM
s + s2

ω2
M

)
. (2.2e)
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2.3.2 The Considered Controller Structures

For apparent space reasons and for the purpose of the chapter, we limit here the
scope to the one-degree-of-freedom PI and the PID controllers, and for uniformity,
we refer to their so-called ISA forms, i.e. the error-to-control transfer functions

PI R(s)=K
(

1+ 1

sTi

)
, (2.3a)

PID R(s)=K
(

1+ 1

sTi
+ sTd

1+ sTd/N
)
, (2.3b)

where K is the gain, Ti and Td the integral and derivative times, respectively, and
N the ratio between Td and the time constant of the “derivative filter” in the real
PID case, the ideal PID corresponding to N =∞.

2.3.3 Some MBAT Methods for the PI

The first and historical tuning method for PI (and PID) controllers is by common
opinion that proposed by Ziegler and Nichols in 1942 [75]. In fact, however, pre-
vious works by Callander and coworkers [7, 25] in 1935–36 proposed a similar
method, thereby constituting the first known “tuning rule”. The work by Callender
et al. actually dates back to an internal report of ICI (Alkali) Ltd., Northwich, writ-
ten in 1934—that is, eight years before the paper by Ziegler and Nichols—and was
discovered by Aidan O’Dwyer in 2004. The reader interested in the fascinating story
of that discovery can find it in [56]. The Callender rule for the PID is presented later
on in Sect. 2.3.4.

Coming back to the Ziegler–Nichols PI rule, it refers to the FOPDT model (2.2a)
and the ISA PI (2.3a) and takes the form

K = 0.9TM
μMDM

, Ti = 3.33TM. (2.4)

The goal is to obtain a quarter decay ratio for the nominal closed loop, which makes
(2.4) applicable for DM/TM ≤ 1. The model is parameterised based on the applica-
tion of the tangent method to an open-loop process unit step response, whence other
published rules equivalent to (2.4) that refer to the tangent parameters directly. It is
worth noticing that the ancestor of most MBAT methods did specify the model pa-
rameterisation procedure—a habit not maintained in several subsequent proposals.
Finally, of course the same concept just sketched can be applied to different model
structures. For example, there exist a rule analogous to (2.4) for the IPDT model
(2.2b) that reads

K = 0.9

μMDM

, Ti = 3.33DM, (2.5)
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and again employs a tangent-based model parameterisation procedure.
Along the idea of constraining the closed-loop damping, or somehow equiva-

lently the maximum overshoot of the set point step response, many methods were
introduced in the following years. Two notable proposals are that by Chien, Hrones
and Reswick [9] and by Cohen and Coon [10]. The Chien et al. method has the
merit of being (probably) the first to distinguish “servo” control problems (where
the goal is to track the set point) and “regulatory” ones (where the set point is sub-
stantially considered constant, and the problem is to effectively reject load distur-
bances). Notice, incidentally, that the work by Ziegler and Nichols did not propose
such a distinction but looked particularly at disturbance responses. In many subse-
quent works the statement can be found that the Ziegler and Nichols rules provide
“too oscillatory a set point response”: true, but tracking was not their primary goal.

The Chien rules refer to (2.2a) and (2.3a) and read

Servo, 0% overshoot K = 0.35TM
μMDM

, Ti = 1.17TM, (2.6a)

Servo, 20% overshoot K = 0.6TM
μMDM

, Ti = TM, (2.6b)

Regulatory, 0% overshoot K = 0.6TM
μMDM

, Ti = 4DM, (2.6c)

Regulatory, 20% overshoot K = 0.7TM
μMDM

, Ti = 2.33DM, (2.6d)

and are applicable for 0.1 < DM/TM < 1. Notice the structural similarity to the
Ziegler and Nichols ancestor and also that the integral time is made dependent on
the model time constant in the servo case and on the model delay in the regulatory
one. With the same model, a servo problem thus results in a smaller PI gain than
a regulatory one. On the contrary, the servo integral time is smaller than the regu-
latory one only for processes where the rational dynamics definitely dominates the
delay, i.e. for DM/TM smaller than 1.17/4≈ 0.29 and 1/2.33≈ 0.43 in the 0% and
20% overshoot cases, respectively. Observe also that the work by Chien et al. still
specifies the model parameterisation procedure (here too, the tangent method).

Also, the Cohen and Coon method refers to (2.2a) and (2.3a). It takes the form

K = 1

μM

(
0.083+ 0.9

TM

DM

)
, Ti = TM

(3.33DM

TM
+ 0.31(DM

TM
)2

1+ 2.22DM

TM

)
, (2.7)

and is applicable for 0<DM/TM ≤ 1. The goal is quarter closed-loop damping, and
once again, the model parameterisation procedure is specified to be tangent-based.

Observing (2.4) through (2.7), a progressively more articulated use of the model
parameters can be observed, corresponding to a deeper structuring of the possible
control problems. In particular, the DM/TM ratio, sometimes also called the “con-
trollability index”, emerges as a quantity with particular relevance. Such an idea
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is probably one of the starting points for subsequent elaborations that will be for-
malised later on when the Internal Model Control (IMC) principle will be applied
to MBAT.

In the following years a number of rules similar to those just quoted were pro-
posed and are omitted here for brevity. In parallel, however, a stream of methods
started emerging, the goal of which is to optimise some integral index referring to
a convenient closed-loop response, instead of punctual quantities such as a decay
ratio or an overshoot. Among the most used indices are the Integral of the Squared
Error (ISE), the Integral of the Absolute Error (IAE), and the Integral of Time times
the Absolute Error (ITAE), defined as

ISE=
∫ ∞

0
e(t)2 dt, IAE=

∫ ∞

0

∣∣e(t)∣∣dt, ITAE=
∫ ∞

0
t
∣∣e(t)∣∣dt, (2.8)

where e(t) is the error (many other indices are used in the literature, but there is
no space here for a discussion). Two pioneering works on the matter are those by
Murrill [54] and Rovira [60]. Both refer to (2.2a) and (2.3a) and use a tangent-based
parameterisation procedure. The Murrill rules aim at minimising the ISE, IAE or
ITAE in the regulatory case, i.e., referring to the unit load disturbance closed-loop
step response. Denoting from now on by θM the normalised delay expressed as
DM/TM , those rules are valid for 0.1≤ θM ≤ 1, taking the form

ISE K = 1.305

μMθ
0.959
M

, Ti = TM θ0.739
M

0.492
, (2.9a)

IAE K = 0.984

μMθ
0.986
M

, Ti = TM θ0.707
M

0.608
, (2.9b)

ITAE K = 0.859

μMθ
0.977
M

, Ti = TM θ0.68
M

0.674
. (2.9c)

The Rovira rules conversely minimise the IAE or the ITAE in the servo case, i.e.,
for the closed-loop unit step set point response. They are valid for 0.1≤ θM ≤ 1 and
read

IAE K = 0.758

μMθ
0.861
M

, Ti = TM

1.02− 0.323θM
, (2.10a)

ITAE K = 0.586

μMθ
0.916
M

, Ti = TM

1.03− 0.165θM
. (2.10b)

The stream of rules aiming at optimising integral indices is still flourishing, also
thanks to the availability of computational resources that one could hardly dare to
dream at the Murrill and Rovira times. For the scope of this chapter, it is however
more interesting to notice how the type of control problem started (further) calling
for structurally different relationships between the model and the controller parame-
ters. Quite intuitively, although up to here the history has touched almost exclusively
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Fig. 2.2 The basic Internal Model Control (IMC) scheme: y◦ is the set point, y the controlled
variable, u the control signal, d and n respectively a load disturbance and an output noise

FOPDT-based methods, there are extensions to other structures, basically the IPDT
and the FOIPDT. There is however no space to comment the matter with sufficient
detail, and the conceptual aspects that this chapter aims at discussing can emerge
even with such an omission. The reader interested in a complete panorama can refer
e.g. to [55].

In fact, more or less in the 1960s, the idea started emerging of tuning the con-
troller by impressing not some characteristics of the obtained closed-loop responses,
be it a punctual value or an integral index, but the form of the closed-loop dynamics
in the whole, for example by requiring that the transfer function from set point (or
load disturbance) to controlled variable be “as similar as possible” to some reference
one. A historical MBAT rule conceived that way and still used in many applications
under the name of “λ-tuning” was proposed in 1968 by Dahlin [12]. Starting from
the FOPDT model (2.2a), Dahlin’s idea was to make the transfer function from the
set point to the controlled variable resemble a first-order one with unity gain, the
same delay as the process model, and a specified time constant, which becomes the
method’s design parameter (sort of another innovation, notice). Denoting the said
time constant with λ, whence the method’s name, the idea corresponds to tuning the
regulator so as to approximate the ideal (but not rational) transfer function

RID(s)= 1+ sTM
μM(1+ sλ− e−sDM )

. (2.11)

If e−sDM is replaced by its (1,0) Padé approximation 1 − sDM , the resulting
controller is a PI, and the Dahlin rules are thus

K = TM

μM(DM + λ) , Ti = TM. (2.12)

In fact and more in general, having the Dahlin rule as an anticipation, between
the 1970s and the 1980s, time became ripe for the introduction in MBAT of the
already mentioned IMC principle that originated a vast family of methods. There is
quit a bit of debate on which was the first work on that matter, and since we do not
intend here to enter said debate, we prefer to illustrate the IMC principle in a view
to its usefulness in MBAT, then show some of the most widely used methods, and
later on employ the principle for some methodological discussions on model error
and robustness.
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In a nutshell, the IMC idea is explained by the block diagram of Fig. 2.2 and
thinking for now to the case of an asymptotically stable process P(s): if the model
M(s) of that process is perfect and if there is neither load disturbance d nor output
noise n, then apparently the process output y and the model output ŷ are equal, the
scheme is open-loop, and the transfer function from the set point y◦ to the controlled
variable y is F(s)Q(s)M(s). If in additionQ(s) can be taken as the inverse of P(s),
then the desired closed-loop dynamics from set point to controlled variable can be
chosen arbitrarily by selecting F(s). Finally, the IMC controller (the grey blocks in
Fig. 2.2) is immediately shown to be equivalent to the feedback one given by the
error-to-control transfer function

R(s)= F(s)Q(s)

1− F(s)Q(s)M(s)
. (2.13)

Of course the above hypotheses are in general unrealistic, and if the IMC prin-
ciple is to be used with a high-fidelity process model, and thereby accepting a con-
troller the structure of which depends on that of said model, there are a number of as-
pects to address and a vast literature. If the IMC principle is to be applied to MBAT,
however, things are somehow simpler, in that the principle has to be viewed basi-
cally as a flexible means to obtain explicit tuning rules for the model structures of
interest, provided that the said structures allow (exactly if possible, and in the oppo-
site case with reasonable approximation) to derive a controller of the desired form.
For example, if one takes as M(s) the FOPDT model (2.2a), as Q(s) the inverse
of its minimum-phase part, i.e. (1+ sTM)/muM , and sets F(s) = 1/(1+ sλ), the
Dahlin rule is re-obtained and could be called the first IMC-PI one. The IMC prin-
ciple however allows for more insight into the problem, leading to the “improved”
rules mentioned here in the following and to some robustness-related considerations
reported later on. On the other hand, however, as the literature began focusing on
IMC-based and similar methods, attention was progressively shifted on the charac-
teristics of the control problem involving the process model, and works accounting
for the particular model parameterisation procedure used (or even mentioning it)
ceased to be the majority.

Coming back to the mainstream history, a notable “improved IMC” rule for the
PI was proposed by Rivera, Skogestad and Morari in 1986 [59] in a view to improve
performance especially in the case of significant process delays, which reads

K = TM +DM/2

μMλ
, Ti = TM + DM

2
(2.14)

and is presented in the quoted paper together with a wealth of considerations on
IMC-based tuning that is impossible to summarise here but is highly advisable for
reading. Another successful IMC improvement, known as “SIMC”, was proposed
by Skogestad [63] with the aim (simplifying the matter a bit) of avoiding excessive
values of the integral time, thus sluggish transients due to poor control activity. The
SIMC rules for the PI are

K = TM

μM(DM + λ), Ti =min
(
TM,4(DM + λ)

)
. (2.15)
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Another relevant research line, closely related to IMC-based tuning, is the so-
called “Direct Synthesis” (DS), exemplified by [8], that shares with the IMC the
possibility of being employed with different model structures, thereby unifying in
a single design framework a matter that with older approaches needed treating on a
per-structure basis.

To end this section, at least another tuning rationale needs mentioning, namely
that based on interpolation of results obtained via numerical optimisation. A suc-
cessful result of the said approach is the AMIGO PI proposed by Hägglund and
Åström in 2002 [24] and is somehow borderline with respect to classical MBAT
since it extends the MIGO method previously proposed by the same authors. The
MIGO assumes the process transfer function to be known, while the AMIGO tunes
based on three parameters (the gain, the apparent dead time and time constant, and
the inflection point slope) deducible from a step response under the hypotheses that
it is essentially monotonic and is therefore considered by the authors a “revisitation”
of the Ziegler and Nichols rule. The AMIGO goal is to maximise the integral gain
subject to a constraint on the maximum sensitivity, in an attempt to solve the per-
formance/robustness tradeoff—a subject that has been gaining increasing interest
in the last years. The method is applicable to asymptotically stable and integrating
processes, see [24] for its description.

The last tuning method here mentioned, based again on interpolation, is the so-
called “kappa–tau” one [23] that obtains the PI parameters as

K = A0

kM
e(A1τM+A2τ

2
M), Ti = B0DMe

(B1τM+B2τ
2
M), (2.16)

where kM = μMθM , and τM =DM/(DM+TM) is another definition of “normalised
delay”, differing from θM as it lies in the 0–1 range; the constants A0,1,2 and B0,1,2,
tabulated in [23], are obtained by numerically optimising performance under a ro-
bustness constraint expressed on the magnitude margin Ms , defined as

Ms =max
ω

∣∣∣∣ 1

1+L(jω)
∣∣∣∣, (2.17)

where L(s) is the open-loop transfer function, and for which the values of 1.4 and
2.0 provide two sets of constants A and B , respectively corresponding to conserva-
tive and aggressive tunings.

2.3.4 Some MBAT Methods for the PID

Coming to the PID controller, more or less the same story just followed for the PI
can be told, with two main differences. First, given the richer controller structure,
more model structures are present. Second, some methods refer to the ideal PID—
i.e. to (2.3b) with N =∞—and some to the real one, the first type of methods being
not the totality, but a significant majority.
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Here too, the ancestor is the work by Callender et al. [7]. It refers to the ideal PID
and the FOPDT model (2.2a) and takes the form

K = 1.066

μMDM

, Ti = 1.418DM, Td = aDM, a = [0.353,0.47]. (2.18)

Much more known, as for the PI case, is however the method by Ziegler and
Nichols [75], also referring to the ideal PID and providing its three parameters as

K = aTM

μMDM

, Ti = 2DM, Td = DM

2
, a = [1.2,2] (2.19)

for a FOPDT model parameterised with the tangent method, aiming at quarter de-
cay ratio. Similar proposals can be found in the following years for other model
structures. An example for the IPDT is the work by Ford [17], whose rules are

K = 1.48

μMDM

, Ti = 2TM, Td = 0.37DM, (2.20)

with the goal of a 2.7:1 decay ratio, the model being assumed known (i.e. the param-
eterisation procedure not being thought of as part of the tuning). The quoted work
by Chien et al. [9] provides overshoot-related rules also for the PID that we omit
here for brevity.

The use of integral indices emerged a few years later, like for the PI, and still
continues. An “old” example given by the Murrill [54] is minimum IAE rules for
the FOPDT model in the regulatory case

K = 1.4835

μM θ0.981
M

, Ti = TM θ0.749
M

0.878
, Td = 0.482TM θ1.137

M (2.21)

with a tangent-based parameterisation procedure. A more recent example was pro-
posed for both the servo and regulatory case and the IPDT model by Visioli [72],
referring to the various indices. For example, the minimum servo ISE rules are

K = 1.37

μMDM

, Ti = 1.69D :M, Td = 0.59DM (2.22)

with the model assumed already parameterised.
The idea of tuning the controller by impressing the form of the closed-loop dy-

namics in the whole emerged also for the PID, and here too the work by Dahlin [12]
provides historical MBAT rule for the FOPDT model. If (2.11) is rationally approx-
imated by using not a (1,0) but a (1.1) Padé approximation of the delay term, i.e.
(1 − sDM/2)/(1 + sDM/2), the resulting controller is a PID, whence the Dahlin
(or “PID λ-tuning”) rules

K = TM +DM/2

μM(DM + λ) , Ti = TM + DM

2
, Td = TMDM/2

TM +DM/2
, (2.23)
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referring to the ideal controller.
The IMC principle came then into play, and in the PID case it was exploited more

extensively then in the PI one. As before, in fact, the Dahlin rule can be considered
the first (ideal) IMC-PID one, but much more has been done. For example, a wide
variety of applications of the IMC principle to PID MBAT can be found in [59],
where all the model structures (2.2a)–(2.2e), plus several others, are considered. For
some structures, the PID is augmented with a lag term and thus turned into a real
one. This is not done on a general basis, however. On the other hand, Leva and
Colombo proposed a tuning rule invariantly producing a real PID [43], referring
(2.2a) and (2.3b), and composed of the relationships

Ti = TM + D2
M

2(DM + λ), K = Ti

μM(DM + λ),

N = Ti(DM + λ)
λTi

− 1, Td = λDMN

2(DM + λ),
(2.24)

to be used in sequence; the design parameter λ is interpreted as the desired closed-
loop dominant time constant. The number of IMC-derived tuning rules is impressive
and impossible to review, and the same applies to the similar DS principle, some
applications of which to the PID can be found in the paper [8] quoted above. A major
merit of both approaches, but in particular—see the comparative discussion in [8]—
of the IMC, is the possibility of conducting robustness analysis in a sense compatible
with MBAT: some words on that important matter will be spent later on.

Continuing the panorama, the interpolation-based approach was applied to the
PID too, and there exist corresponding versions of the quoted AMIGO [24] and
“kappa–tau” [23] methods, plus many others.

As can be seen, the PI and PID stories are very parallel. It is now time to discuss
the announced differences. First, the two zeroes of the PID make it more suited
to the PI for second- and even higher-order systems, see e.g. the discussions on
“which controller is adequate” in many works such as [5]. This was recognised long
ago and gave rise to many considerations on the role of unmodelled dynamics that
general frameworks such as the IMC and the robust control theory, see e.g. [14, 53]
as references of more or less that period, subsequently comprehended in a unitary
treatise.

From this point of view, two historical methods are worth mentioning, with some
considerations on their potential and pitfalls as expressed by their authors at the time
the research was published. The firs method was proposed by Haalman in 1965 [20].
The method has the goal of making the nominal open-loop transfer function L(s)=
R(s)M(s) resemble the desired one

LID(s)= 2e−sDM

3DMs
, (2.25)

which corresponds to achieving a cutoff frequency ωc of 2DM/3 and a phase margin
of 50◦ approximately. If the (non-integrating) process model is in the form (2.2a), it
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is advised to select a PI, while if it is in the form (2.2d), an ideal PID is chosen, and
the tuning formulæ are

K = 2(TM1 + TM2)

3μMDM

, Ti = TM1 + TM2, Td = TM1TM2

TM1 + TM2
. (2.26)

Haalman (correctly) stated, right from the paper’s title, that the method is very
suited for processes with overdamped response and significant delay. In fact, being
ωc inversely proportional to DM , the requested response might become too fast if
DM is small. It is additionally worth noticing that the method does not use any
model mismatch information, thus there is no way of guiding its operation on the
basis of the model accuracy.

Such a problem had however started receiving attention a few years before, as
testified by the second method here mentioned, namely that introduced by Kessler
in 1958 [38, 39] and known as the “Symmetric Optimum” (SO). In fact, despite
being older than the Haalman method, the SO one contains several ideas that have
been widely developed in the following years. The most important one is to assume
that the (non integrating) process model be

M(s)= μe−sD∏m
k=1(1+ sTk)

∏n
h=1(1+ sTh)

, (2.27)

i.e. either in the form (2.2a) if m= 1 or (2.2d) if m= 2, but with some other poles
accounting for the process dynamics not described by the model. It is furthermore
assumed that the time constants Tk dominate the process dynamics, i.e. that

Tk�D+
n∑

h=1

(1+ sTh) ∀k. (2.28)

The quantity L +∑n
h=1(1 + sTh) can then be interpreted as the time constant

of a transfer function representing the unmodelled process dynamics, which is still
rough but extremely foreseeing way to account for model mismatch. Denoting by
Tum the above quantity, the SO method takes as approximate model

M ′(s)= μe−sD

(1+ sTum)∏m
k=1(sTk)

(2.29)

and designs the controller so that the nominal cutoff frequency be 1/2Tum (thus
reducing the demand as the mismatch increases, i.e. automating a very wise prac-
tice) and that the nominal open-loop magnitude |R(jω)M ′(jω)| have a slope of
–20 dB/dec in the frequency interval from 1/4mTum to 1/Tum. The SO tuning for-
mulæ (also the PI ones for completeness) are given in Table 2.1.

The SO method was immediately recognised to have both strengths and weak-
nesses. It performs very well, provided that the process delay is small since the
time constants Tk must dominate also the delay—see (2.28)—thus it is especially
suited for electromechanical systems, despite being keen to generate low-frequency
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Table 2.1 The SO tuning
formulæ K Ti Td

PI
T1

2μTum
4Tum

PID (T2 ≥ 8Tum)
T1T2

8μT 2
um

16Tum 4Tum

PID (T2 ≥ 8Tum)
T1(T2 + 4Tum)

8μT 2
um

T2 + 4Tum
4T2Tum

T2 + 4Tum

regulator zeroes, i.e. overshoots in the set point responses. In any case the idea of
“tuning also on the basis of unmodelled dynamics” is very powerful. Apart from
the methodological consequences discussed late on, for example, the SO method
has led to several evolutions, maybe the most successful being a similar one called
BO or “Betrags Optimum”, often translated as “magnitude optimum” [68]. The ap-
plication of the PID to higher-order model structures has also received attention in
general, as shown e.g. by [34].

The second peculiarity of the PID story is the presence or absence of the “deriva-
tive filter”, the term 1/(1 + sTd/N) in (2.3b), in the tuning formulæ. Curiously
enough, such a relevant issue was not brought to a systematic attention, at least to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, until quite recent years with respect to the over-
all MBAT history, see e.g. [51]. As noticed in subsequent more extensive works
such as [35], the derivative filter effect is invariantly a modification of the high-
frequency PID behaviour, which improves noise insensitivity and robustness versus
model errors acting “slightly above” the cutoff frequency, at a generally affordable
cost in terms of stability degree (e.g. phase margin). However, if this is the sole ef-
fect in the case of “series” PID realisations, where the filter is cascaded to all the
controller dynamics, the same is not true for parallel ones like the ISA (2.3b), where
the derivative filter also causes the zeroes of the real PID to not coincide with those
of the ideal form anymore. Hence, in the PID form probably most widely used in
the applications for a number of reasons (e.g. the ease of switching on and off the
individual control actions) that it is impossible to discuss here, default values for
the derivative filter parameter N , quoting from the abstract of [35], “are much less
natural” and can sometimes cause undesired behaviours that are definitely hard to
understand for the typical personnel using those controllers.

2.3.5 Summarising the Story

Apart from the recent research issues discussed in Sect. 2.5, the story told so far
can be assumed to represent quite well the panorama of assessed and industrially
used MBAT methods. In the said story, also in view to better relate modern issues
to previously emerging problems, three periods can be broadly distinguished.

At the dawn of MBAT, methods tended (and quite intuitively needed) to be ex-
tremely simple, owing both to the limited computational resources available and to
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the fact that much control-theoretical subjects nowadays familiar were at the time
being studied, and even if some methodological results were available, their indus-
trial application was far to come—think of optimal and robust control, just to give
a sample. In that period specifications were typically expressed as punctual quanti-
ties (damping, overshoot, and so on), or it was required to minimise some integral
index or cost function, rules were almost invariantly structure-specific, but (prob-
ably owing at least partially to a research attitude privileging application-related
aspects with respect to formal analysis) the model parameterisation procedure was
often treated as an integral part of the overall MBAT method. Industrial realisations
appear.

In the subsequent period, a transition can be observed towards specifications ex-
pressed, broadly speaking, in the form of some reference model (sometimes men-
tioned explicitly, like in works denoted by the “model matching” or similar concepts
like [1]). The idea of accounting somehow for the limited capability of the model to
represent the process emerges with increasing strengths, and a visible convergence
starts with methodologies (such as the mentioned robust control) that have reached
a sufficient maturity. At the same time, however, the focus tends to shift away from
the model parameterisation phase, concentrating instead on the analysis of the nom-
inal control problem, i.e. that containing the regulator ant the model used for its
tuning. Industrial realisations become more frequent, especially integrating MBAT
in existing controllers. The end of this period may be considered to coincide with
the introduction of DS and especially IMC-based techniques.

More recently, the DS and IMC analysis capabilities have led to revisit older
methods in view to use more expressive specifications (e.g. gain or phase margins),
and the increasing availability of computing power has permitted the use of interpo-
lation. More attention to robustness is paid, and some discussions start emerging on
what is to be meant by “robustness” in the MBAT context.

As a result of such an evolution, many MBAT industrial products exist, while
however many questions are still open for modern research, as will be discussed in
the following.

2.3.6 Guidelines for a Minimal Taxonomy

Based on the discussion above, a minimal taxonomy is easily provided that classifies
the methods, and the following four axes can be proposed.

The first one is the type of regulator addressed (PI, ideal or real PID, and so
on): such information allows us to initially relate the method to preferred classes of
problems. To do so, one can use the considerations on controller selection given e.g.
in [5] and/or more implementation-related knowledge, e.g. the poor suitability of an
ideal PID to highly noisy measurements, and so forth.

The second axis is the type of model used, bearing in mind (the consequences of
this will emerge later on) that the structure of the said model de facto dictates that
of the regulator or, taking an alternative viewpoint, is dictated by it, making in any
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case the model/regulator structure choice a unitary fact. Again, the capability of the
used model to represent some particular dynamics (e.g. the FOPDT one is poorly
suited to oscillatory processes) helps relate the method to classes of problems from
another point of view.

The third axis is the way specifications are accepted, and basically one can dis-
tinguish characteristics of some closed-loop response, parameters of some reference
closed-loop model, and the objective of minimising some integral index (e.g. the
ISE). This aspect of the proposed taxonomy allows one to relate the rationale of a
method—a third point of view—to the types of control problems for which it is best
suited (for example, set point tracking versus disturbance rejection).

The fourth axis is the mechanism behind the tuning rules, that can be broadly
classified into analytical synthesis, optimisation, and possibly interpolation (and
also soft computing methodologies, although space limitations oblige to omit them
here). Such information helps us estimate the computational weight and the type of
information needed to use the method, i.e., helps us judge on its suitability for the
particular application at hand.

One could also think of a fifth axis, distinguishing whether or not (and in the
affirmative case in what sense) the model parameterisation phase is considered a
part of the overall tuning procedure, but such a subject has quite recently appeared in
the literature, see e.g. some considerations in [30], although first noticed practically
at the origins of MBAT, and is thereby deferred to the following of this chapter.

It is finally worth noticing that other taxonomies were attempted in the literature,
e.g. [55], as well as a number of works evaluating and comparing (thus implicitly
classifying or helping classify) PI/PID tuning rules in several ways, see e.g. [3, 15,
16, 66] and many others. The authors do not believe that the one proposed herein is
in any sense superior but find this way of thinking to be slightly better as a means to
select the “best” method to use in a certain type of control problems. It has of course
to be acknowledged that subjective opinions play a relevant role in statements like
that just proposed.

2.3.7 A Few Samples of What Was Left out Here

As shown e.g. in the introductory sections of [55], there is a full population of PID
controller forms: series, parallel, interacting, noninteracting and so forth. Although
here the ISA form was adopted for brevity, some rules were conceived and designed
having a certain PID form in mind. Apart from the need of converting parame-
ters from one form to another, which is totally straightforward, the operation of an
MBAT procedure can sometimes be affected by the way the PID is written, espe-
cially for what concerns the commutation between the “normal operation” and the
“tuning” modes. The matter has potentially relevant implications, in that if not ac-
counted properly in the controller engineering, it can cause undesired and hard to
explain malfunctions but is of scarce conceptual interest, thus it was omitted (suf-
fice to include here a caveat not to underestimate such facts, directed to anybody
possibly wishing to implement an autotuner).
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Fig. 2.3 Schemes with a
1-dof (a) and a 2-dof (b)
controller

Also, there are numerous tuning methods (also of the MBAT type) that employ
soft computing techniques such as neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms
and so on. On an average basis such techniques are less used in the applications
than in more classical ones, and in any case too impossible to analyse in detail in a
chapter like this. That matter was thus omitted.

Abandoning soft computing, it is then to be noticed that a number of other tech-
niques were necessarily left out such as pole placement, prescription of gain and
phase margins, and much more. The main reason is that all of them fall into the de-
fined categories and would just have lengthened the list, but the choices made here
must in no sense be considered a “ranking” of techniques, and, as anticipated, are
largely subjective.

A final word is worth spending on two-degree-of-freedom (2-dof) controller tun-
ing methods, corresponding to the scheme of Fig. 2.3 and that were omitted only for
space reasons.

The idea of exploiting the 2-dof nature of many industrial PIDs, also frequently
called the “set point weighing” functionality, is however very interesting, as it allows
us to focus the tuning of the feedback path on stability and disturbance rejection,
subsequently employing the feedforward path to recover and/or improve set point
tracking. Also, if the 2-dof ISA form

U =K
(
bY ◦ − Y + 1

sTi

(
Y ◦ − Y )+ sTd

1+ sTd/N
(
cY ◦ − Y )

)
(2.30)

is adopted, where b and c are the set point weights in the proportional and deriva-
tive actions, the feedback and feedforward blocks denoted in Fig. 2.3 as RFB and
RFF become respectively a standard 1-dof ISA PID in the form (2.3b)—or which
standard rules are readily applied—and a unity-gain set point pre-filter, namely

RFF(s)= 1+ s(bTi + Td/N)+ s2TiTd(c+ b/N)
1+ s(Ti + Td/N)+ s2TiTd(1+ 1/N)

. (2.31)

This allows us to set up two-step MBAT procedures, first tuning RFB for stability,
robustness and disturbance rejection, and then RFF for tracking. In other words,
using MBAT in this way is an effective means to counteract the “overemphasis on
the set point response” that is observed in very engineering-oriented works like [61].
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2.3.8 A Final Remark

The reader may have noticed that the review of methods shown so far practically
stops some years ago. This is however consistent with the idea of separating “well
assessed” and “innovative” methods. From a similar point of view, it is extremely
interesting to look at the great classification effort published in 2005 and 2006 by
Ang, Chong and Li [4, 47]. The quoted papers list the main products for PI/PID tun-
ing, in the form of both modules for control environments and independent software
packages, together with the patents filed on PID tuning in the United States, Japan,
Korea, and by the World Intellectual Property Organisation; also, there is a list of
autotuning PID hardware modules.

From so extensive a survey, three facts are worth noticing. First, the release years
of the mentioned hardware modules span the range 1985–2001 [4, Table V]. Sec-
ond, out of 42 software packages listed, 32 support MBAT [ibid., Table IV]. Third,
in patents from 1971 to 2000 one can observe an increasing percentage of methods
based on “non-excitation” (i.e. that do not deliberately stimulate the system); also in
patents, the most used tuning approach is “formula” (i.e. simplifying a bit explicit
tuning relationships) followed by “rule” (more complex mappings from process in-
formation to controller parameters, from example heuristic relationships up to fuzzy
logic) and with an increasing percentage of “optimisation” [ibid., Figs. 6 and 7].

If one assumes that (a) hardware objects tend to incarnate well-established tech-
nology, and only a significant methodological advance results in a new hardware
generation, (b) independent software packages are typically conceived so as to de-
liver advanced functionalities, not convenient and/or impractical to realise in hard-
ware with sufficient flexibility and ease of use, and (c) patents are clearly filed be-
fore the contained claims are industrially exploited, the following conclusions—in
the opinion of the authors—can be drawn.

• MBAT is felt as a promising technology, but its use is mostly limited to “quite
advanced” tools, typically requiring some user interaction—thus competence—
especially to drive the identification phase, see e.g. the LOOP-PRO® product
suite1 [11].

• Many hardware modules do encompass MBAT, typically in the form of very
simple methods, and quite often complement it with tuning maps or rule-based
synthesis. At the same time, however, a significant amount of industrial prod-
ucts (especially, but not only, low-end ones) stick to alternative approaches like
relay-based tuning. A probable reason for that is the practical absence, in the
relay-based context, of any arbitrariness and/or ambiguity on how the process
information—frequency response points—is obtained and treated [74].

• Much MBAT industrial research is underway on the model identification front,
aiming especially at reducing the process upset and the tuning time. However, see
also the item above, the said research has not (yet) fully unleashed its potential.

1Loop-Pro is a registered trademark of Control Station, Inc., One Technology Drive, Tolland, CT
06084.
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• Modern computational capabilities make it affordable to include optimisation in
the loop controllers directly—another recently started research field.

Projecting the above remark onto the scope of this chapter, it is therefore not sur-
prising that among current research lines, particular effort is devoted to the possible
effects of a model selection and/or parameterisation that is in some sense “improper”
for the used tuning rule in the addressed problem. This motivates the choice of the
topics discussed in Sect. 2.5.

2.4 Tuning Assessment, Monitoring and Retuning

Before treating such modern issues, however, three aspects of (MBAT) autotuners’
operation, the latter two deeply intertwined, need discussing.

The first aspect is how the obtained tuning can be assessed before making it
effective. Given the simple models used, it is not complicated to check the tuning in
nominal conditions. The real question is whether or not the desired properties (think
for example to some stability and performance level) carry over from the nominal
system—that containing the model—to the real one. This clearly leads to consider
unmodelled dynamics, and apart from the mentioned SO historical example, the
natural theory to be brought in is that of robust control.

When declining the idea of robustness in MBAT, however, an important distinc-
tion is necessary. To set up a robustness problem, one has to specify which property
has to be (made) robust, with respect to the variation of what, in which set. Assum-
ing that the property is specified (e.g. stability) and the varying object is the process
transfer function, in MBAT the set is not available by definition. In real-life cases,
one makes just a single experiment, and any model error estimate (the matter will
be discussed soon) can at most measure the model’s inability to explain the data.
No information can be obtained on the effects of a process variation, because in a
single experiment of acceptable duration, there can be no such variation. In MBAT,
therefore, the problem of “robustness” needs splitting into two. One is to guarantee
that the PID tuned on the model will control “well enough” the real process as it was
when data was collected, and this can be tackled by using model error information.
The other is to quantify the “amount of model error” that can be tolerated while still
preserving the property, and this can only be done a priori. It is important to bear
such a distinction in mind, although the literature (no criticism intended) is quite
often silent on the matter.

Model error estimates can only be obtained by analysing the identified model re-
sponse in conjunction with the identification data. In order to simplify a potentially
complex matter, attempts were made to treat the model error as a parametric error
for the model, or more generally, to assume some structure for the model error itself,
deduced by some reference response, see e.g. [50]. However, for a rigorous treatise,
the model error description must be nonparametric, as shown in [42] together with
a procedure to obtain a magnitude overbound for the additive error in the frequency
domain. Based on nonparametric overbounds, works like [43], referring to the IMC
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PID method, indicate how to guarantee that at least the real process as it was at the
time of the experiment will be well controlled. On a similar front, the recent paper
[70] provides a very neat problem formulation, based on two tuning parameters for
performance (specifically, closed-loop time constant) and robustness, also clarify-
ing how complex the underlying optimisation problem can be and how to obtain a
simple tuning rule [ibid., p. 66] serving the purpose.

Coming to the a priori quantification of the tolerable model error, in the past
years this was practically the only problem addressed, and the typical tools were
the classical stability degree indicators, namely the gain and phase margins, see e.g.
[18, 27–29, 73]. More recently, a shift can be observed towards better indicators like
the peak (nominal) sensitivity Ms , defined as

Ms =max
ω

∣∣S(jω)∣∣, S(jω)= 1

1+R(jω)M(jω)
, (2.32)

and the performance/robustness tradeoff is managed both by evaluating existing
rules, as in [71], and proposing a new one with that specific purpose. Incidentally,
accounting for robustness poses an interesting identification-related question: does
the model have reproduce the identification data as closely as possible, thus min-
imising the error in the frequency domain on an average basis, or concentrate its
fidelity on some band, for example to loosen the acceptable error bound in the vicin-
ity of the cutoff? Some words on the matter will be spent later on when discussing
the so-called “contextual tuning”.

The second aspect touched here is how to monitor the tuning on-line, which
is strongly connected to the third one, i.e. how to decide when a re-tuning is advis-
able. The subject has significant connection with fault detection, as recognised since
many years [36], but in the MBAT context it is more frequent, for implementation
convenience, to encounter “detectors” for specific problems. Two notable examples,
covering by the way the most relevant facts to detect, are the methods proposed by
Hägglund [21] to detect oscillations by studying the magnitude of the IAE between
subsequent zero crossings of the error, and in [22] to spot sluggish loops by the so
called “idle index” that (roughly) indicates that the controlled and control variables’
derivatives have the same sign for too long during a step-generated transients. An-
other interesting work is [64] that uses normalised (dimensionless) settling time and
IAE to detect sluggish or non-optimal loop behaviours, referring to the IMC rules,
while from a more methodological standpoint, [32] attempts to cast the matter into
a comparative framework with minimum variance control. Recent evolutions of the
loop monitoring idea, including suggestions for controller retuning, can be found
e.g. in [69].

2.5 Modern Research Issues

Despite various decades of past research, in the MBAT context many questions still
stand open. In the impossibility of even just mentioning all of them, the choice
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is made here to discuss those that the authors feel as more relevant, admitting in
advance that the choice is somehow influenced by their research interests.

Specifically, whilst up to some years ago MBAT was basically viewed as a handy
methodology to devise tuning recipes, modern research is progressively concentrat-
ing on the high-level information conveyed by the presence of a model. Stretching
the lexicon a bit, one could say that an MBAT-based autotuner is “more conscious”
of the controlled process, in the same way as possessing a model of some object
implies deeper a conscience of that object than just knowing how it responds to
tome stimulus. This “consciousness” is being nowadays devoted a great effort, and
the fronts on which the said effort is exerted are (in the opinion of the authors) the
major actual research lines.

In the first place, right from the beginning MBAT rules were conceived for
some tuning objective (quarter damping, 0% overshoot and so on). As anticipated
above when proposing taxonomic guidelines, the type of specifications accepted is
strongly connected to the tuning objectives, thereby helping classify the method. An
interesting issue is to conversely classify the control problem and then act accord-
ingly for the regulator tuning. A proposal in this sense can be found in [41], where
first some quantities are defined that characterise the nominal control problem, i.e.,
the (model PID) couple as emerging from the chosen MBAT method. The suggested
quantities, apart form the nominal cutoff frequency ωc and phase margin ϕm, are the
PID high-frequency gain, the ratio between the integral time and the model domi-
nant time constant, the PID frequency response magnitude at ωc, the maximum PID
phase lead, the ratio between the frequency corresponding to the said maximum
lead and ωc, and finally the ratio between the closed-loop settling time, roughly
estimated as 5/ωc, and that of the model (assumed asymptotically stable) in open
loop. Based on those quantities and a set of weights characterising the tuning de-
sires (e.g. fast response versus high damping) and the qualitative amount of noise, a
decision mechanism allows to choose, within a pre-specified set of MBAT rules, the
one that best suits the tuning desires in the case at hand. Further discussions on the
idea of automatically selecting a tuning rule, and correspondingly of quantitatively
characterising a tuning problem, can be found in [44]. Most likely, endowing indus-
trial autotuners with the capability of selecting the “best” rule to use will enhance
their success.

On a similar front, research is addressing “multi-objective” tuning methods as a
way to manage the typical MBAT tradeoffs, namely (to quote the most relevant) that
opposing “servo” to “regulatory” tuning, i.e. set point tracking to disturbance rejec-
tion, and performance to robustness. As noticed since some years, see e.g. [19], this
problem has quite a lot to do with optimisation, since a natural way of trading two
conflicting figures of merit versus one another is to optimise one of the two subject
to a constraint on the latter. The arising optimisation problems are however difficult
to formalise, since many of the involved entities are more keen to a qualitative than
a quantitative descriptions. Attempts were thus made to use soft computing tech-
niques: for example, [40] proposes a method based on clonal selection accounting
for diversity, distributed computation, adaptation and self-monitoring function and
contains interesting comparisons to similar proposals. Alternatively, the quoted pa-
per [19] introduces an LMI-based optimisation framework, while [67] numerically
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maximises “the shortest distance from the Nyquist curve of the open-loop trans-
fer function to the critical point –1” and thus optimises the peak sensitivity as per
(2.32).

Avoiding a lengthy list of references, in the particular context of multi-objective
tuning a significant presence of soft computing techniques can be observed, with
particular reference to genetic algorithms, and it can also be noticed that several
works directly refer to a specific application, see e.g. [57]. More classical tech-
niques, at least in the first years in which the subject received interest, tend con-
versely to focus on the mentioned LMI idea, since it was shown a few years before
that well-assessed formalisms, such as the H∞ or the μ-synthesis ones, give rise
to intractable problems when the controller structure has to be constrained into the
PID form [37].

In parallel, however, works such as the book [13] or [62] had systematically
exploited, among others, the concept of “stabilising regions”. Given a (nominal)
model, the idea is to analytically determine the region of the PID parameter space
that guarantees stability, thus providing the search space for possible subsequent
optimisations. Similar ideas can be found in [26], where the problem of designing
for robust performance is cast into the simultaneous stabilisation of a family of
complex polynomials.

More recently, a quest for simpler approaches to the multi-objective tuning prob-
lem can be observed, somehow as a consequence of the research path just sketched,
together with some renaissance, in this new and better formalised context, of old
tuning indices. A very interesting example is the paper [49] that addresses different
model structures by minimising the IAE for step an load responses (which is well
aligned with traditional research) in view however to manage “robustness, perfor-
mance and control effort” in a coordinated manner; the interested reader can refer
in particular to Sect. 4 of the paper.

In this scenario, modern trends are finally well exemplified by the mentioned
works [70, 71], In the first one, an ISA PID MBAT rule is presented in which two
design parameters govern respectively the closed-loop time constant and the degree
of robustness, i.e. of acceptable error, and default values for the said parameters
are also devised—an important matter to enhance simplicity and thus industrial ac-
ceptability. The second paper analyses how widely used MBAT rules comply with
their claimed robustness specification, indicating that for some set of plants, the said
specifications are hardly or not attained, while for others, there is even too wide a
margin. The outcome, and certainly a direction to research upon, is that not only
robustness specifications need including in MBAT (in the sense just discussed, and
somehow envisaged in previous works such as [42, 43]) but checked a posteriori.

Indeed, all the above considerations could be collectively grouped in what ap-
pears to be a re-consideration of the role of the tuning model in MBAT. As pointed
out e.g. in [45], when a tuning parameter is related to robustness, its choice cannot
be done on the sole basis of the nominal model—quite intuitive but curiously e.g.
in the FOPDT-based IMC context there are several proposals to select λ based on
the model parameters. Along the same reasoning, it was also shown that the said
“default” parameter choices normally tend to be excessively conservative, to the
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detriment of performance—an idea that subsequent and more complete investiga-
tions such as the quoted paper [71] did confirm.

In synthesis, the idea has been emerging that one relevant MBAT issue is the
necessity for the model to be precise especially near the cutoff, which however is a
result of the tuning, not a prior information. From a different but analogous perspec-
tive, in fact, the model should be evaluated based on the tuning results it produces
rather than on the capability of reproducing the identification data. As shown in
the quoted work, a major MBAT problem is that the identification phase contains
numerous decisions that are substantially arbitrary: the model structure, the way
the process is possibly stimulated and data is obtained, and the parameterisation
procedure. Since relay feedback was introduced, it become clear that the said proce-
dure produces local information—typically, one or a few Nyquist curve points—but
is practically free of such arbitrary choices. As such, attempts were made to join
relay-based identification and MBAT, an interesting and somehow pioneering paper
being [31]. Such research is still ongoing, and a recent result is the so-called “con-
textual tuning”approach proposed in [46] as a more systematic treatise. The quoted
paper shows that, in principle, any MBAT rule can be used by fitting the model to be
exact at a certain frequency, determined by suitably driving a relay experiment. That
frequency will become the cutoff one, and if the selected MBAT rule is used in such
a way to nominally produce exactly that cutoff frequency, the result is the simultane-
ous parameterisation of the PID and the tuning model. The contextual approach has
proven to produce tendentiously better degrees of robustness with respect to those
of the same MBAT rule used with non-contextual parameterisation methods such as
the method of areas and appears to be a promising research subject.

Another relevant topic, particularly in recent years, is that of “fragility”, see
e.g. [2]. Quoting from that reference, “if robustness of the control loop indicates
the margin of variation in which the plant characteristics with a fixed controller may
vary, the controller fragility has a similar meaning in terms of the variation of its
own parameters”, based on previous research reported e.g. in [13], the maximum �2
norm of the PID parameter vector can be suggested as a measure of “controller para-
metric stability”, and from that, [2] proposes an absolute fragility index and shows
that, besides robustness as traditionally meant, also fragility is a quantity that may
vary significantly among different MBAT rules when applied to similar cases. While
the mainstream research on fragility concentrates on the non-nominalities that can
be introduced by imperfections in the controller components if analogue, or numer-
ical errors in its realisation if digital, the obtained results can de facto be considered
applicable whatever the cause is for the PID having “slightly different parameters
than it should”, owing e.g. to some measured outliers adversely affecting the model
parameterisation.

Concerning again the model identification phase, a relevant topic is the investi-
gation of automatic structure selection. Given the poor excitation typical of MBAT,
classical techniques based on the prediction error whiteness, and also most methods
coming from the identification for control domain, are in fact difficult to apply and
often inadequate. A promising idea is to detect the “correct” model structure based
on the recognition of some patterns in reference response, for example, an oscil-
lating step response calls (in the continuous time domain) for a couple of complex
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Fig. 2.4 Thel MBAT workflow revisited in the light of research developments

poles. A way to accomplish the task can be the use of neural networks coupled to
suitable data pre-processing, as in [58]. Incidentally, the “structural information”
provided by such techniques is potentially richer than that coming from more clas-
sical ones: sticking to the example just sketched, in fact, not only can one say that a
second-order model is advised, but also that its poles should be complex—another
research issue to address.

Finally, it is worth noticing that modern computation tools allow for MBAT rules
that would have been impossible to realise only a few years ago. In fact, many liter-
ature proposals are de facto based on the interpolation of results obtained with some
optimisation mechanism that at present can be directly plugged into the process
hardware. Needless to say, this gives rise to very interesting perspectives, although
from more an engineering than a strictly methodological point of view.

To end this section, in Fig. 2.4 a scheme is proposed that shows again the typical
MBAT phases, like Fig. 2.1 did very synthetically at the beginning of this chap-
ter, but also outlines the main open problems and their collocation in the overall
workflow, together with mapping onto it the main research phases outlined before.

2.6 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

After presenting a necessarily brief and partial review of MBAT, it is now the time to
draw some conclusions that can be summarised in the following items and implicitly
express the authors’ opinions on future perspectives.
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• MBAT is a powerful tool because the presence of a process model allows one to
tell more on the closed loop than it is possible with other tuning approaches.

• However, the model must be suitable to do so, or the conclusions drawn on the
forecast loop behaviour, even if a more or less satisfactory tuning was actually
achieved, may be heavily incorrect. In one word, the model can exert a great
power but bears an equally great responsibility

• Better still, the model identification and the tuning assessment bear such respon-
sibility. MBAT poses very peculiar issues as for both, and there is still room for a
lot of research.

• From the methodological standpoint, beside improvements in the various phases
of the MBAT process, an integrated approach said process is necessary, nowadays
envisaged quite clearly and pursued by modern research lines.

• From the application-related standpoint, MBAT has not yet unleashed all of its
potential. Most likely, one reason for that is some lack still present in the afore-
mentioned integrated view of the process. Indeed, the interest for MBAT research
definitely comes also from engineering issues.

• On the same front, the impressing increase in the computational power available
“on the plant floor” will allow one to realise solutions that only some years ago
were just wishful thinking, and possibly also to port the said solutions directly
into the loop controllers—i.e., not only in centralised software packages used in
the control room. There will be much to think and design also in the user interface
and ergonomy of the so envisaged product, since a wide usage can be foreseen,
also on the part of non-specialist personnel.

To conclude, the authors believe that, for sure, MBAT has some pitfalls, but
within the various possible approaches to (PID) autotuning, it is probably the one
that—while being researched upon—led to the deepest insight into the (auto)tuning
problem and also into the way a tuning procedure has to be engineered. The authors’
hope is that the few and partial considerations reported herein may be helpful for the
community who devote their effort to such a fascinating research and engineering
subject.
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Chapter 3
PI/PID Controllers Design for Integrating
and Unstable Systems

A. Seshagiri Rao and M. Chidambaram

3.1 Introduction

In industry, for many processes such as heating boilers, batch chemical reactors, liq-
uid storage tanks, liquid level system with a constant outflow, the dynamic response
is very slow with a large dominant time constant. It is observed that in a distilla-
tion column, the dynamics of the bottoms level control shows a large time constant
and can be described as an integrating process [12]. There also exists industrial pro-
cesses such as aerospace control systems, DC motors and high-speed disk drives
whose dynamics show the characteristics of double integrator types (i.e., the pro-
cess model transfer function is in the form of ke−θs/s2 or ke−θs/s2(τ s + 1)) [34].
These types of processes are approximated as integrating processes for the purpose
of designing the controllers. Designing controllers based on integrating processes
give a superior closed-loop performance than that of designing controller based on
a first-order plus time delay process for both the nominal and model mismatch con-
ditions. Several practical examples of integrating processes and controller design
methodologies are described in [82]. A system whose transfer function has at least
one pole lying in the right half-plane is known as an unstable system. Open-loop in-
stability means that the system will move away from the steady state even for a small
perturbation of the system parameters or operating conditions. Linearization of the
mathematical model equations of such systems around the operating point will give
a transfer function, which has at least one pole in the right half of the s-plane (RHP).
The response of such transfer function models for a small perturbation may be ever
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increasing, but in the case of nonlinear systems (i.e., real systems), the perturba-
tion will cause the system steady state to move to another but stable steady state.
In the case where the system has a single steady state that is an unstable one, the
actual response will be oscillatory around this unstable steady-state point. Unstable
processes occur because of several reasons and are listed below.

3.1.1 Processes with Steady State Multiplicities

Many real systems exhibit multiple steady states due to certain nonlinearity of the
system(s). Some of the steady states may be unstable. Chemical reactors might
present multiple steady states and oscillatory solutions, depending on particular op-
erating conditions. Numerous works have shown that chemical reacting systems
may present steady-state multiplicity, periodic solutions, and more complex be-
havior. Complex dynamic behavior has been found not only in chemical systems
[2, 28, 43] but also in biological systems [45], separation processes [75], and recy-
cle systems [38–40]. Sometimes it may be necessary to operate the system at an
unstable steady state for economical and/or safety reasons.

3.1.2 Processes Exhibiting Sustained Oscillations

There is a class of systems which exhibits sustained oscillations (around the op-
erating point) in the output in spite of constant input conditions. Crystallizers,
Aerosol reactors, Continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR), Polymerization reactors,
and Bioreactors are examples of such systems. For example, an isothermal contin-
uous crystallizer exhibits sustained oscillations in crystal size distribution (CSD) in
spite of constant input conditions [13]. It may be important to maintain the crystal
size distribution because poorly shaped crystals may promote agglomeration, cak-
ing and pose storage and processing problems. At certain operating conditions, the
CSTR also shows sustained oscillations in its temperature. The linearization of the
nonlinear model equations for such systems around the unstable steady state gives
a transfer function model with unstable pole(s) [43]. An excellent overview on the
physical occurrence of unstable processes and PID controller design methods is
given in [8, 68]. Here, the reported mathematical model equations of an isother-
mal chemical reactor and bioreactor along with the model parameters of the transfer
function models are summarized.

Isothermal CSTR The mathematical model of an isothermal CSTR is given
as [36]

dc

dt
=
(
Q

V

)
(cf − c)−

[
k1c

(k2c+ 1)2

]
, (3.1)
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where Q is the inlet flow rate, V is the volume of reactor, c is the reactant concen-
tration, k1 and k2 are the kinetic rate constants, and cf is the feed concentration.
The values of the operating conditions are given by Q = 0.03333 l/s, V = 1 l,
k1 = 10 1/s, and k2 = 10 l/mol. For the nominal value of cf = 3.288 mol/l, the
steady-state solution of the model equation gives the following two stable steady
states at c = 1.7673 mol/l and 0.01424 mol/l. There is one unstable steady state
at c = 1.3065 mol/l. Feed concentration is the manipulated variable. Linearization
of the model equation around this operating condition c = 1.3065 mol/l gives the
following unstable transfer function model relating the reactor concentration to feed
concentration by considering a measurement delay of 20 s:

�c(s)

�cf (s)
= 3.326e−20s

99.69s − 1
.

Bioreactor A nonlinear continuous bioreactor exhibits output multiplicity behav-
ior. The model equations are given by [3]

dX

dt
= (μ−D)X,

dS

dt
= (Sf − S)D − μX

γ
,

where X and S are the concentrations of the cell and the substrate, respectively,
μ = μmS/(Km + S +KlS

2). The model parameters are γ = 0.4 g/g, Sf = 4 g/l,
μm = 0.53h−1, D = 0.3h−1, Km = 0.12 g/l, Kl = 0.4545 l/g. The reactor exhibits
steady states (X = 0, S = 4), (0.9951, 1.5122), and (1.5301, 0.1746). It is desired to
operate the reactor at unstable steady state (X = 0.9951, S = 1.5122). The dilution
rate D is used as a manipulated variable. A delay of 2.4 hours is considered in the
measurement of X. When the nonlinear model equations are linearized around the
unstable operating point (X = 0.9951, S = 1.5122), the following transfer function
model is obtained:

�X(s)

�D(s)
= −5.89e−2.4s

5.86s − 1
.

Table 3.1 gives unstable transfer function models reported in the literature for
various systems. To achieve good closed-loop performances for unstable and in-
tegrating systems, the controller should be designed properly. However, there are
some difficulties involved for these types of systems when compared to that of sta-
ble systems.

3.1.3 Difficulties Involved with Unstable Time Delay Processes

The dynamics of many integrating systems are represented by pure integrating pro-
cesses, integrating first-order plus time delay, double integrating process, and the
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Table 3.1 Unstable processes reported in the literature

S.No. Process Controlled and
manipulated variables

Transfer function

1 Isothermal
CSTR [36]

Outlet concentration,
feed concentration

3.326e−20s/(99.69s − 1)

2 Bioreactor [3] Biomass
concentration,
dilution rate

−5.89e−2.4s/(5.86s − 1)

3 Dimerization
reactor [4]

Reactor temperature,
collant flow rate

−0.017e−2.4s/(5.8s − 1)

4 Gas phase polyolefin
reactor [57]

Reactor temperature,
cooling water
temperature

kp/(s
2 + a1s + a0), the denominator

coefficients a1, a0 change their values
and signs depending on the operating
conditions

5 Fluidized bed
reactor [27]

Temperature of the
bed, coolant flow rate

1/(s + 0.8695)(s − 0.0056)

6 Nonideal CSTR [36] Outlet concentration,
feed concentration

2.21(1+ 11.133s)e−20s/(98.3s − 1)

7 Fluid catalytic
cracker [2]

Riser top
temperature, catalyst
circulation rate

18(s − 0.0019)/(s − 0.00025)

8 X-29 air craft [14] Altitude, actuator
signal

(s − 26)/(s − 6)

9 Klein’s unridable
bicycle [29]

Steering angle, tilt
angle

3.5(5− 0.7s)/(s2 − 6.867)

10 Autocatalytic
CSTR [9]

Outlet concentration,
feed concentration

0.2679(1− 41.667s)
/(41.667s2 + 279.03s + 1)

11 Distillation
column [23]

Top product
composition, reflux
rate

0.003551(s − 0.00492)
/(s − 0.00276)(s + 0.0114)

12 Jacketed CSTR [6] Reactor temperature,
jacket temperature

(0.8714s + 6.963)
/(s2 + 2.848s − 1.132)

13 Crystallizer [26] Number of crystals,
inlet feed
concentration

0.03(s + 1)/(0.516s2 − 0.0945s + 1)

14 Modified cart and
pole problem [33]

Cart position, control
input

(0.98s2 − 14.36)/s2(s2 − 15.79)

15 Vertical takeoff
airplane [16]

Angle, commanded
voltage for the power
amplifiers

b/s2(s + a)

16 Fly by wire
helicopter [78]

Pitch attitude,
actuator drive signal

−13.48(s + 0.55)(s − 0.005)
/(s + 12.58)(s2 + 1.26s + 0.49)
×(s2 − 1.2s + 0.09)

17 Autocatalytic
CSTR [31]

Reactor temperature,
coolant flow

(−0.0378s − 0.0001)
/(s3 + 0.6907s2

− 0.0592s + 0.0012)

18 Adiabatic CSTR
carrying out Van de
Vusse reaction [80]

Concentration, feed
flow rate

(−0.624s2 + 77.8476s + 4.2157)
/(s3 − 123.96s2 − 105.888s
− 16.1412)
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dynamics of many unstable systems are represented by unstable first-order plus
time delay (FOPTD) or second-order plus time delay (SOPTD) transfer function
models. Some processes also consist of numerator zeros. The performance of the
control system is limited for integrating and unstable processes compared to that of
the stable processes. Controller design for such systems is more difficult than those
of the stable systems. Performance specifications like overshoot and settling time
are larger compared to those of the stable systems. For unstable systems with time
delay, there exists a minimum value of controller gain below which the closed-loop
system cannot be stabilized. There also exists a maximum value of controller gain
above which the closed-loop system cannot be stabilized. The design value of the
controller gain is the average of these two limiting values. The values of maximum
and minimum controller gain narrow down as the time delay increases, restricting
the performance of the closed-loop system. The presence of a positive zero in the
transfer function model increases the overshoot and the inverse response. The con-
trol system performance is further complicated by the presence of a zero.

3.2 Literature Review on PI/PID Controllers Design

In the open literature, several PI and PID controllers design methods have been pro-
posed for the control of integrating and unstable processes with and without the
time delay. The methods can be broadly classified as (i) Methods based on stability
analysis, (ii) Methods based on phase margin and gain margin specifications, (iii)
Direct synthesis method, (iv) Pole placement method, (v) Optimization based ap-
proaches, (vi) Model reference method, (vii) First stabilized by P or PD controller,
then designing PID for the stabilized system, (viii) IMC method, and (ix) Equating
coefficients method. Here, some important methods are reviewed. The literature on
controller design for integrating systems is given first followed by unstable systems.
As it is difficult to cover all the literature, more emphasis is given here to the litera-
ture published based on direct synthesis and IMC and related methods after the year
2000 for single-input single-output (SISO) integrating and unstable systems.

Tyreus and Luyben [71] showed that the IMC-based PI controller can lead to
poor control performance if the closed-loop time constant is not chosen properly
and proposed simple tuning rules based on the classical frequency response method
to achieve maximum closed-loop log modulus of 2 dB. Luyben [41] extended the
method of Tyreus and Luyben [71] for designing a PID controller. The settings
given in the paper are for the series form of PID controller with a first-order filter.
According to their method, the integral time constant is equal to 2.2 times the ulti-
mate period, the derivative time constant is equal to the reciprocal of the ultimate
frequency, the controller gain is equal to 0.46 times the ultimate gain, and filter time
constant is equal to 0.1 times the derivative time. Lee et al. [32] proposed tuning
rules based on IMC method and Maclaurin’s series expansion after converting inte-
grating process into unstable process. Visioli [77] proposed tuning methods for in-
tegrating systems based on minimizing ISE (integral square error), ISTE, and ITSE
performance indices. A genetic algorithm is used for the optimization problem. The
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resulted controller settings are fitted by simple equations. The optimization for the
servo response gives a PD controller. For a servo problem, Visioli [77] could not get
any PID settings. However, for the regulatory problem with the assumption that the
load transfer function is the same as the process transfer function, PID settings are
obtained by ISE cost function minimization using a genetic algorithm.

Wang and Cai [79] have derived PID settings using a two-degree-of-freedom
controller and specifying phase margin and gain margin for the stabilized system in
the inner loop. Chidambaram and Sree [11] proposed tuning rules based on equating
coefficient method. Skogestad [63] proposed PID tuning rules based on IMC prin-
ciples. Tuning rules are proposed for integrating, double integrating, and integrating
with first-order plus time delay process. These tuning rules are named as SIMC tun-
ing rules and became popular since 2003. Sree and Chidambaram [67] designed a
PID controller based on equating coefficient method. Arbogast and Cooper [1] pro-
posed PID controller in series with a first-order filter based on IMC principles and
recommended that the IMC tuning parameter may be taken as 10. They have exper-
imentally verified the PID settings on a level control tank. Shamsuzzoha and Lee
[58, 59] proposed PID controller in series with lead/lag filters based on IMC prin-
ciples and provided guidelines for selection of the tuning parameter and analyzed
robustness based on maximum sensitivity.

Song et al. [64] proposed a stabilization algorithm for integrating systems based
on D-partition and graphical techniques. Eriksson et al. [15] developed PID tuning
rules for time varying delays with maximum amplitude of the varying delay and Jit-
ter Margin. The jitter margin is an upper bound for any additional delay that can be
added into a closed-loop system while maintaining stability. The delay can be of any
type (constant, time-dependent, random). Rao et al. [55] designed controller based
on direct synthesis method and obtained improved control performances. Minimiza-
tion of (ISE) criterion results in a PD controller for integrating processes. The PD
controller gives good servo response but fails to reject the load disturbances. To
overcome this problem, Ali and Majhi [5] proposed a method based on ISE mini-
mization with the constraint that the slope of the Nyquist curve has a specific value at
the gain crossover frequency. They have provided guidelines for selecting the gain
crossover frequency and the slope of the Nyquist curve. Pai et al. [49] proposed
direct synthesis for disturbance-rejection-based tuning formulae for integrating pro-
cesses. Foley et al. [17] compared several tuning formulae for controlling integrating
time delay processes and concluded that derivative action is required to improve the
achievable performance unless the signal-to-noise ratio is very low.

Veronesi and Visioli [76] developed a PD controller if the objective is only set
point tracking and different PID controller tuning rules by assuming that the objec-
tive is both set point tracking and load disturbance rejection and only disturbance
rejection respectively. They used reduced order integrating model, closed-loop in-
dex (CI), and IMC method to develop the controller settings, where, CI is the ratio
of IAE if a PD controller is used to the actual IAE of the closed-loop system. Sham-
suzzoha and Skogestad [62] proposed new tuning rules based on the closed-loop
set point response. A proportional controller is used initially to get desired over-
shoot, and based on this closed-loop response, PI controller settings are provided.
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Recently, Hu and Xiao [21] developed tuning rules similar to those of Shamsuzzoha
and Skogestad [62] and proposed guidelines for initial selection of the proportional
gain to get desired percentage levels of the overshoot. Recently, simple tuning rules
are provided based on the IMC principles by Rao and Sree [56] for integrating sys-
tems, which gives an improved performance over many existing methods.

Lee et al. [32] proposed methods of designing PI/PID controllers for unstable
systems without and with a negative zero based on IMC principles, and they have
used the Maclaurin’s series expansion to get a PID controller. Though Lee et al.
[32] have given a general methodology to design a PID controller, the derivation is
tedious due to the Maclaurin’s series expansion particularly for the unstable SOPTD
system with a zero. Kwak et al. [30] proposed stabilizability conditions and analyzed
the structural limitations of the PID controller and proposed a two-stage design pro-
cedure for unstable processes: a PD controller is used for stabilization, and then for
the stabilized system, PID controller is designed using an optimization criterion.
Jhunjhunwala and Chidambaram [24] proposed a design method based on mini-
mization of the ISE criterion for set point response and developed tuning rules for
the PID controller. They have developed the tuning rules based on time delay to time
constant ratio. Wang and Cai [79] have derived PID settings using two-degree-of-
freedom controller and specifying phase margin and gain margin for the stabilized
system in the inner loop. Since two-degree-of-freedom controller is equivalent to a
set-point weighted PID controller, they have given equation to calculate the set-point
weighting parameter.

Sree et al. [69] developed tuning rules based on equating coefficient method for
first-order unstable process with time delay. Rao and Chidambaram [52] developed
a design strategy for unstable second-order processes with time delays. Zhou et
al. [83] compared several tuning formulae for unstable time delay processes; how-
ever, simple PID controllers are not compared; rather they compared two-degree-
of-freedom control schemes like the modified Smith predictor and modified IMC
schemes with more than two controllers. Shamsuzzoha and Lee [60] proposed IMC-
based tuning rules for second-order unstable processes with a zero and obtained im-
proved performance. Chen et al. [7] provided new tuning relations for selection of
the set-point weighting tuning parameter and showed improved performance. Sham-
suzzoha and Lee [61] proposed IMC-based tuning rules for PID controller with
lead/lag filter for enhanced disturbance rejection. Panda [50] provided tuning rules
based on the IMC method and Laurent’s series expansion for PID controller for both
integrating and unstable processes. The tuning rules developed by Shamsuzzoha and
Skogestad [62] and Hu and Xiao [21] also are applicable for unstable processes. Nie
et al. [46] proposed a two-loop controller design procedure based on new gain and
phase margin specifications. Both upper and lower values of the gain margins are
considered, and solution is provided from intersection of the curves generated be-
tween two coupled nonlinear equations, which are obtained from amplitude and
phase relations.

To enhance the closed loop-performance, two-degree-of-freedom control schem-
es are proposed. Here, two degree-of-freedom control schemes in the form of mod-
ified Smith predictor structures are briefly reviewed. Majhi and Atherton [42] pro-
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posed a design methodology based on autotuning. Tan et al. [70] proposed a de-
sign method based on IMC methodology. Later, several authors [20, 35, 37, 47, 51,
53, 73, 81] proposed design methodologies for the modified Smith predictor. Fur-
ther, the design methodologies are extended for cascade control schemes [72, 74].
Govindhakannan and Chidambaram [18] reported the design of PI (PID) central-
ized and decentralized PI controllers for 2× 2 multivariable unstable systems with
time delays. For 2× 2 systems with unstable interactions (unstable poles) present in
both ways, the decentralized PI controllers do not stabilize the system, whereas the
centralized PI controllers stabilize the system. Govindhakannan and Chidambaram
[19] presented a study on the stabilization of multivariable unstable systems first
by centralized proportional controllers followed by the design of decentralized or
centralized PID controllers for the stabilized systems. Two-stage centralized con-
troller design method gives improved performance than the single-stage centralized
controllers.

From the analysis of the literature, it is observed that most of the PI/PID con-
troller tuning method(s) have at least one tuning parameter. Selection of this tun-
ing parameter is crucial to obtain good closed-loop performances. Different authors
have selected different performance indices such as (i) minimization of IAE, ISE,
ITAE, ITSE, (ii) peak value of the sensitivity function, and (iii) minimization of
overshoot for selection of the tuning parameter. Each method has some advantages
and some limitations. Some methods address the design of simple PI or PID con-
trollers, and some methods address the design of PI or PID controller with lead/lag
filters. Further, two-degree-of-freedom controllers are also proposed by several au-
thors. Note that two-degrees-of-freedom is a general word and there are many con-
trol structures such as (i) stabilizing with an inner loop with P or PD controller
followed by PI or PID controller in the outer loop, (ii) treating set-point weighting
or set-point filter as additional degrees of freedom, and (iii) methods based on modi-
fied IMC and Smith predictor schemes under this category. Most of the methods are
developed for SISO systems. There are very few methods available for the design
of PI/PID controllers for MIMO unstable and integrating systems.

In the next sections, PI/PID controller design methods for integrating and un-
stable processes based on direct synthesis method [52, 55], IMC method [68], and
Equating coefficient method [11, 67, 69] are discussed in detail.

3.3 Design Based on the Direct Synthesis Method

The direct synthesis method is a model based approach in which a suitable closed
loop transfer function for the servo problem should be specified for the design of
the controller.

3.3.1 Controller Design for Integrating Systems [55]

Typically, the classes of integrating processes with time delay can be represented
by any of the following transfer function models: pure integrating process plus time
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Fig. 3.1 Feedback control
loop

delay (IPTD),

Gp = ke−θs/s; (3.2)

integrating plus first-order plus time delay (IFOPTD),

Gp = ke−θs/s(τ s + 1); (3.3)

integrating plus unstable first-order plus time delay (IUFOPTD),

Gp = ke−θs/s(τ s − 1); (3.4)

pure double integrating plus time delay (DIPTD),

Gp = ke−θs/s2; (3.5)

double integrating plus first-order plus time delay (DIFOPTD),

Gp = ke−θs/s2(τ s + 1). (3.6)

If the integrating process is of higher order, then it can be reduced to the form of
any of the above-mentioned process models by using an appropriate identification
method. The simple feedback block diagram showing the process and the controller
is shown in Fig. 3.1, where Gp is the transfer function of the integrating process,
and Gc is the transfer function of the controller, y is the closed loop output, yr is
the reference point, d is the disturbance.

The closed-loop relation for set point changes is given by

y

yr
= GcGp

1+GcGP

. (3.7)

According to the direct synthesis method, from (3.7), the controller is given by

Gc = (y/yr)d

Gp[1− (y/yr)d ] , (3.8)

where (y/yr)d is the desired closed-loop transfer function (DCLTF) for set point
changes. With this, the controller is designed for different types of integrating pro-
cesses ((3.2)–(3.6)) after specifying the DCLTF. Note that selection of (y/yr)d is
important and it should be selected in such a way that it results in a realizable con-
troller and the obtained controller should provide good nominal and robust perfor-
mances. For selection of the DCLTF, (a) the order of the denominator in the DCLTF
should be greater than that of the process for which the controller is going to be
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designed, (b) if the process has positive (right half-plane) zeros, then all RHP ze-
ros should be considered in the DCLTF, (c) if the process has time delay, this time
delay should be considered, and (d) after doing this, the numerator of the DCLTF
should be selected, and proper tuning relations should be provided for the numera-
tor parameters. Here, the desired closed-loop responses are selected to achieve this
objective after conducting many simulation studies.

Case (i) If the process is of (3.2), i.e., Gp = ke−θs /s, the desired closed-loop
transfer function is considered as

(y/yr)d = (ηs + 1)e−θs/(λs + 1)2. (3.9)

Upon substituting and with a first-order Pade approximation for the time de-
lay [e−θs = (1 − 0.5θs)/(1 + 0.5θs)], the controller is obtained by considering
η= 2λ+ θ as

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis
+ τds

)
1

τf s + 1
, (3.10)

where

kc = 2λ+ 1.5θ

k(λ2 + 2λθ + 0.5θ2)
, τi = 2λ+ 1.5θ,

τd = θλ+ 0.5θ2

2λ+ 1.5θ
, τf = 0.5θλ2

(λ2 + 2λθ + 0.5θ2)
.

Case (ii) If the process is of Gp = ke−θs/s(τ s + 1), the desired closed-loop
transfer function is considered as

(y/yr)d =
(
η2s

2 + η1s + 1
)
e−θs/(λs + 1)3. (3.11)

Using a first-order Pade approximation for the time delay, after simplification, the
controller is obtained as

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis
+ τds

)
αs + 1

βs + 1
, (3.12)

where

kc = η1

k(3λ2 + 1.5λθ + 0.5θη1 − η2)
, τi = η1,

τd = η2

η1
, α = 0.5θ, β = 0.5θλ3

τ(3λ2 + 1.5λθ + 0.5θη1 − η2)
,

with η1 = 3λ+ θ and η2 = (0.5θ−τ)λ3+(3τ 2−1.5θτ)λ2+3θτ 2λ+0.5θ2τ 2

τ(0.5θ+τ) .
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Case (iii) If the process is of Gp = ke−θs/s(τ s− 1), the controller design proce-
dure is same as explained in case (ii), the controller structure is obtained according
to (3.12) with the controller parameters

kc = η1

k(η2 − 3λ2 − 1.5λθ − 0.5θη1)
, τi = η1, τd = η2

η1
,

α = 0.5θ, β = 0.5θλ3

τ(η2 − 3λ2 − 1.5λθ − 0.5θη1)

(3.13)

with η1 = 3λ+ θ and η2 = (0.5θ+τ)λ3+(3τ 2+1.5θτ)λ2+3θτ 2λ+0.5θ2τ 2

τ(τ−0.5θ) .

Case (iv) If the process is of double integrating with time delay, i.e., Gp =
ke−θs/s2, the desired closed-loop transfer function is assumed as given in (3.11).
Substituting (3.11) into (3.8) and simplifying by approximating the time delay as a
first-order Pade, the controller structure is obtained as (3.12) with the parameters

kc = η1

k(λ3 + 1.5λ2θ + 0.5θη2)
, τi = η1, τd = η2

η1
,

α = 0.5θ, β = 0.5θλ3

(λ3 + 1.5λ2θ + 0.5θη2)

(3.14)

where η1 = 3λ+ θ and η2 = 3λ2 + 1.5θλ+ 0.5θη1.

Case (v) If the process is of Gp = ke−θs/s2(τ s + 1), the desired closed-loop
transfer function is considered as

(y/yr)d =
(
η2s

2 + η1s + 1
)
e−θs/(λs + 1)4. (3.15)

By substituting (3.6) and (3.15) into (3.8) and using a first-order Pade approxi-
mation for time delay, the controller is obtained after considering η1 = 4λ+ θ and
η2 = 6λ2 + 2θλ+ 0.5θη1 as

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis
+ τds

)
α2s

2 + α1s + 1

β2s2 + β1s + 1
, (3.16)

where

kc = η1

k(4λ3 + 3λ2θ + 0.5θη2)
, τi = η1, τd = η2

η1
, α2 = 0.5θτ,

α1 = 0.5θ + τ, β2 = 0.5θλ4

(4λ3 + 3λ2θ + 0.5θη2)
,

β1 = λ4 + 2θλ3

(4λ3 + 3λ2θ + 0.5θη2)
.

The primary requirement for selection of λ is that the resulting controller gains
should be positive for positive values of k. Hence, to get positive values of con-
troller gain (kc) for cases (ii) and (iii), the constraints to be followed are η2 <
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3λ2 + 1.5θλ + 0.5θη1 and η2 > 3λ2 + 1.5θλ + 0.5θη1, respectively. Further, λ
should be selected in such way that the resulting controller gives good nominal
and robust control performances. After carrying out several simulation studies, the
recommended range of the tuning parameter that gives good control performances
is 0.8θ to 3θ . For robust design (good closed-loop performance in the presence of
process uncertainties), it is recommended that the value of β obtained is considered
as ‘0.1β’. To reduce large overshoot, set-point weighting is suggested [68], and thus
the PID controller in (3.10, 3.12, 3.16) should be implemented in the form

u(t)= kc
[
(σyr − y)+

(
1

τi

)∫
e dt + τd de

dt

]
, (3.17)

where σ = yr − y is the set-point weighting parameter. The set-point weighting pa-
rameter should be selected in such way that the resulting controller should not give
large overshoot responses. Based on extensive simulations conducted on different
types of integrating processes, it is suggested that σ can be taken in the range of 0.3
to 0.4 [54].

Stability and Robustness For any closed-loop control system, it is necessary
to analyze the stability and robustness for uncertainties in the process, and this is
analyzed here using the small gain theorem. The general definitions of the small
gain theorem are given here. The closed-loop system is robustly stable if and only
if [44] ∥∥lm(jω)T (jω)∥∥< 1 ∀ω ∈ (−∞,∞), (3.18)

where T (jω) is the complementary sensitivity function, and lm(jω) is the bound on
the process multiplicative uncertainty. The process uncertainty can be represented
as

lm(jω)=
∣∣∣∣Gp(jω)−Gm(jω)

Gm(jω)

∣∣∣∣,
where Gm(jω) is the model of the integrating process. To show the stability and ro-
bustness analysis more qualitatively, let us consider the integrating process (3.2) for
which the complementary sensitivity function of the closed-loop with the designed
controller (3.10) is

T (jω)= kkc(1+ τis + τiτds2)e−θs

s(τf s + 1)+ kkc(1+ τis + τiτds2)e−θs
,

where the controller parameters kc, τi, τd and τf are the functions of the tuning
parameter λ. If uncertainty exists in the time delay, then the tuning parameter should
be selected such that

∥∥T (jω)∥∥∞ <
1

|e−�θs − 1| .
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Fig. 3.2 Responses for
perfect model for the process
Gp = e−s/s2(s + 1),
solid—proposed,
dashed—Liu et al. [34]

If the uncertainty exists in the gain, then the tuning parameter should be selected
in such a way that

∥∥T (jω)∥∥∞ <
k

|�k| .

Also for ensuring that the closed-loop performance is robust, the constraints to
be followed by the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions are (3.18)
and [44]

∥∥lm(jω)T (jω)+wm(jω)(1− T (jω))∥∥< 1. (3.19)

Here, wm(jω) is the uncertainty bound on the sensitivity function which is given
by 1− T (jω). The controller should satisfy the robust stability and robust perfor-
mance constraints ((3.18) and (3.19)). Similar stability and robustness analyses can
be done for the remaining types of integrating processes with time delay.

Simulation Study For simulation purposes, a double integrating process [55]
is considered as Gp = e−s/s2(s + 1). The controller parameters obtained for the
proposed method are kc = 0.256, τi = 6.6, τd = 2.7061, α2 = 0.4, α1 = 1.5,
β2 = 0.074, and β1 = 0.074 with the tuning parameter selected as λ= 1.4θ = 1.4.
The set-point weighting parameter is chosen as σ = 0.3. Using these values the per-
formance is evaluated by giving unit step change in the set point and a negative step
input of 0.1 in the load (d) at t = 40 s, respectively. For comparison, the method
proposed by Liu et al. [34] is considered. Figure 3.2 shows the responses for perfect
model, and Fig. 3.3 shows the corresponding control action responses for set-point
tracking and disturbance rejection. The proposed method of this chapter section
performs better. Figure 3.4 shows the responses for a perturbation of +15% in the
process time delay and −15% in the time constant, and Fig. 3.5 shows the corre-
sponding control action responses. Note that the control action responses are given
separately for set-point tracking and disturbance rejection for clear illustration. Here
also, the proposed method gives improved performances. Similar performance im-
provement is observed for perturbations in the process gain.
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Fig. 3.3 Control action responses for perfect model for the process Gp = e−s/s2(s + 1),
solid—proposed, dashed—Liu et al. [34]

Fig. 3.4 Responses for
perturbation of +15% in time
delay and −15% in time
constant for the process
Gp = e−s/s2(s + 1),
solid—proposed,
dashed—Liu et al. [34]

Fig. 3.5 Control action responses for perturbation of +15% in time delay and −15% in time
constant for the process Gp = e−s/s2(s + 1), solid—proposed, dashed—Liu et al. [34]

3.3.2 Controller Design for Unstable Systems [68]

This section presents a method for the selection of closed loop transfer function and
associated controller settings for (i) unstable FOPTD system, (ii) unstable SOPTD
system with a zero. If (3.8) is applied as such to unstable systems, the controller
turns out to be unstable. To overcome this problem, it is suggested that the closed
loop system is assumed to be a second order transfer function model with a numera-
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tor dynamics term [48]. The same idea is followed here for the design of controllers
for unstable processes.

3.3.2.1 Case-1: Unstable FOPTD Systems

The process transfer function is considered as

Gp = ke−θs/(τ s − 1). (3.20)

The closed-loop transfer function is assumed as

(y/yr)d = (ηs + 1)e−θs/(λs + 1)2,

where λ is the tuning parameter. With this, after approximating the time delay term
as e−θs = (1− θs) and simplifying, the controller is obtained as

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis

)
, (3.21)

where

kc = 1

k(η− 2λ− θ) , τi = η, η= λ2 + 2λτ + θτ
τ − θ .

If the e−θs term is approximated as e−θs = (1− 0.5θs)/(1+ 0.5θs), the expres-
sion for Gc is obtained as

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis
+ τds

)
1

βs + 1
, (3.22)

where

kc = (η+ 0.5θ)

k(η− 2λ− θ) , τi = 0.5θ + η, τd = 0.5ηθ

0.5θ + η
with β = 0.5λ2θ

τ(η−2λ−θ) and η= λ2τ+λθτ+0.5λ2θ+2λτ 2+θτ 2

τ−0.5θ .
In order to provide an analytical guideline for the selection of the tuning param-

eter λ, many simulation studies are carried out on various unstable processes for
minimum of integral of absolute error (IAE) cost function, and analytical relations
are fitted as functions of ε = θ/τ and are obtained as follows.

For PID:

λ/τ =
{

2.03ε2 + 0.4958ε+ 0.0326 if 0≤ ε ≤ 0.8,

4.5115ε5.661 if 0.8< ε < 1.0.
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For PI:

λ/τ =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0.025+ 1.75ε if ε ≤ 0.1,

2ε if 0.1≤ ε ≤ 0.5,

2ε+ 5ε(ε− 0.5) if 0.5≤ ε ≤ 0.7.

The PI and PID settings are calculated for various values of ε, and the settings are
fitted by the following equations.

For PID:

kckp =
{

4282ε2 − 1334.6ε+ 101 if ε < 0.2,

1.1161ε−0.9427 if 0.2≤ ε ≤ 1.0,

τi/τ =
{

36.842ε2 − 10.3ε+ 0.8288 if 0≤ ε ≤ 0.8,

76.241ε6.77 if 0.8< ε ≤ 1.0,

τd/τ = 0.5ε if 0≤ ε ≤ 1.0.

For PI:

kckp =
{

49.535e−21.644ε if ε < 0.1,

0.8668ε−0.8288 if 0.1≤ ε ≤ 0.7,

τi/τ = 0.1523e7.9425ε if 0≤ ε ≤ 0.7.

Analytical expressions are also fitted for set-point weighting parameter (σ ) (re-
fer (3.6)) for PID and PI controllers separately and are obtained as follows.

For PID:

σ =
{

10.17ε2 − 3.426ε+ 0.495 if ε ≤ 0.2,

−0.232ε+ 0.287 if 0.2≤ ε ≤ 1.0.

For PI:

σ =
{

0.33 if ε ≤ 0.1,

0.3646− 0.437ε if 0.1≤ ε ≤ 0.7.

Simulation Application to Isothermal CSTR Model A PID controller is de-
signed and simulated for an isothermal CSTR model exhibiting multiple steady-state
solutions (3.1). For this unstable first-order plus time delay system, a PID controller
is designed by the present method as: kc = 1.616, τi = 85.73, and τd = 8.813. For
the purpose of comparison, the method proposed by Huang and Chen [22] is con-
sidered. The regulatory responses for these two PID settings for a step disturbance
in Q from 0.03333 to 0.03 l/s are evaluated on the nonlinear model, and the re-
sponses are shown in Fig. 3.6. The corresponding manipulated variable responses
are shown in Fig. 3.7. The regulatory responses for an uncertainty in time delay
are also evaluated (24 s delay in the process, whereas the controllers settings are
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Fig. 3.6 Regulatory response
of isothermal CSTR for a step
change in q from 0.03333 to
0.03 l/s, solid—present
method, dashed—Huang and
Chen [22]

Fig. 3.7 Manipulated
variable (feed concentration)
response of isothermal CSTR,
solid—present method,
dashed—Huang and Chen
[22]

Fig. 3.8 Regulatory response
of isothermal CSTR for
+20% uncertainty in time
delay, solid—present method,
dashed—Huang and
Chen [22]

designed for 20 s delay), and the responses are shown in Fig. 3.8. The correspond-
ing manipulated variable responses are shown in Fig. 3.9. The present method gives
more robust performance than that of Huang and Chen [22].
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Fig. 3.9 Manipulated
variable (feed concentration)
response of isothermal CSTR
for +20% uncertainty in time
delay, solid—present method,
dashed—Huang and Chen
[22]

3.3.2.2 Case-2: Unstable SOPTD Systems [52]

The typical unstable SOPTD processes that exist in most of the chemical and bio-
logical systems can be represented by any of the following transfer function models:

Gp = ke−θs/(τ1s + 1)(τ2s − 1),

Gp = ke−θs/(τ1s − 1)(τ2s − 1),

Gp = ke−θs/s(τ s − 1),

Gp = k(1± ps)e−θs/(τ1s ± 1)(τ2s − 1).

Of all the processes, the one that is difficult to control is the unstable SOPTD
process with two RHP poles and an RHP zero. Hence, in the present work, this
process is considered for the controller design. If the unstable SOPTD process is of
the other type, then the designed controller can be easily extended for those types of
processes by neglecting the corresponding terms. For generalization, the process is
considered for the design of the controller as

Gp = k(1− ps)e−θs/
(
a1s

2 + a2s + 1
)
, (3.23)

where a1 > 0, a2 < 0, and the open-loop RHP poles of Gp may be real or complex.
The desired closed-loop transfer function is assumed as

(y/yr)d =
(
η2s

2 + η1s + 1
)
(1− ps)e−θs/(λs + 1)3.

According to (3.8), the controller is obtained after simplification as

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis
+ τds

)
αs + 1

βs + 1
, (3.24)

where

kc = η1/kh, τi = η1, τd = η2/η1, α = 0.5θ,

β = x1/a1, h= 3λ+ θ − η1 + p,
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x1 =
(
0.5θλ3 − 0.5θη2p

)
/h,

x2 =
(
λ3 + 1.5θλ2 + η2p+ 0.5θη2 − 0.5θη1p

)
/h,

x3 =
(
3λ2 + 1.5θλ− η2 + η1p+ 0.5θη1 − 0.5pθ

)
/h,

η1 = (y2z2 − z1y4)/(y2y3 − y1y4),

η2 = (y3z1 − z2y1)/(y2y3 − y1y4),

y1 =−a2
1 + 0.5θpa1, y2 =−0.5θpa2 − a1p− 0.5θa1,

y3 =−a1a2 − a1p− 0.5θa1, y4 =−0.5θp+ a1,

z1 = a1λ
3 + 1.5θa1λ

2 − 0.5θa2λ
3 − 3λa2

1 − pa2
1,

z2 = 3a1λ
2 + 1.5θa1λ− 0.5pθa1 − 0.5θλ3 − 3a1a2λ− a1a2θ − a1a2p.

Note Based on many simulations, for the unstable SOPTD processes without any
zero, the value of β is considered directly as ‘0.1β’, and for the unstable SOPTD
processes with a zero, the value of β obtained directly from the controller design
procedure is retained.

Selection of the Tuning Parameter It is well known that there is always a trade
off in selecting the desired closed-loop tuning parameter (λ). For stable systems fast
speed of response and good disturbance rejection are favored by choosing a small
value of λ; however, stability and robustness are favored by a large value of λ. This
rule is not always true for unstable systems and hence, proper analysis based on
performance specifications and operator experience is required. In fact, this is the
case for any controller design method based on the closed-loop tuning parameter
such as the IMC method, direct synthesis method, etc. Based on many simulation
studies, it is observed that the starting value of λ can be considered to be slightly
greater than the process time delay, i.e., λ can be considered as 1.2 times the time
delay. If both the nominal and robust control performances are achieved with this
value, then this value for λ can be taken as final value. If not, the value should
be increased carefully until both the nominal and robust control performances are
achieved.

Simulation Application to a Model of CSTR with Autocatalytic Reaction
Consider an isothermal continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) carrying out an auto-
catalytic reaction A+ 2B→ 3B with a deactivation reaction B→ C. The transient
equations for the reactor are given by

dcA

dt
=
(
F

V

)
(cAf − cA)− k1cAc

2
B,

dcB

dt
=
(
F

V

)
(cBf − cB)− k1cAc

2
B − k2cB,
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Fig. 3.10 Responses for a
step change in the
concentration from 0.1744 to
0.140 for CSTR with
autocatalytic reaction
problem, solid—with
set-point, dashed—without
set-point weighting

where cA is the concentration of the reactant, cAf is the feed concentration, cB is the
concentration of the intermediate, cBf is the initial concentration of the intermedi-
ate, F is the feed flow rate, V is the volume of the reactor, and k1 and k2 are the ki-
netic parameters. The parameters of the CSTR model are given as k1 = 1 l2/mol2 · s,
k2 = 1/50 s−1, F/V = 1/250 s, cAf = 1 gmol/l, and cBf = 0. At steady state, the
concentrations obtained are cA = 0.1744 mol/l and cB = 0.1376 mol/l. Here cA
is the controlled variable, and F is the manipulated variable. On linearization of
the model equations around this steady state operating condition gives the trans-
fer function model as (3.23) with kp = −0.2679, p = 41.6667, a1 = 279.03, and
a2 = −2.9781. A measurement time delay of θ = 20 s is considered. One can
also consider higher values of the time delay. The open-loop poles of the unstable
SOPTD process are 0.0053± j0.0596. The proposed method gives the controller
parameters kc = 0.868, τi = −41.439, τd = 1.846, α = 10, and β = 3.78. Simu-
lation studies are carried out for the original nonlinear system of equations of the
CSTR. Figure 3.10 shows the responses for a step change in the concentration from
cA = 0.1744 to 0.140 with and without the set-point weighting. The improvement
due to the set-point weighting in the responses can be clearly observed.

3.4 PI/PID Controller Design Based on IMC Method

Internal Model Control (IMC) is an established method for the controller synthesis.
In this section, a method of tuning PID controllers (i) for an unstable FOPTD system
with a positive zero, (ii) for an unstable FOPTD system with a negative zero, and
(iii) for an unstable SOPTD system is described. Designing a PID controller by
the synthesis and IMC methods have some similarities. For the unstable transfer
function models, the value of numerator time constant of IMC controller (numerator
time constant of closed-loop transfer function model in case of synthesis method)
is selected in such a way that the unstable poles of the process which appear in the
numerator of the controller transfer function get canceled by some of the factors of
the denominator of the controller transfer function. This step, along with the Pade
approximation for the time delay, avoids the use of Maclaurin series expansion to
get PID controller parameters. The block diagram of the IMC scheme is shown
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Fig. 3.11 IMC control scheme

in Fig. 3.11, where Q is the IMC controller [Q = G−1
m+f ] in which G−1

m+ is the
invertible portion of the process model Gm, and f is the IMC filter. Figure 3.11 can
be converted into a single-loop feedback control scheme as shown in Fig. 3.1 with
the equivalent single-loop feedback controller Gc =Q/(1−QGm) [68].

3.4.1 Unstable FOPTD System with a Positive Zero

The process transfer function of unstable FOPTD system with a positive zero is
considered as

Gp = k(1− ps)e−θs/(τ s − 1). (3.25)

Using the Pade approximation for the time delay, the process transfer function can
be written as Gp = k(1−ps)(1− 0.5θs)/[(τ s − 1)(1+ 0.5θs)], and the IMC con-
troller is obtained as

Q=
(
(τ s − 1)(1+ 0.5θs)

k

)(
ηs + 1

(λs + 1)3

)
.

Upon simplification, the equivalent conventional controller is obtained as a PID
controller with a lag filter (3.22) as

kc = (η+ 0.5θ)

−k(3λ+ p+ 0.5θ − η) , τi = η+ 0.5θ,

τd = 0.5ηθ

η+ 0.5θ
, β = 0.5θpη− λ3

τ(3λ+ p+ 0.5θ − η) ,

where η= [λ3+(3λ+p+0.5θ)τ 2+τ(3λ2−0.5pθ)]/[0.5pθ+τ 2−pτ−0.5θτ 2].
Note that the design of controller by the synthesis method gives a PID controller
with a second-order filter which is complex when compared to the IMC method of
design.
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3.4.2 Unstable FOPTD System with a Negative Zero

The process transfer function of unstable FOPTD system with a negative zero is
considered as

Gp = k(1+ ps)e−θs/(τ s − 1). (3.26)

Using the Pade approximation for the time delay, the process transfer function can
be written as Gp = k(1 + ps)(1 − 0.5θs)/[(τ s − 1)(1 + 0.5θs)]. Based on this
transfer function model, an IMC controller is designed. After obtaining the IMC
controller, the equivalent conventional controller is obtained as a PID controller
with a first-order filter (3.22) with the controller parameters as

kc = (η+ 0.5θ)

−k(2λ+ 0.5θ − η) , τi = η+ 0.5θ, τd = 0.5ηθ

η+ 0.5θ
, β = p,

where η= [λ2+ 2λτ + 0.5θτ ]/[τ − 0.5θ ]. Note that the design of controller by the
synthesis method also gives a PID controller with a first-order filter.

3.4.3 Unstable SOPTD System with a Positive Zero

The process transfer function of an unstable SOPTD system with a positive zero is
considered as

Gp = k(1− ps)e−θs/
(
a1s

2 + a2s + 1
)
. (3.27)

Using the Pade approximation for the time delay, the process transfer function can
be written as Gp = k(1− ps)(1− 0.5θs)/[(a1s

2 + a2s + 1)(1+ 0.5θs)], and with
this the IMC controller is obtained. After simplification, the equivalent conventional
controller is obtained as a PID controller with a lead lag filter of the form

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis
+ τds

)
(αs + 1)

(β1s2 + β2s + 1)
, (3.28)

where

kc = z2/k(5λ+ p+ 0.5θ − z2), τi = z2, τd = z1/z2, α = 0.5θ,

β1 = λ5/a1(5λ+ p+ 0.5θ − z2),

β2 =
[(

10λ2 − 0.5pθ − z1 + pz2 + 0.5z2θ
)
/(5λ+ p+ 0.5θ − z2)

]− a2z2

= (x3x4 − x1x6)/(x4x2 − x1x5),

z1 = (x3 − x2z2)/x1,

x1 = 0.5pθa1, x2 = pa2
1 + 0.5θa2

1 + a2a
2
1,
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x3 = 5a1λ
4 − a2λ

5 − 5λa2
1 − pa2

1 − 0.5θa2
1 + 5a2λa

2
1 + 5pλ+ 2.5λθ,

x4 = pa1 + 0.5θa1 + a1a2,

x5 = a2
1 − a1a

2
2 − pa1a2 − 0.5θa1a2 − 0.5pθa1,

x6 = λ5 + 10a1a2λ
2 − 0.5pa1a2θ − 5a1a

2
2λ− pa1a

2
2 − 0.5a1a

2
2θ − 10a1λ

3

+ 10a2
1λ

2 − 0.5pθa2
1 .

Design of controller by synthesis method gives a PID controller with first-order filter
as discussed earlier. Note that the role of the filter in the IMC method and desired
closed-loop transfer function in the direct synthesis method is similar for obtaining
the final form of the controller.

3.5 Design Based on Equating Coefficient Method

This method is based on matching the corresponding coefficients of s, s2, s3 in the
numerator and denominator of the closed-loop transfer function for a servo problem.
It is a simple and effective tuning method [68].

3.5.1 Design for Integrating Systems [11]

Here, a method of designing PI, PD, and PID controllers for integrating systems
with a time delay is addressed. To improve the performance of the controller under
uncertainty in model parameters, the concept of two tuning parameters is used. The
robustness of the controller is evaluated by using Kharitonov’s theorem.

3.5.1.1 Case-1: Integrating Time Delay Systems [11]

An integrator with time delay system is represented by ke−θs/s. The closed-loop
transfer function relating the output (y) to the set point (yr ) is given by

y(s̃)

yr(s̃)
= (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃

2)e−s̃

[s̃2 + (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃2)e−s̃] , (3.29)

where k1 = kckθ , k2 = k1/(τi/θ), k3 = k1(τd/θ), s̃ = sθ . Here s is the Laplace
operator. The exponent e−s̃ in the numerator is removed for further study, since this
term only shifts the corresponding time axis and using Pade’s approximation for e−s̃
as [(1−0.5s̃)/(1+0.5s̃)] in the denominator, the corresponding coefficients of s̃, s̃2,
and s̃3 of the numerator with that of the denominator are equated. Since the presence
of the integral mode makes the offset zero, the constant term in the numerator and
that in the denominator are the same. By equating the corresponding coefficient of
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s̃, s̃2, and s̃3 of the numerator with that of the denominator, one can obtain k2 = 0,
k1 = 1, k3 = 0.5. After simplifying, the controller settings are obtained as

kckθ = 1, τi/θ =∞, τd/θ = 0.5.

This is a PD controller. It is interesting to note that Visioli [77] by minimizing the
integral squared error (ISE) for a servo problem using genetic algorithm found that
a PD controller results and the settings are also given by the above equations.

Since with a PI or PID controller, the closed-loop response shows some overshoot
for the servo response, the value of y(s̃)/yr (s̃) can be allowed to be more than 1. If
s̃ = 0, y is automatically equal to yr because of the presence of the integral action.
Therefore, the corresponding coefficients of s̃ of the numerator are equated to α

times that of the denominator. Here, the value of α is greater than one, and this
parameter is considered as a tuning parameter. The following set of linear algebraic
equations is obtained:

(1− α)k1 + 0.5(1+ α)k2 = 0,

0.5(1+ α)k1 + (1− α)k3 = α,
(1+ α)k3 = α.

For α = 1, as stated earlier, it results in a PD controller. By solving the above
equations the PID controller parameters are obtained as

kckθ = 4α2/(1+ α)2, τi/θ = 0.5(1+ α)/(α − 1),

τd/θ = 0.25(1+ α)/α.
Similarly, by considering only PI controller mode, the following equations for

the PI controller settings are obtained.

kckθ = 2α/(1+ α), τi/θ = 0.5(1+ α)/(α − 1),

where α is a tuning parameter and should be greater than 1. Similarly to the IMC
method, care should be taken in selecting this tuning parameter. Assuming that α =
1.25, the following relations for PID controller are obtained:

kckθ = 1.2346, τi/θ = 4.5, τd/θ = 0.45.

However, the controller gives an oscillatory response when the uncertainty in the
delay is +33%. Therefore, the present method is extended using two tuning pa-
rameters α1 and α2. Writing e−s̃ in the denominator of (3.29) as e−0.5s̃ /e0.5s̃ , the
following equation for the closed-loop transfer function is obtained:

y(s̃)

yr (s̃)
= (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃

2)e−0.5s̃ e−s̃

[e0.5s̃ s̃2 + (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃2)e−0.5s̃] . (3.30)

The numerator and the denominator terms using the Taylor series expansion (up to
four terms) for e0.5s̃ and e−0.5s̃ are considered. The coefficient of s̃ in the numerator
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is equated α1 times to that of denominator of the closed-loop transfer function. The
coefficients of s̃2 and s̃3 of the numerator are equated to α2 times to those of the de-
nominator. It has been found by simulation on various transfer function models that
α2 = 0.6α1 and α1 = 1.5 gives best results. Thereby the present method ultimately
has no tuning parameters. Solving the equations, k1, k2, and k3 are obtained. Using
the definitions of k1, k2, and k3, PID controller settings are obtained as

kckθ = 0.8956, τi/θ = 2.5, τd/θ = 0.5.

3.5.1.2 Case-2: Stable FOPTD Systems with an Integrator [67]

A stable FOPTD system with an integrator is represented by ke−θs/[s(τ s+1)]. The
closed-loop transfer function relating the output (y) to the set point (yr ) is given by

y(s̃)

yr(s̃)
= (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃

2)e−s̃

[s̃2[( τ
θ
)s̃ + 1] + (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃2)e−s̃] . (3.31)

Adopting the similar procedure discussed in the previous section, the following set
of linear algebraic equations is obtained:

(1− α1)k1 + 0.5(1+ α1)k2 = 0,

0.5(1+ α2)k1 + 0.125(1− α2)k2 + (1− α2)k3 = α2,

0.125(1− α2)k1 + 0.0208(1+ α2)k2 + 0.5(1+ α2)k3 = α2
[
0.5+ (τ/θ)].

By solving these linear algebraic equations PID controller settings are obtained.

Robustness Analysis A control system is said to be robust if the closed-loop sys-
tem is stable even when the model parameters of the actual process are different
from those used for the controller design. To compare the robustness of the different
controller design methods, the range of uncertainty in each of the model parameters
for which the controller is stable is to be calculated. The robustness of the closed-
loop system for the perturbation separately in time delay, time constant, and process
gain is analyzed theoretically by Kharitonov’s method. In this method the stability
of four equations formed from Kharitonov polynomials is to be checked. The char-
acteristic equation of the system using second-order Pade’s approximation for the
time delay is

P(s)= a0 + a1s + a2s
2 + a3s

3 + a4s
4,

where a0 = kck, a1 = kck(τi − 0.5θ), a2 = kck(0.0833θ2 − 0.5θτi + τiτd) + τi ,
a3 = kck(0.0833τiθ2 − 0.5θτiτd)+ 0.5θτi , a4 = 0.0833θ2(kckτiτd + τi).

Kharitonov’s equations for a−i ≤ ai ≤ a+i (i = 0,1,2,3,4) are given below,
where a−i and a+i are the lower and upper bounds for ai , respectively:

a−0 + a+1 s + a+2 s2 + a−3 s3 + a−4 s4 = 0,
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a−0 + a−1 s + a+2 s2 + a+3 s3 + a−4 s4 = 0,

a+0 + a−1 s + a−2 s2 + a+3 s3 + a+4 s4 = 0,

a+0 + a+1 s + a−2 s2 + a−3 s3 + a+4 s4 = 0.

For fixed values of k and τ , a perturbation in time delay θ , i.e., when (θ − δθ) ≤
θ ≤ (θ + δθ) is substituted in the above coefficients and Kharitonov’s equations are
checked for stability using the Routh–Hurwitz method. Similarly, perturbation in k
(for fixed τ and θ ) is evaluated, and the stability ranges are analyzed.

3.5.2 Design for Unstable Systems [69]

In this section, the equating coefficient method is extended to unstable FOPTD sys-
tems. This method gives equations for the controller settings in terms of the FOPTD
model parameters.

3.5.2.1 Design of PID Controller

A first-order plus time delay system ke−θs/(τ s ± 1) is considered, with + sign for
stable systems and “−” sign for unstable systems. A PID controller is considered
here. The closed-loop transfer function relating the output variable (y) to the set
point (yr ) can be written as

y(s̃)

yr (s̃)
= (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃

2)e−0.5εs̃e−εs̃

[(s̃ ± 1]s̃e−0.5εs̃ + (k1s̃ + k2 + k3s̃2)e−εs̃e−0.5εs̃] (3.32)

where k1 = kck, k2 = k1/(τi/τ ), k3 = k1(τd/τ), s̃ = sτ , ε = θ/τ . By equating the
corresponding coefficients of s̃, s̃2, and s̃3 of the numerator with those of the de-
nominator the following equations are obtained:

k2 = (1/ε), k1 = (1/ε)+ 0.5, 2k3 = 1+ (ε/6).
By rearranging all the above three equations, the following simple equations for the
PID controller settings in terms of the model parameters are obtained:

kck = (1/ε)+0.5, τi/τ = 1+0.5ε, τd/τ = 0.5ε(1+0.1667ε)/(1+0.5ε).

After equating each of the numerator term (except that of the coefficient of s̃0) is
made equal to α times that of the corresponding denominator term, a set of linear
algebraic equations for the PID controller settings are obtained. Then after several
simulation studies, the final tuning rules are obtained as

kck = 1.4183ε−0.9147 if 0.01≤ ε ≤ 0.9,
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τi/τ =
{

16.327ε2 + 5.5778ε+ 0.8158 if 0.01≤ ε < 0.6,

196ε2 − 247.28ε+ 87.72 if 0.6≤ ε ≤ 0.9,

τd/τ = 0.4917ε if 0.01≤ ε ≤ 0.9.

3.5.2.2 Design of PI Controller

A PI controller is designed using the method discussed in the above section. Here α1
is tuned to be greater than 1, and α2 is selected as βα1. The values of the parameters
α1 and β are selected by simulation of the process model with PI controller. The
value α1 increases with the value of ε. The settings are fitted by the following simple
equations:

kck = 0.8624ε−0.9744 if 0.01≤ ε ≤ 0.6,

τi/τ = 143.34ε3 − 73.912ε2 + 19.039ε− 0.2276 if 0.01≤ ε ≤ 0.6.

Here also, one can analyze the robustness by Kharitonov’s method as explained
earlier.

3.6 Set-Point Weighting for PI/PID Controllers [10]

The performance of a PI/PID controller can be improved particularly to reduce over-
shoot for the servo problem by introducing a set-point weighting parameter in the
PI/PID control law. As explained earlier, for a PID controller, the control law is

u(t)= kc
[
ep +

(
1

τi

)∫
e dt + τd

(
ded

dt

)]
,

where e = yr − y, ep = (σyr − y), ed = (γyr − y), with γ and σ the set-point
weighting parameters. The value σ is between 0 and 1. For σ = 1 and γ = 1, the
controller is a conventional PID controller. The actual error (yr − y) is used for
integral calculation to make sure that the offset is zero. If the derivative action is
taken on the output variable rather than on the error, then γ = 0. The closed-loop
transfer function of a process Gp with set-point weighted PID controller (γ = 0) is
derived as

y

yr
= (1+ στis)Gp

[τis + (1+ τis + τds2)Gp] .

In the above equation, (1+ στis) is the stable zero introduced by the controller due
to which overshoot is observed in the closed-loop response. An expression for over-
shoot as a function of σ is derived, and then an expression for σ is obtained by min-
imizing the overshoot analytically for unstable FOPTD systems. Simple equations
are given to calculate set-point weighting parameter as a function of ε = (θ/τ).
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3.6.1 Case-1: Integrating Time Delay Systems

Here, method of selection of set-point weighting parameter is described with PI and
PID controllers.

With PI Controller The closed-loop transfer function relating y to yr of inte-
grating dead-time process with a PI controller is given by [10]

y

yr
= kck(σ + 1

τi s
)[ e−θs

s
]

1+ kck(σ + 1
τi s
)[ e−θs

s
]
. (3.33)

Using the approximation e−θs = 1− θs in the denominator, it becomes

y

yr
= (στis + 1)e−θs

[τ 2
e s

2 + 2τeζ s + 1] , (3.34)

where τ 2
e = τi[1 − kckθ ]/(kck) and 2τeζ = τi − θ . By minimizing the overshoot

in y, the value of σ is obtained as [10] σ = ζ τe/τi , and after simplification, the
equation for σ is obtained as σ = 0.5[1− (θ/τi)]. The value of σ varies from 0.3632
to 0.44, depending on the tuning method. Hence, an average value of 0.4 may be
recommended for integrator dead-time processes.

With PID Controller For PID controller [for γ = 0, i.e., the derivative is taken
on output and not on the error], the numerator of the closed-loop transfer function
is the same as that of (3.33). The expression for the set-point weighting parameter
is recommended as

σ = ζ τ 2
e /
(
1− ζ 2)0.5,

where τe and ζ are the effective time constant and damping coefficient of the charac-
teristic equation based on the two dominant roots of the denominator of the closed-
loop system τ 2

e s
2 + 2τeζ s + 1= 0. It is recommended that for the Ziegler–Nichols

tuning method, whether PI or PID, σ can be considered as 0.35 for integrating dead-
time processes.

3.6.2 Case-2: Unstable FOPTD Systems [66]

A PI controller is considered for the unstable system ke−θs/(τ s − 1). The transfer
function relating y to yr is obtained as explained earlier [10]. Using the approxima-
tion e−θs = 1− θs in the denominator, the closed-loop relation is obtained as

y

yr
= (στis + 1)e−θs

[τ 2
e s

2 + 2τeζ s + 1] , (3.35)
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where τ 2
e = τi[τ − kckθ ]/(kck) and 2τeζ = [−τi + kck(τi − θ)]/(kck). The step

response for unit step change in set point is evaluated, minimization of the first
overshoot in y is carried out, and the set-point weighting parameter is obtained. The
final expressions for a PID controller and PI controller are given below:

σ =
{

0.26− 0.42ε+ 0.23ε2 for PID controller,

0.267− 0.6ε+ 0.36ε2 for PI controller.

Further, Sree and Chidambaram [65] have proposed a simple method of calculating
the set-point weighting parameter for unstable systems with a zero by equating the
coefficient of s in the closed-loop transfer function model relating y to yr .

3.7 Introduction to Two-Degree-of-Freedom Control Schemes

In order to further enhance the closed-loop performance, two-degree-of-freedom
control schemes are proposed. There are several structures which are called as two-
degree-of-freedom control schemes. Here, two-degree-of-freedom controllers based
on modified Smith predictor schemes are explained.

3.7.1 Case-1: Integrating Systems [54]

The modified form of the Smith predictor is shown in Fig. 3.12, where Gp is the
transfer function of the integrating process, Gm is the transfer function of the in-
tegrating process model without time delay, and θ is the time delay of the process
model. Gcs is the transfer function of the set-point tracking controller, and Gcd is
the transfer function of the load disturbance rejection controller. The closed-loop
transfer functions between the output and the set point and the input disturbance
(ydi ) assuming that the model describes the process exactly (i.e., Gp = Gme

−θs )
are given respectively as

y

yr
= GcsGme

−θs

1+GcsGm

, (3.36)

y

ydi
= (1+GcsGm −GcsGme

−θs)Gme
−θs

(1+GcsGm)(1+GcdGme−θs)
. (3.37)

It can be observed that the set-point responses are decoupled from the load distur-
bance rejection responses. From (3.36) it can be observed that the set-point tracking
depends on the controller Gcs . However, the load disturbance rejection depends
on both the controllers. Once Gcs is designed for set-point tracking, Gcd can be
designed for load disturbance rejection. From (3.36) it can be observed that the con-
troller Gcs introduces a zero in the y/yr expression, and this zero introduces an
undesirable overshoot in the closed-loop servo response. To reduce the overshoot,
either a set point filter or set point weighting is considered.
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Fig. 3.12 Modified Smith predictor control structure for integrating systems [54]

Controllers Design Here the controller design is given only for one integrating
process, and the design for other types of integrating processes can be seen in [54].
The process is considered as Gp =Gme

−θs = kme−θs/s(τms + 1). The direct syn-
thesis method is used for design of set-point tracking controller and is obtained as

Gc = kc
(

1+ 1

τis
+ τds

)
, (3.38)

where kc = 3τm
kmλ2 , τi = 3λ, τd = λ(1− λ

3τm
).

Gcd is chosen as a PD controller in the form kd + k̃rds, where kd is the propor-
tional term, and k̃rd is the derivative term (k̃rd = kdτd when compared with conven-
tional PD controller structure kd(1+τds)). Gcd is designed based on gain and phase
margin criteria. Let us consider the integrating process model with time delay as
G̃M =Gme

−θs . The characteristic equation involving Gcd is given by 1+GcdG̃M .
The open-loop transfer function is F(s) = Gcd(s)G̃M(s). From the definitions of
gain margin and phase margin, the relations for magnitude and phase angle are given
by

arg
[
Gcd(jωp)G̃M(jωp)

]=−π,∣∣Gcd(jωg)G̃M(jωg)
∣∣= 1,

Am = 1

|Gc(jωp)G̃M(jωp)|
,

Φm = π + arg
[
Gcd(jωg)G̃M(jωg)

]
,

where ωp and ωg are the phase and gain crossover frequencies, and Am and Φm
are the gain margin and phase margin, respectively. For a specified gain and phase
margin, the above equations can be solved for the controller parameters kd and k̃rd .
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Fig. 3.13 Responses for
perfect model for the process
Gp = e−6.567s/s(3.4945s + 1),
solid—proposed,
dashed—Liu et al. [35],
dotted—Kaya [25]

Simulation Study Consider the integrating process as

Gp(s)= e−6.567s

s(3.4945s + 1)
.

The set point controller (Gcs ) parameters are obtained as kc = 0.124, τi = 27.58,
τd = 1.130 with the tuning parameter selected as λ = 1.4θm = 7.3542. The set-
point weighting parameter is chosen as σ = 0.4. Gcd is designed as 0.035+ 1.12s
by considering the gain margin and phase margin as 1.7 and 60, respectively. Using
these controller settings, the performance is evaluated by giving unit step input in the
set point and a negative step input of 0.1 in the load (ydi ) at t = 150 s, respectively.
To show the improvement, the methods proposed recently by Kaya [25] and Liu et
al. [35] are considered. Figure 3.13 shows the responses for perfect model. It can be
observed that the proposed method gives better control performances for the load
disturbance rejection. A perturbation of +30% in process time delay and the time
constant is considered, and the corresponding responses are shown in Fig. 3.14.
Figure 3.15 shows the corresponding control action responses. It is clear that the
proposed method performs significantly better.

3.7.2 Case-2: Unstable Systems [53]

The block diagram of the modified Smith predictor scheme is shown in Fig. 3.16,
where G̃p is the transfer function of the unstable plant, θp is the plant time delay,
G̃m is the transfer function of the plant model, and θm is the model time delay. Gcs

is the set-point tracking controller and is designed using the direct synthesis method.
Gcd is meant for stabilization of the unstable process and is the disturbance rejection
controller designed using the modified H∞ method. A first-order filter (Gf ) is used
to improve the robustness for the predicted disturbance. The closed-loop transfer
functions for servo and regulatory problems assuming that the model represents
exactly the process (G̃pe

−θps = G̃me
−θms ) are

y

yr
= GcsG̃me

−θms

1+GcsG̃m

, (3.39)
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Fig. 3.14 Responses for
perturbations of +30% in
process time delay and time
constant for the process
Gp = e−6.567s/

s(3.4945s + 1),
solid—proposed,
dashed—Liu et al. [35],
dotted—Kaya [25]

Fig. 3.15 Control action
responses for perturbations of
+30% in process time delay
and time constant for the
process Gp = e−6.567s/

s(3.4945s + 1),
solid—proposed,
dashed—Liu et al. [35],
dotted—Kaya [25]

y

yd
= (1+GcsG̃m −GcsGf G̃me

−θms)Gme
−θms

(1+GcsG̃m)(1+ 1+GcdG̃me−θms)
. (3.40)

Set-point weighting is considered to reduce the undesirable overshoot, as it is simple
and gives an improved response.

Controllers Design An unstable FOPTD process is considered whose model is
kme

θms/(τms − 1). The set-point tracking controller is obtained as

Gcs = kc
(

1+ 1

τis

)
,

where kc = (λ+ 2τm)/kλ, τi = (λ2+ 2λτm)/τm, and the recommended range for λ
as 0.7θm − 2θm. The disturbance rejection controller is obtained as

Gcd = kd +
(

0.7τ

k

)
s,

where

kd = 1

km

(
0.533

θm/τm
+ 0.746

)
if θm/τm ≤ 0.7,
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Fig. 3.16 Modified Smith predictor structure for unstable processes [53]

kd = 1

km

(
0.49

θm/τm
+ 0.694

)
if 0.7< θm/τm ≤ 1.5.

The filter is selected as a first-order one and is Gf = 1/(τf s + 1), where the filter
constant τf is given as 1.4θm. The range of set-point weighting parameter is given
as 0.4 to 0.6.

Simulation Study An isothermal chemical reactor exhibiting multiple steady-
state solutions is considered. The mathematical model is given in (3.1). Based on this
model, the controllers Gcs and Gcd are designed, and the controllers parameters are
obtained as kc = 2.794, τi = 53.58, kd = 1.017, and kdτd = 30.032, respectively.
The closed-loop tuning parameter is selected as λ = 1.2θm. The set-point weight-
ing parameter is chosen as σ = 0.4, and the filter time constant is calculated as
τf = 1.4θm = 28. With these controller settings, the nonlinear system in the closed
loop is simulated for a step change from the steady-state value 1.316 to 5, and si-
multaneously a step disturbance from 0.0333 to 0.04 is introduced at t = 1000 s,
respectively. The closed-loop response is shown in Fig. 3.17. A perturbation of 30%
is considered in the process time delay, and the corresponding responses are also
shown in Fig. 3.17. The responses corresponding to perturbations in the process
time delay coincide with the response obtained under nominal conditions. It can be
observed from the responses that the proposed method gives good control perfor-
mances. However, all linear controllers work over a limited range of nonlinearity. If
the nonlinearity is severe, the controllers need to be retuned frequently correspond-
ing to the nearest operating point.

3.8 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In this chapter, several PI/PID tuning rules for integrating and unstable systems are
reviewed. Methods of designing controllers based on direct synthesis, IMC, and
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Fig. 3.17 Responses for a
step change from 1.316 to 5
at t = 0 in the set point and a
step change from 0.0333 to
0.4 in the disturbance (Q) at
t = 1000 s for the isothermal
CSTR, solid—perfect model,
dashed—+30% perturbation
in the process time delay

equating coefficients are discussed in detail. Further, two degree-of-freedom con-
trol schemes have been explained. Some methods are simple, some methods are
moderate, and some methods are complex in terms of the mathematical expressions
and in terms of the theory of the method. Most of the methods are based on some
tuning parameters. Even though guidelines are provided for proper selection of the
tuning parameter, in practice, some trials are required to come to the final value of
the tuning parameter. Set-point weighting should be considered when dealing with
particularly unstable processes to reduce the overshoot. Robustness is analyzed by
considering small gain theorem or using Kharitonov’s theorem. It can be observed
that for integrating systems, the methods perform well for higher values of time de-
lay. However, the methods have a limitation for unstable systems if the time delay
is significant.

The conventional PI/PID controllers cannot provide good closed-loop perfor-
mances for delay dominant unstable processes. If the ratio of time delay to unstable
time constant(ε) is ≥1.8, the method does not stabilize the unstable process. For
all model-based control schemes with a tuning parameter, care should be taken in
properly selecting the parameter because, unlike for stable systems, there will be
lower and upper bounds for controller gain for unstable systems.
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Chapter 4
Robustness in PID Control

Ramon Vilanova, Víctor M. Alfaro, and Orlando Arrieta

4.1 Introduction

Undoubtedly, since its introduction in 1940 [18, 20], PID controllers (proportional
integral derivative) are the option most frequently used in different process con-
trol applications. Its success is due mainly to the simplicity of its structure (three
parameters to tune) and operation, which allows the control engineer a better un-
derstanding compared with other advanced control techniques. This has motivated
the continuous research efforts aimed at finding alternative approaches to the de-
sign and new tuning rules in order to improve the performance of control loops
based in PID controllers. Most of these research works that have emerged over the
years take the form of design proposals based on simple models and generally give
rise to tuning rules that link the parameters of the process model with those of the
controller in a direct and simple way. The need for such simple and model-based
tuning rules is also encouraged by several control engineering books, some of them
specifically on PID control, for example, [16, 36, 58]. A common point that can be
found in all of them is the need to incorporate a good understanding of the con-
trol problem and its relationship with modeling and knowledge of the process to be
controlled.
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In this sense, the initial work developed by Ziegler and Nichols [64] constitutes
the first attempt for a systematic design of a PID controller on the basis of minimal
process information. This work was followed by the also well-known work [23],
which presents a modification of the Ziegler and Nichols approach and, more im-
portantly, raises the need to consider different methods for reference tracking and
disturbance attenuation. The introduction of ideas about the algebraic approach to
design gave rise to the so-called λ-tuning method of [25]. This method, in turn,
is closely related to the Smith predictor and the design methods based on Internal
Model Control (IMC) of [44]. Among them of particular interest are the considera-
tions that show the IMC control takes the form of a PI or PID controller, depending
on the rational approximation used for the time delay. These approaches, however,
use the cancellation of the process poles, which can lead to sluggish disturbance
responses, especially for processes with large time constants. In [22] a modification
is presented in order to avoid such cancellation, while in [47], Skogestad presents a
variation of the IMC controller approach, called SIMC, applied to the tuning of PI
and PID, which prevents the cancellation by a redefinition of the integral term, in
case of systems dominated by large time constants.

The methods based on the application of optimization techniques are an alterna-
tive to the analytical ones. The basic idea is to try to capture the different aspects of
the desired closed-loop operation through the definition of a given cost functional
to be minimized. In [46] and [48], for example, tunings for optimized tracking are
provided regarding the integral error criteria ISE, IAE, and ITAE, and in [63] also
compact tuning rules for different formulations of the integral criteria are provided.
In [57] the appropriate analysis for unstable and integral systems is presented.

Recently, in part because of better accessibility to optimization routines and nu-
merical software, optimization approaches based on multiobjective optimization
have appeared. See, for example, the works [29, 53] that set a general approach and
exemplify its use for a PID controller. However, the application of these optimiza-
tion strategies, although effective, depends on the use of quite complex numerical
methods and do not result in tuning rules. By its application, what you do get is the
tuning of the controller as the solution of the particular optimization problem.

This distinction, which can also be interpreted as a kind of classification, is par-
ticularly of application on those approaches that focus on the attainment of a PID
controller with certain robustness characteristics. The robustness was an aspect not
included as an integral part of the considerations to be included when designing a
control system, not only in the case of PID control, but also from a more wide per-
spective. It is not until the formulation initiated by Zames in [62] that deals with
the uncertainty by using the infinity norm that robust control has entered com-
pletely into control theory and is by now a fully developed and mature approach,
known as the H∞ control. This approach is reflected in numerous books that of-
fer a broad vision on the subject and the different variations and approaches that
emerged [26, 41, 54].

The ideas emerging from the development of robust control have, of course, fi-
nally been specialized to the case of PID control. This permeation has led to differ-
ent approaches of what we can call robust PID control. In this way, we distinguish
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Fig. 4.1 Single-input
single-output feedback
control system

between the obtaining a robust PID controller, as the result of the solution of a ro-
bust control problem, applied to a restricted structure controller, from the widely
proposed simple tuning rules to be incorporated into its conception robustness con-
siderations.

In this way, for example, we have methods that are developed on the basis of the
internal model control [44], where the resulting tuning rules are parameterized in
terms of a variable directly related to the robustness of the system. However, this
robustness is not directly linked to a robustness metric or a quantitative robustness
measure. On the other hand, there are well-known design strategies that are based
on setting the gain and phase margin, initiated in [12] that have given rise to nu-
merous variants and extensions. In this case, the design parameter or specification is
directly measuring the desired robustness for the closed-loop system. The idea has
spread today to a common use of the maximum of the sensitivity function (com-
monly called MS ) as a reasonable robustness measure. At this point it is also possi-
ble to distinguish between approaches that are attempting to achieve a closed-loop
with a particular value of MS [15] and more flexible approaches providing tuning
rules directly parameterized by the target MS value [8, 11].

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of different approaches
to Robust PID design that have arisen during the recent years. These are methods
that include explicit considerations of robustness in their conception. A distinction
is made between generic tuning rules that are aimed at providing a robust control
system but that are not linked to any robustness measure to recent tuning approaches
that use explicit robustness terms and definitions in order to measure the level of ro-
bustness that is desired for the resulting closed loop. The chapter ends by presenting
some considerations about the robustness/performance tradeoff.

4.2 Framework and Robustness Measures

In what follows, we will use a single-input single-output control system as it is
shown in Fig. 4.1. Note that this is not the control diagram as complete as it could
be found, but it reflects the necessary points to facilitate the discussion that follows.
The process to be controlled, P(s), is generally represented by a model given by the
transfer function:

P(s)= Ke−Ls

(T s + 1)(aT s + 1)
, τo = L/T , (4.1)

where K is the model gain, T its main time constant, a the ratio of the two time
constants (0≤ a ≤ 1.0), L its dead-time, and τo is the model normalized dead-time.
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Model (4.1) allows us to represent First-Order-Plus-Dead-Time (FOPDT) processes,
a = 0, over damped Second-Order-Plus-Dead-Time (SOPDT) processes, 0< a < 1,
and Dual-Pole-Plus-Dead-Time (DPPDT) processes, a = 1. A common character-
ization of the process parameters is made in terms of the normalized dead-time
τo = L/T [58]. Note that (4.1) is a more general framework than the one used in
traditional works on PI/PID design [13, 16, 58].

On the other hand, the process is controlled by using a PID controller [13] whose
output is

u(t)=Kp

{
ep(t)+ 1

Ti

∫ t

0
ei(τ ) dτ + Td ded(t)

dt

}
(4.2)

with

ep(t)= βr(t)− y(t), (4.3)

ei(t)= r(t)− y(t), (4.4)

ed(t)= γ r(t)− y(t), (4.5)

where Kp is the controller gain, Ti the integral time constant, Td the derivative time
constant, and β and γ are the set-point weights. The γ parameter is more frequently
applied as a derivative mode switch (0 or 1) for the set-point signal r . To avoid
an extreme instantaneous change, so-called derivative-kick, in the controller output
signal when a set-point step change occurs normally γ is set to zero. In this case the
controller output (4.2) may be expressed as

u(s)=Kp

{
ep(s)+ 1

Tis
ei(s)+ Tds

Td/Ns + 1
e′d(s)

}
(4.6)

with

ep(s)= βr(s)− y(s), (4.7)

ei(s)= r(s)− y(s), (4.8)

e′d(s)=−y(s), (4.9)

where N is the derivative filter constant (usually N = 10 [58]). Equation (4.6) may
be arranged as

u(s)=Kp

{(
β + 1

Tis

)
r(s)−

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

0.1Tds + 1

)
y(s)

}
(4.10)

or in the compact form as

u(s)= Cr(s)r(s)−Cy(s)y(s), (4.11)

where Cr(s) is the set-point controller transfer function, and Cy(s) is the feedback
controller transfer function.
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If Cr(s) is equal to Cy(s), it is not possible to specify the dynamic performance
of the control system to set-point changes, independently of the performance to
load-disturbances changes, and we would have a One-Degree-of-Freedom (1DoF)
controller. Otherwise, if we can select both closed-loop transfer functions indepen-
dently, the controller would be a Two-Degree-of-Freedom (2DoF).

Thus, based on the diagram in Fig. 4.1, the following relationships between the
input and output signals are defined:

y(s) = T (s)r(s)+ P(s)S(s)d(s), (4.12)

u(s) = C(s)S(s)r(s)+ T (s)d(s), (4.13)

where the functions S(s) and T (s) are respectively the sensitivity function and com-
plementary sensitivity, which are defined as

S(s)
.= 1

1+ P(s)C(s) , T (s)
.= P(s)C(s)

1+ P(s)C(s) , (4.14)

and, as it will be seen, they play a key role in the determination on the stability and
robustness properties of the control system.

When dealing with the stability of the control system, it is usually understood as
absolute stability. That is, the closed-loop transfer function, provided that no cancel-
lation of unstable modes takes place, has all its poles in the left half-plane. However,
if it is desired to introduce performance measures regarding stability, then we need
the concept of relative stability. Relative stability is used to determine how stable
the system is or, alternatively, the closeness to the instability. In other words, the
distance of the closed-loop to instability. This idea of distance to instability, gener-
ates different interpretations as it relates to possible sources of error in the model
used for the design of the controller. How much and what type of uncertainty can
be allowed before the control system becomes unstable? Given this interpretation,
the various measures of relative stability are called robustness measures. Thus, the
incorporation of these measures in the design procedures and the conception of the
tuning rules result in what is known as robust controller design, in our case, a robust
PID controller.

4.2.1 Classical Robustness Measures

Robustness measures have evolved over the years, leading to new approaches in
robust control. In this way, the gain and phase margin are known as classical relative
stability measures. These measures are based on the Nyquist stability criterion and
consider the possibility of varying the number of encirclements of the critical point
(−1,0), that may arise from the variation in the gain or phase, respectively, of the
system.

The gain margin, Am, is a specification of the point, on the Nyquist plot, at
which the frequency response of the loop transfer function must cross the negative
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Fig. 4.2 Definitions of the
Maximum Sensitivity MS and
the Gain Am and Phase φm
margins

real axis. This specification defines a multiplying factor for the gain for which the
system becomes unstable. Figure 4.2 represents the geometry for the gain margin.
The Am is defined on the basis of the following condition:

Am
∣∣C(jω−π )P (jω−π )∣∣= 1; (4.15)

therefore,

Am = 1

|C(jω−π )P (jω−π )| . (4.16)

The frequency ω−π is the frequency where the gain margin is computed. This
is the frequency where the phase of the loop transfer function is −180◦. The inter-
pretation of the margin as a measure of robustness shows that in the case where the
system model is incorrect, the static gain may increase by a factor Am before the
system becomes unstable. Typical values for Am are 2≤Am ≤ 5.

On the other hand, the phase margin, φm, specifies by what amount the phase
of the system may be delayed so that the corresponding rotation generated on the
system’s frequency response in the Nyquist plot leads to cross the critical point
(−1,0). The geometry corresponding to the phase margin is shown in Fig. 4.2 and
leads to the following condition (in degrees):

−φm + arg
{
C(jω1)P (jw1)

}=−180◦, (4.17)

where

φm = 180◦ + arg
{
C(jω1)P (jω1)

}
. (4.18)
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The frequency ω1 at which the phase margin is evaluated is the frequency at
which the system gain equals one. Analogously to the gain margin, the interpretation
of the phase margin as a measure of robustness shows that if there is an error in
the modeling process, it may suffer an additional phase delay of φm degrees at the
frequency w1 before the system becomes unstable. Typical values for the phase
margin are 30◦ ≤ φm ≤ 60◦.

The design based on the specification of Am and φm can be considered as the first
approach where the robustness is specified in terms of explicit robustness measures.
The first design proposal based on Am and φm is presented in [12] for Am =3 and
φm = 60◦.

The problem with designs based on Am and φm is that the resulting expres-
sions for computing the controller parameters are highly nonlinear. For its solution,
crossover frequencies have also to be computed, and their appearing in the equations
along with the tan−1 function prevents its analytical calculation. Because of this ba-
sic problem, different approaches have emerged based on approximations which
provide relationships that allow both the calculation of the Am and φm associated
with a particular tuning and the controller parameters given predetermined values
for Am and φm. In [30], for example, equations for evaluating the Am and φm of a
control-loop based on a PID controller and a first-order system with delay are pro-
vided. These equations are then applied to evaluate the Am and φm resulting from
several tuning rules such as the classic Ziegler–Nichols [64], Cohen–Coon [24], and
the optimal rules derived from (ISE, IAE, ITAE). Recommended values for Am are
between 2 and 5, and between 30o and 60◦ for the φm. An extensive analysis can be
found in [30–32, 34].

For Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems, all the above considera-
tions should be taken into account, in order to measure the relative stability. How-
ever, the well-known methods to calculate the gain and phase margins of a Single-
Input-Single-Output (SISO) systems are not applicable for MIMO processes, due
the loop interactions [59, 61]. In fact, so far, there seems to be neither satisfactory
definitions for MIMO gain and phase margins, nor effective techniques for deter-
mining them; however, there are some alternative definitions to achieve these values
and to use them for multivariable control systems [19, 33, 60].

Another problem with the use of Am and φm as robustness specifications is that
both measures are independent, and compliance with both must therefore be en-
sured. It is for this reason that in recent years, the specification of robustness has
focused on the use of the sensitivity function, as a more general, unstructured, mea-
sure that, in turn, provides bound values for these two specifications. The next sec-
tion presents the idea of sensitivity, its role in a feedback control system, and its
definition as a robustness measure.

4.2.2 Use of the Sensitivity Function

The sensitivity function, S(s), is today the basis for establishing the robustness level
within the different approaches for the design of PID controllers. However, its in-
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terpretation as a function to determine the tolerance of the control-loop to changes
in the process control is well known from the formulation of the feedback loop as a
control strategy. Indeed, if we have a function f that depends on a parameter α, the
sensitivity of f to variations in α is denoted by Sfα and is defined by

Sfα
.= lim
�α→0

�f/f

�α/α

∣∣∣∣
α=αo

= α

f

∂f

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=αo

, (4.19)

where αo is the nominal value of α, and �f and �α represent the deviations of α
and f with respect to their nominal values. We will apply this concept to the rela-
tionship between the reference and output of a control system for both the open-loop
(Tol(s)) and closed-loop (Tcl(s)) versions, given respectively by

Tol(s)= P(s)C(s), Tcl(s)= P(s)C(s)

1+ P(s)C(s) . (4.20)

Thus, in the presence of uncertainty in the process, P(s)= Po(s)+�P , the pre-
vious input–output relationships suffer of this uncertainty and will deviate from their
values, obtained on the basis of the application of the controller to the nominal plant:
Tol(s) = Tol,o(s) +�Tol, Tcl(s) = Tcl,o(s) +�Tcl. Applying the above definition,
the sensitivity of Tol(s) and Tlc(s) to variations in the plant P(s) are determined as

S
Tol
P = lim

�P→0

�Tol(s)/Tol,o(s)

�P (s)/Po(s)
= 1, (4.21)

S
Tcl
P = lim

�P→0

�Tcl(s)/Tcl,o(s)

�P (s)/Po(s)
= S(s). (4.22)

Thus, for the open-loop relationship, modeling errors go entirely to the input–
output relationship. On the other hand, for the feedback-based closed-loop configu-
ration, this change in the process is multiplied by the sensitivity function S(s). It is
at this point that the controller C(s) can be chosen in such a way that this function
has small magnitude within the uncertainty frequency range. This is recognized as
one of the key factors for the use of feedback.

The sensitivity function, as presented, is a frequency-dependent function and
therefore cannot be used directly as a figure of merit that provides us with a measure
of robustness. However, if we notice that S(s) only depends on the direct chain of the
control loop, L(s)= P(s)C(s), it is possible to give a geometric interpretation of it
in the Nyquist plane. Indeed, since S(s)= (1+L(s))−1, we can represent the com-
plex value 1+L(jω) as the vector that goes from the point (−1,0) to L(jω). The
sensitivity function will therefore be less than one for those frequencies where the
Nyquist curve is outside a circle with center (−1,0) and unit radius (see Fig. 4.2).
Based on this interpretation, we can define the MS value as

MS
.=max

ω

∣∣S(jω)∣∣=max
ω

∣∣∣∣ 1

1+C(jw)P (jω)
∣∣∣∣

= 1

minω |1+L(jω)| , (4.23)
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the shortest distance from the Nyquist curve to the critical point (−1,0) being equal
to 1/MS . Thus, ensuring a certain value for MS guarantees that the Nyquist locus is
away from the critical point a distance equal to 1/MS . Therefore, in order to obtain
high robustness, small values of MS will be of interest. Thus, MS is a robustness
measure with widespread use in today’s research on robust control systems. This
measure is more general than the previously presented gain and phase margins. In
fact, it is possible to show that a particular MS value guarantees, simultaneously, the
following bounds for the gain and phase margins:

Am ≥ MS

MS − 1
, φm ≥ 2 sin−1

(
1

MS

)
. (4.24)

Another implication of ensuring that the Nyquist curve remains outside a circle
centered at the critical point and with radius 1/MS is that stability is guaranteed
even though the gain system increases by a factor MS/(MS − 1) or reduced by
a factor MS/(MS + 1). Additionally, it is possible to guarantee stability despite a
static nonlinearity, f (x), in the loop, provided that it is ascertained that

MS

MS + 1
<
f (x)

x
<

MS

MS − 1
. (4.25)

Typical values for MS vary in the range of 1.4 to 2. For MS = 2, we have Am ≥ 2
and φm ≥ 29◦ (that is recognized as the minimum acceptable robustness). For the
case MS = 1.4, it is guaranteed that Am ≥ 3.5 and φm ≥ 41◦. The advantage of
using MS is that it determines the Am and φm simultaneously, while these two
quantities are completely independent. In turn, MS also appears in the compara-
tive analysis that is usually made of the robustness achieved by certain approaches,
although it was not explicitly considered at the design stage.

4.2.2.1 A Generalized Sensitivity Criteria

From the perspective of robust control theory, stability of the closed-loop control
system is maintained despite of changes, �P(s), in the nominal model, Po(s), used
for design provided that the following condition is satisfied:∣∣C(jω)�P(jω)∣∣< ∣∣1+L(jω)∣∣, (4.26)

an expression that can be rewritten as∣∣∣∣�P(jω)Po(jω)

∣∣∣∣< 1

|T (jω)| . (4.27)

Thus, variations in the process model can be allowed provided that at the corre-
sponding frequencies, the complementary sensitivity transfer function is small. This
leads to consider the maximum value of T (s) as an estimate of this tolerance:

MT =max
ω

∣∣T (jω)∣∣=max
ω

∣∣∣∣ L(jω)

1+L(jω)
∣∣∣∣. (4.28)
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In this way, we can formulate a general robustness margin as in [37] and [39],
GMS , defined by

GMS =max
{‖S‖∞, α‖T ‖∞}, (4.29)

where the parameter α is defined as α =Md
S /M

d
T based on the desired values for the

maximum of the sensitivity functions. Geometrically, specifying a constraint value
for MT imposes a prohibited area for the Nyquist curve given by a circle centered at
(−M2

T /(M
2
T − 1),0) and radius MT /(M

2
T − 1). Thus, by using a specification for

MS and a specification for MT , we are constraining the Nyquist locus to stay out of
the corresponding circles. The idea of having an area, to be avoided by the Nyquist
locus, determined by different circles, is presented in detail in [16].

4.3 Robust-Based PID Control Designs

The use of the gain and phase margins as robustness measures has been replaced
by the use of a single indicator, the maximum of the sensitivity function, denoted
by MS .

The use of the sensitivity function in PID control design arises linked to the sug-
gestion to optimize the disturbance rejection by means of imposing some constraints
on the sensitivity function. The use of the sensitivity function peak, MS , was pro-
posed by [43]. However, it was not until the presentation of the Kappa–Tau tuning
rules [13], that its use spreads, and the development of PID tuning rules that makes
use of MS in an explicit or implicit way starts. This section presents a review of
existing methods that have appeared in the literature and that can be considered as
robust PID control approaches based on MS specifications.

4.3.1 Maximum Sensitivity Based Designs

4.3.1.1 Kappa–Tau (KT) Method [13]

The method uses an empirical design approach based on the placement of the
closed-loop dominant poles, along with a constraint on MS for robustness. Tun-
ing rules for PI and PID controllers with one and two degrees of freedom (2DoF)
are provided. The method uses a particular set of test plants as a representation of
the various dynamics that can be found in industrial processes, characterized by its
gain K , the dominant time constant T , and its apparent delay L. Starting from these
processes, a first-order plus time delay model is obtained from the reaction curve or,
instead, their critical gain Kpu and period of oscillation Tu. The method establishes
two levels of robustness, a minimum level MS = 2.0 and high level by MS = 1.4.
The range of application of the method is provided by 0.1≤ L/(L+ T )≤ 0.85.
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4.3.1.2 AMIGO Method [15, 27, 28]

This approach builds on the MIGO (“M-constrained Integral Gain Optimization”)
method in [17] that optimizes the integral gain of the controller, Ki , and imposes
a constraint on the Maximum Sensitivity, MS = 1.4, applied to a benchmark plant
set, including multiple pole plants, processes with inverse response, integral pro-
cesses, etc. From the optimal controller parameters, tuning equations are deter-
mined for robust PI and PID controllers in the standard 2DoF form. A review of the
AMIGO method (“Approximate MIGO”) is presented in [16]. Although the range
of validity for the application of the AMIGO method is 0 ≤ L/(L + T ) ≤ 0.98,
for PID controllers, it is possible to get reliable parameters only within the range
L/(L+ T ) > 0.5.

4.3.1.3 KLκ150 Method [37]

This approach is based on a generalized stability criterion that involves a constraint
on both the maximum of the sensitivity function and the maximum of the comple-
mentary sensitivity. The approach states an optimization problem constrained by the
Generalized Maximum Sensitivity, GMS , criterion. The objective function to be op-
timized includes the performance for disturbance attenuation, Jd , control effort Ju,
and sensitivity to high-frequency measurement noise. Tuning rules are determined
for standard PI and PID controllers in terms of the estimated gain of the plant and
the frequency at which its phase is −150◦. With this design, the achieved robust-
ness is GMS ≈ 1.7, and performance is quite close to the optimal IAE. The method
has the unusual feature of considering the derivative filter constant, as one of the
adjustable parameters of the controller [39].

4.3.1.4 Multiple Objective Optimization (MOO) [52]

In a first development [51] the optimal IAE performance to changes in the set point
and the disturbance, along with the constraint on the minimal robustness MS ≤ 2.0,
is considered. The design tackles PI 2DoF controllers from first-order models with
delay and integral models with delay. Later on, a MOO method is proposed that,
along with the previous considerations, penalizes the variation on the total con-
trol effort TVu and uses a genetic algorithm to solve a multiobjective optimization
problem. The controllers obtained with this tuning provide control systems with
a nominal robustness MS ≈ 1.7 for first-order models with delay into the range
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0.1≤ τo ≤ 2.0. The MOO equations for first-order models with delay are:

KpK = 1

6
+ 5

11τo
,

Ti

T
=

3τo
14 + 7

6

τo + 1
5

τo,

β = 4τo
9
+ 1

2
,

(4.30)

and, for integral processes with delay,

KpK = 5

11τo
,

Ti

T
= 35τo

6
, (4.31)

β = 1

2
.

4.3.1.5 PI2Ms Method [9]

Based on the optimum parameters obtained by the Non-Oscillatory Robust Method
(NORT) [7], for first-order processes with time delay and 0.1 ≤ τo ≤ 2.0, this
method provides tuning rules for a 2DoF PI controller for four levels of robustness,
MS ∈ {1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0}. The non-oscillatory output for reference input changes and
disturbances, imposed on the design, also ensure a smooth behavior of the control
signal. The main characteristic of the method is to achieve four levels of robustness
for all the range of application. PI2Ms tuning rules for first-order models with delay
are fitted to very simple equations as follows:

κp
.=KpK = a0 + a1τ

a2
o ,

τi
.= Ti

T
= b0 + b1τ

b2
o , (4.32)

β = c0 + c1τ
c2
o ,

where the constants {ai , bi , ci} are found in Table 4.1.

4.3.2 A Generic MS-Based Tuning

In [11], there is proposed a 1DoF PID tuning resulting from the optimization of
a joint criteria that treats the tradeoff problem between the performance for servo
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Table 4.1 Constants for the
PI2Ms method [7] MS a0 a1 a2

1.4 0.0674 0.3775 −0.9623

1.6 0.1687 0.4724 −0.9805

1.8 0.2118 0.5633 −0.9823

2.0 0.3208 0.5613 −1.0380

MS b0 b1 b2

1.4 1.440 −0.1744 −0.659

1.6 8.672 −7.247 −0.04929

1.8 −3.952 5.426 0.08661

2.0 −2.105 3.595 0.1476

MS c0 c1 c2

1.4 0.3803 0.7794 0.6851

1.6 0.2611 0.5763 0.4345

1.8 0.2296 0.4711 0.3588

2.0 0.2107 0.4043 0.3122

and regulation operation and that also takes into account the attainment of an arbi-
trary robustness level or value. In this sense, the following cost objective function is
formulated:

Jrd =
√(
J rdr − J or

)2 + (J rdd − J od
)2
, (4.33)

where J or and J od are the optimal values for servo and regulation control, respec-
tively, and J rdr , J rdd are the performance indexes for the intermediate tuning consid-
ering both operational modes. The index (4.33) represents a balanced performance
for both operation modes, where the main idea is to be closer, as much as possible,
to the “ideal” point (J or , J

o
d ), which means the minimum performance values taking

both possible operational modes, servo and regulation, into account. However, this
point is unreachable due the differences in the dynamics for each of the objectives
of the control operational modes. Therefore, the aim is to get the minimum resulting
distance, meaning the best balance between the operational modes.

The cost functional (4.33) just takes into account characteristics of performance.
However, there is a need to include a certain robustness for the control loop. In that
sense, it used (4.23) as a robustness measure. So, the optimization problem is subject
to a constraint of the form ∣∣MS −Md

S

∣∣= 0, (4.34)

whereMS andMd
S are the Maximum Sensitivity and the desired Maximum Sensitiv-

ity functions, respectively. This constraint tries to guarantee the selected robustness
value for the control system. A broad classification is established, using specific val-
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Table 4.2 PID settings for
servo/regulation tuning with
robustness consideration [11]

Constant Md
s -free Md

s = 2.0 Md
s = 1.8 Md

s = 1.6 Md
s = 1.4

a1 1.1410 0.7699 0.6825 0.5678 0.4306

b1 −0.9664 −1.0270 −1.0240 −1.0250 −1.0190

c1 0.1468 0.3490 0.3026 0.2601 0.1926

a2 1.0860 0.7402 0.7821 0.8323 0.7894

b2 0.4896 0.7309 0.6490 0.5382 0.4286

c2 0.2775 0.5307 0.4511 0.3507 0.2557

a3 0.3726 0.2750 0.2938 0.3111 0.3599

b3 0.7098 0.9478 0.7956 0.8894 0.9592

c3 −0.0409 0.0034 −0.0188 −0.0118 −0.0127

ues for MS , within the suggested range between 1.4–2.0. This allows a qualitative
specification for the control system robustness. So, the rating is described here as
follows:

• Low robustness level—Ms = 2.0.
• Medium-low robustness level—Ms = 1.8.
• Medium-high robustness level—Ms = 1.6.
• High robustness level—Ms = 1.4.

According to this principle, the above-mentioned four values for MS are used
here as desirable robustness values, Md

S in the robustness constraint (4.34) for the
optimization problem. Additionally, the unconstrained optimization case is known
as the Md

S -free case.
With the solution of the optimization problem, a fitted tuning rule for PID con-

trollers, expressed in terms of the FOPDT model, was devised as:

KpK = a1τ
b1 + c1,

Ti

T
= a2τ

b2 + c2, (4.35)

Td

T
= a3τ

b3 + c3,

where the constants ai , bi , and ci are given in Table 4.2, according to the desired
robustness level for the control system.

With the aim to give more completeness to the tuning method, an extension
of the approach is presented. Taking the advantage of the simplicity and homo-
geneity offered by tuning (4.35), a simple tuning rule that allows us to specify, in
an explicit way, an arbitrary value for the robustness parameter within the range
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MS ∈ [1.4,2.0]. In this case, (4.35) can be rewritten as:

KpK = a1
(
Md
S

)
τb1(M

d
S ) + c1

(
Md
S

)
,

Ti

T
= a2

(
Md
S

)
τb2(M

d
S ) + c2

(
Md
S

)
,

Td

T
= a3

(
Md
S

)
τb3(M

d
S ) + c3

(
Md
S

)
,

(4.36)

where the constants are expressed as functions of Md
S . Therefore, from Table 4.2

all constant ai , bi , and ci are generated from a generic second-order Md
S -dependent

polynomial as

a1 = −0.3112
(
Md
S

)2 + 1.6250
(
Md
S

)− 1.2340,

b1 = 0.0188
(
Md
S

)2 − 0.0753
(
Md
S

)− 0.9509,

c1 = −0.1319
(
Md
S

)2 + 0.7042
(
Md
S

)− 0.5334,

a2 = −0.5300
(
Md
S

)2 + 1.7030
(
Md
S

)− 0.5511,

b2 = −0.1731
(
Md
S

)2 + 1.0970
(
Md
S

)− 0.7700, (4.37)

c2 = −0.0963
(
Md
S

)2 + 0.7899
(
Md
S

)− 0.6629,

a3 = 0.1875
(
Md
S

)2 − 0.7735
(
Md
S

)+ 1.0740,

b3 = 0.3870
(
Md
S

)2 − 4.7810
(
Md
S

)+ 4.9470,

c3 = 0.1331
(
Md
S

)2 − 0.4733
(
Md
S

)+ 0.4032.

In short, parameters (4.36), jointly with (4.37), determine the PID controller for
any arbitrary value Md

S in the range [1.4,2.0]. It is important to note that the cited
tuning just depends on the system model information and the design parameter Md

S .

4.4 Robust PID Tuning Rules

Despite the high number of existing tuning rules [42], one can say that it is from
the formulation of the IMC-PID [44] that they started to appear as tuning rules pa-
rameterized to give the PID parameters according to a desired degree of robustness
(obviously with a corresponding implication for the performance). The formula-
tion of tuning rules within the IMC framework introduces two ideas that have been
widely exploited in recent years and have given rise to a multitude of formulations
and tuning rules: first, the analytical design based on a process model, and the other,
incorporating robustness considerations from existing discrepancies between this
model and the actual process. These would be two of the features that made the
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IMC approach to become so popular, and, of course, these ideas have been inherited
by PI/PID control.

As a distinguishing factor from the tuning rules that have been seen so far in
this section, we present here tuning rules that arise in order to provide a certain
degree of robustness, but without any reference to a particular index or robustness
metric. In other words, we can speak of unstructured uncertainty or robustness in
the broad sense. These approaches attempt to formulate the tuning of the controller
in terms of one or two parameters, so the choice of the user is to set the tradeoff
between robustness and performance of the control system in terms of these direct
parameters.

Thus, within the analytical methods, the IMC framework has won major accep-
tance. In the original presentation of its application to PI/PID controller design,
in [44] a set of rules for different types of process models was proposed in which
the three resulting controller parameters (PI or PID, depending on the model struc-
ture) are parameterized in terms of the constants of the process model and a single
tuning parameter that has a direct connection with the control system robustness
(the higher the value, the better the robustness), but inversely to the performance.
Thus, in the case of a first-order model with delay (K,L,T ), the tuning takes the
following form [44]:

Kp = 2T +L
K(2λ+L),

Ti = T +L/2, (4.38)

Td = T L

2T +L,

where λ is the free-tuning parameter.
As shown, the equations are of low complexity and provide a systematic and

simple way of dealing with robustness by means of the parameter λ although, as
mentioned, without any robustness indicators related to the tuning parameter. This
approach has led to a multitude of strategies. For a fairly comprehensive treatment
of design based on IMC and its analysis of the effects on the robustness and perfor-
mance, the following extensive work is available [40]. It must be said that strategies
based on the designs by IMC are characterized primarily by the specification of the
desired input–output relationship. Designs are therefore aimed at tracking more than
regulation. Thus, it is useful to highlight the work [21], which is a completely ana-
lytical formulation, along the lines proposed by the original IMC, but specifying the
desired relationship for the regulatory control. As a result, a set of tuning rules, de-
pending on the model of the process and desired speed of response for disturbance
rejection, is proposed. In contrast to the classical IMC rules in [44], the design re-
lations appear quite complex but parameterized, as in the previous case, in terms of
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the variables of the process and the tuning parameter λ:

Kp = 1

K

(2T L+L2/2)(2λ+L/2)− λ3 − 3λ2L

2λ3 + 3λ2L+ (L/2)(3λ+L/2) ,

Ki = (2T L+L2/2)(2λ+L/2)− λ3 − 3λ2L

(2T +L)L ,

Kd = 3λ2T L+ (T L2/2)(3λ+L/2)− 2(T +L)λ3

(2T L+L2/2)(2λ+L/2)− λ3 − 3λ2L
.

(4.39)

However, it is important to notice that, in both cases, the indication of robustness
is given, indirectly, by the tuning parameter λ. As it is usual in IMC designs, a large
value of λ means high robustness. This situation is the same for all variants of IMC
designs that have appeared in the literature. Along these lines, there has recently
been a growing interest in the derivation of simple rules that provide an acceptable
level of robustness. In this regard, special attention is to be paid to the SIMC rule
proposed in [47], based on a method of approximation of higher-order models (“the
half rule”) and a design aimed at improving control performance. Generally, the
tuning methods developed with the IMC technique use pole/zero cancellation and,
therefore, produce very slow responses to changes in the disturbance, especially
when canceling the slow poles of the plant. Considering this, in this procedure the
classical IMC tunings [44] are modified in order to provide fast response to changes
in the set point and the disturbances. To tune a PI controller, a first-order model with
delay is used, whereas for a PID, a second-order with delay is needed. In develop-
ing these rules an ideal PID controller, without derivative filter, is used. The SIMC
tuning for PI and PID controllers in series form turns out to be:

KpK = 1

2τo
,

Ti

T
=min{1,8τo}, (4.40)

Td

T
= a.

This tuning provides an average robustness level of MS ≈ 1.6 with 1DoF PI and
PID controllers.

With a similar goal but from a completely different formulation, [55] provides a
PID controller design for first-order plants with delay, based on a model matching
specification in the H∞ sense. Parameterized rules in terms of two variables, z and
TM , related to the robustness and speed of response, are provided (it should be noted
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that this tuning also provides the value of N for the derivative filter):

Kp = Ti

K(ρ + TM),

Ti = T + χ1 − TM (ρ + z)
(ρ + TM),

Td

N
= TM (ρ + z)

(ρ + TM)N,

N + 1= T

Ti

ρ

L

(ρ + TM)
(ρ + z) ,

(4.41)

with χ1 = z+L−ρ and ρ = L(L+ z)/(L+TM). In the same work, specific values
for z and TM are proposed, generating a highly simple tuning:

Kp = Ti

2.65KL
,

Ti = T + 0.03L,

Td

N
= 1.72L,

N + 1= T

Ti
,

(4.42)

to guarantee a value of MS ≈ 1.4, which means a considerable robustness, while
maintaining acceptable performance.

Based on this approach, similar formulations have appeared by introducing con-
siderations about the improvement in the regulatory response, as a compromise be-
tween regulation and tracking performance, while ensuring a certain robustness.
Thus, in [1] two model matching problems are proposed: one for the input–output
relationship, specifying a desired relationship Td(s)= ((TM − γ )s+ 1)/(TMs+ 1),
and one for the sensitivity function, such as Sd(s)= γ s/(TMs + 1). Both problems
are solved analytically, and then, the impact of the choice of the parameters that
specify the problem is analyzed. The TM is chosen according to [55], while the
value of γ is the one that determines the balance between regulation and tracking
behavior. For example, in Fig. 4.3 it is possible to see the suggested range for the
parameter λ (which plays the role of the filter time constant in an IMC design).

That way, by evaluating a compromise between performance loss and increase
of robustness, a PID tuning rule is proposed. A variant of this extension can also be
found in [2], while in [3] this methodology is presented within the design framework
of H∞ and the application extended to the case of unstable systems.

Building on these ideas, it is worth highlighting the Analytical Robust Tuning
approach, known as ART2, presented in [6] for PI controllers based on first-order
models with delay and in [8] for PID controllers based on second-order models
with delay. The design is based on the analytical formulation for the controller in
regulation mode, while linked to a robust specification in terms of the value obtained
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Fig. 4.3 Robustness and
smooth/tight control in terms
of the tuning parameter λ/h

for MS . This approach, therefore, could be described both analytically and directed
by MS . We believe that it is important to describe this method in this section, as it
results from the evolution analytical approaches that have experienced as a result
of adding robustness considerations. As an example, for a PI controller, the design
obtained takes the following form:

κp
.=KpK = 2τc − τ 2

c + τo
(τc + τo)2 ,

τi
.= Ti

T
= 2τc − τ 2

c + τo
1+ τo ,

(4.43)

where τo = L/T , and τc is the dimensionless design parameter (similar to the IMC
time constant λ) that determines the relationship between the dominant time con-
stant of the controlled process and the desired closed-loop response. The approach
establishes a lower limit, τcmin ≤ τc, if it is desired to guarantee a certain level of
robustness (in terms of MS ). The value τcmin is given in a parameterized form in
terms of the desired robustness as:

τcmin = k11 +
(
k21

k22

)
τo,

k11 = 1.384− 1.063MS + 0.262M2
S,

k21 =−1.915+ 1.415MS − 0.077M2
S,

k22 = 4.382− 7.396MS + 3.0M2
S, (4.44)

therefore exposing, in a very compact way, a compromise between robustness and
performance. The interesting point of this proposal is to link the effect of the design
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Fig. 4.4 Relationship between the robustness MS and the design parameter τc

parameter (τc in this case) with the robustness measure MS . In this way it is the MS

value itself which becomes a design parameter. Figure 4.4 shows the relationship
for the case of the aforementioned PI controller and a first-order system with delay.

As it can be seen, if you increase too much the value of τc, you get the opposite
effect of starting to lose robustness. Hence, the range of values for τc has also to
be limited from above: τcmin ≤ τc ≤ 1.5+ 0.3τo. The essentials of this method are
shared with the Direct Synthesis design (DS-d) approach mentioned above in [21].
However, in the case of a PID controller both approaches do not lead to the same
tuning. An additional distinction is made by the fact that in [8] the ART2 method
is formulated for a controller with two degrees of freedom (2DoF) and the ART2

provides a design with overall better performance.
For comparison, we present the application of both methods to the following test

system:

P(s)= 1

(s + 1)(0.4s + 1)(0.16s + 1)(0.64s + 1)
, (4.45)

modeled by using the following second-order approximation [4]:

P2(s)= e−0.147s

(0.856s + 1)(0.603s + 1)
. (4.46)

Based on this model, the design relations of [8] and [21] are applied. The results
are shown in Fig. 4.5 for two different robustness levels. Without getting into com-
parison details with numerical indicators (for this, [8] can be accessed), we can see
the improvement made by the ART2.
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Fig. 4.5 Comparison between the ART2 and DS-d methods

The fact of establishing a link between the design parameter and the robustness
measure leads to a whole range of possibilities that may provide extensions of ana-
lytical design methods. This will allow the integration, in a much more explicit way,
of the compromise between performance and robustness.

4.5 The Robustness/Performance Tradeoff

In the preceding sections we have presented a whole set of different options and al-
ternatives that have been formulated along the years, in order to address the problem
of the attainment of a robust PID. The common idea to all of them, despite the use
of robustness measures and different uncertainty descriptions, is that they take into
account the robustness characteristics of the resulting closed-loop. However, it is
more and more obvious that there is a need to maintain high performance levels de-
spite having to ensure a certain robustness, in other words, to minimize performance
loss due to the introduction of robustness considerations. Therefore, the design of
closed-loop control systems with PI/PID controllers should consider the constraint
of two conflicting views: on one hand, the performance to changes in the set-point
and disturbances and, on the other, the robustness to changes or uncertainty in the
dynamics of the controlled process.
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If only the system performance is taken into account, using, for example, an
integrated error criteria (IAE, ITAE, or ISE) or a time response characteristic (over-
shoot, rise-time, or settling-time for example), as in [35, 50], the resulting closed-
loop control system may have a very poor robustness. On the other hand, if the
system is designed to have good robustness, as in [27], and if the performance of
the resulting system is not evaluated, the designer will not have any indication of
the cost of having such highly robust system. System performance and robustness
were taken into account in [45, 51], optimizing its IAE or ITAE performance but
guaranteeing only the usually accepted minimum level of robustness (MS = 2).

On the other hand, among the extensive literature on PI/PID controller design,
especially if we concentrate on contributions that provide PI/PID controller tuning
rules, it is found that the approaches for PI/PID controller design heavily rely on
the available process model. In fact, the PI/PID controller tuning literature can be
broadly divided as providing tuning for FOPDT or SOPDT processes. In addition,
it is also possible to find the corresponding FOPDT/PI and SOPDT/PID pairs. Even
quite a few approaches exist that provide the PID tuning for a FOPDT controller. In
any case, what is a true fact is that the number of tuning rules that can be found for
FOPDT processes is really large compared with the very few proposals that exist for
SOPDT processes. SOPDT models have richer dynamics and therefore are able to
better represent the process to be controlled. It would therefore be better to use this
extra information for controller design purposes, either for PI or PID. However, no
unified approach has been already presented that considers at the same time PI and
PID controllers as well as FOPDT and SOPDT process models.

This section is intended to provide one step in filling the previously identified
gaps: to tackle the performance/robustness tradeoff with a unified FOPDT/SOPDT
treatment. The presented approach provides a measure of the performance losses
that the designer has to accept when imposing certain robustness constraints. Both
specifications are usually thought of in an independent manner. However, they in-
fluence each other. It is in this sense that it is important to have an indication of the
incurred performance losses when the control system robustness is increased. This
analysis is conducted for 1DoF and 2DoF PI and PID control systems consider-
ing First- (FOPDT) and Second-Order-Plus-Dead-Time (SOPDT) process models.
While the robustness of the resulting closed-loop is measured by using its Maximum
Sensitivity (MS ) value, performance measure used is the Integrated-Absolute-Error
(IAE) criteria. It can be found in the recent literature that IAE is the most useful and
suitable index to quantify the performance of the system [16, 21, 38, 47, 49].

The analysis results allow us to obtain tuning relations for five robustness levels
in the range 1.2 ≤MS ≤ 2.0, to design robust closed-loop control systems that at
the same time, have the best performance allowed under the IAE criteria. Therefore
the method provides, in an unified way, a treatment of PI and PID controller design
for either FOPDT and SOPDT process models.

The performance of the closed-loop control system will be evaluated with the
Integrated-Absolute-Error (IAE) cost functional

Je
.=
∫ ∞

0

∣∣e(t)∣∣dt =
∫ ∞

0

∣∣y(t)− r(t)∣∣dt (4.47)
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for a step change in the set-point (Jer ) and in the disturbance (Jed).
As an indication of the system robustness (relative stability), the Sensitivity

Function S(jω) magnitude peak value will be used. If the system robustness is
not taken into account at the design stage, the controller’s parameters may be opti-
mized to maximize the system performance, namely a minimum of (4.47); for both
set-point (J oer ) and load disturbance (J oed ) changes independently. However, due to
the control system performance/robustness tradeoff, if a robustness requirement is
included into the design, then it is expected that the actual system performance will
be reduced (Je ≥ J oe ). Then a degraded performance factor, Fp , defined as

Fp
.= J oe

Je
, Fp ≤ 1, (4.48)

will be used to evaluate the performance/robustness tradeoff.

4.5.1 Robustness/Performance Tradeoff Analysis Framework

In order to evaluate the performance/robustness tradeoff, several optimizations have
to be performed. The next steps present, in an incremental way, the different sets of
controller parameters that have to be obtained. In addition, for each controller, the
cost functional values are also recorded in order to evaluate the performance degra-
dation. The controller’s parameters {Kp,Ti, Td} obtained are the ones required to
have a system with a target robustness, Mt

S , stated according to the expected vari-
ation of the controlled process characteristics and, at the same time, with the best
regulatory control performance allowed under the integrated absolute error crite-
ria, Jed . Using these parameters, the free proportional set-point weight factor, β , of
the 2DoF PI and PID controllers were found optimizing the servo-control perfor-
mance, Jer . Note that now the control system robustness does not change. The steps
presented follow the procedure outlined in [5].

Optimum Performance is assessed by using the cost functional

Je(θ)
.=
∫ ∞

0

∣∣y(t, θ )− r(t)∣∣dt, (4.49)

and the optimized performance servo and regulatory 1DoF PI and PID controllers’
parameters θo = {Kco,Tio, Tdo} such that

J oe = Je
(
θo
)=min

θ

Je
(
θ
)

(4.50)

were obtained for (4.1) with a ∈ {0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1} and ten normalized dead
times τo in the range 0.05 to 2.0 for set-point and load disturbance step changes
and target robustness levels Mt

S ∈ [1.2,2.0].
The robustness of the obtained optimal performance control systems was eval-

uated by using MS . It has been found that only the servo-control PI (for all mod-
els) and servo-control PID (for SOPDT models with high normalized dead time)
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reach the standard minimum robustness allowed of MS = 2.0. The results also show
that, for the same model, the performance-optimized regulatory control systems are
less robust than the corresponding optimized servo-control systems and that, for
the same model and input (set-point or disturbance), the performance-optimized PI
controllers are more robust than the corresponding PID controllers.

I Degraded Performance To increase the control-loop robustness to a target Mt
S ,

a degraded performance factor F t
p was included into the cost functional

JFp
(
θ,F t

p

) .=
∣∣∣∣ J oe

Je(θ)
− F t

d

∣∣∣∣ (4.51)

to obtain the PI and PID (servo and regulatory control) parameters θo1 such that

J oFp = JFp
(
θo1,F

t
p

)=min
θ

JFp
(
θ,F t

p

)
. (4.52)

Therefore, by decreasing F t
p , the control system is allowed to lose some perfor-

mance and to increase the robustness. This fact can be used to increase the robust-
ness to a desired target level Mt

S .

II Robust Performance At this point and starting from the parameters θo1 ob-
tained before), a second optimization was conducted using the cost functional

JMS

(
θ,Mt

S

) .= ∣∣MS

(
θ
)−Mt

S

∣∣ (4.53)

in order to reach the target robustness. The robust controller parameters θo2 are such
that

J oMS
= JMS

(
θo2,M

t
S

)=min
θ

JMS

(
θ,Mt

S

)
. (4.54)

For analysis, five robustness target levels were considered, Mt
S ∈ {2.0,1.8,1.6,

1.4,1.2}.

III Performance Degradation Requirements Finally, the degraded performance
factor required to obtain the target robustness Mt

S ∈ {2.0, . . . ,1.2} was evaluated as

Fp
(
Mt
S

) .= J oe

Je(θo2)
. (4.55)

The controller’s parameters θo2 are those required to have a system with a target
robustness Mt

S , stated according to the expected variation of the controlled process
characteristics and, at the same time, with the best performance allowed under the
integrated absolute error criteria (4.47).
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IV 2DoF PI/PID Proportional Set-Point Weight Using the 1DoF PI and PID
regulatory control parameters for robust performance θo2, the free proportional set-
point weight factors β of the 2DoF PI and PID controllers were found optimizing
(4.47) for a set-point step change (Jer ). Note that now the control system robustness
does not change.

The final result of these optimization steps is a set of controller parameters (not a
tuning rule) that in what follows will be referred as the RoPe (Robust Performance)
tuning as it emerges from considering the necessary performance reduction in order
to attain a certain robustness level. As an example, Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 illustrate the
evolution of the performance degradation factor (Fp). Not all the possibilities are
shown.

4.5.2 Robust Performance Controllers Analysis

As indicated, fifty models were used in the servo and regulatory PI and PID con-
trol performance/robustness tradeoff analysis with five robustness levels, obtain-
ing a total of 1500 controller’s parameters sets. A short analysis of the existing
tradeoff for different combinations of controller/operation according to PI/PID and
servo/regulation now follows.

PI Servo-Control The required performance degradation increases with the
model normalized dead-time, but the model time constants ratio a has practically
no influence on it, i.e., PI control systems for FOPDT and DPPDT models with
same normalized dead-time require similar performance degradation to increase its
robustness to the same level. For example, increasing the robustness of a FOPDT
PI servo-control to MS = 1.8 has a marginal cost, but increasing it to MS = 1.2
reduces the control system performance 60% (Fp ≈ 0.4) as shown in Fig. 4.6. PI
servo-control systems losses range from 10 to 20% of their optimum performance
if Mt

S = 1.6 is specified.

PI Regulatory-Control For the regulatory control case, the required performance
degradation decreases as the model normalized dead-time increases. In the regula-
tory control case a higher performance degradation is required, compared with the
servo-control case, to reach the same robustness level.

While, for example, the SOPDT (a = 0.5, τo = 1) PI regulatory control requires
Fp = 0.64 (36% reduction in performance) for Mt

S = 1.4, its servo-control counter-
part requires Fp = 0.51 (49% performance reduction). Therefore, we have a mea-
sure for the price to pay for robustness.

PID Servo-Control Comparing the PI and PID servo-control degradation re-
quirements, it was noted that the PI control systems are more robust than the PID.
In addition, the model normalized dead-time influence is reversed. To have a robust-
ness level corresponding toMt

S = 1.6, the DPPDT model PID servo-control requires
Fp = 0.37 (τo = 0.10) and Fp = 0.82 (τo = 1.5) (Fig. 4.7), while the corresponding
PI only Fp = 0.94 (τo = 0.10) and Fp = 0.86 (τo = 1.5).
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Fig. 4.6 PI Servo-Control, FOPDT model (a = 0.0)

PID Regulatory-Control The results in this case show that the regulatory PID
control systems are less robust than the regulatory PI controllers and also less robust
than the servo-control PIDs.

In general, performance-optimized PI control systems are more robust than the
PID ones, and the PI and PID servo-control systems are more robust than their
regulatory control counterparts.

4.5.3 Illustrative Example

This section provides a simulation study to show that the presented rules provide
robustness and performance comparable (if not better) to other specific tunings ex-
isting in the literature. The main purpose is not to compare time responses but to
exemplify the robustness/performance tradeoff.

Consider the controlled process proposed as benchmark in [14] and given by the
transfer function

P(s)= 1

(s + 1)(αs + 1)(α2s + 1)(α3s + 1)
(4.56)

with α = 0.5.
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Fig. 4.7 PID Servo-Control, Mt
s = 1.6

Table 4.3 Example—models
Model K T a L τo

FOPDT 1 1.247 0 0.691 0.554

SOPDT 1 0.876 0.821 0.277 0.316

Using the three-point identification method 123c [4], FOPDT and SOPDT mod-
els were obtained with parameters shown in Table 4.3.

From these models and using the tuning provided by the previously presented
optimization procedure, the parameters for 2DoF PI and PID controllers, Tables 4.4
and 4.5, were obtained for four levels of robustness. For the second-order model,
linear interpolations for the time constants ratio included in the analysis were made
to consider the particular ratio of this example.

For comparison purposes, the SIMC (“Simple Control”) [47], the PO (“Per-
cent Overshoot”) [10], and the MOO (“Multi-Objective Optimization”) [52] tuning
methods were considered. The SIMC is an IMC-based tuning method for 1DoF PI
and PID controllers to obtain a good tradeoff between speed of response, distur-
bance rejection, robustness, and control effort requirements. The PO method using
a relation between the set-point step response overshoot (OS) and the closed-loop
robustness provides tuning equations for 1DoF PI and PID controllers for a smooth
control POs (0% OS, MS = 1.38) and tight control POt (10% OS, MS = 1.71). Fi-
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Table 4.4 Example—RoPe
PI2 parameters Mt

S

2.0 1.6 1.4 1.2 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.2

From FOPDT Model From SOPDT Model

Kp 1.396 0.943 0.750 0.362 1.914 1.326 0.976 0.525

Ti 1.394 1.382 1.392 1.418 1.966 1.966 1.954 1.973

β 0.859 1.154 1.456 2.372 0.934 1.037 1.165 1.456

Table 4.5 Example—RoPe
PID2 parameters Mt

S

2.0 1.6 1.4 1.2 2.0 1.6 1.4 1.2

From FOPDT Model From SOPDT Model

Kp 1.705 1.176 0.935 0.516 3.753 2.155 1.681 1.015

Ti 0.939 0.962 0.978 0.999 0.817 0.804 0.937 1.020

Td 0.292 0.303 0.293 0.301 0.461 0.395 0.395 0.404

β 0.620 0.842 1.059 1.733 0.573 0.598 0.715 1.148

Table 4.6 PI/PID parameters
Method Kp Ti Td β

SIMC PI 0.902 1.247 0 1

SIMC PID 2.879 1.595 0.395 1

POs PI 0.722 1.247 0 1

POt PI 1.029 1.247 0 1

POs PID 2.334 1.595 0.395 1

POt PID 3.314 1.595 0.395 1

MOO 0.987 1.178 0 0.746

nally, the MOO considers the tradeoff between servo and regulatory fast response
to step changes (IAE), a smooth control (TVu), and robustness (MS ) for 2DoF PI
controllers. The various controller parameters are shown in Table 4.6.

The performance and robustness shown in Table 4.7 for the different tuning rules
above are to be compared with those for the proposed PIs and PIDs on the basis of
the achieved robustness (Mm

S ) and the model the tuning is based on.
It is worth mentioning that the regulatory control operation is the one that really

matters. In fact, the normal operation of the control loop is on maintaining the op-
eration point, therefore ensuring good disturbance rejection. It is in this sense that
the PI/PID parameters were optimized for such an operational mode. The second
degree of freedom (β) was optimized in a second stage, with the other parameters
constant, to minimize the servo-control integrated absolute error performance.

The results of the RoPe tuning are shown in Tables 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. For
each situation, the achieved performance is provided for the established robustness
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Table 4.7 Performance/
robustness Method Jed Jer TVud TVur Mm

S

SIMC PI 1.590 1.382 1.815 1.176 1.530

SIMC PID 1.183 0.554 5.446 1.186 1.600

POs PI 1.727 1.746 1.036 1.337 1.438

POt PI 1.220 1.557 1.295 2.207 1.715

POs PID 0.683 1.233 1.058 4.164 1.555

POt PID 0.481 1.217 1.301 5.770 1.955

MOO 1.234 1.658 1.316 1.794 1.703

Table 4.8 RoPe PI2
(FOPDT)
performance/robustness

Mt
S Jed Jer TVud TVur Mm

S

2.0 1.007 1.483 1.555 2.920 2.101

1.6 1.466 1.509 1.126 2.039 1.596

1.4 1.856 1.550 1.002 1.807 1.427

1.2 3.917 1.972 1.000 1.088 1.178

Table 4.9 RoPe PI2
(SOPDT)
performance/robustness

Mt
S Jed Jer TVud TVur Mm

S

2.0 1.027 1.437 1.777 4.638 2.016

1.6 1.483 1.475 1.226 2.723 1.605

1.4 2.002 1.680 1.016 1.914 1.414

1.2 3.758 2.859 1.000 1.099 1.203

levels. The comparison with the other tunings should start from the results in Ta-
ble 4.7.

Take, for example, the SIMC PID (based on a SOPDT process model). The com-
parison should be with the proposed PID2 (SOPDT), Table 4.11, choosing the tun-
ing corresponding to Mt

S = 1.6. It may be seen that the robustness is slightly higher
while achieving at the same time a dramatic improvement in the regulatory control
performance.

Note that, in addition, the tunings SIMC, POs, POt, and MOO provide a robust-
ness that is completely determined by the tuning. It cannot be modulated according
to the user demand. In contrast, RoPe can achieve an optimized performance for all
the range of robustness specifications. This fact adds flexibility to the tuning, giving,
at the same time, more generality to this tuning.

For this particular process (4.56), it can be seen that for same robustness level, the
best regulatory performance is obtained with the RoPe PID2 tuned with the SOPDT
model.
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Table 4.10 RoPe PID2
(FOPDT)
performance/robustness

Mt
S Jed Jer TVud TVur Mm

S

2.0 0.760 1.630 1.573 2.968 2.030

1.6 1.041 1.758 1.354 2.265 1.554

1.4 1.256 1.817 1.253 2.008 1.390

1.2 2.041 1.960 1.061 1.442 1.199

Table 4.11 RoPe PID2
(SOPDT)
performance/robustness

Mt
S Jed Jer TVud TVur Mm

S

2.0 0.313 1.310 1.613 5.430 2.394

1.6 0.611 1.682 1.686 3.976 1.501

1.4 0.757 1.652 1.399 2.811 1.364

1.2 1.198 1.806 1.200 2.088 1.220

4.6 Conclusions and Perspectives

This chapter has outlined different perspectives and formulations for the design of a
robust PID controller. The spectrum of approaches that can be found in the literature
is really broad, and, in fact, the inclusion of robustness considerations has motivated
the appearance of a large number of papers in recent years. This shows once more
the continued interest on the subject.

In recent publications the situation has turned attention to the use of specific
robustness measures as design specifications that are incorporated as integral parts
of the PID controller design. In turn, this enables us to analyze the tradeoff between
robustness and other control-loop properties, such as those related to the control
system performance. To obtain a robust design is not just the target; you must have
a precise idea of the price paid by demanding certain levels of robustness. In this
sense, as it has been noted in the last section, an analysis should be pursued in
order to find ways allowing a clear statement of the existing performance/robustness
balance.

We can also foresee that another aspect that will deserve attention in the future
will be that of guaranteeing the targeted robustness characteristics [56]. Advanced
PID controller designs should not only incorporate a robustness design specifica-
tion as an integral part of the design but to somehow guarantee this specifica-
tion to be met. This is needed in order to allow the previously mentioned robust-
ness/performance tradeoff analysis. Otherwise, it does not make sense to perform
any comparison.

Another aspect that also deserves attention for future developments is the con-
troller’s fragility. This aspect has been introduced recently into the literature as
an analysis tool. However, in order to avoid possible robustness and performance
losses, it should be also introduced at the design stage. This is a new challenge that
should distinguish new PID controller tunings.
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Chapter 5
The SIMC Method for Smooth PID Controller
Tuning

Sigurd Skogestad and Chriss Grimholt

5.1 Introduction

Although the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller has only three param-
eters, it is not easy, without a systematic procedure, to find good values (settings)
for them. In fact, a visit to a process plant will usually show that a large number
of the PID controllers are poorly tuned. The tuning rules presented in this chapter
have developed mainly as a result of teaching this material, where there are several
objectives:

1. The tuning rules should be well motivated, and preferably model-based and ana-
lytically derived.

2. They should be simple and easy to memorize.
3. They should work well on a wide range of processes.

In this paper the simple two-step SIMC procedure [11] that satisfies these objec-
tives is summarized:

Step 1. Obtain a first- or second-order plus delay model.
Step 2. Derive model-based controller settings. PI-settings result if we start from a

first-order model, whereas PID-settings result from a second-order model.

The SIMC method is based on classical ideas presented earlier by Ziegler and
Nichols [17], the IMC PID-tuning paper by Rivera et al. [8], and the closely related
direct synthesis tuning rules in the book by Smith and Corripio [13]. The Ziegler–
Nichols settings result in a very good disturbance response for integrating processes
but are otherwise known to result in rather aggressive settings [2, 15] and also to
give poor performance for processes with a dominant delay. On the other hand, the
analytically derived IMC-settings of Rivera et al. [8] are known to result in poor
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Fig. 5.1 Block diagram of
feedback control system. In
this chapter we consider an
input (“load”) disturbance
(gd = g)

disturbance response for integrating processes [3, 7] but are robust and generally
give very good responses for setpoint changes. The SIMC tuning rule presented in
this chapter works well for both integrating and pure time delay processes and for
both setpoints and load disturbances.

This chapter provides a summary of the original SIMC method and provides
some new results on obtaining the model from closed-loop data and on the Pareto-
optimality of the SIMC method. There is some room for improvement for delay-
dominant processes, and at the end of the chapter “improved” SIMC rules are pre-
sented.

The notation is summarized in Fig. 5.1. Here u is the manipulated input (con-
troller output), d the disturbance, y the controlled output, and ys the setpoint (refer-
ence) for the controlled output. g(s)= �y

�u
denotes the process transfer function, and

c(s) is the feedback part of the controller. Note that all the variables u, d , and y are
deviations from the initial steady state, but the� used to indicate deviation variables
is usually omitted. Similarly, the Laplace variable s is often omitted to simplify no-
tation. The settings given in this chapter are for the series (cascade, “interacting”,
classical) form PID controller:

Series PID: c(s)=Kc ·
(
τI s + 1

τI s

)
· (τDs + 1)= Kc

τI s

(
τI τDs

2 + (τI + τD)s + 1
)

(5.1)
where Kc is the controller gain, τI the integral time, and τD the derivative time.
The reason for using the series form is that the PID rules with derivative action
are then much simpler. The corresponding settings for the ideal (parallel form) PID
controller are easily obtained using (5.30).

The following practical PID controller (series form) is used in the simulations:

u(s)=Kc

(
τI s + 1

τI s

)(
ys(s)− τDs + 1

(τD/N)s + 1
y(s)

)
(5.2)

with N = 10. Note that we in order to avoid “derivative kick,” do not differentiate
the setpoint in (5.2). In most cases we use PI-control, i.e., τD = 0, and the above
implementation issues and differences between series and ideal form do not apply.
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5.2 Model Approximation (Step 1)

The first step in the SIMC design procedure is to obtain an approximate first- or
second-order time delay model on the form

g1(s)= k

τ1s + 1
e−θs = k′

s + 1/τ1
e−θs, (5.3)

g2(s)= k

(τ1s + 1)(τ2s + 1)
e−θs . (5.4)

Thus, we need to estimate the following model information:

• Plant gain, k
• Dominant lag time constant, τ1
• (Effective) time delay (dead time), θ
• Optional: Second-order lag time constant, τ2 (for dominant second-order

process for which τ2 > θ , approximately)

Such data may be obtained in many ways, three of which are discussed below.

1. From open-loop step response
2. From closed-loop setpoint response with P-controller
3. From detailed model: Approximation of effective delay using the half rule

5.2.1 Model from Open-Loop Step Response

In practice, the model parameters for a first-order model are commonly obtained
from a step response experiment as shown in Fig. 5.2. From a theoretical point of
view this may not be the most effective method, but it has the advantage of being
very simple to use and interpret.

For plants with a large time constant τ1, one has to wait a long time for the
process to settle. Fortunately, it is generally not necessary to run the experiment for
longer than about 10 times the effective delay (θ ). At this time, one may simply
stop the experiment and either extend the response “by hand” toward settling or
approximate it as an integrating process (see Fig. 5.3),

ke−θs

τ1s + 1
≈ k′e−θs

s
(5.5)

where

• Slope, k′ def= k/τ1
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Fig. 5.2 Open-loop step response experiment to obtain parameters k, τ1, and θ in first-order
model (5.3)

Fig. 5.3 Open-loop step
response experiment to obtain
parameters k′ and θ in
integrating model (5.5)

is the slope of the integrating response. The reason is that for lag-dominant pro-
cesses, i.e., for τ1 > 8θ approximately, the individual values of the time constant
τ1 and the gain k are not very important for controller design. Rather, their ratio k′
determines the PI-settings, as is clear from the SIMC tuning rules presented below.

5.2.2 Model from Closed-Loop Setpoint Response

In some cases, open-loop responses may be difficult to obtain, and using closed-
loop data may be more effective. The most famous closed-loop experiment is the
Ziegler–Nichols where the system is brought to sustained oscillations by use of a P-
only controller. One disadvantage with the method is that the system is brought to its
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Fig. 5.4 Extracting information from closed-loop setpoint response with P-only controller

instability limit. Another disadvantage is that it does not work for a simple second-
order process. Finally, only two pieces of information are used (the controller gain
Ku and the ultimate period Pu), so the method cannot possibly work on a wide
range of first-order plus delay processes, which we know are described by three
parameters (k, τ1, θ ).

Yuwana and Seborg [16], and more recently Shamsuzzoha and Skogestad [10],
proposed a modification to the Ziegler–Nichols closed-loop experiment, which does
not suffer from these three disadvantages. Instead of bringing the system to its limit
of stability, one uses a P-controller with a gain that is about half this value, such that
the resulting overshoot (D) to a step change in the setpoint is about 30% (that is, D
is about 0.3).

We here describe the procedure proposed by Shamsuzzoha and Skogestad [10],
which seems to use the most easily available parameters from the closed-loop re-
sponse. The system should be at steady state initially, that is, before the setpoint
change is applied. Then, from the closed-loop setpoint response one obtains the
following parameters (see Fig. 5.4):

• Controller gain used in experiment, Kc0.
• Setpoint change, �ys .
• Time from setpoint change to reach first (maximum) peak, tp .
• Corresponding maximum output change, �yp .
• Output change at first undershoot, �yu.

This seems to be the information that is most easy (and robust) to observe di-
rectly, without having to record and analyze all the data before finding the parame-
ters. Also note that one may stop the experiment already at the first undershoot.
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The undershoot�yu is used to estimate the steady-state output change (at infinite
time) [10],

�y∞ = 0.45(�yp +�yu). (5.6)

Alternatively, if one has time to wait for the experiment to settle, one may record
�y∞ instead of �yu.

From this information one computes the relative overshoot and the absolute value
of the relative steady-state offset, defined by:

• Overshoot, D = �yp−�y∞
�y∞ .

• Steady-state offset, B = |�ys−�y∞
�y∞ |.

Shamsuzzoha and Skogestad [10] use this information to obtain directly the PI
settings. Alternatively, we may use a two-step procedure, where from Kc0,D,B ,
and tp we first obtain estimates for the parameters in a first-order plus delay model
(see the Appendix for details). We compute the parameters

A= 1.152D2 − 1.607D+ 1,

r = 2A/B

and we obtain the following first-order plus delay model parameters from the closed-
loop setpoint response (Fig. 5.4):

k = 1/(Kc0B), (5.7)

θ = tp ·
(
0.309+ 0.209e−0.61r), (5.8)

τ1 = rθ. (5.9)

These values may subsequently be used with any tuning method, for example, the
SIMC PI rules. The closed-loop method may also be used for an unstable process,
provided that it can be approximated reasonably well by a stable first-order process.
The extension to unstable processes is the reason for taking the absolute value when
obtaining the steady-state offset B .

Example E2 ([11]) For the process

g0(s)= (−0.3s + 1)(0.08s + 1)

(2s + 1)(1s + 1)(0.4s + 1)(0.2s + 1)(0.05s + 1)3

the closed-loop setpoint response with P-only controller with gain Kc0 = 1.5 is
shown in Fig. 5.4. The following data is obtained from the closed-loop response

Kc0 = 1.5, �ys = 1, �yp = 0.79, tp = 4.4, �yu = 0.54
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Fig. 5.5 Open-loop response to step change in input u for process E2, g0(s) =
(−0.3s+1)(0.08s+1)

(2s+1)(1s+1)(0.4s+1)(0.2s+1)(0.05s+1)3
(solid line), and comparison with various approximations

and we compute

�y∞ = 0.5985, D = 0.32, B = 0.67, A= 0.6038, r = 1.80

which using (5.7)–(5.9) gives the following first-order with delay model approxi-
mation:

gcl : k = 0.994, θ = 1.67, τ1 = 3.00. (5.10)

This gives a good approximation of the open-loop step response, as can seen by
comparing the curves for g0 and gcl in Fig. 5.5. The approximation is certainly not
the best possible, but it should be noted that the objective is to use the model for
tuning, and the resulting difference in the tuning, and thus closed-loop response,
may be smaller than it appears by comparing the open-loop responses.

5.2.3 Approximation of Detailed Model Using Half Rule

Assume that we have a given detailed transfer function model in the form

g0(s)=
∏
j (−T inv

j0 s + 1)∏
i (τi0s + 1)

e−θ0s (5.11)

where all the given parameters are positive, and the time constants are ordered ac-
cording to their magnitudes. To approximate this with a first- or second-order time
delay model, (5.3) or (5.4), Skogestad [11] recommends that the “effective delay” θ
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is taken as the “true” delay θ0, plus the inverse response (negative numerator) time
constant(s) T inv, plus half of the largest neglected time constant (half rule), plus all
smaller time constant τi0. The “other half” of the largest neglected time constant is
added to get at larger time constant τ1 (or τ2 for a second-order model).

Half rule The largest neglected (denominator) time constant (lag) is dis-
tributed evenly to the effective delay (θ ) and the smallest retained time con-
stant (τ1 or τ2).

In summary, for a model in the form (5.11), to obtain a first-order model (5.3),
we use

τ1 = τ10 + τ20

2
; θ = θ0 + τ20

2
+
∑
i≥3

τi0 +
∑
j

T inv
j0 +

h

2
(5.12)

and, to obtain a second-order model (5.4), we use

τ1 = τ10; τ2 = τ20 + τ30

2
; θ = θ0 + τ30

2
+
∑
i≥4

τi0 +
∑
j

T inv
j0 +

h

2
(5.13)

where h is the sampling period (for cases with digital implementation).

Example E1 Using the half rule, the process

g0(s)= 1

(s + 1)(0.2s + 1)

is approximated as a first-order time delay process, g(s)= ke−θs+1/(τ1s + 1), with
k = 1, θ = 0.2/2= 0.1, and τ1 = 1+ 0.2/2= 1.1.

Example E2 (Continued) Using the half rule, the process

g0(s)= (−0.3s + 1)(0.08s + 1)

(2s + 1)(1s + 1)(0.4s + 1)(0.2s + 1)(0.05s + 1)3

is approximated as a first-order time delay process (5.3) with (g1)

τ1 = 2+ 1/2= 2.5,

θ = 1/2+ 0.4+ 0.2+ 3 · 0.05+ 0.3− 0.08= 1.47

or a second-order time delay process (5.4) with (g2)

τ1 = 2,

τ2 = 1+ 0.4/2= 1.2,

θ = 0.4/2+ 0.2+ 3 · 0.05+ 0.3− 0.08= 0.77.
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The small positive numerator time constant T0 = 0.08 was subtracted from the ef-
fective time delay according to rule T3 (see below). Both approximations, and in
particular the second-order model, are very good as can be seen by from the open-
loop step responses in Fig. 5.5. Note that with the SIMC tuning rules, a first-order
model yields a PI-controller, whereas a second-order model yields a PID controller.

Comment: In this case, we have τ2 > θ (1.2> 0.77) for the second-order model,
and the use of PID control is expected to yield a significant performance improve-
ment compared to PI control (see below for details). However, adding derivative
action has disadvantages, such as increased input usage and increased noise sensi-
tivity.

5.2.4 Approximation of Positive Numerator Time Constants

A process model can also contain positive numerator time constants T0 as the fol-
lowing process:

g(s)= g0(s)
T0s + 1

τ0s + 1
. (5.14)

Skogestad [11] proposes to cancel out the numerator time constant T0 against a
“neighboring” lag time constant τ0 by the following rules:1

T0s + 1

τ0s + 1
≈

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

T0/τ0 for T0 ≥ τ0 ≥ τc (Rule T1),
T0/τc for T0 ≥ τc ≥ τ0 (Rule T1a),
1 for τc ≥ T0 ≥ τ0 (Rule T1b),
T0/τ0 for τ0 ≥ T0 ≥ 5τc (Rule T2),
(τ̃0/τ0)

(τ̃0−T0)s+1 for τ̃0
def= min(τ0,5τc)≥ T0 (Rule T3).

(5.15)

Here τc is the desired closed-loop time constant, which appears as the tuning
parameter in the SIMC PID rules. Because the tuning parameter is normally chosen
after obtaining the effective time delay (the recommended value for “tight control” is
τc = θ ), one may not know this value before the model is approximated. Therefore,
one may initially have to guess the value τc and iterate.

We normally select τ0 as the closest larger denominator time constant (τ0 > T0)
and use Rules T2 or T3. Note that an integrating process corresponds to a process
with an infinitely large time constant, τ0 = ∞. For example, for an integrating-
pole-zero (IPZ) process of the form k′ e−θs

s
T s+1
τ2s+1 , we get T s+1

s
≈ T (Rule T2 with

τ0 =∞> T ). However, if T is smaller than τ2, then we may use the approximation
T s+1
τ2s+1 ≈ T

τ2
(Rule T2 with τ2 > T > 5θ ). Rule T3 would apply if T was even smaller.

1The rules are slightly generalized compared to [11] by replacing θ (effective time delay in final
model) by τc (desired closed-loop time constant). This makes the rules applicable also to cases
where τc is selected to be different from θ .
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However, if there exists no larger τ0, or if there is smaller denominator time con-
stant “close to” T0, then we select τ0 as the closest smaller denominator time con-
stant (τ0 < T0) and use rules T1, T1a, or T1b. To define “close to” more precisely,
let τ0a (large) and τ0b (small) denote the two neighboring denominator constants
to T0. Then, we select τ0 = τ0b (small) if T0/τ0b < τ0a/T0 and T0/τ0b < 1.6 (both
conditions must be satisfied).

Derivations of the above rules and additional examples are given in [11].

5.3 SIMC PI and PID Tuning Rules (Step 2)

In step 2, we use the model parameters (k, θ, τ1, τ2) to tune the PID controller. We
here derive the SIMC rules and apply them to some typical processes.

5.3.1 Derivation of SIMC Rules

The SIMC rules may be derived using the method of direct synthesis for set-
points [13] or equivalently the Internal Model Control approach for setpoints [8].
For the system in Fig. 5.1, the closed-loop setpoint response is

y

ys
= g(s)c(s)

g(s)c(s)+ 1
(5.16)

where we have assumed that the measurement of the output y is perfect. The idea
of direct synthesis is to specify the desired closed-loop response and solve for the
corresponding controller. From (5.16) we get

c(s)= 1

g(s)

1
1

(y/ys )desired
− 1

. (5.17)

We here consider the second-order time delay model g(s) in (5.4) and specify
that we, following the delay, desire a “smooth” first-order response with time con-
stant τc, (

y

ys

)
desired

= 1

τcs + 1
e−θs . (5.18)

The delay θ is kept in the “desired” response because it is unavoidable. Substituting
(5.18) and (5.4) into (5.17) gives a “Smith Predictor” controller [14]:

c(s)= (τ1s + 1)(τ2s + 1)

k

1

(τcs + 1− e−θs) (5.19)

τc is the desired closed-loop time constant and is the sole tuning parameter for the
controller. To derive PID settings, we introduce in (5.19) a first-order Taylor series
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approximation of the delay, e−θs ≈ 1− θs. This gives

c(s)= (τ1s + 1)(τ2s + 1)

k

1

(τc + θ)s (5.20)

which is a series form PID-controller (5.1) with [8, 13]

Kc = 1

k

τ1

τc + θ =
1

k′
1

τc + θ ; τI = τ1; τD = τ2. (5.21)

These settings are derived by considering the setpoint response. However, it is
well known that for lag dominant processes with τ1 � θ (e.g., integrating pro-
cesses), the choice τI = τ1 results in a long settling time for input (“load”) dis-
turbances [3]. To improve the load disturbance response, one may reduce the in-
tegral time, but not by too much, because otherwise we get slow oscillations and
robustness problems. Skogestad [11] suggests that a good trade-off between distur-
bance response and robustness is obtained by selecting the integral time such that
we just avoid the slow oscillations, which with the controller gain given in (5.21)
corresponds to

τI = 4(τc + θ). (5.22)

5.3.2 Summary of SIMC Rules (Original)

For a first-order model

g1(s)= k

(τ1s + 1)
e−θs (5.23)

the SIMC method results in a PI controller with settings

Kc = 1

k

τ1

τc + θ =
1

k′
1

τc + θ , (5.24)

τI =min
{
τ1,4(τc + θ)

}
. (5.25)

The desired first-order closed-loop time constant τc is the only tuning parameter.

For a second-order model

g2(s)= k

(τ1s + 1)(τ2s + 1)
e−θs (5.26)
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the SIMC method results in a PID controller with settings (series form)

Kc = 1

k

τ1

τc + θ =
1

k′
1

τc + θ , (5.27)

τI =min
{
τ1,4(τc + θ)

}
, (5.28)

τD = τ2. (5.29)

Again, the desired first-order closed-loop time constant τc is the only tuning pa-
rameter. These PID settings are for the cascade (series) form in (5.1). The corre-
sponding settings for the ideal (parallel form) PID controller are easily obtained
using (5.30).

PID-control (with derivative action) is primarily recommended for processes
with dominant second order-dynamics, defined as having τ2 > θ , approximately.
We note that the derivative time is then selected so as to cancel the second-largest
process time constant.

In Table 5.1 we summarize the resulting tunings for a few special cases, including
the pure time delay process, integrating process, and double integrating process. The
double integrating process corresponds to a second-order process with τ2 =∞, and
direct application of the rules actually yield a PD controller, so in Table 5.1 integral
action has been added to eliminate the offset for input disturbances.

Table 5.1 SIMC PID-settings (5.27)–(5.29) for some special cases of (5.4) (with τc as a tuning
parameter)

Process g(s) Kc τI τ
(5)
D

First-order, (5.3) k e−θs
(τ1s+1)

1
k

τ1
τc+θ min{τ1,4(τc + θ)} –

Second-order, (5.4) k e−θs
(τ1s+1)(τ2s+1)

1
k

τ1
τc+θ min{τ1,4(τc + θ)} τ2

Pure time delay(1) ke−θs 0 0(∗) –

Integrating(2) k′ e−θs
s

1
k′ · 1

(τc+θ) 4(τc + θ) –

Integrating with lag k′ e−θs
s(τ2s+1)

1
k′ · 1

(τc+θ) 4(τc + θ) τ2

Double integrating(3) k′′ e−θs
s2

1
k′′ · 1

4(τc+θ)2 4(τc + θ) 4(τc + θ)
IPZ process(4) k′ e−θs

s
T s+1
τ2s+1

1
k′T · τ2

τc+θ min{τ2,4(τc + θ)} –

(1) The pure time delay process is a special case of a first-order process with τ1 = 0

(2) The integrating process is a special case of a first-order process with τ1 →∞
(3) For the double integrating process, integral action has been added according to (5.22)

(4) For the integrating-pole-zero (IPZ) process, we assume that T > τ2. Then (T s+1)/s ≈ T (rule
T2) and the PI-settings follow

(5) The derivative time is for the series form PID controller in (5.1)

(∗) Pure integral controller c(s)= KI
s

with KI = Kc
τI
= 1

k(τc+θ)
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The choice of the tuning parameter τc is discussed in more detail below. If the
objective is to have “tight control” (good output performance) subject to having
good robustness, then the recommendation is to choose τc equal to the effective
time delay, τc = θ . The same recommendation for τc applies to both PI- and PID-
controls, but the actual controller settings will differ, because the effective delay θ
in a first-order model (PI control) will be larger than that in a second-order model
(PID control) of a given process.

Example E2 (Further continued) We want to derive PI- and PID-settings for the
process

g0(s)= (−0.3s + 1)(0.08s + 1)

(2s + 1)(1s + 1)(0.4s + 1)(0.2s + 1)(0.05s + 1)3

using the SIMC tuning rules with the “default” recommendation τc = θ . From the
closed-loop setpoint response, we obtained in a previous example a first-order model
with parameters k = 0.994, θ = 1.67, τ1 = 3.00 (5.10). The resulting SIMC PI-
settings with τc = θ = 1.67 are

PIcl : Kc = 0.904, τI = 3.

From the full-order model g0(s) and the half rule, we obtained in a previous ex-
ample a first-order model with parameters k = 1, θ = 1.47, τ1 = 2.5. The resulting
SIMC PI-settings with τc = θ = 1.47 are

PIhalf-rule : Kc = 0.850, τI = 2.5.

From the full-order model g0(s) and the half rule, we obtained a second-order model
with parameters k = 1, θ = 0.77, τ1 = 2, τ2 = 1.2. The resulting SIMC PID-settings
with τc = θ = 0.77 are

Series PID : Kc = 1.299, τI = 2, τD = 1.2.

The corresponding settings with the more common ideal (parallel form) PID con-
troller are obtained by computing f = 1+ τD/τI = 1.60, and we have

Ideal PID : K ′c =Kcf = 1.69, τ ′I = τI f = 3.2, τ ′D = τD/f = 0.75.
(5.30)

The closed-loop responses for the three controllers to a setpoint change at t = 0 and
an input (load) disturbance at t = 10 is shown in Fig. 5.6. The responses for the two
PI controllers are very similar, as expected. The PID controller shows better output
performance (upper plot), especially for the disturbance, but it may not be sufficient
to outweigh the increased input usage (lower plot) and increased sensitivity to noise
(not shown in plot).
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Fig. 5.6 Closed-loop responses for process E2 using SIMC PI- and PID-tunings with τc = θ .
Setpoint change at t = 0 and input (load) disturbance at t = 10. For the PID controller, D-action is
only on the feedback signal, i.e., not on the setpoint ys

5.4 Choice of Tuning Parameter τc

The value of the desired closed-loop time constant τc can be chosen freely, but from
(5.27) we must have −θ < τc <∞ to get a positive and nonzero controller gain.
The optimal value of τc is determined by a trade-off between:

1. Output performance (tight control): Fast speed of response and good distur-
bance rejection (favored by a small value of τc). This “tightness” can be quan-
tified by the magnitude of the setpoint error, |y(t)− ys(t)|, which should be as
small as possible. Here, one may consider different “norms” of the error, for
example, the maximum deviation (∞-norm), the integrated square deviation (2-
norm) and the integrated absolute error (IAE) (1-norm),

IAE=
∫ ∞

0

∣∣y(t)− ys(t)∣∣dt.
2. Robustness (smooth control): Good robustness, small input changes, and small

noise sensitivity (favored by a large value of τc). The “smoothness” is here quan-
tified by the peak value Ms ≥ 1 of the frequency-dependent sensitivity function,
S = 1/(1+ gc). In terms of robustness, 1/Ms is the closest distance of the loop
transfer function gc to the critical (−1)-point in the Nyquist diagram, so Ms
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should be as small as possible. Notice that Ms < 1.7 guarantees gain margin
(GM) > 2.43 and phase margin (PM) > 34.2◦ [8].

In general, we have a multiobjective optimization problem, so there is no value of τc
which is “optimal.” We will consider in more detail the two limiting cases of “tight”
and “smooth” control and also consider in some detail the required input usage.

5.4.1 Tight Control

With tight control, the primary objective is to keep the output close to its setpoint,
but there should be some minimum requirement in terms of robustness and smooth-
ness. A good trade-off is obtained by choosing τc equal to the time delay:

Tuning parameter τc. SIMC-recommendation for “tight control,” or more
precisely “tightest possible subject to maintaining smooth control”:

τc = θ. (5.31)

The choice τc = θ gives a reasonably fast response with moderate input usage
and a good robustness with Ms about 1.6 to 1.7. More specifically, the robustness
margins with the SIMC PID-settings in (5.27)–(5.29) and τc = θ , when applied to
first- or second-order time delay processes, are always between the values given by
the two columns in Table 5.2. The values in the left column in Table 5.2 apply to a
case with a relatively small lag time constant (so τI = τ1), and the somewhat less
robust values in the right column apply to an integrating process (so τI = 4(τc +
θ) = 8θ ). For the integrating process, we reduce the integral time relative to the
original value of τI = τ1 to get better output performance for load disturbances, and
not surprisingly we have to “pay” for this in terms of less robustness.

To be more specific, for processes with a relatively small time constant where
we use τI = τ1 (left column), the system always has a gain margin GM = 3.14
and phase margin PM = 61.4◦, which is much better than the typical minimum
requirements GM > 1.7 and PM > 30◦ [9]. The sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity peaks are Ms = 1.59 and Mt = 1.00 (here small values are desired
with a typical upper bound of 2). The maximum allowed time delay error is
�θ/θ = PM [rad]/(wc · θ), which in this case gives �θ/θ = 2.14 (i.e., the system
goes unstable if the time delay is increased from θ to (1+ 2.14)θ = 3.14θ ).

For an integrating processes (right column) and τI = 8θ , the suggested “tight”
settings give GM = 2.96, PM = 46.9◦, Ms = 1.70, and Mt = 1.30, and the maxi-
mum allowed time delay error is �θ = 1.59θ .

The simulated time responses to setpoint changes and disturbances with SIMC-
settings are shown for five cases in Fig. 5.7 [11]. Even though these are for the
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Table 5.2 “Tight” settings:
Robustness margins for
first-order and integrating
time delay process for
SIMC-rules (5.24)–(5.25)
with τc = θ . The same
margins apply to a
second-order process (5.4) if
we choose τD = τ2 in (5.29)

Process g(s) k
τ1s+1 e

−θs k′
s
e−θs

Controller gain, Kc (τc = θ) 0.5
k
τ1
θ

0.5
k′

1
θ

Integral time, τI τ1 8θ

Gain margin (GM) 3.14 2.96

Phase margin (PM) 61.4° 46.9°

Allowed time delay error, �θ/θ 2.14 1.59

Sensitivity peak, Ms 1.59 1.70

Complementary sensitivity peak, Mt 1.00 1.30

Phase crossover frequency, ω180 · θ 1.57 1.49

Gain crossover frequency, ωc · θ 0.50 0.51

Fig. 5.7 Responses using “tight” SIMC settings (τc = θ ) for five time delay processes. Unit set-
point change at t = 0; Unit load disturbance at t = 20. Simulations are without derivative action
on the setpoint. Parameter values: θ = 1, k = 1, k′ = 1, k′′ = 1

“tight” settings (τc = θ ), the responses are all smooth. This means that it is certainly
possible to get even tighter responses by choosing a smaller value, for example, τc =
0.5θ , but for most process control applications, this is not recommended because of
less robustness, larger input usage, and more sensitivity to noise. It may seem from
Fig. 5.7 that the SIMC PID-controller does not work well for the double integrating
process (curve 4), but this is a difficult process to control and the response to a unit
input disturbance will be large for any robust controller.
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5.4.2 Smooth Control

Even though the recommended “tight” settings (τc = θ ) give responses that are rea-
sonably smooth, they may still be unnecessary aggressive compared to the required
performance objectives, especially if the effective delay θ is small. For example, for
the limiting case with θ = 0 (no delay), we get with τc = θ an infinite controller
gain, which is clearly not realistic. Thus, in practice one often uses a “smoother”
tuning, that is, τc > θ .

However, τc should not be too large, because otherwise the output y will go out
of bound when there are disturbances d . The question is: How slow (smooth) can
we tune the controller and still get acceptable control? This issue is addressed in
the paper by Skogestad [12] on “tuning for smooth PID control with acceptable
disturbance rejection,” where the following lower bound on the controller gain is
derived (for both PI- and PID-controls).

Controller gain SIMC-recommendation for “smooth control,” or more pre-
cisely “smoothest possible subject to acceptable disturbance rejection”:

|Kc|> |Kc,min| = |�u0|
|�ymax| , (5.32)

where
�ymax = maximum allowed deviation in the output y
�u0 = required input change to reject the disturbance(s) d .

Substituting Kc,min into (5.24) or (5.27), one can obtain the corresponding value
τc,max, and we end up with a region of recommended values for the tuning parame-
ter τc:

τc,min (“tight”)< τc < τc,max (“smooth”) (5.33)

where

τc,min = θ, τc,max = 1

Kc,min
· τ1

k
− θ. (5.34)

The final choice of τc is an engineering decision. A small value for τc (“tight con-
trol” of y) is typically desired for control of active constraints, because tight control
reduces the required backoff (safety margin to the constraint). On the other hand,
tight control will require larger input changes which may disturb the rest of the pro-
cess. For example, for liquid level, there is usually no reason to control the level
tightly, so a large value of τc (“smooth control”) is desired.

Details on the derivation of (5.32) and τc,max are given in [12], but let us here
give a simplified version. Consider disturbance rejection and assume that we use a
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P-only controller with gain Kc . The input change (in deviation from the nominal
value) is then �u=−Kc�y or

|�u| = |Kc| · |�y|.
Assume that the required input change to reject a disturbance is�u0. For example, if
we have a disturbance �dI at the input, then �u0 =−�dI . The smallest controller
gain that can generate the required input change �u0 is obtained when we have the
largest output change (|�y| = |�ymax|), and we get

|�u0| = |Kc,min| · |�ymax|
and (5.32) follows.

5.4.3 Input Usage

The magnitude of the dynamic input change can be an important issue when tuning
the controller, that is, when selecting the value for τc. The transfer function from the
disturbance d to the input u is given by (see Fig. 5.1):

u(s)=− gdc

1+ gcd(s)

With integral action in the controller (e.g., PI or PID control), the steady-state in-
put change to a step disturbance d is independent of the controller and is given by
u(t =∞)=− kd

k
d where kd is the steady-state disturbance gain and k is the steady-

state process gain. We assume that we can reject the expected disturbances at steady
state, that is, we assume |u(t =∞)| = | kd

k
d| ≤ |umax| where |d| is the magnitude of

the disturbance change, and |umax| is the maximum allowed input change, because
otherwise the process is not “controllable” (with any controller). However, the dy-
namic input change u(t) will depend on the controller tuning, and we will consider
the initial change (at t = 0+) just after a step disturbance d .

We consider two important disturbances, namely an input “load” disturbance du
(corresponding to gd = g) and an output disturbance dy (corresponding to gd = 1).
Note that an output disturbance has an immediate effect on the output y. A physical
example is a process where we add another stream (output disturbance) just before
the measurement y. Mathematically, an output disturbance is equivalent to a setpoint
change (with ys =−dy )

For an input (“load”) disturbances du, input usage is not an important issue for
SIMC-tuning, even dynamically. This is because the SIMC controller gives a closed-
loop transfer function y

ys
= gc

1+gc with little or no overshoot, see (5.16) and (5.18),

and since u
du
= − gc

1+gc , we get for du a corresponding input response with little

overshoot. This is illustrated by the input changes for a load disturbance (t = 20) in
Fig. 5.7.
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On the other hand, for an output disturbances dy (gd = 1) or equivalently for a
setpoint change ys = −dy , input usage may be an important issue for tuning. The
steady-state input change to a step setpoint change ys is u(t =∞)= 1

k
ys . However,

with PI-control the input will initially jump to the value u(t = 0+)=Kcys , as illus-
trated for the setpoint change in Fig. 5.7 (e.g., see the first-order process, case 5).
This initial change is larger than the steady-state change ifKck > 1, which is usually
the case, except for delay-dominant processes. With SIMC-tunings we must require

∣∣u(t = 0+
)∣∣= |Kcys | =

∣∣∣∣ τ1

τc + θ
1

k
ys

∣∣∣∣≤ |umax|. (5.35)

Note that u and ys are deviation variables. Consider, for example, a first-order pro-
cess with τ1 = 8 and θ = 1. With the choice τc = θ , the initial input change is
τ1/(τc + θ) = 4 times the steady-state input change ys/k. If such a large dynamic
input change is not feasible, then one would need to use “smoother” control with a
larger value for τc in order to satisfy (5.35).2

With PID control, the derivative action will cause even larger input changes for
output disturbances, and this may be one reason for reducing or even avoiding
derivative action. It is also the reason why to avoid “derivative kick,” we recom-
mend that the setpoint is not differentiated, see (5.2).

5.5 Optimality of SIMC PI Rules

How good are the SIMC PI rules, that is, how much room is there for improve-
ments? To study this, we compare the SIMC PI performance, with τc as a parame-
ter, to the “Pareto-optimal” PI-controller. Pareto-optimality applies to multiobjective
problems and means that no further improvement can be made in objective 1 (output
performance in our case) without sacrificing objective 2 (robustness and input usage
in our case).

We choose to quantify robustness and input usage in terms of the sensitivity peak
Ms . We also considered other “robustness” measures, for example, the relative delay
margin as suggested by Foley et al. [4], but we choose to use Ms . One reason is that
we found that the Ms -value correlates well with the input usage as given by its total
variation (TV), which agrees with the findings of Foley et al. [4]. Such a correlation
is reasonable since a large Ms -value corresponds to an oscillatory system with large
input variations.

We choose to quantify performance in terms of the integrated absolute error in
response to a setpoint change (IAEys ) and to an input “load” disturbance (IAEd ).

2It may seem from (5.35) that “slow” processes, which have a large time constant τ1, will always
require “slow” control (large τc) in order to avoid excessive input changes. However, this is usually
not the case because such processes often have a corresponding large gain k such that the value
k′ = k/τ1 may be sufficiently large to satisfy (5.35) even with τc = θ .
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Table 5.3 Optimal PI-controllers (Ms = 1.59) and corresponding IAE-values for four processes

Process Setpoint Input disturbance Optimal combined (minimize J )

Kc τI IAEoys Kc τI IAEod Kc τI IAEys IAEd J Ms

e−s 0.20 0.32 1.607 0.20 0.32 1.607 0.20 0.32 1.607 1.607 1 1.59
e−s
s+1 0.55 1.15 2.083 0.50 1.04 2.036 0.54 1.10 2.084 2.037 1.00 1.59
e−s

8s+1 4.0 8 2.169 3.33 3.65 1.135 3.47 4.0 3.096 1.164 1.23 1.59
e−s
s

0.50 ∞ 2.169 0.40 5.8 15.09 0.41 6.3 4.314 15.4 1.51 1.59

IAEys is for a unit setpoint change. IAEd is for a unit input disturbance

Table 5.4 SIMC PI-controllers (τc = θ ) and corresponding J - and Ms -values for four processes

Process SIMC PI (τc = θ) Improved SIMC PI (τc = θ)

Kc τI IAEys IAEd J Ms Kc τI IAEys IAEd J Ms

e−s 0 0(∗) 2.17 2.17 1.35 1.59 0.17 0.33 1.95 1.95 1.21 1.45
e−s
s+1 0.5 1 2.17 2.04 1.03 1.59 0.67 1.33 1.99 1.99 1.09 1.69
e−s

8s+1 4 8 2.17 2.00 1.38 1.59 4.17 8 2.14 1.92 1.34 1.62
e−s
s

0.5 8 3.92 16 1.43 1.70 0.5 8 3.92 16 1.43 1.70

(∗) Pure integral controller with KI =Kc/τI = 0.5

The setpoint performance is often referred to as the “servo” behavior, and the dis-
turbance (in this case the input “load” disturbance) performance is often referred to
as “regulator” behavior. It may be argued that a two-degree-of-freedom controller
(“feedforward action”) may be used to improve the response for setpoints, but note
that a setpoint change is equivalent to an output disturbance (with gd = 1 in Fig. 5.1)
which can only be counteracted by feedback. Thus, both setpoint changes (output
disturbances) and input disturbances should be included when evaluating perfor-
mance, and to get a good balance between the two, we weigh them about equally by
defining the following performance cost:

J (c)= 0.5

[
IAEys(c)

IAEoys
+ IAEd(c)

IAEod

]
(5.36)

where the reference values, IAEoys and IAEod , are for IAE-optimal PI-controllers
(with Ms = 1.59) for a setpoint change and input disturbance, respectively. We
could have used the truly optimal IAE-value as the reference when computing J
(without the restriction Ms = 1.59), but this would not have changed the results
much because the IAE-value is anyway quite close to its minimum at Ms = 1.59.
Table 5.3 gives the tunings and reference values obtained using IAE-optimal PI-
controllers (with Ms = 1.59) for four different processes, and Table 5.4 gives the
tunings, costs J , and Ms -values for the SIMC PI-controller (with τc = θ ). Impor-
tantly, the weighted cost J is independent of the process gain k and the disturbance
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Fig. 5.8 Check of optimality
of SIMC PI tuning rules for
four processes

magnitude, and also of the unit used for time. Note that two different optimal PI-
controllers are used to obtain the two reference values, whereas a single controller c
is used to find IAEys(c) and IAEd(c) when evaluating the weighted IAE-cost J (c).

Figure 5.8 shows the trade-off between performance (J ) and robustness (Ms ) for
the SIMC PI-controller (blue solid curve) and the Pareto-optimal controller (dashed
black curve) for four different processes: pure time delay (τ1/θ = 0), small time
constant (τ1/θ = 1), intermediate time constant (τ1/θ = 8), and integrating process
(τ1/θ =∞). The curve for the SIMC controller was generated by varying the tuning
parameter τc from a large to a small value. The controllers corresponding to the
choices τc = 1.5θ (smoother), τc = θ (recommended), and τc = 0.5θ (aggressive)
are shown by circles. The Pareto-optimal curve was generated by finding for each
value of Ms , the optimal PI-controller c with the smallest IAE-value J (c). Except
for the pure time delay process, the differences between the J -values for SIMC
(blue solid curve) and optimal (dashed black curve) are small (within about 10%),
which shows that the SIMC PI-rules are close to optimal.
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Fig. 5.8 (Continued)

Note that we have a real trade-off between performance (J ) and robustness (Ms )
only when there is a negative slope between these variables (in the left region in the
figures in Fig. 5.8). We never want to be in the region with a zero or positive slope
(to the right in the figures), because here we can improve both performance (J ) and
robustness (Ms ) at the same time with another choice for the tuning parameter (using
a larger value for τc). Another important observation from Fig. 5.8 is then that the
SIMC-recommendation τc = θ for “tight” control (as given by middle of the three
circles) in all cases is located in the desired trade-off region with a negative slope,
well before we reach the minimum. Also, the recommended choice gives a fairly
constant Ms -value in the region 1.59 to 1.7. From this we conclude that, except for
the time delay process, there is little room to improve on the SIMC PI rules, at least
when performance and robustness are as defined above (J and Ms ).

The IAE-cost J in (5.36) is based on equal weighting of servo (output distur-
bance) and regulator (input disturbance) performance. The existence of a trade-off
between servo and regulator performance can be quantified by considering how
much larger the (Pareto) optimal cost Jopt (dashed black line) is than 1 at the refer-
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ence robustness, Ms = 1.59, see also Table 5.3. For a pure time delay-process, we
have that Jopt = 1 for Ms = 1.59, and there is no trade-off. The reason is that the
setpoint and output disturbance responses are the same. On the other hand, for the
other extreme of an integrating process, we have a clear trade-off since the optimal
PI-controller has Jopt = 1.51 (the SIMC PI-controller with Ms = 1.59 is close to
this with J about 1.6). The existence of the servo/regulator trade-off for an integrat-
ing process implies that for a given robustness (Ms -value), one can find PI-settings
with significantly better regulator (load disturbance) performance or better servo
(setpoint) performance, but not both at the same time. To be able to shift the trade-
off, one may introduce an extra parameter in the PID rules [1], in addition to τc . For
the SIMC method, this extra servo/regulator trade-off parameter could be c in the
following expression for the integral time:

τI =min
(
τ1, c(τc + θ)

)
(5.37)

where c= 4 gives the original SIMC-rule. A larger value of c improves the setpoint
performance, and a smaller value, e.g., c = 2, improves the input disturbance per-
formance [6]. However, introducing an extra parameter adds complexity, and the
potential benefit does not seem sufficiently large. Nevertheless, one may consider
choosing another (lower) fixed value for c. There are two reasons why we recom-
mend keeping the SIMC-value of c = 4. First, it is close to the Pareto-optimal PI
controller (as seen from Fig. 5.8), so we cannot get a significant improvement with
our performance objective J . Second, with a smaller value for c, say c = 2.5, the
recommended choice τc = θ becomes less robust (with a higher Ms ), so one would
need to recommend a different value for τc for an integrating process, say τc = 1.5θ ,
which would add complexity. In summary, we find that the value c= 4 in the origi-
nal SIMC rule provides a well-balanced servo/regulator trade-off.

5.6 Improved SIMC Tuning Rules

For a pure time delay process, we see from Fig. 5.8 that the IAE-value (J ) for
the SIMC controller is about 40% higher than the minimum with the same robust-
ness (Ms ). This is further illustrated by the closed-loop simulations in Fig. 5.9,
where we see that the SIMC PI-controller (denoted SIMC-original in the fig-
ure) gives a nice and smooth response. However, the response is somewhat slug-
gish initially, because it is actually a pure I-controller (with Kc = 0, τI = 0, and
KI = Kc/τI = 0.5). On the other hand, the IAE-optimal PI-controller (with min-
imum J for Ms = 1.59) has Kc about 0.2 and τI about 0.32 (and KI = 0.62). In
fact, the optimal PI-controller for a pure time delay process (dashed black line in
Fig. 5.8) has an almost fixed integral time of approximately θ/3 for all values of Ms

between 1.4 and 1.7.
Based on this fact, we propose a simple change to the SIMC-rules, namely to

replace τ1 by τ1 + θ/3 in the rules (PI control), which markedly improved the re-
sponses for a pure time delay process. It is important that the change is simple
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Fig. 5.9 Closed-loop setpoint responses for pure time delay process (θ = 1, k = 1, τ1 = 0) with
PI-control. All three controllers have the same robustness (Ms = 1.59). For a pure time delay
process, the setpoint and disturbance responses are identical, and the input and output are identical.
IMC PI: Kc = 0.29 and τI = 0.5 (KI = Kc/τI = 0.58). SIMC PI original (τc = θ ): Kc = 0 and
τI = 0 (KI = 0.5). SIMC PI improved (τc = 0.61θ ): Kc = 0.207 and τI = 0.333 (KI = 0.62)

because “simplicity” was one of the main objectives when originally deriving the
SIMC rules.

A similar change, but with θ/2 rather than θ/3, was originally proposed by
Rivera et al. [8] for their “improved PI” tuning rule, and the effectiveness of this
modification is also clear from the paper of Foley et al. [4]. However, as seen in
Fig. 5.9, the response with this IMC PI controller also settles rather slowly toward
the setpoint, indicating that the integral time θ/2 is too large. The proposed value
θ/3 gives a faster settling and is also closer to the original SIMC-rule (which is zero
for a time delay process). The conclusion is that we recommend to replace τ1 by
τ1 + θ/3 in the SIMC rules to get the improved SIMC rules:

Improved SIMC PI-rule for first-order with delay process

Kc = 1

k

τ1 + θ
3

τc + θ , (5.38)

τI =min

{
τ1 + θ

3
,4(τc + θ)

}
. (5.39)

The improvement of this rule for a pure time delay processes is clear from the red
curves in Figs. 5.9 and 5.8 (upper left); for small Ms -values, the improved SIMC-
controller is almost identical to the Pareto-optimal, which confirms that τI = θ/3
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is close to optimal for a pure time delay process. For the process with a small time
constant (τ1 = θ ), the improved SIMC rule (red curve in lower left plot in Fig. 5.8)
is slightly better than the “original” SIMC rule (blue curve) for higher Ms -values
(where we get better performance) but slightly worse for lower Ms -values. For the
two processes with a large time constant (τ1 = 8θ and τ1 =∞), there is, as expected,
almost no difference between the original and improved SIMC rules.

5.7 Discussion

5.7.1 Measurement Noise

Measurement noise has not been considered in this chapter, but it is an important
consideration in many cases, especially if the proportional gain Kc is large, or, for
cases with derivative action, if the derivative gain KcτD is large. However, since the
magnitude of the measurement noise varies a lot in applications, it is difficult to give
general rules about when measurement noise may be a problem. In general, robust
designs (with small Ms ) are insensitive to measurement noise. Therefore, the SIMC
rules with the recommended choice τc = θ are less sensitive to measurement noise
than most other published settings method, including the Ziegler–Nichols settings. If
actual implementation shows that the sensitivity to measurement noise is too large,
then the following modifications may be attempted:

1. Filter the measurement signal, for example, by sending it through a first-order
filter 1/(τF s + 1); see also (5.2). With the proposed SIMC-settings, one can
typically increase the filter time constant τF up to almost 0.5θ , without a large
affect on performance and robustness.

2. If derivative action is used, one may try to remove it, and obtain a first-order
model before deriving the SIMC PI-settings.

3. If derivative action has been removed and filtering the measurement signal is
not sufficient, then the controller needs to be detuned by selecting a larger value
for τc.

5.7.2 Retuning for Integrating Processes

Integrating processes

g(s)= k′ e
−θs

s

are common in industry, but control performance is often poor because of incorrect
controller settings. When encountering oscillations, the intuition of the operators is
to reduce the controller gain. If the oscillations are relatively slow, then this is the
exactly opposite of what one should do for an integrating process. The product of the
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controller gain Kc and the integral time τI must be larger than 4/k′ to avoid slow
oscillations [11]. One solution is to simply use proportional control (with τI =∞),
but this is often not desirable. Here we show how to easily retune the controller to
just avoid the oscillations without actually having to derive a model. This approach
has been applied with success to industrial examples.

Consider a PI controller with (initial) settingsKc0 and τI0 which results in “slow”
oscillations with period P0 (larger than 3 ·τI0, approximately). Then we likely have a
close-to integrating process for which the product of the controller gain and integral
time (Kc0τI0) is too low. To avoid oscillations with the new settings Kc and τI , we
must require [11]:

KcτI

Kc0τI0
≥ 1

π2
·
(
P0

τi0

)2

. (5.40)

Here 1/π2 ≈ 0.10, so we have the rule:

• To avoid “slow” oscillations, the product of the controller gain and integral time
should be increased by a factor F ≈ 0.1(P0/τI0)

2.

5.7.3 Controllability

The effective delay θ is easily obtained using the proposed half rule. Since the ef-
fective delay is the main limiting factor in terms of control performance, its value
gives invaluable insight about the inherent controllability of the process.

From the settings in (5.27)–(5.29), a PI-controller results from a first-order
model, and a PID-controller results from a second-order model. With the effective
delay computed using the half rule in (5.12)–(5.13), it then follows that PI-control
performance is limited by (half of) the magnitude of the second-largest time con-
stant τ2, whereas PID-control performance is limited by (half of) the magnitude of
the third-largest time constant, τ3.

5.8 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

This chapter has summarized the SIMC two-step procedure for deriving PID settings
for typical process control applications.

Step 1 The real process is approximated by a first-order with delay model
(for PI control) or a second-order model (for PID control). To obtain the
model, the simplest approach is probably to use an open-loop step experiment
(Fig. 5.3), but if this is difficult for some reasons, then one may alternatively
use a closed-loop setpoint response with P-controller (Fig. 5.4). If the starting
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point is a detailed model, then the half rule may be used to obtain the effective
delay θ , see (5.12)–(5.13).

Step 2 For a first-order model (with parameters k, τ1, and θ ), the following
SIMC PI-settings are suggested (original SIMC rule):

Kc = 1

k

τ1

τc + θ ; τI =min
{
τ1,4(τc + θ)

}

where the closed-loop response time τc is the tuning parameter. For a dom-
inant second-order process (for which τ2 > θ , approximately), one needs to
add derivative action with

Series-form PID: τD = τ2.

To improve the performance for delay-dominant processes, one may replace τ1

by τ1 + θ
3 and use the “improved” SIMC PI-rules in (5.38)–(5.39). A more careful

analysis needs to be done to check if a similar improvement can be used with a PID
controller.

Note that although the same formulas are used to obtain Kc and τI for both PI-
and PID-control, the actual values will differ since the effective delay θ is smaller for
a second-order model. The tuning parameter τc should be chosen to get the desired
trade-off between fast response (small IAE) on the one side, and smooth input usage
and robustness (small Ms ) on the other side. The recommended choice τc = θ gives
robust (Ms about 1.6 to 1.7) and somewhat conservative settings when compared
with most other tuning rules, and if it is desirable to get faster control, one may
consider reducing τc to about θ/2 (see Fig. 5.8). More commonly, one may want to
have “smoother” control with τc > θ and a smaller controller gain Kc . However, the
controller gain must be larger than the value given in (5.32) to achieve a minimum
level of disturbance rejection.

Comparing the performance of the SIMC-rules with the optimal for a given ro-
bustness (Ms value) shows that the SIMC-rules are close to the Pareto-optimal set-
tings (Fig. 5.8). This means that the room for improving the SIMC PI-rules is lim-
ited, at least for the first-order plus delay processes considered in this chapter, and
with a good trade-off between rejecting input and output (setpoint) disturbances.

However, it should be noticed that the SIMC rules apply to processes that can
be reasonably well approximated by first- or second-order plus delay models. This
applies to most process control applications, including some unstable plants, but
it obviously does not apply in general, for example, for some of the unstable or
oscillating processes found in mechanical systems. For such processes, it would be
interesting to study the validity and extension of the SIMC rules or similar analytic
model-based PID tuning rules. It is also interesting to establish for which processes
the PID controller is a suitable controller and for which processes it is not.
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Appendix: Estimation of Parameters τ1 and θ from Closed-Loop
Step Response

Shamsuzzoha and Skogestad [10] discuss at the end of their paper a two-step closed-
loop procedure, where the first step is to use closed-loop data and some expressions
to obtain the parameters k, τ1, and θ . We use this approach but have modified the
expressions. Our expression for k in (5.7) is given by their equation (35) by noting
that B = |(1− b)/b| where b =�y∞/�ys . However, our expressions for θ and τ1
in (5.8)–(5.9) differ somewhat from their equations (36) and (37). The reason is that
their equations (36) and (37) are not consistent in terms of the time delay estimate,
because the expression for τ1 in (36) is based on θ = 0.43tp , whereas (37) uses
θ = 0.305tp . To correct for this, we first note from (19) in their paper (noting that
τ1 = τI for the delay-dominant case) that τ1 and θ are related by

τ1 = rθ
where r = 2A/B , which is our expression in (5.9). Here, Shamsuzzoha and Sko-
gestad [10] recommend to use θ = 0.44tp for τ1 < 8θ and θ = 0.305tp for τ1 > 8θ .
However, to get better accuracy and a smooth transition, we fitted simulation data
for θ/tp as a function of τ1/θ for a wide range of processes with an overshoot of
0.3 and obtained the correlation [5]

θ = tp ·
(
0.309+ 0.209e−0.61(τ1/θ)

)

as given in (5.8). Note here that (0.309+0.209e−0.61(τ1/θ)) is 0.518 for r = τ1/θ = 0
and 0.309 for r =∞.
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Chapter 6
PID Control for MIMO Processes

Qing-Guo Wang and Zhuo-Yun Nie

6.1 MIMO Feedback Systems

A multivariable system is a system with multiple inputs and multiple outputs.
A MIMO system may be described by a transfer function matrix

Y(s)=G(s)U(s), G(s)=
⎡
⎢⎣
g11 · · · g1m
...

. . .
...

gl1 · · · glm

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

in which gij (s) is the transfer function relating the ith output to the j th input. If
m= l, the system is called square, otherwise the system is nonsquare.

Zeros and poles play an important role in SISO feedback system analysis and
design. We need to generalize them to the MIMO case. For a SISO system, the
poles and zeros of a scalar, strictly proper, coprime rational function

g(s)= n(s)

d(s)

are given by the roots of the equations d(s) = 0 and n(s) = 0, respectively. It can
be shown that a rational transfer matrix G(s) can be expressed in terms of with its
Smith–McMillan form M(s) via

G(s)=U1(s)M(s)U2(s),
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where U1(s) and U2(s) are unimodular, and

M(s)=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ε1(s)
ϕ1(s)

0
ε1(s)
ϕ1(s)

. . .
εr (s)
ϕr (s)

0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

The monic polynomials {εi(s), ϕi(s)} are coprime for each i (they have no common
factors) and satisfy the divisibility property: εi |εi+1 and ϕi+1|ϕi , i = 1,2, . . . , r−1.
We define pole polynomial and zero polynomial, respectively, as

p(s)= ϕ1(s)ϕ2(s) · · ·ϕr(s),
z(s)= ε1(s)ε2(s) · · · εr (s).

The roots of the equations p(s)= 0 and z(s)= 0 are called the poles and zeros of
G(s), respectively [1]. The degree of a pole polynomial p(s) is called the McMillan
degree of G(s). A MIMO G(s) is called stable if all its poles have strictly negative
real parts, the same as for the SISO case.

If G(s) is square and nonsingular, then

detG(s)= det(U1MU2)= c z(s)
p(s)

for a constant c,

which tells us that zeros of detG(s) are zeros of G(s) and poles of detG(s) are
poles of G(s). But the converse is NOT true because there might be common fac-
tors between z(s) and p(s). A multivariable system can have a pole and a zero at
the same place, but they do not cancel each other out within the transfer function
matrix [2].

Example 6.1 Let

G(s)=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
s2+3s+2

−1
s2+3s+2

s2+s−4
s2+3s+2

2s2−s−8
s2+3s+2

s−2
s+1

2s−4
s+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

We can obtain the Smith–McMillan form of G(s) as follows:

M(s)=
⎡
⎣

1
(s+1)(s+2) 0

0 s−2
s+1

0 0

⎤
⎦ .

The pole and zero polynomials of G(s) are
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Fig. 6.1 The unity feedback
system

p(s)= (s + 1)2(s + 2),

z(s)= (s − 2).

Hence, G(s) has poles {−1,−1,−2} and a zero {2}.
Consider now a typical feedback control system which has a plant, a sensor, a

controller K(s), and an actuator as its principal components. One of the control ob-
jectives is to make the plant output track the reference (or set point) R(s) as closely
as possible in the presence of possible disturbances V (s). For system analysis and
design, the plant, sensor, and actuator are usually combined and viewed as a single
object (still called the plant G(s)), and this gives rise to the most popular control
configuration, the unity (output) feedback system, as depicted in Fig. 6.1.

We assume through the rest of this chapter that G(s) and K(s) are proper and
that det(I +G(∞)K(∞)) �= 0. The bounded input, bounded output stability (BIBO
stability) is usually defined with regard to dynamic behavior relating the set point R
to the output Y ,

Y =GK(1+GK)−1R,

and is determined by stability of its transfer function matrix GK(1+GK)−1. But
the BIBO stability does not guarantee internal stability of overall systems which
involves several input-output pairs. For the system in Fig. 6.1 where there are two
dynamic subsystems, it suffices to consider the stability of the mapping from two
vector signals outside the feedback loop and two vector signals within the loop. For
instance, one may consider

[
E(s)

U(s)

]
=H(s)

[
R(s)

V (s)

]
,

where

H =
[

(I +GK)−1 −(I +GK)−1G(s)

(I +KG)−1K(s) (I +KG)−1

]−1

. (6.1)

Define the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop system to be

pc := pGpK det[I +GK] = pGpK det[I +KG],
where pG and pK are the pole polynomials ofG(s) andK(s), respectively. Suppose
that both G(s) and K(s) are proper and det[I +G(∞)K(∞)] �= 0. The intercon-
nected system described in Fig. 6.1 is called internally stable if and only if H(s) in
(6.1) is stable, that is, all its poles are in the open left half of the complex plane [3].
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Theorem 6.1 The following are equivalent:

1. The system in Fig. 6.1 is internally stable, or H(s) is stable.
2. The characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop system, pc, is a stable polyno-

mial.

The important message conveyed by Theorem 6.1 is that internal stability of the
system is equivalent to (input–output, or BIBO) stability of the augmented H(s).
But note that all four blocks Hij , i, j = 1,2, in H must be stable to ensure internal
stability of the feedback system. Otherwise, the system cannot be internally stable
while some (but not all) of Hij is stable. This is precisely the problem associated
with input–output stability, but it can be revealed by internal stability analysis.

Example 6.2 Let

G(s)=
[

1
s+1 0

1
s−1

1
s+1

]
and K(s)=

[
1 0
0 1

]
.

GK has no pole-zero cancellation as K has neither zeros nor poles. Further, one
sees that

det[I +GK] =
(

1+ 1

s + 1

)2

=
(
s + 2

s + 1

)2

,

whose numerator has stable roots only, so (I +GK)−1 is stable. However, simple
calculations give

pc(s)= pGpK det[I +GK] = (s − 1)(s + 1)2 · 1 ·
(
s + 2

s + 1

)2

= (s − 1)(s + 2)2,

an unstable polynomial. Thus, the system is not internally stable. In fact, the unsta-
ble off-diagonal element gets no feedback for possible stabilization. The cause for
instability here is not because that there is any unstable pole-zero cancellation be-
tween G(s) and K(s), but because that some unstable pole is lost when performing
det[I +GK], which can never happen for SISO case!

Let the controller be in the form of K(s)= kI for scalar k. It follows from The-
orem 6.1 that

pc(s)= pG(s)det
[
I + kG(s)],

where pc(s) is the pole or the characteristic polynomial of the closed-loop system,
pG(s) is the pole polynomial of G(s). Let λi(s) be an eigenvalue of G(s). The
graphs of λi(s) for the Nyquist Contour (s = jω) are called the characteristic loci.

Theorem 6.2 (Generalized Nyquist Theorem [4]) If G(s) has Po unstable poles,
then the negative feedback system consisting of G(s) and kI is stable if and only if
the characteristic loci of kG(s), taken together, encircle the point−1+ j0 Po times
anticlockwise, assuming that G(s) has no hidden unstable modes.
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6.2 MIMO PID Controller Tuning Based on Gain and Phase
Margins

Gain and phase margins are often used to tune PID controllers for industry pro-
cesses, which is one of the most common control schemes for single-input and
single-output (SISO) systems [5–7] . The main reason for this is that the gain
and phase margins have served as important measures of stability robustness in
control loop unlike the H∞, H2, l1, and μ methods, which often lead to fragile
controllers [8]. A well-known design procedure for SISO systems is Astrom’s [9]
method. The fundamental step is estimating the critical gain and the critical fre-
quency by a relay test. A controller can be found straightforward by using the critical
point. Ho et al. [10] presented a tuning method with simplifications on the structure
of the process to be a first-order plus dead-time model based on some approximate
analysis. Unlike such simple model-based methods, Fung et al. [11] proposed a
graphical method for PI controller tuning in which exact margins can be accom-
plished regardless of the process order, time delay, or damping nature.

In a multiinput and multioutput (MIMO) system, the tuning problem becomes
complicated because of the interactions between control loops [12]. For easy un-
derstanding and implementation, decentralized control is the most common control
scheme for MIMO systems as it has simpler structure and fewer tuning parame-
ters to handle [13–15]. Many processes in industry are naturally MIMO systems,
but a limited number of works have addressed the tuning controller for MIMO sys-
tems in terms of gain and phase margins. Ho et al. [16] proposed a tuning method
based on the Gershgorin bands of MIMO systems. The tuning of decentralized PID
controllers is used to meet the user-specified gain and phase margins in each loop.
However, Kookos [17] pointed out that this method can be applied only in the case
where the open-loop system is column dominant. Huang et al. [18] decomposed a
MIMO system into a number of equivalent single loops together with some effective
open-loop processes (EOPs). Based on the EOPs, a model-based method aimed at
having desired gain and phase margins was presented to derive multiloop PI/PID
controllers. In this method, model reductions and approximations are necessary to
obtain the EOPs, which will inevitably bring design error.

In this section, we focus on TITO processes, which is the most common mul-
tivariable system in industry processes [19, 20], and a new method for tuning of
decentralized PI controller is developed. For a TITO process controlled by a de-
centralized PI controller, two pairs of gain and phase margins can be specified. The
main issue with MIMO controller tuning is that the couplings between loops make
the equivalent process in one loop depend on the unknown controller in the other
loop in a nonlinear way. We propose a simple yet powerful graphical method with
least iteration to design controllers loop by loop based on the equivalent processes.
The design procedure is given and a simulation example is provided to show the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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6.2.1 Problem Formulation and Preliminaries

Let a stable TITO process be described by its transfer function matrix,

G(s)=
[
g11 g12
g21 g22

]
.

The process is to be controlled in a unity output feedback configuration depicted in
Fig. 6.2 by the diagonal conventional PI controller,

C(s)=
[
c1(s) 0

0 c2(s)

]
,

where each controller is parameterized as

cl(s)= kpl + kil

s
, l = 1,2.

It follows from Fig. 6.2 that

y1 = g11(s)u1 + g12(s)u2,

y2 = g21(s)u1 + g22(s)u2.

When the second loop is closed, that is, u2 = −c2(s)y2, the equivalent open-loop
transfer function between y1 and u1 is given by

g1(s)= g11(s)− g12(s)g21(s)c2(s)

1+ g22(s)c2(s)
. (6.2)

Similarly, the equivalent open-loop transfer function between y2 and u2 is given by

g2(s)= g22(s)− g12(s)g21(s)c1(s)

1+ g11(s)c1(s)
. (6.3)

Assume that the specifications of gain and phase margin for each loop are
(Am1, φm1) and (Am2, φm2), respectively. Then, the problem becomes how to de-
sign PI controllers c1(s) and c2(s) for g1(s) and g2(s), respectively, to achieve the
desired gain and phase margins in each loop.

Because of interactions between control loops, it will encounter more difficulties
to design of such controller than that for a SISO case. For instance, the equivalent
process (6.2) becomes uncertain since the unknown controller c2(s) is included.
Also, the unknown controller c1(s) is included in the equivalent process (6.3). To
deal with such a problem, Huang et al. [18] proposed a method to estimate the ef-
fective open-loop processes for each loop by model reductions and approximations,
which leads to design error in both loops inevitably. In this section, we propose a
one-step iteration of a graphical method to design controllers loop by loop. Firstly,
we design an initial controller in one loop based on some uncertainty estimation
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Fig. 6.2 The equivalent
open-loop transfer function
between y1 and u1

due to unknown 2nd loop controller; then design the second-loop controller with the
known first-loop controller; Finally, retune the first-loop controller with the known
2nd-loop controller. In such a strategy, the key problem is how to design an initial
controller for one loop with an unknown controller in other loop. The details will be
given in the next section.

6.2.2 The Proposed Method

Without loss of generality, we design an initial controller for loop 1. To deal with
the equivalent uncertain system (6.2), we define the uncertainty to be

Δ1(s)= g22(s)c2(s)

1+ g22(s)c2(s)
,

∣∣Δ1(s)
∣∣≤Δ∗1,

where Δ∗1 is the maximum magnitudes of Δ1(s), and we will estimate it later. Then,
the open-loop transfer function of loop 1 is given by

g1(s)c1(s)= g11(s)c1(s)− g12(s)g21(s)c1(s)

g22(s)
Δ1(s). (6.4)

With the uncertainty Δ1(s), the Nyquist curve of (6.4) will be embodied by a
Nyquist band, which is formed by the circle with center g11(jω)c1(jω) and radius
| g12(jω)g21(jω)c1(jω)

g22(jω)
Δ∗1|, respectively.

To design an initial controller in loop 1, we consider such Nyquist band and set
the gain and phase margins for it to be Aom1(Aom1 < Am1) and φom1(φom1 < φm1),
respectively. Note that the Nyquist curve of g11(s)c1(s) is the central line of the
Nyquist band (6.4). Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show a typical Nyquist curve of diago-
nal element g11(s)c1(s) and its uncertainty disk. To start, we assume that the gain
and phase crossover frequencies on the Nyquist band of (6.4) and its center curve
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g11(s)c1(s) are identical with each other, which is the same assumption as Ho’s
case [16], but it will be used only for the initial controller design. This implies that

1. ∠g11(jωp1)c1(jωp1) = −π , where ωp1 is the phase crossover frequency on
Nyquist bands of (6.4).

2. |g11(jωg1)c1(jωg1)| = 1, where ωg1 is the gain crossover frequency on Nyquist
bands of (6.4).

Under the above assumptions, the gain and phase margins of g11(s)c1(s) can be
expressed by

A′m1 =Aom1

(
1+ |g12(jωp1)g21(jωp1)|

|g11(jωp1)g22(jωp1)|Δ
∗
1

)
, (6.5)

φ′m1 = φom1 + 2 arcsin

(
Δ∗1|g12(jωg1)g21(jωg1)|
2|g11(jωg1)g22(jωg1)|

)
, (6.6)

respectively. They imply that

g11(jωp1)

(
kp1 − j ki1

ωp1

)
=− 1

A′m1
, (6.7)

g11(jωg1)

(
kp1 − j ki1

ωg1

)
=− exp

(
jφ′m1

)
. (6.8)

Note that (6.7) and (6.8) are two nonlinear and complex equations with four un-
knowns, that is, two controller parameters and two crossover frequencies. To solve
(6.7) and (6.8), an effective method is proposed by Fung et al. [11]. The equations
are solved by a graphical method, and the two parameters of the controller are de-
termined by intersection points. According to Fung et al.’s method [11], we define
following two complex functions:

fp1(ωp1)= Re

[ −1

A′m1g11(jωp1)

]
− jωp1 Im

[ −1

A′m1g11(jωp1)

]
,

− π

2
<∠g11(jωp1) <−π, (6.9)

fg1(ωg1)= Re

[− exp(jφ′m1)

g11(jωg1)

]
− jωg1 Im

[− exp(jφ′m1)

g11(jωg1)

]
,

− π

2
+ φ′m1 <∠g11(jωg1) <−π + φ′m1, (6.10)

to draw graphics. It is necessary to point out that, in Fung et al.’s [11] method,
A′m1 and φ′m1 in (6.9) and (6.10) are constant values, while in our case, they are
determined by (6.5) and (6.6) for each frequency.

Then, we give a method to estimate the maximum magnitude Δ∗1 of the uncer-
tainty Δ1(s). Since c2(s) is still unknown, it is impossible to get its value exactly.
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Fig. 6.3 Gain margin of
Nyquist band of g1(s)c1(s)

Fig. 6.4 Phase margin of
Nyquist band of g1(s)c1(s)

Due to the fact ofΔ1(s)= g22(s)c2(s)
1+g22(s)c2(s)

, we firstly discuss the properties of the equa-
tion ∣∣∣∣ z

1+ z
∣∣∣∣=M. (6.11)

As shown in Fig. 6.5, the trajectories of z for different values of M are plotted
in the complex plane, which are often called M-circles. We can find that all those
M-circles for which M > 1 are located at the plane of Re(z) < − 1

2 , and the cir-
cle becomes smaller with M increasing; and that all those M-circles for which
0<M < 1 are located at the plane of Re(z) >− 1

2 , and the circle becomes smaller
with M decreasing. Typically, the Nyquist curve of g22(s)c2(s) (or the trajectory
of z) starts from positive real axis and moves to the unit circle with |Δ1(s)| (or M)
increasing; then, the Nyquist curve (or the trajectory of z) falls into the unit cir-
cle and tends to origin quickly with |Δ1(s)| (or M) decreasing. So, the maximum
|Δ1(s)| is achieved approximately when |g22(s)c2(s)| = |e(−π+θ)j | = 1, where θ is
the phase margin of g22(s)c2(s). Because the Nyquist curve of g22(s)c2(s) locates
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Fig. 6.5 M-circles

in the Nyquist band of g2(s)c2(s), we take θ = λφm2, where λ ∈ (0.5,1.5). So Δ∗1
can be taken approximately as

Δ∗1 =
∣∣∣∣ g22(s)c2(s)

1+ g22(s)c2(s)

∣∣∣∣
max
≈
∣∣∣∣ e(−π+θ)j

1+ e(−π+θ)j
∣∣∣∣. (6.12)

In this way, we can get the initial controller c1(s) in loop 1 to make the Nyquist
band of g1(s)c1(s) approximately achieve the gain margin Aom1 and the phase mar-
gin φom1. Substitute this controller into (6.3), and the effective open-loop process is
available with knowledge of c1(s). Then Fung et al.’s [11] method can be used
directly to design c2(s) for loop 2 to achieve the desired gain margin Am2 and
phase margin φm2. Finally, substitute c2(s) in to (6.2) and re-tune c1(s) in loop
1 with knowledge of c2(s), based on the desired gain margin Am1 and the phase
margin φm1.

In our design procedure, c1(s) has to be designed twice. The first time is for the
initial one, and the second time is for the final one. To design the initial one, we use
the enveloping curve of the Nyquist band of g1(s)c1(s). Though this step of design
is conservative and approximate in nature, it helps get c1(s) without knowing the
controller in other loop; and further, this initial controller c1(s) not only stabilizes
the equivalent process (6.2) but also enable the resulting loop to have the gain and
phase margins close to the desired ones. It is obvious that both the initial controller
and the finial controller of c1(s) have similar dynamic behavior, and the effect of
retuning c1(s) to the loop 2 equivalent frequency response would be very limited
and will bring in only a little design error. Thus, retuning of c2(s) is not required,
and our design is able to stop merely after one iteration [21].

It should be pointed out that since most of PID controllers used in the process
industry are actually of PI type with the derivative action turned off [22–24], we
only discussed the case of PI controller in our design procedure. In the case where
D-action is really needed, our design method is still applicable with trivial changes
to PD controller and PID controller if some common relation between derivative
and integral gains is adopted.
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Fig. 6.6 The graphics
for c1(s)

6.2.3 An Example

Consider the well-known Wood and Berry binary distillation column plant [25]:

[
y1(s)

y2(s)

]
=
[

12.8e−s
16.7s+1

−18.9e−3s

21s+1
6.6e−7s

10.9s+1
−19.4e−3s

14.4s+1

][
u1

u2

]
+
[

3.8e−8s

14.9s+1
4.9e−3s

13.2s+1

]
d(s).

The gain and phase margins are set to 2.5, 60◦ and 2.5, 50◦ for loop 1 and loop 2,
respectively. Firstly, to obtain an initial controller in loop 1, we set the gain and
phase margins for the Nyquist band of g1(s)c1(s) to be 2,30◦, respectively. Choose
λ = 1.1, and then we get Δ∗1 = 1.0828. The graphs of (6.9) and (6.10) are plot-
ted with respect to ωp1 and ωg1 by Fung et al.’s [11] method in Fig. 6.6, and the
intersection point is found to be at (0.6564,0.0289), which gives the resultant PI
controller for loop 1 as

c1(s)= 0.6564+ 0.0289

s
.

Now, we substitute c1(s) into the equivalent process (6.3) and use Fung et al.’s
[11] method again to design c2(s) for the process g2(s). As shown in Fig. 6.7, an
intersection point (−0.0484,−0.01857) is found, and the resultant PI controller for
loop 2 is given as

c2(s)=−0.0484− 0.01857

s
.

Substitute c2(s) into the equivalent process (6.2) and retune the controller c1(s).
The graphics and the intersection point are given in Fig. 6.8. The controller is given
as

c1(s)= 0.802+ 0.046

s
.
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Fig. 6.7 The graphics for
c2(s)

Fig. 6.8 The graphics for
c1(s) retuning

Nyquist curves of g1(s)c1(s) and g2(s)c2(s) are plotted in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, which
show that the achieved gain and phase margins for loop 1 are 2.5 and 60◦, respec-
tively, and the achieved gain and phase margins for loop 2 are 2.551 and 51.7553◦
respectively. One sees that the gain and phase margins specifications are achieve
exactly in loop 1 and approximately achieved in loop 2.

The resultant closed-loop output response to unit step set-point change and step
disturbance changes of magnitude of 0.2 are shown in Fig. 6.11, and the control
signals are shown in Fig. 6.12. The performance of the proposed method is com-
pared with those given by the BLT [26] method and Ho’s [16] method. It is apparent
from the figures that the proposed controller provides superior performance for both
set-point tracking and disturbance rejection with reasonable control signals.
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Fig. 6.9 Nyquist curve of
g1(s)c1(s)

Fig. 6.10 Nyquist curve of
g2(s)c2(s)

6.3 MIMO Loop Gain Margins

The SISO gain margin is one of most popular tools for control system analysis and
design in the process control industry due to its well-posedness, easy computation,
and clear measure of stability and performance [7, 9, 27–29]. A MIMO gain mar-
gin would have enjoyed the same degree of popularity if it could also have been
developed similarly and successfully. But unfortunately, historically, MIMO con-
trol studies started with the state space approach, which was thought to be much
powerful than traditional frequency domain methods which seemed to be losing fa-
vor at this early time of modern control. Only when one began to address model
uncertainties and robust control, there was renewed interest in frequency domain
approach for both SISO and MIMO cases. However, in the frequency domain, the
gain margin cannot be extended straightforward to a MIMO system, because of the
interactions between the control loops [18, 30, 31]. In this section, we introduce the
MIMO loop gain margins which measure the simultaneous largest changes of all
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Fig. 6.11 Closed-loop time
responses of the example

Fig. 6.12 Control signals of
the example

loop gains while preserving closed-loop stability. This is different from the SISO
gain margin, where there is only one loop and one gain change, and the MIMO
sequential version of gain margin where only one loop gain change at a time is
addressed.

Doyle [32] developed the μ-analysis as an effective tool for robust stability anal-
ysis in multivariable feedback control. As a method in the frequency domain, the
μ-analysis treats system uncertainties as complex valued and inevitably brings the
conservativeness for gain margins computation because the gain change in each
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loop is a real number. Then, Fan, Tits, and Doyle [33] proposed a computation of μ
for mixed real and complex uncertainty to deal with this problem. However, Braatz
et al. [34] pointed out that it was an NP-hard problem to exactly calculate μ with
pure real or mixed uncertainty. So, the μ-analysis method for real uncertainty is sel-
dom used to calculate the gain margins of a MIMO system. Safonov and coworkers
[35–37] employed several different methods, such as Generalized Conic Sectors,
Perron–Frobenius nonnegative matrix results and the Zadeh–Desoer mapping the-
orem, to calculate the stability margin. But their stability margin was defined by a
single parameter km (km :=minΔ{k ∈ [0,∞)det(I − kΔG)= 0}, where Δ is a di-
agonal complex perturbation, and G is the system transfer function matrix), which
represents the common gain change for all loops. Thus, this method does not al-
low independent and simultaneous loop gain changes. Baron and Jonckheere [38]
defined the gain margins for a MIMO system as the minimal complex matrix per-
turbation before the system goes to instability. Such a definition allows the gain
perturbation to be a full matrix, not necessarily restricted to be diagonal. However,
it does not reflect the gain changes of individual loops, which practical control engi-
neers have been used to. Li and Lee [39] showed that the H∞ norm of a sensitivity
function matrix for a stable multivariable closed-loop system is related to some com-
mon gain and phase margins for all the loops. The Gershgorin band method is also
used to calculate the gain margins of MIMO systems [16, 40]. It gives conservative
results because it requires the diagonal dominance of the system, which brings some
limitations to its applications.

Recently, the loop gain margin for a MIMO system was introduced by Wang
et al. [12]. They first computed the stabilizing parameter ranges of a multiloop pro-
portional controller by a quasi-LMI technique and then take their rectangular sub-
set to obtain the loop gain margins. They show better results than the μ-analysis
method. The loop gain margins obtained with this approach are indeed stability
margins but not the exact or the maximum margins available due to the inherent
conservativeness of the LMI framework. Besides, the method was developed for
delay-free systems only. If the plant has time delay, one has to make approxima-
tions for time delay to apply this method. Fundamentally, it is always desirable to
find the exact or the maximum controller parameter regions for stabilizing a given
process.

In view of the above observations, this section aims to remove the above-
mentioned conservativeness and compute exact loop gain margins of MIMO sys-
tems. We have to discard a time domain/Lyapunov/LMI framework, which is the
root cause of conservativeness, and work in a frequency domain instead. We first
transform the fundamental MIMO margin equation with the diagonal structure of
gain perturbations into a constrained quadratic optimization problem. Next, we uti-
lize the Lagrange multiplier method to obtain an unconstrained optimization prob-
lem, whose necessary/stationary condition is numerically solved by the Newton–
Raphson iteration algorithm and whose sufficient condition is verified by the eigen-
value check.
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Fig. 6.13 Diagram of a
MIMO control system

6.3.1 The Proposed Approach

Consider the conventional unity output feedback system depicted in Fig. 6.13. It
follows from Wang et al. [12] that the loop gain margin problem of MIMO feedback
systems is formulated as follows.

Problem For an m×m open-loop process model, G(s), under the decentralized
gain controller, Δ = diag{k1, . . . , km}, find the ranges, (ki, ki), i = 1, . . . ,m, such
that the closed-loop system is stable when ki ∈ (ki, ki) for all i, but marginally sta-
ble when ki = ki or ki = ki for some i. For the special case of the common gain
controller, K(s)= kIm, the resulting solution k ∈ [k, k] is called the common gain
margin of the system.

Let the plant G(s) and the diagonal controller Δ be described by

G(s)=
⎡
⎢⎣
g11 · · · g1m
...

. . .
...

gm1 · · · gmm

⎤
⎥⎦ , Δ=

⎡
⎢⎣
k1 0 0

0
. . . 0

0 0 km

⎤
⎥⎦ .

Note that unlike the standard robust stability analysis for which the nominal case
means Δ = 0, our nominal case is for no gain perturbation, that is, Δ = Im, unity
gain or no gain change at all. In the frequency domain, the generalized Nyquist sta-
bility criterion [4] is widely used to examine the stability of the closed-loop system.
Under the nominal stabilization, the closed-loop system can be destabilized if and
only if there is a gain perturbation Δ such that

det
(
I +G(jω)Δ)= 0. (6.13)

In this section, we try to trace all the diagonal gain perturbations Δ that sat-
isfy (6.13). It follows from linear algebra that (6.13) holds if and only if there exists
some nonzero unit vectors z ∈ Cm such that

z=−ΔGz or (I +ΔG)z= 0. (6.14)

Baron and Jonckheere [38] found the solution to (6.14) by recasting it into a con-
strained optimization, but for a full (nondiagonal) matrix which would not corre-
spond to any loop gain or phase perturbations in practical situations. Their method
is thus not applicable to our case of the diagonal real matrix, Δ.

Consider a diagonal real matrix Δ. Let v = [v1, v2, . . . , vm]T, and z = [z1, z2,

. . . , zm]T. It follows from Fig. 6.13 that

v =−Gz (6.15)
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and z=Δv, which implies

zi = kivi or ki = zi/vi, i = 1, . . . ,m. (6.16)

We try to find the solution z through an optimization technique and then obtain v
andΔ from (6.15) and (6.16), respectively. We take the following quadratic function
as the cost function for ease of optimization:

J =−v∗z= z∗G∗z.
This problem should be addressed subject to (6.14). But (6.14) involves additional
Δ, which is inconvenient to deal with. We need to change (6.14) to a more tractable
form based on the system configuration in Fig. 6.13. By (6.16), v∗i zi = kiv

∗
i vi =

ki‖vi‖2 is a real number. Note that v∗i zi = [0, . . . , v∗i ,0, . . . ][0, . . . , zi ,0, . . . ]T =
v∗Hiz=−z∗G∗Hiz, where Hi = [hpq ] is given by

hpq =
{

1, p = q = i,
0, otherwise.

Besides, the unit vector zmeets z∗z= 1. Combining the above two conditions yields
the constrain on z: {

z∗z= 1,
Im(−z∗G∗Hiz)= 0, i = 1, . . . ,m.

(6.17)

Therefore, we obtain our constrained optimization problem as

min
(
z∗G∗z

)
or max

(
z∗G∗z

)
,

s.t.

{
z∗z= 1
Im(−z∗G∗Hiz)= 0, i = 1, . . . ,m.

(6.18)

It should be pointed out that z ∈ Cm will lead to the failure of solving the op-
timization problem (6.18) because neither the cost function nor the constraints are
holomorphic functions of z [41]. Fortunately, it is convenient to convert (6.18) to
an equivalent real constrained optimization problem by decomplexification, which
is a standard technique described by Galin [42]. This process makes use of a canon-
ical isomorphism between Cm and R2m. Let zi = Re(zi)+ j Im(zi); vi = Re(vi)+
j Im(vi); Zi = [Re(zi), Im(zi)]T; Vi = [Re(vi), Im(vi)]T; Z = [Z1; · · · ;Zi; · · · ];
V = [V1; · · · ;Vi; · · · ]; gpq = Re(gpq)+ j Im(gpq); Gpq =

[Re(gpq) −Im(gpq)
Im(gpq) Re(gpq)

]
; i =

1, . . . ,m, p,q = 1, . . . ,m;

G=
⎡
⎢⎣
G11 · · · G1m
...

...

Gm1 · · · Gmm

⎤
⎥⎦ .

Note that Im(v∗i zi) = V T
i MZi , where M = [ 0 1

−1 0

]
, and it follows that z∗G∗z =

Z
T
G

T
Z; z∗z = Z

T
Z; Im(−z∗G∗Hiz) = −ZT

G
T
H
i
WZ, where W =
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diag{M, . . . ,M}, i = 1, . . . ,m, H
i = [hpq ] with

hpq =
{

1, p = q = 2i or 2i − 1,
0, otherwise.

Thus, the constrained optimization (6.18) in Cm is equivalent to the following opti-

mization problem in R2m:

min
(
Z

T
G

T
Z
)

or max
(
Z

T
G

T
Z
)
,

s.t.

{
Z

T
Z = 1,

Z
T
G

T
H
i
WZ = 0, i = 1,2, . . . ,m.

(6.19)

To solve the above constrained optimization problem (6.19), we use the Lagrange

multiplier technique:

f (θ)= ZT
G

T
Z + λ1

(
Z

T
Z − 1

)+
m∑
i=1

λi+1
(
Z

T
G

T
H
i
WZ

)
,

where θ = [ZT
, λ1, λ2, . . . , λm+1]T. The stationary condition for optimality is

q(θ)=: ∂f (θ)/∂θ

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(G
T +G)Z + 2λ1Z +∑m

i=1 λi+1[(GT
H
i
W)T +GT

H
i
W ]Z

Z
T
Z − 1

Z
T
G

T
H

1
WZ

...

Z
T
G

T
H
m
WZ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 0.

(6.20)

A numerical solution to (6.20) is sought by the Newton–Raphson algorithm:

θn+1 = θn − J−1[q(θn)]q(θn), (6.21)
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where

J
[
q(θn)

]

= ∂q(θn)

∂θn
= ∂2f (θn)

∂θ2
n

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(G
T +G)+ 2λ1I2m

+∑m
i=1 λi+1[(GT

H
i
W)T

+GT
H
i
W ]

2Z
[(GT

H
1
W)T

+GT
H

1
W ]Z · · ·

[(GT
H
m
W)T

+GT
H
m
W ]Z

2Z
T

0 0 · · · 0

Z
T[(GT

H
1
W)T +GT

H
1
W ] 0 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
...

Z
T[(GT

H
m
W)T +GT

H
m
W ] 0 0 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

is the Jacobian matrix of q(θn). If J is singular, then a Moore–Penrose inverse is
used.

Since (6.19) involves quadratic functions only, the iteration routine will converge,
and the convergent point gives the minimum or maximum when the constraints have
a nonempty admissible set, that is, the nonzero vector Z satisfies all the constraint
conditions in (6.19). To see whether the iteration routine achieves the maximum or
minimum, the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix

H = (GT +G)+ 2λ1I2m +
m∑
i=1

λi+1
[(
G

T
H
i
W
)T +GT

H
i
W
]

(6.22)

are calculated, and they should be all nonnegative for the minimum case and all
nonpositive for the maximum case. To find, say, the maximum from the minimum,
a new search is carried out with the initial search direction set as opposite to the
eigenvector of H corresponding to the largest positive eigenvalue.

Algorithm 6.1 Finding the gain solution to (6.13), given ω, G(jω) and initial
search vector θ0.

Step 1. Run the Newton–Raphson iteration (6.21). If the iteration is convergent,
obtain z, v and the gains from (6.21), (6.15), and (6.16), respectively; otherwise,
stop.

Step 2. Calculate the eigenvalues of (6.22) and decide if the solution is for the mini-
mum (or maximum) case. Set the new initial vector θ0 as opposite to the eigenvec-
tor of H corresponding to the largest positive (or smallest negative) eigenvalue.

Step 3. Go to Step 1 once more for the maximization (or minimization).
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6.3.2 Frequency Range Estimation

In principle, the optimization in (6.19) is carried out for G(jω) for each fre-
quency ω. Practically, it is too costly to do so and also unnecessary to do so since
(6.19) usually has a solution for a small subset of the entire frequency interval of
zero to infinity, recalling that a SISO system typically involves one or few frequency
points (with phase of −π or so) in determining its gain margin. Thus, we look for
the relevant frequency rangeΩ such that the solution to (6.19) may exist while there
is no solution in its complement set for which (6.19) will not be performed. From the
constraint analysis in the previous section, we know that v∗i zi = kiv∗i vi = ki‖vi‖2 is
real, so that v∗z=∑m

i=1 ki‖vi‖2 is also real, which leads to

Im(v∗z)= v∗z− z∗v
2i

= z∗
(
G(jω)−G(jω)∗

2i

)
z= 0. (6.23)

Let

P(jω)= G(jω)−G(jω)∗
2i

, (6.24)

and let λ(P (jω)) be an eigenvalue of P(jω). The set Ψ (P ) = {z∗Pz : z∗z = 1,
z ∈ Cm} is commonly called the numerical range of P [43]. Since P(jω) is a Her-
mitian matrix, the numerical range of P(jω) is the segment of the real axis bounded
by the smallest and largest eigenvalues of P(jω) [44]. As a result, if the eigenval-
ues of P(jω) are spread across zero, that is, there are opposite-sign eigenvalues or
zero eigenvalues, then the numerical range of P(jω) contains the origin, and there
will exist z satisfying (6.23) at the underlying frequency ω. This frequency is thus
relevant; otherwise, it is not. Therefore, we can employ this condition to find rele-
vant ω. To this end, we first find all the real roots ωl such that det(P (jωl))= 0. Note
that λ(P (jω)) is a continuous function of ω, and between two consecutive roots ωl
and ωl+1, the sign distribution of all λ(P (jω)) does not change. This implies that
λ(P (jω)) is always greater or less than zero for all ω ∈ (ωl,ωl+1). Hence, by cal-
culating all λ(P (jω)) for one ω ∈ (ωl,ωl+1), we know their sign distribution and
can then determine whether or not (6.23) may have a solution. If the answer is yes,
we assign (ωl,ωl+1)⊆Ω .

It follows from Fig. 6.13 that v∗i zi = kiv
∗
i vi = ki‖vi‖2should be a real number

for all i. If this is the case, we have (6.23), which has been used to determine the
frequency range Ω . Thus, the so-calculated Ω contains all ω which satisfy the con-
straint of real v∗i zi = kiv

∗
i vi = ki‖vi‖2 for all i. But the converse is not necessarily

true, that is, (6.23) does not imply v∗i zi = kiv∗i vi = ki‖vi‖2 for all i. Hence, the cal-
culation by numerical range method to meet (6.23) may not be necessary, and the
calculated Ω is overestimated.

There is a complex issue caused by high order or time delay of the system. For
a high order or time delay process, the characteristic loci can pass through the real
axis many or infinite times as the frequency goes to infinity, which implies that there
will be many or infinite frequency intervals in Ω , most of which will be shown to
be irrelevant in computing the stability boundaries (recall that we overestimated Ω
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before). Our next task is to remove these irrelevant ones in Ω to further reduce
computational burden.

As a motivation of our idea in this development, let us first consider the SISO
case. Let the phase-crossover frequencies of the time delay SISO process G(jω)
be ω1, . . . ,ωl, . . . , then, the gain solutions to 1+G(jω)K = 0 at these frequencies
are Kl =−1/G(jωl), l = 1, . . . . [1,Kl] defines one possible gain margin. The gain
margin is the intersection of all intervals, [1,Kl]. Suppose that you have done cal-
culations up to Kl . For l + 1, if Kl+1 is larger than Kl , Kl+1 should be discarded
because intersection of [1,Kl] and [1,Kl+1] is [1,Kl]. Physically, if a smaller gain
interval destabilizes the plant, so does a larger interval. The above analysis essen-
tially needs to calculate the smallest Kl denoted by K∗ which will determine the
gain margin of G(jω). If the plant has monotonically decreasing gain of its fre-
quency response, |G(jωa)| > |G(jωb)| for ωa < ωb, then one only needs to cal-
culate the first (or lowest) phase-crossover frequency and the corresponding gain
solution to determine the gain margin of the plant. More realistically, the plant may
not necessarily have a monotonically decreasing gain of its frequency response over
an entire frequency range but would almost always be so after a certain high fre-
quency. Then, one can stop calculating gain solutions to 1+G(jω)K = 0 at that
frequency onwards as their solutions will not affect or reduce the gain margin.

The situation of a MIMO process would be similar to the SISO case in the sense
that the intersection of all the sets enclosed by boundaries defined by gain solutions
of (6.13) including Δ= Im (with the assumed nominal stabilization) will be the
stabilizing one. At the computational level, we calculate gain solutions from zero
frequency range, one interval after another in Ω , till a closed region including Δ=
Im is formed. This region is then enlarged by a hypercube which encloses the region.
Then, we will discard any remaining frequency intervals in Ω for which no gain
solution lies inside the hypercube, which will not affect or reduce the previously
determined region.

For ease of explanation, let us denote Ω by Ω = (ω1,ω1) ∪ · · · (ωr ,ωr) ∪ · · ·
in the ascending order of the frequency, where (ωr ,ωr) replaces every (ωl,ωl+1)

defined and calculated before. Suppose that we have computed the gain solutions
for (ω1,ω1) ∪ · · · (ωn,ωn) and formed a closed stability region including Δ = Im.
We can readily find the maximum |ki | on the boundaries of this region and de-
note it by kmax and enlarge and enclose this region by a hypercube defined by
ki ∈ [−kmax, kmax], i = 1, . . . ,m. Note again that for any frequency ω∗ > ωn, the
gain solutions not inside the hypercube will not affect the stability boundaries and
thus need not be calculated; Otherwise, the stability region may be reduced by the
new boundaries in the hypercube. The key issue is then to check if the gain solutions
of the remaining frequency intervals (ωn+1,ωn+1), . . . , lie inside the hypercube.
Suppose that it is the case, that is, a gain solution Δ∗ = diag(k∗1 , . . . , k∗m) to (6.13) is
inside this hypercube, implying k∗i ∈ [−kmax, kmax], i = 1, . . . ,m, and there is some
eigenvalue λ(GΔ∗) such that |λ(GΔ∗)| = 1. It is well known that the spectral radius
forms a lower bound on any compatible matrix norm [45]:

ρ(GΔ)=max
∣∣λi(GΔ)∣∣≤ ‖GΔ‖1 ≤ ‖G‖1‖Δ‖1. (6.25)
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It follows that

1= ∣∣λ(GΔ∗)∣∣≤max
∣∣λi(GΔ∗)∣∣≤ ‖G‖1‖Δ∗‖1

=max
(∣∣k∗1 ∣∣, . . . , ∣∣k∗m∣∣)‖G‖1 ≤ kmax‖G‖1.

Hence, for any frequency ω∗ ∈ (ωr ,ωr), where r > n, if 1 ≤ kmax‖G(jω∗)‖1, the
gain solution Δ∗ to (6.13) would lie inside the hypercube, and the corresponding
frequency interval (ωr ,ωr) will be taken into account further. Otherwise, (ωr ,ωr)
will be removed from Ω .

With the help of the above development, the effective frequency range Ω can be
determined. The solution Δ to (6.13) is found by solving an equivalent constrained
optimization problem (6.19) for each ω ∈Ω if the nonzero Z exists. Collect all the
gain solutions and plot them. The smallest common region including Δ = Im will
be the stabilizing region. The loop gain margins are found by taking a rectangular
set in the region.

Algorithm 6.2 Finding loop gain margins for the given plant G.

Step 1. Calculate all the real roots ωl of det(P (jω)) = 0, where P(jω) is defined
in (6.24). Divide the entire frequency interval of zero to infinity into [0,ω1] ∪
(ω1,ω2] ∪ · · · (ωl,ωl+1] ∪ · · · .

Step 2. Take one ω ∈ (ωl,ωl+1] and calculate λ(P (jω)) for l = 1,2, . . .. If
λmax(P (jω))λmin(P (jω)) ≤ 0, then (ωl,ωl+1] ⊂ Ω ; Arrange Ω = (ω1,ω1] ∪
· · · (ωr ,ωr ] ∪ · · · , which is in the ascending order of the frequency. Set r = 1.

Step 3. Run Algorithm 1 for (ωr ,ωr ] to get gain solution of (6.13) and plot them. If
a closed region including Δ= Im is formed, let n= r and find the maximum |ki |
on the boundaries of this region, and denote it as kmax. Otherwise, redo this step
with r = r + 1.

Step 4. Remove the frequency interval (ωr ,ωr ] from Ω if ‖G(jω)‖1 <
1

kmax
for all

ω ∈ (ωr ,ωr ] and r > n.
Step 5. Run Algorithm 1 for all the remaining (ωr ,ωr ] in Ω , r > n, if any, and plot

them. Determine the refined stabilizing region and loop gain margins from it.

6.3.3 An Illustrative Example

Consider the time delay process

G(s)=
[

s−1
(s+1)(s+3)

−0.5s+1
0.5s3+2.5s2+s+3

0.3
s+2e

−0.3s 0.5s+1
s2+2s+5

e−0.7s

]
.

Form P(jω) using (6.24) for this and calculate the real roots of det(P (jω))= 0 to
get ω1 =±2.652, ω2 =±2.876,ω3 =±6.918, ω4 =±11.135, ω5 =±15.757. The
frequency range [0,+∞) is divided into [0,2.652] ∪ (2.652,2.876] ∪
(2.876,6.918] · · · . We check the condition of λ(P (jω))minλ(P (jω))max ≤ 0
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for any one ω in each interval and find Ω = [0,2.652] ∪ (2.876,6.918] ∪
(11.135,15.757] ∪ · · · .

Note that, for the frequency ω = 0, the system G(jω) becomes a real matrix.
In this situation, only one constraint condition z∗z= 1 is left. Using this constraint
condition and substituting (6.15) into (6.16) produce the gain solutions

{
k1 = z1−z1/3−z2/3

,

k2 = z2−0.3z1/2−z2/5
,

(6.26)

with one parameter z. The solution curve is marked by c and d in Fig. 6.14. For
nonzero frequencies, Running Step 3 of Algorithm 2 for the first two frequency
intervals, [0,2.652] and (2.876,6.918], yields a closed region including Δ = I2.
The maximum value of |ki | on the boundaries of this region is kmax = 6.659. Plot
‖G(jω)‖1 =maxj

∑m
i=1 |gij (jω)| with respect to ω and the horizontal straight line

1
kmax

in Fig. 6.15. One sees that ‖G(jω)‖1 marked by blue line is always below the

red line 1
kmax

where ω > 8.2. So, (11.135,15.757] ∪ · · · is removed from Ω . There
is no remaining frequency interval for further consideration.

The region including Δ = I2 found above is thus the stabilizing one and
is marked in yellow in Fig. 6.14. Let us, say, fix the range of k1 as k1 ∈
[−2.0233,1.1502]. The maximum rectangle is then determined in the stable re-
gion, and the corresponding range of k2 is k2 ∈ [−3.84,3.6852]. This leads to the
following gain margin for this time delay system:

k1 ∈ [−2.0233,1.1502] and k2 ∈ [−3.84,3.6852].
Besides, the common gain margin is k ∈ [−3.5544,2.4115] marked by green dash
and dot line.

For a time delay system, one cannot use the LMI method [12] directly but need to
make an approximation to time delay terms firstly. Suppose that we make the Pade
approximation e−L ≈ (1−Ls/2)/(1+Ls/2) for time delay terms. Let the range of
k1 be the same as above. The stabilizing range for other loop is computed by Wang
et al.’s [12] method as

k2 ∈ [−3.2188,5.0708].
For comparison, the loop 2 has the equivalent transfer function as follows:

g2 =
(
g22 − k1g12g21

1+ k1g11

)
k2. (6.27)

Consider the lower bound of k2 first. We draw its Nyquist curve for two cases,
(k1 =−2.0233, k2 =−3.2188) from the LMI method and (k1 = −2.0233,
k2 =−3.84) from the proposed method. In Fig. 6.16, one sees that the former is
not at critical stability while the latter is, indicating that the former is indeed con-
servative while the latter is exact. Consider now the upper bound of k2. Figure 6.17
shows the Nyquist curve of (6.27) for (k1 = 1.1502, k2 = 5.0708) from LMI method
and (k1 = 1.1502, k2 = 3.6852) from the proposed method, respectively. One sees
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Fig. 6.14 Stabilizing region
of (k1, k2)

Fig. 6.15 The curves of
‖G(jω)‖1 and 1

kmax

that the former is unstable while the latter still produces a critically stable case. The
upper bound of gain margin for loop 2 obtained by LMI method is far away from
the true value, and this is because of the time delay approximation.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, MIMO systems are introduced along with fundamental concepts
such as transfer function matrices, poles, zeros, and feedback system stability. Next,
a graphical design method for decentralized PI controller for the gain and phase
margin specifications on each loop is presented for TITO processes. To deal with the
interactions between the control loops, we treat the TITO process into two equiv-
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Fig. 6.16 Nyquist curve
of g2

Fig. 6.17 Nyquist curve
of g2

alent single loops with the unknown controller in the other loop as uncertainty at
the beginning, with which an initial controller is designed. The controller in one
loop is refined when the controller in the other loop is known. For SISO PI tuning,
our early graphical design in Fung et al. [11] is used. A simulation example has
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. Thirdly, the MIMO loop
gain margins are defined with regard to simultaneous changes of multiple loop gains,
and an effective algorithm is developed for their exact computation. The fundamen-
tal stability condition in the frequency domain is converted by the vector mapping
method to a constrained optimization, with which the exact stability boundary is
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sought. The latter problem is then solved numerically by the Lagrange multiplier
technique and Newton–Raphson iteration algorithm. The MIMO loop gain mar-
gins are found from exact stability boundary, and thus they are also exact, which
eliminates the conservativeness of the existing method based on time domain lin-
ear matrix inequalities (LMI). The results are demonstrated for a time delay sys-
tem.

Over the decades, researchers have developed rich modern control theories and
designs for MIMO systems with sound mathematics. But their application in prac-
tical industrial systems seems limited except for a few methods such as MPC. The
classical control theory and design for SISO systems often work in the frequency
domain with a simple stability test, gain, and phases margins as performance specifi-
cations. They work well in industry because engineers find them easy to understand
and convenient to apply and implement to meet practical needs. This is in contrast to
the state space approach, where state variables may have no actual physical mean-
ing, and they are often not all measurable in the practice. In line with this view,
research and development of MIMO versions of SISO frequency response tech-
niques for stability test, performance measures, and robustness would be of great
theoretical and practical value. The work presented in this chapter reflects our latest
efforts, and other projects are under progress.
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Chapter 7
Feedforward Compensation for PID Control
Loops

José Luis Guzmán, Tore Hägglund, and Antonio Visioli

7.1 Introduction

It is well known that the performance of a PID controller much depends, in addition
to the tuning of the PID parameters [20], on the appropriate implementation of suit-
able additional functionalities, such as signal filtering, anti-windup, gain schedul-
ing, and feedforward from set-point and measurable load disturbances [2, 3, 34].
Such features are nowadays easy to implement, due to the increased computational
power available in Distributed Control Systems (DCS) as well as in single-station
controllers. In order to preserve the ease of use of the overall controller, these func-
tionalities should be transparent to the user and be intuitive.

This chapter focuses on the design and implementation of feedforward compen-
sators, to be employed together with PID feedback controllers, for both set-point
following and load disturbance rejection problems. The two problems are treated
separately. Sect. 7.2 treats feedforward from the set-point, and Sect. 7.3 treats feed-
forward from load disturbances.

Regarding the set-point following, the typical approach of exploiting a feed-
forward control action is to implement a two-degree-of-freedom control scheme,
to adopt a feedforward (linear) compensator [16]. The use of the well-known set-
point weighting strategy [1] falls into this framework. The main disadvantage of this
method is that the reduction of the overshoot is paid by a slower set-point response.
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To overcome this drawback, the use of an inverse model-based feedforward action
can be employed [2] (see Sect. 7.2.1). Alternatively, the use of a variable set-point
weight has been proposed [13, 32], but it has to be noted that in these cases, the reg-
ulation and servo control performances are no longer independent and the overall
control scheme design is more complex.

In Sect. 7.2, after having presented the standard feedforward control scheme,
different advanced methodologies, which exploit the fact that a process output tran-
sition is required instead of tracking a general reference signal, are presented. In
particular, the design of a causal feedforward action and of a noncausal feedforward
action are considered. In the first case, a (nonlinear) two-state control law is de-
scribed. In the second case, to be employed when desired process output transitions
are known in advance, strategies based on input–output inversion are explained both
in the continuous-time and discrete-time frameworks.

Feedforward from measurable load disturbances provides a possibility to make
control actions before any disturbance response has occurred in the process output.
The typical design approach composes the compensator as the dynamics between
the load disturbance and the process output divided by the dynamics between the
control signal and the process output, with reversed sign. However, this ideal com-
pensator is seldom realizable. The compensator may be noncausal, it may be un-
stable, it may have infinite high-frequency gain because of derivative action, and it
may require a more complicated structure than what is available. These facts make
the design problem nontrivial, and there is a need for design strategies and tuning
rules.

There are a few design methods in the literature for feedforward compensator
design for load disturbances. In [29], a design procedure for a lead-lag compensator
was proposed, where the static gain of the compensator is calculated from pure
static models, and the time constants of the lead-lag filter are then determined in
order to reach IE = 0 with minimized IAE. In [28], a design procedure where the
feedforward gain is determined in the same way as in [29] is presented. A manual
tuning procedure is then suggested to tune the time constants of the lead-lag filter.
A similar approach to that in [28] was presented in [8], where a tuning procedure
based on a training film from Foxboro, produced in 1978, was employed. Never-
theless, all these design methods are based on open-loop design, i.e., the feedback
controller is not taken into account when the feedforward compensator is designed.
This drawback was noticed first in [6], and later, in [14], a design method was pre-
sented where the feedback controller was taken into account when designing the
feedforward compensator. The proposed design method is based on minimizing the
norm of the transfer function between the disturbance and the process output, where
the compensator is obtained after repeated solutions of least-square problems, but
no simple and straightforward rules were presented.

Therefore, there is a lack of simple tuning rules for the design of feedforward
compensators related to load disturbance rejection taking the feedback controller
into account. To face this issue, a new simple feedforward control design method
that takes the feedback controller into account was presented in [11], where the pa-
rameters of the feedforward compensator are calculated directly from the process
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models and the feedback controller parameters. In Sect. 7.3, the load rejection prob-
lem is first introduced. Afterwards, the classical open-loop design problem is sum-
marized, and its main drawbacks are demonstrated. Then, the new design method
that takes the feedback controller into account is described. The goal of the design
is to obtain a load disturbance response without overshoot that has a minimum IAE
value. Furthermore, restrictions on the high-frequency gain of the compensator are
considered.

7.2 Feedforward Control for Set-Point Following

In the following subsections, different design methodologies for the improvement
of the set-point following performance of a PID control scheme are presented. The
addressed problem is to achieve a transition of the process output y from the value
y0 to the value y1 in a predefined time interval of duration τ . Hereafter, for the sake
of clarity and without loss of generality, it is assumed that y0 = 0 and y1 > 0.

7.2.1 Standard Approach

The standard methodology for the implementation of a feedforward action for the
improvement of set-point following task (note that this control scheme can be effec-
tively used to track any reference signal r(t)) is that shown in Fig. 7.1, where M(s)

is a reference model that gives the desired response of a set-point change, and G(s)
is chosen as

G(s)= M(s)

P̃ (s)
, (7.1)

where P̃ (s) is the minimum-phase part of the process transfer function P(s). Note
that this is actually a general scheme and can be implemented with any feedback
controller C, although here the adoption of a PID controller is assumed.

Obviously, the effectiveness of feedforward control heavily depends on the accu-
racy of the estimated process model (see the remarkable result presented in [9]). In
any case, even if a perfect model is available, the design of M(s) is a crucial issue,
as it represents the desired performance. It has to contain the nonminimum-phase
(i.e., the noninvertible) part of P(s), and also it should take into account actuator
limits (see Sect. 7.2.5).

7.2.2 Two-State Time-Optimal Feedforward Control

A feedforward technique control inspired by the bang-bang control strategy [18]
can be employed effectively in order to fully exploit the capabilities of the actuator
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Fig. 7.1 Block diagram for
the standard implementation
of feedforward action for
set-point following task

Fig. 7.2 Block diagram of
the PID plus two-state
feedforward action control
scheme

to achieve a set-point transition [37, 38]. In particular, in [33], the control scheme
shown in Fig. 7.2 has been proposed. Experimental results for a pharmaceutical
plant are shown in [36]. The (self-regulating) process is described by a first-order-
plus-dead-time (FOPDT) model, i.e.,

P(s)= K

T s + 1
e−Ls, (7.2)

where K is the process gain, T is the time constant, and L is the dead-time. Based
on this model, the output uff of the feedforward block FF is defined as follows:

uff(t)=
{
ūff if t < τ,
y1
K

if t ≥ τ, (7.3)

where the value of ūff is determined, after trivial calculations, in such a way that the
process output y (which is necessarily zero until time t = L) is y1 at time t = τ +L.
This produces the result

ūff = y1/K

1− e−τ/T . (7.4)

In this way, if the process is described perfectly by model (7.2), an output transition
in the time interval [L,τ +L] occurs. Then, at time t = τ +L, the output settles at
value y1 thanks to the constant value assumed by uff(t) for t ≥ τ . Formally, it is

y(t)=
⎧⎨
⎩

0 if t < L,

ūff(1− exp(−t/T )) if L< t < L+ τ,
y1 if t ≥ L.

(7.5)

Then, a suitable reference signal yf has to be applied to the closed-loop system. It is
desired that yf be equal to the desired process output (7.5) that would be obtained
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in the case where the process is modeled perfectly by expression (7.2). Thus, the
step reference signal r of amplitude y1 has to be filtered by the system

F(s)= Kūff

y1
· 1

T s + 1
e−Ls (7.6)

and then saturated at the level y1.
The overall control scheme design involves the selection of the transition time τ

and of the PID parameters. The choice of a sensible value of τ can be made by the
user either directly or through a (possibly) more intuitive reasoning. For example,
the user might select a ratio between the bandwidth of the open-loop system and
that of the closed-loop one, from which the value of τ can be determined easily.
Obviously, decreasing the value of τ means that the value of ūff (and therefore of
the overall manipulated variable) increases, and too low values of τ might imply
that the determined control variable cannot be applied due to the saturation of the
actuator. Thus, alternatively, the user might first select the value of ūff depending on
the desired control effort (defined typically as a percentage of the maximum limit of
the manipulated variable) and determine consequently the value of τ . In this way,
the potentiality of the actuator can be fully exploited, and the problems associated
with the use of the standard control scheme of Fig. 7.1 are avoided. In any case, the
design parameter τ has a clear physical meaning, as it handles the trade-off between
performance, robustness, and control activity [15, 19]. Indeed, it has the same role
of the time constant of the reference model M(s) in the classic technique. It can be
therefore exploited to satisfy the specific requirements of a given application.

The tuning of the PID controller should take the robustness issue into account,
since the feedforward action is based on a simple FOPDT model of the plant and
the compensation of the (unavoidable) modeling errors is left to the feedback con-
trol law. In this respect, it is very useful to consider the analysis made in [37], where
it is shown that the deviations due to the modeling errors between the desired and
the actual output can be treated as the effect of a load disturbance. Thus, it is sen-
sible to tune the PID controller by taking into account its load disturbance rejection
performance.

As an illustrative example, consider the FOPDT process

P(s)= 1

10s + 1
e−4s (7.7)

and the PID controller

C(s)=Kp

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

)
(7.8)

whose parameters are selected according to the Ziegler–Nichols tuning rules,
namely, Kp = 3, Ti = 8, and Td = 2. If τ = 10 is selected, it results (for y1 = 1)
in ūff = 1.58. The closed-loop step response is shown as a solid line in Fig. 7.3,
where it is compared with the one obtained by using the standard method described
in Sect. 7.2.1 (dashed line). In this case, M(s)= (10s+ 1)/(2s + 1) has been cho-
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Fig. 7.3 Simulation results for the two-state and standard feedforward action control schemes.
Solid line: two-state feedforward control. Dashed line: standard feedforward control with no satu-
ration. Dash-dotted line: standard feedforward control with saturation

sen in order to obtain a similar rise time. It appears that a much higher control effort
is required by the standard method to obtain the same performance (note that in
both cases, the output of the PID controller is zero because there is no model uncer-
tainty). Indeed, if the control variable is saturated at ūff = 1.58, the closed-loop step
response obtained by using the control scheme of Fig. 7.1 presents a much larger
overshoot and settling time (dash-dotted line in Fig. 7.3).

It is worth noting at this point that an extension of the method to multi-input-
multi-output (MIMO) systems has been proposed in [27].

7.2.3 Noncausal Feedforward Action: Continuous-Time Case

When the process output transition is known in advance, a noncausal feedforward
action determined can be used by applying a stable input–output inversion proce-
dure [24]. The approach consists in selecting a desired output function that meets
the control requirements and then determining, by inverting the system dynamics,
the input function that causes that selected output signal. Thus, a suitable command
signal is applied to the closed-loop control system, instead of the typical step signal,
in order to achieve a high performance (i.e., low rise time and low overshoot at the
same time) when the process output is required to assume a new value. The related
scheme is that shown in Fig. 7.4.
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Fig. 7.4 Control scheme
based on non-causal
feedforward action

7.2.3.1 Design Methodology

As a first step of the design methodology, the process to be controlled (assumed to
be self-regulating) is modeled as a FOPDT transfer function, where the dead-time
term is approximated by means of a second-order Padè approximation, i.e.,

P(s)= K

T s + 1
e−Ls ∼= K

T s + 1
· 1−Ls/6+L2s2/12

1+Ls/6+L2s2/12
. (7.9)

Note that if the process is non-self-regulating, it can be modeled as an integrator-
plus-dead-time (IPDT) transfer function, i.e.,

P(s)= K

s
· 1−Ls/6+L2s2/12

1+Ls/6+L2s2/12
. (7.10)

Then the methodology is basically the same for the FOPDT case, and details for this
case are omitted hereafter.

An output filtered PID controller in ideal form is employed as the feedback con-
troller

C(s)=Kp

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

)
1

Tf s + 1
, (7.11)

where the tuning of the parameters can be done according to any of the many meth-
ods proposed in the literature [20] or even by a trial-and-error procedure (note that,
in any case, as the purpose of the overall procedure is the attainment of a high per-
formance in the set-point following task, independently of the controller gains, it is
sensible to select the PID parameters aiming only at obtaining a good load rejection
performance).

At this point, a desired output function yd(t) that defines the transition from the
set-point value y0 = 0 to y1 (to be performed in the time interval [0, τ ]) has to be
selected. A sensible choice is to adopt a so-called “transition” polynomial [22], i.e.,
a polynomial function that is parameterized by the transition time τ and that satisfies
boundary conditions at the endpoints of interval [0, τ ]. In particular, a third-order
polynomial is selected in order to obtain a continuous command input function:

yd(t)= y1

(
− 2

τ 3
t3 + 3

τ 2
t2
)
, t ∈ [0, τ ]. (7.12)

Outside the interval [0, τ ], the function y(t) is equal to 0 for t < 0 and to y1 for
t > τ .
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Once the closed-loop system is designed and the desired output function is se-
lected, the problem of finding the command signal r(t) that provides the desired
output function has to be solved. This can be done by applying a suitable stable
input–output inversion procedure (see [24] for details). Eventually, as the closed-
loop transfer function (denoted as H(s)) is nonminimum-phase (and therefore a
standard inversion of the transfer function would yield an unbounded command sig-
nal), a (bounded) command function defined over the interval (−∞,+∞) results.
It is therefore necessary to adopt a truncated function ra(t), resulting in an approxi-
mate generation of the desired output yd(t). In particular, a preactuation time ts and
a postactuation time tf can be selected so that ra(t)= 0 for t < ts and ra(t)= y1 for
t > tf . By taking into account that the preactuation and postactuation inputs (i.e.,
the input defined for t < 0 and t > τ , respectively) converge exponentially to zero
as time t→−∞ and to y1 as time t→+∞, an arbitrarily precise approximation
can be accomplished [23]. Alternatively, in order to simplify the computation, the
method suggested in [21] can be adopted. It consists in selecting

ts =− 10

Drhp
, tf = τ + 10

Dlhp
, (7.13)

where Drhp and Dlhp are the minimum distances of the right and left half-plane
zeros, respectively, from the imaginary axis of the complex plane. Note that the
preactuation time depends only on the (apparent) dead-time of the process, as this
determines the unstable zeros of the closed-loop systems by means of the Padè ap-
proximation. Indeed, by taking into account (7.13), it is ts =−10L/3. Conversely,
the postactuation time depends on the tuning of the PID parameters because the
stable zeros of the closed-loop systems are those of the controller.

7.2.3.2 Discussion

The stable input–output inversion procedure can be performed by means of a sym-
bolic computation, i.e., a closed-form expression of the command input function
r(t) results. Indeed, the actual command signal to be applied for a given plant and
a given controller is determined by substituting the actual value of the parameters
into the resulting closed-form expression, and this actually motivates its strong ap-
peal in the context of PID control. Indeed, the overall procedure can be easily made
transparent to the user. Further, being based on a general methodology [23], where
H(s) can be any rational transfer function of any (stable) system (provided that
there are not purely imaginary zeros), the proposed approach can be straightfor-
wardly applied also to PI, P, and PD controls and can be extended also to high-order
processes. Thus, a more accurate model of the process, if available, can be fully
exploited. However, in this case, the inversion procedure has to be performed.

Note also that, once the PID controller has been tuned, the only free design pa-
rameter is the transition time τ . Its role is basically the same of the transition time in
the causal nonlinear feedforward method described in Sect. 7.2.2, namely, it allows
one to handle the trade-off between performance, robustness, and control activity. It
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Fig. 7.5 Two-degree-of-
freedom control scheme
based on noncausal
feedforward action

can be selected therefore by applying an analogous reasoning. However, by exploit-
ing the closed-form expression of the control variable that can be easily derived, the
transition time can be also determined by solving an optimization problem where
its value has to be minimized subject to actuator constraints.

7.2.3.3 Implementation Issues

The command input in the interval [ts , tf ] is actually composed of three terms (the
first one defined in the time interval [ts ,0], the second one in the time interval
[0, τ ], and the final one in the time interval [τ, tf ]), and its expression, depend-
ing on the time variable t , can be difficult to implement with standard industrial
hardware/software components [24]. For a simpler implementation of the method,
it is convenient to obtain the command input as a step response, according to the
two-degree-of-freedom control scheme of Fig. 7.5 [5]. Therein, the signal to be ap-
plied to the closed-loop system is obtained as a step response of a filter F(s). For
this purpose, it is necessary first of all to shift the time axis by substituting t = t̄ − ts
and by taking t̄ as the new time variable. Then, the expression of the filter F(s) can
be obtained by applying the Laplace transform operator to ra(t̄; τ):

Ra(s; τ)= L
[
ra(t̄; τ)

]
(7.14)

and by imposing that

Ra(s; τ)= 1

s
F (s; τ). (7.15)

Thus, we simply obtain

F(s; τ)= sRa(s; τ). (7.16)

By performing the required (symbolic) computations and by substituting backwards
t̄ = t + ts we therefore have that the command signal ra(t; τ) is obtained as the step
response of the following filters, to be considered in different time intervals:

F(s; τ)=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

β2,1s
2+β1,1s+β0,1

α2,1s
2+α1,1s+α0,1

for 0≤ t <−ts ,
β7,2s

7+···+β0,2

α7,2s
7+···+α3,2s

3 for − ts ≤ t <−ts + τ,
β2,3s

2+β1,3s+β0,3

α2,3s
2+α1,3s+α0,3

for − ts + τ ≤ t <−ts + tf ,
H−1(0) for t ≥−ts + tf ,

(7.17)
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where β2,1, . . . , β0,1, β7,2, . . . , β0,2, β2,3, . . . , β0,3 and α2,1, . . . , α0,1, α7,2, . . . , α3,2,
α2,3, . . . , α0,3 are suitable coefficients.

In other words, a step signal has to be applied at t = 0 to the four different filters
in (7.17), and then the command input to be applied to the closed-loop system is
obtained by selecting the step responses of the filters according to the time intervals
determined in (7.17). This strategy can be implemented easily in a Distributed Con-
trol System where a selector determines the required command input to be applied to
the PID-based feedback control system by choosing between three transfer function
blocks and a gain block according to the current time interval after the application
of a set-point step signal.

A possible simplification for the implementation of the noncausal feedforward
control strategy would be the use of a single transfer function instead of the four
defined in (7.17). In general, the determined command input function can have a
complex (nonmonotonic) shape, and it can be difficult to represent it as a step re-
sponse of a single transfer function. However, there are cases for which this can be
possible with a good accuracy. In particular, this happens when the command input
function is smooth. Conditions for the occurrence of this situation can be found by
considering the following proposition [22].

Proposition 7.1 Given the closed-loop system H(s) and the input function r(·; τ),
the following limit holds:

lim
τ→+∞

∥∥H(0)r(·; τ)− yd(·; τ)∥∥∞ = 0, (7.18)

where ‖f (·)‖ := supt∈R |f (t)| denotes the L∞ norm of a real signal f (t).

From a practical point of view this means that, when the transition time increases,
the input function tends to be more similar to the desired output function. From an-
other point of view, increasing the transition time τ yields a more robust system,
namely, the obtained system output tends to be more similar to the desired out-
put function. From these considerations it can be concluded that when the obtained
system output has virtually no overshoot, then the corresponding system input is
sufficiently smooth to be approximated as a step response of a single filter. By con-
sidering a large number of simulation results with different systems and different
controllers [5], it turns out that an overshoot less than 5% is obtained in general
when the transition time is selected as τ > 2L. Thus, in this case the command in-
put can be obtained as a step response of a single filter whose transfer function can
be obtained by applying a standard least squares procedure [30] and by taking a step
signal as input and the determined command signal as output (note that there is no
noise). A fourth-order transfer function is generally sufficient to obtain a satisfactory
performance.

7.2.3.4 Simulation Results

As an illustrative example, consider again process (7.7) with the PID controller
tuned with the Ziegler–Nichols rules (see Sect. 7.2.2). The results obtained by se-
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Fig. 7.6 Simulation results for the inversion-based control scheme. Solid line: process variable.
Dashed line: control variable. Dash-dotted line: command input

lecting τ = 10 are shown in Fig. 7.6, where the determined command input is plot-
ted in addition to the process and control variables. The effect of the preactuation
(which starts at time ts = −13.34) can be evaluated. Note that in the plot the zero
time has been conveniently shifted to ts .

7.2.4 Noncausal Feedforward Action: Discrete-Time Case

A noncausal feedforward action can be designed also in a different context, namely,
by inverting the dynamics of the closed-loop system after having identified it in the
discrete-time framework by means of a step response [35].

Consider again the scheme shown in Fig. 7.4. As for the method described in
Sect. 7.2.3, the aim is to find the command function r(t) that produces a desired
system output transition from y0 = 0 to y1, but here no a priori knowledge on the
process model is assumed. For this purpose, sampled data are considered, where it
is assumed that the sampling interval T has been chosen suitably by any standard
technique [4].

An identification experiment can be easily performed by applying a unit step
signal to the input of the closed-loop system. By denoting as gi := g(iT ), i =
1, . . . ,N , the corresponding sampled output values, a closed-loop system model
can then be obtained by considering the truncated response (t ∈ {T ,2T , . . . ,NT }):

y(t)= y0 + gt/T r(0)+
t/T−1∑
i=1

gi
[
r(t − iT )− r(t − (i + 1)T

)]
, (7.19)

where r(t) is the system input, and the number N of parameters has to be taken
sufficiently high in order to allow a sufficiently accurate description of the system,
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but not too high in order to minimize the computational effort of the control strategy.
From a practical point of view, the sampling of the step response in order to obtain
parameters gi should stop when the process output remains close to its steady-state
value for a sufficiently long time. At this point, it is convenient to write expression
(7.19) in matrix form:

Y =GR, (7.20)

where

Y = [y(T ) y(2T ) y(3T ) · · · y(NT )
]T
,

G=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

g1 0 0 . . . 0
−g1 + g2 g1 0 . . . 0
−g2 + g3 −g1 + g2 g1 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . . 0

−gN−1 + gN −gN−2 + gN−1 −gN−3 + gN−2 . . . g1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

and

R = [r(0) r(T ) r(2T ) · · · r
(
(N − 1)T

)]T
.

Note that in many cases, as the model is obtained by evaluating a standard closed-
loop step response, data taken from an output transition performed during routine
process operations can be adopted. Obviously, it is important that the collected data
be representative of a true step response (and therefore operations such as filter-
ing and detrending might be necessary [17]) and if an unexpected load disturbance
occurs during the transient response, they should not be adopted (see [12, 31] for
methods to detect load disturbances).

The desired output function is chosen again as a fifth-order transition polynomial
in order to obtain a convenient trade-off between the need to decrease the rise time
and the need to decrease the control effort (note that the rise time decreases and the
control effort increases when the order of the polynomial increases):

yd(t; τ)=
{
y1(

6
τ 5 t

5 − 15
τ 4 t

4 + 10
τ 3 t

3) if 0≤ t ≤ τ,
y1 if t > τ.

(7.21)

Regarding the choice of the value of the transition time τ , the same considerations
discussed in the continuous-time case can be applied also in this case.

The array Yd can therefore be constructed based on the selected desired output
function. Then, the corresponding closed-loop system input r(t) that causes yd(t; τ)
can be easily determined by simply inverting the system using expression (7.20).
Matrix G, in order to be invertible by a standard numeric algorithm, should be well
conditioned, namely, there must not be a row (or a column) where all the elements
are very small with respect to the elements of other rows (or columns). This hap-
pens when the process has a true dead-time or an apparent dead-time (i.e., when the
process is of high order), which causes some of the first sampled output values gi of
the step response to be null or almost null. Thus, denote by k the number of the first
rows of G in which all the elements are less than a selected threshold ε. Then, ma-
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trix Ĝ can be obtained by removing the first k rows and the last k columns from G.
Subsequently, by evaluating yd(t; τ) at the first N − k sampling time intervals, the
array Yd = [yd(T ; τ) yd(2T ; τ) · · · yd((N − k)T ; τ)]T can be easily constructed.
The first N − k values of the command reference input are then determined by ap-
plying the following expression:

R̂ = [r(T ) r(2T ) · · · r
(
(N − k)T )]T = Ĝ−1Yd. (7.22)

In this way, the input function can be calculated by simply determining the inverse
of a matrix.

Note that if the sampling interval T and the value of N have been selected appro-
priately, as well as the value of τ , then the last element of the array R̂ actually corre-
sponds to the steady-state value of the input, and therefore the value of r((N − k)T )
can be applied to the closed-loop system for t > (N − k)T . Note also that, since
the first k rows and the last k columns have been removed from matrix G, the out-
put function obtained is delayed by kT with respect to the desired one. Actually,
the dead-time is removed in the model of the closed-loop system transfer function
adopted in the dynamic inversion.

As an illustrative example, the same process (7.7) with the PID controller (7.8)
tuned again with the Ziegler–Nichols rules has been considered. The initial set-point
step response and that obtained after having applied the inversion procedure (with
τ = 10) are shown in Fig. 7.7. The obtained performance is, as expected, similar to
that achieved in the continuous-time case.

7.2.5 Comparison

By looking at the presented examples and at many simulation and experimental
results [24, 33–36], it can be deduced that the main advantages of the two-state
feedforward control method is that it exploits full actuator capabilities in order to
provide a minimum transition time and that there is no preactuation time interval.
However, the inversion-based method provides a smoother control signal, and, most
of all, it provides a similar performance in the presence of (very) different PID
parameters (and also in the presence of modeling uncertainties).

7.2.6 Other Methodologies

Other feedforward control strategies to be employed with PID controllers have been
proposed recently. In particular, the use of a Chebyshev technique has been de-
vised in order to determine a feedforward control signal that provides a minimum-
time rest-to-rest transition subject to constraints on both process input and out-
put [10, 25, 26]. With the same aim, a linear programming approach is proposed
in [7]. Details are not provided here for brevity. They can be found in the given
references.
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Fig. 7.7 Simulation results for the discrete-time inversion-based control scheme. Dashed line:
initial step response. Solid line: response to the inversion-based command signal

7.3 Feedforward Control for Load Disturbance Rejection

In the following subsections, the problem of feedforward from load disturbances
within a PID control scheme is analyzed. First, the basic feedforward design is de-
scribed, and it is shown that the PID controller should be taken into account in the
feedforward design process. Subsequently, new tuning rules, which have been re-
cently presented in [11] for the design of feedforward compensators, are introduced
where the closed-loop dynamics is considered during the design process. Several
simulations are presented along the subsections to show the advantages of the pro-
posed design rules.

7.3.1 The Feedforward Control Problem

The feedforward control problem for load disturbance rejection is illustrated by the
block diagram in Fig. 7.8. The diagram consists of the basic feedback loop with
feedback controller C, process P1P2, and the signals set-point r , control signal u,
and process output y. A measurable load disturbance d influences the feedback loop
according to the figure, with transfer function P2P3 between load d and process
output y. The load disturbance is fed through a feedforward compensator Gff, and
the output from the compensator is added to the feedback control signal. The goal
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Fig. 7.8 Block diagram
illustrating the feedforward
control problem

is to design the feedforward compensator Gff so that the effect of the disturbance d
on the process output y is minimized.

In this chapter, the three process transfer functions are modeled as first-order
systems with time delay, i.e.,

P1(s)= K1

1+ sT1
e−sL1, P2(s)= K2

1+ sT2
e−sL2, P3(s)= K3

1+ sT3
e−sL3 .

(7.23)
There are, of course, processes that are not well described by these simple transfer
functions, but for process control applications, this structure is mostly good enough,
and the structure has become the standard model in process control applications [3].

It is assumed that the feedback controller is a PI or PID controller with transfer
function (7.8) where Td = 0 in the case of PI control. Note that (7.8) is only the basic
structure. As already mentioned, in the real implementation, features like filters,
anti-windup, and limitations must be added.

In this chapter, we are looking for designing a feedforward compensator Gff as a
classical lead-lag compensator with delay:

Gff(s)=Kff
1+ sTz
1+ sTp e

−sLff . (7.24)

7.3.2 Open-Loop Design. Standard Approach

As mentioned in the introduction, most design methods for feedforward compen-
sators neglect the feedback controller C and the effect that the feedback has on the
disturbance rejection. This means that the open-loop transfer function between d
and y is considered, which is given by

Y = P2(P3 − P1Gff)D. (7.25)

Perfect feedforward, which means that the effect of d is eliminated in y, is ob-
tained when

Gff = P3

P1
= K3

K1
· 1+ sT1

1+ sT3
e−s(L3−L1), (7.26)
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which means that

Kff = K3

K1
, Tz = T1, Tp = T3, Lff = L3 −L1. (7.27)

When L3 < L1, the optimal parameters given by (7.27) give a noncausal feedfor-
ward compensator, since Lff becomes negative. This means that perfect feedforward
is not possible in this case and Lff = 0 has to be used. The negative delay can be
approximated with a zero that can be added to Tz, a pole that can be added to Tp , or
using a Padé approximation that alters both Tz and Tp . Such modifications will not
influence the topic of this chapter and will therefore not be discussed further.

The following subsections present some examples to illustrate this tuning rule.

7.3.2.1 Open-Loop Design for L3 ≥ L1

As a first example, the case where L3 ≥ L1 is considered, which means that perfect
feedforward is possible.

The process transfer functions are

P1(s)= 1

1+ 2s
e−1.5s , P2(s)= 1

1+ 2s
e−1.5s , P3(s)= 1

1+ 5s
e−4s .

(7.28)
The feedback controller C is a PI controller tuned using the AMIGO rule [3], which
gives the parameters K = 0.29 and Ti = 3.85.

According to (7.27), the feedforward compensator becomes

Gff(s)= 1+ 2s

1+ 5s
e−2.5. (7.29)

Figure 7.9 shows the load disturbance response obtained when this feedforward
design is used. The figure also shows the response obtained without feedforward
compensation.

Since perfect feedforward is obtained when the lead-lag compensator with delay
is used, there is no control error, and therefore the same responses are obtained when
the feedback controller is manual and automatic mode.

7.3.2.2 Open-Loop Design for L3 < L1

We now consider an example where L3 <L1, which means that perfect compensa-
tion is not possible. The process transfer functions are:

P1(s)= 1

1+ 4s
e−4s , P2(s)= 1

1+ s , P3(s)= 1

1.5+ s e
−3s . (7.30)

The controller is tuned using the AMIGO rule [3], which gives the parameters
K = 0.28 and Ti = 4.85.
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Fig. 7.9 Case L3 ≥ L1, with step load disturbance of magnitude d = 0.4 at time t = 5 and r = 0.
Solid line: response for a compensator using a lead-lag filter with delay. Dashed line: response for
feedback without feedforward

Since L3 <L1, no delay should be included in the feedforward compensator, i.e.,
Lff = 0. This means that the resulting compensator is given by

Gff(s)= 1+ 4s

1+ 1.5s
. (7.31)

Figure 7.10 shows the disturbance responses obtained using the feedforward
compensator (7.31) with the open-loop and closed-loop responses.

Even though perfect feedforward is not possible in this case, the feedforward
action gives a significant improvement of the disturbance response compared with
pure feedback. However, when the loop is closed, the feedback controller deterio-
rates the control, and responses with overshoots are obtained. The settling times of
the responses are also increased to almost twice the open-loop times. Comparing
the control signals for the open-loop and closed-loop cases, it is obvious that the
feedback controller adds a component to the process input that is not negligible, and
therefore should be taken into account in the feedforward design.

On the other hand, Fig. 7.10 shows that the lead-lag compensator gives better
performance than the pure feedback controller, but this is at the price of a significant
peak in the control signal. The magnitude of this peak is

uinit =Kff
Tz

Tp
d. (7.32)

In this example, the load magnitude d = 0.4 gives the peak uinit = 1.06. Peaks like
this are common when lead-lag compensators are used for feedforward compensa-
tion. This problem will be discussed further in the next section.
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Fig. 7.10 Case L3 <L1, with step load disturbance of magnitude d = 0.4 at time t = 5 and r = 0.
Solid line: response for a compensator using a lead-lag filter combined with feedback. Dotted line:
response for a compensator using a lead-lag filter for the open-loop case. Dashed line: response
for feedback without feedforward

7.3.2.3 Summary

This section has illustrated some drawbacks for the typical open-loop design of
feedforward compensators. The open-loop design works well in cases where per-
fect feedforward is obtained, i.e., where the feedforward compensator manages to
remove the disturbance response completely from the process output. In other cases,
the feedback controller may deteriorate the response, and it is obvious that there is
a need for tuning rules that take the feedback controller into account in the design.

The last example also illustrates that the feedforward action may give control sig-
nals that are considered too aggressive. The control signal response should therefore
also be taken into account in the design.

These two aspects are treated in the next section.

7.3.3 Closed-Loop Design

As discussed above, the main goal when using feedforward is to eliminate the dis-
turbance effect before affecting the process output. In the previous section, it was
shown that perfect compensation is only possible for the case where L3 ≥ L1. For
L3 < L1, and when the compensator structure is not complex enough, no perfect
compensation is possible, and there will be a disturbance response which will be
fed back to the controller. This will result in a controller response that deteriorates
the control when the open-loop feedforward design described in Sect. 7.3.2 is used.
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In Fig. 7.10, it can be observed how a clear overshoot appears in the process output
and that the settling times are increased when feedback is combined with feedfor-
ward.

For this reason, there is a need for feedforward tuning procedures. In this case,
additional goals may be used in the feedforward design procedure. For instance,
one goal may be to minimize the maximum deviation, and another goal may be to
minimize the IAE value. Sometimes it is also desired to introduce restrictions in the
design. It may, e.g., be undesirable to have an overshoot in the response, and there
may be restrictions on the control signal variation.

Following these ideas, the next subsections present a tuning rule to determine
the parameters of Gff where the goal is to minimize the IAE value at step load
disturbances without having any overshoot in the response. Furthermore, special
attention will be given to reduce the initial peak of the resulting control signal.

The main goal is to propose a simple tuning rule where the parameters of the
feedforward compensator are directly calculated based on the feedback controller
(7.8) and the parameters of process models (7.23) [11].

7.3.3.1 Design of Kff to Reduce the Overshoot

The first step in the tuning procedure is to reduce the feedforward gain so that the
overshoot in the step response is removed. For that purpose, the feedback control
action is taken into account to calculate the feedforward gain, Kff.

Suppose that a step load disturbance of magnitude d results in a disturbance
response with an integrated error equal to IE · d . Using a PI or PID controller, this
disturbance causes the following static change of the control signal:

�u= K

Ti

∫
e dt = K

Ti
IEd,

see [3].
The open-loop design rules for the feedforward (7.27) take the control signal

to the new correct stationary level by choosing Kff = K3/K1. In the new rule, the
goal is to take the control signal to the correct stationary level minus �u in order to
take the feedback control signal into account and reduce the overshoot. The gain is
therefore reduced to

Kff = K3

K1
− K

Ti
IE. (7.33)

Notice that if the resulting feedforward compensator with reduced gain is used in
open loop, it will give a steady-state error. However, there is no error when it is
combined with feedback. This is another example to observe the feedback effect in
the feedforward design.

What remains is to determine an estimate of the integrated error IE. The block
diagram in Fig. 7.8 can be redrawn so that an equivalent system is obtained with an
additive output residual disturbance

Dr = (P2P3 − P2P1Gff)D. (7.34)
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This disturbance will be rejected by the feedback controller C. In the estimation of
IE, we will assume that the feedback action can be neglected and that the IE value
is what we get from the open-loop case. From Fig. 7.8 the process output in the
open-loop case is given by

Y = P2P3D − P2P1GffD. (7.35)

The first term is the disturbance response, and the second term is the response caused
by the feedforward action. The static gains in the two terms areK2K3 andK1K2Kff,
respectively. Assuming that Kff =K3/K1, they both have the same gain, namely

Kab =K2K3.

Suppose now that we can approximate the two terms in (7.35) with first-order re-
sponses. We then get

y(t)− r =
{
Kab(1− e−

t
Ta )d, 0≤ t ≤ Lb,

Kab((1− e−
t
Ta )− (1− e−

t−Lb
Tb ))d, Lb < t,

(7.36)

where t = 0 corresponds to the time when the disturbance first appears in y, and
where the delay and the time constants are approximated in the following way:

Lb =max(0,L1 −L3),

Ta = T2 + T3,

Tb = T1 + T2 + Tp − Tz.

Here, the two transfer functions in (7.35) are approximated by first-order transfer
functions. The time constants of these first-order transfer functions are obtained
simply by adding the time constants in the denominators and subtracting time con-
stants in the numerators of the original transfer functions ([3]).

Using (7.36), an estimate of the integral of the control error can now be deter-
mined:

IE · d =
∫ ∞

0

(
y(t)− r)dt

=Kab

∫ Lb

0

(
1− e− t

Ta

)
d dt +Kab

∫ ∞

Lb

(−e− t
Ta + e−

t−Lb
Tb

)
d dt

=Kab

[
t + Tae−

t
Ta

]Lb
0 d +Kab

[
Tae

− t
Ta − Tbe−

t−Lb
Tb

]∞
Lb
d

=Kab

(
Lb + Tae−

Lb
Ta − Ta − Tae−

Lb
Ta + Tb

)
d

=Kab(Lb − Ta + Tb)d.
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Fig. 7.11 Case L3 < L1 with load disturbances at time t = 5, d = 0.4, and r = 0, to analyze
the gain reduction rule. Solid line: response for a lead-lag filter with the gain reduction rule
(Kff = 0.94). Dotted line: response for a lead-lag filter without the gain reduction rule (Kff = 1).
Dashed line: response for feedback without feedforward

Inserting the values of Kab , Lb , Ta , and Tb gives

IE=
{
K2K3(T1 − T3 + Tp − Tz), L3 ≥ L1,

K2K3(L1 −L3 + T1 − T3 + Tp − Tz), L3 <L1.
(7.37)

Hence, knowing the parameters of the transfer functions in Fig. 7.8, IE can be
easily estimated using (7.37), and the gain in the feedforward compensator can be
reduced according to (7.33).

Figure 7.11 shows an example of the proposed rule. This figure compares the
results of using (7.33) with those presented in Fig. 7.10, where the open-loop rule
(7.27) was used. As can be observed from the results, the overshoot has been prac-
tically eliminated, where the feedforward gain Kff has been reduced from 1 to 0.94.
The settling times have also been significantly shortened because of the gain reduc-
tion. Notice also how the maximum deviation of the response has increased slightly
because of the gain reduction. This issue will be improved in the following subsec-
tion by means of minimizing the IAE value of the load disturbance response.

7.3.3.2 Design of Tz and Tp to Reduce IAE

The second goal in the tuning rule proposed in this chapter consists in designing Tz
and Tp of the lead-lag filter in order to minimize the IAE value of the disturbance
response. From the open-loop design rule (7.27) it has been found advantageous to
keep Tz = T1 to cancel the pole in P1. Tp can also be retained to Tp = T3, but in
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some cases, the IAE value can be reduced significantly if a smaller value of Tp is
chosen. Therefore, the proposed idea here is to keep Tz = T1, canceling the pole in
P1 with the zero in Gff and then modifying Tp as a filter time constant to increase
the speed of the load disturbance response and reduce the associated IAE value.

The following derivations will give a rule to determine Tp for that purpose. In
the derivations, it is assumed that r = 0 and d = 1. Notice that these assumptions
will not influence the value of Tp .

Suppose that a step load disturbance gives a response where there may be an
overshoot in the process output, i.e., where y crosses the set point. The IAE value
then becomes

IAE=
∫ ∞

0

∣∣y(t)∣∣dt =
∫ t0

0
y(t) dt −

∫ ∞

t0

y(t) dt, (7.38)

where t0 is the time when y crosses the set-point. From (7.36), t0 is given by

t0

Ta
= t0 −Lb

Tb
,

which gives

t0 = TaLb

Ta − Tb =
T2 + T3

T3 − Tp Lb. (7.39)

Equations (7.38) and (7.36) now give

IAE=
∫ Lb

0

(
1− e− t

Ta

)
dt +

∫ t0

Lb

(−e− t
Ta + e−

t−Lb
Tb

)
dt

−
∫ ∞

t0

(−e− t
Ta + e−

t−Lb
Tb

)
dt

= [t + Tae− t
Ta

]Lb
0 + [Tae− t

Ta − Tbe−
t−Lb
Tb

]t0
Lb
− [Tae− t

Ta − Tbe−
t−Lb
Tb

]∞
t0

= Lb − Ta + Tb + 2Tae
− t0
Ta − 2Tbe

− t0−Lb
Tb

= Lb − Ta + Tb + 2Tae
− Lb
Ta−Tb − 2Tbe

− Lb
Ta−Tb

= Lb − τ
(
1− 2e−

Lb
τ
)
,

where τ = Ta − Tb . To minimize IAE, we take the derivative with respect to τ :

d

dτ
IAE=−1+ 2e−

Lb
τ + 2

Lb

τ
e−

Lb
τ

=−1+ 2(1+ x)e−x = 0, (7.40)
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Table 7.1 IAE comparison for the results of Fig. 7.12. The data show a clear reduction of the IAE
value for the combination of the rules (7.33) and (7.42)

No FF Open-loop rule Kff reduction Kff and Tp reduction

IAE 17.39 1.89 1.43 0.63

where x = Lb/τ . A numerical solution of this equation gives x ≈ 1.7, which gives

Tp = Tb − Ta + T3 = T3 − τ ≈ T3 − Lb

1.7
. (7.41)

Since Tp must be positive and since Lb =max(0,L1 − L3), we finally get the fol-
lowing rule for determining Tp:

Tp =
⎧⎨
⎩
T3, L1 −L3 ≤ 0,
T3 − L1−L3

1.7 , 0<L1 −L3 < 1.7T3,

0, L1 −L3 > 1.7T3.

(7.42)

The rule (7.42) gives Tp = T3 when L3 ≥ L1. This is of course correct, since this
is the situation where perfect compensation is obtained. When L1 − L3 > 1.7T3,
the rule (7.42) suggests that Tp = 0. However, choosing Tp = 0 means that we
get derivative action in the compensator and that a step change in the load gives
an infinitely large pulse in the control signal. This problem is treated in the next
subsection.

Notice that, when (7.42) is combined with the gain reduction rule (7.33), the Tp
rule (7.42) must be applied first, so that the correct value of Tp is used in the IE
calculation rule (7.37).

An example for the resulting rule is presented in Fig. 7.12. The figure shows
the results for feedback without feedforward, with feedforward using the open-loop
rule (7.27), with feedforward using only the gain reduction rule (7.33), and with
feedforward combining the gain (7.33) and Tp (7.42) reduction rules. It can be ob-
served how the response for the combination of (7.33) and (7.42) provides a faster
response and a smaller error. Furthermore, this response obtains also the lower de-
viation, solving the problem described above when only the gain reduction rule is
used.

Table 7.1 shows a comparison of the IAE values for the responses shown in
Fig. 7.12. As it can be observed, there is a clear reduction of the IAE value for the
case using (7.33) and (7.42) rules, corroborating the results presented in the figure.

Summarizing, the proposed design rule provides a straightforward way to im-
prove the response to load disturbances reducing both the overshoot and the IAE
value. However, as observed from Fig. 7.12, these improvements are reached at
expense of obtaining a strong initial peak of the control signal, which sometimes
may be undesirable. Hence, the next section describes some ideas to limit the high-
frequency gain of the compensator and thus allowing the reduction of this initial
peak.
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Fig. 7.12 Case L3 <L1 with load disturbances at time t = 5, d = 0.4, and r = 0, to analyze the Tp
design rule. Solid line: response for lead-lag filter combining gain reduction (7.33) and Tp design
rule (7.42) with Kff = 0.977 and Tp = 0.904. Dash-dot line: response for lead-lag filer for the case
with only gain reduction rule (7.33) getting Kff = 0.942 and Tp = 1.5. Dotted line: response for
lead-lag filter with the open-loop rule (7.27) getting Kff = 1 and Tp = 1.5. Dashed line: response
for feedback without feedforward

7.3.3.3 Reduction of Control Signal Peak

The feedforward compensator has a low-frequency gain equal to Kff and a high-
frequency gain equal toKffTz/Tp . Feedforward design gives often a high-frequency
gain that is considered too high when there are step changes in the load or when there
is a high-frequency noise in the load disturbance. See, e.g., the peaks in the control
signals in Figs. 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12.

There are many different ways to reduce the peak by modifying Kff, Tz, or Tp .
In [11], the following idea to modify only the Tp parameter based on a direct limi-
tation of the high-frequency gain was proposed.

Suppose that an acceptable high-frequency gain is given by Kffκ , where κ is a
design parameter. To guarantee that the high-frequency gain is below this limit, the
time constant Tp must satisfy

Tp ≥ Tz

κ
. (7.43)

This means that if a lower value of Tp is obtained, e.g., from the original design
rule (7.27) or from the IAE optimization rule (7.42), it should be increased to meet
the constraint (7.43). Remember that once Tp is modified, this change should be
followed by a decrease of Kff according to (7.37) and (7.33).
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Fig. 7.13 Case L3 < L1 with load disturbances at time t = 5, d = 0.4, and r = 0, to analyze the
reduction of the control signal peak. Solid line: response for lead-lag filter with the control signal
reduction obtaining a modified Tp = 1.12 and Kff = 0.96 in order to avoid a peak lower than−1.3.
Dash-dotted line: response for lead-lag filter combining gain reduction (7.33) and Tp design rule
(7.42) withKff = 0.977 and Tp = 0.904. Dotted line: response for lead-lag filter with the open-loop
rule (7.27) getting Kff = 1 and Tp = 1.5. Dashed line: response for feedback without feedforward

The design parameter κ has a clear interpretation in the step load disturbance
response of the control signal. When κ < 1, there is no peak in the control signal.
When κ = 1, we have the static compensator, since Tp = Tz. When κ > 1, there is
a peak in the control signal, and the value of κ gives the magnitude of the peak in
relation to the static change of the control signal.

Figure 7.13 shows an example for the results presented in Fig. 7.12, but now
trying to reduce the control signal peak to −1.3. The figure presents the results for
feedback without feedforward, with feedforward using the open-loop rule (7.27)
where Kff = 1 and Tp = 1.5, with feedforward combining the gain (7.33) and Tp
(7.42) reduction rules obtaining Kff = 0.977 and Tp = 0.904, and the modification
of Tp to reduce the control signal peak where Tp has been increased to 1.2 and the
gain recalculated to Kff = 0.96.

The modification of Tp has been performed using the ideas described above.
When using the gain (7.33) and Tp (7.42) reduction rules, it results in a value of κ =
4.42, which gives a high-frequency gain of Kffκ = 4.32. Hence, for the performed
step change in the load disturbance, d = 0.4, a peak of −1.73 in the control signal
is obtained. Therefore, κ is tuned to reduce the high-frequency gain in order to limit
that peak to −1.3, obtaining a value of κ = 3.33, resulting in Tp = 1.2 according
to (7.43).
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From the results in Fig. 7.13, it is observed that the control signal peak has been
properly reduced to−1.3. Notice also how the process output has been only slightly
modified, where the IAE value has increased to 1, but being still smaller than those
obtained from the other designs (see Table 7.1).

7.3.4 Guideline summary

This section summarizes the proposed design rule for tuning feedforward compen-
sators of the following structure:

Gff =Kff
1+ sTz
1+ sTp e

−sLff .

The different steps to design the compensator are:

1. Set Lff =max(0,L3 −L1) and Tz = T1.
2. Calculate Tp as

Tp =
⎧⎨
⎩
T3, L1 −L3 ≤ 0,
T3 − L1−L3

1.7 , 0<L1 −L3 < 1.7T3,

0, L1 −L3 > 1.7T3,

3. Calculate the compensator gain, Kff, as

Kff = K3

K1
− K

Ti
IE,

IE=
{
K2K3(T1 − T3 + Tp − Tz), L3 ≥ L1,

K2K3(L1 −L3 + T1 − T3 + Tp − Tz), L3 <L1.

4. Analyze the high-frequency gain, Kffκ , based on the design performed in the
previous steps (κ = Tz/Tp). If the resulting high-frequency gain is acceptable,
go to step 5. Otherwise, modify κ to reach the desirable high-frequency gain and
change Tp as

Tp ≥ Tz

κ
.

Go to step 3.
5. End of the design process.

7.4 Conclusions

Feedforward compensators require design methods and tuning rules in the same way
as feedback controllers. This chapter has presented methodologies for the design of
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feedforward control actions to be employed together with feedback PID controllers,
where both set-point following and load disturbance rejection have be considered.

Regarding the set-point following task, the design for a causal feedforward ac-
tion and for a noncausal feedforward action have been presented. In the first case, a
(nonlinear) two-state control law was used. In the second case, to be employed when
desired process output transitions are known in advance, strategies based on input–
output inversion are explained both in the continuous-time and discrete-time frame-
works. Several advantages were observed for both methods. The two-state control
method exploits full actuator capabilities in order to provide a minimum transition
time and there is no preactuation time interval. The inversion-based method provides
a smoother control signal and a similar performance of different PID parameters,
also in the presence of modeling uncertainties, thus presenting a robust behavior.

Regarding the load disturbance rejection problem, most design methods pre-
sented so far are based on an open-loop approach, which means that the feedback
loop is not taken into account in the design. This approach is relevant in those cases
where perfect feedforward is obtained, but in other situations, the feedback con-
troller should not be neglected in the design. This chapter has presented new simple
tuning rules for design of feedforward compensators. The rules are based on simple
first-order-plus-dead-time models of the process, and they take the PID controller
settings into account. The starting point for the rules is the ideal open-loop tuning.
The feedforward gain and the lag-time constant are then reduced with the goal to
reach a response to step changes in the load disturbance without any overshoot and
where the IAE value is minimized. Feedforward compensator design often results
in compensators with a large high-frequency gain. Therefore, the tuning procedure
ends with a procedure where the lag-time constant may be adjusted so that a de-
sired high-frequency gain of the compensator is obtained. Robustness analysis for
the proposed rule can be found in [11].
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Chapter 8
Control Structures for Time Delay Systems

Somanath Majhi

8.1 Performances of a Control System

To analyze, synthesize, and design a control system, it is necessary to specify and
measure the required performance of the control system. The system parameters
are adjusted to provide the desired response based on the required performance of
the control system. As control systems are inherently dynamic, their performance
is often specified in terms of their time or frequency response. The performance of
the system can be readily improved by inserting a controller in a suitable location
within the structure of the system. Since the controller design is directly related to
the desired performance of the control system, a brief description of the time and
frequency performance measure is given below.

8.1.1 Time Domain Performance Measures

The time domain performance is normally obtained from the response of the pro-
cess to a test signal. The standard test input signals are step, ramp, and pulse inputs.
In this section, the most commonly used step input is considered for performance
measure because it yields very useful information about the process dynamics. The
transient response is the response that disappears with time and the steady-state re-
sponse is that which exists as time t→∞. Figure 8.1 shows a typical step response
of a closed-loop system. Note that the output is delayed by some time with respect
to the input. The time domain performance measures of a closed-loop system are
usually given in terms of maximum overshoot which occurs at peak time, settling
time, rise time, steady-state error, and disturbance response. These six quantities
give a direct measure of the behavior of a control system to a unit step input. In
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Fig. 8.1 A typical closed-loop output response to step setpoint and disturbance inputs

practice, the system output is usually required to follow the input as closely as pos-
sible, which ideally means zero steady-state error and small rise time, settling time,
and percentage of overshoot.

8.1.2 Frequency Domain Performance Measures

A very practical and important alternative approach for the analysis and design of
a system is the frequency response method [1]. The frequency response of a sys-
tem indicates the magnitude and phase relationship between the sinusoidal input
and the steady-state output of the process. Figure 8.2 illustrates a typical frequency
response plot for increasing frequency ω. In the design of linear control system us-
ing frequency domain method, the performance of a system can be identified using
the appropriate performance measures such as the phase margin (φm), gain margin
(gm), delay margin, resonant peak, and bandwidth. Another important characteristic
of a frequency response measure of a system is the critical point, where the Nyquist
curve intersects the point −1 + j0 in the negative real axis. This point yields in-
formation about the critical gain and the critical frequency of a closed-loop system
exhibiting sustained oscillation.
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Fig. 8.2 Typical frequency response

Fig. 8.3 Basic control
system

8.2 Conventional Control Structures

The basic control system can be represented by the block diagram shown in Fig. 8.3,
where U and Y represent the control signal and the controlled variable, respectively.
The sensor, H(s), is assumed infinitely fast and of unity gain. Often, there are lim-
itations of classical controller acting on the error signal for controlling processes
such as the unstable process G(s) given in Example 8.3. Limitation of control sys-
tem performance has resulted in several control configurations. The commonly used
system configurations with controller compensation are described below briefly.

8.2.1 Series Compensation

Figure 8.3 shows the most commonly used system configuration where the con-
troller is placed in series with the process in the forward path. The series compen-
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Fig. 8.4 Feedback
compensation

Fig. 8.5 Series-feedback
compensation

sation generally use the standard PI, PID, phase lead, and lag type controllers in the
loop.

8.2.2 Feedback Compensation

The controller is placed in the feedback path as shown in Fig. 8.4 in the feedback
compensation. A phase lead type controller can improve the closed-loop perfor-
mance.

8.2.3 Series-Feedback Compensation

Figure 8.5 shows the series-feedback configuration where the feedback controller is
placed in the inner feedback path and the series controller is subjected to the error
signal. PI-D, PID-P, and PI-PD controllers are the best examples for this configura-
tion. Difficulties are often found for controlling plants with resonances, integrators,
or unstable poles. This modified control structure can produce improved perfor-
mances in such situations [2].

8.2.4 Series Compensation with Setpoint Filter

Block diagram reduction of Fig. 8.5 results in the setpoint-weighted compensation
scheme shown in Fig. 8.6. However, the reference path controller F(s) cannot influ-
ence the disturbance responses. The controllers can be of PI, PID, phase lead, and
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Fig. 8.6 Series compensation
with setpoint filter

Table 8.1 PID structure and
compensator values Structure Compensator/Controllers

PID Gc(s)= 0.144(1+ 1
0.372s + 5.613s

0.561s+1 )

PI-D Gc1(s)= 0.144(1+ 1
0.595s ), Gc2(s)= 0.61s

0.061s+1

PI-PD Gc1(s)= 0.144(1+ 1
0.142s ), Gc2(s)= 0.922+ 1.597s

0.16s+1

lag types. The compensation schemes shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 have one degree
of freedom, and therefore, the performance criteria that can be realized are limited.
For example, if a system is to be designed to achieve a certain amount of relative
stability, it may have poor sensitivity to parameter variations. Again, if the roots
of the characteristic equation are selected to provide a certain amount of relative
damping, the maximum overshoot of step response may still be excessive, owing to
the zeros of the closed-loop transfer function. The compensation schemes shown in
Figs. 8.5 and 8.6 have two degrees of freedom. The benefit of using the improved
compensation techniques is illustrated in the following examples.

Example 8.1 For a resonant plant transfer function G(s) = e−0.1s

s2+0.02s+1
, constrain-

ing the proportional gain of the forward path controller to the same value for fair
comparison, the PID controller for the series compensation and the PI-D and PI-
PD controllers for the series-feedback compensation are designed by the integral
squared time error (ISTE) optimization [2] and tabulated in Table 8.1. The unit step
setpoint responses are shown in Fig. 8.7. As expected, the two-degree-of-freedom
PI-PD controller gives satisfactory dynamic response in terms of rise time, over-
shoot, and other measure of transient response.

Example 8.2 Consider the integrating process transfer functionG(s)= e−0.2s

s(s+1)3
. The

series-feedback compensators suggested in the literature [2] are the four-parameter
PID-P and PI-PD controllers as tabulated in Table 8.2. A PID controller designed
by the Ziegler–Nichols method [3] is also included in the table. The closed-loop
responses for a unit step reference input and unit step load disturbance responses are
shown in Figs. 8.8(a) and (b). The series-feedback compensation show satisfactory
setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection compared to the series compensation.

Example 8.3 Consider the first-order unstable process transfer function G(s) =
4e−2s

4s−1 . Either series or feedback compensation alone may not be sufficient to pro-
vide desirable time/frequency performance measures [4]. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show
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Fig. 8.7 Responses of
(a) PI-PD, (b) PI-D and
(c) PID control

Table 8.2 PID structure and
compensator values Structure Compensator/Controllers

PID Gc(s)= 0.44(1+ 1
3s + 0.75s)

PID-P Gc1(s)= 0.26(1+ 1
3.76s + 2.95s), Gc2(s)= 0.2

PI-PD Gc1(s)= 0.26(1+ 1
2.13s ), Gc2(s)= 0.51+ 1.14s

0.114s+1

Fig. 8.8 Responses of Example 8.2

the time and frequency performance resulting from the series-feedback config-
uration with the controllers Gc1(s) = 0.131(1 + 1

2s ) and Gc2(s) = 0.5(s + 1).
The inner feedback loop enables placement of the open-loop poles in appropri-
ate positions, thereby providing good control for open-loop system transfer func-
tions having resonances, unstable, or integrating poles. To illustrate this point, let
the delay term be approximated by e−2s = 1−s

1+s . Then, the inner loop controller
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Fig. 8.9 Basic compensation
scheme for systems with long
dead time

Gc2(s) = 0.5(s + 1) results in an approximate stabilized transfer function of the

form Gv(s) = G(s)
1+GGc2(s)

= 4e−2s

2s+1 . Thus, the inner-loop controller plays an impor-
tant role in changing the open-loop unstable process G(s) to a stable process Gv(s).
Then, the error path controller provides significantly improved performances. The
step response shows a maximum overshoot of 10%, a settling time of 15.56 s, a
rise time of 2.73 s, and zero steady-state error. The gain and phase margins are
gm = 1.988 and φm = 77.8◦ at phase and gain crossover frequencies of ωp = 1.11
rad/s and ωg = 0.3 rad/s, respectively.

8.3 Dead Time Compensation

When there is a large time delay, series or feedback compensation with PI/PID con-
trol is difficult because of the limitations imposed by the time delay on the system
performance and stability. The conventional Smith predictor compensator shown in
Fig. 8.9, whereGm denotes the delay free part of the process model, is a popular and
very effective long dead-time compensator for stable processes [5]. The closed-loop
transfer function between the output and the setpoint and the input disturbance (L)
are given respectively as

Yr(s)= GGce
−θs

1+GmGc +Gc(Ge−θs −Gme−θms)
, (8.1)

YL(s)= Ge−θs(1+GmGc[1− e−θms])
1+GmGc +Gc(Ge−θs −Gme−θms)

, (8.2)

and Gme
−θms and Ge−θs are the transfer functions of the plant model and the plant,

respectively. Based on the assumption that the model used perfectly matches the
plant dynamics, that is, Gm =G and θm = θ , (8.1) and (8.2) reduce to

Yr(s)= GGce
−θs

1+GGc

, (8.3)

YL(s)= Ge−θs(1+GGc[1− e−θs])
1+GGc

. (8.4)
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Fig. 8.10 Watanabe and Ito’s
control structure

Fig. 8.11 Åstrom et al.’s
control structure

The main advantage of the Smith predictor method is that the time delay term is
effectively taken out of the denominator of the transfer functions relating the process
output to setpoint and load disturbance inputs. Numerous simple compensators can
be designed based on the closed-loop dynamics given in (8.3) and (8.4). However,
control design to achieve robust stability and robust performance is not discussed
here.

Watanabe and Ito [6] pointed out that if the process has poles near the origin in
the left half-plane, then the responses by the scheme in Fig. 8.9 may be sluggish
enough to be unacceptable. They proposed a structure as shown in Fig. 8.10 for
overcoming such problems by choosing

G1(s)= Gm(s)

1+ θms . (8.5)

Since then a number of methods, presented in the following Sect. 8.3.1, have been
proposed to overcome the problem of controlling a process with an integrator and
long dead time.

8.3.1 Modified Smith Predictors for Integrating Processes

The structure of Åström, Hang, and Lim’s Smith predictor [7] is shown in Fig. 8.11.
The controller decouples setpoint response from load disturbance response and
gives better responses to step input and disturbance signals. In the figure, k is the
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Fig. 8.12 Mataušek and
Micić’s control structure

Fig. 8.13 Compensation
scheme for integrating
systems with long dead time

controller gain. Their choice of

M(s)= C(s)

1+C(s)/(θs2 + s)−C(s)e−θs/s , (8.6)

where C(s) is a PI or PID controller, gives the same load disturbance as Watanabe
and Ito’s controller. However, it is possible to improve the load response by choosing
a different transfer function M(s).

Mataušek and Micić’s dead-time compensator [8] for controlling higher-order
processes with integral action and long dead time, as shown in Fig. 8.12, possesses
a gain controller Kr and a PD controller of the form F(s)= Kb(Tds+1)

0.1Tds+1 . The control
scheme provides considerably faster load disturbance rejection.

The generalized form of the configuration shown in Fig. 8.12 is Fig. 8.13. This
general form allows one to have different form of controllers in place of the gains.

The structure of Majhi and Atherton’s Smith predictor [9] for controlling stable,
unstable, and integrating processes is shown in Fig. 8.14. It is similar to the structure
suggested in Fig. 8.13 apart from the controller Gc1, which has a major role for an
integrating plant and has three controllers designed for different objectives. Of the
three controllers,Gc1 in the inner loop is provided to stabilize an integrating process.
The other two controllers, Gc and Gc2, are then used to take care of servo-tracking
and disturbance rejection respectively by considering the inner loop as an open-loop
stable process. The closed-loop response to setpoint and disturbance inputs is given
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Fig. 8.14 Majhi and
Atherton’s structure for
systems with long dead time

Fig. 8.15 Liu et al.’s control
structure

by

Yr(s)= GGce
−θs(1+Gc2Gme

−θms)
(1+Gm[Gc +Gc1])(1+Gc2Ge−θs)+Gc(Ge−θs −Gme−θms)

, (8.7)

YL(s)= Ge−θs(1+Gm[Gc +Gc1 −Gce
−θms])

(1+Gm[Gc +Gc1])(1+Gc2Ge−θs)+Gc(Ge−θs −Gme−θms)
. (8.8)

Based on the assumption that the model used perfectly matches the plant dynamics,
that is, Gm =G and θm = θ , (8.7) and (8.8) reduce to

Yr(s)= GGce
−θs

1+G(Gc +Gc1)
, (8.9)

YL(s)= Ge−θs

1+G(Gc +Gc1)

1+G(Gc +Gc1)−GGce
−θs

1+GGc2e−θs
. (8.10)

It is apparent from (8.9) and (8.10) that the new Smith predictor has decoupled the
load response from the setpoint response. Controllers Gc , Gc1 and Gc2 designed
using simple techniques are of P, PI or PID types.

Based on the Majhi and Atherton’s control configuration, Liu et al. [10] intro-
duced a modified Smith predictor control structure as shown in Fig. 8.15. Gc1 is
chosen to be a stabilizing gain controller and Gc2 a PID controller. However, the
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Fig. 8.16 Simulation results of Example 8.4

Fig. 8.17 Hang et al.’s
control structure

form of the setpoint filter is

Gc(s)= 1+Gc1Gm

Gm

1

(λs + 1)n
, (8.11)

where n is the order of the integrating process.

Example 8.4 Consider the integrating process transfer function Gp(s) = e−5s

s
.

Maintaining the same rise time for fair comparison, controller parameters are esti-
mated using the tuning formulae given by Mataušek and Micić, Majhi and Atherton,
and Liu et al. Figure 8.16(a) shows the responses to setpoint and load disturbance
inputs. The resulting control signals are shown in Fig. 8.16(b). It is seen that ap-
parently improved disturbance response can be obtained by adding more tuning
parameters.

Hang et al. [11] proposed a modified Smith predictor (see Fig. 8.17) for processes
with double integrators using a rapid load estimator. The load estimator does not
involve the solution of a closed-loop equation that contains dead time. Further, the
scheme can be extended to the case of single integrator with large time delay by
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Fig. 8.18 Nominal responses of Example 8.5

setting F = C = 1. The transfer function form of the controllers can be given as

P1 =Kp1
1+ Td1s

1+ 0.1Td1s
,

P2 =Kp2
1+ Td2s

1+ 0.1Td2s
,

C(s)= 1+ (T + θ)s
1+ T s ,

(8.12)

where K’s and Td ’s are the parameters of the PD controllers, and T = Td2. Td ’s are
set to zero in the case of single integrator.

Example 8.5 Consider the integrating process transfer function with single integra-

tor and large time delay Gp(s)= e−20s

s
. The nominal performances given by Hang

et al.’s and Mataušek and Micić’s compensation schemes and tuning algorithms are
shown in Figs. 8.18(a) and (b). A faster load disturbance rejection and a similar or
better setpoint response are obtained in comparison with the previous method.

Rao and Chidambaram [12] used the generalized compensation scheme shown
in Fig. 8.13 for controlling integrating and double integrating processes with time
delay.Gc1 is designed using the classical direct synthesis method, andGc2 is chosen
as a PD controller designed using optimal gain and phase margin approaches. The
benefit of using the simple structure along with the suitable tuning algorithm for the

integrating plus time delay process Gp(s)= e−5s

s
is illustrated in Fig. 8.19.

8.3.2 Modified Smith Predictors for Unstable Processes

The modified Smith predictor introduced by Kwak et al. [13] and Zhang et al. [14]
for the control of unstable processes is shown in Figs. 8.20(a) and (b), respectively.
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Fig. 8.19 Results obtained using improved tuning algorithm and simple control structure

Fig. 8.20 Modified Smith predictors for unstable processes

The transfer function forms of the controllers in Fig. 8.20(a) are Gc = e−θs
τ s+1 , Gc1 =

(Ge−θs)−1, and Gc2 = Kc(1+ 1
Tis
+ Tds). τ is the user-defined time constant for

the desired trajectory, and Kc , Ti , and Td are the parameters of the parallel PID
controller.

Zhang et al. pointed out that Gc1 cannot be implemented physically. They pro-
posed a simplified structure as shown in Fig. 8.20(b). With the choice of H(s) =
Gc1Ge

−θs , the feedforward controller becomes Gc1(s)= G−1

τs+1 .

Example 8.6 Consider the first-order process model Gp(s) = e−0.5s

s−1 . The setpoint
input and control variable responses given by Kwak et al and Zhang et al.’s methods
are shown in Figs. 8.21(a) and (b). As expected, the difference between the simula-
tion results of the two methods is minimum, and the simulated results concur with
each other almost perfectly.

Motivated by the work of Majhi and Atherton (see Fig. 8.14), Lu et al. [15]
included four controllers to meet different performance objectives in their modified
Smith predictor control scheme as shown in Fig. 8.22. The controllers are of P or
PD types without any derivative filters. The scheme has one more degree of freedom
to improve disturbance response.
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Fig. 8.21 Setpoint and control variable responses

Fig. 8.22 Lu et al.’s structure

Example 8.7 For a comparison of performance, consider the unstable process

Gp(s)= 4e−5s

10s−1 . Lu et al. designed the four controllers so as to achieve the same set-
point response as that of Majhi and Atherton. Controller settings for both methods
are given in [15]. The simulation results in Fig. 8.23 show that Lu et al.’s compen-
sation scheme has improved disturbance rejection performance.

A modified form of Smith predictor for controlling unstable second-order-plus-
time-delay processes with/without a zero, as shown in Fig. 8.24, has recently been
proposed by Rao and Chidambaram [16]. The controller Gc1 is designed by the
synthesis method, and Gc2 and the stabilizing controller Gc3 are PD and PID con-
trollers, respectively. A first-order filter with τf = θ is placed in the feedback path
to improve robustness.

Example 8.8 Consider the second-order unstable process model Gp(s) =
2e−0.3s

(3s−1)(s−1) . For qualitative performance comparison, controller settings given
in [16] are considered. Figure 8.25 shows the responses given by the compensa-
tion schemes of Rao and Chidambaram and Liu et al. under perfect model condi-
tions. With the same control effort, improved performance, particularly for the load
disturbance rejection, is obtained by Rao and Chidambaram’s method.
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Fig. 8.23 Simulation results of Example 8.7

Fig. 8.24 Rao and
Chidambaram’s control
structure

Fig. 8.25 Nominal performances by the compensation schemes
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Fig. 8.26 Kaya et al.’s cascade control structure

Fig. 8.27 Liu et al.’s control structure

8.3.3 Improved Cascade Control Systems

Classical cascade control can yield improved response of the system to load
changes. Kaya’s [17] improved cascade control system, a conventional cascade con-
trol scheme combined with Smith predictor, is shown in Fig. 8.26, where G1e

−θs
and G2 describe the plant dynamics. Gc1 and Gc2 are the PI/PID type controllers,

whereas G= Gc2G1G2
1+Gc2G2

.
Liu et al.’s two-degree-of-freedom cascade control scheme [18] is shown in

Fig. 8.27, where Gm1 and Gm2 are process models of G1 and G2. The decoupled
outer- and inner-loop controllers C and F are designed primarily for setpoint track-
ing and load disturbance rejections.

Example 8.9 Consider the cascade system with G2 = 3
10s+1 and G1e

−θs =
e−10s

(20s+1)(3s+1) . Simulation is performed using the set of control parameters proposed

in [18]. Figure 8.28 shows the responses obtained by the compensation schemes of
Kaya and Liu et al. under perfect model matching conditions. The latter’s compen-
sation method yields improved performances because of decoupling of the setpoint
and load disturbance responses, both of which can be optimized independently.
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Fig. 8.28 Responses of
Example 8.9

Fig. 8.29 Lee et al.’s parallel cascade control

Parallel cascade is beneficial when the secondary loop has a faster dynamic re-
sponse, and the rejection of the disturbance in the secondary output reduces the
steady-state output error in the primary loop. Figures 8.29 and 8.30 show the par-
allel cascade control structure of Lee et al. [19] and Rao et al. [20], respectively.
In the figures, G1 and G2 are the primary and secondary processes, Gc1 and Gc2
are the primary and secondary controllers, and Gd1 and Gd2 are the disturbances in
primary and secondary loops, respectively. qf 1 and qf 2 are first-order filters.

Example 8.10 Consider the cascade system with G2 = Gd2 = 3.1e−9s

30s+1 and G1 =
Gd1 = 1.24e−33s

30s+1 . To assess the performances of the structures, primary and sec-
ondary controller settings given in [20] are used. The comparative simulation results
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Fig. 8.30 Rao et al.’s structure

Fig. 8.31 Simulation results of Example 8.10

in Fig. 8.31 show significant improvement in the closed-loop performances by the
Rao et al.’s method due to the Smith predictor implementation for parallel cascade
control system with delay.

8.4 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

It is evident from the simulation Examples 8.1–8.3 that the two-degree-of-freedom
series-feedback compensation yields satisfactory dynamic responses. Comparative
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study of some modified structures of the Smith predictor for controlling integrating
and unstable processes with time delay are presented. Simulation results of series
and parallel cascade structures are included to show that the secondary process has
a major role in rejecting disturbance and improving the dynamic performance of the
closed-loop system.

Further, it is observed that improved performances of a closed-loop system are
obtained based mainly on suitable choice of a control structure that decouples the
servo and regulatory problems. There exist performance limitations in control sys-
tem because of the wrong choice of feedback control structure. Control structure
design has not drawn the attention it deserves compared to the vast amount of the
literature available on controller design. From that perspective, the researchers in
this area have ample scope for designing unified control structures for decoupling
setpoint tracking, feedforward compensation, and disturbance rejection dynamics
for a variety of plants encountered in process industries.
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Chapter 9
Robust Multivariable Tuning Methods

Reza Katebi

9.1 Introduction

The rapid growth in the complexity of modern process plants both in terms of ma-
terial flow and energy exchange have substantially increased the number of feed-
back control loops for maintaining desired production conditions and product qual-
ity. Traditionally, PID controllers are used in large numbers in all industries as a
single-loop controller. The controllers come in many different forms and are often
packaged as standard products. The popularity of PID controllers is due to their
functional simplicity, which allows process engineers to commission them in a sim-
ple and straightforward manner. The most attractive practical property of PID is the
guaranteed property of the ‘Integral’ action to eliminate constant set-point error and
disturbance offsets.

In practice, most industrial processes have multiple numbers of inputs and out-
puts. The inputs and outputs are arranged or paired to minimise the interaction
between the control loops. Static or dynamic decoupling is also used to minimise
the loop interactions and make the system diagonally dominant. Multiloop PID or
non-interacting controllers can then be used to control MIMO processes. Koivo and
Tanttu [10] gave an early survey of multivariable PID tuning techniques. When the
process interactions are modest, a diagonal PID controller structure is often ade-
quate. This type of structure is simple and easy to understand.

While there are a large number of methods to tune scalar PID controllers, the
numbers of multiloop PID tuning methods are few. Attempts have been made to
extend some SISO methods to multivariable systems, and some new methods have
been developed in recent years. This chapter reviews and compares some of the
important multivariable tuning methods in terms of their stability and performance
robustness.
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Despite the success of advanced control systems, the use of PIDs is still
widespread, particularly for cheap control systems. The main reason for this popu-
larity is the ease of tuning and commissioning SISO PID controllers. In most sys-
tems, SISO PIDs are used. However, many systems exhibit significant interactions
between the various loops. Thus a true multivariable strategy is necessary. Another
objective of this chapter is to review and compare the existing simple multivari-
able PID methods and assess their applicability to industrial control problems. Only
those methods which require minimum modelling efforts are considered. These
methods are often referred to as model-free control design techniques. Katebi et
al. [9] surveys the various MIMO PID tuning methods within the control literature
and suggests some techniques, which are more appropriate for simple designs. The
model-based methods are also reviewed, and some model-free on-line ‘auto tuning’
techniques are discussed, so-called because it is possible to automate them to the
extent of simply pushing a button. Zhuang and Atherton [30] have used a MIMO
extension of the Ziegler–Nichols method for auto tuning of two-input two-output
(TITO) systems. Loh et al. [12] extend the relay feedback idea of Åström, [1], by
tuning one loop at a time in the manner of Sequential Loop Closing. Palmor et
al. [18] also use relay feedback, but tune both loops of a TITO process together. The
Internal Model Control (IMC) technique was introduced in [20]. Wang and Wu [25]
describe a method for autotuning fully cross-coupled multivariable PID controllers
from decentralised relay feedback. A thorough review of the state of PID auto tuning
is given in [28].

The model-free off-line methods considered in this chapter given by Davison [2],
Penttinen and Koivo [19] and Maciejowski [14] are the focus of this study, as they
require little design effort and are based on step tests or frequency responses at a
single point. The robust servomechanism problem was introduced by Davison [2]
to provide a general controller design method with guarantees of asymptotic sta-
bility and asymptotic tracking given disturbances of a particular form, and plant
model perturbations that did not result in closed-loop instability. More pertinently,
a detailed mathematical model of the plant is not necessary, and the controller may
be constructed based on simple open-loop tests. Penttinen and Koivo [19] suggest
a way to diagonalise the plant at very low and very high frequencies, which is in
fact an extension of Davison’s work. The decoupling matrix at a particular band-
width frequency, suggested in [14] with regard to the Sequential Return-Difference
method, is also investigated, as an intermediate approach to that of Penttinen and
Koivo [19]. Based on these three techniques, a new combined method (Martin–
Katebi Method) is proposed which incorporates all the relevant features required
for cheap and simple control system application [15].

The chapter is organised as follows. Section 9.2 is devoted to the description of
tuning methods where both parametric and nonparametric methods are presented.
The stability and performance robustness measures are defined in Sect. 9.3. The
criteria for tuning the controllers are presented in Sect. 9.4. A simulation study to
compare the stability and robustness performance of the tuning methods is presented
in Sect. 9.5. Section 9.6 describes the application of methods to the ship positioning
control problem. Finally conclusions are drawn in Sect. 9.7.
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Fig. 9.1 The PID tuning methods classification

9.2 Multivariable PID Tuning Methods

The tuning methods described in the literature can be classified under two groups,
as shown in Fig. 9.1, namely, the parametric and non-parametric model methods.
For the first group of methods, a model is built using either historical data, or online
parameter identification is used to develop a model for control design. These meth-
ods require a linear model of the process, in transfer function matrix form or a state
space model, over the frequency range of interest. These methods are more suitable
for off-line PID tuning due the high design and computation effort, but they can also
be used in an online mode if fast computing processors are used for real-time con-
trol. The second group of methods uses only partial modelling information, usually
steady-state model or critical frequency points. These methods are more suitable for
online use where they can usually be applied without the need for extensive a priori
plant information and hence are preferred by the plant operators [8].

9.2.1 Parametric Tuning Methods

Some important methods, which are mostly extension of the scalar case to multi-
variable systems, are briefly described here.

9.2.1.1 BLT Method

Luyben [13] proposed the Biggest Log modulus Tuning (BLT) method. It is an it-
erative method to tune a set of multi-loop PI/PID controllers. The Ziegler–Nichols
settings for each individual loop are first calculated using the ultimate gains and
periods of the diagonal elements the plant transfer function. These settings are then
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detuned by some factor F that is usually between 2 and 5. A stability test is then per-
formed based on the Nyquist plot of the closed-loop characteristic equation. Nyquist
plots are used to determine an appropriate value for F . The BLT method is an off-
line method that requires good knowledge of the process dynamics. Assuming a
plant of transfer function matrix G(s) and a diagonal controller, C(s), the steps of
tuning are:

i. Calculate the Ziegler–Nichols setting for each individual loop.
ii. Gci(s)=Kci(1+ 1

τci
s),Kci = KZNi

F
, τci = τZNi , ZN= Ziegler–Nichols.

iii. Define the function W(jω)=−1+ det[I +G(jω) ·C(jω)], 2<F < 5.
iv. Calculate the closed-loop function Lc(ω)= 20 log10 |W(jω)/(W(jω)+ 1)|.
v. Adjust the tuning factor F until the peak in the Lc is equal to 2N , where N is

the number of SISO loops.

9.2.1.2 Gain and Phase Margin Method

The Direct Nyquist Array (DNA) method (Rosenbrock [21]) is based on shaping
the Gershgorin bands using a trial and error and adopting a graphical approach to
perform the control design. This is often tedious and time consuming. Ho and Xu
[7] have proposed a method of tuning multiloop PID controllers based on gain and
phase margins specifications. The method can tune the multiloop controllers online
using the Direct Nyquist Array Method to meet specified system robustness and
performance. When interactions are significant, the multiloop PID controller design
method often fails to give an acceptable response. Using feed-forward controllers or
de-couplers, the interaction can be appropriately compensated so that effective non-
interacting single SISO processes are obtained. Hang et al. [6] have also reported a
similar tuning method using de-coupling controllers.

9.2.1.3 Minimum Variance Control

Yuosf et al. [29] have proposed a multivariable PID controller based on the solution
of the minimum variance control problem. The ARMAX model is used to represent
the plant as follows:

A
(
z−1)y(t)= B(z−1)u(t)+C(z−1)w(t). (9.1)

The PID controller is assumed to have the following structure:

�u(t) = KIw(t)− [KP +KI +KD]y(t)
− [KP + 2KD]y(t − 1)−Kdy(t − 2) (9.2)
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where the PID gains can be calculated from

KP = V [−F̃1 − 2F̃2]ρ,
KP = V [F̃0 + F̃1 + F̃2]ρ,
KP = V F̃2ρ,

(9.3)

where F̃ = F̃0 + F̃1z
−1 + F̃ z−2 is the solution to a matrix polynomial equation of

the type

C =EA+ z−kF,(
1− z−1)V −1 =EB +Q.

(9.4)

The method is more suitable for off-line application as it requires an ARMAX model
and extensive computation.

9.2.1.4 Optimal Control-Based Methods

In cost function-based methods, the control design objectives are expressed in the
form of a quadratic performance criterion. The aim is to minimise a single objective
function for determining PID controller setting. A robust LQ design procedure has
been reported by Sandelin et al. [22]. A multi-objective optimisation method is used
to tune PID controllers by Wang and Wu [25]. The design specifications used are
nominal performance, minimum input energy, operational constrains, and robust
stability.

Wang and Wu [25] have proposed a multi-objective optimisation method to cal-
culate the parameters of the PID controller. A cost criterion for nominal plant perfor-
mance is defined and minimised subject to input constraints. There is no guarantee
that the optimisation algorithm converges to a solution and the method is computa-
tionally expensive.

Yanchevsky [27] presented an optimal procedure (with respect to the overall
plant performance) for selecting the PID parameters of a multiloop controller. This
method is based on a centralised LQ problem. The solution is given in discrete time
and a linear feedback results with constant optimal PID parameters calculated from
the matrix Ricatti equation.

9.2.1.5 Internal Model Control (IMC)

Garcia and Morari introduced IMC [5], and the general design methodology of IMC
with PID structure was studied by Rivera et al. [3]. They introduced the concept of
obtaining PID controller parameters by approximating the simple feedback form of
an IMC controller. As a straightforward approach, the control design is based on
an a priori process model and a low-pass filter included for robustness. Lieslehto
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and Koivo [23] developed a multivariable tuning method based on the IMC tech-
nique. Dong and Brosilow [11] have designed robust multivariable PID controllers
via IMC. They have obtained a general form for the parameters of the multivariable
PID controllers by Maclaurin series expansion of the simple feedback form of a
multivariable IMC controller.

9.2.1.6 Robust Decentralised Methods

Skogestad et al. [4], have reported an interesting method for simultaneously tuning
decentralised PI controllers using the standard μ-synthesis criterion:

J =min
K(s)

{
supμ�G(s)M(S)

}
.

For a full description of this approach, see Gagnon et al. [26].

9.2.2 Non-parametric Methods

The second group of tuning methods is based on the assumption that a detailed
model of the plant is not available. The steady-state gain matrix is usually assumed
to be known or found from the historical data. The following assumptions are usu-
ally made:

• The plant is linear and time invariant.
• The uncontrolled plant is square and stable.
• The controlled variables are measurable.
• The classes of input disturbance and reference inputs are known.
• The system is controllable by a diagonal PID controller.

The multivariable PID tuning techniques to be studied are the Davison method [2],
the Penttinen and Koivo method [19], the Maciejowski method [14], a new proposed
method (Martin–Katebi method) [15], Generalised Zeigler–Nichols Method [16]
and the Relay Feedback Method [1].

9.2.2.1 Davison Method

The approach outlined in the paper [2] is taken with the only assumptions on the
plant being that it is linear, time-invariant and open-loop stable. It is shown that
conditions for a feedforward and robust feedback controller to exist, as well as the
controller structure itself, can be expressed in terms of the steady-state gain pa-
rameters of the plant. Therefore, it is only necessary to consider the case where
disturbances are constant or at least slowly varying. With these conditions in mind,
Davison’s method reduces to finding the steady-state gain matrix of the plant for
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a step input. The feedback controller is then the inverse of this matrix if it is of
full rank. Note that there is no proportional term in this case and a multiplier ε is
included for tuning the resulting closed-loop system.

The expression for the controller is

u(s)=Ki

1

s
e(s), Ki = εG−1(0) (9.5)

where Ki is essentially an integral feedback gain, G(s) is the square open-loop
transfer function matrix, and the scalar, ε, is the tuning parameter. The procedure
for determining ε is known as ‘tuning the regulator on-line’ and simply consists
of making adjustments, starting with a very small positive value and increasing so
that the output response of the closed-loop plant for a step function input has a
maximum speed of response. Note that each of the multivariable loops is adjusted
simultaneously. This approach has been applied successfully to chemical processes,
where step tests can be used to find G(0).

9.2.2.2 Penttinen–Koivo Method

This technique [19] alters the Davison method slightly to achieve a diagonalised
plant at very low and very high frequencies. The expression for the controller is:

u(s)=
(
Kp +Ki

1

s

)
e(s), Kp = (CB)−1, Ki = εG−1(0). (9.6)

The CB matrix comes from the state-space plant model, or in the absence of a
model, it is possible to perform tests for determining the value of CB . Observe that
ẏ = Cẋ = CAx+CBu. If x = 0 or the plant is at an operating point, then ẏ = CBu
or �ẏ = CB�u at the instant an input is applied. Thus, by applying a unit step to
each input in turn and measuring the gradient of each output immediately after,

CB = [ẏ
1

ẏ
2

. . . ẏ
m

]
(9.7)

where m is the number of plant inputs, and ẏ
k

is the output gradient in response to
the kth input step.

The reasoning behind this choice of matrix can most easily be seen using an
argument given in [19] as follows. Given a plant in state-space form, the Laurent
series expansion of the transfer function

G(s)= C(sI −A)−1B (9.8)

is

G(s)= CB

s
+ CAB

s2
+ CA2B

s3
+ · · · . (9.9)

Therefore, at high frequencies, G(s)→ CB/s, and G(s)Kp→ I/s.
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The proportional gain matrix can be selected as Kp = (CB)−1p, where p is a
constant scalar tuning parameter. To ‘tune the regulator on line’, p is increased from
a small positive value until the closed-loop response for a step-input reference signal
is acceptable. p is then reduced slightly, and ε is increased from a small positive
value until the maximum speed of closed-loop response is achieved.

The product of G(s) with Kp and Ki/s approaches pI/s and CBεG(0)−1/s2,
respectively, at high frequencies. The Ki/s term will generally be negligible com-
pared to Kp at high frequencies, resulting in a closed-loop transfer function,

(I +GK)−1GK =
⎡
⎢⎣
(s + p)−1p . . . 0

... 0
...

0 . . . (s + p)−1p

⎤
⎥⎦

at large s

(9.10)

where K = (Kp +Ki/s). From this, it is evident that properly selected p and ε will
produce good high- and low-frequency tracking.

9.2.2.3 Maciejowski Method

This method is aimed at decoupling the system at the bandwidth frequency. The
gains can be calculated as follows:

Kp = pG−1(jωb), Ki = εG−1(jωb), Kd = δG−1(jωb) (9.11)

where p, ε and δ are scalar tuning parameters. If a plant model is available, then
this method requires the frequency response at a single point. Otherwise, experi-
mental application of sinusoidal inputs to the actual plant at the desired frequency
will give values for gain and phase. In the case of a nonlinear system, this experi-
mental approach is not strictly valid, but low-amplitude sinusoidal excitation about
the operating point yields a very close approximation to the linearised result.

Clearly, G−1(jωb) will produce complex gains, but to realise such a controller,
the gains must be real. Hence, the ‘Align’ algorithm of Matlab is used to produce
a real approximation of the inverse of G(jω). This algorithm finds a constant real
gain matrix, M , such that

J (M,θ)= (G(jωb)M − ejθ )T(G(jωb)M − ejθ ), θ = diag(θi) (9.12)

is minimised. The product of G(jωb) and M is then as close as possible to a di-
agonal matrix with elements of unity magnitude. If we let Kp =M , this produces
desirable properties in a multivariable system as each loop will be almost decou-
pled. In summary, this method aims to create nearly decoupled unity gain open-loop
transfer functions from a coupled transfer function matrix. If the open-loop phase is
close to −π/2, then the bandwidth will be close to ωb , and the closed-loop system
will be stable. Of course, this is the ideal case, and if the open loop phase is greater
than −π/2, the bandwidth will be less than ωb. Conversely, an open-loop phase
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lower than −π/2 will result in a higher bandwidth. The system will be unstable if
the open-loop phase is −π/2 or less. This analysis applies to proportional control
only, as M is a constant gain matrix. Fine tuning may be achieved with the addition
of the integral or derivative terms.

9.2.2.4 Martin–Katebi Method [15]

Maciejowski’s control design technique has many tractable properties and an in-
tuitive control structure. Initial results also indicated that the controller was very
effective. However, since Maciejowski’s control design technique involves plant
frequency analysis experiments (to obtain the process model), it is possible that
industry acceptance for the technique will be low. Martin and Katebi [15] proposed
a new control design technique that retains some of the properties that makes the
Maciejowski controller tractable, but eliminates the need for a frequency analysis.
The proposed control design technique assumes the following control structure:

u(k)=K
(

1+ Ts

1− z−1

)
e(k) (9.13)

where

K = [αG(0)+ (1− α)CGp

]−1
.

The proportional and integral feedback gain of the proposed controller is a blend
between the inverse of the plant dynamics at zero frequency and the inverse of the
plant dynamics at high frequency. Thus, provided that the plant has low-pass fre-
quency characteristics, a good approximation of G−1(jwb) can be obtained by ap-
propriately selecting the additional controller tuning parameter, α. The fine tuning
of α is usually in the interval (0,1).

9.2.2.5 Generalised Zeigler–Nichols Method

Niederlinski [16] proposed an extension of SISO Ziegler–Nichols method to MIMO
system. A critical point is found by closing the loops with P-controller and bring-
ing the system under stable oscillation. The method is however difficult to use for
autotuning. Zhuang and Atherton [30] have used this method for autotuning PID
controllers.

9.2.2.6 The Relay Feedback Method

In recent years, the popular relay feedback method has been extended for autotun-
ing multivariable systems. Unlike SISO case, there are an infinite number of critical
points for a multivariable system, and this makes the autotuning a difficult task.
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Fig. 9.2 Closed-loop system

Instead, the research has been concentrated on extending relay feedback to multi-
variable systems. Two approaches are followed. The first uses partial relay feedback
using a sequential or an iterative tuning procedure by tuning the system loop by loop,
closing each loop once it is tuned, until all the loops are closed. To tune each loop, a
relay feedback configuration is set up to determine the ultimate gain and frequency.
The PI/PID settings are then computed on the basis of this information. Examples
of this approach can be found in Loh et al. [12] and Menani and Koivo [18].

In the second approach, the relay feedback configuration is simultaneously ap-
plied to all the loops. The system output can in general oscillate at different fre-
quencies and with different amplitudes. For typical multivariable systems, the out-
puts will oscillate at the same frequency but with different phases. In addition, the
system steady state is also needed to determine the critical points. For autotuning
purposes, it is more convenient to find the critical points of all loops at the same
frequency. Examples of this approach can be found in Zhuang and Atherton [30],
Palmor et al. [24] and Wang et al. [17].

9.3 Robustness Test

Assuming a nominal model denoted by G(s), the closed-loop system of Fig. 9.2
may be formed. The sensitivity, control sensitivity and complementary sensitivity
functions are defined as follows:

Sensitivity: S = (I +GK)−1, (9.14)

Control Sensitivity: C =K(I +GK)−1, (9.15)

Complementary Sensitivity: T =GK(I +GK)−1. (9.16)

Davison [2] defined the robust multivariable PID controller as the one which sta-
bilises the plant under first-order perturbation in the plant state space matrices and
asymptotically regulates the system to the desired set-points. Since then, the robust-
ness issue has been extensively researched, and useful results have been developed
to quantify the robustness of multivariable controllers.

For input multiplicative uncertainty defined in Fig. 9.3, the standard closed-loop
system is defined as

M(s)=
[ −W1T W1TG

−1

−W2SG W2S

]
(s). (9.17)

Note that other type of perturbation may also be considered, but for comparison
purposes, the analysis is restricted to input multiplicative uncertainty.
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Fig. 9.3 The input
multiplicative uncertainty

Nominal Performance Closed-loop system achieves nominal performance if and
only if ∥∥W2(I +GK)−1

∥∥∞ < 1. (9.18)

The weighting function (W2) is used to reflect the relative importance of various
frequency ranges for which performance is desired. Since W2 is chosen to be a
scalar, the maximum singular value plot of the sensitivity transfer function at every
frequency must lie below the plot of 1/|W2|, i.e.,

σ
[
W2(I +GK)−1(jω)

]
< 1. (9.19)

Robust Stability Closed-loop system achieves robust stability if and only if:∥∥W1KG(I +KG)−1
∥∥∞ < 1. (9.20)

W1 is the weight on multiplicative uncertainly of the system. Since W1 is chosen
to be a scalar, the maximum singular value plot of the sensitivity transfer function
must lie below the plot of 1/|W1| at every frequency.

σ
[
W1KG(I +KG)−1(jω)

]
< 1. (9.21)

Robust Performance The closed-loop system achieves robust performance if∥∥W2(I +GCK)
−1
∥∥∞ < 1, GC = (I +Wdel�G)G (9.22)

where Wdel is the weighting on the error signal. The robust performance is guaran-
teed if μ(M) < 1. An interesting criterion proposed by Gagnon et al. [4] to assess
the robust performance of multi-loop PID controller is given by

J =min
K(s)

{
m∑
i=1

∣∣μ�G(s)[M(s)
]− 1

∣∣n
}

(9.23)

where n is an integer penalty weighting, and m represents the number of frequency
points at which the criteria is evaluated. This criterion does not however penalise
the actuator variations, which is often important in terms of control energy cost
and actuator saturation, wear and tear and hence plant availability. The criterion is
therefore modified in this study to include the control sensitivity:

J =min
K(s)

{
m∑
i=1

[
WM

∣∣μ�G(s)[M(s)
]− 1

∣∣2 +WCμ�G(s)
[
C(s)

]]}
(9.24)

where WM and WC are appropriate weightings.
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Robust Stability The closed-loop system is stable for all perturbations σ̄ (�G) <
l if and only if

‖Tcll‖∞ < 1 ∀ω (9.25)

where Tcl =GK(I +GK)−1.

9.4 Tuning of Controllers

To allow for an objective comparison of the performance achieved by the multi-
variable controllers investigated in this study, the tuning parameters of each of the
controllers have been selected such that the following penalty function was min-
imised (Wahab et al. [8]):

J =
∫ ∞

0

[{
x̃(t)TQx̃(t)+ u(t)TRu(t)}]dt. (9.26)

The weighting matrices, Q and R, are non-negative definite symmetric matrices,
tuned in such a way that satisfactory closed-loop performance is obtained. It was
assumed that the process dynamics and controller states could be described using

x̃(t)=Ax̃(t)+Bu(t), (9.27)

y(t)= Cx̃(t) (9.28)

where x̃(t)= [x(t) v(t)]T, and where v(k) denoted the controller integrator states.
Under these assumptions, the multivariable PID control laws could be expressed
using

u(t)=−Kx̃(t), (9.29)

u(t)=Kx̃(t)=K(Ax̃(t)+Bu(t)) (9.30)

where K = [Kc Ki]. Then, by substituting (9.30) into (9.26) the following was
obtained:

J =
∫ ∞

0
x̃(t)T

(
Q+KTRK

)
x̃(t)= x̃(t)TP x̃(t). (9.31)

Then by letting

AT
c P + PAc +Q+KTRK = 0 (9.32)

the penalty function could be written as

J =
∫ ∞

0
x̃(t)TP x̃(t)= x̃(0)TP x̃(0) (9.33)
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where P denotes the solution to the discrete-time Lyapunov equation. Thus, for each
of the PID control schemes, the controller parameters Θ were selected such that the
matrix norm of P was minimised, i.e.,

min
K
‖P ‖. (9.34)

Therefore, the controller parameters Θ were optimal in the sense of minimising
the cost function J for specific Q and R. In each of the control design cases, the
above problem was solved using a numerical optimisation method. This approach
is justified when the process interaction is strong and the trial-and-error tuning ap-
proach for all controller parameters would be time consuming.

9.5 Simulation Studies

The example used for testing the tuning methods is the eight-tray distillation col-
umn [9] for separating methanol and water. The model of the system is a 2 × 2
system with the following open-loop transfer function:

G(s)=
[

12.8e−s
16.7s+1

−18.9e−3s

21s+1
6.6e−7s

10.9s+1
−19.6e−3s

14.4s+1

]
.

The outputs of the model are the reflux and steam flow, and the inputs are the distil-
late and bottoms compositions.

Nine methods have been used to design a PI controller for the above system. The
methods are:

1. Davison Method
2. Penttinen–Koivo method
3. Maciejowski method
4. The BLT method
5. Optimal control
6. Ho and Xu
7. IMC method
8. Loh et al.
9. Wang et al.

The Frequency and Time domain indices achieved for each method are shown in
Tables 9.1 and 9.2. Nominal Performance, Robust Stability and Robust Performance
Comparison of methods according to (9.2), (9.3), (9.5) and (9.7) have been shown
in Figs. 9.4, 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7, respectively.
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Fig. 9.4 Nominal
performance comparison

Fig. 9.5 Robust stability
comparison

Fig. 9.6 Robust performance
comparison

Fig. 9.7 Robust performance
comparison using the
proposed criterion

9.5.1 Discussion

Figure 9.4 shows that the controlled system has achieved nominal performance for
all methods. This conclusion follows from the fact that maximum singular values
are less than one. Methods 1, 2, 8 have not achieved robust stability, and method 3
has best stability robustness as shown in Fig. 9.5.
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Table 9.1 Frequency domain
specification M Sm S(j.01) ωm BW Mm

1 11.4 −31.5 3.6 0.29–0.65 2.6

2 18.4 −25.9 10 1.2–1.3 13.7

3 04.7 −25.4 0.9 0.18–0.18 −8.9

4 06.4 −09.3 2.3 0.4–0.12 0.40

5 04.5 −19.3 2.4 0.47–0.25 −7.1

6 08.4 −16.2 2.5 0.6–0.21 −12.4

7 12.3 −04.6 3.4 0.75–0.03 1.2

8 09.9 −17.1 2.8 1.0–0.17 0.92

9 09.4 −21.8 1.1 0.35–0.18 0.33

Table 9.2 Time domain
specifications

OS: Over Shoot

RT: Rise Time

ST: Settling Time

M OS % RT (s) ST (s)

1 35–31 9–2.5 43–42.5

2 54–56 8–2 31–41

3 12–3.5 9–5 30–9.4

4 10–0 4.2–84 20–130

5 2.3–4 10–5 12–26

6 0–0 3–32 34–48

7 6–0 2.5–51 25–85

8 53–0 2–25 19–38

9 39–11 4–8 24–37

Figure 9.6 shows the maximum value of upper bound of μ(M). Robust per-
formance is achieved if μ(M) < 1. Therefore the methods of 1, 2, 6, 8, 9 did
not achieved robust performance. This is also confirmed by the proposed criterion
of (9.23), Fig. 9.7.

Frequency Domain Specifications Using Table 9.2, the frequency domain in-
dices show that method 2 has maximum peak sensitivity and control sensitivity.
Method 2 also gives the largest bandwidth.

The Step response specification of the methods has been shown in Table 9.1. The
methods are compared for the performance characteristics as follow:

Settle Time Methods 5 and 3 have minimum settling time, and methods 1 and 6
have the maximum settling time.

Overshoot Methods 6 and 5 have minimum overshoot, and methods 2 and 9 have
the maximum overshoot.

Rise Time Methods 2, 3 and 8 have minimum rising time, and method 4 has the
maximum rising time.
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Fig. 9.8 Plan view of the
ship with thrusters illustrated

Maximum Actuator Excursion Method 2 has the biggest, and method 6 has the
smallest bandwidth, respectively. This is confirmed by the fact that method 2 has
the largest bandwidth in open loop and therefore lowest disturbance rejection. In
other words, method 6 has narrower bandwidth and consequently more disturbance
rejection.

A qualitative comparison of the methods shows that methods 1, 2, 8, 9 require
the least computation and coding requirements. Methods 3, 6 and 7 require a simple
dynamic model of the system. Methods 4 and 5 require the most design effort and
are often used in off-line applications.

The results demonstrate that a method which combines the best features of meth-
ods 1, 2 and 3 will be most suitable for industrial application as these methods
require a low modelling requirement and a minimum number of tuning parameters.

9.6 Dynamic Ship Position Controller Tuning

Dynamic Positioning (DP) of a vessel (Fig. 9.8) refers to the process of automati-
cally controlling the vessel’s thrusters and/or main screws to maintain the vessel at a
fixed position and heading and/or at a precise speed along a selected track [15]. De-
spite the success of advanced DP control systems, the use of PIDs is still widespread,
particularly for the low-cost DP systems. The main reason for this popularity is the
ease of tuning and commissioning PID controllers. In most systems, SISO PIDs are
used. However, a ship exhibits significant interactions between the various loops,
thus a true multivariable strategy is preferable.
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Fig. 9.9 Control scheme with output notch filter

The forces incident on a vessel due to the environment can be considerably
greater than the available force from the ship’s thrusters. Thus, it is necessary to
both avoid actuator saturation and to save fuel by ignoring disturbances, which
cannot be effectively cancelled. To this end, filters can be employed to attenuate
non-essential components of the spectrum of measured variables. To be specific,
notch filtering of position measurement at the frequency of dominant wave excit-
ing forces, ωn = 0.6 rad/s, produces good steady-state tracking, whilst removing
high-frequency zero-mean forces that do not affect the average position of the ship.

A typical block diagram of the control system is shown in Fig. 9.9. The closed-
loop ship control has the transfer function

Y (s) = (sI + TBEGvKpTEBN)
−1TBEGvKpTEBR(s)

+ (sI + TBEGvKpTEBN)
−1TBEGdd(s). (9.35)

However, noting that TBETEB = I and performing suitable block diagram ma-
nipulations, the simplified equivalent closed-loop system may be expressed as

Y(s)= TBE(sI +GvKpN)
−1GvKpR(s)+TBE(sI +GvKpN)

−1Gdd(s). (9.36)

The coordinate transformations do not appear within this equivalent closed-loop
system as TBETEB = I and it is clear that they do not affect the dynamics, which
are controlled.

9.6.1 Position and Velocity Feedback

To stabilise the ship, it is necessary to feedback the velocity to increase the closed-
loop damping. Hence, a full multivariable PID is needed to meet the stability and
performance criteria. If the velocity gain KV (s) is sufficiently large, then the inner
loop can provide enough phase margin such that notch filters can be introduced
while closed-position-loop performance and stability are maintained. Much lower
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gains in the position loop set the bandwidth of the position control and keep actuator
activity to acceptable levels. The closed-loop transfer functions of the velocity loop
are:

y
s
(s)= TV (s)rV (s)+ SV (s)Gd(s)d(s), (9.37)

us(s)=UV (s)rV (s)− VV (s)Gd(s)d(s), (9.38)

where

SV (s)= I

s
(I +GVKVN)

−1, (9.39)

TV (s)= I

s
(I +GVKVN)

−1GVKV , (9.40)

UV (s)= I

s
(I +KVNGV )

−1KV , (9.41)

USV (s)= I

s
(I +KVNGV )

−1KVN. (9.42)

In the position loop, the closed-loop transfer functions of note are:

Y (s)= Tp(s)R(s)+ Sp(s)Gd(s)d(s), (9.43)

u(s)=Up(s)R(s)− Vp(s)Gd(s)d(s), (9.44)

where

Sp(s)= TBE(I + TVKPN)
−1SV , (9.45)

Tp(s)= TBE(I + TVKPN)
−1SVKP TEB, (9.46)

Up(s)= (sI +UVKPNGV )
−1sUVKPTEB, (9.47)

Vp(s)= (sI +UVKPNGV )
−1(UVKPN + sVV ). (9.48)

The design trade-offs for this system are interesting. When selecting feedback gains
for both loops, characteristics such as speed of response, disturbance rejection, de-
coupling, and actuator constraints must all be taken into account. High gains may
produce fast responses and good disturbance rejection but with unacceptable actu-
ator activity. Reducing the gain may bring thruster forces to within the constraints,
but the system will respond slowly and be pushed away from the set point more eas-
ily. The problem of coupling may also appear whereby control energy is expended
on one input to cancel the effect of another control input. This interaction is clearly
undesirable and gives an inefficient overall control system, but may have to be toler-
ated to some extent given other possibly opposing design issues. The velocity loops
are assumed to be tuned, and hence the position loops will be discussed here. For
details of velocity loop tuning, see Martin and Katebi [15].

As discussed in Sect. 9.5, the following methods are most appropriate for online
tuning, and hence they are applied to the ship positioning control problem.
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9.6.2 Davison Method

Moving to the position loop control, it is evident that the Davison method will pro-
duce zero gains, due to the integrators in TV (s) (9.40). Therefore, the method is of
no value in this case either.

9.6.3 Penttinen–Koivo Method

The Penttinen–Koivo method presents another difficulty because there is no readily
available state-space representation for TV (s) (9.40). Hence, the method of iden-
tifying CB from step tests is utilised. However, when the Penttinen–Koivo, Ma-
ciejowski or Martin–Katebi design methods are used in the velocity loop, the result
is CB = 0. This result is confirmed by inspection of TV (s), because every trans-
fer function element has relative degree between numerator and denominator of at
least 2. Therefore, a step appearing at any input will not instantaneously produce an
output. The inverse of CB is infinite in this case, and the Penttinen–Koivo method
is of no further interest.

9.6.4 Maciejowski Method

The initial selection of bandwidth is 0.02 rad/s, because reference filters with this
bandwidth are to be employed in order to keep actuator excursion low and to give
a smooth transition from one position reference to another. Therefore, there is little
point in designing a faster ship controller than this. The bandwidth selected will be
sufficient to reject any low-frequency disturbances encountered.

K =
⎡
⎣0.0199 0 0

0 0.0198 −0.00125
0 0.000000652 0.0185

⎤
⎦= (TV (j0.2)N(j0.02)

)−1 (9.49)

where

KP (s)=Kp + Ki

s
+Kds = pPK + εPK 1

s
+ δPKs, (9.50)

TV (j0.02)N(j0.02)K

=
⎡
⎣−0.0144− 0.999j 0 0

0 −0.0143− 0.999j −0.254+ 0.00362j
0 0.000135− 0.00000133j −0.00927− 0.931j

⎤
⎦ .

(9.51)

The system is clearly well decoupled at this frequency, and once again, the Charac-
teristic Loci are plotted to provide stable values for pP and εP . When pP = 1, the
integral action scaling may take values 0< εP < 0.91.
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Fig. 9.10 Disturbance-to-control-input Bode plot

The Bode plot, in Fig. 9.10, demonstrates the presence of a notch in the frequency
response from wave disturbances to the thruster input at 0.6 rad/s. The three plots
are for different tuning methods in the velocity loop and with the gains indicated.
Similar plots may be obtained for the sway and yaw loops.

9.6.5 Martin–Katebi Method

As with the Davison method, the Ki gains will be zero, hence this is just a special
case of the Maciejowski method where εP = 0. For each position loop controller,
δP = 0 to avoid large thruster forces, and εP is chosen to be 10% of the upper limit
of stable values as a first guess for controller tuning. The final values of pP and
εP will depend on stability; control input magnitude, overshoot, settling time and
decoupling as given in the next section on simulation.

9.6.6 Controller Tuning and Simulation

In this section the performance of the three different control design schemes are
evaluated on a nonlinear model using Simulink. Bearing in mind that the Davison
method was not applicable to the system under investigation, there are three permu-
tations of controller—a Penttinen–Koivo, Maciejowski or Martin–Katebi velocity
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Fig. 9.11 Responses of TP (s)FR(s) to filtered step reference demand

loop design with a Maciejowski position loop design. The results and subsequent
tuning of each control design now follow.

9.6.7 Transfer Function Responses

To make a quick initial assessment of each controller, responses from (9.37) to
(9.42) are required. In Sect. 9.6.4, it was noted that reference filters of bandwidth
0.02 rad/s are to be employed to keep actuator excursion low and to give a smooth
transition from one position reference to another. Figure 9.11 shows the multivari-
able responses of TP (s)VR(s) to unit step reference demands on each input, with
zero disturbances. For the Pentinnen–Koivo velocity loop case, the parameters are
pV = 1, εV = 2.44, pP = 1, εP = 0.091. In the Maciejowski velocity loop case,
the values are pV = 1, εV = 0.031, pP = 1, εP = 0.008, and in the Martin–Katebi
case, pV = 1, εV = 0.153, pP = 1, εP = 0.0073.

Cross coupling is not a problem, judging from the Y response to a step in ψ and
vice versa. However, the diagonal elements exhibit considerable overshoot and long
settling times for all three cases, and oscillation in the Penttinen–Koivo case. In-
creasing pP in fact improves the responses in all three cases. Letting pP = 3 and al-
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Fig. 9.12 Thruster responses of UP (s)FR(s) to step reference demand

tering εP to the new 10% value of the upper limit of stability, overshoot and settling
times are now reduced, and the performance is acceptable for this application. Fig-
ure 9.11 shows the corresponding surge and sway thrust responses of UP (s)FR(s)
with the parameters given, and a bias of 98 T added to the surge plot to account for
the operating point. In the nonlinear simulation, there would also be a slight offset
on the right-hand plots due to the current acting at one degree to the ship heading
when the reference point is reached. All peaks are well within the thruster maximum
force of 470 T and moment of 105 T m, and the rate limit of 50 T/s is not violated.

In the simulation later, the average wind velocity UA0 is set to 20 m/s at an angle
βA = ψR + π/4, and the waves are for heavy seas at an angle βW = ψR + π/12,
where ψR is the heading reference.

Comparing the magnitude of these forces and moments with the thruster re-
sponses of VP (s)Gd(s) in Fig. 9.12, it is clear that the notch filter and bandwidth
selection prevents total rejection of the disturbance, instead focusing on the low-
frequency components.

The high-frequency zero-mean disturbances are allowed to influence the ship
motion, as depicted in the responses of SP (s)Gd(s) in Fig. 9.13.

The surge thrust reaches peaks of greater than 470 T in the Penttinen–Koivo
linear responses and the rate of change peaks at 200 T/s, so clearly some tuning is
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Fig. 9.13 Thruster responses of VP (s)Gd(s) to disturbances

required. Unfortunately, simply reducing pP does not reduce the thruster magnitude
as desired.

As mentioned in [15], adjusting KV (s) affects the spectral characteristics of the
position loop above the bandwidth frequency. To proceed, pV must be reduced in
the velocity loop and a new gain matrix, K , found in the position loop. The thruster
peaks are in excess of the 470 T maximum by around 15%, but the rate of change is
four times larger than the acceptable 50 T/s. Decreasing pV from 1 to 0.3, εV from
2.44 to 0.155 and recalculating K at 0.02 rad/s for the Penttinen–Koivo velocity
loop produces

K =
⎡
⎣0.0202 0 0

0 0.0201 −0.094
0 0.00000479 0.0197

⎤
⎦ . (9.52)

By comparison with (9.38), the off-diagonal elements show an increase due to
greater velocity loop interaction between the sway and yaw directions. Hence,
thruster forces are likely to increase slightly so that one input can cancel the effect of
the other control input (see Fig. 9.14). The reduction of pV should produce smaller
thruster forces overall, however. The attenuation of frequencies above 0.2 rad/s is
now much greater and appears to be similar to the responses in the Maciejowski and
Martin–Katebi cases.
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Fig. 9.14 Position responses of SP (s)Gd(s) to disturbances

9.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, nine PID tuning methods for multivariable systems were compared
for their robustness properties in this chapter. The Gain and phase margin method
was shown to outperform other methods. The Penttinen–Koivo method shows the
poorest performance in tracking error. The BLT shows poor performance in track-
ing error but has good disturbance rejection. The feedback relay method performed
well for disturbance rejection with poor behaviour in tracking error. More examples
and robustness of methods should be investigated to establish a better conclusive
comparison of the methods.

This was followed by application and comparison of nonparametric tuning meth-
ods for an industrial example. The study demonstrated that the proposed method can
provide better performance and incorporates most of the design features available
in the other methods.

The main disadvantage of the nonparametric methods described here is that the
open-loop system should be stable. Hence, there is still a need for research and
development of more general multivariable tuning methods to deal with unstable
systems as well as systems with strong loop interactions.
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Chapter 10
Identification for PID Control

Kostas S. Tsakalis and Sachi Dash

10.1 Introduction

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers are still the most common control
algorithms used in the process industry. PID is a reduced complexity controller that
provides the bare essentials for control: an integrator for low-frequency disturbance
attenuation, and two-zeros-worth of phase lead for stabilization and phase margin
adjustment. Practical experience shows that its tuning can be accomplished with
very little information about the plant from the point of view of standard design
techniques. This celebrated feature carefully underplays the fact that as a limited
degree of freedom controller, the PID may be unsuccessful in controlling arbitrary
plants and the tuning techniques may become progressively more complicated as the
class of plants is expanded. For example, it is quite straightforward to show that PID
controllers can always stabilize a single integrator and that they cannot stabilize a
chain of three integrators. Furthermore, techniques that have a well established track
record for the typical process control application, e.g., a heating process, are shown
to fail when the plant contains flexible modes, e.g., a pendulum with flexible shaft. It
is in these cases where PID control must ultimately escape the back-of-the-envelope
calculations and the nearly-model-free framework. The most popular controller can
now utilize the most recent computational methods and design understanding. The
benefits are in the hardware simplicity, including anti-windups and fast execution
times, and ease of scheduling.

Many methods for PID tuning are found in the literature, and [1] is an excellent
introduction. Typical examples include an analytic derivation of the tuning, based on
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a low-order model of the plant (e.g., [2]). In other methods [3–5], the tuning is based
on the optimization of some performance measure related to the characteristics of
the frequency and/or time response of the system. Evaluations and comparisons of
PID tuning schemes are always a topic of research and publications [6, 7]. More
recently, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of methods that
connect the identification properties with the controller design to produce more re-
liable control systems [8–12]. For PID tuning, examples of work in this direction
are [13–15].

To address the feasibility of PID control, we may focus on the plant and view
PID controllers as pole-placement controllers for “arbitrary” second order systems.
We can then ask when our plant is sufficiently close to a second order system. An
alternative to this is to ask when the PID is an optimal controller [16]. The other
approach is to focus on the controller and ask when a full order controller can be
approximated sufficiently close by a PID. In both cases, a simple small-gain argu-
ment quickly shows that any approximation error must be weighted by the target
loop properties. Such designs can be resolved with some degree of conservatism by
means of efficient (convex) optimization techniques [14, 17] or non-conservative but
non-convex optimization [18], with all the associated difficulties and shortcomings.
Yet, the tuning of PID is always a subject of great practical interest and, despite the
small number tunable parameters, remains as a research topic. One reason for this
is the existence of several performance trade-offs (e.g., bandwidth, integral action,
overshoot, robustness), which may obscure the proper choice of the control objec-
tive. More severe implementation problems arise from the requirements of some
user expertise for successful tuning, in conjunction with the large number of PID
loops that need to be tuned. For example, in a typical refinery there could be 3000
PID loops. As a result, it is not surprising that many of these controllers are poorly
tuned (∼30%, [19]).

What is perhaps obscure and deserves more attention here is the importance of
the objective. Both of the seemingly straightforward approximations (plant by a
low-order model or controller by a PID) hinge on the proper choice of a closed
loop objective or a closed loop target. Understanding the basic properties and lim-
itations of these targets is an important step towards consistently successful PID
implementations. From an optimization point of view, using the PID as a reduced
degree-of-freedom controller will in general result in multiple optima. While certain
objectives may still lead to unique solutions, the sensitivity of the solution to pertur-
bations becomes important when model uncertainty is included in the optimization.
This is of particular practical significance when the model is obtained from a sys-
tem identification step, which will invariably involve model sets that cannot fully
describe the data, e.g., data containing disturbances, or parametric models that can
only capture some of the system modes. In such cases, the optimization of the PID
tuning for the nominal model becomes a lesser problem and gives its place to the ro-
bustness of the PID with respect to the model uncertainty and the trade-offs among
the various performance measures.

One particular design point of view that has emerged and has been well-received
in applications [20] is the delivery of multiple tunings, e.g., on a Pareto optimal
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curve, that allow the user to select among different performance-robustness metrics.
A typical implementation of this idea involves high-level tuning parameters, such
as closed-loop bandwidth, damping, etc., and the use of simulation to visualize the
performance of the tuning with the identified model. Here, it is essential to present
the user with choices that represent different Pareto-optimal trade-offs but avoid the
unintended optimization of a particular feature, say the set-point step response. This
approach brings in some new dimensions in the PID tuning process, such as varying
trade-offs that may involve operator experience or changing assessment of risk (and,
therefore, robustness margin), behavior with saturating actuators and effectiveness
of the employed antiwindup scheme [1], and the ability to address simultaneous
stabilization of multiple models [21] with, possibly, different objectives for each
one. Thus, the back-of-the-envelope calculation and the single optimal tuning are
becoming only intermediate steps, or tools, in the tuning process. Furthermore, the
utilization of uncertainty estimates in the PID tuning procedure allows for a quanti-
tative assessment of risk that improves the reliability of the controller and minimizes
the need for retuning or trial and error.

In this context, system identification techniques offer the ability to tune PID
controllers from data, with ever-increasing degrees of sophistication. The identi-
fied models must and have progressed from a minimal information of a single fre-
quency point, accompanied with strong assumptions or prior knowledge about the
plant to guarantee that this information is all that is needed to tune the PID. The
identification now is expected to provide one or more nominal models and a quan-
titative description of uncertainty. While in some cases a frequency response is suf-
ficient, state-space or transfer function models are essential to handle more difficult
cases that require an intermediate full-order controller design step before the re-
duction to a PID. There are two subtle points associated with this approach, and
both emanate from the difficulty of selecting a suitable excitation for the identifi-
cation experiment. The first is the need to maintain a reasonable model structure at
both low and high frequencies, in addition to the usual crossover information re-
quired by the typical PID tuner. For example, model overparametrization of plants
with slow poles or instabilities often leads to near-pole-zero cancellations of very
slow modes that attempt to model slow drifts from small disturbances. While this
is essentially irrelevant for crossover-based tuning methods, it prohibits the compu-
tation of a general stabilizing controller as an intermediate step to assess the limits
of performance. Avoiding such pathologies can be performed easily in a subopti-
mal, non-automated fashion, e.g., either through a slow–fast model decomposition
and reduction, or through the identification of a lower order model. The second
point is that most of the standard identification methods exhibit a strong, albeit nat-
ural, dependence of the optimum on the excitation spectrum. This is a direct con-
sequence of the data being outside the model set, i.e., the input–output responses
that can be described by the assumed family of parametric models, say, second or-
der or third order transfer functions. The situation is exacerbated by models with
non-invertible elements (right-half plane poles and zeros). A solution of this general
problem may be achieved as an iteration in identification and design of excitation,
e.g., [22, 23], also found in the so-called “windsurfer approach” to adaptive control
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[24, 25]. A alternative approach is to use min–max techniques to perform identifica-
tion in L∞/H∞ which normalize the effect of excitation. The difference of the two
approaches is between the identification using shorter data sets from multiple ex-
periments versus the identification of the model from a longer data set and a single
experiment.

In the following, we discuss some of the basic PID tuning principles from the
perspective of system modeling and identification. It is not meant to be a sharp dis-
tinction since, as we argued above, both tuning and target/objective selection are not
independent of the identification method. A variety of approaches have been taken
through the years to quantify the necessary model features to tune PID controllers.
We distinguish three cases with their representatives:

1. Ziegler–Nichols and classical one-frequency point methods: They assume a sim-
ple model structure, e.g., a first order plus dead-time approximation (FOPDT),
for which an optimal PID tuning has been tabulated in terms of two free param-
eters [26]. As such, it is suitable for process control applications and back-of-
the-envelope calculations. It comes in two flavors, open and closed loop data,
with the closed loop being naturally weighted with closed-loop objectives and
often being more successful. The tuning rules focus on disturbance attenuation,
and may not provide flexibility to cope with other types of models or different
levels of uncertainty in the model. But the value of this pioneering technique for
the intended class of applications is unquestionable, with a high point reached
by Åström’s ingenious autotuner [27]. The common characteristics of these two
cases are the ease of experimental data collection and the computation of the
PID gains. Also common is the difficulty to assess a priori the success of the PID
controller.

2. Indirect identification and controller design: The indirect terminology here
comes from adaptive control. That is, the plant is identified in open or closed
loop and the controller is then tuned for the identified model. It allows for the
possibility of tuning a general controller before reducing it to a PID. While this
provides ample generality and flexibility, its limitations are in the selection of the
a priori unknown optimal identification weights. The choice of the control objec-
tive is conceptually less restrictive but practically still unclear. Our preference is
with loop-shaping methods that have an immediate connection with uncertainty-
imposed constraints. The reduction to the PID is a redeeming quality of this
approach. For a general class of frequency-domain objectives, the linear-in-the-
parameters PID structure reduces the tuning problem to a convex approximation
problem and, hence, it is easily and reliably solvable. Nevertheless, we acknowl-
edge a great variety of other objectives, typically of Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR) or Model Predictive Control (MPC) type that may also be useful in PID
controller tuning.

3. Direct identification of the PID controller parameters: This approach relies on
a brilliant observation, due to G. Stein, that the loop transfer function can be
directly optimized to approximate a prescribed target, based on input-output data
alone [28, 29]. It inherently makes use of a natural frequency weighting by the
target loop sensitivity and can be used independent of input signal saturation, but
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requires the a priori knowledge of a nearly feasible target loop. Another approach
that falls in this category is the PID tuning using the so-called unfalsified control
concept [30]. Unfalsification and cost-based controller switching have produced
a long list of very interesting theory and applications, e.g., see [31–35], but they
extend beyond the scope of this study.

The last two methods can be stated in terms of the small gain theorem so that they
can provide some closed loop performance guarantees (as sufficient conditions).
They can be further enhanced by system-relevant identification optimization.

10.2 Ziegler–Nichols and One-Frequency Point Methods

Classical controller design techniques on lead-lag compensators can yield PID tun-
ings based on magnitude and frequency information at one frequency point, namely
the loop transfer function crossover frequency. One fairly successful approach is to
design the compensator to achieve a given phase margin at the gain crossover fre-
quency. Assuming that the plant transfer function P(s) is well behaved around the
intended crossover and rolls-off without resonances or other large increases, achiev-
ing a positive phase margin would also imply the closed-loop stability by virtue of
the Nyquist theorem.

The PID tuning equations for such a design are

∠P(jωc)C(jωc)≥−180+ P.M.,

|P(jωc)C(jωc)| = 1.

These are two equations for the three PID parameters that can be solved sequentially,
given the phase margin P.M. and the gain crossover frequency ωc, for the PID free
parameters Kp,Ki,Kd where

C(s)=
(
Kp + Ki

s
+ Kds

τs + 1

)
.

In the above PID definition, we included a pseudo-differentiator filter with time
constant τ to limit the PID gain at high frequencies. Typically, τ is selected an order
of magnitude higher than the crossover so that its phase lag contribution is limited
to under 6◦. The traditional PID description with τ = 0 has the advantage that the
proportional part contributes only a real correction while the integral and derivative
parts contribute a pure imaginary correction, which facilitate the computations. The
rest of the equations for the PID tuning come from the reasonable constraints that
the PID should be minimum phase and that both zeros—if a derivative part is used—
should occur at the same point. A quick example of such a design is when the plant
is an integrator

P(s)= 1

s
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to be controlled to a crossover ωc = 1 with P.M.= 45◦. It follows that the following
PI is sufficient to meet these objectives

C(s)= 1√
2
+ 1√

2s
.

The Ziegler–Nichols method is an excellent example where the generality of this
design procedure is sacrificed for a quick experimental approach to determine a suit-
able (phase) crossover frequency and the plant transfer function at that point. It is
an early manifestation of the importance of not only the tuning method but of the
ease and reliability of extracting the necessary model information for it. In a sim-
ilar vein, one can consider other typical system parametrizations, e.g., by the step
response, and convert the parameters into one frequency point information, thereby
generating new classes of tuning rules from easily identified system characteristics.
Thus, Ziegler–Nichols and other comparable methods have tabulated the results for
models that typically arise in process control (e.g., FOPDT) with emphasis placed
on input disturbance rejection, e.g., see [1, 6]. But, for the simple example of the
integrator, Ziegler–Nichols depends on the ubiquitous high order dynamics and de-
lays to find the phase crossover frequency and from that tune the PID. It is a method
that is well-suited to an experimental application instead of a more abstract nominal
model.

At this point, we should also mention the ingenious method by Åström using
a relay feedback experiment to find the necessary crossover information [27]. In
this case, using a describing function argument, e.g., [36], one can show the sys-
tem will enter a limit cycle with frequency approximately the phase crossover and
amplitude |P(jωc)| 4

π
, for which the Ziegler–Nichols tuning can be applied. While

fundamentally obtaining the same information, this approach avoids the drawback
of the original Ziegler–Nichols procedure where by the loop was destabilized with
possibly catastrophic consequences.

On the other hand, a limitation of this (and similar) methods is that it provides
no tuning knobs and, if it fails, it provides no direction for a correction, other than
decreasing the system bandwidth for stable plants. One such example is the inverted
pendulum with flexible shaft which requires the bandwidth to be high-enough for
stabilization but low-enough to avoid the excitation of the flexible modes. Such an
example is considered below to show that it is possible, and often advantageous, to
use a general full order controller design method and reduce it afterwards to fit the
PID structure. At a first glance, this approach may seem as an overkill, i.e., to enter in
a full order controller design quest before ultimately reducing it to a PID. However,
with the general theoretical and computational tools that have been developed in the
last two decades, it is now much easier and more reliably automated to use such
general methods to obtain a stabilizing controller that obey uncertainty constraints.
The rationale for such an increase in complexity is in the ability to provide a more
systematic and reliable approach to modeling and PID tuning that provides a final
controller with high confidence, and possibly requiring no trial-and-error. With this
in mind, we provide a quick review of the frequency loop-shaping method, using a
variety of industrial and educational control problems as motivating applications.
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10.3 Loop-Shaping and the Use of General Controller Design
Methods in PID Tuning

Loop-shaping in frequency domain is a method that converts the controller design
into a model matching problem, which can be elegantly solved in the general case
using H∞ tools [37]. Variants of this approach have been mentioned in [1, 38, 39],
and in the so-called internal model control (IMC) rules for PID tuning [40]. Here, we
focus on the convex optimization method proposed by [14, 41] because it plays an
instrumental role by allowing the incorporation of identification-induced constraints
in the PID tuning.

10.3.1 Frequency Loop-Shaping Tuning Algorithm

It is assumed that a frequency response of the linear, time-invariant, SISO plant P(s)
is available. This can be obtained, e.g., via a system identification experiment [42],
or from first-principles modeling. For such a system, a PID controller is to be de-
signed, with transfer function

C(s)=
(
Kp + Ki

s
+ Kds

τs + 1

)
(10.1)

where Kp , Ki , and Kd , are the proportional, integral, and derivative gains, respec-
tively. A low pass filter with an a priori selected time constant τ is used in the
derivative term, in order to limit the susceptibility of the controller to measure-
ment noise and/or reflect the finite-difference implementation of the differentia-
tor. The Frequency Loop-Shaping (FLS) objective is to determine the PID gains
K = {Kp,Ki,Kd}, so that the compensated open Loop Transfer Function (LTF) is
close, in an L∞ sense, to a desired or target LTF, say L(s).1 The main advantage
of this linear parameterization is that any functional of the form ‖W(PC −L)‖L∞ ,
with W a weighting function, is convex in the design parameters K .

In order to gain some further insight on the translation of the proposed PID tuning
into a convex optimization problem, we first analyze conditions to ensure the stabil-
ity of the closed-loop. Let Δ= L− PC denote the error LTF and So ≡ (1+L)−1,
the nominal sensitivity. In addition, suppose L is such that SoΔ is stable, i.e., L
and PC have the same unstable poles. A general version of this decomposition is
depicted in Fig. 10.1. Rewriting the closed-loop system in terms of L and Δ, and
applying the small gain theorem [43], a sufficient condition for closed-loop stability
is

‖SoΔ‖H∞ = ‖(1+L)−1(PC −L)‖L∞ < 1. (10.2)

1‖F‖L∞ ≡ supω |F(jω)|. If F is stable, ‖F‖H∞ = ‖F‖L∞ .
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Fig. 10.1 Loop
transformation to illustrate
the derivation of the
frequency loop shaping
optimization objective. Here,
Θ denotes an all-pass factor
containing the unstable poles
and W is a frequency weight
to reduce the conservatism of
the small-gain theorem. The
use of Θ is to enable the
conversion of the H∞ norm
to a L∞ norm, as long as the
Nyquist encirclement
condition satisfied; the latter
is guaranteed by assuming
that L= L̄Θ and CP have
the same unstable poles

Expression (10.2) can be regarded as a cost functional for solving the weighted
approximation problem of L by PC. The FLS tuning of the PID parameters is then
cast as the following optimization problem

min
K
‖So(PCK −L)‖L∞ . (10.3)

Notice that for internal stability PC should contain no right-half plane cancellations.
This requirement is easily met by restricting our attention to minimum phase con-
trollers. Such a restriction makes practical sense since the PID gains are expected
to be of the same sign. Without much loss of generality, it is assumed that the PID
gains are positive. All of these constraints are convex and can be easily incorporated
in the optimization.

Inequality (10.2) guarantees closed-loop stability with the full-order nominal
plant model. Robust stability with respect to modeling errors, however, should be
handled separately. While the margin of the inequality (distance between the left-
and right-hand side) has some robustness implications, a more suitable robustness
measure can be assessed in terms of the target loop. For example, in a typical de-
sign the nominal plant is given together with the uncertainty in terms of sensitivity
and complementary sensitivity bounds. A target loop is then selected to meet the
uncertainty constraints, as well as constraints imposed by right-half plane poles and
zeros. If the matching error is small, then the nominal loop is close to the target
and inherits approximately the same robustness properties. Some additional con-
sideration should be given to the multivariable case when the PIDs are designed
in a decoupled fashion. In this case, the off-diagonal elements of the plant can be
treated as an additional perturbation via Perron eigenvalue computations [44] or mu-
analysis [45]. Because of the conservatism of the small gain theorem and the limited
flexibility of the controller structure, these measures serve only as indicators to aid
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the target loop selection. After computing the controller parameters, the closed loop
robustness properties can be evaluated more accurately against the complete nomi-
nal model and the design can be iterated, if necessary.

10.3.2 Choosing a Target LTF

The FLS tuning procedure is equally applicable for any reasonable target loop. The
use of target LTFs can be motivated by classical loop-shaping ideas where consider-
able experience and insight are available. For example, the target loop must contain
any dynamics (plant poles or zeros) that should not be canceled by the compensator.
These dynamics include integrators, slow or unstable poles, time delays, and non-
minimum-phase zeros near the target bandwidth. In the general case, the selection
of the target loop may be quite involved, (e.g., see [38]) and may require the solution
of a full order controller design problem.

Typical targets, covering most of the cases of interest, are first and second or-
der, depending on the rolloff rate of the plant around the intended crossover fre-
quency ωc. For example, if the plant frequency response has approximately zero
roll-off rate around ωc, then L = ωc/s. If the plant rolls-off with −20 dB/dec
around ωc, i.e., integrators or slow poles are present, the second order target
L= ωc(s+aωc+ε)/s(s+ε). Here,−ε is the slow pole of the plant and a (typically
0.25–0.5) defines the trade-off between disturbance attenuation and step response
overshoot. The target loop bandwidth also needs to be selected to satisfy funda-
mental limitations from right-half plane poles and zeros (for more guidelines, see
[21, 41]).

The above simplified selection of the target loop is well-suited to problems where
only the frequency response of the plant is given. On the other hand, plants with
more elaborate pole–zero structure may require a more involved selection of the
target loop. A more systematic target selection can be based on the design of a
full-order compensator, e.g., via linear quadratic or H∞ methods, assuming that
a state-space model (or transfer function) of the plant is available. In this case, L
is formed by the series connection of the full-order compensator and the nominal
plant.

For example, a full-order controller can be designed using LQR theory. In this
manner, a desirable and feasible (with state feedback) target loop is obtained re-
gardless of the relationship between open- and closed-loop bandwidth. Then, PID
tuning becomes essentially a model order reduction of the high-order controller,
weighted by the plant and the nominal loop sensitivity. More specifically, consider
a state-space realization [A,B,C,D] of the augmented plant model G(s) 1

s
. Define

Q= C�C + ρ(A�C�CA+μ‖C‖2I
)

where ρ is a parameter affecting the amount of integral action (e.g., 0.001 is often
a good choice), and μ is a small number to ensure observability. Then compute the
state controller gain K by solving the LQR problem K = lqr(A,B,Q,R) where R
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is iterated such that the Sensitivity [A−BK,B,K,−I ] has a prescribed crossover
frequency. Then, use [A,B,K,D] as the target loop for the FLS tuning of the PID.
This procedure has been found to be very reliable in generating reasonable target
loops, given essentially one free parameter, the desired Sensitivity crossover of the
closed-loop system.2

In cases where the plant has right-half plane zeros near the intended closed-loop
bandwidth, the simplified LQR-based technique may produce state feedback con-
trollers that cannot be approximated by dynamic output feedback controllers. In
such a case, solving a full order controller design using H∞ methods provides a so-
lution in that such controllers are feasible for output feedback implementation. The
only question remaining is whether they can be approximated well enough by the
PID structure, and this is precisely the problem that the FLS method addresses. In
particular, our experience indicates that the Glover–McFarlane loop shaping method
using normalized coprime factorizations [46] is very successful in generating rea-
sonable robust controllers without much user input, especially for difficult cases of
systems with flexible modes.

Finally, note that when the minimum value of the objective (10.3) is sufficiently
small, e.g., 0.2–0.3, the nominal sensitivity properties are approximately preserved
for the actual closed-loop system. Large values of the objective (e.g., 0.5 or higher)
may allow for unacceptable performance deterioration and can be used as an indi-
cation that the target loop bandwidth may need to be reduced. In the same vein,
the value of the objective together with the frequency where the maximum occurs,
can serve as indicators of confidence in the tuning process. Notice that, due to the
conservatism of (10.2), a PID tuned with objective value greater than one is not nec-
essarily a destabilizing one. However, if this maximum occurs near the crossover,
the sensitivity properties and overshoot of the closed-loop will be unacceptable.

10.3.3 FLS Application to a Flexible Inverted Pendulum Model

The following example is rather extreme, but an impressive one, showing how a PID
augmented with lowpass filters can be used for control of a difficult case. Needless
to say, the quick PID tuning methods fail to produce a stabilizing controller. This
problem was motivated by a common inverted pendulum experiment that we have
in operation in our lab. The pendulum is 1

2 m length with a 300 g weight at the
end, and driven by a servomotor [47, 48]. One of the early experiments was the
design of parameter adaptation to stabilize the PID without using any knowledge
of the physical parameters. The system model was identified from data and as the
classical second order rigid-body transfer function, for which the desired PID gains
had been tabulated in an off-line PID tuning process for all parameters on a grid.
This process proved very successful and reliable to stabilize the pendulum when the

2The Sensitivity crossover is related to the closed-loop crossover (Complementary Sensitivity) but
it is better behaved in cases of right half-plane zeros near the desired bandwidth.
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Fig. 10.2 Bode plots of the inverted pendulum model with flexible shaft

sensor data was obtained through a belt-and-gear system to increase resolution [48].
However, it failed to stabilize the pendulum when the sensor was replaced with a
new, more accurate one, that eliminated all friction and natural low-pass filtering of
the data. A careful system identification from high sampling rate data showed that
the system model, shown below, now exhibited flexible modes that were excited by
the high-power servomotor (Fig. 10.2)

P(s)= 0.00066s2 + 0.0029s + 1.478

s2 + 0.0635s − 19.54

+ 0.000332s2 + 0.3785s + 177.5

s2 + 15.52s + 64750
.

The key difficulty in designing a PID controller for this system is that it requires
significant phase lead and that causes the high frequency gain of the controller to in-
crease, which in turn excites and destabilizes the flexible mode. Omitting most of the
details, a successful general procedure that produced the desired PID controller with
a lowpass filter was to perform a full order design and then use FLS tools to perform
a weighted model order reduction of the full order controller to a PID. For the high
order controller, we used the Glover–McFarlane loopshaping method [46] because
it has excellent characteristics when controlling flexible modes. The initial design
suggested that the controller structure could be approximated by a PID with a low-
pass filter. It turns out that a good choice of a filter order is three with bandwidth just
outside the system bandwidth but well-below the flexible modes to provide adequate
attenuation. This controller compares well with the full order Glover–McFarlane in
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Fig. 10.3 Bode plots of the controllers for the inverted pendulum model. Blue trace (zero high-
frequency roll-off): Glover–McFarlane optimal controller with integral action for the original pen-
dulum. Green trace (lowest gain at high frequencies): Glover–McFarlane controller for the filtered
pendulum model. Red trace: PID-plus-filter controller. After introducing the lowpass filter, the PID
controller can match the robust controller response reasonably well

Fig. 10.4 Bode plots of the closed loop sensitivities to input disturbances for the inverted pendu-
lum model. Blue trace: Glover–McFarlane optimal controller with integral action for the original
pendulum. Green trace: Glover–McFarlane controller for the filtered pendulum model. Red trace:
PID-plus-filter controller. Verification of the disturbance rejection properties of the PID controller
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Fig. 10.5 Step responses to set-point changes for the closed loop inverted pendulum model. Blue
trace (lower peak): Glover–McFarlane optimal controller with integral action for the original pen-
dulum. Green trace (higher peak, smooth): Glover–McFarlane controller for the filtered pendulum
model. Red trace: PID-plus-filter controller. Verification of the step response approximation of the
full order controller with a PID. The optimal controller for the original model cannot be matched
by a PID but the filtered one can

both disturbance attenuation and set-point tracking (Figs. 10.3, 10.4, and 10.5). The
final PID-plus-filter controller computed here is

CPID(s)=
(

6.659+ 20.66

s
+ 8.59

0.0001s + 1

)
1

(0.05s + 1)3
.

For fairness, it should be mentioned that once a suitable controller structure is
known, the phase margin method can be successfully applied as well.

10.4 Integration of System Identification with Frequency
Loop-Shaping PID Tuning

One of the main advantages of using general controller design tools is that the de-
signer has the ability to introduce frequency dependent constraints in the closed
loop sensitivities. This is the case when system identification is used to provide a
nominal model and an uncertainty estimate, based on the fitting residuals. We out-
line this method below, using as a motivating application the development of an
integrated and systematic tool for system identification and controller design, for
the specific problem of temperature control of diffusion furnaces. In this problem,
arising in semiconductor manufacturing, it is desirable to obtain satisfactory control
performance quickly and without relying on extensive trial-and-error experimenta-
tion. The control objective is to maintain a uniform temperature distribution at all
times inside the furnace (zone matching) according to a set-point command that is
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Fig. 10.6 Schematic of the temperature control loop in a three zone, horizontal diffusion furnace.
The power is applied independently to each heating zone, while temperature is measured at three
points corresponding roughly to the middle of the furnace and the two ends. The temperature
measurements are collected near the element (“spike”) and inside the heating tube (“profile”)

specified by the processing recipe. The set-point undergoes ramp-up/down changes
that must be followed with minimal overshoot. The motivation for that is that the
heating of the wafers has a cumulative annealing effect on both the pattern geometry
and the distribution of the various implants. Disturbances that affect the temperature
across the furnace may be due to heat losses, gas flow, and loading/unloading oper-
ations.

A solution to this problem can be obtained by using a set of cascaded, decoupled
PID controllers. One set controls the so-called “spike” temperatures (measured near
the heating element) by manipulating the input power for each zone. The other con-
trols the so-called “profile” temperatures (measured inside the furnace tube, near
the wafers) by manipulating the spike set-points. A simplified schematic of a three-
zone, horizontal diffusion furnace is shown in Fig. 10.6.

Despite its conceptual simplicity, the practical implementation of this approach
requires considerable effort to tune the PID controllers by trial-and-error, translated
into furnace down-time and loss of productivity. Based on practical experience, the
main problems for such a design arise from the near-integrating nature of the spike
subsystem and the differences in the dominant time-constants of each heating zone.
While a full multivariable controller can address such problems in a unified man-
ner [49, 50], the PID solution is still of interest as a basic, safe controller mode.
Moreover, PID controllers can be effective in practice for furnaces where the tem-
peratures exhibit a low degree of coupling between zones, providing performance
comparable to the full order multivariable solution.

The FLS tuning technique was successfully applied to the temperature control
problem of a diffusion furnace. In the current example, we are only concerned with
the spike loop, whose tuning is the easier of the two because of the typically low
coupling and simpler dynamics. As such, it offers a clean illustration of the applica-
tion of the integrated identification and PID tuning approach.

The main steps are briefly discussed below, for the purpose of understanding the
lessons learned during the development of a suitable identification procedure.
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10.4.1 Identification

Several system identification methods are available in the literature (see, e.g., [42]).
Among other issues, they cover input signal design, model structure, and represen-
tation of uncertainty. The scope of this section is to present a brief overview and
practical guidelines for the methods that we have successfully applied.

Excitation Good input signal design is essential to obtain a model relevant for
control tuning. Typical excitation sequences include random binary (two-level) sig-
nals and sums of sinusoids with a suitably selected phase, e.g., [52, 53]. While the
latter offer advantages in terms of maximum amplitude for a given excitation power,
they are not considered in this work.

Concentrating on the random binary signals, the excitation should have sufficient
energy content around the desired closed-loop bandwidth. The signal level should
be high enough for good signal-to-noise ratio, but low enough for the system to be
approximately linear around the selected operating point. The maximum frequency
that the data can span is roughly ωmax = π

τs
, where τs is the sampling time; ωmax

should be at least one decade above the desired closed-loop bandwidth. The fre-
quency resolution and the minimum frequency in the data is ωmin = 2π

Nτs
, where

N is the number of samples. Usually, for systems without sharp resonant peaks,
it is enough to choose ωmin one decade below the desired closed-loop bandwidth;
this determines the duration of the experiment. The distribution of the signal energy
into different frequencies depends on its switching frequency. The average switch-
ing frequency should be around two times the desired closed-loop bandwidth, while
the minimum switching time may be constrained by system limitations. In addition,
with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based spectral estimation techniques, it is desir-
able to design the excitation signal to start and end at steady state in order to mini-
mize aliasing effects. The implementation of these rules can often be constrained by
practical limitations, e.g., operator adjustments to prevent excessive process drifts,
that may alter the excitation itself or introduce a disturbance.

Uncertainty Description and Bound Estimation: Method 1 A fairly standard
approach in uncertainty estimation is to consider an additive uncertainty structure.
In this, the difference between the plant output (y) and the identified model output
(Pu) is represented as the output of an uncertainty operator acting on the plant
input u; that is, Δau= y−Pu. One approach to estimate a bound on the gain of Δa

(at each frequency) is based on the asymptotic properties of Auto-Regressive with
eXternal input (ARX) identification [42]. This yields the following expression for
the uncertainty magnitude

|Δa(jω)| = |Pn(jω)− P(jω)| + 3

√
n

N

Φν

Φu
(10.4)

where Pn is a “sufficiently high-order” model, n is the number of parameters in
Pn, and P denotes the identified model (all in a continuous-time interpretation). Φu
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and Φν denote the power spectral density of the input and the residuals y − Pnu.
According to the asymptotic ARX theory, for open-loop identification and for a
plant corrupted by output noise, as n increases, the residuals y − Pnu are zero-
mean and normally distributed with variance expression given by the last term in
(10.4). In this manner, the uncertainty bound contains two contributions: a “bias”,
which originates from neglected higher order dynamics (Pn−P ), and a “variance”,
which is related to the random noise present in the data. It should be noted that the
high-order ARX model appears only in the uncertainty estimation and n should be
large enough to obtain white residuals y − Pnu. From (10.4) it is obvious that n
should be the smallest value that results in white residuals and whose variance does
not improve significantly with any further increase of n. A common rule-of-thumb
is n�√N/40. (For further details, see also [54].)

A drawback of the method is that a large data set may be needed to satisfy the
conditions for the asymptotic theory. In practice such data sets are often the excep-
tion. Not only identification experiments are costly, but real-life plants are routinely
hit by large, unmeasured disturbances. As a consequence, the elegant reduction of
conservatism achieved by this theory may need to be abandoned for the more crude
estimate |y(jω)/u(jω)− P(jω)|, computed via standard spectral methods.

Finally, it is often more convenient to normalize the uncertainty estimate by ex-
pressing it in a multiplicative form defined by PΔmu = y − Pu. In this case, the
estimate of uncertainty bound becomes

|Δm(jω)| = |Δa(jω)|
|P(jω)| . (10.5)

Invoking a standard small-gain argument [43], this estimate translates into a bound
on the closed-loop complementary sensitivity (T ) and, hence, a limit in the achiev-
able closed-loop bandwidth. More precisely, the controller should be such that

|T (jω)||Δm(jω)|< 1. (10.6)

Allowing for a safety margin to accommodate robust stability/performance con-
siderations, a rule-of-thumb is that an upper-bound on the closed-loop bandwidth
ωc should be {0.1–0.33}Ω , where Ω is the unity crossover frequency of Δm

(|Δm(jΩ)| = 1).
In some cases, the multiplicative uncertainty estimate may be larger than unity at

both ends of the frequency spectrum and small in mid-frequencies where the closed-
loop bandwidth is placed. Identification of plants that contain near-integrators (like
our motivating application of furnace temperature control) or unstable modes are
such examples, particularly pronounced when the excitation interval is relatively
short. For these cases, it is still possible to design a controller provided that there is
a sufficiently large interval of mid-range frequencies (e.g., a decade) where Δm is
small. The justification of such a design, however, requires a different description of
the uncertainty and is briefly discussed next.

Uncertainty Description and Bound Estimation: Method 2 Here, the un-
certainty estimation is based on coprime factorizations and, more specifically,
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follows the methodology presented in [50]. The model structure is in the form
P = D−1N , where D and N are coprime factors. The uncertainty is described
in terms of two stable operators, ΔN and ΔD , such that the input/output equation
y = (D +ΔD)

−1(N +ΔN)u is satisfied. The estimation error is related to the co-
prime factor uncertainty as:

e=ΔDy +ΔNu. (10.7)

This is the same error that is minimized by the usual equation error estimators. By
the small gain theorem, the following robust stability condition can be derived for
the closed-loop system

|N−1(jω)T (jω)||ΔN(jω)| + |S(jω)D−1(jω)||ΔD(jω)|< 1. (10.8)

Since the controller has not been designed yet, the sensitivity S and complementary
sensitivity T are unknown. Moreover, the dependence of y on u does not allow a
derivation of individual bounds for the two uncertainty operators. Still, as a first
step, we can compute their achievable bounds and set-up constraints that S and T
should satisfy. For this, we adopt an “unfalsification” approach whereby we seek to
determine the most favorable decomposition of the uncertainty in the sense of (10.8),
subject to the constraint (10.7). The result of this approach could be interpreted
as a pseudo-necessary condition for robust stability. Of course, a key difficulty is
that the uncertainty estimates depend on the loop sensitivities and the latter can
only be selected after the uncertainty bounds become available. Nevertheless, if we
assume some bounds on S and T the “unfalsification” problem translates into the
minimization of the left-hand side of (10.8) subject to (10.7).

A suboptimal but attractive solution can be computed with the additional con-
straint of ΔDy being orthogonal to ΔNu at each frequency. The latter would imply
that at each frequency point the error is attributed to only one of the two uncer-
tainty operators. (This is true in the multivariable case as well.) At high frequencies,
T � 0 and S � 1, while e� y (i.e., poor model), implying that the typical behavior
of the optimal solution to (10.8) with a reasonable controller will make ΔD inac-
tive. Thus, the high-frequency portion of the estimation error is translated into a
maximum bandwidth condition or, more precisely, an upper bound on the comple-
mentary sensitivity. The reverse situation occurs at low frequencies, allowing large
modeling errors there to be translated into a minimum bandwidth requirement, in the
form of an upper bound for the sensitivity. This analysis indicates that the following
asymptotic bounds should hold

|T (jω)|< |FFT(u)

FFT(e)
||N(jω)| at high frequencies,

|S(jω)|< |FFT(y)

FFT(e)
||D(jω)| at low frequencies.

Guided by these easily computable bounds, it is usually straightforward to deter-
mine constraints for the closed-loop bandwidth as an interval where both bounds
are greater than unity. This interval should span at least a decade of frequencies to
allow a smooth transition of the LTF between high and low loop gains. The lack
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of such an interval indicates failure of the identification for the purpose of robust
controller design.

The actual computation of bounds for the coprime factor uncertainty is deferred
until the target loop is selected. Nevertheless, an approximate LTF can be used at
this point to solve the above optimization problem and obtain an estimate of the
robust stability condition (10.8). The distance of the latter from unity is an a pri-
ori confidence indicator for the controller. This computation is not critical in the
SISO case where the T and S bounds are just as conservative as the robust stability
condition itself.

Parameter Estimation There is a great variety of methods for parametric system
identification, and [42] is a standard reference. Our personal preference also follows
similar guidelines with different emphasis in some details, such as, initial condition
estimation and parameter estimate regularization. This method, described in more
detail in [50, 51], uses a multiple-input, single-output (MISO) approach and relies
on a least squares parameter estimation algorithm to obtain parameter estimates for
a linear model that describes the process locally around an operating point. For
a multiple-input, single-output system and under an observability assumption the
model is written as:

ẋ = Fx + θ1u+ θ2y, y = qx + θ3u

where F and q are selected a priori so that F is Hurwitz, (F, q) is a completely
observable pair, and θ1, θ2, θ3 are adjustable parameters. The usefulness of this de-
scription is that it can be readily converted into a linear model form, which is con-
venient for parameter estimation, that is, y =w�Θ . Here, Θ is a vector containing
all the adjustable parameters (elements of θ1, θ2, θ3) as well as the initial condi-
tions x(0). The latter term, often ignored, has been found to have an appreciable
impact, especially for short data sets that begin on a transient. The regressor vector
w contains the signals (sI −F�)−1q�u, (sI −F�)−1q�y, u, and (sI −F�)−1q�,
where the last term corresponds to the unknown initial conditions. After generating
the regressor vector, Θ can be determined in a least squares sense by minimizing
the estimation error ‖y−w�Θ‖2. The above description is repeated for each output
and the resulting state-space model is concatenated to produce the overall model of
the system. While this approach may result in a non-minimal model, with a proper
selection of the model orders (dimensions of F ), a model reduction is rarely neces-
sary. Emphasis of the model accuracy around the crossover frequency is, of course,
crucial and should be reflected by the proper selection of the excitation sequence
(typically a random binary sequence) and the identification design parameters (in-
put signal, prefilters, etc. [42]). This formulation of the identification problem is
similar to the more standard ARX formulation with the addition of the filter de-
scribed by (F, q). The state-space formulation offers some advantages in numerical
conditioning properties, while the error expression that is minimized is also the error
that enters in the uncertainty formulation. Nevertheless, depending on user’s prefer-
ence, other identification algorithms can be used to perform this step just as well, as
long as the estimated model is accompanied with the corresponding description of
uncertainty.
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Fig. 10.7 Singular value plots of the spike temperature model (left). Uncertainty estimates ex-
pressed as inverse bounds for the Sensitivity and Complementary Sensitivity (right)

10.4.2 Integrated Identification and PID Tuning for the Furnace
Temperature Control Problem

The procedure was used to tune the inner (spike) PID controllers. The re-
sults reported here (courtesy of SEMY Eng. Inc.) are from a three-zone, 5 in,
quartz, Thermco furnace. The models of the power-to-spike temperature were
obtained from an identification experiment, performed around the 900 degree
steady-state, using a third degree transfer function for each zone. The singu-
lar value plots of the resulting ninth order model and the corresponding uncer-
tainty estimates obtained for the furnace temperature control problem are shown
in Fig. 10.7.

For this particular furnace, the models show a relatively low coupling between
zones (about 10%), assuring the viability of the decoupled PID approach. The spike
PIDs were tuned based on the diagonal entries of the power-to-spike model, aug-
mented by a first-order noise filter with bandwidth 10 rad/min. Also, in all cases
the derivative term was implemented with a low-pass filter with the same bandwidth
(τ = 0.1 min). The tuning was performed with the second-order target LTF, for a
desired closed-loop bandwidth of 3 rad/min. This choice of the bandwidth takes
into account the uncertainty estimate associated with the model, the mismatch due
to the diagonalization of the plant, as well as the ability of the PID to achieve a
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low approximation error (around 0.3). Right-half plane zeros did not impose any
considerable limitations in this example.

To assess the limitations imposed by the decoupling, the Perron eigenvalues of
the off-diagonal entries of the plant are used, after normalization with the minimum
singular value of the diagonal plant. This computation produces an effective mul-
tiplicative uncertainty that translates into a loop-bandwidth constraint, a technique
introduced in [44] to reduce the conservatism of the small gain theorem with diago-
nal uncertainty.

Nevertheless, for this particular example the main design constraint comes from
the ability of the PID to match the target loop without excessive sensitivity peaking.
The three PID controllers reported below (time scale is in min) give an indication
of the differences among the three zone controllers that are required to match the
response of all zones:

CPID,1(s)= 0.035+ 0.025

s
+ 0.017

0.1s + 1
,

CPID,2(s)= 0.082+ 0.069

s
+ 0.039

0.1s + 1
,

CPID,3(s)= 0.038+ 0.038

s
+ 0.017

0.1s + 1
.

The zone matching is illustrated in Fig. 10.8 for the simulated plant model. Also no-
tice, from the input disturbance sensitivity singular values, that the controller pos-
sesses significant integral action, something that is required to achieve adequate
disturbance attenuation. This integral action introduces a necessary trade-off of an
overshooting response under spike control.

The simulation results showed excellent agreement with the actual furnace re-
sponse. For this, the PID controllers were augmented with an anti-windup mecha-
nism and were implemented on a 486-based embedded controller board. The overall
performance of this controller, including control input activity, was at least as good
as the existing PID for this furnace whose tuning was the result of considerable
trial-and-error experimentation. Using the FLS approach, the tuning of the PID pa-
rameters was essentially a “one-pass” procedure. Furthermore, its performance was
comparable to a multivariable H∞-based controller [50], in terms of disturbance
attenuation and only somewhat worse in terms of zone matching and end-of-ramp
overshoot. It should be mentioned, however, that the successful application of the
decoupled PID structure relies on the low coupling between the heating zones. In
general, industrial furnaces may—and often do—exhibit considerably higher zone
interactions, especially in the profile temperature subsystem. In such a case, the PID
controller will not provide a satisfactory closed-loop performance. Nevertheless,
the PID tuning is still of interest in this application, especially for spike tempera-
ture control. In this, it provides a reference point and a basic control mode that is
compatible with previous practice.
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Fig. 10.8 Simulated step response of the furnace temperature closed loop system, showing the
decoupling and excellent matching of all channels (left). In this figure, the responses to a single step
in each channel are overlayed to illustrate the similarity of the responses of the stepped channels
in terms of settling time and overshoot and the decoupling of the rest of the non-stepped channels
that remain close to zero. Singular values of the input disturbance sensitivity illustrate the integral
action (right)

10.4.3 Other Applications: Tuning for Multiple Models

Multiple models can arise when disjoint data sets are available for a single plant.
These data sets may be the result of identification experiments performed at differ-
ent operating points, in different time periods, or under different disturbance condi-
tions. In this case, each of the sets could be processed following one of the methods
in Sect. 10.4.1 to produce a different model. Sometimes, in the industry practice,
only the models of the plant are recorded and data and uncertainty information are
discarded. In other cases, the fitting error for each set is very small and most of the
uncertainty can be attributed to changes in the operating conditions.

Under these circumstances, the methods described in Sect. 10.4.1 for the estima-
tion of multiplicative uncertainty are not directly applicable and it is necessary to
find other means of reflecting plant variations. A viable solution is to consider each
one of the available models as nominal, and compute the uncertainty based on the
remaining models as:

|Δmj (jω)| =max
Pi
|Pj (jω)− Pi(jω)

Pj (jω)
|. (10.9)
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Fig. 10.9 Pressure control loop abstraction in a demethanization column. The feed stream under-
goes significant variations in temperature and composition that affect the column pressure. The
pressure is controlled by adjusting the methane flow drown from the top of the column. (For pro-
prietary reasons, only an abstraction of the operations is shown)

Then, the smaller of these bounds is selected as an estimate of the multiplicative
uncertainty, indicating that the corresponding nominal model is a better represen-
tation of the set. This uncertainty description is somewhat arbitrary. Alternatively,
one could select as a center model the one derived from the most likely operating
condition, or some sort of mean (geometric or arithmetic) of all the models available
to describe the system.

A single controller that takes into account all of the existing models can be tuned
with the FLS method outlined, with the objective (10.3) substituted by its multiple-
model counterpart:

min
K

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

⎛
⎜⎝
S1(P1CK −L1)

...

Sm(PmCK −Lm)

⎞
⎟⎠
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∞

. (10.10)

Here, Li and Si denote the target loop shape and the resulting target sensitivity, re-
spectively, for each of the plant models Pi . The selection of different Li may be
necessary, especially in the case where the models differ in slow dominant dynam-
ics. Since the controller C is common to all models, it is clear that Li = PiC should
be different for different Pi ’s. Of course, if the differences among the multiple mod-
els are significant, the optimal solution to (10.10) may not reach a satisfactory value,
and other strategies should be considered, e.g., controller scheduling. Finally, in the
multiple model case, the minimum value achieved in (10.10) can also be regarded
a measure of the closed-loop robustness since the plant uncertainty or variability is
already embedded in that expression.

Here, as an application we consider the pressure control loop in a “demethaniza-
tion” unit whose goal is to control the inlet header pressure of the unit by adjusting
the downstream compressor settings. A simplified schematic of the process is shown
in Fig. 10.9. The header is often hit by significant disturbances in supply gas stream
pressure and composition. The header pressure also has a safety high limit, which
corresponds to the relief valve settings for the plant. From a unit optimization view-
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Fig. 10.10 Pressure control
loop plant frequency response
and multiplicative uncertainty
obtained by considering each
model in Case 2 as nominal

point, it is advantageous to operate the header pressure as close to the safety limit
as possible. This requires good pressure regulation. The plant personnel had spent
considerable time in tuning this loop. A specific tuning would work for a certain
period, and then it would fail to work. The operators had to retune the loop quite
often. Based on their operating experience, it was suspected that the plant model
changes often and unpredictably. Consequently, four different identification experi-
ments were conducted at different time periods. They produced the following four
process models (time in min):

P1(s)=−0.12

s
,

P2(s)=−−0.0072245(s − 7.543)(s + 0.8763)

s(s + 1.563)(s + 0.2611)
,

P3(s)=−0.23834(s + 0.6486)(s + 0.1196)

s(s2 + 0.7634s + 0.1727)
,

P4(s)=− 11.9643(s + 1.269)

s(s + 10)(s + 8.929)
.

Figure 10.10 shows a plot for the multiplicative uncertainty computed by (10.9).
This indicates that G4 (solid line) is a better choice as nominal model since it pro-
duces the more relaxed bound. The corresponding unity cross-over frequency is
Ω = 0.22 rad/min.

All the above models contain an integrator, and therefore, the second order tar-
get LTF was selected as L(s) = ωc(s + 0.444ωc)/s2, with the zero corresponding
to roughly 20% overshoot. Since the objective of the design was to maximize the
closed-loop system performance, ωc was selected as the maximum recommended
limit, i.e., 0.07 rad/min. The PI controller gains were computed as Kp = −0.5,
Ki = −0.0167, tuned according to (10.10) and corresponding to a fitting error
of 0.3. In the attempt to improve regulatory performance, PI tunings with band-
width of 0.1 and 0.2 rad/min were also tested. The response became lightly damped
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Fig. 10.11 Simulated closed-loop performance for the different models in the pressure control
loop application

for ωc = 0.1 rad/min, and sustained oscillations were present for ωc = 0.2 rad/min.
This observation is in accordance with the general recommendation that the loop
bandwidth should not exceed the crossover frequency of the uncertainty estimate.

The simulated behavior, illustrated in Fig. 10.11 for all the four models, is con-
sistent with the observed closed-loop performance.

10.5 Direct Identification of the PID Parameters

With the recent advancements (and acceptance) of system identification techniques,
many of the off-line PID tuning strategies can be readily converted to on-line tuners
following the indirect adaptive control paradigm [25, 55]. Of course, such an ap-
proach may necessitate the execution of the parameter adjustment at a slower rate
than the sampling rate of the closed-loop. This is not a serious drawback since, typ-
ically, the PID tuning occurs under monitored conditions and with the injection of
carefully designed excitation, while the tuned parameters are not expected to exhibit
fast variations. On the other hand, direct adaptation/tuning of the PID parameters is
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an interesting alternative, with potential benefits in speed of execution as well as
performance optimization. That is, direct adaptation has the potential of optimizing
the controller parameters to the specific properties of modeling mismatch, in relation
to the tuning objective, instead of relying on plant identification and the subsequent
conservative controller tuning.

In the following, we present results on the problem formulation and applica-
tion of an approach for the direct tuning and adaptation of PID parameters with a
loop-shaping objective. With the filter-bank framework of [56], we employ an up-
date law that approximates the constrained minimization of the operator norm of
the error system rather than the energy of the error itself. Under persistent exci-
tation, the tuning with this adaptive scheme is comparable (and ideally the same)
with the off-line design. One advantage of this approach is that the values of the
minimization objective can be interpreted directly as a bound on the modeling mis-
match or uncertainty. As such, it provides a simple indicator to assess tuning con-
fidence. Practically, this offers a monitoring signal to determine on-line the state
when the injected excitation has provided sufficient information to tune the con-
troller and whether the target loop selection leads to a stabilizing controller. Cou-
pled with the ability to perform this monitoring and tuning without the controller
actually being in the loop, this approach is very attractive for industrial applica-
tions.

Another advantage of this approach is the observation that the controller tuning is
relatively insensitive to the detailed properties of the injected excitation, especially
when the mismatch between target loop and feasible loops is large. This is the case
when the plant contains significant contributions of high order dynamics, and/or
simple target loops are used with delays and right half-plane zeros near the desired
bandwidth. This robustness property to excitation is a by-product of the normaliza-
tion of the error signal, effectively resulting in the approximate optimization of the
H∞ norm of the error operator. In contrast, a typical least-squares minimization of
the error signal results in a different trade-off depending on the excitation and the
disturbances affecting the system at that particular time, which may correspond to a
poor controller.

10.5.1 Filter-Bank Implementation of FLS

The development of an on-line direct adaptive algorithm that approximates the off-
line FLS solution begins with the transformation of the error operator minimiza-
tion (10.3) into an error signal minimization. Such a transformation essentially
aims to utilize the plant input output data instead of its transfer function (or other
model) in order to solve the optimization problem (10.3). More specifically, with
(u, y) denoting the plant input–output pair, we consider the estimation error signal
ee = S(CP −L)u. Since y = Pu, ee = SCy−T u which is a signal that can be con-
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structed from input/output data, processed by stable filters. Then the minimization
objective in (10.3) can be expressed as

J = ‖S(CP −L)‖∞ = sup
‖u‖�=0

‖ee‖2

‖u‖2
.

Notice that, due to the special PID structure, the estimation error has the familiar
linear-in-the-parameters form

ee =w�θ − z,
w�θ = SC(θ)y, z= T u. (10.11)

In general, this equation should contain a swapping term for time-varying θ , and a
term describing the decaying effect of initial conditions. A recursive algorithm that
minimizes the energy of such an error signal can be found in [55]. It was also used
in [57] in combination with a suitable dead-zone to ensure that the contribution of
the error system would eventually be bounded by the dead-zone, in an operator gain
sense.

Here, however, we seek to minimize the error system gain, at least approximately.
To achieve this, we employ a filter-bank of bandpass filters {Fi} to decompose the
input and output into several frequency bands and then minimize the maximum cost
functional. Although this is only an approximation, it has been found to produce
reasonably accurate results for the plants of interest with a relatively small number
of filters. Of course, its accuracy improves as the number of filters increases and
their transitions become sharper. In any case, this decomposition makes sense in-
dependent of the frequency domain interpretation, since the H∞ norm is the worst
case ratio of output norm to input norm for all possible inputs. In our case, we only
minimize the maximum over a finite set of inputs but the required operations do not
suffer the usual time-to-frequency domain conversion problems. The only assump-
tion is that the plant is approximately linear in the operating region so that the filters
and the plant operator commute.

Thus, the optimization objective becomes approximately

max
i

‖S(CP −L)Fiu‖2

‖Fiu‖2
≤max

i

‖SCFiy − T Fiu‖2,δ

‖Fiu‖2,δ
(10.12)

where ‖·‖2,δ , δ > 0 denotes the exponentially weighted 2-norm, used here to allow
for the recursive implementation of the resulting estimator (bounded cost functional
for bounded signals).

The adaptation algorithm is based on the discrete-time implementation of a re-
cursive least squares algorithm [55]. The optimization problem to be solved is a
discrete-time approximation of (10.12), subject to parameter constraints:

min
θ∈M

max
i

Ji,k

mi,k

,

Ji,k(θk)=
k∑

n=0

λk−n|zi,n −wT
i,nθk|2,

mi,k+1 = λmk + |[Fiu]k+1|2

(10.13)
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where Ji,k are the partial costs, with signals z and w generated with the filtered
(by Fi ) input–output pair; λ = e−2δ ∈ (0,1] is a constant forgetting factor; mi,k+1

is the {2, δ}-norm of the corresponding filtered version of u. Values of λ near 1
(small δ) produce approximately the same result as the off-line tuning. Smaller
values of λ speed up the convergence of the cost functionals to a steady-state but
they overestimate the uncertainty bound and minimize a shifted H∞ norm. The
convex optimization problem (10.13) can be solved using standard algorithms.
In the interest of keeping the complexity of the on-line computations and code
low, we note that a simple suboptimal computation of the updates can also be
used [58].

We conclude this section with some general remarks regarding the application
of this algorithm. In its present form, the algorithm requires u to have energy at all
the frequency points to avoid an ill-posed objective. Division by zero can be pre-
vented either by a simple numerical fix, or by combining some of the outputs of
the filter-bank. As an adaptive algorithm, it also has a stationary point at θ = 0,
where u = 0. However, these cases do not represent the intended use of this adap-
tive algorithm. Adequate input excitation, e.g., by injecting external excitation at the
reference or at plant input, is essential in order to ensure reliable tuning. Although
the normalization of the H∞/FB estimator signals removes some of the sensitiv-
ity of the estimates to the spectral properties of the specific input, an appropriate
excitation signal design is essential to obtain a model relevant for controller tuning.

In most cases, a random binary (two-level) signal that has sufficient energy
content around the desired closed-loop bandwidth is appropriate. The signal level
should be high enough for good signal-to-noise ratio, but low enough for the sys-
tem to be approximately linear around the selected operating point. On the other
hand, this signal normalization can also introduce significant bias in the case of
disturbances that have energy in a few frequencies where they mask the useful
signals. For this reason, it is beneficial to augment the algorithm with suitable
bandpass filters that can improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Their drawback is that
they alter somewhat the optimization objective, but this is usually minor. In coun-
teracting the disturbance effects, an appropriate selection of the filter-bank may
be helpful, and, of course, limiting the adaptation to intervals where the effects
of external bounded disturbances are low is a commonly followed sensible prac-
tice.

For practical implementation, the possibly non-zero offsets for the input and
output (e.g., linearization steady-state) should be taken into account. This can be
achieved by introducing an additional constant term in the linear model or, in a
quick fix, filtering the input–output pairs by a high pass filter; for the latter, its time
constant should be slow enough so that it does not affect the optimization result.

Last, but not least, this algorithm enjoys the highly desirable property that it is
unaffected by input saturations, as long as their level is known. Of course, in this
case, the implemented PID should contain an integrator anti-windup mechanism,
e.g., as in [59, 60].
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10.5.2 H∞/FB PID Tuning Examples

The H∞/FB adaptive algorithm was successfully simulated in a variety of prob-
lems. The examples presented here represent some of the difficult cases found in
applications, including plant integrators and right half-plane zeros near the tuning
bandwidth. The former may often result in the adaptation shutting down the integral
action. The latter contains a non-invertible element making the target loop harder to
approximate.

We consider different transfer functions to demonstrate various aspects of the
tuning process and emphasize the differences between the H∞/FB and standard
least-squares estimation

P1(s)= −0.5s + 1

s(s + 1)
, P2(s)= e−s

s + 1
.

Our objective is to tune a PID to a crossover frequency around ωc = 1 rad/s. We
select target loops as

L1(s)= s + 0.5

s2
, L2(s)= 1

s

for each of the plants. This choice represents a relatively high bandwidth loop for
the plant right half-plane zero. Using the FLS technique and a sampling time of
τ = 0.05 s, the off-line tunings for each of these cases are found to be

[Kp,Ki,Kd ]1 = [1.02,0.29,0.70]; approx. error is 0.42;
[Kp,Ki,Kd ]2 = [0.67,0.53,0.20]; approx. error is 0.48.

We construct a tuning scenario where a square wave excitation of frequency
0.1 rad/s and/or a random excitation of amplitude 5 are injected at the reference
input for 200 s. The same square wave continues as a reference signal for the pe-
riod 200–500 s. After time 300 s, a square wave disturbance of amplitude 1 and
frequency 0.1 rad/s is injected at the plant input to verify the disturbance rejec-
tion properties. In a half of the cases, we introduce a slow sinusoidal disturbance
at the plant output, with amplitude 2 and frequency 0.015 rad/s. This disturbance
is active during identification and serves to expose limitations of the identification
caused by drifting disturbances. Also, we use an optional bandpass filter to empha-
size the input/output content around the crossover. This filter is composed of two
second order-order filters, one low-pass and one high-pass, with cutoff frequencies
one decade above and one below the desired crossover frequency.

We use this scenario to evaluate the performance of the H∞/FB PID tuner that
utilizes a bank of 20 band-pass filters of the form:

F1 = ω1

s +ω1
; F20 = s

s +ω19
,

Fi = (ωi+1 −ωi)s
(s +ωi)(s +ωi+1)

, i = 2, . . . ,19
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(their corner frequencies are logarithmically spaced between 0.1–10). For compar-
ison, we also construct an estimator using standard fading memory Least Squares
(LS), with a small forgetting factor corresponding to 1000-sample time-constant.
The simulations with the LS estimator verify that the increased complexity of the
H∞/FB is justified in the cases of large approximation errors due to plant-target
mismatch.

Our general observation is that both estimators are successful when the target
loop is near the feasible set (distance measured in terms of the loop sensitivities),
and there are no external disturbances. With large disturbances, successful tuning
requires that the disturbance has low energy relative to the signals used for param-
eter estimation. This can be enhanced if there is a separation between disturbance
frequency content and the loop crossover frequencies. Typical examples include the
natural frequency weighting introduced by a robust stability optimization objective,
the use of bandpass filters, and the careful selection of the injected excitation. Apart
from these ordinary signal-to-noise related issues, there is an important difference
between estimation algorithms in their behavior with infeasible targets and in the ef-
ficient use of the available excitation. The H∞/FB estimation produces consistent
near-optimal tunings with adequate excitation and relatively small external distur-
bances. The observed failures of the H∞/FB estimation were in cases where a large
drift disturbance was present and a bandpass filter was not used. On the other hand,
the Least Squares (LS) estimation produces results that are more sensitive to the
excitation, especially when the target loop is far from the feasible set. Failures with
this estimator were observed even in the absence of disturbances, with or without
bandpass filters.

Figures 10.12 and 10.13 show the responses for the plants P1 and P2 with high
excitation and bandpass filtering and a slow sinusoidal disturbance. This is the base-
line case where both estimators yield successful tunings. Notice how the partial
costs (10.13) of H∞/FB approximate the off-line maximum approximation error,
providing an on-line measure of the confidence in the tuning.

Figures 10.14 and 10.15 shows that, under the same conditions as before, a
change in the excitation can cause the LS estimation to fail while the H∞/FB es-
timation is still successful. Here, the excitation is a random input that is masked by
the large mismatch between the feasible loops and the target loop. It should be men-
tioned that in this case it is not the output disturbance causing the problem since
the results remain largely unchanged if the disturbance is removed. The H∞/FB
overcomes this problem by separating the spectral components and applying an op-
timization that approximates the off-line one.

10.6 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In this study, we discussed several aspects of PID tuning from the perspective of
system identification and its dual counterpart controller order reduction. Simple PID
tuning procedures like Ziegler–Nichols utilize only minimal information (one fre-
quency point) about the plant and have been very successful by restricting the class
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Fig. 10.12 Successful PID tuning for the plant P1. The excitation is random-plus-square-wave at
the reference input, a drift disturbance is present and bandpass filtering is active. Both estimators
result in a successful tuning, with parameters close to the off-line estimates. Legend: Plots clock-
wise from top-left: Parameter estimates with the H∞/FB estimator. Parameter estimates with the
LS estimator. Partial costs of optimization objective of the H∞/FB estimator. Output, reference,
and disturbance with the H∞/FB estimator. Output, reference, and disturbance with the LS esti-
mator. Output, reference, and disturbance with the off-line H∞ estimator

of applications to systems where this information is sufficient for controller design.
Seeking to expand the applicability and reliability of tuning procedures for PID con-
trollers, we employ general system identification methods to obtain a general plant
model together with an associated description of uncertainty. This translates the PID
tuning problem as the reduction of a general full-order controller to the reduced
degree-of-freedom PID. The use of such a heavy machinery is an overhead to be
paid in order to improve the reliability of the tuning and avoid costly trial-and-error
iterations. It offers the ability to include, not only uncertainty estimates in the PID
tuning, but also a multiple model description of the plant that is to be controlled
by a single PID. While it is certainly not a “back-of-the-envelope” computation,
the full order controller design is relatively straightforward and well established so
that it can be automated and supported by all modern computer platforms, tablets,
etc.

The special linear-in-the-parameters form of the PID also allows for direct iden-
tification of its parameters and on-line tuning. The algorithm employs a filter-
bank and a convex optimization procedure to emulate the off-line tuning by FLS,
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Fig. 10.13 Successful PID tuning for the plant P2. The excitation is random-plus-square-wave
at the reference input, a drift disturbance is present and bandpass filtering is active. Even though
the LS estimates result in a more underdamped loop, both estimators produce reasonable results.
(Legend as in Fig. 10.12)

which is an H∞ optimization. The complexity of the H∞/FB estimator is justi-
fied by the robustness of the tunings with respect to the spectrum of the excita-
tion, even for large mismatch errors between the set of feasible loops and the tar-
get loop. This is not the case for the much simpler LS estimators that, when the
mismatch error is large, tend to be sensitive to the spectral properties of the exci-
tation and can produce unacceptable tuning results, even in the absence of distur-
bances.

This adaptive controller is suitable for use in loops where excitation is present
or can be injected in order to perform the controller tuning, and its magnitude is
sufficiently large to yield a good signal-to-noise ratio. It is susceptible to narrowband
disturbances, but their effect can be mitigated with bandpass filters, as long as they
do not appear around the target closed-loop crossover. An important by-product of
our analysis is that the objective function of the H∞/FB optimization can be used
for assessment of the tuning performance, as well as continuous monitoring of the
controller. This can have interesting practical implications even with other types of
controllers.

Finally, an ever-important consideration, common to all tuners, is that an update
of the target loop (control objective) may be required if the plant is considerably
different from its nominal value. This problem is beyond the scope of the present
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Fig. 10.14 For the plant P1, random-only excitation at the reference results in failure for the LS
PID tuning, driving the integral gain to zero. The H∞/FB estimation still converges approximately
to the correct (off-line) result. A drift disturbance is present and bandpass filtering is used. A similar
result is obtained without a disturbance, indicating that the LS tuning failure is caused by the
mismatch between target loop and feasible loops. (Legend as in Fig. 10.12)

study, but a quick remedy may be provided by identifying the plant transfer func-
tion when necessary and then determining a suitable target loop. Future work along
this direction would aim to incorporate the possibility of adjusting the target loop
(or the control objective) according to the observed model structure (non invertible
elements/fundamental performance limitations) and the estimated uncertainty. Such
a development can be beneficial in applications by reducing the conservatism of the
controller tuning and increasing its reliability. A different application of the same
basic concepts can also lead to the development of a general tool that continuously
monitors the controller performance and detects any degradation that requires re-
tuning. Further down the line, there would be a significant practical interest from
the generalization of these principles to more complex systems, e.g., fractional or-
der systems or classes of nonlinear systems, for which there have been several stud-
ies reported in the literature. Since these require nontrivial extensions in parametric
modeling, uncertainty characterization and estimation, a detailed survey of results
extends beyond the scope of this document.
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Fig. 10.15 For the plant P2, changing the excitation at the reference to only random, results in poor
LS PID tuning with significantly lower bandwidth than desired. The H∞/FB estimation converges
approximately to the correct result. A drift disturbance is present and bandpass filtering is used.
(Legend as in Fig. 10.12)
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Chapter 11
Modern PID Control: Stabilizing Sets
and Multiple Performance Specifications

L.H. Keel and S.P. Bhattacharyya

11.1 Introduction

Since its introduction [1], PID control has been one of the most widely used method-
ologies in industrial control systems [2]. Despite its popularity, the main focus of
the research in this area is largely concentrated in developing methodologies of tun-
ing three PID control parameters that include manual tuning, Ziegler–Nichols [3],
Cohen–Coon [4], and tuning by using software tools [2]. On the other hand, the new
approach is based on characterizing the complete set of stabilizing controllers [5–9].
Once the entire set of stabilizing controllers is found, the control design method
proceeds to find a subset satisfying additional design constraints. It is shown that
the problem of determining the entire set of stabilizing controllers is reduced to
finding the set of solutions for a set of linear inequalities. It is further shown that
some important performance measures of the control system such as gain margin,
phase margin, and H∞ margin requirements are also implemented as a sequence of
linear programming problems. In addition, time domain specifications such as over-
shoot and rise time can also be searched for within this set. The stabilizing set also
provides the information regarding the robustness and/or fragility of the controller
selected [10].

In later sections of this chapter, it is shown that the PID synthesis described can
be carried out directly from frequency response measurements on the plant without
constructing a state space or transfer function model [6, 7]. The results show that
complete sets achieving stability and various performance specifications can be ob-
tained from Nyquist/Bode data without constructing an identified model. A notable
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feature is that the solution does not require knowledge of the order of the system. It
will be seen in the sequel that the solution specifies an exact “low frequency band”
where the plant frequency response must be known accurately and beyond which
rough data or measurements suffice. These features have important implications in
real world control engineering, where models are often unavailable, measurements
can be made only over a restricted range of frequencies and where guarantees of
various performance specifications must still be made.

Before giving the concluding remarks, we devote a section giving a discussion
of some sharp distinctions between model-based and data-based designs for high
order systems with an example. This discussion clearly illustrates that the data-
based approach given here is a significant alternative to the traditional model-based
design of controllers.

11.2 Signature, Root Counting, and Nyquist–Bode Equivalence

In this section, we develop some notation and technical results which will be used
later.

11.2.1 Signature Formula for Real Polynomials

Let p(s) denote a polynomial of degree n with real coefficients and without zeros
on the jω axis. Write

p(s) := p0 + p2s
2 + · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸

peven(s2)

+ s (p1 + p3s
2 + · · · )︸ ︷︷ ︸

podd(s
2)

(11.1)

so that

p(jω)= pr(ω)+ jpi(ω) (11.2)

where pr(ω), pi(ω) are polynomials in ω with real coefficients with

pr(ω)= peven
(−ω2), pi(ω)= ωpodd

(−ω2). (11.3)

Consider the standard signum function sgn :R→{−1,0,1} is defined by

sgn[x] =
⎧⎨
⎩
−1 if x < 0,
0 if x = 0,
1 if x > 0.

(11.4)

Let p(s) be a given polynomial of degree n with real coefficients and without zeros
on the imaginary axis. Let C− denote the open left-half plane (LHP), C+ the open
right-half plane (RHP), and l and r the numbers of roots of p(s) in C− and C+, re-
spectively. Let ∠p(jω) denote the angle of p(jω) and �ω2

ω1∠p(jω) the net change,
in radians, in the phase or angle of p(jω) as ω runs from ω1 to ω2.
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Fig. 11.1 (a) Plot of p(jω)
for p(s) of even degree.
(b) Plot of p(jω) for p(s) of
odd degree

Lemma 11.1

�∞0 ∠p(jω)= π

2
(l − r). (11.5)

Proof Each LHP root contributes π and each RHP root contributes −π to the net
change in phase of p(jω) as ω runs from −∞ to ∞, and (11.5) follows from the
symmetry about the real axis of the roots since p(s) has real coefficients. �

We call l − r , the Hurwitz signature of p(s), and denote it as:

σ(p) := l − r. (11.6)

Computation of σ(p) By Lemma 11.1, the computation of σ(p) amounts to a
determination of the total phase change of p(jω). To see how the total phase change
may be calculated, consider typical plots of p(jω) where ω runs from 0 to +∞ as
in Fig. 11.1. We note that the frequencies 0,ω1,ω2,ω3,ω4 are the points where the
plot cuts or touches the real axis. In Fig. 11.1(a), ω3 is a point where the plot touches
but does not cut the real axis.

In Fig. 11.1(a), we have

�∞0 ∠p(jω)=�ω1
0 ∠p(jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

+�ω2
ω1
∠p(jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−π

+�ω3
ω2
∠p(jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

+· · · . (11.7)

Observe that

�
ω1
0 ∠p(jω)= sgn

[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(0)− sgn

[
pr(ω1)

])π
2
,

�ω2
ω1
∠p(jω)= sgn

[
pi
(
ω+1
)](

sgn
[
pr(ω1)− sgn

[
pr(ω2)

])π
2
,

�ω3
ω2
∠p(jω)= sgn

[
pi
(
ω+2
)](

sgn
[
pr(ω2)− sgn

[
pr(ω3)

])π
2
,

...

(11.8)
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and

sgn
[
pi
(
ω+1
)]=−sgn

[
pi
(
0+
)]
,

sgn
[
pi
(
ω+2
)]=−sgn

[
pi
(
ω+1
)]=+sgn

[
pi
(
0+
)]
,

sgn
[
pi
(
ω+3
)]=+sgn

[
pi
(
ω+2
)]=+sgn

[
pi
(
0+
)]
,

sgn
[
pi
(
ω+4
)]=−sgn

[
pi
(
ω+3
)]=−sgn

[
pi
(
0+
)]
,

(11.9)

and note also that 0, ω1, ω2, ω4 are the real zeros of pi(ω) of odd multiplicity
whereas ω3 is a real zero of even multiplicity. From these relations, it is evident that
(11.7) may be rewritten, skipping the terms involving ω3, the root of even multiplic-
ity, so that

�∞0 ∠p(jω) =�
ω1
0 ∠p(jω)+�ω2

ω1
∠p(jω)+�ω4

ω2
∠p(jω)+�∞ω4

∠p(jω)

= π

2

(
sgn
[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(0)

]− sgn
[
pr(ω1)

])

− sgn
[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(ω1)

]
− sgn

[
pr(ω2)

])+ sgn
[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(ω2)

]− sgn
[
pr(ω4)

])
− sgn

[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(ω4)

]− sgn
[
pr(∞)

]))
. (11.10)

Equation (11.10) can be rewritten as

�∞0 ∠p(jω) = π

2
sgn
[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(0)

]− 2sgn
[
pr(ω1)

]+ 2sgn
[
pr(ω2)

]

− 2sgn
[
pr(ω4)

]+ sgn
[
pr(∞)

])
. (11.11)

In the case of Fig. 11.1(b), that is, when p(s) is of odd degree, we have

�∞0 ∠p(jω)=�ω1
0 ∠p(jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
+π

+�ω2
ω1
∠p(jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

+�ω3
ω2
∠p(jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
−π

+�+∞ω3
∠p(jω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
− π

2

,

(11.12)
and �ω1

0 ∠p(jω), �ω2
ω1∠p(jω), �

ω3
ω2∠p(jω) are as before whereas

�∞ω3
∠p(jω)= π

2
sgn
[
pi
(
ω+3
)]

sgn
[
pr(ω3)

]
. (11.13)

We also have, as before,

sgn
[
pi
(
ω+j
)]= (−1)j sgn

[
pi
(
0+
)]
, j = 1,2,3. (11.14)

Combining (11.12)–(11.14), we have, finally, for Fig. 11.1(b),

�∞0 ∠p(jω) = π

2
sgn
[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(0)

]− 2sgn
[
pr(ω1)

]+ 2sgn
[
pr(ω2)

]

− 2sgn
[
pr(ω3)

])
. (11.15)
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We can now easily generalize the above formulas for the signature, based on
Lemma 11.1.

Theorem 11.1 Let p(s) be a polynomial of degree n with real coefficients, without
zeros on the imaginary axis. Write p(jω)= pr(ω)+ jpi(ω) and let ω0, ω1, ω3, . . . ,
ωl−1 denote the real nonnegative zeros of pi(ω) with odd multiplicities with ω0 = 0.
Then

• If n is even,

σ(p)= sgn
[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(0)

]+ 2
l−1∑
j=1

(−1)j sgn
[
pr(ωj )

]

+ (−1)lsgn
[
pr(∞)

])
.

• If n is odd,

σ(p)= sgn
[
pi
(
0+
)](

sgn
[
pr(0)

]+ 2
l−1∑
j=1

(−1)j sgn
[
pr(ωj )

])
.

11.2.2 Signature Formulas for Complex Polynomials

Consider the polynomial c(s) with complex coefficients and suppose that c(s) has
no jω axis zeros and has l and r open LHP and open RHP roots. As before, we have
the total phase change

�+∞−∞∠c(jω)= π(l − r) (11.16)

and we define the signature

σ(c) := l − r. (11.17)

To compute the signature, write

c(jω)= p(ω)+ jq(ω) (11.18)

where p(ω) and q(ω) are polynomials with real coefficients. Let ω1,ω2, . . . ,ωl−1
denote the real zeros of q(ω) of odd multiplicities, ω0 =−∞, ωl =+∞ and ω0 <

ω1 < · · ·<ωl−1 <ωl . Write

j− = sgn
[
q(−∞)

]
, j+ = sgn

[
q(∞)

]
, (11.19)

and

ik = sgn
[
p(ωk)

]
, for k = 0,1, . . . , l. (11.20)
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Theorem 11.2

(a) If deg[p]> deg[q],

σ(c) = 1

2
j−
{
i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 + · · · + (−1)l−12il−1 + (−1)lil

}
(11.21)

= 1

2
j+(−1)l−1{i0 − 2i1 + · · · + (−1)l−12il−1 + (−1)lil

}
. (11.22)

(b) If deg[q] ≥ deg[p],
σ(c) = j−

{−i1 + i2 − i3 + · · · + (−1)l−1il−1
}

(11.23)

= j+(−1)l−1{−i1 + i2 − i3 + · · · + (−1)l−1il−1
}
. (11.24)

Proof In case (a), the complex plane plot of c(jω) approaches the real axis as |ω| →
∞. Thus,

�+∞−∞∠c(jω)=�ω1−∞∠c(jω)+�ω2
ω1
∠c(jω)+ · · · +�+∞ωl−1

∠c(jω) (11.25)

and

�
ω1−∞∠c(jω) = π

2
j−(i0 − i1), (11.26)

�
ωk+1
ωk ∠c(jω) = π

2
j−(−1)k(ik − ik+1), k = 0,1, . . . , l − 1. (11.27)

Substituting (11.26), (11.27) into (11.25) and using (11.16), (11.17), we get (11.21);
(11.22) follows from

j− = j+(−1)l−1. (11.28)

In case (b),

�ω2
ω1
∠c(jω)=−j−(i1 − i2)π

2
,

�ω3
ω2
∠c(jω)=+j−(i2 − i3)π

2
,

...

�
ωl−1
ωl−2∠c(jω)= (−1)l−2j−(il−2 − il−1)

π

2
,

(11.29)

whereas

�
ω1−∞∠c(jω)+�+∞ωl−1

∠c(jω)= j−
(−i1 + (−1)l−1il−1

)π
2
. (11.30)

Combining (11.29) and (11.30) with (11.16) and (11.17), we obtain (11.23); (11.24)
again follows from

j− = j+(−1)l−1. (11.31)

�
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11.2.3 Signature Formula for Rational Functions

Consider a real rational function

R(s)= A(s)

B(s)
(11.32)

where A(s) and B(s) are polynomials with real coefficients and of degrees m and n,
respectively. We assume that A(s) and B(s) have no zeros on the jω axis. Let z+R ,
p+R (z−R , p−R ) denote the numbers of open right half-plane (RHP) and open left half-
plane (LHP) zeros and poles of R(s). Also let �∞0 ∠R(jω) denote the net change in
phase of R(jω) as ω runs from 0 to +∞. Then we have

�∞0 ∠R(jω)= π

2

[
z−R − z+R −

(
p−R − p+R

)]
. (11.33)

This formula follows from the fact that each LHP zero and each RHP pole contribute
+π

2 to the net phase change whereas each RHP zero and LHP pole contribute −π
2

to the net phase change.
For convenience, we define the (Hurwitz) signature of R(s) as

σ(R) := z−R − z+R −
(
p−R − p+R

)
. (11.34)

Write

R(jω)=Rr(ω)+ jRi(ω) (11.35)

where Rr(ω) and Ri(ω) are rational functions in ω with real coefficients. It is easy
to see that Rr(ω) and Ri(ω) have no real poles for ω ∈ (−∞,+∞) since R(s) has
no imaginary axis poles. To compute the net change in phase, that is, the left-hand
side of (11.33), it is convenient to develop formulas in terms of Rr(ω) and Ri(ω).
Note that ω0 = 0 is always a zero of Ri(ω) since R(s) is real. Let

0= ω0 <ω1 <ω2 < · · ·<ωl−1 (11.36)

denote the real, finite non-negative zeros of Ri(ω) = 0 of odd multiplicities, and
define ωl =∞−. Define, for a real function f (t),

f
(
t−0
) := lim

t→t0,t<t0
f (t), f

(
t+0
) := lim

t→t0,t>t0
f (t). (11.37)

Lemma 11.2 (Real Hurwitz Signature Lemma) For n−m even,

σ(R) =
(

sgn
[
Rr(ω0)

]+ 2
l−1∑
j=1

(−1)j sgn
[
Rr(ωj )

]+ (−1)lsgn
[
Rr(ωl)

])

· (−1)l−1sgn
[
Ri
(∞−)].
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For n−m odd,

σ(R)=
(

sgn
[
Rr(ω0)

]+ 2
l−1∑
j=1

(−1)j sgn
[
Rr(ωj )

])
(−1)l−1sgn

[
Ri
(∞−)].

The proof of this formula is found in [7]. Now consider a complex rational func-
tion

Q(s)= D(s)

E(s)
(11.38)

where D(s) and E(s) are polynomials with complex coefficients of degrees n and
m, respectively. As before, we assume that D(s) and E(s) do not have zeros on the
jω axis. Let �+∞−∞∠Q(jω) denote the net change in phase of Q(jω) as ω runs from
−∞ to +∞. Also let z+Q, p+Q (z−Q, p−Q) denote the numbers of RHP (LHP) zeros
and poles of Q(s). Then we have

�+∞−∞∠Q(jω)= π[z−Q − z+Q − (p−Q − p+Q)]. (11.39)

This easily follows from the fact that each LHP zero (RHP zero) and each RHP pole
(LHP pole) contribute +π (−π ) to the net phase change. Summing over all poles
and zeros we obtain the formula given. Analogous to the real case, we define the
signature of the complex rational function Q(s):

σ(Q) := z−Q − z+Q −
(
p−Q − p+Q

)
. (11.40)

Write

Q(jω)=Qr(ω)+ jQi(ω) (11.41)

where Qr(ω) and Qi(ω) are rational functions with real coefficients. Moreover,
Qr(ω) and Qi(ω) have no real poles for ω ∈ (−∞,+∞). It is easy to show that the
numerators of Qr(ω) and Qi(ω) are generically of the same degree. Indeed, if this
is not so, multiplying Q(s) by an arbitrary complex number α+ jβ will render this
condition to be true without changing poles, zeros or signature of Q(s). Therefore,
we henceforth assume this to be true. Let ω0, . . . ,ωl−1 ordered as

−∞<ω0 <ω1 < · · ·<ωl−1 <+∞ := ωl
denote the real, distinct, finite zeros of Qi(ω)= 0 with odd multiplicities.

Lemma 11.3 (Complex Hurwitz Signature Lemma)

σ(Q)=
(
l−1∑
j=1

(−1)l−1−j sgn
[
Qr(ωj )

])
sgn
[
Qi

(∞−)].

The proof is found in [7].
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11.3 Characterization of All Stabilizing PID Controllers

11.3.1 Computation of the PID Stabilizing Set

Consider the plant, with rational transfer function

P(s)= N(s)

D(s)

with the PID feedback controller

C(s)= kps + ki + kds2

s(1+ sT ) , T > 0.

The closed-loop characteristic polynomial is

δ(s)= sD(s)(1+ sT )+ (kps + ki + kds2)N(s). (11.42)

We form the new polynomial

ν(s) := δ(s)N(−s) (11.43)

and note that the even-odd decomposition of ν(s) is of the form:

ν(s)= νeven
(
s2, ki, kd

)+ sνodd
(
s2, kp

)
. (11.44)

The polynomial ν(s) exhibits the parameter separation property, namely, that kp
appears only in the odd part and ki, kd only in the even part. This will facilitate the
computation of the stabilizing set using signature concepts.

Let deg[D(s)] = n, deg[N(s)] =m≤ n, and let z+ and z− denote the number of
RHP and LHP zeros of the plant, respectively, that is, zeros of N(s). We assume, as
a convenient technical assumption, that the plant has no jω axis zeros.

Theorem 11.3 The closed-loop system is stable if and only if

σ(ν)= n−m+ 2+ 2z+. (11.45)

Proof Closed-loop stability is equivalent to the requirement that the n+ 2 zeros of
δ(s) lie in the open LHP. This is equivalent to σ(δ)= n+ 2 and to

σ(ν)= n+ 2+ z+ − z− = n+ 2+ z+ − (m− z+)= (n−m)+ 2+ 2z+. �

Based on this, we can develop the following procedure to calculate S0, the stabi-
lizing set:

(a) First, fix kp = k∗p and let 0 < ω1 < ω2 < · · · < ωl−1 denote the real, positive,
finite frequencies which are zeros of

νodd
(−ω2, k∗p

)= 0 (11.46)

of odd multiplicities. Let ω0 := 0 and ωl :=∞.
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(b) Write

j = sgn
[
vodd

(
0+, k∗p

)]
and determine strings of integers, i0, i1, . . . such that:

– If n+m is even,

j
(
i0−2i1+2i2+· · ·+(−1)l−12il−1+(−1)lil

)= n−m+2+2z+. (11.47)

– If n+m is odd,

j
(
i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 + · · · + (−1)l−12il−1

)= n−m+ 2+ 2z+. (11.48)

(c) Let I1, I2, I3, . . . denote distinct strings {i0, i1, . . . } satisfying (11.47) or (11.48).
Then the stabilizing sets in ki , kd space, for kp = k∗p are given by the linear
inequalities

νeven
(−ω2

t , ki, kd
)
it > 0 (11.49)

where the it range over each of the strings I1, I2, . . . .
(d) For each string Ij , (11.49) generates a convex stability set Sj (k∗p) and the com-

plete stabilizing set for fixed k∗p is the union of these convex sets

S
(
k∗p
)=⋃

j

Sj
(
k∗p
)
. (11.50)

(e) The complete stabilizing set in (kp, ki, kd ) space can be found by sweeping kp
over the real axis and repeating the calculations (11.46)–(11.50). From (11.47)
and (11.48), we can see that the range of sweeping can be restricted to those
values such that the number of roots l − 1 can satisfy (11.47) or (11.48) in the
most favorable case. For n+m even, this requires that

2+ 2(l − 1)≥ n−m+ 2+ 2z+ or l − 1≥ n−m+ 2z+

2
, (11.51)

and for n+m odd, we need

1+ 2(l − 1)≥ n−m+ 2+ 2z+ or l − 1≥ n−m+ 1+ 2z+

2
. (11.52)

Thus, kp needs to be swept over those ranges where (11.46) is satisfied with
l − 1 given by (11.51) or (11.52).

Remark 11.1 If the PID controller with pure derivative action is used (T = 0) it is
easy to see that the signature requirement for stability becomes

σ(ν)= n−m+ 1+ 2z+.

The following example illustrates the detailed calculations involved in determin-
ing the stabilizing (kp, ki, kd) gain values.
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Example 11.1 Consider the problem of determining stabilizing PID gains for the
plant P(s)= N(s)

D(s)
where

N(s)= s3 − 2s2 − s − 1, D(s)= s6 + 2s5 + 32s4 + 26s3 + 65s2 − 8s + 1.

In this example, we use the PID controller with T = 0. The closed-loop characteris-
tic polynomial is

δ(s, kp, ki, kd)= sD(s)+
(
ki + kds2)N(s)+ kpsN(s).

Here n= 6 and m= 3

Ne
(
s2)=−2s2 − 1, No

(
s2)= s2 − 1,

De

(
s2)= s6 + 32s4 + 65s2 + 1, Do

(
s2)= 2s4 + 26s2 − 8,

and

N(−s)= (−2s2 − 1
)− s(s2 − 1

)
.

Therefore, we obtain

ν(s) = δ(s, kp, ki, kd)N(−s)
= [s2(−s8 − 35s6 − 87s4 + 54s2 + 9

)+ (ki + kds2)(−s6 + 6s4 + 3s2 + 1
)]

+ s[(−4s8 − 89s6 − 128s4 − 75s2 − 1
)+ kp(−s6 + 6s4 + 3s2 + 1

)]

so that

ν(jω, kp, ki, kd)=
[
p1(ω)+

(
ki − kdω2)p2(ω)

]+ j[q1(ω)+ kpq2(ω)
]

where

p1(ω)= ω10 − 35ω8 + 87ω6 + 54ω4 − 9ω2,

p2(ω)= ω6 + 6ω4 − 3ω2 + 1,

q1(ω)=−4ω9 + 89ω7 − 128ω5 + 75ω3 −ω,
q2(ω)= ω7 + 6ω5 − 3ω3 +ω.

We find that z+ = 1 so that the signature requirement on ν(s) for stability is

σ(ν)= n−m+ 1+ 2z+ = 6.

Since the degree of ν(s) is even, we see from the signature formulas that q(ω) must
have at least two positive real roots of odd multiplicity. The range of kp such that
q(ω, kp) has at least 2 real, positive, distinct, finite zeros with odd multiplicities
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was determined to be (−24.7513,1) which is the allowable range for kp . For a
fixed kp ∈ (−24.7513,1), for instance, kp =−18, we have

q(ω,−18)= q1(ω)− 18q2(ω)=−4ω9 + 71ω7 − 236ω5 + 129ω3 − 19ω.

The real, nonnegative, distinct finite zeros of q(ω,−18) with odd multiplicities are

ω0 = 0, ω1 = 0.5195, ω2 = 0.6055, ω3 = 1.8804, ω4 = 3.6848.

Also define ω5 =∞. Since sgn[q(0,−18)] = −1, it follows that every admissible
string I = {i0, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5} must satisfy

{i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 − 2i3 + 2i4 − i5} · (−1)= 6.

Hence, the admissible strings are

I1 = {−1,−1,−1,1,−1,1}, I2 = {−1,1,1,1,−1,1},
I3 = {−1,1,−1,−1,−1,1}, I4 = {−1,1,−1,1,1,1},
I5 = {1,1,−1,1,−1,−1}.

For I1 it follows that the stabilizing (ki, kd ) values corresponding to kp =−18 must
satisfy the string of inequalities:

p1(ω0)+
(
ki − kdω2

0

)
p2(ω0) < 0, p1(ω1)+

(
ki − kdω2

1

)
p2(ω1) < 0,

p1(ω2)+
(
ki − kdω2

2

)
p2(ω2) < 0, p1(ω3)+

(
ki − kdω2

3

)
p2(ω3) > 0,

p1(ω4)+
(
ki − kdω2

4

)
p2(ω4) < 0, p1(ω5)+

(
ki − kdω2

5

)
p2(ω5) > 0.

Substituting for ω0, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5 in the above expressions, we obtain

ki < 0, ki − 0.2699kd <−4.6836, ki − 0.3666kd <−10.0797,

ki − 3.5358kd > 3.912, ki − 13.5777kd < 140.2055.
(11.53)

The set of values of (ki, kd ) for which (11.53) holds can be solved by linear pro-
gramming and is denoted by S1. For I2, we have

ki < 0, ki − 0.2699kd >−4.6836, ki − 0.3666kd >−10.0797,

ki − 3.5358kd > 3.912, ki − 13.5777kd < 140.2055.
(11.54)

The set of values of (ki, kd ) for which (11.54) holds can also be solved by linear
programming and is denoted by S2. Similarly, we obtain

S3 = ∅, S4 = ∅, S5 = ∅.
Then, the stabilizing set of (ki, kd ) values when kp =−18 is given by

S(−18) =
⋃

x=1,2,...,5

Sx = S1 ∪ S2.
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Fig. 11.2 Example 11.1

The set S(−18) and the corresponding S1 and S2 are shown in Fig. 11.2(a). By
sweeping over different kp values within the interval (−24.7513,1) and repeating
the above procedure at each stage, we can generate the set of stabilizing (kp, ki, kd )
values. This set is shown in Fig. 11.2(b).

11.4 Direct PID Synthesis from Frequency Response Data

11.4.1 Phase, Signature, Poles, Zeros, and Bode Plots

Let P denote a LTI plant and P(s) its rational transfer function with z+,p+
(z−,p−) denoting the numbers of RHP (LHP) zeros and poles, n(m) the denom-
inator (numerator) degrees (see Fig. 11.3). Let the relative degree be denoted rP :

rP := n−m.
As defined earlier the signature of P is

σ(P )= (z− − z+)− (p− − p+). (11.55)

Lemma 11.4

rP = − 1

20
· dPdb(ω)

d(log10ω)

∣∣∣∣
ω→∞

, (11.56)

σ(P ) = 2

π
�∞0 ∠P(jω) (11.57)

where

Pdb(ω) := 20 log10

∣∣P(jω)∣∣.
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Fig. 11.3 Frequency
response measurement on an
unstable plant

Proof Equation (11.56) states that the relative degree is the high frequency slope of
the Bode magnitude plot, and (11.57) states that the signature can be found from the
net change in phase from the phase plot. �

Assuming that P(s) has no jω axis poles and zeros, we can also write

σ(P )=−(n−m)− 2
(
z+ − p+)=−rP − 2

(
z+ − p+). (11.58)

Therefore, z+ − p+ can be determined from the Bode plot of P . In particular if
P(s) is stable the Bode plot can often be obtained experimentally by measuring the
frequency response of the system. Then the above relations with p+ = 0 determine
z+ from the Bode plot data.

Now suppose that P is an unstable LTI plant with a rational transfer function
unknown to us and assume that P does not have imaginary axis poles and zeros. We
assume, however, that a known feedback controllerC(s) stabilizes P and the closed-
loop frequency response can be measured and is denoted by G(jω) for ω ∈ [0,∞).

Then

P(jω)= G(jω)

C(jω)(1−G(jω)) (11.59)

is the computed “frequency response” of the unstable plant. The next result shows
that knowledge of C(s) and G(jω) is sufficient to determine the numbers z+ and
p+, that is the numbers of RHP zeros and poles of the plant. Let z+c denote the
number of RHP zeros of C(s).

Theorem 11.4

z+ = 1

2

[−rP − rC − 2z+c − σ(G)
]
, (11.60)

p+ = 1

2

[
σ(P )− σ(G)− rC

]− 2z+c . (11.61)

Proof We have

G(s)= P(s)C(s)

1+ P(s)C(s)
and, since G(s) is stable,

σ(G)= (z− + z−c )− (z+ + z+c )− (n+ nc)=−rP − rC − 2z+c − 2z+
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Fig. 11.4 A unity feedback
system with a PID controller

which implies (11.60). From (11.55) applied to P(s), we have

p+ = z+ + σ(P )

2
+ rP

2
. (11.62)

Substituting (11.60) in (11.62), we have (11.61). �

Remark 11.2 In the above theorem, we assume that C(s), a stabilizing controller,
is known, and the corresponding closed-loop frequency response G(jω) for ω ∈
[0,∞) can be measured. Thus, P(jω) can be computed from (11.59). Now rP and
σ(G) can be found by applying the results of Lemma 11.4 to P(jω) and G(jω),
respectively. rC and z+c are known as C(s) is known. Therefore, z+ and p+ can be
found.

Remark 11.3 In the above analysis, we have assumed for simplicity that the plant is
devoid of imaginary axis poles and zeros. When such poles and zeros are present,
their numbers may be known from physical considerations or their numbers and lo-
cations may be ascertained from the experimentally determined or computed Bode
plot. Once identified we can lump these poles and zeros with the controller and pro-
ceed with the design procedure. At an imaginary axis zero (pole) of multiplicity k,
away from the origin, the magnitude plot is zero (infinity) and the phase plot under-
goes an instantaneous change of phase kπ . If such poles or zeros occur at the origin,
there is a corresponding phase shift of kπ

2 at zero frequency. It is straightforward to
establish that, in this case, the relations (11.60) and (11.61) need to be modified to
the following:

z+ = 1

2

[−rP − rC − 2z+c − zic − σ(G)
]
, (11.63)

p+ = 1

2

[
σ(P )− σ(G)− rC

]− 2z+c − zic + zi − pi (11.64)

where zi, zic,p
i,pic denote the numbers of imaginary axis zeros and poles of plant

and controller.

11.4.2 PID Synthesis for Delay Free Continuous-Time Systems

In this section, we consider the synthesis and design of PID controllers for a
continuous-time LTI plant, with underlying transfer function P(s) with n(m) poles
(zeros) (see Fig. 11.4).

We assume that the only information available to the designer is:
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1. Knowledge of the frequency response magnitude and phase, equivalently,
P(jω), ω ∈ [0,∞) if the plant is stable.

2. Knowledge of a known stabilizing controller and the corresponding closed loop
frequency response G(jω).

Such assumptions are reasonable for most systems. We also make the technical
assumption that the plant has no jω poles or zeros so that the magnitude, its inverse,
and phase are well-defined for all ω ≥ 0. As we have seen from the discussion in
the last section, the numbers and locations of RHP poles and zeros can be found
from the above data for any LTI plant and either “divided out” or lumped with the
controller. Write

P(jω)= ∣∣P(jω)∣∣ejφ(ω) = Pr(ω)+ jPi(ω) (11.65)

where |P(jω)| denotes the magnitude and φ(ω) the phase of the plant, at the fre-
quency ω.

Let the PID controller be of the form

C(s)= Ki +Kps +Kds
2

s(1+ sT ) for T > 0 (11.66)

where T is assumed to be fixed and small. We now present results for developing
our procedure for determining the stabilizing set.

Lemma 11.5 Let

F(s) := s(1+ sT )+ (Ki +Kps +Kds
2)P(s)

and

F̄ (s)= F(s)P (−s).
Then closed-loop stability is equivalent to

σ
(
F̄ (s)

)= n−m+ 2z+ + 2. (11.67)

Proof Closed-loop stability is equivalent to the condition that all zeros of F(s) lie
in the LHP. This, in turn is, equivalent to the condition

σ
(
F(s)

)= n+ 2− (p− − p+).
Now consider the rational function

F̄ (s)= F(s)P (−s).
Note that

σ
(
F̄ (s)

)= σ (F(s))+ σ (P(−s)).
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Therefore, the stability condition becomes

σ
(
F̄ (s)

) = n+ 2− (p− − p+)+ (z+ − z−)− (p+ − p−)
= n+ 2+ z+ − z− = n−m+ 2z+ + 2.

�

Write

F̄ (jω) = jω(1+ jωT )P (−jω)+ (Ki + jωKp −ω2Kd

)
P(jω)P (−jω)

= (Ki −Kdω
2)∣∣P(jω)∣∣2 −ω2T Pr(ω)+ωPi(ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸

F̄r (ω,Ki ,Kd)

+ jω (Kp

∣∣P(jω)∣∣2 + Pr(ω)+ωT Pi(ω))︸ ︷︷ ︸
F̄i (ω,Kp)

= F̄r (ω,Ki,Kd)+ jωF̄i(ω,Kp).

Theorem 11.5 Let ω1 < ω2 < · · · < ωl−1 denote the distinct frequencies of odd
multiplicities which are solutions of

F̄i
(
ω,K∗p

)= 0, (11.68)

or

K∗p =−
Pr(ω)+ωT Pi(ω)

|P(jω)|2 =−cosφ(ω)+ωT sinφ(ω)

|P(jω)| =: g(ω) (11.69)

for fixedKp =K∗p . Let ω0 = 0 and ωl =∞, and j := sgn[F̄i(∞−,K∗p)]. Determine
strings of integers

I = [i0, i1, i2, . . . , il]
with it ∈ {+1,−1} such that

• For n−m even,

[
i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 + · · · + (−1)l−12il−1 + (−1)lil

]
(−1)l−1j = n−m+ 2z+ + 2.

(11.70)
• For n−m odd,

[
i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 + · · · + (−1)l−12il−1

]
(−1)l−1j = n−m+ 2z+ + 2. (11.71)

Then for the fixed Kp =K∗p , the (Ki,Kd) values corresponding to closed-loop sta-
bility are given by

F̄r (ωt ,Ki,Kd)it > 0, (11.72)
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where the it ’s are taken from strings satisfying (11.70) and (11.71), and ωt ’s are
taken from the solutions of (11.68).

Proof By Lemma 11.5, the stability condition has been reduced to the signature
condition in (11.67). The theorem follows from applying Lemma 11.2 to compute
the signature of F̄ (s). �

The following result clarifies what range the parameters Kp must be swept over.

Theorem 11.6 For the given function g(ω) in (11.69) determined completely by the
plant data P(jω) and T :

(i) A necessary condition for PID stabilization is that there exists Kp such that the
function

Kp = g(ω) (11.73)

has at least k distinct roots of odd multiplicities where

k ≥ n−m+ 2z+ + 2

2
− 1 if n−m even,

k ≥ n−m+ 2z+ + 3

2
− 1 if n−m odd.

(ii) There exist unique ranges of ω over which condition (i1) occurs and this deter-
mines the corresponding ranges of Kp to be swept.

Remark 11.4 The function g(ω) is well defined due to the assumption that the plant
either has no jω zeros or these have been lumped with the controller.

The computation of the stabilizing set implied by the above results is summarized
as the following procedure.

Computation of PID Stabilizing Set from Nyquist/Bode Data The complete set
of stabilizing PID gains can be computed by the following procedure:

For stable systems: The available data is the frequency response of the plant P(jω).

0.1 Determine the relative degree of the plant rP = n−m from the high frequency
slope of the Bode magnitude plot of P(jω).

0.2 Let �∞0 [φ(ω)] denote the net change of phase of P(jω) for ω ∈ [0,∞). Deter-
mine z+ from

�∞0
[
φ(ω)

]=−[(n−m)+ 2z+
]π

2

which follows from (11.58) with p+ = 0.

For unstable systems: The available data are a stabilizing controller transfer func-
tion C(s) and the frequency response of the corresponding stable closed-loop sys-
tem G(jω).
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0.1 Compute the frequency response P(jω) from (11.59).
0.2 Determine relative degree of the plant rP from the high frequency slope of the

Bode magnitude plot of P(jω).
0.3 Determine z+c and rC from C(s).
0.4 Compute σ(G) from (11.57) applied to G(jω).
0.5 Compute z+ using (11.60) in Theorem 11.4.
0.6 Compute g(ω) using (11.69) and the data.

1. Fix Kp = K∗p , solve (11.69), and let ω1 < ω2 < · · · < ωl−1 denote the distinct
frequencies of odd multiplicities which are solutions of (11.69).

2. Set ω0 = 0, ωl =∞ and j = sgnF̄i(−∞−,K∗p). Determine all strings of integers
it ∈ {+1,−1} such that:

– For n−m even,
[
i0− 2i1+ 2i2+ · · ·+ (−1)i−12il−1+ (−1)lil

]
(−1)l−1j = n−m+ 2z+ + 2.

(11.74)
– For n−m odd,

[
i0− 2i1+ 2i2+ · · · + (−1)i−12il−1

]
(−1)l−1j = n−m+ 2z+ + 2. (11.75)

3. For the fixedKp =K∗p chosen in Step 1, solve for the stabilizing (Ki,Kd) values
from

[
Ki −Kdω

2
t +

ωt sinφ(ωt )−ω2
t T cosφ(ωt )

|P(jωt )|2
]
it > 0, (11.76)

for t = 0,1, . . . , l.
4. Repeat the previous three steps by updating Kp over prescribed ranges. The

ranges over which Kp must be swept is determined from the requirements that
(11.74) or (11.75) is satisfied for at least one string of integers as in Theo-
rem 11.6.

We emphasize that all computations are based on the data P(jω) and knowledge
of the transfer function P(s) is not required. For well-posedness of the loop, it is
necessary that

Kd �= − T

P (∞)
.

For strictly proper plants, P(∞)= 0 and this constraint vanishes.

11.4.3 Illustrative Example

To illustrate the main result, we take a set of frequency data points for the stable
plant used in [5]. Let the data points be

P(jω) := {P(jω),ω ∈ (0,10) sampled every 0.01
}
.
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Fig. 11.5 Frequency response data

The Nyquist and Bode plot are shown in Fig. 11.5(b).
The high frequency slope of the Bode magnitude plot is−40 db/decade and thus

n−m= 2. The total change of phase is −540 degrees and so

−6
π

2
=−((n−m)− 2

(
p+ − z+))π

2
,

and since the plant is stable, p+ = 0, giving z+ = 2. The required signature for
stability can now be determined and is

σ
(
F̄ (s)

)= (n−m)+ 2z+ + 2= (2)+ 2(2)+ 2= 8.

Since n−m is even, we have

[
i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 − 2i3 + 2i4 − · · · + (−1)lil

]
(−1)l−1j = 8

where

j = sgn
[
F̄i
(∞−,Kp

)]=−sgn
[

lim
ω→∞g(ω)

]
=−1,

and it is clear that at least four terms are required to satisfy the above. In other words,
l ≥ 4. From Fig. 11.6(a), it is easy to see that (11.69) has at most three positive
frequencies as solutions, and therefore we have i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 − 2i3 + i4 = 8. Also
i4 = sgn[F̄r (∞−,Ki,Kd)] = 1 independent of Ki and Kd . This means that Kp

must be chosen so that F̄i(ω,K∗p) = 0 has exactly three positive real zeros. This
gives the feasible range of Kp values as shown in Fig. 11.6(a) which depicts the
function

g(ω)=−cosφ(ω)+ωT sinφ(ω)

|P(jω)| . (11.77)

The feasible range of Kp is such that Kp intersects the graph of g(ω) three times.
This feasible range is shown in Fig. 11.6(a).
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Fig. 11.6 Selecting Kp

In Fig. 11.6(a), we also observe that the frequency range over which plant data
must accurately be known for PID control is [0,8.2] radians/s. We now fix K∗p = 1
and compute the set of ω’s that satisfies

−cosφ(ω)+ωT sinφ(ω)

|P(jω)| = 1.

To find the set of ω’s satisfying the above, we plot the function g(ω) as shown in
Fig. 11.6(b). The three frequencies ω1,ω2,ω3 are required to compute the stability
set in (Ki,Kd ) space.

From this we found the solutions {ω1,ω2,ω3} = {0, 0.742, 1.865, 7.854}. This
leads to the requirement i0 − 2i1 + 2i2 − 2i3 = 7, giving the only feasible string

F = {i0, i1, i2, i3} = {1,−1,1,−1}.
Thus, we have the following set of linear inequalities for stability:

Ki > 0, −3.8114+Ki − 0.5506Kd < 0,

12.2106+Ki − 3.4782Kd > 0, −457.0235+Ki − 61.6853Kd < 0.

The complete set of stabilizing PID gains for K∗p = 1 is given in Fig. 11.7(a). This
set is determined by finding the string of integers {i0, i1, i2, i3} satisfying the sta-
bility condition (11.74) and (11.75). The corresponding linear inequalities (11.76)
determine the stabilizing set shown in the (Ki,Kd ) space. The point marked with
“*” was used as a test point to verify stability. The region obtained here was verified
to be identical to that obtained in [5].

By sweeping over Kp , we have the entire set of stabilizing PID gains as shown
in Fig. 11.7(b). This set is determined by sweeping over the feasible range of Kp

determined in Fig. 11.6(b), and solving the corresponding linear inequalities given
by (11.76) in (Ki,Kd ) space for a fixed K∗p in this range.
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Fig. 11.7 Stabilizing set

Fig. 11.8 The complete set
of stabilizing PID gains
satisfying H∞ norm
specification when Kp = 1

Note that the range of Kp over which the search needs to be carried out is also
obvious from Fig. 11.6(a) as discussed and it is Kp ∈ [−8.5,4.2].

We now consider the problem of achieving an H∞ norm specification on the
complementary sensitivity function T (s), that is,

∥∥W(s)T (s)
∥∥∞ < 1 where W(s)= s + 0.1

s + 1
.

This set is obtained by solving the PID stabilization problem for the family of com-
plex plants for fixed Kp = 1, corresponding to the H∞ norm specification, and
intersecting the resulting stabilizing set with that of the stabilizing set for the real
plant (see Fig. 11.8).

By sweeping Kp over the feasible ranges and generating the linear inequalities
(11.86) in (Ki,Kd ) space corresponding to stability and performance, we have the
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Fig. 11.9 The entire PID
parameter set satisfying the
prescribed H∞ norm
specification

Fig. 11.10 A plant with
cascaded delay

entire stabilizing PID gains that satisfy the given H∞ specification as shown in
Fig. 11.9.

11.4.4 PID Synthesis for Systems with Time-Delay

In this section, we show how the previous results can be extended to systems with
delay. Consider the finite dimensional LTI plant PL with a cascaded time-delay in
Fig. 11.10.

Here P0 represents an LTI delay free system with a proper transfer function.
The transfer functions of P0 and PL are denoted P0(s) and PL(s), respectively. We
assume that frequency response measurements can be made at terminals “a” and
“b”, that is, on the delay system PL. Thus, the data we have is:

PL(jω)= e−jωLP0(jω)=mL(ω)e
jφL(ω), 0≤ ω <∞.

Write

P0(jω)=m0(ω)e
jφ0(ω).

Therefore,

m0(ω)=mL(ω) and φL(ω)= φ0(ω)−ωL, 0≤ ω <∞. (11.78)

It is clear that m0(ω) and φ0(ω) can be determined from the data mL(ω) and φL(ω)
on the system with embedded delay L when L is known.
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Now let C(s,k) denote the PID controller

C(s,k)= Ki +Kps +Kds
2

s(1+ sT ) , k= [Ki,Kp,Kd ].

Let S0 denote the set of stabilizing PID controllers for the delay free plant

S0 =
{
k : C(s,k) stabilizes P0

}
.

We have seen how S0 can be found in the previous section when P0(jω) is known.
It follows from (11.78) that S0 can be determined from PL(jω) the data for the
embedded delay system. We denote by SL the set of PID controllers stabilizing the
plant P0 with cascaded delay ranging from 0 to L seconds.

Following the results in [8], introduce the sets

S∞ =
{
k : ∣∣C(s,k)P0(s)

∣∣
s=∞ ≥ 1

}
,

SB =
{

k : C(jω,k)= −ejωL
P0(jω)

,ω ∈ [0,∞),0≤ L≤ L
}
.

The main result of [8] is the following theorem.

Theorem 11.7 ([8]) The set SL can be found from

SL = S0\(S∞ ∪ SB). (11.79)

The proof of this theorem is omitted and the reader is referred to Chap. 11 in [9]
for a complete proof. The set S∞ consists of those PID gains for which the Nyquist
plot approaches points outside the unit circle as s →∞. The set SB consists of
those PID gains for which an imaginary axis characteristic root occurs for delays
less than L. The relationship (11.79) states that the exclusion of S∞ and SB from
S0 determines the stabilizing set SL for the system with cascaded delay up to L
seconds.

The computation of S0 has been described in the previous section. The set S∞ is
easy to calculate. In fact,

S∞ =
{

k : |Kd | ≥ T

|P0(∞)|
}
.

To determine SB , let

θ(ω,k) :=∠
(
Ki −Kdω

2 + jωKp

jω(1+ jωT )
)
.

Then the conditions defining SB can be written as the magnitude and phase condi-
tions

Ki −Kdω
2 =±

√
ω2(1+ T 2)

m2
0(ω)

−ω2K2
p, (11.80)
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θ(ω,k)≥ π − φ0(ω)−ωL, ω ∈ [0,∞), (11.81)

so that

SB =
{
k : k satisfies (11.80) and (11.81) for some ω ∈ [0,∞)

}
.

Note that (11.80) represents a straight line in (Ki,Kd ) space for each fixed Kp and
ω. The calculation of the set SB is tedious but straight-forward if one sweeps over
the frequency variable.

11.5 PID Synthesis for Performance

Many performance attainment problems can be cast as simultaneous stabilization of
the plant P(s), and families of real and complex plants. For example,

1. The problem of achieving a gain margin is equivalent to simultaneously stabiliz-
ing the plant P(s) and the family of real plants

Pc(s)= {KP(s) :K ∈ [Kmin,Kmax]
}
.

2. The problem of achieving prescribed phase margin θm is equivalent to simulta-
neously stabilizing the plant P(s) and the family of complex plants

Pc(s)= {e−jθP (s) : θ ∈ [0, θm]}.
3. The problem of achieving an H∞ norm specification on the sensitivity function
S(s), that is, ‖W(s)S(s)‖∞ < γ is equivalent to simultaneously stabilizing the
plant P(s) and the family of complex plants

Pc(s)=
{[

1

1+ 1
γ
ejθW(s)

]
P(s) : θ ∈ [0,2π]

}
.

4. The problem of achieving an H∞ norm specification on the complementary sen-
sitivity function T (s), that is, ‖W(s)T (s)‖∞ < γ , is equivalent to simultane-
ously stabilizing the plant P(s) and the family of complex plants

Pc(s)=
{
P(s)

[
1+ 1

γ
ejθW(s)

]
: θ ∈ [0,2π]

}
.

Based on the above, we consider the problem of stabilizing a complex LTI plant
with transfer function P c(s) using PID control. Let nc and mc denote the numerator
and denominator degrees of P c(s) and z+c (p+c ) the number of RHP zeros and poles.
Note that in each of the above cases z+c (p+c ) are uniquely determined by the numbers
of RHP zeros and poles of the real plant P(s). As in the real case, we assume that the
only information available to the designer is “Knowledge of the frequency response
magnitude and phase of the real plant, equivalently, P(jω), ω ∈ (0,∞).”
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Suppose the complex plant with transfer function P c(s) is in a closed-loop with
the PID controller

C(s)= Ki +Kps +Kds
2

s(1+ sT ) , T > 0.

Consider the complex rational function

Fc(s) := s(1+ sT )+ (Ki +Kps +Kds
2)P c(s).

Closed-loop stability is equivalent to the condition that the zeros of Fc(s) lie in the
LHP. This, in turn, is equivalent to the condition

σ
(
Fc(s)

)= nc + 2− (p−c − p+c ).
Now consider the rational function

F̄ c(s)= Fc(s)P c∗(−s),
where P c∗(−s) is obtained by replacing the numerator and denominator coefficients
of P c(s) by their conjugates and replacing “s” by “−s”. Note that

σ
(
F̄ c(s)

)= σ (Fc(s)
)+ σ (P c∗(−s)).

It is easy to verify that

σ
(
P c∗(−s))= σ (P c(−s)).

Therefore, the stability condition becomes

σ
(
F̄ c(s)

)= nc −mc + 2z+c + 2.

To compute σ(F̄ c(s)), we write

F̄ c(jω)= jω(1+ jωT )P c∗(−jω)+ (Ki + jωKp −ω2Kd

)
P c(jω)P c∗(−jω).

Write

P c(jω)= P c
r (ω)+ jP c

i (ω),

where P c
r (ω) and P c

i (ω) are real rational functions, then

P c∗(−jω)= P c
r (ω)− jP c

i (ω).

Then

F̄ c(jω)= (Ki −Kdω
2)P c(jω)P c∗(−jω)−ω2T P c

r (ω)+ωP c
i (ω)︸ ︷︷ ︸

F̄ cr (ω,Ki ,Kd)

+ j (KpP
c(jω)P c∗(−jω)+ P c

r (ω)+ωT P c
i (ω)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F̄ ci (ω,Kp)

= F̄ c
r (ω,Ki,Kd)+ jF̄ c

i (ω,Kp).
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Theorem 11.8 Let ω1 < · · · < ωl−1 denote the distinct frequencies of odd multi-
plicities which are solutions of

F̄ c
i

(
ω,K∗p

)= 0, (11.82)

for Kp = K∗p . Let ω0 = −∞ and ωl = ∞ and j = sgn[F̄ c
i (∞−,K∗p)]. Define

strings of integers {i1, i2, . . . , il−1} with it ∈ {+1,−1} such that

l−1∑
r=1

(−1)l−1−r ir · j = nc −mc + 2z+c + 2. (11.83)

For the fixed Kp =K∗p , the (Ki,Kd ) stabilizing values for the complex plant P c are
those satisfying

F̄ c
r (ωt ,Ki,Kd)it > 0, (11.84)

where it ’s are taken from the strings satisfying (11.83) and ωt ’s are the roots of
(11.82).

The complete set of stabilizing PID gains for a given complex LTI plant can be
found from the frequency response data P c(jω) and the knowledge of the number
p+c of RHP poles of P c(s). These, in turn, can be found from knowledge of the real
plant data P(jω). This leads to the procedure parallel to the real stabilization case.
Note that (11.82) can be written as

K∗p =−
P c
r (ω)+ωT P c

i (ω)

P c(jω)P c∗(−jω) =−
P c
r (ω)+ωT P c

i (ω)

|P c(jω)|2 =: gc(ω). (11.85)

For the fixed Kp = K∗p , the stabilizing (Ki,Kd ) are determined by the following
expression:

[
Ki −Kdω

2
t +

ωt cosφc(ωt )−ω2
t T sinφc(ωt )

|P c(jωt )|2
]
it > 0, (11.86)

for t = 0,1, . . . .
Note that for the class of performance problems mentioned, P c(s) is of the form

P c(s)=Wc(s)P (s),

where Wc(s) is a weight chosen by the designer. Therefore,

P c∗(−s)=Wc∗(−s)P (−s),
and thus P c∗(−jω) is known from the knowledge of P(jω). It is also important to
note that all calculations above use only the data P(jω) of the real plant. Finally,
we need to intersect the stabilizing set with the performance set. For a fixedKp , this
amounts to generating linear inequalities corresponding to stability from the previ-
ous section and corresponding to performance described above, and solving them
simultaneously. In general, these sets are disconnected and a union of convex com-
ponents. Multiple performance specifications can be handled in a similar manner.
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Fig. 11.11 Frequency domain data and the Bode plots of 20th, 10th, 7th, and 4th order identified
models

11.6 Data Based Design vs. Model Based Design

In this section, we discuss some differences between model based design and the
data based designs described here. In model based design, mathematical models are
obtained from the laws of physics that describes the dynamic behavior of a system to
be controlled. On the other hand, the most common way of obtaining mathematical
models in engineering systems is through a system identification process. Let us as-
sume that the frequency domain data is obtained by exciting a plant with a unknown
rational transfer function, by sinusoidal signals. In theory, a system identification
procedure should exactly be able to determine the unknown rational transfer func-
tion. In this ideal situation, there should be no distinction between model based and
data based synthesis methods. However, typical system identification procedures
can fail to find an exact rational function even if exact (or perfect) data is available.
This is especially true when the order of the plant is high. The following example
illustrates that this, in turn, can lead to drastic differences in control design.

Example 11.2 Let us assume that the frequency domain data P(jω) shown below
is obtained from a 20th order plant. Note that the plant is unstable with 2 RHP
poles. Then mathematical models of 20th, 10th, 7th, and 4th orders were obtained
by a system identification process applied to P(jω). For convenience, let us denote
by G20(s), G10(s), G7(s), and G4(s) the 20th, 10th, 7th, and 4th order models
identified, respectively. Figure 11.11 shows that the Bode plots of the four identified
models along with the frequency domain data collected from the 20th order plant
considered here. It is observed that the Bode plots of these are almost identical
except for the fact that the 4th order identified model is relatively crude.
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Fig. 11.12 Stabilizing regions

We now compute the stabilizing PID parameter regions of each of these systems.
Figure 11.12 shows the stabilizing regions in the PID controller parameter space for
each of these systems for Kp = 5. Note that the PID stabilizing parameter regions
for G20 and G4(s) are empty and not shown in the figure.

We can make the following observations.

1. The model G4(s) is found to be not PID stabilizable for the chosen Kp = 5. This
is not unexpected for the model G4(s) since there is some difference between
the Bode plot of identified model G4(s) and the data P(jω).

2. We have verified that G20(s) is also not PID-stabilizable. This may seem surpris-
ing since the Bode magnitude and phase plot of G20(s) is indistinguishably close
to the data P(jω). In fact, G20(s) has additional RHP poles and zeros over those
in the original plant model. For this reason, the model is not PID-stabilizable.

3. The stabilizing regions are found for G10(s) and G7(s). These regions overlap,
but are not the same. It suggests that selection of controllers should be done
inside the intersection of the stabilizing regions for G10(s) and G7(s).

4. The stabilizing region obtained from the data based method given here differs
from those for G10(s) and G7(s). Thus, a reasonable selection of controller may
be done inside the intersection of the stabilizing regions for G10(s), G7(s), and
the region obtained from the data based method.

In practice, experimentally obtained frequency domain data always contains
noise and measurement errors. As discussed above, the stability regions determined
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by the model based design and the data based design will generally be different. Al-
though the accuracy of the regions depends on each particular case, the data based
design gives useful alternatives to model based design methods and in general the
two complement each other. In particular it gives new guidelines for identification
when it is to be used for controller design.

11.7 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The extension of the results presented here to multivariable and nonlinear systems
are challenging and open important problems. Some preliminary results are reported
in [11, 12]. There is some progress on translating the results of this paper to efficient
software but much work remains to be done. The application of these results to spe-
cific problems in the process control, motion control, power systems and aerospace
industries offer many opportunities.
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Chapter 12
Fragility Evaluation of PI and PID Controllers
Tuning Rules

Víctor M. Alfaro and Ramon Vilanova

12.1 Introduction

The introduction in 1940 of the first commercially available Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controller, the Taylor Fulscope 100 [18, 19], motivated Ziegler
and Nichols to present in 1942 their well-known tuning rules [73]. Since that date,
a great number of other tuning procedures have been developed for the PID con-
troller and its variations, as revealed in O’Dwyer’s handbook [54].

At the beginning, only the control system performance was taken into account
in the controller design, considering a step change either in the set-point, servo-
control operation, or in the load-disturbance, regulatory control operation, as in the
classic tuning rules of Cohen and Coon [23], López et al. [48], and Rovira et al. [58],
among others [21, 22, 38, 50, 57, 65], for One-Degree-of-Freedom (1DoF) PI and
PID controllers.

Later, the consideration of the control system relative stability, its robustness to
the changes in the controlled process characteristics, was introduced into the con-
troller design, considering first the control-loop gain and phase margins (Am, φm) as
in [11, 27, 35, 36, 44, 47, 72]. More recently, these classic indicators of robustness
have been replaced by a single value given by the maximum of the magnitude of the
sensitivity function, denoted by MS . This approach has been used in [5, 7, 12, 13,
17, 31, 46, 56, 65, 66].

The implementation of the Two-Degree-of-Freedom (2DoF) PID controllers,
proposed by Araki [9, 10], allowed the separation of the control system design in
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two steps, considering in the first step, the control system stability and the regu-
latory control performance and in the second, the servo-control performance. See
[3, 6, 16, 17, 30, 32, 64] and the references therein.

Up to this point, it is clear that a design procedure of a control system with
PID controllers must make use of the capabilities provided by the 2DoF controllers,
which must take into consideration several conflicting specifications: on the one
hand, performance, or the response to the set-point and load-disturbance changes;
and on the other hand, the system relative stability, or the robustness to the changes
in the controlled process dynamics. The control signal variation and extreme values
must also be taken into account. Therefore, the controller design is really a multi-
objective problem [33, 41].

There is, however, another consideration that must be taken into account in the
control system design process: the effect of the variation of the controller parameters
over the control system stability and performance, known as the controller fragility.
If the control system robustness is an indication of the margin of variation of the
process characteristics with a fixed controller, then the controller fragility has a sim-
ilar meaning but in terms of the variation of the controller parameters considering a
fixed controlled process.

The fragility of certain controllers was documented by Keel and
Battacharyya [45]. They found that many modern design techniques for optimum
and robust controllers under the H2, H∞, and l1 norms would produce extremely
fragile, high-order controllers. They observed that in some cases, minimum vari-
ations of the parameters of these controllers would make the system unstable.
A fragility analysis was included in the PID controller design by Datta et al. [25],
Ho [34], and Silva et al. [62].

Although, in control system designs, the assumption is often made that the con-
troller can be implemented exactly, a certain degree of uncertainty inevitably exists
in the controller implementation. The controller fragility is affected by the toler-
ances of its analog components. In its digital version, there are inaccuracies be-
cause of the use of fixed-length words and rounded errors of numerical calculations
[40, 69]. In addition, the controller must allow variations of its parameters around
their design values, making it easy to fine-tune the controller when the control loop
is placed in service. The latter is the most probable cause of major variations in the
controller parameters from their design, or nominal, values. Effectively, most of the
tuning approaches, either based on tuning rules or on optimization methods, provide
precise values for the controller parameters, but due to the inaccuracies associated
with the controlled process model used as part of the tuning procedure, normally
these parameters should be taken only as a first approximation, and such final fine-
tuning of the controller is normally required.

Considering the above, modern tuning rules for PI and PID controllers must take
into account issues such as, the closed-loop servo- and regulatory control perfor-
mance, the control effort requirements, the control system robustness, and the con-
troller fragility.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 12.2 introduces the controller
fragility concept and its treatment in the control systems literature. Section 12.3
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presents the framework used for its analysis. Section 12.4 states the fragility in-
dices. In Sect. 12.5, the use of fragility graphic tools is introduced, and the fragility
of several tuning rules is evaluated. The chapter ends with some conclusions and
suggestions for future work.

12.2 Early Work on Controller Fragility

As indicated above, the fragility of high-order controllers designed with optimal
and robust techniques was pointed out by Kell and Battacharyya [45]. As a measure
of the controller fragility, they utilized the ratio of the l2-norm of the perturbation
vector of the controller transfer function coefficients that made the system unstable
to the l2-norm of its nominal parameter vector. If the parameter perturbations mak-
ing the system unstable are “small”, then the controller is considered fragile. Their
fragility index is really a parametric stability margin measure around the nominal
parameters of the designed controller. However, and as indicated by Mäkilä [49]
and Paattilammi and Mäkilä [55] (see references therein), the high-order controllers
fragility is not only a result of the optimization procedure used for their synthesis
but also a result of the controllers implementation.

The “controller fragility” term is related more to high-order controller design
[1, 26, 43] and realization [51, 52, 69] than with PID controllers. However, there
are problems with the digital implementation of PID controllers with fixed-point
arithmetic due to the Finite-Word-Length (FWL) effect, addressed in [41, 70].

The stability radii as measurements of the controller fragility were introduced by
Whidborne [69]. If the controller nominal (design) parameters are θ̄ oc and Δθ̄c are
the controller parameter perturbations, the l2-norm controller stability radius, rs , is
the radius of the largest ball centered at θ̄ oc inside the controller parametric stability
space and is given by the following:

rs
.=max

Δ

{∥∥Δθ̄c∥∥2 : closed-loop control system is stable
}
. (12.1)

Based on the results in [25], Ho [34], Ho et al. [37], and Xu [71] suggested a
design method to obtain a robust (“non-fragile”) PI (PID) controller by choosing
the controller nominal parameters, θ̄ oc , as the center of the circle (sphere) with the
largest radius inscribed inside the controller stabilizing plane (three-dimensional
space) for the particular controlled process model under consideration. This radius is
the maximum l2-norm parametric stability margin with respect to the perturbations
of the controller parameters and the same as stated by (12.1). The particular case of
the First-Order-Plus-Dead-Time (FOPDT) models is considered by Silva et al. [60].
It is important to note that this design method does not take into account any other
design criteria, such as the control system performance with changes in the set-
point or load-disturbances, the controller output requirements, or the control system
robustness to changes in the controlled process characteristics.

To include some type of time-domain performance specifications into the design
of non-fragile controllers, Silva et al. [62] considered only the controller parameter
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Fig. 12.1 Closed-loop
control system

sets that lie inside a box of an arbitrary size defined in the parameter stabilizing
space to mitigate to some extent the controller fragility problem and to perform
a search inside this box analyzing the servo-control transient responses to select
the controller parameter set that meets, or approximately meets, the performance
specification. However, they do not provide any criteria for the selection of the box
size, the allowed range of variation of the controller parameters, or a quantitative
measure to establish when a controller can be considered non-fragile.

The concept of fragility of the PID controllers in the above-cited references is
related to the minor variation of its parameters that make the control system unsta-
ble; therefore, it is more a stability margin measure. If we consider that a modern
PID controller design method must take into account the closed-loop performance to
changes in its inputs, set-point and load-disturbance, and its robustness to changes
in the controlled process characteristics, then it is evident that from the designer
point of view, it is very important that these characteristics be preserved when fine-
tuning the controller. In addition, if this is not possible, then there should be at least
some sort of information of how such changes in the controller parameters affect
the control system robustness and performance. Taking this into account, the use of
the PID controller fragility definition and tools introduced by Alfaro et al. [2, 4] are
considered more suitable for the fragility analysis of the PI and PID controller tun-
ing rules, as a measure of the control system loss of robustness and/or performance
when the controller parameters change.

12.3 Problem Formulation and Framework

Consider the closed-loop control system of Fig. 12.1, where P(s) and C(s) are
the controlled process model and the controller transfer function, respectively. In
this system, r(s) is the set-point, u(s) is the controller output signal, d(s) is the
load-disturbance, and y(s) is the controlled process variable. The parameters of the
controlled process model transfer function, P(s), will be considered constant for the
fragility analysis.

We will consider the controlled processes represented by the First- or Second-
Order-Plus-Dead-Time (FOPDT, SOPDT) models given by the transfer function:

P(s)= Ke−Ls

(T s + 1)(aT s + 1)
, τo = L/T , (12.2)

were K is the process static gain, T is the main time constant, a the ratio of its two
time constants (0≤ a ≤ 1.0), L is the dead-time, and τo is the normalized dead-time.
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Fig. 12.2 Control system
with a two-degree-of-freedom
controller

Without the loss of generality, it is supposed that the controller is a Standard
Two-Degree-of-Freedom PID (PID2) controller [68] whose output is as follows:

u(t)=Kp

{
βr(t)− y(t)+ 1

Ti

∫ t

0

[
r(τ )− y(τ)]dτ + Td d[γ r(t)− y(t)]

dt

}
, (12.3)

or

u(s)=Kp

{
βr(s)− y(s)+ 1

Tis

[
r(s)− y(s)]+ Tds

αTds + 1

[
γ r(s)− y(s)]

}
, (12.4)

where Kp is the controller proportional gain, Ti is the integral time constant, Td
is the derivative time constant, β is the proportional set-point weight, and γ is the
derivative set-point weight. In (12.4), α is the derivative filter constant, usually α =
0.10 [24].

For the analysis, not for the implementation, the PID2 controller output (12.4)
will be rewritten as follows:

u(s)=Kp

(
β + 1

Tis
+ γ Tds

αTds + 1

)
r(s)−Kp

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

αTds + 1

)
y(s), (12.5)

and in the compact form shown in Fig. 12.2 as follows:

u(s)= Cr(s)r(s)−Cy(s)y(s), (12.6)

where

Cr(s)=Kp

(
β + 1

Tis
+ γ Tds

αTds + 1

)
(12.7)

is the part of the PID2 controller applied to r , the set-point controller transfer func-
tion, and

Cy(s)=Kp

(
1+ 1

Tis
+ Tds

αTds + 1

)
(12.8)

is the part of the PID2 controller applied to y, the feedback controller transfer func-
tion.

The closed-loop control system output, y(s), to a change in its inputs, r(s) and
d(s), is given by the following:

y(s)= Cr(s)P (s)

1+Cy(s)P (s) r(s)+
P(s)

1+Cy(s)P (s)d(s), (12.9)

and the closed-loop characteristic polynomial is as follows:

p(s)
.= 1+L(s)= 1+Cy(s)P (s). (12.10)
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The control system stability depends on the controlled process model P(s),
with parameters θ̄p , and on the feedback controller Cy(s), with parameters θ̄cy =
{Kp,Ti, Td}; hence, it is not affected by the controller set-point weights, β and γ .

12.3.1 Control System Robustness Evaluation

There are several quantitative measures of the control system relative stability that
may be used for the robustness fragility definition, such as the classical Gain Margin
and Phase Margin (Am, φm) [29], that provide an indication of the distance from
the open-loop transfer function, L(jω), frequency response, or Nyquist curve, to
the critical point (−1,0) on the open-loop polar graph. There is also the parametric
Gain Ratio and the Delay Ratio of the robustness plot of Gerry and Hansen [28],
which defines a parametric robustness region.

Another way to express the system robustness is by using the Stability Margin,
which is the shortest distance from the Nyquist curve to the critical point [15]. This
distance is the reciprocal of the maximum peak of the sensitivity function, or Maxi-
mum Sensitivity (MS ) [12], defined as follows:

MS
.=max

ω

∣∣S(jω)∣∣=max
ω

∣∣∣∣ 1

1+Cy(jω)P (jω)
∣∣∣∣. (12.11)

The use of the maximum sensitivity as a robustness measure has the advantage
that lower bounds to the gain and phase margins can be assured according to the
following [12]:

Am >
MS

MS − 1
, φm > 2 sin−1

(
1

2MS

)
. (12.12)

The relations in (12.12) can be obtained from Fig. 12.3.
For the controller robustness fragility definitions, we will use the maximum sen-

sitivity, MS , as the indication of the closed-loop control system robustness.

12.3.2 Control System Performance Evaluation

The performance of the closed-loop control system may be evaluated with diverse
indices such as those related to the integrated error, the difference between the con-
trolled variable set-point and its real value, IAE, ITAE, ISE, and ITSE, and is given
in general by the following:

Jeg
.=
∫ ∞

0
tm
∣∣e(t)∣∣n dt, (12.13)

or with other characteristics of the time response to a set-point or a load-disturbance
change such as the overshoot, rise- or settling-time, and peak error, or decay ratio.
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Fig. 12.3 Definition of the
control system relative
stability margins

For the controller performance fragility evaluation, it is desirable to use a perfor-
mance indicator that takes into account economic considerations, or an economic
performance measure, as does the integrated error (IE) [59]. Taking this into ac-
count, to avoid the cancellation of positive and negative errors, we will select, as the
control system performance measure, the integrated absolute error, m= 0, n= 1 in
(12.13); given by the following:

Je
.=
∫ ∞

0

∣∣e(t)∣∣dt =
∫ ∞

0

∣∣r(t)− y(t)∣∣dt. (12.14)

12.4 Delta Epsilon Fragility Indices

The concept of PID controllers fragility, the Delta-Epsilon-Fragility Index FIΔε and
their application to define when a controller is considered fragile, non-fragile or
resilient, introduced in [2], are related to the closed-loop control system loss of
robustness when the controller parameters are perturbed. These will be extended
here to include the control system loss of performance. Then, in our context, the
PID controller fragility is an indication of the reduction of the closed-loop control
system robustness and/or performance when the controller parameters are perturbed,
and not a measure of the system stability margin in the controller parameters space.

For the fragility analysis, the controlled process will be represented by a nominal
model of the fixed parameters, θ̄ op , obtained at the control system normal opera-
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tion point. This model is used for tuning the controller; then, the controller nominal
parameters are θ̄ oc and their delta epsilon perturbations, δε. In the following, δε de-
notes the variation of each individual controller parameter and Δε that all controller
parameters are perturbed.

12.4.1 Robustness Fragility

The controller Delta-Epsilon-Robustness-Fragility Index relates the control system
loss of robustness to its nominal robustness and is given by the following:

RFIΔε
.= Mm

SΔε

Mo
S

− 1= max{MS((1± δε)θ̄oc )}
MS(θ̄oc )

− 1, (12.15)

where Mm
SΔε and Mo

S are the control system extreme and the nominal maximum
sensitivity, respectively.

The extreme maximum sensitivity, Mm
SΔε , represents the highest loss of robust-

ness of the control system when all the parameters, θ̄c, of the controller have been
perturbed by the same δε amount from their nominal values, θ̄ oc , considering all the
possible combinations of the perturbed parameters.

In the ideal case, for a completely delta epsilon robustness-resilient (or abso-
lutely robustness-non-fragile) controller, RFIΔε = 0, the controller would not lose
robustness when its nominal parameters, θ̄ oc , are perturbed by δε.

The relative influence of a δε change in the controller parameter pi over its ro-
bustness fragility can be obtained with the Parametric-Delta-Epsilon-Robustness-
Fragility Index given by the following:

RFIpiδε
.= M

pi
Sδε

Mo
S

− 1= max{MS((1± δε)pi, θ̄ oc )}
MS(θ̄oc )

− 1. (12.16)

The final fine-tuning of the control-loop is considered the most probable cause
of major variations in the controller parameters, for example, it is possible to see
commissioning changes up to 10% or 20% in their values. Considering this, the
Delta 20 Robustness-Fragility Index can be defined to measure the maximum loss
of the control system robustness when a change of up to 20% occurs in one or more
of the nominal controller parameters values and is given by the following:

RFIΔ20
.= Mm

SΔ20

Mo
S

− 1. (12.17)

Based on the RFIΔ20, the controller robustness fragility degree is defined as fol-
lows:
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Controller Robustness Fragility Definitions

• Robustness Fragile PID controller: a PID controller is robustness-fragile if
its delta 20 robustness fragility index is higher than 0.50, RFIΔ20 > 0.50.

• Robustness Non-Fragile PID controller: a PID controller is robustness-
non-fragile if its delta 20 robustness fragility index is less than or equal
to 0.50, RFIΔ20 ≤ 0.50.

• Robustness Resilient PID controller: a PID controller is robustness-resilient
if its delta 20 robustness fragility index is less than or equal to 0.10,
RFIΔ20 ≤ 0.10.

A controller will be considered robustness-fragile if the control system loses
more than 50% of its robustness when all its parameters change up to 20%; oth-
erwise, it is robustness-non-fragile. In addition, a controller will be robustness-
resilient if the control system does not lose more than 10% of its robustness when its
parameters change up to 20%. A controller with a low robustness-fragility will allow
final fine-tuning without a significant reduction in the control system robustness.

The selection of a ±20% (Δ20) change in the controller parameters for the ro-
bustness fragility definition above considers a 10% reduction in the control system
robustness as marginal and a 50% reduction as the maximum allowed limit because
it will turn a highly robust system, with MS lower than 1.4, into one with a mini-
mally acceptable robustness, MS of approximately 2.0. Although, using (12.15) and
(12.16) it is possible to evaluate the effect of any other particular δε perturbation in
one or more controller parameters.

12.4.2 Performance Fragility

The controller Delta-Epsilon-Performance-Fragility Index relates the control sys-
tem loss of performance to its nominal performance and is given by the following:

PFIΔε
.= JmeΔε

J oe
− 1= max{Je(1± δε)θ̄oc }

Je(θ̄oc )
− 1, (12.18)

were JmeΔε and J oe are the extreme and the nominal performance, respectively, mea-
sured by the integrated absolute error (12.14).

The relative influence of a δε change in the controller parameter pi over its per-
formance fragility can be obtained with the Parametric Delta-Epsilon-Performance-
Fragility Index, given by the following:

PFIpiδε
.= J

pi
eδε

J oe
− 1= max{Je((1± δε)pi, θ̄ oc )}

Je(θ̄oc )
− 1. (12.19)

Considering the same 20% change in the controller parameters used in the ro-
bustness fragility definitions above, the Delta 20 Performance-Fragility Index could
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define the maximum loss of the control system performance when a change of up
to 20% occurs in one or more of the nominal controller parameters values given by
the following:

PFIΔ20
.= JmeΔ20

J oe
− 1. (12.20)

Based on the PFIΔ20, the controller performance fragility degree is defined as
follows:

Controller Performance Fragility Definitions

• Performance Fragile PID controller: a PID controller is performance-
fragile if its delta 20 performance fragility index is higher than 0.50,
PFIΔ20 > 0.50.

• Performance Non-Fragile PID controller: a PID controller is performance-
non-fragile if its delta 20 performance fragility index is less than or equal
to 0.50, PFIΔ20 ≤ 0.50.

• Performance Resilient PID controller: a PID controller is performance-
resilient if its delta 20 performance fragility index is less than or equal
to 0.10, PFIΔ20 ≤ 0.10.

A controller will be considered performance-fragile if the control system loses
more than 50% of its performance when all its parameters change up to 20%; oth-
erwise, it is performance-non-fragile. In addition, a controller will be performance-
resilient if the control system does not lose more than 10% of its performance when
its parameters change up to 20%.

The controller performance fragility must be evaluated for the servo-control re-
sponse, PFIrΔ20, and for the regulatory control response, PFIdΔ20.

In a similar way as was indicated for the robustness-fragility evaluation, using
now (12.18) and (12.19), the controller performance-fragility may be evaluated for
any other δε perturbation in one or more controller parameters.

12.4.3 Fragility Balance

To define when a controller is or is not a robustness- or performance-fragility-
balanced controller, we must obtain first its average parametric delta-epsilon-
robustness-fragility index:

RFIaδε
.= 1

n

n∑
i=1

RFIpiδε, (12.21)
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and its average parametric delta-epsilon-performance-fragility index:

PFIaδε
.= 1

n

n∑
i=1

PFIpiδε, (12.22)

where the number of parameters is two for a PI (n= 2), and three for a PID (n= 3).
Based on the parametric delta-epsilon-fragility indices, the controller fragility

balance is defined as follows:

Controller Fragility Balance Definitions

• Robustness-Fragility-Balanced PID controller: a robustness-fragility-bal-
anced PID controller is one in which all its parametric robustness delta-
epsilon-fragility indices are within a selected ±σ% band (usually ±25%)
centered on its average parametric delta-epsilon-robustness-fragility index,
RFIaδε; otherwise, it is a robustness-fragility-unbalanced controller.

• Performance-Fragility-Balanced PID controller: a performance-fragility-
balanced PID controller is one in which all its parametric performance
delta-epsilon-fragility indices are within a selected ±σ% band (usually
±25%) centered on its average parametric delta-epsilon-performance-
fragility index, PFIaδε; otherwise, it is a performance-fragility-unbalanced
controller.

The robustness- or performance-fragility unbalance of a controller is caused by
the controller parameter with the highest parametric robustness- or performance-
fragility index.

12.5 Fragility of the PI and PID Tuning Rules

We will review the “fragility” evaluation of several tuning rules available in the
control system literature before analyzing the robustness and performance fragility
of several tuning rules with the fragility criteria stated in Sect. 12.4.

12.5.1 Assuring a Controller Stability Margin

Using the characterization of all the stabilizing PID controllers for First-Order-Plus-
Dead-Time models, Silva et al. [60–62] analyzed several tuning rules for the con-
trollers robustness with respect to small perturbations in their parameters. To obtain
a good parametric stability margin, the controller integral gain value was forced to
lie inside a box located 20% from the stabilizing integral gain boundaries for the
fixed proportional and derivative gains provided by the tuning rule. As a result, the
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range of the model normalized dead-time that ensures the above controller robust-
ness criteria for a tuning rule are as follows:

• Ziegler–Nichols [73]: 0< τo < 1.07.
• Chien–Hrones–Reswick [22]: 0.37< τo.
• Cohen–Coon [23]: 0< τo < 8.53.
• Morari–Zafiriou IMC [53]: 0.37< τo (λ/L= 0.25).

The controller robustness in this analysis is understood as a good l2-norm para-
metric stability margin in the controller parametric space.

12.5.2 Tuning Rules for the Test

For the evaluation of the fragility of the PI and PID controllers tuning rules, a set
of methods was selected ranging from the classic performance optimized rules to
modern methods that allow dealing with the control system performance/robustness
trade-off.

The selected tuning methods are the following:

1. Performance Optimization:

• López et al. [48] [LIAE, LITAE]—controllers: 1DoF PI and PID; design cri-
teria: optimize the integrated absolute error (IAE) or the integrated time
weighted absolute error (ITAE) to a load-disturbance step change; controlled
process information: FOPDT model; application range: 0.1≤ τo ≤ 1.0.

• Rovira et al. [58] [RIAE, RITAE]—controllers: 1DoF PI and PID; design crite-
ria: optimize the IAE or the ITAE error criteria to a set-point step change; con-
trolled process information: FOPDT model; application range: 0.1≤ τo ≤ 1.0.

• Taguchi and Araki [64] [T&A]—controllers: Two-Degree-Of-Freedom (2DoF)
PI and PID; design criteria: two-step optimization of a weighted integrated er-
ror (1. d response, 2. r response); controlled process information: FOPDT
model; application range: 0.1≤ τo ≤ 1.0.

2. From a Test Batch of Processes:

• Åström and Hägglund Kappa-Tau [12] [KT]—controllers: 2DoF PI and PID;
design criteria: dominant pole design with two robustness levels, MS ∈
{1.4,2.0}; controlled process information: K , T , L; application range: 0.1 ≤
τo ≤ 6.

• Åström and Hägglund Approximated M constrained Integral Gain Optimiza-
tion [14] [AMIGO]—controllers: 2DoF PI and PID; design criteria: maximize
the controller integral gain subject to a constraint in the robustness, MS = 1.4;
controlled process information: K , T , L; application range: 0.001≤ τo ≤ 50.

3. Internal Model Control (IMC)-Based:

• Skogestad Simple Control [63] [SIMC]—controllers: 1DoF PI and PID; de-
sign criteria: modified servo-control direct synthesis (IMC) for fast servo- and
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regulatory control responses with a robustness MS = 1.59; controlled process
information: FOPDT model for PI tuning and SOPDT model for PID tuning;
application range: τo ≥ 0.1.

• Ali and Majhi Percent Overshoot [8] [POSS , POST ]—controllers: 1DoF PI
and PID; design criteria: set-point response percent overshoot specification,
POSS smooth control 0% OS (MS = 1.38), POST tight control 10% OS
(MS = 1.71); controlled process information: FOPDT model for PI tuning and
SOPDT model for PID tuning; application range: τo ≥ 0.1.

4. Multi-Objective Optimization:

• Tavakoli et al. [67] [MOO]—controllers: 2DoF PI; design criteria: two-step
optimization considering servo- and regulatory control performance (IAE),
control effort smoothness (T Vu), and robustness (MS ≤ 2.0); controlled pro-
cess information: FOPDT model; application range: 0.1≤ τo ≤ 2.0.

5. Model Reference Design:

• Alfaro et al. [7] [PI2Ms ]—controllers: 2DoF PI; design criteria: two-step non-
oscillatory servo- and regulatory control model reference optimization with
a robustness restriction, MS ∈ {1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0}; controlled process informa-
tion: FOPDT model; application range: 0.1≤ τo ≤ 2.0.

The above selected controller tuning rules will be used to illustrate the different
robustness- and performance-fragility analysis that can be conducted. Although the
intention of this chapter is not to present an exhaustive fragility analysis of all these
tuning rules, the results allow evaluating and comparing their fragility issues.

12.5.3 Nominal Robustness and Performance of Tuning Rules

For the fragility analysis, a unit gain normalized controlled process model will be
used, obtained by applying the transformation, ŝ = T s, in (12.2), given by the fol-
lowing:

P̂ (ŝ)= e−τoŝ

(ŝ + 1)(aŝ + 1)
, 0≤ a ≤ 1.0. (12.23)

With each tuning rule under evaluation, the controller nominal normalized pa-
rameters, θ̂ oc , were found for the normalized dead-times, τo, in the range of appli-
cation of the rule. For each one of these controllers, the nominal control system
robustness, Mo

S , the nominal servo-control performance, J oer , and the nominal regu-
latory control performance, J oed , were computed.

In all the evaluations, the PID controller derivative mode will be applied only
to the feedback signal y (i.e., γ = 0), which will only affect the servo-control per-
formance. In addition, the PID derivative mode will include a derivative filter with
α = 0.1, even for testing such tuning methods obtained using a non-proper, “ideal”
PID controller.
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Fig. 12.4 Nominal robustness of the tuning rules

Nominal Robustness The nominal robustness, Mo
S , of the tuning rules under

evaluation are shown in Fig. 12.4. As can be seen, the robustness of the control sys-
tems with the regulatory control optimized-performance controllers, PI LITAE and
PID T&A, is very poor; in no case was the minimum robustness level of MS ≤ 2.0
obtained. The PI/PID LIAE, PID LITAE and PI T&A, not shown, have even lower
robustness. In the servo-control optimized-performance controller case, the PI/PID
RITAE have middle-range robustness, but the RIAE has robustness of up to 20%
lower.

From the Kappa-Tau and AMIGO group of controllers, only the KT PI for high
robustness with Mo

S ≈ 1.3 and the AMIGO PID with Mo
S ≈ 1.42 are near to their

robustness target design level of Mt
S = 1.4. As has been reported elsewhere, the

KT and AMIGO methods for minimum robustness (Mt
S = 2.0) did not achieve their

design robustness criteria.
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Fig. 12.5 Nominal servo- and regulatory control performance of the tuning rules

It is also noted from this figure that the Multi-Objective-Optimization Method
(MOO) provides a nearly constant robustness level of Mo

S ≈ 1.7 for models with
normalized dead-times, even further than its range of application.

The IMC-based SIMC, POST and POSS methods are designed to provide spe-
cific target robustness levels: SIMC Mt

S = 1.59, POST Mt
S = 1.71, and POSS

Mt
S = 1.38. The SIMC and POST target robustness are achieved without prob-

lems with a PI controller for FOPDT models, but the POSS nominal robustness
is Mo

S = 1.44 for FOPDT models. In the PID controller case tuned with the SOPDT
models and due to these methods obtained using zero/pole cancellations with an
ideal PID controller (without derivative filter), when they are applied to a “real”
proper PID controller, the zero/pole cancellation does not take place, affecting
the robustness of the control system. This is particularly severe for time-constant-
dominant (τo < 1) SOPDT models with time constants ratios of a > 0.25.

As seen in Fig. 12.4 with the PI2Ms tuning method, it is possible to select four
different robustness levels that are all accomplished successfully.

Nominal Performance For future use, the servo-control and regulatory con-
trol nominal performance of several of the evaluated tuning methods are shown
in Fig. 12.5. As expected, at the performance evaluation side are the performance-
optimized tunings of Rovira (servo-control) and López (regulatory control), which
the methods showing the best performance to step changes in the set-point or
the load-disturbance. Also noted in this figure is the constantly presented perfor-
mance/robustness trade-off when the development of the tuning rule takes into ac-
count the control system robustness.
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Fig. 12.6 Delta-epsilon-robustness- and performance-fragility

12.5.4 Delta-Epsilon and Parametric Robustness Fragility

The Delta-Epsilon-Fragility Indices, (12.15) and (12.18), can be used to analyze
the effect of a change in the controller nominal parameters over the control system
robustness and performance.

12.5.4.1 Robustness and Performance Delta-Epsilon Fragility

The Delta-Epsilon-Robustness- and Performance-Fragility Index Plots of Fig. 12.6
show the effect of the δε changes on the controller parameters and allow a compar-
ison of the fragility of the tuning methods. In this particular case, the comparison
was made using a normalized controlled process model (12.23) with τo = 0.50.

As can be seen, the performance-optimized controllers (PI LITAE, PID RIAE) lose
robustness very quickly when the controller parameter are perturbed. Up to 25%
of their robustness is lost with a 10% change in the controller parameters. At the
other extreme, the controller tuned with the AMIGO method, with a high nominal
robustness Mo

S ≈ 1.3, loses only 8% of its robustness with the same 10% change in
its parameters. For the particular case of the model considered, with the exception
of the López and Rovira controllers, all are robustness non-fragile controllers, but
none are robustness-resilient.
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Fig. 12.7 Controller robustness-fragility balance

It is also noted that the servo-control performance fragility has the same behavior
as shown by the robustness fragility. In addition, and excluding the PI LITAE and
the PID AMIGO controllers, all the controllers have the same regulatory control
performance fragility proportional to the δε change in the controller parameters.

12.5.4.2 Controller Fragility Balance

The parametric delta-epsilon-robustness-fragility indices can be used to evaluate the
balance of controller fragility [4].

As can be seen in Fig. 12.7, the PI AMIGO is a robustness-fragility-balanced
controller, while the PID POSS is an unbalanced controller. It is also noted that in
the PI AMIGO case, the control system robustness is affected more by a change in
the controller integral time constant, Ti , than in its gain, Kp . In the PID POSS case,
the controller proportional gain, Kp , is the parameter that deteriorates more of the
control system robustness and causes its fragility unbalance.

The controller final fine-tuning will be safer if the controller is fragility-balanced
(robustness and performance); in such a case, each controller parameter variation
will have a similar effect over the control system robustness and/or performance.

12.5.5 Robustness and Performance Fragility of the Tuning Rules

The Delta-Epsilon-Fragility Indices in the above sections showed the control system
loss of robustness and performance for δε changes on the controller parameters from
very small values up to values greater than the 20% change used to define when a
controller is considered robustness- or performance fragile, non-fragile, or resilient.
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Fig. 12.8 Controller delta 20 robustness-fragility rings

In the following sections, the Delta 20 fragility is considered first to visually show
the robustness fragility of a tuning rule for a specific controlled process model and,
afterward, to analyze the robustness and performance fragility of a tuning rule as a
whole. In the latter case, the evaluation will show if a tuning rule can be considered
as globally robustness- and/or performance-resilient, non-fragile or fragile.

12.5.5.1 Delta 20 Robustness-Fragility Rings

We will introduce here the Delta 20 Robustness-Fragility Rings, which is a simple
tool that uses the open-loop transfer function, L(jω), Nyquist curve of the nominal,
and Delta 20 perturbed controllers to provide an indication of the control system
robustness-fragility. The plot includes the robustness-fragility rings to show the ar-
eas in the L(jω) plane that define when the controller is a robustness-resilient con-
troller (RRC), a robustness-non-fragile controller (RNFC), or a robustness-fragile
controller (RFC).

Figure 12.8 shows the Delta 20 fragility rings of the MOO (Mo
S = 1.71) and

PI2Ms (Mo
S = 1.62) PI controllers for the τo = 0.5 model case. As can be seen, both

are robustness-non-fragile controllers; their perturbed open-loop Nyquist curves en-
ter the robustness-non-fragile controller (RNFC) ring area. However, the MOO PI
controller is more robustness-fragile (RFIΔ20 = 0.284) than the PI2Ms controller
(RFIΔ20 = 0.202), with an extreme maximum sensitivity of Mm

SΔ20 = 2.20, which
is higher than the normal minimal robustness level of MS = 2.0. The extreme max-
imum sensitivity of the PI2Ms controller is Mm

SΔ20 = 1.95 in this case.
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12.5.5.2 Robustness- and Performance-Fragility Plots of the Tuning Rules

In the following figures, the nominal robustness, Mo
S , the Delta 20 Robustness-

Fragility Index RFIΔ20, and the Parametric Delta 20 Robustness-Fragility Indices,

RFI
Kp
δ20, RFITiδ20, and RFITdδ20, of two of the selected tuning rules are presented.

To provide useful information to the control system designer, the tuning rule-
fragility evaluation must be conducted within the application range of the rule, cov-
ering the model normalized dead-time range for which the rule was designed. This
will provide a picture of the global fragility of the tuning rule.

Simple Control—SIMC Although the IMC-based SIMC tuning rule does not
impose any specific restriction to the model normalized dead-time, it will be evalu-
ated in the 0.1≤ τo ≤ 2 range covering the time-constant-dominant and dead-time-
dominant models.

The SIMC robustness-fragility indices are shown in Fig. 12.9. As can be seen, al-
though the PI controller (FOPDT model) produces control systems with a constant
nominal robustness of Mo

S = 1.59, its robustness-fragility is affected by the model
normalized dead-time. The PI controller became more robustness-fragile as the nor-
malized dead-time increased due to the raising integral time parametric robustness-
fragility, while its gain parametric robustness-fragility remained constant.

For the PID controller (SOPDT model), it can be seen that the control system
nominal robustness and the controller fragility depend not only on the model nor-
malized dead-time, τo, but also on the model time-constants ratio, a. This is espe-
cially evident for lower values of τo and higher values of a.

The servo-control and the regulatory control nominal performance and the per-
formance fragility of the SIMC method are shown in Figs. 12.10 and 12.11, respec-
tively. The higher servo-control performance is obtained with the PI controller, but
it is more performance-fragile. However, the servo-control Delta 20 and parametric
performance fragility are almost constant; therefore, the expected adverse effect of
a 20% change in the controller parameters over the servo-control performance could
be predicted.

Regarding the regulatory control nominal performance, there is no significant dif-
ference between the PI and the PID controllers, and it decreased (Jed increase) lin-
early with τo. It is also noted that, for τo ≤ 0.8, the regulatory control performance-

fragility is constant: PFIdΔ20 = 0.50, PFI
Kp
dδ20 = 0.25, PFITidδ20 = 0.20, PFITddδ20 ≈ 0;

these characteristics will be analyzed in more detail later. For higher τo values, the
controller performance-fragility decreased.

Robust Tuning—PI2Ms The PI2Ms tuning addressed the performance/robustness
trade-off, providing rules for four target robustness levels. Three are shown in
Fig. 12.12: the normal minimum robustness level (Mt

S = 2.0), an intermediate level
(Mt

S = 1.6), and a high robustness level (Mt
S = 1.4).

Although all the achieved robustness levels are nearly constant for 0.1 ≤
τo ≤ 2.0, the controller fragility increases with the model normalized dead-time.
In addition, the low robustness controllers are more robustness-fragile than the high
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Fig. 12.9 SIMC nominal robustness and fragility

robustness ones. All the controllers are robustness-non-fragile, except for Mt
S = 2.0

and τo > 1.6. It is also noted that the controller gain parametric fragility is nearly
constant, except for Mt

S = 2.0, and the integral time constant parametric fragility
increases linearly with τo.

The performance/robustness trade-off can be seen in Fig. 12.13 (servo-control)
and Fig. 12.14 (regulatory control). If the control system nominal robustness in-
creases, lower Mo

S , the system nominal performances decreases, higher J oer and
higher J oed .

In addition to the robustness-fragility, the servo-control performance-fragility in-
creases with the model normalized dead-time, but in this case, the fragility/ robust-
ness relation is inverted. The high robustness systems are more performance-fragile
than the systems with low robustness. This rise in the performance-fragility is due
to an increment in the gain parametric performance-fragility when the normalized
dead-time increases. The integral time constant servo-control performance fragility
is constant for all τo and MS target levels, except for Mt

S = 2.0 and τo > 1.7.
As noted in Fig. 12.14, the regulatory control performance is affected not only by

the model normalized dead-time but also by the control system design robustness
level. In this case, more robust control systems have a higher regulatory control
performance, which is more evident for higher normalized dead-times.

With the exception of the controllers for τo ≥ 1.5 tuned for low robustness
(Mt

S = 2.0), the regulatory control performance-fragility index of all the PI2Ms con-
trollers is PFIdΔ20 = 0.50, and their parametric performance fragility indices are

PFI
Kp
dδ20 = 0.25 and PFITidδ20 = 0.20. For the PI2Ms tuning rule, the regulatory per-
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Fig. 12.10 SIMC servo-control nominal performance and fragility

Fig. 12.11 SIMC regulatory control nominal performance and fragility

formance fragility is independent of the model normalized dead-time and of the
robustness design criteria.
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Fig. 12.12 PI2Ms nominal robustness and fragility

Fig. 12.13 PI2Ms servo-control nominal performance and fragility
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Fig. 12.14 PI2Ms regulatory control nominal performance and fragility

The regulatory control design criterion of the PI2Ms tuning is to obtain a non-
oscillatory response to a load-disturbance step change with a specific robustness
level. If the regulatory control step response is non-oscillatory, then its integrated
absolute error, IAE, is equal to its integrated error, IE, and given by the follow-
ing [12]:

Jed =
∫ ∞

0

∣∣e(t)∣∣dt =
∫ ∞

0
e(t)dt = Ti

Kp

, (12.24)

which depends on the controller gain, Kp , and integral time constant, Ti , but not on
its derivative time constant, Td .

Using (12.24) with (12.18) and (12.19), and considering a decrement in the con-
troller gain (δεK−p ) and an increment in the controller integral time constant (δεT +i

),
the parametric delta-epsilon-performance-fragility indices for the regulatory control
are as follows:

PFI
Kp
dδε =

δεK−p
1− δεK−p

, PFITidδε = δεT +i , PFITddδε = 0, (12.25)

and the delta-epsilon-performance-fragility index is the following:

PFIdΔε =
δεK−p + δεT +i

1− δεK−p
(12.26)
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Then, considering a 20% reduction in Kp and a 20% increment in Ti , from

(12.25) and (12.26), PFI
Kp
dδ20 = 0.25, PFITidδ20 = 0.20, PFITddδ20 = 0, and PFIdΔ20 =

0.50.
From this result it may concluded that the above regulatory performance-fragility

figures reflect the non-oscillatory behavior of the PI2Ms load-disturbance step re-
sponse.

These characteristics were also noted with other tuning methods: PI/PID RIAE
and RITAE; PI T&A (τo ≤ 1.6); PID KT MS = 2.0 (τo ≥ 1.5) and PI/PID KT MS =
1.4 (τo ≥ 1); PI AMIGO (τo ≥ 0.4); PI/PID SIMC (τo ≤ 0.8); PI MOO (τo ≥ 0.5);
PI/PID POSS and POST (τo ≤ 0.7).

12.6 PID Controller Implementation Fragility

Although the PID controller fragility definitions and indices stated in Sect. 12.4 are
independent of its implementation, in Sect. 12.5, the evaluation of the tuning rules
fragility was made using a standard “non-interacting” PID controller (12.4) with
γ = 0, which reduces to the following:

u(s)=Kp

{
βr(s)− y(s)+ 1

Tis

[
r(s)− y(s)]− Tds

αTds + 1
y(s)

}
. (12.27)

However, this is not the only available implementation of the PID control algo-
rithm [39, 42, 68]. In commercial industrial controllers, the series “interacting” PID
is frequently presented by the following:

u(s)=K ′p
{
(β − 1)r(s)+

(
T ′i s + 1

T ′i s

)[
r(s)−

(
T ′ds + 1

αsT
′
ds + 1

)
y(s)

]}
, (12.28)

and in academic and research papers, the parallel or “three-gain” PID is often used:

u(s)=Kp

[
βr(s)− y(s)]+ Ki

s

[
r(s)− y(s)]− Kds

αpKds + 1
y(s). (12.29)

Applying parameter conversion factors [24], it is always possible to obtain a stan-
dard or parallel PID controller equivalent to a series controller, but only if Ti ≥ 4Td ,
then a series controller equivalent to a standard PID may be found. For PI controllers
(Td = 0), the standard and series implementations are equivalent.

The aim here is to evaluate how the PID controller robustness- and performance-
fragility is affected by its implementation.

Since most of the tuning rules selected in Sect. 12.5.2 are for PI controllers and
the selected rules for PID that achieve nearly constant robustness levels are based
on zero/pole cancellation design techniques, the Brosilow and Joseph [B&J] [20]
tuning was selected to evaluate the controller implementation influence over its
fragility. This is an IMC-based PID tuning for FOPDT-controlled process models;
the equations of which were found by expanding the IMC controller equation in
a Maclaurin series and taking its first three terms. As IMC-based tuning, the B&J
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Fig. 12.15 B&J PID nominal robustness and performance

equations include a tuning parameter, the control system closed-loop time constant,
which addresses the control system performance/robustness trade-off.

For the evaluation and changing of the design parameter, the parameters of
a standard PID controller (12.27) were found for two target robustness levels,
Mt
S ∈ {1.6,2.0}. The model normalized dead-time was restricted to 0.1 ≤ τo ≤ 1.2

to obtain positive controller parameters. The obtained mean and [minimum, maxi-
mum] nominal robustness, Mo

S , values were 2.00 [1.99, 2.00] and 1.60 [1.60, 1.60],
respectively.

Using conversion factors, the parameters of series (12.28) and parallel (12.29)
PID controllers were found. The robustness obtained with these equivalent con-
trollers was for the series PID: 1.97 [1.95, 1.98] and 1.61 [1.60, 1.62], which is
very near to the target robustness, but the robustness was for the parallel PID: 2.09
[2.00, 2.51] and 1.61 [1.60, 1.72]. These differences between the target and the ob-
tained nominal robustness with the equivalent series and parallel controllers were
due to the influence of the controller derivative filter; in the robustness evaluation,
the same derivative filter constants, α = αs = αp = 0.1, were used. The control
system robustness will be drastically reduced with the equivalent parallel PID con-
troller, specially for lower τo.

To remove this unwanted side effect of the equivalent controllers, new sets of
controller parameters were found for the series and parallel PIDs, using the B&J tun-
ing joined with the conversion factors and controllers (12.28) and (12.29) to achieve
the target robustness levels.

The nominal robustness and the nominal servo- and regulatory control perfor-
mance, obtained with these new tunings, are shown in Fig. 12.15. It is important
to remember that these are three different implementations of the PID control al-
gorithm, standard, series and parallel, all tuned with the same rule but with three
different sets of parameters that, as shown in this figure, all resulted in the same
robustness and nearly the same performance for each target robustness level.

The robustness and performance fragility of the standard PID controller tuned
with the B&J tuning method are shown in Fig. 12.16, corresponding to the series
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Fig. 12.16 B&J standard PID controller—robustness and performance fragility

PID in Fig. 12.17 and fragility indices for the parallel PID in Fig. 12.18. These
figures will allow not only evaluating the tuning rule fragility but also the controller
fragility due to its implementation.

Although the three controller implementations provide control systems with the
same nominal robustness, and they all have in common that the low robustness con-
trollers are more robustness-fragile than the high robustness ones, their robustness-
fragility level and behavior are affected in different ways by the perturbation of the
controller parameters and by the controlled process model normalized dead-time
change.

It can be seen that the parallel implementation is less robustness-fragile, while
the series is more robustness-fragile. It is also noted that the robustness-fragility of
the parallel controller is more or less constant.

The controller gain parametric robustness-fragility, although it is the highest be-
tween the parametric-fragility indices, is nearly constant for all the controllers im-
plementations, whereas the integral time parametric robustness-fragility increases
with the model normalized dead-time, especially for the high robustness controllers.

With respect to the servo-control performance-fragility, it is the highest, but it is
nearly constant in the series implementation.
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Fig. 12.17 B&J series PID controller—robustness and performance fragility

The regulatory control performance fragility of the standard implementation is
completely flat, as are its gain and integral time constant parametric regulatory-
control-fragility indices. Its regulatory performance-fragility is not affected by the
derivative time constant.

The regulatory control performance of the series implementation of the PID con-
trol algorithm is extremely high and is very sensitive to the changes in the controller
integral time constant.

In particular for the B&J tuning rule, if a predictable and flat behavior of the
robustness- and performance-fragility indices is of interest, the parallel implemen-
tation of the PID control algorithm will be safer for performing the controller final
fine-tuning.

12.7 Conclusions

Modern tuning methods for proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers must
take into account the existing trade-offs between several conflicting design consider-
ations: the performance with step changes in the set-point and load-disturbances, the
control effort requirements, the control system robustness with the changing char-
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Fig. 12.18 B&J parallel PID controller—robustness and performance fragility

acteristics of the controlled process, and the controller robustness and performance
fragility with the perturbation of its own parameters.

The fragility of a controller will depend not only on the tuning rule design con-
siderations but also on the controller implementation, i.e., the PID control algorithm
used.

The evaluation of the tuning rules presented in this chapter is a worst-case analy-
sis for robustness and performance when all the controller parameters are perturbed
by the same amount, a 20% change for our definition of the fragility indices. It may
be expected that if there is a set of controller parameters that adversely affects the
control system by reducing its robustness and/or performance, there should be an-
other set of the controller parameters that may improve these characteristics of the
closed-loop.

If the tuning rule can guarantee the control system design target robustness level,
at least with the controlled process model used for tuning the controller, then it
will be important to the control system designer that it be a robustness-non-fragile
tuning rule. Preferably, it would be robustness-resilient, but not necessarily or even
desirably that it also be servo- or regulatory performance-non-fragile, considering
that, normally, the controller final fine-tuning has, as its main purpose, to modify in
some way the transient response, and then the performance, of the control system.
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A detailed analysis may be conducted in the controller parametric space to eval-
uate not only the control system reduction of the robustness and performance when
they are perturbed but also the increment of these indicators. Using the perturbed
controller extreme (maximum and minimum) robustness and performance measure-
ments, the controller fragility may be redefined in such a way that the positive
fragility indices will denote a loss of robustness or performance, and the negative
fragility indices will denote an improvement in robustness or performance.
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Chapter 13
Benchmarking and Tuning PID Controllers

Andrew W. Ordys and Michael J. Grimble

13.1 Introduction—Setting the Scene

While considering applications of closed-loop control systems, two main tasks can
be distinguished, namely regulatory control and tracking control. Regulatory control
is the task of maintaining the value of the output of systems at a constant level, equal
to the set-point value of the process. The tracking control refers to the situation
where the desired value of the output is changing, following a changing reference
signal.

Obviously, regulatory control can be considered a special case of tracking con-
trol, when speed of changes of the reference signal equals zero. Therefore the dis-
tinction may seem superficial. Nevertheless, different behaviour, performance mea-
sures and tuning methods are used for the two situations.

In regulatory control, the main task is to maintain the value of the output at a con-
stant level. This is achieved by counteracting the effect of disturbances. Therefore,
the main measure of the controller performance will be the variance of the output
signal, which can be found by averaging over time (with some assumptions and ap-
proximations). Sometimes the variance of the input signal is also measured, as it
signifies the amount of energy used to control the system. The tuning of the con-
troller can then be related to the nature of the disturbance, for instance its frequency
spectrum.

In tracking control, the main task is to follow the trajectory specified by the
reference signal. This is achieved by a good sensitivity function response and fast
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Fig. 13.1 Adaptive cruise control system for maintaining a safe breaking distance between vehi-
cles

reaction of the controller. The main measure of the controller performance is the
difference between the output and the reference signal (usually squared) over a finite
time horizon. If the changes in the reference signal, compared to the disturbances,
are large, the stochastic nature of these signals may be considered less important
than the evaluation of their deterministic parts. The tuning of the controller can be
related to the nature of the reference signal and the speed of its changes.

To illustrate the two groups of tasks, let us consider a control system: adap-
tive cruise control, which is becoming very popular in the automotive industry
(Fig. 13.1).

The system has two modes of operation [33, 34]:

Cruise control mode In this case, a PI(D) controller maintains the speed of the ve-
hicle constant equal to a “desired speed” (or set point), determined by the driver. It
operates in this mode when the road in front of the ACC equipped vehicle is clear,
i.e. there is no vehicle within clearance distance.

Constant distance mode When the controlled vehicle reaches a certain distance to
the vehicle in front (so-called safe breaking distance), the controller will switch
from constant speed mode to constant distance mode and will maintain the distance
to the vehicle in front constant.

The Adaptive Cruise Controller consist of two loops. The inner loop (CC) is the
speed control loop (Fig. 13.2), whose task is to maintaining the speed of the vehicle
equal to the desired speed. The outer loop (ACC) decides on the mode of opera-
tion (either constant speed or constant distance) and hence determines the reference
speed submitted to the inner loop. This reference speed will be either a constant
“cruise control” speed or will be changing as required by the “constant distance”
condition.

The distance control loop (ACC) is shown in Fig. 13.3.
Figure 13.4 [33] shows a possible scenario of changes in the distance to the vehi-

cle in front as a function of time. Initially, the distance is large, and therefore the task
of the controller is to reach the “safe breaking distance” as quickly as possible, with
a constraint on the maximum vehicle velocity. This corresponds to the tracking task
(disturbance rejection mode) of the controller. Once the “safe breaking distance” has
been reached, at approximately 18 seconds, the task of the controller is to maintain
this distance in spite of disturbances (e.g. variations of the speed of the vehicle in
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Fig. 13.2 Speed control for adaptive cruise control system

Fig. 13.3 PI controller for distance control function

front will cause changes in the distance). This corresponds to the regulatory task of
the controller.

At 60 seconds, the vehicle in front changes its speed, which causes a change to
the “safe braking distance”. The control system has to respond to the change in its
set-point. This is also a tracking task. Finally, at 80 seconds, the vehicle in front
accelerates to a speed higher that the cruise speed of the controlled vehicle, hence
the distance controller is switched off.
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Fig. 13.4 Distance between vehicles as a function of time

13.2 Performance Assessment for Regulatory Tasks

The assessment of controller performance for regulatory tasks has long been recog-
nised as an important issue. The use of benchmark criteria for control loop perfor-
mance assessment was investigated by Desborough and Harris [8–10]. The control
loop performance benchmarking techniques have built on ideas used successfully
in business process benchmarking [1, 3, 7, 30]. The control loop tuning methods
have mainly been developed with the process industries in mind, but benchmarking
methods have been applied in other industrial sectors [4, 5].

The aim of a benchmarking technique is to diagnose control loop perfor-
mance [1, 3] by providing tools to determine:

(i) The cost index and associated cost terms that may be used as a benchmark
taking into considerations of restrictions on the controller structure.

(ii) The best achievable performance in terms of the benchmark and restrictions on
controller structure.

(iii) The shortfall in performance that the current or nominal control loop provides.
(iv) The ways in which the loop tuning may be improved.

There has been considerable activity in the development of performance bench-
marking tools based upon minimum variance criteria, recorded in the monograph
by Huang and Shah [21]. Early work by Harris [19] showed how time series analy-
sis techniques can be used to find an expression for the minimum possible cost from
plant operating data.

The main difficulties with this approach are that the Minimum-Variance (MV)
control law has a high gain, wide bandwidth, unrealistically large control signal
variations and it normally requires a high-order controller (a controller order equal
to that of the system). However, it has a value as a benchmark cost, since economic
performance can often be related to the variance of the error. Unfortunately many
real systems could not use a controller obtained from such a technique, because
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Fig. 13.5 Generic stochastic feedback control system structure

of the violence of the control signal changes and because a high-order controller
cannot be used in practice.

A so-called Generalised Minimum Variance (GMV) controller has many features
in common with the minimum-variance criterion but has a control signal costing
facility [6]. This means that the control activity can be limited and a more practical
criterion is obtained as discussed in [11]. Under certain assumptions on dynamic
cost-function weighting choice, the control law has guaranteed stability, and the
benchmarking results are almost as simple as those for the minimum-variance con-
trol case.

In the following sections, the MV and GMV benchmarking will be introduced
briefly, before the attention moves to restricted structure (PID) benchmarking.

13.2.1 Minimum-Variance and Generalised Minimum-Variance
Control

Consider the generic scalar control system shown in Fig. 13.5.
From Fig. 13.5, the relationship between the output and the inputs to the plant is

A
(
z−1)y(t)= z−kB(z−1)u(t)+C(z−1)ξ(t) (13.1)

where y(t) represents variation of the output signal around a given steady-state op-
erating point, u(t) is the control signal, ξ(t) denotes a disturbance which is assumed
to be zero mean Gaussian white noise of variance σ 2,A(z−1),B(z−1),C(z−1) are
polynomials in the backward shift operator z−1, and the roots of C(z−1) and B(z−1)

are assumed to lie within the unit circle, i.e.:

A
(
z−1)= 1+ a1z

−1 + a2z
−1 + · · · + anz−nA, (13.2)

B
(
z−1)= b0 + b1z

−1 + b2z
−2 + · · · + bnz−nB b0 �= 0, (13.3)

C
(
z−1)= 1+ c1z

−1 + c2z
−1 + · · · + cnz−nC , (13.4)

z−1 · x(t)= x(t − 1). (13.5)
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Thus z−k in (13.23) represents a k-step delay in the control signal. This means that
the control signal starts to act on the system after k time increments. The constant
set-point r(t) is for simplicity assumed to be zero. The plant is controlled by a linear
feedback controller C0(z

−1):

u(t)=−C0
(
z−1)y(t). (13.6)

Let k equal the plant time delay of length k.
In Minimum-Variance Control, the cost index to be minimised is the variance of

the output at time t + k given all the information up to time t :

J (t)=E{y(t + k)2 | t} (13.7)

where E{.} denotes the expectation operator.
The following polynomial identity can be defined to effectively split the distur-

bance term involving the polynomial C into two time frame components:

C =AF + z−kG (13.8)

where F and G are polynomials defined as

F
(
z−1)= 1+

k−1∑
i=1

fiz
−1, g

(
z−1)= g0 +

nG∑
i=1

giz
−i (13.9)

with nG =max(nC − k,nA − 1).
It may be assumed that the control signal must be a function of information

available at time instant t , i.e. all past control signals, all past outputs and the present
output:

Y(t)= [u(t − k− 1) u(t − k− 2) . . . y(t) y(t − 1) . . .
]
. (13.10)

The variance of the output may be obtained as

σ 2
y =E

{
y2(t + k)}=E

{(
BF

C
u(t)+ G

C
y(t)

)2]
+E[(Fξ(t + k))2}. (13.11)

Thence let

JminE
{(
Fξ(t + k))2} and J0 =E

{(
BF

C
u(t)+ G

C
y(t)

)2}
, (13.12)

J = σ 2
y = Jmin + J0, (13.13)

where the variance Jmin is independent of the control action, and the variance J0
is dependent on the process control law. To achieve the minimum variance of the
output variable, from (13.12) set:

BF

C
u(t)+ G

C
y(t)= 0, (13.14)

u(t)=− G

BF
y(t). (13.15)
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Fig. 13.6 Generalised Minimum Variance—generalised output signal

The minimum-variance control may be viewed as the stochastic equivalent of dead-
beat control. It usually generates large input signal variations and is sensitive to
process-model mismatch. It clearly cannot be used in this form for non-minimum
phase processes.

The Generalised Minimum-Variance (GMV) control algorithm minimises the
variance of a ‘generalised’ output, which is defined as a weighted combination of
the process variable (or control error) and the control signal (see Fig. 13.6). By anal-
ogy with the cost-function employed in the original GMV control problem [6], let
the inferred output signal to be minimised have the weighted error and control signal
form:

ϕ0(t)= Pce(t)+ Fcu(t). (13.16)

The following weighted error and control signal variance is to be minimised:

J =E{(Pce(t)+ Fcu(t))2} (13.17)

where the dynamic cost-function weighting terms are defined in the polynomial
form:

Pc = P−1
cd Pcn, Pcd(0)= 1 and Pcn(0) �= 0,

Fc = F−1
cd Fcn, Fcd(0)= 1 and Fcn = Fckz−k

(13.18)

where Fck = Fn0+Fn1z
−1+· · ·+Fnnz−n. The full-order GMV optimal control law,

when there is no limitation on the controller structure and order, may be computed
as

C0 = (H0Pcd)
−1G0Fcd (13.19)
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where (H0,G0) is the unique smallest-degree solution, with respect to the polyno-
mial: F0 = f0 + f1z

−1 + · · · + fnf z
−nf (where nf ≤ k − 1) of the diophantine

equations

PcdAF0 + z−kG0 = PcnC, (13.20)

FcdBF0 − z−kH0 = FcnC. (13.21)

13.2.2 MV and GMV Benchmarking

For practical systems, the controller performance does not match that of a minimum-
variance controller [13]. Therefore,

BF

C
u(t)+ G

C
y(t) �= 0. (13.22)

Hence, in the expression defining the future output y(t + k), there is an extra term
whose variance is nonzero:

y(t + k)= Fξ(t + k)+ ŷ(t). (13.23)

Note that there is no correlation between ŷ(t) and Fξ(t + k), and the variance of
the output under non-minimum variance control can be computed as

σ 2
y =E

{(
y(t + k))2}=E{(Fξ(t + k))2}+E{(ŷ(t))2}, (13.24)

σ 2
y = σ 2

soc + σ 2
mvc (13.25)

where the subscript soc is the short term for suboptimal control and mvc for mini-
mum variance control.

13.2.2.1 MV and GMV Controller Performance Index

The controller performance index (CPI) is defined to be the ratio of the minimum
variance of the signal to the actual variance. Define the controller performance index
(CPI) as

η(k)= σ 2
mvc

σ 2
soc + σ 2

mvc
∈ [0,1]. (13.26)

η(k) = 1 indicates the ideal case of minimum variance control, and η(k)→ 0 the
case of the very poor control, when the variance of the output tends to infinity.

The estimation of the GMV performance index is performed in much the same
way as in the minimum variance case. The minimum cost is equivalent to that for
the minimum variance control, but now it refers to ϕ0(t) rather than to y(t).
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The value of the Controller Performance Index, η(k), defined above can be esti-
mated from routine closed-loop process data using a linear regression method.

The process output under feedback control is given by

y(t)= Fξ(t)+ z−k
(
G−BFC0

C

)
y(t), (13.27)

y(t)= Fξ(t)+
m∑
i=1

αiy(t − k − i + 1). (13.28)

Running t over a range of values and stacking up similar terms yields

y =Xα+ Fξ (13.29)

with

y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

yn
yn−1
...

yk+m

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , X =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

yn yn−k−1 · · · yn−k−m+1
yn−k−1 yn−k−2 · · · yn−k−m

...
...

. . .
...

ym ym−1 · · · y1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

α =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
α1
α2
...

αm

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

(13.30)

Linear regression is used to estimate autoregressive the parameters {αi}:
α̂ = (XTX

)−1
XTy. (13.31)

The estimate of the minimum variance can be calculated as the residual variance:

1

n− k− 2m+ 1
(y −Xα)T(y −Xα)= σ 2

mvc =
k−1∑
i=0

f 2
i σ

2 (13.32)

whilst the actual variance follows as

1

n− k −m+ 1
yTy = σ 2

y = σ 2
soc + σ 2

mvc. (13.33)

Hence, the least squares estimate for the controller performance index η(k) can
be written as

η̂(k)= (n− k−m+ 1)

(n− k − 2m+ 1)
· (y −Xα)T(y −Xα)
yTy + (n− k −m+ 1)ȳ2

(13.34)

where the mean square error was used rather than the variance, hence penalising
nonzero steady-state errors. A more detailed derivation of MV and GMV bench-
marks can be found in [27].
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The value of MV or GMV performance index can also be calculated using spec-
tral factorisation of signals. Following [11], the minimum value for the variance of
ϕ0(t) and the cost associated with the individual weighted and unweighted terms in
the cost-function are given as:

JminE
{
ϕ0 min(t)

2}= 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{
F ∗0 F0

}dz
z
, (13.35)

JeminE
{
emin(t)

2}= 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{(
PcdH0

DcU0

)∗(
PcdH0

DcU0

)}
dz

z
, (13.36)

Jumin =E
{
umin(t)

2}= 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{(
FcdG0

DcU0

)∗(
FcdG0

DcU0

)}
dz

z
, (13.37)

Jpmin =E
{(
Pcemin(t)

)2}= 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{(
PcnH0

DcU0

)∗(
PcnH0

DcU0

)}
dz

z
, (13.38)

Jfmin =E
{(
Fcumin(t)

)2}= 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{(
FcnG0

DcU0

)∗(
FcnG0

DcU0

)}
dz

z
. (13.39)

If the controller C0 = C0nC
−1
0d is non-optimal (reduced order, restricted structure

or possibly a classical design), the minimum cost (13.35) increases and becomes

J =E{ϕ0(t)
2}= J0 + Jmin (13.40)

where

J0 = 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{
T ∗0 T0

}dz
z

and T0 = C0d(G0Fcd)−C0n(H0Pcd)

(AC0d +BC0n)(PcdFcd)
.

13.2.3 Restricted Structure (PID) Controller Benchmarking

If the controller structure is restricted, or if the controller order is limited, additional
complication is introduced into the computational procedure, but the results are eas-
ier to implement. Such a controller provides a benchmark cost figure for a sys-
tem with controller of pre-specified structure. This enables the best performance, in
terms of the criterion, to be determined and the optimum controller coefficients for
the given controller structure to be determined. The restricted structure GMV con-
troller which is proposed in the following is simpler than the alternative restricted
structure LQG designs [17].

13.2.3.1 Benchmark Cost-Function Weighting Definitions

From the assumed choice of weightings the polynomial Dc must be strictly-Schur,
where

Dc = PcnFcdB0k − FckPcdA0.
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To consider the physical significance of Dc, consider the term

(PcdFcd)
−1DcA

−1
0 = Pcn

Pcd

B0k

A0
− Fck

Fcd
= zk(PcW − Fc)

where the weightings can be written as Pc = z−kPck and Fc = z−kFck so that

(PcdFcd)
−1DcA

−1
0 = PckW − Fck.

Thus the term Dc is the numerator in the operator (PcW − Fc). This is simply
the transfer between the control signal and the combined signal ϕ0 in Fig. 13.6. The
above strictly Schur assumption therefore requires the weightings Pc and Fc to be
chosen so that PcW − Fc is minimum phase. This is related, but not the same, as
the simplification which arises in minimum-variance controllers when the plant is
assumed minimum-phase.

The weightings Pc and Fc are usually also chosen to be an integrator and a high-
pass term, respectively. If the plant W is minimum-phase, it will be easy to satisfy
the minimum phase requirement if |Fc| is small enough. If the plant is open-loop
stable it will be simple to satisfy the minimum-phase requirements if |Fc| is large
enough. However, for say energy benchmarking purposes, the weightings must also
be chosen to ensure performance requirements are met.

13.2.3.2 Weighting Choice for Process Control Applications

Many process control problems involve a plant model, which may be approximated
by a transport-delay and open-loop stable, minimum-phase plant. In this case it
is easy to find weightings Pc and Fc which ensure that Dc is minimum phase.
Clearly this is guaranteed when either Pc is large and Fc small or vice versa. For
energy benchmarking applications, the focus may therefore be on getting appropri-
ate weightings to satisfy the energy balance requirements, consistent with the need
to satisfy the stability requirement. This suggests that there is sometimes a need to
compromise if this approach is to be used.

13.2.3.3 GMV Controller Performance Index

The controller performance index (CPI) in this GMV problem is defined as the ratio
of the minimum variance of the signal {ϕ0(t)} to the actual variance. The CPI can
be obtained from (13.26) as

κ = Jmin/(Jmin + J0)= 1− J0/(Jmin + J0).

Clearly κ ≤ 1, and κ = Jmin/J is the ratio of the best possible performance to
the actual performance. If κ is close to unity, the system provides little opportunity
for improvement. If the CPI indicator κ is close to zero, the system will have poor
regulatory action, and retuning is recommended.
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The above scalar is the same idea as that introduced by Desborough and Har-
ris [8]. The definition is slightly different, since for good control, κ→ 1. For poor
control, κ → 0, and this is the reciprocal to the index they introduced. This is
thought to be more logical for some application areas. However, recorded data can
still be used (as in their method) to estimate κ from the ratio of the variance of the
residuals to the mean square variance of the output. This is discussed in more detail
below.

The minimum variance of the signal ϕ0 = Pce+ Fcu follows from (13.12) as:

Jmin =E
{
ϕ2

0 min(t)
}= f 2

0 + f 2
1 + · · · + f 2

k−1.

It follows that the theoretically achievable lower bound on the variance of the
weighted output can be estimated from a representative set of either open- or closed-
loop operating data [23]. A time-series model may be fitted to the data and the vari-
ance evaluated from the k leading terms. The approach by Desborough and Harris
[10] is to fit an approximate model to the observed data:

ϕ0(t)−μϕ = F0ε(t)+
m∑
i=1

αi
(
ϕ(t − k− i + 1)−μϕ

)
(13.41)

whereμϕ represents the mean of the signal ϕ0(t). The infinite series is approximated
to m terms, and the autoregressive parameters {αi} are estimated by least-squares.
The data may be written in vector matrix form as

ϕ̃ =Xα+ ε (13.42)

and the vector of autoregressive parameters is then found as

α = (XTX
)−1

XTϕ̃.

The controller performance index, defined above for a large data set, can then be
approximated, assuming the mean is zero, as

κ = (ϕ̃ −Xα)T(ϕ̃ −Xα)/(ϕ̃Tϕ̃
)
. (13.43)

This approach has been very successful based on the minimum-variance cri-
terion, and, for example, the application of control loop performance assessment
methods to a Refinery was considered by Thornhill et al. [36]. The CPI is of course
relating the sub-optimal or classical control to the best full-order GMV control solu-
tion. It is equally valuable to compare the performance of the best restricted structure
controller (defined in the next section), to the full-order optimal and sub-optimal so-
lutions.

13.2.3.4 Restricted Structure Optimal Control and Benchmarks

There now follows a derivation for the restricted structure optimal control solu-
tion [17] and for the desired expressions for the minimum cost. The so-called im-
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plied diophantine equation is first required, obtained from (13.20) and (13.21) as

(PcnDf )FcdB0 − (FcnDf )PcdA0 = z−k(G0FcdB0 +H0PcdA0).

The implied equation now follows using (13.18):

G0FcdB0 +H0PcdA0 = (PcnFcdB0k − FckPcdA0)Df =DcDf . (13.44)

There now follows an expression for the signal {ϕ0(t)}, and it is important to note
that this is valid for any choice of controller C0 = C0nC

−1
0d . If the combined refer-

ence and disturbance signals are represented by the spectral factor with input a white
noise innovations signal, then introducing the sensitivity and control sensitivity, we
obtain:

ϕ0 = Pce+ Fcu= (Pc + FcC0)SYf ε = (FcdPcnC0d + PcdFcnC0n)

(AC0d +BC0n)PcdFcd
Df ε.

This equation can be expanded to obtain a term that is independent of the choice
of control action:

ϕ0 = [(AC0d +BC0n)FcdPcn/A+ PcdFcnC0n −BC0nFcdPcn/A]Df ε

(AC0d +BC0n)PcdFcd

= PcnDf

PcdA
ε+ (PcdFckA−BFcdPcn)

(AC0d +BC0n)PcdFcd
C0n

Df

A
ε. (13.45)

To obtain terms which are statistically independent, substitute from the diophan-
tine equation (13.20):

ϕ0 = F0ε+ z−kG0

PcdA
ε+ z−k (PcdFckA−BkFcdPcn)

(AC0d +BC0n)(PcdFcd)
C0n

Df

A
ε

= F0ε+ z−k (G0Fcd(AC0d +BC0n)(PcdFckA−BkFcdPcn)C0nDf )

(AC0d +BC0n)(PcdFcdA)
ε.

(13.46)

Note that from (13.44) the numerator term may be simplified as

G0FcdB + PcdFckADf −BkFcdPcnDf

= (G0z
−k − PcnDf

)
FcdBk + Pcd + PcdFckADf

= (−PcdAF0)FcdBk + PcdFckADf =−APcdH0.

The desired expression for the inferred output signal {ϕ0(t)} now follows from this
result by substituting into (13.26):

ϕ0 = F0ε(t)+ z−k (C0dG0Fcd −C0nH0Pcd)

(AC0d +BC0n)PcdFcd
ε(t). (13.47)
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This expression can be used to determine the optimal controller and the per-
formance benchmark [20, 23]. For the benchmarking result, note the expression
involves statistically independent terms and this is valid whether the controller
C0 = C−1

0d Con is of full or reduced order.
Because of the definition of the white noise signal {ε(t)} and the fact that

deg(F0) < k, the first term is statistically independent of the remaining terms in
(13.47). It follows that the first term on the right of (13.47) is independent of the
choice of controller. That is, the first k terms of the closed-loop response between
ε(t) and ϕ0(t), represented by the polynomial F0, are feedback invariant.

It also follows from this result that the full-order (unrestricted structure) optimal
controller sets the final terms in (13.47) to zero. The function ϕ0(t), at the optimum,
then follows as

ϕ0 min(t)= F0ε(t). (13.48)

Substitute for the optimal control (13.19), the full-order optimal sensitivity-
function:

S =A0H0Pcd/(DcDf ). (13.49)

Using this expression for the optimal sensitivity function, the values of the full-
order optimal error and control signals follow as

emin(t)
PcdH0

DcU0
ε(t) and umin(t)

FcdG0

DcU0
ε(t). (13.50)

13.2.3.5 Restricted Structure Cost Expressions

As noted earlier, expression (13.40) is valid for any controller, and the two sets of
terms are statistically independent. It follows that the variance of the signal {ϕ0(t)}
can be computed for optimal or non-optimal controllers as J = Jmin + J0 where

Jmin = 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{
F ∗0 F0

}dz
z

and J0 = 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{
T ∗0 T0

}dz
z

(13.51)

where T0 is defined in terms of the nominal controller C0 = C−1
0d C0n as

T0 = (C0dGFcd −C0nHPcd)/
(
PcdFcd(AC0d +BC0n)

)
. (13.52)

Thus, a loop which contains a restricted structure (suboptimal) controller will
have a variance of magnitude J > Jmin, and the best that can be achieved is J0 = 0,
and in this case, J = Jmin.

13.2.3.6 GMV Restricted Structure Optimal Control Benchmarking

It is more likely that an existing process plant will have a classically designed con-
troller, of conventional structure (like a PID controller), than it is to use a full-order
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GMV solution. The value of the cost in this case can be computed from (13.40). Al-
though it is of some value to compare this cost J with the best that can be achieved,
Jmin (see (13.35)), this is often an unfair benchmark comparison. The reason is of
course that the restriction on the controller structure and the order may make the
absolute minimum Jmin way below what is achievable, using even the best tuned
classical controller.

A more appropriate benchmark figure is therefore to compare the actual cost with
that of the optimal cost assuming that the controller structure is specified a priori or
fixed. That is, if a loop must use, say an existing PID controller, then the benchmark
cost figure required is in terms of the best choice of PID gains. Many authors have
considered this type of constrained structure optimal control problem [2, 22, 28,
29, 31, 32] but the theorem introduced below (see [14, 17]) enables the optimisation
problem to be expressed in a very simple form.

The performance assessment problem will be to minimise the criterion (13.40)
with the controller chosen to have a pre-specified structure, such as:

Reduced order:

C0
(
z−1)= cn0 + cn1z

−1 + · · · + cnpz−p
cd0cd1z−1 + · · · + cdvz−v

where v ≥ p is less than the order of the system (plus weightings).
Lead lag:

C0
(
z−1)= (cn0 + cn1z

−1)(cn2 + cn3z
−1)

(cd0 + cd1z−1)(cd2 + cd3z−1)
.

PID:

C0
(
z−1)= k0 + k1/

(
1− z−1)+ k2

(
1− z−1)/(1− αz−1). (13.53)

An assumption in the restricted structure benchmarking problem that must be
made is that a stabilising control law exists for the assumed controller structure.
Also note that the controller structure should be consistent with the choice of error
weighting, in the sense that, if Pcd(z−1) includes a near unit-circle zero, then the
RS controller denominator C0d(z

−1) should also include such a zero. Thus, for a
PID controller, the weighting P−1

cd (z
−1) should represent an integrator.

Theorem (GMV Restricted Structure Optimal Control Benchmark) Given the so-
lution of the diophantine equations (13.20), (13.21), the optimal controller of re-
stricted structure, to minimise the cost function (13.17), can be found by minimising
the simplified criterion:

J0 = 1

2π

∫ 2π

0

{
T +0
(
ejθ
)
T +0
(
e−jθ

)}
dθ (13.54)

where z= ejθ , Aw = PcdFcd and

T +0 = (C0d(G0Fcd)−C0n(H0Pcd)
)
/
(
Aw(AC0d +BC0n)

)
. (13.55)
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If the controller has a specified limited structure, the minimum of the cost term
J0 (denoted J0 min) will be non-zero. The minimum value of the criterion (13.35), for
the restricted structure optimal solution, will be obtained as Jrmin = J0 min + Jmin.
For an unconstrained solution, the minimum is achieved when T +0 = 0, and the
minimum of the cost term J0 (denoted J0 min) is zero.

Proof The proof follows directly from the above results.

Remark

(i) Equation (13.40) reveals the increase in cost which occurs by using a sub-
optimal controller or by restricting the controller structure, namely.

�Jmin = 1

2πj

∮
|z|=1

{
T +0 T

+∗
0

}dz
z
.

(ii) The Controller Performance Index will be defined as the ratio of the minimum
possible variance of the cost function (13.35) to the actual variance:

κ = Jmin/(Jmin + J0)= 1− J0/(Jmin + J0)

and the CPI lies between 0≤ κ ≤ 1. If κ is close to unity, the system provides
little opportunity for improvement. If the CPI is close to zero, retuning is rec-
ommended. As noted previously, this scalar is similar but not the same, as the
assessment measure introduced by Desborough and Harris [8].

The optimal restricted structure controller, for a given benchmark cost in-
dex, can easily be found using the results of [14]. The optimal value of the
restricted structure cost term J0 min then follows from (13.40).

13.2.3.7 Example of Restricted Structure GMV Benchmarking

The following example illustrates the use of GMV performance benchmarking to
assess the operation of a closed-loop control system. The aim is to compare the
performance of three designs including:

(i) Optimal (full-order) control solution
(ii) Optimal tuned low-order (restricted structure) control solution.

(iii) Classically designed second-order controller

for the reference model Wr = 1/(1+ 3s). The sampled system becomes:

System Description (Sample time Ts = 1 second)

Plant:

W = (z− 0.04)(z− 0.9)

z2(z− 0.6)(z− 0.49)(z− 0.698)
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Disturbance model:

Wd = z

z− 0.98

Reference model:

Wr = z

z− 0.98

Error weighting:

Pc = 1.05z− 0.95

z− 1

Control weighting:

Fc = −1(21z− 19)

z3(z+ 1)

Reference filter:

Wref = 0.2834687z

z− 0.7165313

Polynomial System Description

A
(
z−1)= (z− 0.6)(z− 0.49)(z− 0.698)(z− 0.98)z−4,

B
(
z−1)= (z− 0.4)(z− 0.9)(z− 0.98)z−6,

U0
(
z−1)= (z− 0.98)z−1,

B0
(
z−1)= (z− 0.04)(z− 0.9)z−5,

A0
(
z−1)= (z− 0.6)(z− 0.49)(z− 0.698)z−3.

Cost-Function Weighting Choice

Error weighting:

Pc
(
z−1)= 1.05z− 0.95

z− 1

Control weighting:

Fc
(
z−1)= −1(21z− 19)

z3(z+ 1)

The frequency responses of the error Pc and control Fc weighting terms are
shown in Fig. 13.7. The equivalent of LQG error Qc = P ∗c Pc and control Rc =
F ∗c Fc weightings are also shown in this figure. Notice that the characteristics in-
tersect at a frequency of 0.1 radian/second. A rule of thumb, which can be verified
later, is that the unity-gain crossover frequency for the optimal open-loop transfer
function will be close to this frequency.
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Fig. 13.7 Bode frequency responses of error and control signal weightings

Computed Spectral Term Recall that the choice of weightings should be such
that the spectral term Dc is strictly Schur. From Dc = PcnFcdB0k − FckPcdA0

in the theorem we obtain: Dc(z
−1) = 22.05(z − 0.3812627)[(z − 0.6707553)2 +

0.31861592](z− 0.9047619)(z− 0.9296076)z−5 which is strictly Schur by inspec-
tion.

Iterative Restricted Structure Gain Calculation Approximating the frequency
interval by 25 points (see [15, 16]) and using 7 iterations to compute, we obtain the
optimal restricted structure controller gains:

Step Gain k1 Gain k2 Gain k3

1 1 1 1
2 2.506077× 10−3 0.0715014 −0.0193219
3 0.0126633 0.0683640 −0.0236629
4 0.0120467 0.0687090 −0.0234386
5 0.0121582 0.0686745 −0.0234862
6 0.0121516 0.0686782 −0.0234838

Computed Controller Expressions

Full-order optimal controller:

C0
(
z−1)= C0n

C0d
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where

C0n = 5.815382× 10−2(z− 0.49)(z− 0.6)(z− 0.698)(z− 0.9220146)(z+ 1)z2,

C0d = (z− 0.36169)(z+ 0.1501461)
[
(z− 0.4357288)2 + 0.49923832]

× (z− 0.8851172)(z− 0.9145451)(z− 1)

Restricted structure optimal controller:

C0
(
z−1)= 5.734642× 10−2(z− 0.4072771)(z+ 1.000294)

(z− 0.01)(z− 1)

Classically designed controller:

C0
(
z−1)= 0.0173z(z− 0.7)(z+ 1)

(z+ 0.15)(z− 0.9145)(z− 1)

Computed Benchmark Cost Values
Absolute minimum cost: Jmin = 7.66518
Error and control signal costs
Absolute minimum error cost term: Jemin = 9.444592
Absolute minimum control cost: Jumin = 17.35457
Absolute minimum weighted error cost term: Jpmin = 31.62661
Absolute minimum weighed control cost term: Jf min = 23.96143

Restricted structure controller cost terms
Restrained structure increase in cost: J0 = 2.643136
Restricted total cost: J = J0 + Jmin and J = 10.30832
Controller performance index: κ = Jmin/(Jmin + J0)= 0.7435918
Restricted error cost: Je = 9.91775
Restricted control cost: Ju = 10.51039

Classical controller cost terms
Classical controller increase in cost: J0 = 9.629648
Classical total cost: J = J0 + Jmin and J = 17.29483
Controller performance index: κ = Jmin/(Jmin + J0)= 0.4432065
Classical error cost: Je = 14.77414
Classical control cost: Ju = 21.86504

Frequency and Time-Domain Response Results The frequency responses of
the three controllers are shown in Fig. 13.8. The restricted-structure controller re-
sponse is clearly close to that of the optimal full-order solution, even though the
controller is of much lower order. The classical solution is rather different in the
mid-frequency range.

The corresponding open-loop transfer-function frequency responses are shown
in Fig. 13.9, and as expected from the weighting choice, the unity-gain crossover
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Fig. 13.8 Bode frequency responses of optimal, restricted structure and classically designed con-
trollers

Fig. 13.9 Bode open-loop frequency responses of optimal, restricted structure and classical de-
signs

frequency is close to 0.1 radians/second (actually 0.2 radian/second). The integral
action at low frequencies is apparent in all the responses and the roll-off at high
frequencies. The benchmarking results discussed below reveal a larger difference
on variances than these frequency response results might suggest.
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Fig. 13.10 Unit step responses of optimal and restricted structure control designs

Fig. 13.11 Unit step responses of optimal and restricted structure control designs with a filtered
reference

The unit-step responses of the full-order optimal and restricted structure control
designs are shown in Fig. 13.10. The dominant time-constant is not too far from the
1/0.1 = 10 seconds, predicted from the weighting choice. The restricted structure
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Fig. 13.12 Unit step responses of classical design with a filtered reference

solution is acceptable, particularly if the reference changes are not so severe as a
step-function. The results in Fig. 13.11 are for the case where the step reference is
filtered using Wref.

These results may be compared with the unit step responses for the classically
designed system (with and without the reference filter), shown in Fig. 13.12.

13.2.3.8 Benchmarking Results Discussion

The simplest indicators of performance are the computed values for the controller
performance index (CPI) for the restricted structure and classical designs. As ex-
pected, the restricted structure design κ � 0.74 is much better than the classical
design κ � 0.44. The optimal error Jemin � 9.44 and control Jumin � 9.44 may be
compared with the restricted structure values Je � 9.9 and Ju � 10.5 and with the
classical design variance terms Je � 14.77 and Ju � 21.86.

The classical error and control signal variances are all higher than the other de-
signs, but the restricted structure solution has variances which are similar to those of
the full-order optimal solution. In fact the control signal variance is actually lower
than the full-order design, and this partly explains why the step responses are a little
worse. The optimality is of course with respect to the GMV criterion J , and indi-
vidual error and control variances can be higher or lower than the combined GMV
cost term.
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13.3 Performance Assessment for Tracking Tasks

The assessment of control performance for tracking tasks is based on comparison
with performance obtained when using predictive controllers.

13.3.1 Equations of Predictive Controller

The derivations presented below are based on state-space models [25, 27]. State
space models are now a common framework for predictive control; moreover, they
are more convenient for representation of multivariable systems. Consider the sys-
tem model in the state space form:

xt+1 =A · xt +B · ut +G · vt ,
yt =D · xt +wt,

(13.56)

where xt is a vector of system states of size nx , ut is a vector of control signals
of size nu, yt is a vector of output signals of size ny , and A,B,G,D are constant
matrices. vt andwt are vectors of disturbances, assumed to be Gaussian white noises
with zero mean value and covariance matrix

E

{[
vt
wt

]}[
vT
t wT

t

]=
[
V 0
0 W

]
. (13.57)

Remark The predictive control algorithms usually incorporate an integral action. It
is possible to introduce the integral action in the controller design by changing the
model so that it will have as the control input the increment in the control action
�ut rather than the actual control. This can be achieved by the following substitu-
tion [18]:

χt+1 =
[
xt+1
ut

]
=
[
A B

0 I

][
xt
ut−1

]
+
[
B

I

]
�ut +

[
G

0

]
vt , (13.58)

yt = [D 0]χt +wt (13.59)

where �ut = ut − ut−1 is a new control signal.

From (13.56) and (13.28), the k-step prediction of the output signal may be cal-
culated from the relationship [26]

ŷ(t+k)/t =E{yt+k | t} =DAkx̂t/t +
k∑

j=1

DAk−jBut+j−1. (13.60)
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Collecting together the formulae for ŷ(t+k)/t when k changes from 1 to N + 1,
we obtain in a block matrix form:

Ŷt,N =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ŷ(t+1)/t
ŷ(t+2)/t

...

ŷ(t+N+1)/t

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

D

DA
...

DAN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦Ax̂t/t +

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

DB O . . . O

DAB DB
...

...
...

. . . O

DANB DAN−1B . . . DB

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ut
ut+1
...

ut+N

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

Ŷt,N =ΦNAx̂t/t + SNUt,N
(13.61)

where Ut,N is a block vector of N + 1 future control signals.
The performance index to be minimised is defined as follows:

Jt =E
{

N∑
j=0

[
(yt+j+1 − rt+j+1)

T �

Qe(yt+j+1 − rt+j+1)+ uT
t+j

�

Quut+j
]}

(13.62)

where rt+j+1 represents a vector of reference (set point) signals, and
�

Qe > 0 and
�

Qu ≥ 0 are weighting matrices. Denoting by Rt,N a block vector of N + 1 future
reference signals, the performance index can be expressed in a static form:

Jt = (Ŷt,N −Rt,N)TQe(Ŷt,N −Rt,N)+UT
t,NQuUt,N . (13.63)

Substituting (13.61) and finding the stationary point, the vector of optimal control
signals can be calculated as

Ut,N
(
ST
NQeSN +Qu

)−1
ST
NQe(Rt,N −ΦNAx̂t/t ). (13.64)

13.3.2 Calculation of the Performance in Closed-Loop System

Assume that the controller applied in the system is a multivariable feedback con-
troller, defined as

U
(
z−1)=

⎡
⎢⎣
c11
o (z

−1) . . . c1m
o (z−1)

...
. . .

...

cr1o (z
−1) . . . crmo (z−1)

⎤
⎥⎦(R(z−1)− Y (z−1)) (13.65)
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where

U
(
z−1)=

⎡
⎢⎣
u1(z−1)

...

u′(z−1)

⎤
⎥⎦ , R

(
z−1)=

⎡
⎢⎣
r1(z−1)

...

rm(z−1)

⎤
⎥⎦ and

Y
(
z−1)=

⎡
⎢⎣
y1(z−1)

...

ym(z−1)

⎤
⎥⎦ .

The polynomial transfer functions cijo (z−1) are elements of the multivariable con-
troller, for instance:

Reduced order:

C0
(
z−1)= cn0 + cn1z

−1 + · · · + cnpz−p
cd0 + cd1z−1 + · · · + cdvz−v

Lead lag:

C0
(
z−1)= (cn0 + cn1z

−1)(cn2 + cn3z
−1)

(cd0 + cd1z−1)(cd2 + cd3z−1)

PID:

C0
(
z−1)= k0 + k1

1

1− z−1
+ k2

1− z−1

1− αz−1
. (13.66)

It is well known that a minimal order discrete-time state space equation can be
obtained for each rational function describing the multivariable controller defined
above:

xcot+1 =Acoxcot +Bcoyt + gcor̃t ,
ut = Ccoxcot +Dcoyt + fcor̃t .

(13.67)

For consistency with the predictive control framework, the vector ofN+1 future
reference signals rt will be considered as an input to the state space equations. The
controller can then be rewritten in the form

xcot+1 =Acoxcot +Bcoyt +GcoR̃t,N ,

ut = Ccoxcot +Dcoyt + FcoR̃t,N .
(13.68)

The structure of the closed-loop system is given in Fig. 13.13. The controller is
described by the equations above, and the system by state-space equations (13.56).
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Fig. 13.13 Closed-loop
system state-space block
diagram

Combining together the equations for the system and for the controller, we ob-
tain:

χt+1 =
[
xt+1
xcot+1

]
=
[
A+BDcoD BCco

BcoD Aco

][
xt
xcot

]

+
[
BDco BG

Bco O

][
wt
vt

]
+
[
BFco
Gco

]
R̃t,N ,

ζt =
[
ut
yt

]
=
[
DcoD Cco
D O

][
xt
xcot

]
+
[
Dco

I

]
wt +

[
Fco
O

]
R̃t,N .

(13.69)

Note that, for predictive controllers,

R̃t,N =Rt,N =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

rt+1
rt+3
...

rt+N+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

and, for non-predictive controllers,

R̃t,N =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

rt
rt+3
...

rt+N

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

Example 13.1 Consider state-space equations of the Generalised Predictive Con-
troller. From the perspective of the state-space equations, the “output” here is the
control signal, the “inputs” are: the plant output and the reference signal, and the
state can be defined as the state of the Kalman filter. Starting with the “output”
equation, the control signal at time instant t is the first (vector) component (nu ele-
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ments) of the vector Ut,N :

ut = [I O . . . O](ST
NQeSN +Qu

)−1
ST
NQe

(
Rt,N −ΦNAx̂t/t

)
= kRGPCRt,N + kxGPCx̂t/t . (13.70)

Replacing the state estimate with the state prediction obtained from a stationary
Kalman filter

x̂t/t (I −KD)x̂t/t−1 +Kyt , one obtains as the “output equation”,

ut = kRGPCRt,N + kxGPC(I −KD)x̂t/t−1 + kxGPCKyt .
(13.71)

The state prediction can be calculated from the Kalman filter predictor equation:

x̂t+1/t = (A−AKD)x̂t/t−1 +AKyt +But
= ((A−AKD)+BkxGPC(I −KD)

)
x̂t/t−1

+ (AK +BkxGPCK
)
yt +BkRGPCRt,N . (13.72)

From the above two equations, the parameters of the state-space model of GPC
are:

AGPC
co =A−AKD +BkxGPC(I −KD),

BGPC
co =AK +BkxGPCK,

GGPC
co = BkRGPC,

CGPC
co = kxGPC(I −KD),

DGPC
co = kxGPCK,

FGPC
co = kRGPC.

(13.73)

Example 13.2 PID controller. Consider the single-input, single-output discrete-time
PID given by (13.66). The state-space equations for this PID controller can be de-
veloped in the following form:

xt+1 =
[

1 0
0 α

]
xt +

[
kt

−k2(1− α)
]
(rt − yt ),

ut = [1 1]xt + (k0 + k1 + k2)(rt − yt ).
(13.74)

Hence:

APID
co =

[
1 0
0 α

]
,

BPID
co =

[ −k1
k2(1− α)

]
,
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GPID
co =

[ −k1
−k2(1− α)

]
[1 0 . . . 0],

CPID
co = [1 1],

DPID
co =−(k0 + k1 + k2),

F PID
co = (k0 + k1 + k2)[1 0 . . . 0].

13.3.3 Time Evaluation of the Mean Value and Variance

Given a system as described by (13.56) and a multivariable controller as defined
in (13.68), combined system equations can be derived, to evaluate the stochastic
characteristics of the closed-loop system. From (4.2.76) the system parameters in
the extended state equation can be defined as follows:

Asys =
[
A+BDcoD BCco

BcoD Aco

]
, Bsys

[
BFco
Gco

]
,

Gsys =
[
BDco BG

Bco O

]
,

χt+1 =
[
xt+1
xcot+1

]
, yt+1 =

[
wt
vt

]
, Psys =

[
DcoD Cco

]
,

Dsys =
[
D O

]
.

(13.75)

Then by taking the expectation of (4.276) the mean of system states can be ex-
pressed as

E{χt+1} = χ̄t+1 =
[
x̄t+1
x̄cot+1

]
=Asysχ̄t +BsysR̃t,N . (13.76)

Define the mean square of the system states as χ
t+1
= trace{E〈χt+1χ

T
t+1〉}. Then

following the analyses of the stochastic properties of the GPC/LQGPC algorithm as
considered by Ordys [25], by using (13.75), we deduce:

χ
t+1
= trace

{
AsysE〈χtχT

t 〉AT
sys +BsysR̃t,N χ̄

T
t A

T
sys

+Asysχ̄t R̃
T
t,NB

T
sys +BsysR̃t,N R̃

T
t,NB

T
sys +GsysE〈γtγ T

t 〉GT
sys

}
,

(13.77)

χ
t+1
= trace

{
Asysχt

AT
sys +BsysR̃t,N χ̄tA

T
sys +Asysχ̄t R̃

T
t,NB

T
sys

+BsysR̃t,N R̃
T
t,NB

T
sys +Gsysγ t

GT
sys

}
. (13.78)
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Let the state co-variance be defined as

χ̃
t+1
=E{(χt+1 − χ̄t+1)(χt+1 − χ̄t+1)

T},
χ̃
t+1
=AsysE

{
(χt − χ̄t )(χt − χ̄t )T

}
AT

sys +GsysE
{
γtγ

T
t

}
GT

sys,
(13.79)

χ̃
t+1
=Asysχ̃ t

AT
sys +Gsysγ t

GT
sys. (13.80)

The mean and variances of the output (yt ) and input (ut ) signals can be obtained
from (13.69) as:

E{y(t)} = ȳ(t) =Dsysχ̄t , (13.81)

E{u(t)} = ū(t) = Psysχ̄t + fcort (13.82)

and

ỹ
(t)
=E{(yt − ȳt )(yt − ȳt )T}=DsysE

{
(χt − χ̄t )(χt − χ̄t )T

}
DT

sys +E
{
wtw

T
t

}
,

(13.83)

ỹ
(t)
=Dsysχt

DT
sys +wt, (13.84)

ũ(t) =E
{
(ut − ūt )(ut − ūt )T

}
= PsysE

{
(χt − χ̄t )(χt − χ̄t )T

}
P T

sys +DcoE
{
wtw

T
t

}
DT
co, (13.85)

ũ(t) = Psysχt
P T

sys +DcowtD
T
co. (13.86)

13.3.4 Control Benchmarking

Benchmarking for tracking tasks requires the definition of the performance index
taking into account a time horizon sufficiently long for the tracking to be completed,
i.e. the output has aligned with the reference (set-point). Practically, the horizon
should be several times longer than the dominant time constant of the closed-loop
system. Theoretically, required horizon would be infinite. Hence, the performance
measure, useful for benchmarking purposes, could be proposed as

J =E
{

lim
T→∞

1

T + 1

T∑
t=0

[
(Yt,N −Rt,N)TQe(Yt,N −Rt,N )+ YT

t,NQuUt,N
]}
,

(13.87)

J = lim
T→∞

1

T + 1

T∑
t=0

Ewms(t)+Uwms(t)

where Ewms(t) and Uwms(t) are the weighted mean squares of the process output
error and of the process input, respectively.
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The approach to controller benchmarking, using the performance index defined
above, is described in [27].

However, there are ambiguities associated with this process. The tracking per-
formance is related to a changing reference signal. Future values of the reference
signal may be known within a certain (finite) horizon but, in most cases, would be
unknown beyond such finite horizon. Hence:

1. the benchmark index should be updated step by step

– to allow for incorporation of future references when they become available,
– to take into account the effect of disturbances which may drive the state of the

system away from the assumed trajectory.

2. In the benchmark index calculated at a given time the values of future outputs
and future controls will need to be the “predicted values” rather than the “actual
values”, because the actual values are not available at the time of calculation.

3. For “reactive controllers”, such as PID, the predicted values can be calculated in
several ways, depending on the assumptions used.

4. The optimal PID controller for the tracking performance, with the performance
index defined above, can be calculated. However, as it follows from the ar-
guments above, the parameters of the controller will change step by step (see
also [37, 38]).

The definition and calculation of the benchmarks for PID controllers for tracking
tasks remains an open problem. One possible simple approach is to use the equations
from the previous section and examine how the variances of tracking error and of
input signal change during transient periods.

Example Consider the adaptive cruise control problem, described at the beginning
of this chapter. Assume the following scenario: Initially the vehicle drives at a con-
stant speed of 20 m/s. At time 30 s, a “vehicle in front” is detected, and, con-
sequently, the velocity is reduced to match that of the “vehicle in front”. At time
40 s, the two vehicles have synchronised velocities, and now they travel in “con-
stant distance” mode. At time 60 s, a higher speed limit on the road is encountered.
Consequently, the “vehicle in front” accelerates, and the controlled vehicle follows
up to a new cruise control speed of 30 m/s and then continues at that speed.

Figure 13.14 shows the velocity of the controlled vehicle as a function of time.
There are three cases where the velocity is controlled by PI, LQ or predictive algo-
rithm. In all three cases tracking is performed well, with LQ controller reacting only
a little slower than the other two. Figures 13.15, 13.16, and 13.17 show:

• The variance of the input signal (acceleration or braking).
• The variance of the tracking error.
• The weighted sum of the two (where the weight is the same as used in both the

LQ and predictive performance indices).

Notice that, for this particular case, LQ controller shows the lowest variance of
the input signal during the periods of the speed increase but the highest during the
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Fig. 13.14 Velocity as a function of time

Fig. 13.15 Variance of the controlled input (u2) as a function of time

periods of speed decrease. In terms of variance of the tracking error and the weighted
sum, the predictive controller is outperforming the other two.

13.4 Concluding Remarks

The aim was to provide benchmarking criteria by which the performance of re-
stricted structure controllers, and particularly PID designs, could be assessed and
tuned. The minimum-variance benchmark criterion has proved successful in com-
mercial industrial control systems, since the results are easy to use for controller
performance assessment. However, the control signal variations are normally un-
realistic, and such a controller cannot be used in practice. Such a criterion is not
therefore so valuable for assessing real systems [24]. The GMV control law over-
comes the problem of large control signal variations and therefore provides a more
meaningful measure for comparison with classical designs.
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Fig. 13.16 Variance of the tracking error (r − y)2 as a function of time

Fig. 13.17 Weighted sum of input and error variances as a function of time

A second contribution was the development of GMV benchmark cost expressions
of controllers of restricted (simple) structure. A benchmark is not so valuable if it
implies the use of a high-order controller, which is unlikely ever to be used. The
restricted structure GMV optimal benchmark cost is more useful, since it provides a
direct measure of how poorly tuned an existing PID (or classically tuned controller)
might be. The advantage over comparable H2 benchmarking methods [12, 35] lies
in its simplicity.

Finally, the performance assessment for tracking tasks was introduced. In this
case, the predictive controller was used as a base for comparison with other algo-
rithms (including PID). The equations derived in this section enable calculation of
variances of input and output signals for transient periods of operation of the system.

Performance assessment of controllers has already proven to be a valuable tool
in the portfolio of plant operators. It is being routinely used in process industry,
especially petrochemical plants. In this type of applications, there is a prevailing
dominance of PID control on regulatory level and of Predictive Control on supervi-
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sory level (tracking tasks). Hence, the methods proposed in this chapter will have
immediate relevance. Moreover, other industries can benefit for those approaches,
as illustrated by an example from automotive sector.

The challenge of current research in this field is to make the performance as-
sessment methods more compatible with real-life situations. Steps in this direction
are the restricted structure benchmarking and benchmarking for transient processes.
Other research challenges include:

• Performance assessment method(s) which would cope with regulatory tasks and
tracking tasks at the same time.

• Performance assessment for gain scheduled controllers.
• Realistic measures for performance assessment in strongly nonlinear systems.

Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank Payman Shakouri for a help in numerical
examples related to the Adaptive Cruise Control system.
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Chapter 14
Industrial Applications of PID Control

Gregory K. McMillan

Nomenclature
a PID process variable amplitude for relay method of auto tuning (%)
Bv valve backlash (deadband) (%)
d PID output step size for relay method of auto tuning (%)
n PID process variable noise band for relay method of auto tuning (%)
Ao amplitude of limit cycle (%)
COt1 controller output at time t1 before correction for load disturbance (%)
COt2 controller output at time t2 after correction for load disturbance (%)
Ei integrated error (% s)
EL open loop error corrected for load disturbance time constant (%)
Eo open loop error for unmeasured step disturbance (%)
Ex peak error (%)
Kc PID gain (dimensionless)
Ki integrating process gain (% per second per %)
Ko open loop gain for self-regulating processes (dimensionless)
Ku ultimate gain (dimensionless)
Kv valve gain (Flow e.u./CO %)
Kp process gain (PV e.u./Flow e.u.)
Km measurement gain (PV %/PV e.u.)
Nm measurement noise (%)
PV100% process variable at 100% of measurement scale (PV e.u.)
PV0% process variable at 0% of measurement scale (PV e.u.)
�CO change in controller output (%)
�COmax maximum available change in controller output to output limit (%)
�PV change in controller process variable (%)
�SP change in controller setpoint (%)
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S1x 1st split ranged span (PV e.u.)
S2x 2nd split ranged span (PV e.u.)
Sv valve stick-slip (resolution-threshold sensitivity) (%)
Sm wireless trigger level (measurement threshold sensitivity) (%)
Ti PID integral time (s/repeat)
To period of limit cycle (s)
Tr rise time of setpoint response (s)
Tu ultimate period (s)
λ closed loop time constant for setpoint change (s)
θi implied total loop deadtime (s)
θo original total loop deadtime (s)
θs effective deadtime from threshold sensitivity setting (s)
θ�T effective deadtime from update time interval (s)
θv effective deadtime from valve resolution-sensitivity (stick-slip) (s)
θw effective deadtime from wireless settings (s)
τf signal filter or volume attenuating time constant (s)
τL load disturbance time constant (s)
τo open loop time constant (s)
τp process time constant (s)
�Tx controller execution time (s)

14.1 Introduction

The PID controller is an essential part of the control loop in the process industry [1].
Studies have shown that the PID provides an optimal solution of the regulator prob-
lem (rejection of disturbances) and with simple enhancements, provides an optimum
servo response (setpoint response) [3]. Tests show that the PID performs better than
Model Predictive Control (MPC) for unmeasured disturbances in terms of peak er-
ror, integrated error, or robustness [8]. The PID controller in the modern Distributed
Control System (DCS) has an extensive set of features. However, primarily due to
the lack of understanding of the functionality and applicability of the PID, the full
power of the PID is rarely utilized [22]. This section explores key PID features and
provides examples of their importance for addressing challenging applications and
control objectives for common unit operation applications in the process industry.

Industrial processes are characterized by unmeasured disturbances, nonlinear
process dynamics, noise, measurement delays and lags, resolution and sensitivity
limits, and valve nonlinearities and non-idealities. It will be shown that the total
PID loop deadtime in industrial processes determines the ultimate limit to loop per-
formance. The total loop deadtime has many sources most of which are variable.
The process deadtimes and time constants are rarely constant. In a first order plus
deadtime approximation, all of the time constants smaller than the largest open loop
time constant (τo) become an equivalent deadtime (θo). The fraction of the small
time constant converted to deadtime approaches 1 as the ratio of small to largest
time constant approaches 0 [6]. Examples of small time constants are valve actuator
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lags, process heat transfer and mixing lags, thermowell and sensor lags, transmitter
damping settings, and signal filters. The deadtime from these lags are summed with
the pure delays from valve pre-stroke delay, valve backlash and stiction, process and
sample transportation delays, analyzer and wireless measurement update times, and
PID execution time [2, 4, 6, 22, 24]. Except for damping settings, signal filters, ana-
lyzer and wireless update times, and PID execution times, these lags and delays are
generally unknown and variable. The key features in a PID offer the flexibility and
capability to achieve the ultimate limit to loop performance despite the challenging
characteristics of industrial processes [21, 23].

14.2 Challenges and Solutions

A myriad of options and techniques have been used to address industrial automation
system limitations and process objectives. Before we look at specific solutions used
in industry, we need to understand the practical and ultimate limits to PID perfor-
mance for unmeasured load disturbances in industrial processes. The first subsection
provides practical equations developed over the years to detail the important rela-
tionships between load performance and dynamics and tuning. This subsection also
offers a new equation to show how an important metric for setpoint performance
also depends upon dynamics and tuning. Since setpoint changes are exactly known
unlike unmeasured disturbances many methods exist to circumvent the limitations
imposed by tuning. Subsequent subsections discuss methods such as setpoint feed-
forward and smart bang-bang logic.

14.2.1 Practical and Ultimate Limits to PID Performance

Special algorithms can be designed to deal with measured load disturbances at the
process input, setpoint changes, and disturbances at the process output (e.g., noise).
Often neglected is the overriding requirement that controllers in industrial applica-
tions must be able to deal with unmeasured and unknown load disturbances at the
process input. Fortunately, the PID controller excels at this load disturbance rejec-
tion. An estimate of the current and best possible load rejection as a function of the
process and automation system dynamics and controller tuning provides the infor-
mation on what can be done to improve plant design and tuning. A simple set of
equations can be developed that estimates the integrated error and peak error for a
step change in a load disturbance. The value is more in helping guide decisions on
improvements rather than predicting actual errors because of the uncertainty of the
size and speed of load disturbances and the nonlinear and non-stationary nature of
industrial processes. The equations are simple enough to provide key insights as the
relative effects of the controller gain and integral time and the first order plus dead-
time approximation (FOPDT) of the process and automation system dynamics. In
the FOPDT model, a fraction of each of the time constants smaller than the largest
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time constant is taken as equivalent deadtime and summed with the pure deadtimes
to become the total loop deadtime (θo) termed a process deadtime (θp) in the lit-
erature. The fraction of the small time constants not taken as deadtime is summed
with the largest time constant to become the open loop time constant (τo). While
the equations for tuning and estimation of errors is based on the open loop time
constant, we will assume the largest time constant is in the process so we have the
more common term of process time constant (τp) seen in the literature. In reality
fast loops, such as liquid flow and pressure, have a time constant in the FOPDT
model much larger than the flow response deadtime due to a transmitter damping
setting and signal filter time constant. Similarly, the equations seen in the literature
use a process gain (Kp) rather than the open loop gain (Ko) that is the product of
the final control element, process, and measurement gain. For improving dynamics,
a distinction of the location of nonlinearities, deadtime, and the largest time con-
stant are important. By avoiding the categorization of dynamics as being solely in
the process, a better understanding of the effect of the final control element size,
installed characteristic, stick-slip, and backlash, the effect of measurement noise,
lag, delay, calibration span, and the effect of PID filter and execution time is pos-
sible. The nomenclature used in the quantification of these effects is defined at the
beginning of the chapter.

Since a controller cannot compensate for an unmeasured load disturbance before
the loop deadtime, the peak error (Ex ) (maximum error for a disturbance) is the
excursion of the first order response to the step disturbance (Eo) based on the open
loop time constant for a time duration of the loop deadtime (14.1) [2]. The open
loop error is the final error seen at the PID from an unmeasured load disturbance
if the PID was in manual. The terms “open loop” and “closed loop” are used for a
response without and with feedback correction, respectively.

Ex =
[
1− e− θo

τo

]
Eo. (14.1)

If the total loop deadtime is much larger the open loop time constant, then the
peak error is basically the open loop error. If the deadtime was less than the time con-
stant, then (14.1) can be simplified to (14.2), eliminating the exponential term [2, 4]

Ex = θo

(θo + τo)Eo. (14.2)

The minimum integrated error (Ei ) can be approximated as the area of two right
triangles with the altitude equal to the peak error and the base equal to the deadtime.
Taking the area of each triangle as 1

2 the base multiplied by the altitude we obtain
(14.3) where the integrated error is simply the peak error multiplied by the deadtime
and consequently proportional to the deadtime squared [2, 4]

Ei = θ2
o

(θo + τo)Eo. (14.3)

Equations (14.2) and (14.3) are for the minimum possible errors determined by
the open loop process and system automation system dynamics. It is not possible
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to do better than what is permitted by the dynamics. Thus, these are the ultimate
limits to loop performance for unmeasured load disturbances. What is achieved in
feedback control depends upon the tuning. In practice, controllers are not tuned ag-
gressively enough to achieve the ultimate limit because the response tends to be too
oscillatory especially for large setpoint changes and the controller lacks robustness.
A 25% increase in loop deadtime or open loop gain or 25% decrease in the open
loop time constant can result in oscillations that do not sufficiently decay. We can
develop the equations that set the practical limit in terms of controller tuning settings
from the equations for the ultimate limit based on open loop dynamics. We will also
see that we can independently arrive at the same equation for the integrated error
from the response of the PI algorithm to a step disturbance.

If we divide through by the deadtime term in (14.2), we have (14.4) where the
peak error depends upon the ratio of the open loop time constant to total loop dead-
time

Ex = 1

(1+ τo/θo)Eo. (14.4)

Most tuning methods for maximum disturbance rejection use a controller gain
(Kc) that is proportional to the ratio of the open loop time constant to total loop
deadtime and inversely proportional to the open loop gain (14.5) [2, 4, 6]

Kc = τo

θoKo

. (14.5)

If we solve for the open loop time constant to total deadtime ratio, we see that this
ratio is simply the product of the controller gain and open loop gain (KcKo). If we
substitute the product for the ratio in (14.4), we have (14.6), which is the practical
limit to the peak error [2, 4]. Peter Harriott developed the same form of the equation
but with a numerator of 1.5 for the peak error from a proportional only controller
tuned for quarter amplitude decaying response [5]

Ex = 1

(1+KcKo)
Eo. (14.6)

For time constant-to-deadtime ratios that are much larger than one, which is the
case for pressure and temperature control of vessels and columns, the product of
the controller gain and open loop gain is much greater than one leading to the peak
error being simply inversely proportional to the product. Since the controller gain
used in practice is about half of the gain for maximum disturbance rejection, we end
up with (14.7) for the peak error

Ex = 2

KcKo

Eo. (14.7)

Equation (14.7) corresponds to a peak error reached in about two deadtimes. If
we approximate the integrated error as the area of two right triangles each with a
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base equal to two deadtimes and consider the integral time (Ti ) setting as being 4
deadtimes, we end up with (14.8) for the integrated error [2, 4, 6]

Ei = Ti

KcKo

Eo. (14.8)

We can derive (14.8) from the equation for a PI controller’s response to an un-
measured load disturbance. The change in controller output from time t1 to time
t2 is the sum of the contribution from the proportional mode and the integral mode
(14.9a). The module execution time (�t) is added to the reset or integral time (Ti )
to show the effect of how the integral mode is implemented in digital controllers.
An integral time of zero ends up as a minimum integral time equal to the execution
time so there is not a zero in the denominator for the integral mode. For analog
controllers, the execution time is effectively zero [4, 6]

COt2 −COt1 =Kc(Et2 −Et1)+
[

Kc

(Ti +�t)
]∫ t2

t1
Et�t. (14.9a)

The errors before the disturbance (Et1) and after the controller has completely
compensated for the disturbance (Et2) are zero (Et1 =Et2 = 0). Therefore, the long
term effect of the proportional mode, which is first term in (14.9a), is zero. Equation
(14.9a) reduces to (14.9b) [4, 6]

�CO=
[

Kc

(Ti +�t)
]∫ t2

t1
Et�t. (14.9b)

The integrated error is the integral term in (14.9b), giving (14.9c). For over-
damped response the integrated error and the integrated absolute error (IAE) are
identical

Ei =
∫ t2

t1
Et�t. (14.9c)

If we substitute (14.9c) into (14.9b), we have (14.9d)

�CO=
[

Kc

(Ti +�t)
]
Ei. (14.9d)

The change in controller (�CO) multiplied by the open loop gain (Ko) must
equal the open loop error (Eo) for the effect of the disturbance to be eliminated. We
can express this requirement as the change in output being equal to the open loop
error divided by the open loop gain (14.9e) [4, 6]

�CO= Eo

Ko

. (14.9e)

If we substitute (14.9e) into (14.9d) and solve for the integrated error, we end up
with (14.9f), which is the same as (14.8) except for the addition of the execution
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time interval for the digital implementation of the PI algorithm [6]

Ei =
[
(Ti +�t)
KoKc

]
Eo. (14.9f)

Recently, Greg Shinskey added a term to the numerator to include the effect of a
signal filter time constant on the integrated error (14.10) [24, 30–32]. In Shinskey’s
presentation of the equation, the change in controller output rather than the open
loop error is used, which eliminates the open loop gain in the denominator. Equa-
tion (14.10) is applicable regardless of tuning settings. The additional equivalent
deadtime from the filter time and execution time interval may necessitate a decrease
in controller gain and increase in integral time further degrading performance [4, 24]

Ei =
[
(Ti +�t + τf )

KoKc

]
Eo. (14.10)

To summarize, in the process industry, automation system and process dynamics,
and in particular the loop deadtime, set the ultimate limit to loop performance but
controller tuning sets the practical limit for unmeasured disturbances. For example,
a loop with a small deadtime will perform as badly as a loop with a large deadtime
if the PID has sluggish tuning. On the other hand, a PID with fast tuning may have
an excessive oscillatory response for increases in the loop deadtime or process gain.
Equation (14.6) shows the practical limit to the peak error (Ex ) is inversely pro-
portional to 1 plus the product of the PID gain (Kc) and the open loop gain (Ko)
[2, 4, 6, 22, 24]. Equation (14.9f) indicates the integrated error (Ei ) is proportional
to the ratio of the PID integral time to gain (Ti/Kc) [2, 4, 6, 22, 24, 30–32, 34].
For small filters (τf ) and PID execution time (�Tx ), the controller gain is decreased
and the integral time is increased based on the increase in loop deadtime. The filter
and execution time can be added to the integral time for the integrated error to show
the increase in the practical limit (14.10) [10]. For a deadtime much less than the
open loop time constant, (14.2) reveals that the ultimate limit to the peak error de-
pends upon the ratio of the total loop deadtime (θo) to the open loop time constant
(τo) [2, 4, 6, 22, 24]. Equation (14.3) indicate that the integrated error depends upon
the ratio of the loop deadtime squared to open loop time constant. A PID controller
tuned for maximum disturbance rejection has a controller gain proportional to the
ratio of the largest open loop time constant to loop deadtime (τo/θo), and an integral
time proportional to the loop deadtime [2, 4, 6, 22, 24, 30–32, 34]. Note that the con-
troller tuning depends upon the largest open loop time constant and not the process
time constant. If the largest time constant is in the measurement path, the observed
peak error in the measurement predicted by (14.2) will be smaller than the actual
peak error in the process because of the signal filtering effect of the measurement
time constant.

The peak error is important for preventing: shutdowns from reaching trip set-
tings of safety instrumentation systems (SIS), environmental emissions and process
losses from reaching the relief settings of rupture discs and relief valves, off-spec
paper sheet and plastic web from exceeding permissible variation in thickness and
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clarity, compressor shutdowns from crossing surge curve, and recordable incidents
by exceeding environmental limits [22].

The integrated error is a good indicator of the quantity of liquid product off-spec
in equipment with back mixing. In these volumes, positive and negative fluctuations
in concentration are averaged out unless irreversible reactions are occurring [22].

An important emerging consideration is the realization that initial open loop re-
sponse in the FOPDT approximation of a self-regulating is a ramp seen in the re-
sponse of an integrating process such as level and batch temperature [2, 4, 6, 9, 24].
The ramp is more persistent in a self-regulating process with a large open loop
time constant. The process is termed “near integrating” or “pseudo integrating”. An
equivalent integrating process gain (Ki ) can be approximated as the open loop gain
divided by the open loop time constant (14.11). For processes where the open loop
time constant is more than ten times larger than the deadtime, the identification of
this near integrator gain in 3 deadtimes can reduce the time required for process
identification by more than 90% compared to those techniques that go to the 98%
response time. The process variable (PV) is passed through a deadtime block to
create an old PV that is subtracted from the new PV to create a �PV and then an in-
tegrating gain by dividing by the deadtime and the change in controller output. The
maximum of a continuous train of these “near integrating” process gains updated
every execution of the PID module can be used for tuning controllers on all types of
processes

Ki = Ko

τo
. (14.11)

If we substitute the near integrating gain for the open loop gain to time constant
ratio in (14.5), we have (14.12). Recently, this method was found to even work
on processes where the deadtime was greater than the time constant. To provide a
smoother response, less setpoint overshoot, and more robust settings, the controller
gain in both (14.5) and (14.12) is cut in half

Kc = 1

θoKi

. (14.12)

The optimum integral time depends upon the type of process. The integral time
ranges from about 4 times the deadtime for integrating and “near integrating” pro-
cesses to one half the deadtime for severely deadtime dominant process (θo� τo).
Equation (14.13) provides a reasonable curve fit to the required relationship for
self-regulating processes. For a deadtime less much less than the time constant
(θo < 0.1τo), the ultimate period is about 4 times the deadtime and the denomi-
nator is about 1, giving an integral time that is about 4 times the deadtime. For a
deadtime much greater than the time constant (θo > 10τo), the ultimate period is
about 2 times the deadtime and the denominator is about 4, giving an integral time
that is 1

2 of the deadtime.
For self-regulating processes:

Ti = Tu

min(4,3( 4θo
Tu
− 1)2 + 1)

. (14.13)
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For a deadtime dominant process, the combination of (14.13) for integral time
and (14.5) for controller gain results in almost an integral-only controller. Since
the controller gain is so low, this process is a candidate for setpoint feedforward to
reduce the setpoint response rise time.

For an integrating process, the product of the controller gain and integral time
must be greater than twice the inverse of the integrating process gain to prevent
slowly decaying oscillations from the integral mode dominating the proportional
mode [9, 24]. If the user is confident in the knowledge of the integrating process
gain, this relationship can be used to find the integral time (14.14a). Since the maxi-
mum controller gain allowable on many level and batch temperature loops is greater
than 100 and the actual controller gain used is often less than 10, the integral time
must be increased to prevent the slow rolling oscillations. Consequently, while an
integral time of 4 deadtimes is possible for an integrating process, in practice an
integral time of 40 deadtimes is more appropriate because the maximum controller
gain is beyond the user’s comfort level (14.14b).

To prevent slowly decaying oscillations integrating processes from excessive in-
tegral action, the following is used:

Ti >
2

KcKi

. (14.14a)

The positive feedback in the runaway processes necessitates an integral time ten
times larger than the integral time for a “near integrating” self-regulating process.
The integral time should be 40 deadtimes or larger for a runaway process (14.14b).
Some highly exothermic polymerization batch reactors have gone to proportional
plus derivative control to avoid the problem of a user setting too small of an integral
time.

For integrating processes with controller gains less than 10 times the maximum
permissible controller gain and for runaway processes, one takes:

Ti = 40θo. (14.14b)

Too small of a controller gain or too large of a controller gain can cause a run-
away reaction. There is a window of allowable controller gains for positive feedback
processes [6, 24]. Any changes in tuning settings particularly for runaway reactions
must be closely monitored.

Common metrics for a setpoint response are rise time (time to reach setpoint),
overshoot (maximum error after crossing setpoint), and settling time (time settle
out within a specified band around the setpoint). The ultimate limit for rise time
is proportional to the loop deadtime. The ultimate limit for overshoot and settling
time is theoretically zero. The practical limit to rise time is similar to the practical
limit for peak error for fast tuning settings but degrades to the relationship for the
integrated error for sluggish tuning settings. Fortunately, there are many features
that can be used to readily help achieve the ultimate limit to the rise time. The
practical limits for overshoot and settling time depend upon a balance between the
contributions from the integral and proportional modes. In general, the controller
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gain for maximum disturbance rejection can be used to minimize rise time and the
integral time can be increased to minimize overshoot and settling time [22, 24].

The minimum rise time (Tr ) can be approximated as the change in setpoint (�SP)
divided by the maximum rate of change of the process variable. For an integrating
or “near integrating” process, the maximum PV ramp rate is the integrating process
(Ki ) gain multiplied by the change in controller output as detailed in the denomina-
tor of (14.15a). If the step change in controller output from the proportional mode
for a structure of proportional action on error is less than the maximum available
output change (difference between current output and output limit), (14.15a) sim-
plifies to (14.15b) for feedback control. The output change must be corrected for
methods used to make the setpoint response faster. For setpoint feedforward, the
step change in output is a combination of the feedforward and feedback action. For
smart bang-bang logic, the step output change is the maximum available output
change

Tr = �SP

Ki min(|�COmax|, (Kc +Kff )�SP)
+ θo. (14.15a)

For a maximum available output change larger than the step from the propor-
tional mode (|�COmax| > Kc�SP), the change in setpoint in the numerator and
denominator cancel out, yielding a simpler equation without feedforward:

Tr = 1

(KiKc)
+ θo. (14.15b)

For the “near integrating” process response seen in vessel and column tempera-
ture loops where the process time constant is significantly larger than the total loop
deadtime, the integrating gain is the open loop gain (Ko) divided by the open loop
time constant (τo) and (14.15b) becomes (14.15c) [6, 11, 24]

Tr = τo

(KoKc)
+ θo. (14.15c)

The practical and ultimate limit to loop performance can be reconciled by realiz-
ing that there is an implied deadtime (θi ) from the tuning. Equation (14.16) shows
the implied deadtime that can be approximated as the original deadtime (θo) plus
Lambda (λ) multiplied by a factor that is 0.5 [15, 17, 21, 23]. Lambda is the closed
loop time constant for a setpoint change. For a PID tuned for maximum disturbance
rejection, Lambda is set equal to the original deadtime. The implied deadtime is
then equal to the original deadtime [15, 17, 22, 24]

θi = 0.5(λ+ θo). (14.16)

The peak and integrated errors for unmeasured step disturbances represent the
worst case. Step disturbances originate from manual actions, safety, switches, and
sequential operations. If discrete actions (e.g., the opening and closing of on-off
valves and the starting and stopping of pumps) are replaced by control loops with
modulated final control elements (throttling valves and variable speed drives) or are
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attenuated by intervening volumes, the step disturbances are smoothed. The atten-
uated load disturbance has a time constant (τL) that is the residence time of the
volume or closed loop time constant of the upstream control loop. To include the
effect of a load time constant, the process excursion in the first deadtime, which is
the key time for determining minimum peak error, can be computed by (14.17). The
open loop error (Eo) in the equations for peak and integrated error can be replaced
with the load disturbance (EL), that is, the open loop error multiplied by the ex-
ponential response of the disturbance in one deadtime The effect is mitigated by a
reset time that is slow relative to the disturbance time constant [22, 24]

EL =
(
1− e−θo/τL)Eo. (14.17)

PID controllers tuned too fast can introduce process variability from an oscilla-
tory response, PID controllers tuned too slow can make a loop with good dynamics
perform as badly as a loop with poor dynamics. In other words, money invested to
reduce process deadtime or to get faster measurements and valves is wasted unless
the PID controller tuning is commensurate with the speed of the process so that the
practical limit approaches the ultimate limit to loop performance.

In some cases, slower tuning, longer wireless update times, and a PID enhanced
for wireless will reduce the oscillations from feedforward timing errors and inter-
action between loops. Also, in cases of blend control, all of the flow loops may be
forced through tuning to be as slow as the flow loop with the largest deadtime to
provide a coordination of flows that leads to greater product consistency.

Since industrial processes have valve, process, and measurement dynamics that
vary with time, operating point, and step size, it is important to have automated
methods of tuning.

14.2.2 On-demand and Adaptive Tuning

On-Demand and Adaptive Tuning integrated into the PID function block in a DCS
enables the use of PID tuning that achieves the ultimate performance limit. The
relay method by Karl Åström provides a straightforward On-Demand Tuner [1, 2,
4, 6, 11]. A user-selected step change is injected into the PID output initially and
any time the process variable reverses direction and crosses the setpoint and the
corresponding noise band. The controller action is used to determine if the reversal
in the process variable is in the correct direction to drive the process variable back
to setpoint. The ultimate period (Tu) is the oscillation period. Equation (14.18) is
used to compute the ultimate gain (Ku) from the PID output step size (d) and the
process variable amplitude (a) corrected for the noise band (n). Figure 14.1 shows
the relay oscillation method with a large change in the process variable (PV) for
illustrative purposes. For processes with large time constants, the PV amplitude (a)
is so small, the oscillation is barely perceptible and the oscillation period is about 4
deadtimes. Since the more important PID loops, such as temperature, have a large
process time constant, the auto tuner provides a test that is less disruptive and faster
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Fig. 14.1 Relay oscillation
method offers fast tuning
test [23]

than an open loop test that is waiting to reach a new steady state to identify the
process time constant. The time constant identified in relay oscillation method is
not very accurate. Thus, when the relay oscillation method, tuning settings based
on the ultimate period and ultimate gain are more accurate than those that require
knowledge of the process time constant

Ku = 4d

π +√a2 − n2
. (14.18)

The PID gain is the ultimate gain multiplied by a 0.25 factor [22, 24]. The PID
integral time is the ultimate period multiplied by 1.0 factor for self-regulating and
10.0 for non-self-regulating processes [11, 22, 24]. The PID rate time is the ultimate
period multiplied by 0.1 when derivative action is beneficial [11, 22, 24]. If the ul-
timate period is less than 3 times the deadtime, the rate time should be 0 since the
loop is deadtime dominant (deadtime is significantly greater than the largest time
constant in the loop) [11]. If the ultimate period is greater than 4 times the dead-
time, rate time should be used to prevent a runaway since the process may have
positive feedback and an unstable open loop response. These factors are generally
in the direction to provide a non oscillatory PID response that is more robust (more
resistance to excessive oscillations from changes in process dynamics). The Ziegler–
Nichols factors were designed to provide a quarter amplitude response (amplitude
of each succeeding oscillation is 1

4 the amplitude of the last oscillation). Most pub-
lications on tuning based on the ultimate period and ultimate gain use the Ziegler–
Nichols factors leading to improper conclusions on smoothness and robustness of
the tuning method [11].

Adaptive tuners use a more advanced method to identify process dynamics with-
out relay oscillations. Significant manual and remote output changes and setpoint
changes trigger the search for the dynamic parameters for a first order plus deadtime
approximation (process gain, deadtime, and time constant) that provides a model’s
response that matches the process response. A particular adaptive tuner computes
the integrated squared error (ISE) between the model and the process output for
changes in each of three model parameters from the last best value. Exploring all
combinations of three values (low, middle, and high) for three parameters, results
in 27 models. The correction in each model parameter is interpolated by the appli-
cation of weighting factors that are based on the ISE for each model normalized
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Fig. 14.2 Models enable adaptive level control of conical tank [19]

to a total ISE for all the models over the period of interest. After the best values
are computed for each parameter, they are assigned as the middle values for the
next iteration. This model switching with interpolation and re-centering has been
proven mathematically by the University of California, Santa Barbara to be equiva-
lent to a least square identification that provides an optimum approach to the correct
model [10, 36].

Adaptive tuners schedule tuning settings identified for regions defined by a user-
selected variable. For valves with nonlinear characteristics such as equal percentage,
the variable for scheduling is the PID’s output. For nonlinear processes, such as pH,
the variable for scheduling is the PID’s process variable. The scheduling provides
preemptive correction of the tuning settings eliminating the delay in performance
associated with the re-identification of settings as the PID moves into another re-
gion [10, 24, 29, 36]. For a gravity discharge conical tank, adaptive tuning made
the level setpoint response fast with a consistent settling time over the entire range
of operation by increasing the process time constant as the cross-section area in-
creased from bottom to top [29]. In this example, the gravity discharge flow makes
the process self-regulating rather than integrating. Consequently, the nonlinearity of
the change in cross-sectional area predominantly affects the process time constant
rather than the process gain. Figure 14.2 shows the models automatically identified
in five regions for scheduling tuning settings to account for the changes in cross-
section with level.

Since an adaptive tuner uses current tuning settings to compute process dynamics
as the starting point for its search, the number of tests required to get an adaptive
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Fig. 14.3 Positive feedback integral mode enables key PID features (external reset, wireless en-
hancement, and deadtime compensation) [4, 23]

model with a high fidelity rating can be minimized by first running the On-Demand
tuner with a requirement of just 2 or 3 cycles. Since the cycle period is on the av-
erage the ultimate period, the test is usually faster than an Adaptive Tuning test,
especially for the overly conservative (sluggish) tuning commonly found in indus-
trial PID controllers that have not been tuned by an automated method.

The step size in the output for On-Demand and Adaptive Tuning should be at
least: 5 times the noise band, the trigger level of a wireless device, and the dead band
and resolution-threshold sensitivity of the control valve [2]. Note that these step
changes will not show the deadtime from wireless update times and valve backlash
and stick-slip. For wireless devices, about half of the default update rate should be
added to the identified deadtime [15, 22, 24, 30–32, 36].

14.2.3 Positive Feedback Implementation of Integral Mode

Instead of integrating the error, the feeding back of the controller output or external
reset signal through a filter block and adding it to the contribution of the proportional
and derivative modes creates an integral mode action where the filter time constant is
the integral time setting [4, 24]. When the error is zero, the output of the filter block
is simply the controller output or external reset signal and integral action stops. The
positive feedback implementation illustrated in Fig. 14.3 enables several important
PID options, such as dynamic reset limit, enhancement for wireless, and deadtime
compensation. Figure 14.3 is for the ISA standard form for the PID controller. The
eight structures commonly used in industrial processes are obtained by setting the
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setpoint weight factor β for the proportional and the setpoint weight factor γ for
the integral mode in Fig. 14.3. If the factor is zero, a setpoint change does not affect
the contribution to the output from respective mode (action is on PV only). If the
factor is one, the full effect of a setpoint change is included (full action is on error).
A factor between zero and one provides the ability to include but moderate the effect
of a setpoint change (balanced action on setpoint change and PV change). In this
figure, the multiplication symbol “*” in a circle is used to denote the multiplication
by the β or γ weight factor.

The eight PID structures commonly used in industrial processes are:

1. PID action on error (β = 1, γ = 1)
2. PI action on error, D action on PV (β = 1, γ = 0)
3. I action on error, PD action on PV (β = 0, γ = 0)
4. PD action on error (β = 1, γ = 1)(no I action)
5. P action on error, D action on PV (β = 1, γ = 0)(no I action)
6. ID action on error (γ = 1) (no P action)
7. I action on error, D action on PV (γ = 0) (no P action)
8. Two degrees of freedom controller (β and γ adjustable 0 to 1)

β and γ are setpoint multiplication factors for the proportional and derivative
modes, respectively, to determine how much proportional and derivative action oc-
curs on setpoint changes. These factors do not affect the ability of the PID to reject
disturbances. For the fastest possible setpoint response, structures 1 and 2 are used.
If preventing overshoot is more important than minimizing rise time, structure 3 is
used. If the ability to customize the balance between fast rise time and minimum
overshoot for a setpoint response is needed, structure 8 is used. This structure also
offers the ability to achieve both good load and setpoint responses.

14.2.4 Dynamic Reset Limit (External Reset)

When an external signal is used as the input to a “Filter” block in the positive feed-
back implementation of the integral mode, the integral action will not drive the
controller output faster than the external reset signal is changing. This capability
is particularly important for slow final control elements (large valves and variable
frequency drives), cascade control, and override control.

If the external reset signal is the actual valve position or variable frequency drive
(VFD) speed, the PID controller output will not ramp faster than the valve or VFD
can respond [24]. Control valves and dampers have a slewing rate that increases
with actuator size and stroke length. Damper slewing rate is particularly slow due
to the need to prevent positive feedback from negative torque requirement. VFDs
have velocity limiting of the command signal to prevent overloading the motor. If
the external reset signal is the secondary loop process variable (PV) for cascade
control, the primary PID cannot ramp the setpoint of the secondary PID faster than
the secondary PID PV can respond. This capability is important for inherently pre-
venting severe oscillations from breaking out for large setpoint changes or large
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disturbances [23, 33]. The use of the selected PID output as an external reset sig-
nal for override control also inherently prevents the unselected PID controllers from
ramping off-scale. PID algorithms without the positive feedback implementation of
integral action, add a “Filter” block to the external reset signal with a filter time
equal to the PID reset time to prevent the ramping off-scale of the unselected PID
output. The dynamic reset limit is a key feature that enables the development of an
enhancement of the PID for wireless measurements that also has the ability to elim-
inate oscillations from threshold sensitivity and resolution limits and feedforward
timing errors [20, 21, 24].

The dynamic reset limit can open opportunities important for sustainable man-
ufacturing and in particular abnormal situation management and optimization. If a
setpoint velocity limit is set in the analog output block, the dynamic reset limit pre-
vents the PID from going faster than the velocity limit. The PID can achieve a slow
approach to an optimum and a fast recovery upon encroachment of a constraint such
as encountered in the prevention of compressor surge, exothermic reactor runaway,
RCRA pH violation, and Bioreactor biomass starvation. Previously, an open loop
back-up (kicker) has been used for these applications because the tuning of the con-
troller for drastically different speeds of actuation is problematic. The dynamic reset
limit option eliminates the need to tune the controller based on direction and the
concern about the exact value of the velocity limit. The tuning is set for the fastest
recovery. The velocity limit is adjusted for the slowest approach to the optimum.

There are many more examples where an intelligent adaptation of the speed of ac-
tuation of the final control element or secondary loop could be beneficial. In general,
you want to approach optimums slowly to minimize disruption but as you operate
close to the edge, you depend upon a fast recovery to prevent going over the edge.
With compressor surge control the edge is literally a cliff. While other applications
might not be as dramatic, the technique opens a wide spectrum of PID techniques
for sustainable manufacturing, which in its broadest definition includes efficiency,
flexibility, operability, maintainability, safety, and profitability [35].

14.2.5 Enhancements for Wireless

Wireless measurement devices have a “default update rate” (time interval for pe-
riodic reporting) and a “trigger level” (threshold sensitivity limit for exception re-
porting) set as large as possible to conserve battery life. The integral mode in the
traditional PID will continue to ramp while the PID is waiting for an updated mea-
surement from a wireless device. Also, when an update is received, the traditional
PID considers the entire change to have occurred within the PID execution time in-
terval (�Tx ). If derivative mode is used, the rate of change of the measurement is
the difference between the new and old measurement divided by the PID execution
time interval. The result is a spike in the controller output.

The non-continuous update scenario occurs for many applications besides wire-
less devices. During the time when a measurement is not updated due to a failure,
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Fig. 14.4 Enhancements of PID for wireless prevent the ramping from integral action and the
spikes from derivative action for discontinuous updates [21]

resolution limit, threshold sensitivity limit, or backlash, the PID output continues to
ramp from the integral mode. Failures, resolution limits, and threshold sensitivity
limits can originate in an analyzer, sensor, transmitter, communication system, or
control valve. Analyzers also have a time interval between updates determined by
the sample time and cycle time.

The enhanced PID for wireless executes the PID algorithm as fast as wired de-
vices. A change in setpoint, feedforward signal, and remote output translates imme-
diately (within PID execution time interval) to a change in PID output. However,
integral action does not make a change in the output until there is an update. When
an update occurs, the elapsed time between the updates is used in an exponential
calculation that mimics the action of the filter block in the positive feedback imple-
mentation of integral action. If derivative action is used, the elapsed time rather than
the PID execution time interval is used to calculate the rate of change of the pro-
cess variable. The integral and derivative calculations are executed only once upon
a change in setpoint or measurement [21, 23, 24]. A threshold sensitivity setting
is used to prevent an update from noise. Figure 14.4 compares a simplified block
diagram of the traditional PID to the enhanced PID.

A traditional PID will have to be detuned to prevent instability for a large in-
crease in the time between updates. The enhanced PID will continue to be stable for
even the longest update time interval. For a measurement update time interval larger
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than the process response time, the enhanced PID controller gain can be set equal to
the inverse of the open loop gain (product of valve, process, and measurement gain)
to provide a complete correction for setpoint change or update. Subsequent sections
show the enhanced PID can suppress oscillations from a wide variety of sources.
This reduction in variability results from the suspension of integral action and the
wait in feedback correction till there is a more complete response [26]. To achieve
these benefits, the user simply enables the enhanced PID option in the PID block,
which automatically enables the dynamic reset limit option. No retuning is neces-
sary to achieve a smooth response but if the update time is larger than the process
response time the enhanced PID can be tuned with a much higher gain.

14.2.6 Deadtime Compensation

Adding a “Deadtime” block to the external reset of a positive feedback implementa-
tion of the integral mode can provide deadtime compensation equivalent to a Smith
Predictor but with the advantage that the setup is simpler and the process variable is
intact. In the positive feedback implementation of deadtime compensation, the user
simply needs to set the deadtime parameter in the “Deadtime” block equal to the
total loop deadtime. The dynamic reset limit option for the PID must be enabled
so the external reset signal is used. The process gain and process time constant
parameters used in a Smith Predictor are not necessary for this implementation of
deadtime compensation. To get the benefit from the PID knowing the effect of dead-
time, the integral time needs to be decreased and the controller gain needs to be in-
creased [23]. Like the Smith Predictor, this deadtime compensator is more sensitive
to an overestimate rather than an underestimate of the total loop deadtime. Normally,
a PID will just become sluggish if an overestimate of the deadtime is used for the
tuning settings. For PID controllers with deadtime compensation, high frequency
oscillations will rapidly start for overestimates of the loop deadtime [11, 23, 24].
Thus, for robustness it is better to use a deadtime that is always less than the mini-
mum loop deadtime often associated with high production rates.

In tests, the following myths about deadtime compensators were exposed [23]:

1. Deadtime is eliminated from the loop. The Smith predictor, which created a
PV without deadtime, fools the controller into thinking there is no deadtime.
However, for an unmeasured disturbance, the loop deadtime still causes a delay
in terms of when the loop can see the disturbance and when the loop can enact a
correction that arrives in the process at the same point as the disturbance. The ul-
timate limit to the peak error and integrated error for an unmeasured disturbance
are still proportional to the deadtime, and deadtime squared, respectively.
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2. Control is faster for existing tuning settings. The addition of deadtime com-
pensation actually slows down the response for the existing tuning settings. Set-
point metrics, such as rise time, and load response metrics, such as peak error,
will be adversely affected. Assuming the PID was tuned for a smooth stable re-
sponse, the controller must be retuned for a faster response. For a PID already
tuned for maximum disturbance rejection, the gain can be increased by 250%.
For deadtime dominant systems where the total loop deadtime is much greater
than the largest loop time constant (hopefully the process time constant), the reset
time must also be decreased or there will be severe undershoot. If you decrease
the reset time to its optimum, undershoot and overshoot are about equal. For a
test case where the total loop deadtime to primary process time constant ratio
was 10:1, the reset time could be decreased by a factor of 10. Further study is
needed as to whether the ratio of the old to new reset time is comparable to the
ratio of deadtime to time constant and whether half of the total loop deadtime or
the module execution time (0.5 s) is the low limit to the reset time for an accurate
deadtime estimate.

3. Compensator works better for loops dominated by a large deadtime. The
reduction in rise time is greatest and the sensitivity to percent deadtime modeling
error particularly for an overestimate of deadtime is least for the loop that was
dominated by the process time constant. You could have a deadtime estimate
that was 100% high before you would see a significant jagged response when the
process time constant was much larger than the process deadtime. For a deadtime
estimate that was 50% too low, some rounded oscillations developed for this
loop. The loop simply degrades to the response that would occur from the high
PID gain as the compensator deadtime is decreased to zero. While the magnitude
of the error in deadtime seems small for the test case, you have to remember that
for an industrial temperature control application, the loop deadtime and process
time constant would be often at least 100 times larger. For a 400 second deadtime
and 10,000 second process time constant, a compensator deadtime 200 seconds
smaller or 400 seconds larger than actual would start to cause a problem. In
contrast, the deadtime dominant loop developed a jagged response for a deadtime
that was high or low by just 10%. This requirement is unreasonable in industrial
processes. A small filter of 1 second on the input to the deadtime block can help.

4. An underestimate of the deadtime leads to instability. In tuning calculations
for a conventional PID, a smaller than actual deadtime can cause an excessively
oscillatory response. Contrary to the effect of deadtime on tuning calculations, a
compensator deadtime smaller than actual deadtime will only cause instability if
the controller is tuned aggressively after the deadtime compensator is added.

5. An overestimate of the deadtime leads to sluggish response and greater sta-
bility. In tuning calculations for a conventional PID, a larger than actual deadtime
simply causes a slow smooth response. Contrary to the effect of deadtime on tun-
ing calculations, a compensator deadtime greater than actual deadtime will cause
jagged irregular oscillations.
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14.2.7 Fast Setpoint Response

The rise time can be minimized by using the maximum possible controller gain and
using a PID structure that has proportional and derivative action on setpoint changes.
For slow loops, such as temperature and composition on vessels and columns, it is
particularly important to make the approach to setpoint as fast as possible to min-
imize cycle time for batch operations and the startup and product grade transition
time for continuous operations. Overdrive (driving the PID output beyond its final
resting value) is essential for getting these slow loops to setpoint quickly. Fortu-
nately, the deadtime to process time constant ratio for these loops is so small that
large PID gains are permissible. Temperature loops often have significant secondary
time constants from heat transfer surface and thermowell lags that would benefit
from the use of rate action. A structure of PID action on error will provide a step in
the PID output from the proportional mode and a bump in the PID output from the
derivative mode for a step change in the setpoint. For this beneficial action to occur,
the option SP track PV should be used and the controller must be in the auto mode
when the setpoint change is made.

A setpoint feedforward signal added to the controller output can be useful if
the change in PID output from the proportional mode is not sufficient. For small
setpoint changes and for low controller gains, setpoint feedforward can reduce rise
time. The feedforward action is the process action, which is the opposite of the
control action, taking into account valve action. In other words, for a reverse control
action, the feedforward action is direct, provided the valve action is inc-open or the
analog output block, I/P, or positioner reverses the signal for an inc-close valve. For
control loops where the loop deadtime is larger than the process time constant, the
feedforward gain is approximately the inverse of the open loop gain minus the PID
gain for enhanced PID structures with P action on error.

If the final resting value (FRV) is preloaded as an external reset signal during the
rise time (dynamic reset limit option is enabled), the overshoot of the setpoint can
be minimized [34]. If the FRV is not accurately known, the preload is prematurely
disabled. Various versions of “batch controllers” since the 1960s have preloaded the
integral mode.

The FRV can be captured from previous batches and is often the split range point.
For changes in the setpoint of batch temperature and pH loops already in service
that have an integrating response, the FRV is the PID output just before the setpoint
change. For continuous process loops, the FRV is PID output just before the setpoint
change plus the setpoint change multiplied by the inverse of the open loop gain for a
self-regulating response [13, 24]. In all of these cases, the estimated FRV is based on
an assumption that changes in process load and process disturbances are negligible
during the setpoint change.

The fastest possible rise time with minimum overshoot and settling time is ob-
tained by smart bang-bang logic that uses a simple prediction of when the process
variable will reach setpoint. The PID output is stepped to its output limit to max-
imize the rate of approach to setpoint. When the projected PV equals the setpoint
less a bias, the PID output is repositioned to the FRV. The PID output is held at the
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Fig. 14.5 Setpoint response shows rise time can be successively faster by a PID on error structure,
setpoint feedforward, and a smart bang-bang logic [24]

FRV for one deadtime and then released for feedback control [13, 24]. A deadtime
(DT) block must be used to compute the rate of change so that new values of the PV
are seen immediately as a change in the rate of approach. If the total loop deadtime
is used in the DT block, the projected PV is simply the current PV minus the output
of the DT block (expected PV change over next deadtime) plus the current PV [24].
For self-regulating processes, such as flow with the loop deadtime approaching or
greater than the largest process time constant, the logic is revised to step the PID
output immediately to the FRV. Overdrive is not advisable in loops where the pro-
cess time constant or the inverse of the integrating process gain is less than the
deadtime because the potential for overshoot is too great for a slight underestimate
of the deadtime. The total loop deadtime (without the effect of threshold sensitivity
and resolution limits) can be identified at the start of the setpoint response.

Figure 14.5 shows that a PID structure of proportional and derivative action on
error (structure 1) and setpoint feedforward can make the setpoint response faster,
but the biggest improvement is achieved by smart bang-bang logic for an integrating
process [24]. For self-regulating processes where the deadtime is larger than the
process time constant, setpoint feedforward suffices.

14.2.8 Signal Linearization

Signal characterizers are used on the PID output to compensate for the nonlinear
gain of control valves. The characterizer computes the percent stroke (X axis of the
installed characteristic) from the percent flow (Y axis) based on the inherent trim
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characteristic (e.g., equal percentage), a given system resistance curve, and the net
static head [6]. A pressure drop measurement across the valve eliminates the need to
know the resistance curve and static head, but is rarely available. While characteriz-
ers are available in positioners, the location of the characterizer in the configuration
provides better visibility and accessibility and offers the opportunity to display the
valve signal to the operator after linearization as well as before linearization so no
arises confusion in checking valve positions in the field.

Signal characterizers are used on the PID process variable (PV) to compensate
for operating point nonlinearities of the process gain. The most common example
is pH where the signal characterizer computes the percent reagent demand (X axis
of the titration curve) from pH (Y axis) for a given composition of acids and bases
in the feed. While the X-axis in actually the ratio of reagent flow to feed flow, for
purposes of signal characterization the X axis is simply scaled 0 to 100% reagent
demand [7, 24, 28]. Since the operator typically wants to enter an SP and see and
trend the PV in pH units, both the SP and PV as pH and reagent demand are on the
operator interface. A signal characterizer is used to convert the operator entered SP
from pH to percent reagent demand. Since ensuring stability with faster tuning set-
tings for higher process gains is the primary objective of the signal characterizer, the
fidelity of the titration curve slope in the steepest regions is most important [7, 24].

Signal characterizers could also be used to compensate for the nonlinear process
gain for temperature control in distillation columns. For example, signal charac-
terizer based on a plot of tray or packing temperature versus reflux to feed ratio
could be used to compute a linear reflux demand signal from temperature. The PID
SP would be percent reflux demand from an operator-entered temperature setpoint.
Pressure compensation could be applied to either the PID setpoint or input but not
to both.

The use of signal characterization provides a finer resolution of process gain cor-
rections than adaptive tuning but does not eliminate the need for adaptive tuning.
The curves on which the signal characterization is based will change with operating
conditions. The use of characterization and adaptive tuning is a synergistic relation-
ship. If the signal characterization was perfect, the process gain would be one. The
degree of difference between the identified process gain and a unity gain is a mea-
sure of the fidelity of the curve in various operating regions that could lead to a
better curve.

14.2.9 Open Loop Backup (Kicker)

Some excursions are too fast and the consequences too severe or unstable to rely
on feedback control alone. In these cases, an open loop backup is used to rapidly
change the PID output to get the loop out of danger. The most common example is
preventing compressor surge but other examples including preventing environmen-
tal violations and runaway reactions [24].
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Upon detection of an excursion towards an unstable condition or environment
violation, the open loop backup puts the PID in remote output (ROUT) and incre-
ments or decrements the PID output until the excursion is stopped. The open loop
backup then waits for at least one deadtime before switching the PID back to its
last mode bumplessly. The detections cited in the literature have been based on a
PV trigger point, a PV rate of change, or a predicted PV similar to what is used
by smart bang-bang logic for a fast setpoint response [24]. The PID execution must
be less than 10% of the total deadtime. There may be some overuse of energy or
reagent in the process to ensure personnel, property, and environmental protection
for worst case conditions. In general, the avoidance of loss of damage and downtime
more than pays for the short term costs.

The use of direction velocity limits in the analog output block in conjunction with
the dynamic reset option in a PID with the positive feedback implementation of in-
tegral action can replace the need for some open loop backups. The velocity limits
are set to provide a slow approach to the optimum and a fast getaway. For compres-
sor surge control, the oscillations may be too fast and too severe for recovery by just
PID feedback control.

14.2.10 Final Element Resolution, Threshold Sensitivity, and
Backlash

Final control elements use the PID output to manipulate a flow, which is the predom-
inant input to an industrial process. The most common final control element used
in production units is a control valve. For utility systems, the final control element
is often a damper due to large sizes and ducts. For agitators and pumps with large
variable dynamic loads, a variable frequency drive is used to manipulate the speed
as the final control element. For mixing, the agitating rate creates mixing flow rate
that is called the agitator pumping rate.

All control valves have some degree of stick-slip and backlash. For sliding stem
control valves with diaphragm actuators and digital positioners, the stick-slip and
backlash can be less than 0.2%. For rotary valves originally designed for on-off
tight shutoff rather than throttling service, the stick-slip and backlash can be as large
as 10%. Furthermore, smart digital positioners are most likely measuring actuator
shaft position in these cases which is not indicative of the actual position of the
internal closure element (plug, disc, or ball) [9, 14, 18, 23–25]. The control valve
with the least stick-slip and backlash is the sliding stem valve with low friction
packing, diaphragm actuator, and a digital positioner. Figure 14.6 shows a control
valve with a large backlash and some stick-slip near the closed position.

Stick-slip can be approximated as either a resolution limit or a threshold sensitiv-
ity limit [25]. For a resolution limit, the valve moves in steps which correspond to
a slip equal to a stick. For a threshold sensitivity limit, slip is variable and results in
the position of the internal closure element (plug, disc, or ball) momentarily catch-
ing up with the desired position set by the output of the PID. The source of stick-slip
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Fig. 14.6 Backlash causes a deadband on signal reversal and stick-slip causes a stair step response
that is largest near the seat where the friction is greatest [24]

is friction of valve stem packing and friction of the seating and sealing of the inter-
nal closure element. The stick-slip is greatest near the closed position as the internal
closure element approaches the closed position. Valves designed for tight shut-off
tend to have the greatest stick-slip. For rotary valves, the sealing of the ball or disc
can cause shaft windup where the shaft or stem twists but the ball or disc does not
move. When the ball or disc breaks free, the valve jumps (slips) to a position that
can exceed the desired position. This behavior can be approximated as a threshold
sensitivity limit with overshoot [9, 14, 18].

Rack and pinion piston actuators and gear driven motor actuators have a resolu-
tion limit that corresponds to the teeth spacing. Double acting pistons have a thresh-
old sensitivity limit that depends upon the pressure unbalance needed to overcome
O-ring seal friction. Variable frequency drives (VFD) have a resolution limit set by
the number of bits in the A/D input card for the command signal. Unfortunately, the
standard VFD input card has only 8 bits which with 1 sign bit leaves only 7 bits for
resolution of the signal (0.78% resolution) [9, 14, 18].

Backlash can be approximated by a deadband which is the amount of signal
change required to reverse the direction of the valve stroke. Once the valve moves,
the valve position catches up to the signal if there is no stick-slip. While technically
valve deadband is defined for a full scale stroke, it can occur at any position for a
signal reversal [9, 14, 18]. The primary sources of deadband are the translation of
linear actuator to rotary motion and what might seem like insignificant gaps in link-
ages and looseness in actuator to valve stem connections [18]. Backlash is greatest
for dampers and rotary valves with piston actuators originally designed for on-off
action. Variable frequency drives introduce a backlash by a deadband setting used
to prevent the drive from hunting or reacting to noise. Unfortunately, this deadband
is often set too large because users are not aware of the detrimental impact of the
backlash created.

Resolution and threshold sensitivity limits cause a limit cycle (constant amplitude
sustained oscillation) in any process where the PID has integral action. Equation
(14.19a) shows that the oscillation amplitude (Ao) is set by the open loop gain (Ko)
and valve stick-slip (threshold sensitivity) (Ss ) and is therefore independent of PID
tuning. Equation (14.19b) shows the period depends upon the PID gain and integral
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time besides the open loop gain. The open loop gain is the product of the valve,
process, and measurement gains as detailed by (14.19c). For high process gains,
such as that encountered on the steep slopes of titration curves for pH control, stick-
slip can cause unacceptable variability from the PID in automatic. The limit cycle
oscillation period (To) will increase as the PID integral time is increased. For small
degrees of stick-slip, noise, frequent disturbances, or historian data compression the
limit cycle pattern may not be discernable [9, 18]

Ao = SvKo, (14.19a)

To = 4Ti
[
1/(KoKc)− 1

]
, (14.19b)

Ko =KvKpKm, (14.19c)

Km = 100%

abs(PV100% − PV0%)
. (14.19d)

If there are two or more integrators in the process and control system that affect
the final element, deadband from backlash (Bv) will cause a limit cycle. The inte-
grators can be the result of a cascade loop that has integral action in both the primary
and secondary controllers or the result of an integrating process with a single con-
troller with integral action. For an integrating process, such as level, the controller
output is a sinusoidal oscillation and the process variable ramps with some rounding
of the peaks (smoothed sawtooth) from backlash. The flow is a clipped oscillation. If
there are no disturbances, the result is a limit cycle. Equation (14.20a) indicates the
limit cycle amplitude is the deadband divided by the controller gain per. Equation
(14.20b) shows the limit cycle period is proportional to integral time and is inversely
related to controller gain. Detuning the controller (decreasing the controller gain) in-
creases both limit cycle amplitude and period. Detuning also increase the deadtime
for disturbances [9, 18]

Ao = Bv/Kc, (14.20a)

To = 5Ti
[
1− 2/

(
K0.5
c

)]
. (14.20b)

Deadband (backlash) limit cycles can be eliminated by suspending integral ac-
tion in controllers so that the total number of integrators in the control loop in-
cluding the process is one or less. Thus backlash limit cycles can be eliminated in
processes with a single integrator, such as level, by turning off integral action in all
PID controllers. For a self-regulating process, integral action would be permitted in
one PID. Backlash limit cycles cannot be eliminated in a loop with two integrating
processes. While processes with two integrators are rare, a possible example is a
cascade loop where the primary loop is batch temperature and the secondary loop is
vessel pressure. A runaway process, such as a highly exothermic reaction, counts as
an integrator [24].

Threshold sensitivity or resolution (stick-slip) limit cycles can be eliminated by
suspending integral action in controllers so that the total number of integrators in
the control loop including the process is zero. Thus stick-slip limit cycles can be
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eliminated in self-regulating processes by turning off integral action in all PID con-
trollers [20, 21, 24].

Many PID controllers have the option to turn off integral action when the pro-
cess variable (PV) is within a band centered about the setpoint. The band is set
equal to maximum amplitude of the limit cycle above and below setpoint. In some
PID blocks, the parameter is called integral deadband or “IDEADBAND”. Since the
amount of backlash and stick-slip varies considerably with stroke and time due to
changes in piston actuator O-rings, linkages, packing tightness, solids, pressure, and
temperature, finding the right setting is problematic. Also, tuning algorithms gener-
ally do not include the effect of the integral deadband setting in tuning calculations.
Finally, the response to load disturbances is delayed particularly for loops where the
PID gain is low and hence the proportional action alone is insufficient.

The enhanced PID inherently suspends integral action when there is no change
in the PV. Hence, the wireless PID can automatically eliminate limit cycles from
backlash in a single integrating process and limit cycles from stick-slip in a self-
regulating process. No settings are required and normal tuning procedures can be
used. Furthermore, the integral reaction to disturbances is not delayed. The use of
wireless transmitters is not required. The user simply needs to enable the enhanced
PID [20, 21, 24]. Figure 14.7 shows the enhanced PID inherently stops the limit
cycle without the need of adjustments regardless of deadband or stick-slip size.

While the application described is for limit cycles originating in the valve or vari-
able speed drive response, limit cycles can also occur due to threshold sensitivity or
resolution limits in measurements. Pneumatic, mechanical, wireless, and analytical
instruments have precision limits that can create appreciable limit cycles. Again, the
enhanced PID inherently eliminates the limit cycles [25, 26].

14.2.11 Slow Final Control Element Response

Control valves have a velocity-limited exponential response. The velocity limit
known as the slewing rate can be quite slow for large valves and dampers. Dampers
are particularly slow with slewing rates of less than 1% per second because of large
duct sizes and the need to prevent dynamic instability of the wafer or blade. Variable
frequency drives also have a velocity limit or ramp rate to prevent motor overload.
This ramp rate is often set too conservatively because of a lack of knowledge of the
impact on process control.

If the PID controller output changes faster than the final control element can
respond, the loop will break out into oscillations. The problem may only occur for
large changes in setpoint or disturbances. The fact that the loop is fine for small
changes and intermittently develops stability problems is confusing to operations.
The solution is to use positive feedback implementation of integral action with the
external reset signal for the dynamic reset limit being a readback of valve stroke or
variable frequency drive speed [24, 33]. The use of auxiliary variables (second, third,
or fourth process variable) in HART communication is generally not fast enough.
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Fig. 14.7 Enhanced PID eliminates limit cycles from deadband and threshold sensitivity or reso-
lution by suspending integral action when there is no update

The stroke or speed for external reset needs to be a primary process variable. Ideally,
the valve should be speeded up by the use of volume boosters on the positioner
output [18, 19, 24]. The constraints on VFD ramp rate must be more intelligently
set. For most pumps and fans with properly sized motors, the speed ramp rate can
be quite fast (e.g., 10% per second) without motor overload. Figure 14.8 shows that
the burst of oscillations for large setpoint changes in a loop with a slow final control
element are eliminated by dynamic reset limit option.

14.2.12 Slow Secondary Loop Response

If the secondary loop is slower than the primary loop, we have a problem similar
to that discussed in the section on slow final control elements. For large changes in
the setpoint or disturbance of the primary loop, oscillations develop. The solution is
the same: dynamic reset limit should be used. In this case, the external reset is the
process variable of the secondary loop.

Ideally, the secondary loop should be 4 times faster than the primary loop for
maximum secondary disturbance rejection and minimal oscillations from interac-
tions between the loops. If the secondary loop cannot be made faster, the primary
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Fig. 14.8 Dynamic reset limit option eliminates the oscillations for a slow valve or VFD that occur
for large changes in a PID setpoint or load

loop may need to be slowed down. If wireless measurements with update rates larger
than the 63% response time are used, the default update rate of the secondary mea-
surement should be 4 times faster than the default update rate of the primary mea-
surement per the cascade rule that the secondary loop is sufficiently faster than the
primary loop to prevent interaction between the loops. For a cascade control of static
mixer pH to reagent flow using the enhanced PID, a default update time of 60 sec-
onds for pH and 16 seconds for flow provided exceptional pH setpoint control. The
PID gains were set equal to the inverse of the open loop gain [20, 21]. Figure 14.9
shows that a cascade loop of pH to reagent flow on a static mixer with the enhanced
PID can provide nearly perfect setpoint control.

14.2.13 Large Wireless Update Times

If the wireless update time is larger than the 63% process response time without the
update delay, the use of the enhanced PID provides excellent setpoint control by al-
lowing the use of a PID gain that is the inverse of the open loop gain. The enhanced
PID is stable without retuning as the wireless default update time is increased to
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Fig. 14.9 Wireless PID with a default update rate of 60 seconds for pH and 16 seconds for flow
provided exceptionally tight static mixer setpoint control

prolong battery life and valve packing life by increasing the time interval between
communications. Larger wireless update time also reduces feedforward timing er-
rors [26]. The deadtime introduced into the loop is on the average about half of
the update time since the measurement result is at the beginning of the time in-
terval [6, 30–32, 34]. The additional deadtime increases the ultimate limit to loop
performance for unmeasured disturbance per (14.3) and (14.4).

14.2.14 Large Analyzer Cycle Times

A large analyzer cycle time offers a similar opportunity for the use of a wireless
PID. The primary difference is that the analyzer cycle time is typically much larger
than the wireless update time, which means the wireless PID is beneficial for much
slower processes. For an analyzer cycle time larger than the 63% process response
time (without the analyzer delay), the use of the enhanced PID provides excellent
setpoint control by allowing the use of a PID gain that is the inverse of the open loop
gain. The enhanced PID is stable without retuning when the cycle time is increased
due to the addition of sample points, decrease in sample flow rate, or an increase
in chromatograph column length. The deadtime introduced into the loop is on the
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average about 1.5 times the cycle time since the measurement result is at the end
of the time interval [6, 32]. The additional deadtime increases the ultimate limit to
performance for unmeasured disturbance per (14.3) and (14.4). In the enhanced PID
setpoint response, the measured PV has the analyzer delay but the actual process
does not have the delay. Thus, if the controller gain is the inverse of open loop gain,
the rise time does not depend upon the additional delay introduced by the analyzer.

14.2.15 High Process Nonlinearity

The process gain and deadtime for inline blend composition, heat exchanger, ves-
sel coil temperature, and jacket temperature control from the material and energy
balance is inversely proportional to flow. For pH and conductivity, there is also a
nonlinearity seen as the slope in the plot of pH and conductivity versus acid or
base concentration. For column temperature, there is a nonlinearity that is the slope
in the plot of temperature versus the manipulated flow to feed flow ratio. Finally,
there is the gain nonlinearity from installed characteristic of the control valve. If
the curves are known, the nonlinearity of pH, conductivity, and column temperature
are best handled by a PID input signal characterization and the nonlinearity of the
valve characteristic by PID output signal characterization. An adaptive controller is
still needed to correct for the changes in the curves with operating conditions such
as feed composition for pH and conductivity and pressure for the valve. For inline
control, the tuning settings would be scheduled based on total flow. For split ranged
control valves, there can be a huge difference in process dynamics if different valves
and different types of streams are manipulated. In all cases, an adaptive controller
that identifies the process dynamics and the scheduling of tuning as a function of a
user selected variable is critical. The scheduling provides preemptive adjustment of
the tuning based on recent or best test results.

14.2.16 High Process Deadtime

The total loop deadtime sets the ultimate limit to performance as shown in (14.3)
and (14.4). The sources of process deadtime are transportation delays, mixing de-
lays, dissolution times, reaction times, thermal lags, and volumes in series (e.g.,
column trays). The sources of automation system deadtime are threshold sensitivity
and resolution limits and backlash for a ramping signal, actuator lags, sensor lags,
transmitter damping, analyzer cycle times, signal filters, module execution time,
and digital update time. Except for digital delays and signal lags, the deadtime is
variable. A simple addition of a deadtime block in the external reset limit path and
the enabling of the dynamic reset limit option provide deadtime compensation with
performance equivalent to a Smith Predictor. The improvement is only seen if the
controller tuning is made faster. The integral time can be decreased to half of the to-
tal loop deadtime if the total loop deadtime is accurately set. The improvement and
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robustness is greatest for a loop where the process time constant is greater than the
total loop deadtime, which is counter to common belief that deadtime compensators
are most useful for deadtime dominant loops [23, 24]; see Sect. 14.2.6 on deadtime
compensators for more detail.

The best option for dealing with high process deadtime is feedforward control
with an accurate measurement of the disturbance and an accurate gain and timing
for the feedforward correction.

14.2.17 Feedforward Timing Errors

If the feedforward correction does not arrive at the same time and the same place
in the process as the disturbance, an irregular, oscillatory, and confusing response
can occur. If the feedforward signal arrives too soon, an inverse response can occur.
If the feedforward signal arrives too late, a second disturbance is created. A wire-
less measurement can help prevent the inverse response and second disturbance if
the elapsed time of the wireless is reset upon activation of the feedforward and the
default update rate is longer than the time to steady state. However, the additional
delay of the wireless update rate could cause instability unless the traditional PID
is detuned. An enhanced PID for wireless will prevent the instability without retun-
ing regardless of how much the default update rate is increased to extend wireless
battery life or ride out feedforward timing errors.

14.2.18 Split Range Nonlinearities and Discontinuities

The stick-slip is greatest, the change in the slope of the installed characteristic is
greatest, and the change in process dynamics is most abrupt at the split range point.
The split range can be between multiple secondary loops in cascade control or be-
tween multiple final control elements for single loop control. The split ranged final
control elements are typically control valves but can be variable speed drives and
heaters. When the demand for either final control element is minimal, there tends to
be continual oscillation across the split range point. The oscillations can be a limit
cycle from resolution or threshold sensitivity limits or from tuning settings that are
too fast for the drastic change in the valve gain and in process dynamics. These
oscillations introduce variability into the process and wear out valve packing from
excessive movement and internal flow elements (plugs, discs, seals, and seating sur-
faces) from high velocities. When opposing media are manipulated, such as heating
and cooling for temperature control and acid and base reagents for pH control, the
oscillations cause a loss in process efficiency from an increase in energy and raw
material use. The selection of the best split range point, adaptive tuning, and the
enhanced PID algorithm can eliminate these oscillations.

The split range point is traditionally set at 50%. To compensate for the secondary
loop or final control element and process gain nonlinearity from split range control,
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the split range point should be set per (14.21a) instead of 50% so that the ratio of the
controller output spans for each split ranged secondary loop or final control element
is equal to the ratio of the product of the process and secondary or element gains. If
you consider the useable range of the PID output to be 0–100% and a gap (G) could
be set at the split range point, you also have (14.21b) for the first span (S1). If you
solve (14.21b) for the second span (S2) and substitute the result into (14.21a), you
end up with (14.21c) for the first span in terms of element and process gains [7].
Since these gains change with operating conditions and PID tuning also depends
upon the open loop time constant and deadtime, adaptive tuning is still beneficial.
The subscript “v” for the final control element gain is used because most split ranged
outputs go to valves.

Sx1 = Kv1Kp1

Kv2Kp2
Sx2, (14.21a)

Sx1 = 100−G− Sx2, (14.21b)

Sx1 = Kv1Kp1

Kv1Kp1 +Kv2Kp2
(100−G). (14.21c)

Adaptive tuning can identify the changes in the final element and process dynam-
ics. The tuning settings can be scheduled based on controller output with the regions
more closely spaced around the split range point to deal with the discontinuities. If
the best split range point is selected, the identification task is easier and the time to
get a high quality model is shorter.

The gap at the split range point is a method to prevent temporary inadvertent ma-
nipulation of the other final control element. However, integral action in the PID or
in the process will eventually cause a transition to the other element. Consequently,
the benefit is mostly in terms of preventing noise from causing an unnecessary cross-
ing of the split range point. The consequences of noise are better minimized by
transmitter damping or signal filtering. For wireless measurements, attenuation of
noise by transmitter damping is preferred to prevent unnecessary updates decreasing
battery life and reducing the enhanced PID performance.

Integral deadband is used to help prevent limit cycles and to slow down the tran-
sition between split ranged valves. However, integral deadband slows down the re-
sponse to an upset and complicates the tuning. User-selection of the integral dead-
band is difficult because high variability and nonlinearity of dynamics and stick-slip
is the norm at the split range point. The enhanced PID requires no adjustment to
prevent limit cycles and unnecessary transitions.

The PID enhanced with a wireless measurement has the patience to wait out short
term transitions and discontinuities. If the damping in the transmitter and the thresh-
old sensitivity for an update are set to prevent transmission of noise, the enhanced
PID accomplishes the objective of the split range gap and integral deadband. The
ability to deal with discontinuities is especially significant since there are no pre-
formulated PID parameters or options. For example, a measurement default update
rate of 30 seconds for jacket temperature can reduce unnecessary excursions across
the split range point and overreaction to steam shock in addition to improving the
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loop’s setpoint response for vessel temperature cascade control. If the default update
rate is larger than the process response time, the PID tuning becomes independent
of process deadtime and time constant. The PID gain can be simply set equal to the
inverse of the open loop gain (Ko).

Split range control has often been used to achieve greater control valve range-
ability by throttling a small valve in parallel with a large valve when the demand for
flow is low. For a low flows, the small valve starts to open and the big valve freezes
at minimum position to prevent riding the seat of the big valve which is the point
of greatest stick-slip and wear. However, unless the big valve threshold sensitivity,
resolution, and backlash in percent of stroke is much less than the small valve, the
limit cycles at high flow demand are much larger. A better solution is to eliminate
split range control and use instead valve position control where the process PID ma-
nipulates the small valve and a valve position control (VPC) PID manipulates the
big valve. Traditionally, integral only control is used in the VPC with an integral
time that is 10× the product of the process PID gain and reset time to eliminate
interaction. However, this action is sometimes too slow for large disturbances. For
measured load upsets, feedforward control should be added. Here the feedforward
signals for the process PID and VPC PID would be intelligently limited to keep the
small valve in a good a throttle range and avoid unnecessarily positioning of the big
valve with its larger stick-slip.

The enhanced PID with a large update trigger level for the small valve position
can be used for VPC instead of an integral only controller. The enhanced PID for
VPC suppresses limit cycles from stick-slip and backlash and reduces interaction
with the process PID while offering more aggressive action for large disturbances.

The crossing back and forth and discontinuity of the split range control can also
be reduced for opposing media by the temporary transition to VPC instead of com-
pletely closing the valve not being throttled by the process PID. In this case, the
VPC provides a smooth transition by a small opening of the valve normally shut
by split range control in order to keep the valve manipulated by the process PID
from dropping below some minimum throttle position. There is a small temporary
waste of energy or raw materials while the opposing media valves are both open
but this may be less than the loss of efficiency from the crossing back and forth and
discontinuity of the split range point. The enhanced PID can be used for this VPC
to reduce interactions and provide more aggressive tuning.

Valve position control is also used for the prioritization of the manipulation of
multiple flows (multiple PID outputs) and for decreasing energy use and increasing
production rate. Here again, the enhanced PID is beneficial.

14.2.19 Multiple Inputs and Outputs

When there are several process variables (PID inputs) with limits that need to be
honored, a PID for each constraint is setup for override control. Each override PID
has a process variable that needs to be constrained as its controlled variable. The
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output of the multiple PID goes to a signal selector that determines which output
is used to manipulate a secondary loop setpoint or final control element. While we
think of override control as a multiple input single output application, the output
could be split ranged between multiple secondary loops or elements. The split range
block can provide simultaneous besides the customary sequential manipulation of
secondary loops or elements.

The principle problem with override control is the tuning, windup, and timely
transition of the PID controllers. Each PID must be tuned to account for the different
process and measurement dynamics of the controlled variables. The PID algorithm
must not windup when not selected and must smoothly takeover control when con-
trolled variable is above and below its setpoint for a high and low limit respectively.
Implementation of the integral mode by literally integrating the error between the
setpoint and controlled variable has caused the output of unselected controllers to
walk off to low and high outputs despite the use of special options such as inte-
gral tracking. The positive feedback implementation of the integral mode inherently
prevents this problem. Also, the use of the process variable of the secondary loop
or the readback of valve position or speed for the final control element provides a
smooth transition and prevents the override controller output from changing faster
than the secondary loop or final control element can respond. If the proper external
reset signal is used and the back calculate output of each function block is properly
connected to the back calculate input of the upstream block, the most common cause
of a disruptive transitions is the loss of status and continuity in the back calculate
path. The loss is typically caused by the introduction of special logic by the user to
try and accomplish what is automatically achieved by the proper setup of the over-
ride control system. Any special application requirements should be implemented
via standard options in the standard PID, “Signal Selector”, and “Splitter” blocks
rather than by the introduction of calculations or sequences.

Users may desire that the override PID be selected when the process variables
crosses the override PID setpoint. Since there is deadtime in all loops just by virtue
of the delays and lags in the automation system (final control element, measure-
ment, and controller), the process variable will overshoot the setpoint if correction
is delayed to crossing the setpoint. The override setpoint in theses cases will need
to be further away from the safety instrumentation system (SIS) trip or relief device
setting. A way to eliminate the uncertainty of the setpoint bias needed to prevent
activation if the SIS or relief device is to tune the override PID for a negligible over-
shoot by making the proportional mode contribution greater than the integral mode
contribution in the PV approach to the override setpoint.

There may be multiple PID outputs because of alternate resources of fuel, utili-
ties, raw materials, and reagent. Often, one of the resources is more abundant or less
expensive. A common example is waste or recycled streams versus purchased fuel,
heat, steam, reagent, and reactants. Valve position control (VPC) is used to maxi-
mize the use of the more abundant or lower cost resource by increasing its flow until
the purchased resource manipulated by the process PID is at a minimum throttle
position for minimum stick-slip and maximum valve life. As with other VPC appli-
cations, an enhanced PID eliminates limit cycles and reduces interaction and valve
wear.
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14.2.20 Energy Use and Production Rate Optimization

Valve position control (VPC) is used optimize energy use by decreasing the pressure
of boilers and compressors and increasing the temperature of refrigeration units and
cooling towers by working the furthest open user valve towards its maximum throttle
position. The controlled variable for the VPC is the high signal selector output of
user valve positions. The VPC PID output is the pressure or temperature setpoint of
the utility.

Similarly VPC can be used to optimize production rate by increasing feed rate to
columns, crystallizers, evaporators, and reactors by working the furthest open utility
and feed valve towards its maximum throttle position. The controlled variable for
the VPC is the high signal selector output of utility or feed valve positions. The VPC
PID output is the feed flow setpoint.

To minimize interactions an enhanced PID can be used with a threshold sensitiv-
ity setting large enough to ignore insignificant changes in user, utility, or feed valve
position that is the output of the high signal selector.

14.2.21 Process Interactions

The two predominant methods of reducing PID interaction are separation of the
dynamics and decoupling. The separation of dynamics is accomplished by tuning
the PID so that the closed loop time constant (Lambda) of the fighting PID loops are
a factor of 10 different. The faster loop is made faster by a higher PID gain (smaller
Lambda) and, if necessary, the slower loop is made slower by a lower PID gain
(larger Lambda). As the Lambda is successively increased, integral only control is
approached. If the loops have similar speeds, the most important loop is made faster.
The enhanced PID and wireless measurements can be used to reduce interaction.
The wireless trigger level setting is larger for the less important PID.

Decoupling can be achieved by adding a feedforward signal of one PID output
to the other PID output. Half decoupling, the use of a feedforward for just one of
two interacting PID, is sufficient to break interaction. The PID output from the least
important loop is applied as feedforward to the more important loop. If there is no
significant difference in the relative importance of the PID, then the feedforward is
applied to the PID loop with the greatest deadtime.

14.2.22 Communication and Component Failures

Measurements or final control elements can fail to update because there is a loss
of communication or a component failure to last value. Communication failures
can occur in bus systems due to link failures and in wireless systems due to low
battery power. Sensor failures to last value occur for cracked or coated pH glass
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electrodes and plugged DP impulse lines. Final element failure to the last value
occurs when a control valve does not move due to excessive stiction from high
temperature, binding or occlusion of the internal control element (e.g., seat and plug)
from the build up of solids and coatings, or the last position air failure of piston
actuators.

When a failure to update occurs, a conventional PID will continue to ramp its
output based on the inevitable error between the controlled variable and the setpoint.
If the PID error is large or the duration of the failure is long, the output will hit its
output limit. When the failure is corrected and an update occurs, the traditional PID
considers entire change in measurement to have occurred in the last execution of the
PID. The result is a large step in the output from proportional action and a bump
from derivative action.

The enhanced PID suspends integral action when there is no update. As a result
the PID output stays at the last value before the failure which is the least disruptive
action to the process. When the measurement or valve responds or the communica-
tion is restored, the enhanced PID makes a small proportional and derivative mode
and gradual integral mode correction based on difference between the current and
the last known value. The enhanced PID is able to ride out update failures without
overreaction.

14.2.23 Batch Profile Optimization

Batch columns, crystallizers, evaporator, and reactors have a key concentration and
or temperature endpoint. Temperature endpoints are measured online but concen-
tration endpoints are often based on lab analysis and thus depend upon repeatable
conditions. The path of the key measurement from start to finish of the batch crys-
tallization, reaction, or separation process is a profile. As with most optimization
opportunities, the first objective in batch control is to make the profile repeatable so
that the batch cycle time and endpoint are consistent and differences can be tracked
down to changes in raw material inputs, utility systems, instrumentation, or oper-
ator actions. Since the achievement of a repeatable batch is an important step that
should not be bypassed, the use of the best batch, “Golden Batch”, as the objective
instead of matching the average of a representative set of batches is counter produc-
tive [4]. If the batch profile is controlled, variability is transferred from the profile
to manipulated process inputs (flows). The result is a repeatable profile than can be
optimized and a narrowing of the problem to analysis of the changes in flow. The
process knowledge gained from data analytics can be used to optimize the profile.

The measurement, control and optimization of the profile by a PID can provide
advanced batch control. However, since the actual and desired profile response is
only in one direction, typically an increase in production concentration, the standard
PID algorithm cannot make corrections in both directions. A flattening of the profile
and a possible windup from integral action can occur if the setpoint profile outpaces
the actual profile. If the rate of change of temperature or concentration is used as
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the controlled variable, the PID response is in both directions and smooth. The set
point is now the slope of the optimum profile [4, 16].

For batch profile slope control, there is a translation of controller tuning set-
tings from the use of measurement rate of change as the controlled variable. Propor-
tional action is now derivative action, integral action is now proportional action, and
derivative action is acceleration or second derivative action. Often the optimization
of the profile simply consists of maximizing the slope [4, 16]. The maximum slope
corresponds to the maximum biological product formation rate, crystallization rate,
evaporation rate, chemical reaction rate, and separation rate.

14.2.24 Plantwide Feedforward Control

A plant can go to a new production rate within minutes by plantwide feedforward
control. If all of the key flows (feed, utility, recycle, and vent flows) are set to the
values on the Process Flow Diagram (PFD), the plant can move to a new production
rate without waiting on composition, level, pressure, pH, and temperature loops to
respond.

The PFD values may not be a simple ratio of the new to old production rate al-
though this could be a good starting point. Better would be sets of flows captured at
different operating rates and ambient conditions (e.g., summer versus winter oper-
ation) for the flow feedforwards. Process PID loops would as usual trim through
feedback correction the feedforwards. The concept can be expanded to product
grade changes and fed-batch operation for faster and more adaptive transitions and
batches.

If a plant can respond quickly to changes in raw material supply and market
demands, the inventories can be reduced. If a plant can increase rates when utility
costs are low (e.g., off peak time rates) and ambient temperatures are low for cooling
water, the energy efficiency can be increased.

14.2.25 Impact of Threshold Sensitivity and Noise on Performance

The equations presented in Sect. 14.2.1 on loop performance can be expanded to
include the effect of wireless and valve threshold sensitivity and measurement noise.

For a step change in an unmeasured disturbance that would cause an open loop
error of (Eo), the minimum peak error (Ex ) (14.22) is proportional to the ratio of the
total loop deadtime to the 63% response time (T63). The minimum integrated error
(Ei ) (14.23) is approximately the peak error multiplied by the total loop deadtime
that is the original deadtime (θo) plus the additional deadtime from a wireless mea-
surement (θw) and a control valve (θv). The 63% response time (14.24) is simply the
sum of the original loop deadtime plus the wireless measurement deadtime and the
open loop time constant (τo), which is hopefully the primary process time constant.
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Note that the valve deadtime from stiction and backlash does not appear in the 63%
open loop step response time because the step change in controller output must be
larger than the valve resolution, threshold sensitivity, and deadband to create a re-
sponse. Consequently, on open loop step response trend charts, the deadtime from
valve stiction and backlash is not seen. However, in closed loop operation, the con-
troller output is ramping for an unmeasured disturbance and the time the controller
takes to ramp through the valve resolution, threshold sensitivity, and deadband is
additional deadtime

Ex = θo + θw + θv
T63

Eo, (14.22)

Ei = (θo + θw + θv)2
T63

Eo, (14.23)

T63 = θo + θw + τo. (14.24)

The additional deadtime from a wireless measurement (14.25) is the smallest
of the deadtimes from the wireless “default update rate” (update time interval) for
periodic reporting (�Tw), and the wireless “trigger level” (threshold sensitivity) for
exception reporting (Sw). The deadtime from periodic reporting (θ�T ) (14.26) is
one half of the update time interval. The deadtime from exception reporting (θS )
(14.27a) is one half of the threshold sensitivity setting divided by the maximum
rate of change of the % process variable (�PV/�t)max. Half of the interval and
threshold sensitivity settings are used because on the average the disturbance starts
halfway in the interval and halfway in the sensitivity.

The rate of change is a maximum during the beginning of the disturbance before
the control loop has had any effect. This maximum rate of change is dictated by
the size of the disturbance and process dynamics. The maximum ramp rate (14.27b)
can be approximated by a near integrator gain multiplied by the equivalent change
in controller for the disturbance. The equivalent change in controller output is the
open loop error (Eo) divided by the open loop gain (Ko). The near integrator gain
(14.27c) is the open loop gain divided by the open loop time constant (τo). The
substitution of (14.27c) into (14.27b) cancels out the open loop gains giving the
maximum ramp rate (14.27d) as simply the open loop error divided by the open
loop time constant. The substitution of (14.27d) into (14.25) yields (14.27e) where
we see that the deadtime from the threshold sensitivity setting decreases as the size
of the disturbance increases and the open loop time constant decreases, both of
which cause a faster rate of change

θw =min(θ�T , θS), (14.25)

θ�T = 0.5�Tw, (14.26)

θS = 0.5Sm
(�PV/�t)max

, (14.27a)

(�PV/�t)max =Ki(Eo/Ko), (14.27b)
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Ki = Ko

τo
, (14.27c)

(�PV/�t)max = Eo

τo
, (14.27d)

θS = 0.5Smτo
Eo

. (14.27e)

Similarly, the deadtime from valve threshold sensitivity (Sv) can be estimated
(14.28a) as half of the sensitivity divided by the maximum rate of change of the
controller output that is initially mostly due to the proportional mode. This rate of
change of controller output (14.28b) is the rate of change of the process variable
multiplied by the controller gain (Kc). The controller gain (14.28c) can be approx-
imated as the Ziegler–Nichols gain multiplied by a detuning factor (Kx ) to provide
robustness and a smoother response. However, the gain should not inflict distur-
bances from fluctuations in the PID output from exceeding the control valve thresh-
old sensitivity. An enhanced PID noise band expressed as measurement threshold
sensitivity (Sm) can reduce this noise allowing a higher controller gain. The substi-
tution of (14.28c) into (14.28b) cancels out the open loop time constant (14.28d).
The substitution of (14.28d) into (14.28a) yields (14.28e) where the deadtime is pro-
portional to the product of the open loop gain and original deadtime and inversely
proportional to the product of the detuning factor and open loop error

θv = 0.5Sv
(�CO/�t)max

, (14.28a)

(�CO/�t)max =Kc(�PV/�t)max, (14.28b)

Kc =min

[
Kxτo

Koθo
,

Sv

max[(Nm − Sm),0.002]
]
, (14.28c)

(�CO/�t)max = KxEo

Koθo
, (14.28d)

θv = 0.5SvKoθo

KxEo
. (14.28e)

14.3 Unit Operation Examples

The process industry is quite diverse in terms of production methods. While each
industry tends to see itself as unique, similarities emerge when viewed on a con-
ceptual level. The solutions previously described offer a tool palette that addresses
most of the industrial opportunities despite widely different processes. Examples of
these solutions are offered for some of the most important unit operations in process
industry. While not detailed, the use of the enhanced PID for valve position con-
trol can in general offer an easy, fast, and inexpensive increase in production rate of
continuous and fed-batch unit operations.
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14.3.1 Biological Reactors

Bioreactors are used for the production of most of new pharmaceuticals that are
proteins too complex to be produced by chemical processes. Most of the older bio-
logical processes use genetically engineered fungal and bacterial cells. As biophar-
maceutical proteins become more sophisticated, genetically engineered mammalian
cells, such as Chinese hamster ovaries (CHO) cells are increasingly used. Biophar-
maceutical batch processes are predominantly batch because of the concern for the
buildup of toxins and genetically deficient cells with continuous processes and the
need to get new drugs to market quickly.

The important loops for bioreactors are pH, temperature, and dissolved oxygen.
In general, the allowable controller gain is high-limited only by the measurement
noise since the ratio of deadtime to time constant is small for a well designed sys-
tem. The high controller gain in combination with the extremely slow disturbances
translates to exceptionally tight PID control. Most users do not see much of an ad-
vantage from improved tuning for well designed systems. The main concern with
these systems is getting to temperature setpoint as fast as possible with essentially
no overshoot at the start of the batch. When this fast start is important, the fast
setpoint response techniques such as smart bang-bang control can be used [13]. If
there is no concern about batch cycle time and low temperatures do not cause seed
cell degradation, a PID structure of integral mode on error and proportional and
derivative modes on PV is used to eliminate overshoot [24].

Often the automation and bioreactor system design is less than ideal. If the piping
and sparger for the injection of oxygen or air for dissolved oxygen control and ad-
dition of carbon dioxide for pH control are not completely separated, the dissolved
oxygen and pH loops interact. In this case, a half decoupler and an enhanced PID
can reduce the interaction. Often variable frequency drives create electromagnetic
interference and ground potentials that cause spikes in pH measurements that dis-
rupt the dissolved oxygen and pH loops. Wireless pH transmitters have been found
to eliminate the spikes commonly seen in bioreactor loops [28].

Many bioreactor loops do not use sliding stem (globe) control stem valves be-
cause they are not suitable for sanitary and sterilization-in-place (SIP) service. The
alternative final control elements used may have a poor resolution or sensitivity limit
and backlash. The enhanced PID can eliminate the associated limit cycles.

There remains a largely unrealized opportunity for PID control of substrates,
such as glucose. Online analyzers can provide glucose concentration measurements
every 4 to 6 hours depending upon the number of bioreactors serviced by the ana-
lyzer and the auto sampler system design. For a bioreactor batch that takes 1 to 2
weeks, this sample time is fast enough to do closed loop control if an enhanced PID
is used to deal with the analyzer cycle time and resolution limits.

Total cell concentration can be measured by turbidity sensors. The same analyzer
used for glucose may be able to provide cell count and diameter and the concentra-
tion of precursors to cell death. Smart dielectric measurements can indicate what
fraction of the cells still have their membranes intact and thus are viable cells for
product formation. Consequently, the viable cell concentration profile can be con-
trolled and optimized by the use of an enhanced PID with a controlled variable that
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is the rate of change of viable cell concentration and whose output is the glucose
concentration and pH setpoints. The manipulation of the pH setpoint presents an
additional challenge because of the narrow peak in the plot of cell growth and death
rate versus pH and the reversal of process gain. The pH optimization can be limited
to one side of the peak by the online computation of an inferential measurement of
the change of viable cells per change in pH. It is conceivable that this inferential
measurement (� cells/� pH) could be used as the controlled variable in a loop to
eliminate the reversal of process sign problem. Here, the theoretical optimum PID
setpoint of zero at the peak could be trimmed by the cell profile PID.

The online measurement of product concentration is more problematic, but given
an inferential measurement is developed, online batch product concentration profile
control is possible by the same type of PID used for viable cell concentration profile
control. The optimum glucose and pH for product formation rate can be different
than for optimum cell growth rate. The cell concentration profile PID may be used
early in the batch during the pre-exponential and early exponential growth phases.
The product concentration profile control would take over in the last half of the
batch when product formation rate becomes significant.

14.3.2 Chemical Reactors

Chemical reactors set the stage for the production of bulk chemicals, intermediates,
petrochemicals, polymers, pharmaceutical chemicals, and specialty chemicals. If
the reaction is not producing the right product, not much else matters. Pharmaceu-
tical and specialty chemicals use batch reactors while the other products predomi-
nantly use continuous reactors.

The Temperature PID is the most important controller since the reaction rate
is often an exponential function of temperature via the Arrhenius Equation. The
deadtime to time constant ratio for well mixed continuous reactors and the prod-
uct of deadtime and integrating process gain for batch reactors are incredibly small
(<0.001). The result is a permissible PID gain much larger than users are accus-
tomed to (>50) and exceptionally tight temperature control. Since the most impor-
tant task of the utility system is to satisfy the demands of the temperature PID, the
transfer of variability by the PID from the reactor temperature to its utility system is
maximized. The exception is where the utility system is used by a more important
reactor in a more critical portion of its operation. The main limit to performance is
the accuracy of the temperature sensor and the threshold sensitivity and resolution
of the final control elements. Premium Resistant Temperature Detectors (RTD) and
sliding stem valves with digital positioners should be used to allow the full capabil-
ity of the PID to be realized [24–26].

Cascade control where the reactor temperature is the primary PID whose output
is the setpoint of a jacket or coil temperature PID is used to linearize the reactor tem-
perature loop and to provide fast compensation of disturbances to the heat transfer
media [12]. Since the reactor temperature PID gain is exceptionally high there is a
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significant risk the output of this primary PID will change faster than the secondary
PID can respond. For large disturbances or large setpoint changes, this cascade con-
trol system can burst into oscillations. The use of the dynamic reset limit in the
positive feedback implementation of integral action will prevent this problem. The
external reset signal is the controlled variable of the secondary PID (jacket or coil
temperature). For final control elements that are slower than the secondary loop PID,
which can occur for large control valves or variable frequency drives with speed rate
of change limits, the dynamic reset limit is extended to the secondary loop with an
external reset signal of valve position or speed.

The reactant feed PID controllers are important to keep the reactants in the op-
timum ratio since the reaction rate and completeness depends on the concentration
of reactants. Coriolis meters with their exceptionally accurate mass flow and den-
sity measurement can be used to provide a component mass balance and inferential
measurement of feed composition, respectively [24–26]. A PID that has the opti-
mum ratio of component mass as it controlled variable can slowly trim the ratio of
reactants. Alternately, for exothermic reactions, a PID whose controlled variable is
cooling rate and thus reaction rate can be used to trim the feed ratio.

If the utility systems are a constraint to increasing production rate, override con-
trollers with integral only action or the enhanced PID algorithm can be used as valve
position controllers (VPC). The controlled variable of the VPC is the utility system
PID output, and the VPC setpoint is the maximum throttle position of the utility
valve or maximum speed of a variable frequency pump. The output of each VPC
goes to a low signal high signal selector whose output becomes the ratioed setpoint
for the feed PID. These feed PID should be tuned with the same closed loop time
constant (Lambda) so that changes in feed rate are coordinated and the total compo-
nent masses in the reactor are maintained in the desired ratio.

The temperature and concentration profile of a batch reactor can be controlled
by the use of a PID whose controlled variable is the rate of change of temperature
or concentration with time as discussed for biological reactors [16]. However, the
prevention of too fast of an increase in reaction rate for extremely exothermic re-
actors is more critical than in biological reactors because the exponential increase
in reaction rate can through positive feedback create a runaway response. For run-
away reactors, there is a window of PID gains where too low of a gain can result
in a runaway besides the more familiar case of too high of a gain causing a grow-
ing oscillation. Since the permissible gain is much higher than most users realize,
the more common mistake is a PID gain dangerously close to the low gain limit.
Maximizing derivative action is also important to prevent a runaway. The PID rate
time should be set equal to the sum of the thermowell and heat transfer surface
lags. If the controlled variable is rate of change of temperature, then the integral
mode is effectively the proportional mode and the proportional mode is effectively
the derivative mode in terms of the temperature response. Thus, there is no integral
mode to force the temperature to a specific temperature value, which is consistent
with the objective of the progression of the reaction rate in the batch being most
important. However, there is an important consideration in the setting of the inte-
gral time for runaway reactions. If temperature rather temperature rate of change is
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used as the controlled variable, the reset time should be increased by a factor of 10
to prevent a runaway because of the extreme sensitivity of a process with positive
feedback to the integral mode. Some severely exothermic polymerization reactors
use proportional-derivative PD controllers (structure 4) for reactor temperature con-
trol because integral action has no sense of direction and promotes overshoot by
delaying cooling until the temperature has crossed setpoint [24].

14.3.3 Crystallizers

Batch crystallizers are an important unit operation in pharmaceutical and specialty
chemical processes. To minimize the formation of small seed crystals that can re-
sult in excessive fines and coating (frosting) in the beginning of the batch and to
promote crystal growth and size toward the end of the batch, an optimum cooling
curve and consequently temperature profile is used [27]. In the early part of the
batch, the batch temperature is slowly lowered. The decrease in batch temperature
is accelerated as the batch progresses to provide an exponential increase in cooling
that is maximum at the near the end of the batch. Since crystallization releases heat,
the PID can increase besides decrease the temperature and a temperature profile can
be the setpoint for a PID whose controlled variable is crystallizer temperature. The
use of temperature rate of change with time as the controlled variable is not nec-
essary but might reduce batch time and prevent flattened sections or bumps in the
temperature profile by emphasizing a continual decrease in temperature.

14.3.4 Distillation Columns

Column temperature at a given pressure provides an inferential measurement of col-
umn composition. The location in the column chosen for temperature control is the
point where the change in temperature is the largest and most symmetrical for an
increase and decrease in the flow manipulated by the temperature PID. The most ef-
fective scheme is the manipulation of distillate flow if this flow is not too small and
the overhead receiver cross-sectional area is not too large. By manipulation of distil-
late flow, the reflux flow manipulated by receiver level control provides a degree of
internal reflux control by changes in overhead vapor and hence reflux for changes in
column loading and wall temperature. However, this scheme depends upon a change
in distillate flow immediately translating to an appreciable change in reflux flow. If
the overhead receiver area is too large, the change in level may be within the noise
band or below the threshold sensitivity limit of the level measurement. The receiver
level controller must have a very high gain. Normally, the product of deadtime and
integrating process gain is so small the only limit to setting the overhead receiver
level controller gain is measurement noise. However, users may not realize this and
be close to the low gain limit that causes slow rolling oscillations besides poor tem-
perature control. The oscillations may be incorrectly attributed to high of a PID gain
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and the PID gain may be decreased making the problem worse. If the distillate flow
is too small (the case where a small amount of impurity is driven off the top), the
temperature manipulates the steam flow or the bottoms flow. If the bottoms flow is
manipulated, a sump level PID manipulates the steam flow. In this scheme, level
control is poor from an inverse response in the sump level due to shrink from the
collapse of bubbles and the swell from the formation of bubbles [27].

The deadtime to time constant ratio for column temperature loops is typically
about 0.1 because the largest source of deadtime is the equivalent delay that results
from a large number of interacting time constants from trays in series. The maxi-
mum temperature controller gain is about 4 times the inverse of the open loop gain.
Typical temperature controller gains range from 2 to 20 for narrow and wide span
temperature ranges, respectively, if the control point exhibits reasonable sensitivity
of temperature to a change in composition. While the deadtime to time constant ratio
is good for control, the absolute magnitude of the deadtime is large for tall columns
(columns with a large number of actual or equivalent trays) [27].

The use of feedforward control for temperature and level control of columns has
proven to be beneficial because of the large deadtime value and the moderate con-
trollers gains used. The most frequent disturbance is a feed change. Flow feedfor-
ward control is used where the reflux, distillate, steam, and bottoms flow setpoints
are ratioed to the feed flow and corrected by a feedforward summer in the tem-
perature and level PID. The timing is complex. The corrective action of the steam
or reflux flow must arrive at the temperature control point at the same time as the
feed disturbance. Dynamic compensation is normally used to improve the timing
of the feedforward where a delay is added to a feedforward correction that arrives
too soon and a lead is added to compensate for a lag in the feedforward correction
that is greater than the lag in the disturbance. An enhanced PID could help prevent
oscillations from improper feedforward timing and eliminate limit cycles from mea-
surement and valve threshold sensitivity and resolution limits and backlash. Since
the rate of change of temperature is extremely slow, the signal-to-noise ratio could
be improved by the use of wireless measurements with a default update rate chosen
to be slow enough to insure the change in signal is more reflective of a change in
true temperature than resolution limits or noise. The use of portable wireless integral
mounted temperature transmitters would also help finding the optimum temperature
control point. Similarly, portable wireless integral mounted pressure transmitters
would enable finding the trays that are flooding as column rates as pushed. As in
the reactor feed maximization, valve position controllers for each limiting valve ca-
pacity could be used as override controllers whose largest output is used to push the
column feed rate higher.

“Ratio” blocks are used to multiply the feed flow by the desired ratio. The “Ratio”
block also has the actual ratio. The feedback correction by the temperature or level
PID is done by a “Bias/Gain” block that acts a feedforward summer. The desired
and actual ratio are displayed for the operator. For startup until column temperature
and traffic has reached the normal operating range, the temperature PID is put in
manual and the operator sets the desired ratio for pure flow ratio control.
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14.3.5 Evaporators

In an evaporator, often a pressure PID manipulates the vapor flow out the top and
a level controller manipulates the liquid discharge flow out the bottom. The steam
flow sets the evaporation rate. The concentration of the product can be controlled
by the use of a Coriolis meter to measure product density in a recirculation line
or in the discharge line if there is always a discharge flow. The product density
controller manipulates the steam flow. A “Ratio” block can be used to multiply the
steam flow by the desired ratio of steam to feed flow. If a Coriolis meter is also
used on the feed flow, the desired ratio of steam to feed flow can be computed
from the actual feed density and the desired product density. The product density
controller adds a feedforward correction to the output of the ratio block by means
of a “Bias/Gain” block. For startup until evaporator temperature and vapor flow
has reached the normal operating range, the density PID is put in manual and the
operator sets the desired steam to feed ratio for pure flow ratio control.

14.3.6 Neutralizers

The pH control of neutralizers can be particularly challenging due to the extreme
nonlinearity and sensitivity of the pH measurement as a result of the exponential re-
lationship between pH and hydrogen ion activity. The changes in controller gain and
the rangeability and threshold sensitivity of the final element needed are extraordi-
nary. PID gain changes of 1000 to 1 and a final element rangeability requirement
of 10,000 to 1 are possible with strong acid and base systems. The precision of the
final element may determine the number of neutralization stages necessary to keep
waste streams in compliance with environmental regulations. The limit cycle ampli-
tude from threshold sensitivity and resolution limits can be extremely large due to
amplification by the steep slope of the titration curve. The 7 pH value for a broken
electrode or wire and the failure to last value of a coated electrode are insidious [7].

Signal linearization, adaptive tuning, split range control, valve position control
(VPC), and the enhanced PID are solutions to be considered. Signal linearization
can translate the controlled variable from pH to reagent demand per the titration
curve. Adaptive tuning can correct for changes in the titration curve and process
dynamics. Split ranged control can enable neutralization with both acids and bases.
A VPC can adjust a large (coarse) valve to keep a small (fine) valve in a good throt-
tle range for pH control. A VPC can also maximize the use of waste and low cost
reagents. Portable wireless pH transmitters can optimize the control location and
eliminate spikes from EMI. Finally, the enhanced PID can eliminate oscillations
from split range point discontinuities and from valve backlash, threshold sensitiv-
ity, and resolution, reduce interactions between the small and large valves, prevent
overreaction to pH electrode failures, and extend wireless battery life [21, 24, 28].
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14.4 Conclusion

The PID has been the predominant method of feedback and feedforward control for
the process industry since the inception of automation systems. The PID provides a
consistent and convenient interface for the operator. The algorithm is optimal for un-
measured disturbances and unknown dynamics, the common case in manufacturing.
Intelligence can be added to expand the capability through adaptive tuning, deadtime
compensation, feedforward control, signal linearization, and smart bang-bang logic.
Key capabilities, such as the “dynamic reset limit”, “measurement threshold sensi-
tivity setting”, and an enhanced PID developed for wireless, can eliminate oscilla-
tions and improve efficiency (reduce raw materials, utilities, and waste), flexibility,
operability, maintainability, profitability, and safety, that determines compliance and
competitiveness. The innovative use of the developing and expanding capability of
the PID is the key to sustainable manufacturing.
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Chapter 15
Fractional-Order PID

Blas M. Vinagre and Concepción A. Monje

15.1 Introduction

It is usual in undergraduate courses of feedback control to introduce the basic con-
trol actions and their effects on the controlled system behavior in the frequency
domain. Thus, we know that these actions are the proportional, the derivative, and
the integral ones, and their main effects on the controlled system behavior are [1]:

• To increase the speed of the response and to decrease the steady-state error and
relative stability for the proportional action;

• To increase the relative stability and the sensitivity to noise for the derivative
action;

• To eliminate the steady-state error and to decrease the relative stability for the
integral action.

The positive effects of the derivative action (increase of the relative stability) can
be observed in the frequency domain by introducing the π/2 phase lead, and the
negative ones (increase of the sensitivity to high-frequency noise) by increasing the
gain with a slope of 20 dB/dec. For the integral action, the positive effects (elimi-
nation of steady-state errors) can be deduced by the infinite gain at zero frequency
(integral effect), and the negative ones (decrease of the relative stability) by the π/2
phase lag introduced. Considering this, it is quite natural to conclude that, by intro-
ducing more general control actions of the form sα,1/sα,α ∈R

+, we could achieve
more satisfactory compromises between their positive and negative effects, and we
could develop more powerful and flexible design methods to satisfy the controlled
system specifications by combining these actions.
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These generalized operators, arising in a quite natural way in the frequency do-
main, lead us to the definition of the differential and integral operators of arbitrary
order, which are the fundamental operators of the Fractional Calculus (FC), a gen-
eralization of the classical calculus to orders of integration and differentiation not
necessarily integer. The use of this mathematical tool in different techniques and
methodologies of feedback control, the Fractional-order Control (FOC), has re-
ceived growing attention in the last decades, and the application of the fractional-
order operators to the PID algorithm gives us the Fractional-order PID (FoPID),
one of the subjects deserving more interest in FOC.

In this chapter, after introducing the fundamental definitions of the FC, the FoPID
will be studied in both the frequency and the time domains, and the structures, tuning
rules, and ways for its implementation will be revised and commented, as well as
their practical applications.

15.2 Fractional Calculus and Fractional-Order Systems

15.2.1 Brief Historical Overview of Fractional Calculus

Students of mathematics, sciences, and engineering know the differential operators
d/dx, d2/dx2, etc., but probably few of them ponder over whether it is necessary
for the order of differentiation to be an integer. Why not take a rational, fractional,
irrational, or even a complex number? At the very beginning of integral and differ-
ential calculus, in a letter to L’Hôpital in 1695, Leibniz himself raised the question
for a non-integer-order derivative, and this question was the origin of an ongoing
topic for more than 300 years which now is known as Fractional Calculus, a gener-
alization of ordinary differentiation and integration to arbitrary (non-integer) order.

The earliest theoretical contributions to the field were made by Euler and La-
grange in the eighteenth century, and the first systematic studies seem to have been
made at the beginning and middle of the nineteenth century by Liouville, Riemann,
and Holmgren. It was Liouville who expanded functions in series of exponentials
and defined the nth-order derivative of such a series by operating term-by-term as
if n were a positive integer. Riemann proposed a different definition that involved
a definite integral and was applicable to power series with non-integer exponents.
Grünwald and Krug were the first to unify the results from Liouville and Riemann.
Grünwald did it by returning to the original sources and adopting as a starting
point the definition of a derivative as the limit of a difference quotient and arriv-
ing at definite-integral formulas for the nth-order derivative. Krug, working through
Cauchy’s integral formula for ordinary derivatives, showed that Riemann’s definite
integral had to be interpreted as having a finite lower limit, while Liouville’s defini-
tion corresponded to a lower limit of −∞.

The first application of FC was made by Abel in 1823. He discovered that the
solution of the integral equation for the tautochrone problem could be obtained via
an integral in the form of a derivative of order 1/2. Later in the nineteenth century,
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important stimuli to the use of FC were provided by Boole’s development of sym-
bolic methods for solving linear differential equations with constant coefficients, or
the operational calculus of Heaviside developed to solve certain problems in electro-
magnetic theory, such as transmission lines. In the twentieth century, contributions
have been made to both the theory and the applications of FC by very well known
scientists such as Weyl and Hardy (properties of differintegrals), Erdély (integral
equations), Riesz (functions of more than one variable), Scott Blair (rheology), or
Oldham and Spanier (electrochemistry and general transport problems).

In the closing decades of the last century, there was a continuing growth of the
applications of FC mainly promoted by the engineering applications in the fields of
feedback control, systems theory, and signals processing.

The interested reader can find good surveys of the history of FC in [30, 47, 53].

15.2.2 Fractional-Order Operators: Definitions and Properties

In the literature, there are several definitions for fractional integrals and derivatives
(see [61]). Among them, the most important ones for the purpose of this chapter are
presented next.

For any α ∈R
+, Riemann–Liouville’s definition of the fractional-order integral,

that can be seen as a natural consequence of Cauchy’s formula for repeated integrals,
can be expressed as

I α
c f (t)�

1

 (α)

∫ t

c

(t − τ)α−1f (τ) dτ, t > c, α ∈R
+. (15.1)

When we deal with dynamic systems, it is usual that f (t) is a causal function
of t , and so, in what follows, the definition of the fractional-order integral to be used
will consider 0 as the lower limit of the integral.

The definition in (15.1) cannot be used for the fractional-order derivative by di-
rect substitution of α by −α because we have to proceed carefully in order to guar-
antee the convergence of the integrals involved in the definition and to preserve the
properties of the ordinary derivative of integer order. After some subtle mathemat-
ical considerations, and introducing the positive integer m so that m− 1 < α < m,
Riemann–Liouville’s definition of the fractional-order derivative of order α ∈ R

+
has the following form:

RDαf (t)� DmI m−αf (t)= dm

dtm

[
1

 (m− α)
∫ t

0

f (τ)

(t − τ)α−m+1
dτ

]
, (15.2)

where m− 1< α <m, m ∈N.
An alternative definition of the fractional-order derivative was introduced by Ca-

puto as

CDαf (t)� I m−αDmf (t)= 1

 (m− α)
∫ t

0

f (m)(τ )

(t − τ)α−m+1
dτ, (15.3)
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where m− 1< α <m, m ∈N.
There are the following relations between these two definitions in (15.2) and

(15.3):

RDαf (t)= CDαf (t)+
m−1∑
k=0

tk−α

 (k − α + 1)
f (k)

(
0+
)
, (15.4)

RDα

(
f (t)−

m−1∑
k=0

f (k)
(
0+
) tk
k!

)
= CDαf (t). (15.5)

Due to its importance in applications, we will consider here Grünwald–
Letnikov’s definition, based on the generalization of the backward difference. This
definition has the form

Dαf (t)|t=kh = lim
h→0

1

hα

k∑
j=0

(−1)j
(
α

j

)
f (kh− jh). (15.6)

The Laplace integral transform is a fundamental tool in systems and control engi-
neering. For this reason, we will give the equivalents of the defined fractional-order
operators in the Laplace domain. These equivalents are:

L
[
I αf (t)

]= s−αF (s), (15.7)

L
[
RDαf (t)

]= sαF (s)−
m−1∑
k=0

sk
[
RDα−k−1f (t)

]
t=0, (15.8)

L
[
CDαf (t)

]= sαF (s)−
m−1∑
k=0

sα−k−1f (k)(0). (15.9)

15.2.3 Fractional-Order Systems

15.2.3.1 Models

Based on the operators introduced previously, the equations for a continuous-time
dynamic system of fractional order can be written as follows:

H
(
Dα0α1α2···αm)(y1, y2, . . . , yl)=G

(
Dβ0β1β2···βn(u1, u2, . . . , uk)

)
, (15.10)

where yi, ui are functions of time and H(·),G(·) are the combination laws of the
fractional-order derivative operator. For the linear time-invariant single-variable
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case, the following equation would be obtained:

anD
αny(t)+ an−1D

αn−1y(t)+ · · · + a0D
α0y(t)

= bmDβmu(t)+ bm−1D
βm−1u(t)+ · · · + b0D

β0u(t). (15.11)

If in the previous equation all the orders of derivation are integer multiples of a
base order α, that is, αk = kα,βk = kα, α ∈R

+, the system will be of commensurate
order, and (15.11) becomes

n∑
k=0

akD
kαy(t)=

m∑
k=0

bkD
kαu(t). (15.12)

If in (15.12) α = 1/q , q ∈ Z
+, the system will be of rational order.

In the case of discrete-time systems (or discrete equivalents of continuous-time
systems), we can obtain models of the form

anΔ
αn
h y(t)+ an−1Δ

αn−1
h y(t)+ · · · + a0Δ

α0
h y(t)

= bmΔβm
h u(t)+ bm−1Δ

βm−1
h u(t)+ · · · + b0Δ

β0
h u(t), (15.13)

where Δγ

h denotes the difference operator with step size h and order γ .
Applying the Laplace transform to (15.11) with zero initial conditions, or the Z

transform to (15.13), the input–output representations of the fractional-order sys-
tems can be obtained. In the case of continuous models, a fractional-order system
will be given by a transfer function of the form

G(s)= Y(s)

U(s)
= bms

βm + bm−1s
βm−1 + · · · + b0s

β0

ansαn + an−1sαn−1 + · · · + a0sα0
. (15.14)

In the case of discrete-time systems, the discrete-time transfer function will be of
the form

G
(
z−1)= bm(ω(z

−1))βm + bm−1(ω(z
−1))βm−1 + · · · + b0(ω(z

−1))β0

an(ω(z−1))αn + an−1(ω(z−1))αn−1 + · · · + a0(ω(z−1))α0
, (15.15)

where (ω(z−1)) is the Z transform of the operator Δ1
h, or, in other words, the dis-

crete equivalent of the Laplace operator, s.
As can be seen in the previous equations, a fractional-order system has an

irrational-order transfer function in the Laplace domain or a discrete transfer func-
tion of unlimited order in the Z domain, since only in the case of αk ∈ Z, there
will be a limited number of coefficients (−1)l

(
αk
l

)
different from zero. Because of

this, it can be said that a fractional-order system has an unlimited memory or is
infinite-dimensional, and obviously the systems of integer order are just particular
cases.
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In the case of a commensurate-order system, the continuous-time transfer func-
tion is given by

G(s)=
∑m

k=0 bk(s
α)k∑n

k=0 ak(s
α)k

. (15.16)

15.2.3.2 Dynamic Behavior and Stability

In general, the study of the stability of fractional-order systems can be carried out
by studying the solutions of the differential equations that characterize them. An
alternative way is the study of the transfer function of the system (15.14). To carry
out this study, it is necessary to remember that a function of the type

ans
αn + an−1s

αn−1 + · · · + a0s
α0 , (15.17)

with αi ∈ R
+, is a multi-valued function of the complex variable s whose domain

can be seen as a Riemann surface [25, 82] of a number of sheets which is finite only
in the case of ∀i, αi ∈Q

+, the principal sheet being defined by −π < arg(s) < π .
In the case of αi ∈Q

+, that is, α = 1/q , q being a positive integer, the q sheets of
the Riemann surface are determined by

s = |s|ejφ, (2k+ 1)π < φ < (2k + 3)π, k =−1,0, . . . , q − 2. (15.18)

Correspondingly, the case of k = −1 is the principal sheet. For the mapping
w = sα , these sheets become the regions of the plane w defined by

w = |w|ejθ , α(2k + 1)π < θ < α(2k + 3)π. (15.19)

This mapping is illustrated in Figs. 15.1 and 15.2 for the case of w = s1/3. Fig-
ure 15.1 represents the Riemann surface that corresponds to the transformation in-
troduced above, and Fig. 15.2 represents the regions of the complex plane w that
correspond to each sheet of the Riemann surface. These three sheets correspond to

k =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
−1, −π < arg(s) < π (the principal sheet),

0, π < arg(s) < 3π (sheet 2),

1 (= 3− 2), 3π < arg(s) < 5π (sheet 3).

Thus, an equation of the type

ans
αn + an−1s

αn−1 + · · · + a0s
α0 = 0, (15.20)

which in general is not a polynomial, will have an infinite number of roots, among
which only a finite number of them will be on the principal sheet of the Riemann
surface. It can be said that the roots which are in the secondary sheets are related
to time domain solutions (or responses) that are always monotonically decreasing
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Fig. 15.1 Riemann surface
for w = s1/3

Fig. 15.2 w-plane regions
corresponding to the
Riemann surface for w = s1/3

functions (they go to zero without oscillations when t →∞), and only the roots
in the principal sheet are responsible for a different dynamics: damped oscillation,
oscillation of constant amplitude, or oscillation of increasing amplitude with mono-
tonic growth.

In general, it can be said that a fractional-order system, with an irrational-order
transfer function G(s)= P(s)/Q(s), is bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) sta-
ble if and only if the following condition is fulfilled (see [46] for more details):

∃M,
∣∣G(s)∣∣≤M, ∀s �(s)≥ 0. (15.21)

The previous condition is satisfied if all the roots of Q(s)= 0 in the principal Rie-
mann sheet, not being roots of P(s) = 0, have negative real parts. For the case of
commensurate-order systems, whose characteristic equation is a polynomial of the
complex variable λ= sα , the stability condition is expressed as

∣∣arg(λi)
∣∣> α

π

2
, (15.22)
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Fig. 15.3 Block diagram of a closed-loop system with fractional-order control actions

where λi are the roots of the characteristic polynomial in λ. For the particular case
of α = 1, the well known stability condition for linear time-invariant systems of
integer order is recovered:

∣∣arg(λi)
∣∣> π

2
, ∀λi�Q(λi)= 0. (15.23)

Nowadays we can find interesting studies on the stability of fractional-order sys-
tems. There are even some attempts to develop polynomial techniques, either Routh
or Jury type, to analyze their stability. Of course, we can always use the geometric
techniques of complex analysis based on Cauchy’s argument principle, since they
inform us about the number of singularities of the function within a rectifiable curve
by observing the evolution of the function argument through this curve. For more
details about the stability of fractional-order systems, see [12, 31, 37, 46, 58, 79].

15.3 Fractional-Order Control

15.3.1 Generalized Fractional-Order Control Actions

Starting from the block diagram of Fig. 15.3 (see, e.g., [2, 10]), the effects of the
generalized basic control actions of type Ksμ for μ ∈ [−1,1] will be described
in this section. The basic control actions traditionally considered will be particular
cases of this general case, in which μ = 0 for the proportional action, μ= −1 for
the integral action, and μ= 1 for the derivative action.

As is known, the main effects of the integral action are those that make the system
slower, decrease its relative stability, and eliminate the steady-state error for inputs
for which the system has a finite error.

These effects can be observed in different domains. In the time domain, the ef-
fects on the transient response consist of the decrease of the rise time and the in-
crease of the settling time and the overshoot. In the complex plane, the effects of the
integral action consist of a displacement of the root locus of the system towards the
right half-plane. Finally, in the frequency domain, these effects consist of an increase
of −20 dB/dec in the slopes of the magnitude curves and a decrease of π/2 rad in
the phase plots. In the case of a fractional-order integral, that is, μ ∈ (−1,0), the se-
lection of the value of μ needs consideration of the effects mentioned above. In the
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Fig. 15.4 Integral control
action for a square error
signal and
μ= 0,−0.2,−0.5,−1

time domain, the effects of the control action can be studied considering the effects
of this action on a squared error signal. If the error signal has the form

e(t)=
N∑
k=0

(−1)ku0(t − kT ), k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N, (15.24)

where u0(t) is the unit step, its Laplace transform is

E(s)=
N∑
k=0

(−1)k
e−kT s

s
. (15.25)

Thus, the control action, as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 15.3, will be given
by

u(t)=L −1{U(s)}=L −1

{
K

N∑
k=0

(−1)k
e−kT s

s1−μ

}

=K
N∑
k=0

(−1)k

 (1−μ)(t − kT )
−μu0(t − kT ). (15.26)

Figure 15.4 shows the function u(t) for the values μ= 0,−0.2,−0.5,−1; T =
30; N = 4. As can be observed, the effects of the control action on the error signal
vary between the effects of a proportional action (μ = 0, square signal) and an
integral action (μ = −1, straight lines curve). For intermediate values of μ, the
control action increases for a constant error, which results in the elimination of the
steady-state error, and decreases when the error is zero, resulting in a more stable
system.

In the complex plane, the root locus of the system with the control action is
governed by

1+KsμG(s)= 0, (15.27)
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or by the following equivalent conditions for the magnitude and phase:

|K| = 1

|sμ||G(s)| , (15.28)

arg
[
sμG(s)

]= (2n+ 1)π, l = 0,±1,±2, . . . . (15.29)

Taking into account that

s = |s|ejφ =⇒ sμ = |s|μejμφ, (15.30)

the conditions of magnitude and phase can be expressed by

|K| = 1

|s|μ|G(s)| , (15.31)

arg
[
sμG(s)

]= arg
[
G(s)

]+μφ = (2n+ 1)π, l = 0,±1,±2, . . . . (15.32)

The selection of the value of μ ∈ (−1,0) affects the displacement of the root locus
towards the right half-plane and the values of K to reach the magnitude condition.
In the frequency domain, the magnitude curve is given by

20 log
∣∣sμG(s)∣∣

s=jω = 20 log
∣∣G(jω)∣∣+ 20μ logω, (15.33)

and the phase one by

arg
[
sμG(s)

]
s=jω = arg

[
G(s)

]+μπ
2
. (15.34)

By continuously varying the value of μ between −1 and 0, it is possible to intro-
duce a constant increment in the slopes of the magnitude curve that varies between
−20 dB/dec and 0 dB/dec, and to introduce a constant lag in the phase plot that
varies between −π/2 rad and 0 rad.

Regarding the derivative action, it is known that it increases the stability of the
system and tends to emphasize the effects of noise at high frequencies. In the time
domain, a decrease in the overshoot and the settling time is observed. In the complex
plane, the derivative action produces a displacement of the root locus of the system
towards the left half-plane. In the frequency domain, this action produces a constant
phase lead of π/2 rad and an increase of 20 dB/dec in the slopes of the magnitude
curves. Following a procedure similar to that for the integral action, it is easy to
prove that all these effects can be weighted by the selection of the order of the
derivative action, that is, by selecting μ ∈ (0,1). In the time domain, the effects of
the derivative control action can be studied considering the effects of this action on
a trapezoidal error signal given by

e(t)= t u0(t)− t (t −T ) u0(t −T )− t (t −2T ) u0(t −2T )+ t (t −3T ) u0(t −3T ),
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Fig. 15.5 Derivative control
action for a trapezoidal error
signal and μ= 0,0.2,0.5,1

whose Laplace transfer function is

E(s)= 1

s2
− e−T s

s2
− e−2T s

s2
+ e−3T s

s2
. (15.35)

Therefore, and according to Fig. 15.3, the control action will be given by

u(t) =L −1{U(s)}=L −1
{
K

(
1

s2−μ −
e−T s

s2−μ −
e−2T s

s2−μ +
e−3T s

s2−μ

)}

= K

 (2−μ)
{
t1−μu0(t)− (t − T )1−μu0(t − T )

− (t − 2T )1−μu0(t − 2T )+ (t − T )1−μu0(t − 3T )
}
. (15.36)

The effects of the control action on the error signal are shown in Fig. 15.5 and
vary between the effects of a proportional action (μ = 0, trapezoidal signal) and a
derivative action (μ = 1, square signal). For intermediate values of μ, the control
action corresponds to intermediate curves. It must be noted that the derivative action
is not zero for a constant error and the growth of the control signal is more damped
when a variation in the error signal occurs, which implies a better attenuation of
high-frequency noise signals.

In the frequency domain, the magnitude curve is given by (15.33) and the phase
plot by (15.34). As can be observed, by varying the value of μ between 0 and 1, it
is possible to introduce a constant increment in the slopes of the magnitude curve
that varies between 0 dB/dec and 20 dB/dec, and to introduce a constant delay in
the phase plot that varies between 0 rad and π/2 rad.

15.3.2 State-of-the-Art in FOC

Maybe the first sign of the potential of FOC, though without using the term “frac-
tional,” emerged with Bode (see [7, 8]). A key problem in the design of a feedback
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amplifier was to devise a feedback loop so that the performance of the closed loop
was invariant to changes in the amplifier gain. Bode presented an elegant solution
to this robust design problem, which he called the ideal cutoff characteristic, nowa-
days known as Bode’s ideal loop transfer function, whose Nyquist plot is a straight
line through the origin, giving a phase margin invariant to gain changes. Clearly,
this ideal system is, from our point of view, a fractional-order integrator with trans-
fer function G(s)= (ωcg/s)

α , known as Bode’s ideal transfer function, where ωcg
is the gain crossover frequency and the constant phase margin is ϕm = π − απ/2.
This frequency characteristic is very interesting in terms of robustness of the system
to parameter changes or uncertainties, and several design methods have made use
of it. In fact, the fractional-order integrator can be used as an alternative reference
system for control [80].

This first step towards the application of FC in control led to the adaptation of
the FC concepts to frequency-based methods. The frequency response and the tran-
sient response of the non-integer-order integral (in fact, Bode’s loop ideal transfer
function) and its application to control systems were introduced by Manabe [45],
and more recently in [4].

In the 1980s and 1990s, Oustaloup and Podlubny presented important studies on
FOC strategies, which established the effective starting point of FC in automatic
control applications. In particular, Oustaloup [54] proposed the CRONE (French
abbreviation for Commande Robuste d’Odre Non Entier, meaning Non-integer Or-
der Robust Control) method for the control of dynamic systems, having now three
generations of CRONE controllers (see [35]). With respect to Podlubny’s work, he
introduced the generalization of the traditional PID controller to non-integer orders,
namely the PIλDμ controller, where λ and μ are the orders of the integrator and
differentiator, respectively [62]. Podlubny also demonstrated the better response of
these kinds of controllers in comparison with the classical ones, especially to control
fractional-order systems.

During the last decades, further research activities to define new effective tun-
ing methods for fractional order controllers have been proposed in the literature as
an extension of the classical control theory, mainly for traditional PID controllers
due to their widespread industrial use. A classification of these tuning techniques
is presented in [77]. These tuning methods are mainly based on techniques in the
frequency domain but also on optimizing certain performance indices or provid-
ing the controlled system with extra specifications given by the additional tuning
parameters of fractional order controllers with respect to classical ones.

FC also extends to other kinds of control strategies different from PID ones. For
instance, a robust sliding-mode control is developed for a coupled tank [26], an in-
verted pendulum [27], and a DC-DC buck converter [32]; in [65, 66] fractional order
generalized predictive controllers are designed to control the velocity and position of
a servomotor; fuzzy fractional and adaptive PID controllers are investigated in [3]
and [28], respectively; tuning methods for the synthesis of robust fractional-order
controllers based on Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT) are proposed in [14, 33],
and [15, 75] and [59] propose the design of fractional order controllers by mini-
mizing H2 and H∞ norms; fractional gain scheduled controllers are suggested to
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control irrigation canals with variable transport delay and time constant [36]. Fur-
thermore, the potential of the applications of variable-order fractional controllers
are discussed in [69] and [78], referring to physical experimental and simulation
studies, respectively, and in [71], focusing on the compensation of the effects of
time-varying network delays.

The range of applications of FOC is wide: car active suspensions, electrical cir-
cuits, hydraulic actuators, autonomous vehicles, flexible manipulators, rigid robots,
irrigation canals, servomotors, and so on. Refer to [49] and [23] for a comprehensive
and current review of FOC and its applications, as well as for information on how
to simulate fractional order systems and controllers with MATLAB and realization
techniques.

Although the range of design techniques and applications presented here is quite
far from aiming at completeness, it is clear that a renewed interest has been devoted
to FOC, becoming an important research topic. As a matter of fact, it is important
to remark that, among the 160 papers presented in the 4th IFAC Workshop on Frac-
tional Differentiation and Its Applications (FDA’10), held in October 2010, more
than 40 were in the area of FOC (see [64]).

15.4 The Fractional-Order PID Controller

15.4.1 Definitions and Characteristics

This section introduces a more generalized structure for the classical integer-order
PID controller, keeping the simplicity of its formulation and making use of the gen-
eralized derivative and integral control actions described above. In order to show the
characteristics and possibilities of the application of the so-called fractional-order
PID controller (FoPID), a comparison with the standard PID will be given in the
frequency domain.

The classical PID controller can be considered as a particular form of lead–lag
compensation in the frequency domain. Its transfer function can be expressed as

C(s)= U(s)

E(s)
=Kp + Ki

s
+Kds, (15.37)

or

C(s)= k (s/ωc)
2 + 2δcs/ωc + 1

s
, (15.38)

with ωc =√Ki/Kd , δ =Kp/(2
√
KiKp ), k =Ki . Another form can be

C(s)= k (s + a)(s + b)
s

. (15.39)

Therefore, the contributions of the controller depend on one of the following:
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Fig. 15.6 Frequency
response of the classical PID
controller with
Kp =Ki =Kd = 1

Fig. 15.7 Frequency
response of the classical PID
controller with Kp = 1,
Ki = 0.5, Kd = 1

• Gains Kp , Ki , Kd .
• Gain k and parameters ωc, δc.
• Gain k and location of zeros a and b.

In the frequency response of the controller, the selection of these gains or pa-
rameters is equivalent to the selection of the position, smoothness, and minimum
value of the magnitude curve and the slope of the phase plot of the controller at
the frequency of this minimum. However, at high and low frequencies the values
of the slopes of the magnitude curve and the values of the contributions in phase
are fixed. This is illustrated in Fig. 15.6 for Kp = Ki = Kd = 1 and Fig. 15.7 for
Kp = 1, Ki = 0.5, Kd = 1. Comparing these two figures, it is observed that both
the value and position of the magnitude minima and the inflection point of the phase
plot are modified by the value of Ki , whilst the slopes of the magnitude curves and
the asymptotic values of the phase plots remain the same.

In 1994, a patent [41] proposed a new three term controller, the TID controller,
in which the proportional term of the PID was replaced by a “tilt” term with transfer

function of the form s
1
n . The argument of the author for introducing this new term in

the place of the proportional one was that the resulting transfer function of the con-
troller approximated more closely an optimal transfer function denoted as Bode’s
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Fig. 15.8 Frequency
response of the FoPID
controller with k = 1, ωf = 1,
δf = 1, and λ= μ= 0.5

ideal compared to the conventional PID, and this fact allowed for simpler tuning,
better disturbance rejection, and better robustness to plant variations. Though it can
be considered as a seminal work, this controller has received little attention. Thus,
we will concentrate on the FoPID controller.

The integro-differential equation defining the control action of a FoPID controller
is given by

u(t)=Kpe(t)+KiD
−λe(t)+KdD

μe(t). (15.40)

Applying Laplace transform to this equation with null initial conditions, the
transfer function of the controller can be expressed by

Cf (s)=Kp + Ki

sλ
+Kds

μ = k (s/ωf )
λ+μ + sδf sλ/ωf + 1

sλ
. (15.41)

Figure 15.8 shows the frequency response of this controller for k = 1, ωf = 1,
δf = 1, and λ= μ= 0.5.

As can be observed, this fractional-order controller allows us to select both the
slope of the magnitude curve and the phase contributions at both high and low fre-
quencies.

In a graphical way, the control possibilities using a FoPID controller are shown
in Fig. 15.9, extending the four control points of the classical PID to the range of
control points of the quarter-plane defined by selecting the values of λ and μ (shown
as the shaded area in Fig. 15.9).

15.5 Tuning Methods

15.5.1 Introduction

It is important to realize that there is a very wide range of control problems and,
consequently, also a need for a wide range of design techniques. There are already
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Fig. 15.9 FoPID vs classical PID: from points to plane: (a) integer-order controller and (b) frac-
tional-order controller

many tuning methods available in the literature for fractional PIλDμ controllers of
the form

C(s)=Kp + Ki

sλ
+Kds

μ. (15.42)

Since this kind of controller has five parameters to tune (Kp,Kd,Ki, λ,μ), up
to five design specifications for the controlled system can be met, that is, two more
than in the case of a conventional PID controller, where λ = 1 and μ = 1. It is
essential to study which specifications are more interesting as far as performance
and robustness are concerned, since it is the aim to obtain a controlled system robust
to uncertainties of the plant model, load disturbances, and high-frequency noise. All
these constraints will be taken into account in the tuning technique in order to take
advantage of the introduction of the fractional orders.

During the last decades, further research activities to define new effective tuning
methods for fractional-order controllers have been proposed as an extension of the
classical control theory, mainly for traditional PID controllers due to its widespread
industrial use. Some analytical methods, concerning phase and gain margins, flat
phase, or dominant poles, can be found in [20, 39, 40, 44, 79], as well as some
optimization-based methods in [13, 51] and tuning rules in [5, 6, 19, 76]. Recently,
tuning methods for FoPID controllers based on AI tools such as Adaptive Genetic
Algorithms [16] and Particle Swarm Optimization [83], as well as Fuzzy fractional-
order PID controllers [3], have been proposed.

Here we will concentrate our attention on some methods that were the basis of
many others that have appeared in the literature (see [49, 64, 77] for a review).
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15.5.2 Analytical Methods

15.5.2.1 Phase and Gain Margin-Based Methods

In [79], a method is proposed that sets λ= μ, imposes a specified gain margin ϕm at
a gain crossover frequency ωcg , and a specified gain marginGm at a phase crossover
frequency ωcp . By solving the set of four nonlinear equations

Kp +
(
Ki

ωλcg
+Kdω

λ
cg

)
cos

λπ

2
= cos(−π + ϕm − arg(G(jωcg)))

|G(jωcg)| , (15.43)

(
− Ki

ωλcg
+Kdω

λ
cg

)
sin

λπ

2
= sin(−π + ϕm − arg(G(jωcg)))

|G(jωcg)| , (15.44)

Kp +
(
Ki

ωλcp
+Kdω

λ
cp

)
cos

λπ

2
= cos(π − arg(G(jωcp)))

Gm|G(jωcp)| , (15.45)

(
− Ki

ωλcp
+Kdω

λ
cp

)
sin

λπ

2
= sin(π − arg(G(jωcp)))

Gm|G(jωcp)| , (15.46)

the four parameters of the controller, Kp,Ki,KD,λ, can be obtained.
In [11], the authors propose choosing λ= μ > 1 and specifying a phase margin

ϕm at a crossover frequency ωcg . This allows us to freely choose one of the controller
gains (Kp,Ki , orKd ) and then to determine the other two from the above equations.
In [84], the authors further develop the former set of equations for λ �= μ and plants
of the form

G(s)= 1

a1sα + a2sβ + a3
. (15.47)

In [44], a similar idea is developed, but for fractional PI controllers and first-order
plus integration plants.

A new type of specification was introduced in [20] for fractional PI controllers.
This three-parameters controller is tuned by combining gain and phase margin spec-
ifications with a condition of flat phase around the frequency at which the sensitivity
circle touches the Nyquist curve, that is, the condition

d arg(C(jω)G(jω))

dω
= 0 (15.48)

must be fulfilled.
In [74], the authors show that, by using the Internal Model Control technique,

FoPID controllers can by obtained. For example, if in Fig. 15.10 the plant G(s) is
of the form

G(s)= K

1+ sαT e
−Ls (15.49)

with G∗(s) being an inverse or pseudoinverse of G(s), G′(s) a model for the plant,
and F(s) a filter for reducing the effect of model mismatch and pseudoinversion,
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Fig. 15.10 Block diagram for IMC (top) and equivalent block diagram (bottom)

the resulting controller

C(s)= F(s)G∗(s)
1− F(s)G∗(s)G′(s) , (15.50)

can be reduced to a FoPID.

15.5.3 Optimization-Based Methods

15.5.3.1 F-Migo Algorithm

A method for tuning fractional PI controllers of the form

C(s)=Kp + Ki

sα
(15.51)

can be found in [49] with the objective of optimizing the effects of load disturbance
with a constraint on the maximum load disturbance-to-output sensitivity Ms . It im-
poses maximum values of

Ms = max
0<ω<∞

∣∣S(jω)∣∣, Mp = max
0<ω<∞

∣∣T (jω)∣∣, (15.52)

these functions being the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions de-
fined respectively as

S(s)= 1

1+C(s)G(s) , T (s)= C(s)G(s)

1+C(s)G(s) . (15.53)
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In this case, the optimization problem is to maximize Ki in order to obtain
the controller parameters that guarantee that the closed-loop system is stable and
the Nyquist plot of the loop transfer function lies outside the circle with center at
s =−C and radius R, C and R being defined by

C = Ms −MsMp − 2MsM
2
p +M2

p − 1

2Ms(M2
p − 1)

, (15.54)

R = Ms +Mp − 1

2Ms(M2
p − 1)

. (15.55)

The algorithm can be summarized as follows:

• Let the plant to be controlled, G(s), be stable.
• Choose the fractional order α at which you want to find a controller for the sys-

tem.
• By using a Newton–Raphson technique, solve the equation

h(ω)= 2R

([
C
b

r
+R

][
r ′

r
− α

ω

]
−C

(
b

r

)′)
= 0, (15.56)

where r and b are defined in the expression

G(jω)= a(ω)+ jb(ω)= r(ω)ejφ(ω). (15.57)

• Calculate the controller gains as

Ki =− Rωα

r sinγ
− Cbωα

r2 sinγ
, (15.58)

Kp =R cosγ

sinγ
+ Cb

r2

cosγ

sinγ
− Ca

r2
, (15.59)

where γ = πα/2.
• Check if the values of Ms and Mp are satisfactory and if the loop is stable.
• Repeat the procedure for the next fractional order and compare the results.

15.5.3.2 Monje’s Method

In [51], the objective was to design a fractional-order controller so that the system
fulfills different specifications regarding robustness to plant uncertainties, load dis-
turbances, and high-frequency noise. For that reason, specifications related to phase
margin, sensitivity functions, and robustness constraints are considered in this de-
sign method, due to their important features regarding performance, stability, and
robustness. Of course, other kinds of specifications can be met, depending on the
particular requirements of the system. Therefore, the design problem is formulated
as follows:
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• Phase margin ϕm and gain crossover frequency ωcg specifications. The equa-
tions that define the phase margin and the gain crossover frequency are

∣∣C(jωcg)G(jωcg)∣∣dB = 0 dB, arg
(
C(jωcg)G(jωcg)

)=−π + ϕm.
(15.60)

• Robustness to variations in the gain of the plant. The constraint considered in
this case is [21]:

d arg(F (s))

dω

∣∣∣∣
ω=ωcg

= 0. (15.61)

This condition forces the phase of the open-loop system F(s)= C(s)G(s) to
be flat at ωcg , and so to be almost constant within an interval around ωcg . It means
that the system is more robust to gain changes and the overshoot of the response
is almost constant within a gain range, also known as the iso-damping property
of the time response.

• High-frequency noise rejection. A constraint on the complementary sensitivity
function T (jω) can be established:

∣∣∣∣T (jω)= C(jω)G(jω)

1+C(jω)G(jω)
∣∣∣∣
dB
≤A dB,

∀ω ≥ ωt rad/s⇒ ∣∣T (jωt )∣∣dB =A dB, (15.62)

with A the desired noise attenuation for frequencies ω ≥ ωt rad/s.
• To ensure a good output disturbance rejection. A constraint on the sensitivity

function S(jω) can be defined:
∣∣∣∣S(jω)= 1

1+C(jω)G(jω)
∣∣∣∣
dB
≤ B dB,

∀ω ≤ ωs rad/s⇒ ∣∣S(jωs)∣∣dB = B dB, (15.63)

with B the desired value of the sensitivity function for frequencies ω ≤ ωs rad/s
(desired frequency range).

• Steady-state error cancellation. Properly implemented, a fractional-order inte-
grator of order k + α, k ∈ N, 0< α < 1, is, for steady-state error cancellation, as
efficient as an integer-order integrator of order k + 1 [2].

The design problem is based on solving the system of five nonlinear equations
(given by the corresponding design specifications) and five unknown parameters
Kp , Kd , Ki , λ, μ. However, the complexity of this set of nonlinear equations is very
significant, specially when fractional orders of the Laplace variable s are introduced,
and finding the solution is not trivial. In fact, a nonlinear optimization problem must
be solved, in which the best solution of a constrained nonlinear equation has to be
found. MATLAB optimization toolbox has been used in this work to reach the best
solution out with the minimum error. The function used for this purpose is called
fmincon(), which finds the constrained minimum of a function of several vari-
ables. It solves problems of the form minx f (x) subject to C(x) ≤ 0, Ceq(x)= 0,
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xm ≤ x ≤ xM , where f (x) is the function to minimize; C(x) and Ceq(x) represent
the nonlinear inequalities and equalities, respectively (nonlinear constraints); x is
the minimum sought; xm and xM define a set of lower and upper bounds on the
design variables x.

In this particular case, the specification in (15.60) referring to the magnitude of
the open-loop system is taken as the main function to minimize, and the rest of
specifications (15.60)–(15.63) are taken as constraints for the minimization, all of
them subject to the optimization parameters defined within the function fmincon.
The success of this design method depends mainly on the initial starting values
(initial conditions) considered for the parameters of the controller.

15.5.4 Tuning Rules

The use of tuning rules based on the previous knowledge of the plant transfer func-
tion parameters is a very common design method for PID controllers since the pub-
lication of the seminal paper by Ziegler and Nichols [85]. In the case of FoPID
controllers, several researcher have contributed to this area.

Following the reaction curve method for plants with S-shaped step response with
transfer function of the form

G(s)= Ke−Ls

1+ sT , (15.64)

in [74, 76] the authors propose several sets of tuning rules conceived from FoPIDs
tuned as in [50] for obtaining specifications on minimum order (for reference track-
ing), phase and gain crossover frequencies, phase and gain margins, phase flat-
ness, high frequency noise rejection, and low frequency output disturbance rejec-
tion. With these rules, the gains and orders of the controllers are obtained by using
polynomials depending on the plant parameters (K,L,T ) as

Kp = a0 + a1L+ b1

(
T

K

)
+ a2L

2 + b2

(
T

K

)2

+ c1

(
T L

K

)
. (15.65)

From the results of a numerical optimization method, in [19] tuning rules are
proposed for fractional PI controllers obtaining the controller gains and orders as
functions of the plant parameters. Also for fractional PIs, alternative rules are pro-
posed in [5] starting from a similar numerical method.

Following the ultimate cycle Ziegler–Nichols method, in [76] three sets of tun-
ing rules are proposed. Two of them are for achieving the specifications mentioned
above (see [50, 51]), and the third one is specific for plants with integration.
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15.5.5 Auto-tuning

As is known, there is a wide variety of auto-tuning methods for traditional PID
controllers. Some of them aim in some way at tuning the robustness of the controlled
system [70], for example, forcing the phase of the open-loop system to be flat around
the gain crossover frequency so that the system is robust to gain variations [21, 22].
However, the complexity of the equations relating the parameters of the controller
increases when some kinds of robustness constraints are required for the controlled
system. The implementation of these types of auto-tuning methods for industrial
purposes will be really complex since, in general, industrial devices, such as a PLC,
cannot solve sets of complex nonlinear equations.

For that reason, an auto-tuning method for fractional-order PIλDμ controllers
based on the relay test was proposed in [48, 51], that allows the fulfillment of robust-
ness constraints for the controlled system by simple relations among the parameters
of the controller, simplifying the later implementation process.

The final aim is to find a method out to auto-tune a fractional-order PIλDμ con-
troller formulated as

C(s)=Kcx
μ

(
λ1s + 1

s

)λ(
λ2s + 1

xλ2s + 1

)μ
. (15.66)

The parameters of this controller can be related to those of the standard PIλDμ

controller given by

Cstd(s)=Kp

(
1+ 1

Tis

)λ(
1+ Tds

1+ Tds/N
)μ

(15.67)

by carrying out some calculations in (15.67), obtaining the following transfer func-
tion:

Cstd(s)= Kp

(Ti)λ

(
Tis + 1

s

)λ(
Td(1+ 1/N)s + 1

1+ Tds/N
)μ
. (15.68)

Comparing (15.66) and (15.67), the relations obtained are Ti = λ1, Kp =
k′(λ1)

−λ, N = (1− x)/x and Td = λ2(1− x).
As can be observed, this controller has two different parts given by the following

equations:

PIλ(s)=
(
λ1s + 1

s

)λ
, (15.69)

PDμ(s)=Kcx
μ

(
λ2s + 1

xλ2s + 1

)μ
. (15.70)

Equation (15.69) corresponds to a fractional-order PIλ controller and (15.70) to
a fractional-order lead compensator that can be identified as a PDμ controller plus a
noise filter. In this method, the fractional-order PIλ controller will be used to cancel
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the slope of the phase of the plant at the gain crossover frequency ωcg . This way, a
flat phase around the frequency of interest is ensured. Once the slope is canceled, the
PDμ controller will be designed to fulfill the design specifications of gain crossover
frequency ωcg and phase margin ϕm, following a robustness criterion based on the
flatness of the phase curve of this compensator. This way, the resulting phase of the
open-loop system will be the flattest possible, ensuring the maximum robustness to
plant gain variations.

15.6 Implementation Methods and Computational Tools

15.6.1 Implementation Methods

Once the PID controllers have been tuned, the final step for applying them is to find
suitable methods for implementing the fractional order operators. These methods
have to fulfill several requirements; among them are approximation techniques for
obtaining causal, stable, and minimum phase integer-order approximations of the
operators in continuous or discrete domains; selection of the adequate frequency
range for the approximations; algorithms that take into account issues such as com-
puter memory requirements, computational load, complexity of devices, and others.
Furthermore, for the particular case of the fractional integral operator, it is a usual
requirement to preserve the integral effect for low frequencies.

The reader can find many methods in the literature for implementing fractional-
order operators, both in the continuous and discrete domains. In the continuous
domain, the techniques are mainly based on obtaining a rational approximation for
the operator sα,−1< α < 1 (there is no sense in approximating abs(α) > 1, because
the integer part can be implemented without approximation), and can be classified
in the following categories:

• Methods based on mathematical techniques for rational approximation of func-
tions (see [43, 63, 79, 81]). These techniques are based on the approximation
of an irrational function, G(s), by a rational one defined by the quotient of two
polynomials in the variable s.

• Methods based on the explicit recursive location of poles and zeros of the rational
approximation (see [18, 54–56] and references therein).

• Methods based on frequency domain identification, that is, on finding a rational
integer-order system whose frequency response fits that of the fractional-order
operator.

Due to the nature of the operator sα,−1 < α < 1 in the complex plane, almost
all these methods, when adequate, lead to rational approximations with poles and
zeros interlaced along the negative real axis.

In the discrete domain, there are many proposed techniques, too. They can be
divided into two categories:
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• Indirect techniques based on the discretization of the rational functions obtained
by continuous approximations (see [43, 79], and references therein).

• Direct methods based on:
– The discretization of the operator s by s � ω(z−1) and then the approximation

of a so-called generating function of the form ωα(z−1) corresponding to sα

(see [42, 67, 81]).
– Time domain discretization of the fractional integral and derivative by using

numerical techniques (see [38] for the foundations of these techniques).

There are other many proposed techniques that the reader can find in the literature
for discrete approximations but, in any case, it is important to remark that, as well
as in the continuous case, rational approximations are better and so, in the discrete
domain, IIR filters are usually better than FIR filters.

After having found a rational function approximation, the next step is to find a
way for implementing it. If the rational function is continuous, we have to look for
analog realizations, and we have several options: traditional analog circuits (see [17,
55, 63]) or programmable circuit devices such as switched capacitors or field pro-
grammable analog arrays (FPAA) (see [13, 68]). If the rational function is discrete,
we can implement the functions by using a computer or any other microprocessor
or microcontroller-based device, as well as specific devices as field programmable
gate arrays (FPGA) (see [68]).

Finally, we can find some dedicated devices called fractances that can implement
the fractional behavior without using approximations [9].

15.6.2 Computational Tools

Almost every researcher on fractional calculus has his/her own computer tools to
simulate and design FOC systems. Here we only mention the most complete and
general of them available for the interested reader. These will be briefly discussed
in chronological order of appearance for free acquisition.

The Ninteger toolbox [72, 73]. This toolbox for SISO systems implements non-
integer controllers both in the frequency and the discrete time domains. Over 30
formulas are available for approximating a non-integer-order derivative on-line.
Structures such as non-integer PIDs are directly available and second and third-
generation CRONE controllers may be found in the software. There are functions
for finding norms, identifying models, and plotting frequency diagrams. A graph-
ical interface allows us to choose parameters interactively and to check what the
performance will be. This toolbox also includes a Simulink library.

The CRONE toolbox [24, 57]. This toolbox, developed by the CRONE team at
the University of Bordeaux some years ago for implementing the CRONE strategy,
also deals with multiple-input multiple-output plants and includes a graphical inter-
face, but just recently became free and easily available.

The set of tools in [49]. This very recent set of tools includes functions for:
implementation of fractional-order operators, both continuous and discrete ones;
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frequency response fitting of fractional-order controllers; sub-optimal approxima-
tion of fractional-order transfer functions (FOTFs); computation of fractional-order
derivatives, integrals and special functions; analytical solutions of linear fractional-
order differential equations; MATLAB objects for FOTFs; modeling using FOTFs;
stability analysis; time and frequency domain analysis; norm evaluation of FOTFs;
block diagrams; optimal controllers design; and others.

Nowadays, one can also find interactive tools for the design of FoPIDs. In
[29, 60], the authors present a Sysquake interactive software tool for the loop-
shaping design of FoPID controllers. In particular, this tool allows us to determine
automatically the controller parameters by mapping a point of the process Nyquist
plot to a point of the loop transfer function Nyquist plot. In this context, constraints
on the gain or phase margins or on the maximum sensitivity can be effectively con-
sidered. The effects of changing user-chosen parameters can be interactively verified
both in the time and the frequency domains.

15.7 Summary and Perspectives

In this chapter, a general overview of the FoPID controller has been given. Starting
from the mathematical foundations of the fractional integral and differential opera-
tors, we have presented the generalization to non-integer orders of the basic control
actions, their effects on the controlled system behavior, and the possible advantages
of combining them in a closed-form controller, the FoPID controller. Some ideas
and examples for the controller tuning and implementation, as well as computa-
tional tools for the controller design and the fractional-order systems simulation,
have been reviewed.

Of course, the main purpose of this general overview was not to be exhaustive
(many aspects has been reviewed, but many more can be discussed and explained).
By presenting this essential information, the purpose was to stimulate the interest of
the readers in the field of fractional-order control, in particular of FoPID control, and
to make them aware of the fact that much more has to be done in different aspects of
this emerging field. Theoretical aspects such as studies in robust stability of closed
loops with FoPIDs need to be developed, as well as stability tests for fractional-order
systems. If we think of the large number of tuning rules for PID controllers proposed
since the work by Ziegler and Nichols, of the interest they have even nowadays for
practical and industrial applications, it is not difficult to infer that, by allowing the
orders of integral and derivative parts to be non integer, we can expand both this field
of research and the range of the practical applications of the results. Regarding the
practical implementations for effective industrial applications, though interesting
results have been obtained in [52, 68], or [34], more suitable, robust, and portable
algorithms and techniques would be welcome.
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Chapter 16
Event-Based PID Control

José Sánchez, Antonio Visioli, and Sebastián Dormido

16.1 Introduction

It is well known that in some processes, a small stationary control error or smooth
oscillations of the process output around the set-point does not constitute hard de-
sign constraints; however, the reduction of the information exchanged between the
agents that take part in the control loop (sensors, controllers, actuators) is one of the
tightest requirements. With these demands, one of the most convenient strategies
is the use of event-based sampling and control approaches. In recent years, event-
based sampling and control techniques have drawn special attention from several
research groups. Indeed, the reduction in information flow is a relevant issue, es-
pecially when there are constraints on the communication rate (for instance, when
data are exchanged in a distributed control system by wired or wireless networks).
In these situations, cutting down the traffic load is a key issue because the more
traffic there is, the higher the possibility of losing data and experiencing stochastic
time delays. This prevents the occurrence of large latencies and delay fluctuations,
but the CPU utilization is also reduced. A well-known assertion in communication
networks states that a reduction in information flow is always welcome, especially
if the network is a generic one, such as the Internet, where the channel is shared by
many applications. In any case, a framework in which a sheer reduction in the ex-
changed traffic is an essential issue is in wireless networks, particularly when using
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Fig. 16.1 E represents events triggered due to the asynchronous logical condition that becomes
true at certain instants in time. T represents a forced event when twithout ≥ tmax. F represents a
situation when the logical condition is true, but the time elapsed from the last event, the number 4,
is less than tmin

battery-powered or limited computational power devices. In these cases, the greater
the reduction in information flow, the higher the decrease in computing operations
and transmissions and thus the longer the lifetime of batteries becomes.

Before describing the application of the event-based paradigm to PID control, it
is important to explain an event from a control-engineering point of view. In every-
day life, an event is something that happens at a certain point in time. If this concept
is implemented in a digital control system, it must be translated into a language that
can be interpreted by computers. From a computer-based point of view, an event is
an incident that occurs when some Boolean or logical condition becomes true. An
example of a generic event-based condition is represented as

(logical condition IS true) OR (twithout ≥ tmax). (16.1)

The logical condition detects whether something happens at a certain time, and
thus it is considered the asynchronous term of the expression. In the process con-
trol field, the logical condition is composed of Boolean operations, where the vari-
ables are the signals that the sensor receives from the process or the control action
produced by a controller. Otherwise, a function of the variables can be used (for
instance, an estimate, the derivative, or an integration). The right-hand side of the
event-based condition is a synchronous safety condition that forces the triggering of
the event. This is commonly used because there are situations in which the logical
condition can never be true and, therefore, no events can occur. For this time-based
condition, an event is raised when the elapsed time without triggering the event,
twithout, is higher than tmax.

Also, there are situations in which it is necessary to include a second synchronous
safety condition to guarantee a minimum inter-event time.

The new event-based condition can be described as
(
(logical condition IS true) AND (twithout ≥ tmin)

)
OR (twithout ≥ tmax). (16.2)

This new synchronous condition avoids the triggering of an infinite number of
events within a finite interval tmin. A graphical example is shown in Fig. 16.1. Be-
cause the triggering of an event in process control means, in general, activating a
controller to calculate one or several control actions depending on the controller
strategy, an excessive number of events would generate a high number of control
actions that could damage the actuators or saturate the communication channels in
the control loop, producing delays and data drop-outs.
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Fig. 16.2 (a) Continuous signal. (b) Event-based sampled signal obtained by the continuous eval-
uation of the logical condition. (c) Event-based sampled signal obtained with the “compound ar-
chitecture”. (d) Resulting time-based signal

Strictly speaking, to be able to detect the exact point in time when a logical condi-
tion becomes true, it should be continuously evaluated in real time and ad infinitum.
However, a continuous evaluation of the condition implies a continuous sampling
of the variables or functions involved in the logical expression; but current digital
control systems implement discrete synchronous sampling strategies. For this rea-
son, practical event-based control approaches are implemented to sample variables
and evaluate event-based conditions as fast as possible. This is called the compound
approach or the fast sampling approach, where the asynchronous events are presyn-
chronized by fast periodic sampling [21]. However, to determine in a simulation
the exact instant in time when an event occurs is not a difficult problem because
when the event arises, it is possible to stop the simulation and, for example, to go
backwards to make approximations.

Figure 16.2 presents the result of the evaluation of a simple event-based condition
using a continuous signal obtained, for instance, from a sensor incorporated into an
industrial process. In this example, the asynchronous logical condition to evaluate
is ∣∣y(tact)− y(tlast)

∣∣≥� (16.3)

where y(tact) is the current value of a process output y(t), y(tlast) is the previ-
ous true-condition value of y(t), and � is known as threshold or delta, which
assumes a value smaller than the dynamic range of y(t). This is expressed as
�< |ymax − ymin|. The resultant signals in Fig. 16.2 are obtained by applying the
signal values that make the logical condition true to a zero order hold (ZOH). The
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Table 16.1 Logical condition used in event-based sampling

Logical condition True when

∫ tact
tlast
|y(t)− y(tlast)|dt ≥� The integration of the difference between the current value

of the signal y(tact) and its value the last time that the
condition was true y(tlast) is greater than �

|ŷ(tact)− y(tact)| ≥� The difference between the prediction of the signal ŷ(tact)

and its current value y(tact) is greater than �∫ tact
tlast
|ŷ(t)− y(t)|dt ≥� The integral of the absolute value of the difference

between the current value of the signal and its prediction
from the last time that the condition was true tlast to the
current time tact is greater than �∫ tact

tlast
[y(t)− y(tlast)]2 dt ≥� The energy of the difference between the current value of

the signal and its value last time that the condition was
true is greater than �

|ẏ(tact)− ẏ(tlast)| ≥� The difference between the derivative of the current signal
ẏ(tact) and its derivative the last time that the condition
was true ẏ(tlast) is greater than �

‖X̂(tact)−X(tact)‖ ≥� The difference between the model X̂(tact) and the real
process X(tact) is greater that �

signal in Fig. 16.2(b) is obtained when the logical condition is evaluated contin-
uously. Figure 16.2(c) presents the result when a compound approach is applied
with a sampling period of h. Figure 16.2(d) is the signal obtained with the clas-
sical time-triggered sampling paradigm. The process of generating a discrete-time
signal by evaluating an event-based condition over a continuous-time signal is com-
monly known in control literature as event-based sampling. Other names found in
control literature are variable-frequency sampling [8], adaptive sampling [24], dead-
band sampling [25], Lebesgue sampling [3], send-on-delta sampling [21], and level-
crossing sampling [20].

In the example shown in Fig. 16.2, the number of samples obtained by the time-
based approach is seven versus the three and six samples that its two event-based
counterparts produce. For the logical condition of the example, a total absence of
events occurs for a steady-state signal or when the oscillating range of the signal is
below �. This situation can be avoided by adding a synchronous safety condition,
though there are logical conditions based on integral criteria that can be used to
avoid it. A summary of the event-based sampling strategies found in the bibliogra-
phy is shown in Table 16.1.

In continuing to analyze the resulting signals in Fig. 16.2, it is clear that the key
factor is the establishment of the parameter � to determine the sampling efficiency.
There are studies from the 1970s related to the study of the merits of event-based
sampling strategies [11, 15] and to the analytical design of the different event-based
samplers [33]. Recent analytical studies on the send-on-delta sampling effectiveness
against time-based sampling and other event-based criteria can be found in [2, 20,
22, 23]. Experimental comparisons based on models can be found in [21].
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How does the event-based sampling approach work in a real framework, such as
the automatic control of a process? In the majority of digital control systems, the ac-
tions of the main control agents (sensors, controllers, actuators) are ruled by a shared
clock signal. This results in synchronized actions over a sampling interval hnom that
includes the sampling of the process by the sensor, the activation of the controller,
and the application of the control action to the actuator. This is the basis for sampled
control systems. However, if the event-based paradigm is applied, different events
would independently cause the control agents to perform their corresponding ac-
tions in an asynchronous manner. Now, a different event-based condition could be
associated with each agent to detect a change in a system variable or a function of
the system variable. The simplest example of this situation is when a sensor detects
a change in a signal (the event) and sends a sample of the output process to the
controller (the action).

In the following section, a general classification of the event-based control strate-
gies found in the literature is established to introduce the reader to the material cov-
ered in the rest of the chapter. The other sections are dedicated to explaining the
evolution of event-based PID control, starting from the first published literature and
progressing to the latest advances available at the moment this chapter was writ-
ten (e.g., a two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) event-based PI controller). It should be
noted that to the authors’ knowledge, there are no industrial implementations of
event-based PID controllers, and there is only a small number of publications with
results supported by real processes [17, 30, 31].

16.2 Classification of Event-Based Control Strategies

Research and publications regarding event-based sampling and control have become
more widespread in recent years, especially those related to wireless networked con-
trol systems. Considering that any agent involved in a control loop (sensor, con-
trollers, actuators) can work with events, some authors attempt to classify event-
based control approaches by introducing an appropriate generic model for SISO
systems [37, 38]. In these classifications, the agents can own input events to receive
information (for example, the controller from the sensor or from the operator, the
actuator from the controller) and output events to activate the transmission of in-
formation (a sample from the sensor to the controller or the control action to the
actuator from the controller), and controllers can have different control algorithms.

However, to provide a more basic scheme of the differences between the event-
based PID approaches and the other event approaches, a simplified structure of the
system with event-based control presented in [2] is shown in Fig. 16.3 and described
in the following paragraphs. The system consists of a generic process, an event de-
tector, and a control input generator (the observer is included in the control gener-
ator). The event detector sends data (process output or state vector) to activate the
control generator when an event occurs. The control input generator is inactive be-
tween two consecutive events and is activated by an invocation of the event detector
(it is also possible to activate it by a time signal, but this would involve an observer
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Fig. 16.3 Simplified block diagram of a control system based on an event-based approach. The
transmission from the event detector is always event-based. The control input generator can be
activated by time or when the event detector sends a sample

to estimate the plant state when no new information is available). Therefore, the
control input generator works in a closed loop only at the events (feedback). Sim-
ilarly, once the control input generator has produced the new control action, there
are two possible conditions that can be used to send the data to the actuator: when
they are available or when a logical condition located at its output is true, that is, an
event-based solution.

Depending on the event-based condition located in the event detector and
the control algorithm included in the control input generator, we can distin-
guish three generic categories. In the first, feedback control actions are com-
puted when some variable varies more that a certain value � (see Table 16.1
for different event-based conditions). Thus, the control input generator produces
a new control action every time that x(tk) up or down crosses the pre-calculated
levels (. . . ,−3�,−2�,−�,0,�,2�,3�, . . .). The control law employed in
this category is, in most of the cases, a PID with variable sampling period
[1, 7, 9, 10, 26, 28, 30–32, 35], but there are approaches based on state feedback
[12, 13, 16, 19, 27, 38]. In the second group, the control action is set to the maxi-
mum/minimum while x(t) stays out of a certain dead band around the set-point ysp
or a state trajectory Xs , that is, while |x(tact)− ysp| ≥ � or ‖X(tact)− Xs‖ ≥ �;
at the very instant x(t) re-enters into the band, a new event arises, and the control
generator produces a feedforward control signal to move the process asymptotically
to the reference value or to the trajectory [2, 5, 17, 18]. The feedforward control
signal is obtained by means of a generalized hold that is reset every time x re-enters
the band. Finally, it is possible to define a third group of event-based approaches,
where one impulse action is generated to bring the process to the set-point value
or to the origin when x crosses the limits of the dead band; the rest of the time the
control action is zeroed [3, 6, 14, 29]. To summarize, the first group maintains a
constant control law over the non-uniform sampling period delimited by two con-
secutive events, the second group is a variable control law, and the third group is an
impulsive one.

Using the real-time system terminology, it is also possible to differentiate be-
tween sporadic and aperiodic event-based control. Aperiodic means that a minimum
inter-arrival time between two consecutive events is not defined (that is, the second
synchronous safety condition defined in Sect. 16.1 is not included in the event-
based condition). The opposite situation is the sporadic control, where a minimum
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inter-event period to avoid saturations is defined. Examples of sporadic event-based
approaches are reported in [14] and [29].

Bearing in mind the very different types of event-based control policies that have
been presented previously, the central issue of this chapter is now addressed. The
following sections are focused on the description of event-based controllers based
on the ISA-PID control law [4] (Fig. 16.4) as the control input generator. Its repre-
sentation in the frequency domain is

U(s)=Kp

(
βYsp(s)− Y(s)+ 1

Tis

(
Ysp(s)− Y(s)

)

+ Tds

1+ Td
Nd
s

(
γ Ysp(s)− Y(s)

))
.

(16.4)

For the digital implementation of this controller, the control law must be dis-
cretized. This is typically achieved using forward differences for the integral term
(such that it is possible to precalculate the integral part for time tk+1 at time tk) and
using backward differences for the derivative part. Thus, by denoting the sampling
interval as hnom and by assuming γ = 0, the following pseudo-code of this PID
controller results:

function u=pid(ysp,y)
% Calculate control variable
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);
ud=Td/(Nd*hnom+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hnom+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

% Update states
ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hnom*(ysp-y);
y_old=y;

Note that the previous code is not optimized; for example, some coefficients of
the control law can be pre-calculated to reduce the computation time. Also, the
scope of the variables is considered global.

All of the event-based PID approaches analyzed in this chapter consider that
communications between the sensor, the event detector, the control input generator,
and the actuator are instantaneous; that is, the communication delays and the compu-
tation time are negligible. In a theoretical event-based approach, the event detector
must continuously examine the sensor and evaluate the event-based condition to in-
voke the control input generator when it becomes true. As noted before, in practical
digital implementations, the event detector is time-triggered with a fixed sampling
period. Depending on this period, the event detector can perform a discrete or a
quasi-continuous evaluation of the event-based condition (i.e., the compound ap-
proach). However, a higher sampling frequency induces higher computational cost.
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Fig. 16.4 Block diagram and
simplified representation of a
PID controller based on the
ISA law

16.3 The First Event-Based PID Controller

The first event-based PID controller reported in the literature is described in [1].
The aim of this controller is to reduce the CPU time for control law computation,
not to provide an overall reduction of the information exchanged in the control loop.
Actually, as it occurs in practical implementations of event-based approaches, this
controller is a hybrid approximation between a time and an event-based controller.
The activation of the event generator is time-based with period hnom, but the invo-
cation of the control input generator is not. If the event-based condition is fulfilled,
the control input generator is invoked to produce a new control action. Note that
if the activation frequency of the event generator is increased to the maximum in
a real implementation, this controller becomes a quasi-pure, event-based approach.
According to the author, this event-based PID control structure can be distributed
in a client–server architecture, where clients running periodical event detectors send
samples to a server where a control generator produces the control action (according
to the parameters and state information associated with each client).

As described before, at every nominal sampling period hnom the controller reads
the sample from the sensor, and the event detector evaluates the event-based condi-
tion with this information. If the condition is true, an event occurs, and the control
input generator will calculate the control action using a PID law with variable sam-
pling period. The logical condition is a function of the relative error. Thus, the con-
dition is true when the absolute value of the difference between the current value of
the control error e(tact) and the value of the control error e(tlast) when the last event
occurred is greater than a predefined threshold �e . In other words, an error-based
send-on-delta sampling is applied to the controller. Furthermore, the event detec-
tor includes a time-based safety condition to guarantee a maximum time-interval
between consecutive events hmax. In this way, a new value of the control signal
is forced to be calculated when the elapsed time hact = tact − tlast exceeds a given
limit hmax. Formally, the overall event-based condition can be written as

(∣∣e(tact)− e(tlast)
∣∣≥�e

)
OR (hact ≥ hmax). (16.5)

In [12], the sampling pattern that produces the event-based condition is denoted
as locally non-uniform sampling. The event-based condition uses a uniform sam-
pling time hmax when the error does not change or oscillates smoothly but uses a
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Fig. 16.5 Exchange of information between sensor, event detector, and control input generator in
the event-based PID approach where hmax = 5hnom. C represents that control actions are calculated
because the logical condition becomes true, and T represents that the control input generator acts
due to the safety condition (hact ≥ hmax)

non-uniform sampling period hact if the current error variation maintains locally
below �e before the timer fixed to hmax triggers. It should be noted that the non-
uniform sampling period hact is always a multiple of hnom. Figure 16.5 presents an
example of the information exchanged between the control agents using the event-
based condition defined in (16.5).

The pseudo-code for this PID controller would read as follows:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;

if (abs(e-es)>Delta_e || hact>=hmax)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y);

end;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);
ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

% Update integral term
ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hact*(ysp-y);

y_old=y;
hact=0;
es=e;

The control input generator is executed only if the event is detected, thus sav-
ing computational resources if there is no need to update the control variable (for
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example, when the process is at the required steady-state). However, the computa-
tional time increases when an event occurs because the controller coefficients cannot
be precalculated, as they depend on the current sampling interval hact, namely, the
time elapsed between the last and the current sampling time. Furthermore, two ad-
ditional state variables (es and hact) and two additional parameters (Delta_e
and hmax) are needed with respect to the standard time-based digital algorithm
presented in (16.4).

16.4 Alternatives to Calculate the Integral Term

In the digital implementation of a PID controller, the control law is typically dis-
cretized using the forward Euler approximation for the integral [4, 40]. If tk is the
current sampling time, the integral control action to be applied in the next sampling
time tk+1 is pre-calculated by the following expression

ui(tk+1)= ui(tk)+ Kp

Ti
hnome(tk). (16.6)

As the nominal sampling period hnom is constant, there is no problem in pre-
calculating the contribution of the integral part for the next sampling time tk+1.
However, as pointed out in [10], one of the main drawbacks of the previous algo-
rithm is that the integral action is pre-calculated without actually knowing the true
length of the next sampling period because it is unknown a priori. In a discretized
PID controller, the pseudocode to calculate ui(tk+1) is

ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hnom*(ysp-y);

where hnom is the nominal sampling period. In the event-based approach, this value
is replaced by the time elapsed between the last two events, that is, hact. In other
words, the event-based algorithm substitutes hnom with hact, which might not be
sensible.

A way to overcome this problem, according to [10], is to calculate the integral
part by shifting the time instants of the integral time in the original expression. Such
shifting produces the expression

ui(tk)= ui(tk−1)+ Kp

Ti
(tk − tk−1)e(tk−1). (16.7)

Then, taking into account that in the event-based approach tk−1 = tlast, tk = tact
and hact = tact − tlast, the previous expression can be reformulated as

ui(tact)= ui(tlast)+ Kp

Ti
hacte(tlast). (16.8)

In this way, the integral control action is not pre-calculated for the next activation
of the controller but for the current one based on the available information. Another
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solution proposed in [10] and very similar to the previous approach is achieved
by calculating the integral part using the backward approximation instead of the
forward one. Thus, using backward differences, the integral part is expressed as

ui(tact)= ui(tlast)+ Kp

Ti
hacte(tact). (16.9)

The pseudo-code for the event-based PID controller based on backward approx-
imation could be written as follows:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;

if (abs(e-es)>Delta_e || hact>=hmax)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)

end;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);

% Backward approximation of the integral term
ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hact*(ysp-y);
ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

y_old=y;
hact=0;
es=e;

16.5 Removing the Safety Synchronous Condition

In any case, it is obvious that removing the safety limit condition hact ≥ hmax would
greatly simplify the algorithm, as there would be one parameter less to tune. How-
ever, despite removing the condition, there remains the problem that large over-
shoots can be generated because of excessive integral action if the period hact be-
tween two successive events becomes large and a set-point value change is required
after a long steady-state period or a disturbance appears. This matter has been dis-
cussed in [10], where three different solutions are introduced: saturation of the inte-
gral term, exponential forgetting factor of hact, and a hybrid algorithm based on the
two previous solutions. In the three solutions, the backward approximation of the
integral part is considered.
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The first consists of expressing the integral control action as

ui(tact)= ui(tlast)+ Kp

Ti
Ẽ (16.10)

where the product Ẽ is obtained by

Ẽ = (hact − hnom)�e + hnome(tk) (16.11)

when hact is greater than hmax. Actually, the safety condition in this approach has
not been removed, but the error area is approximated better. The time interval be-
tween two consecutive events can be divided into two sections: the real steady-state
interval and the detection interval. The first is equal to (hact− hnom) and the second
is hnom, which is the interval over which the error becomes greater than �e due to
a set-point change, and the event detector is activated. In the first interval, the error
area fulfills the following expression

∫ tact−hnom

tlast

e(t) dt ≤ (hact − hnom)�e. (16.12)

The previous expression is always true because otherwise e(t) > �e, which is a
condition under which the detector would have been activated. The error area during
the detection interval is bounded by

∫ tact

tact−hnom

e(t) dt ≤ hnome(tact) (16.13)

where e(tact) is the error value that forces the activation of the event detector. A bet-
ter approximation of the total error area between two consecutive events Ẽ can be
obtained by adding the two previous upper limits (16.12) and (16.13)

Ẽ = (hact − hnom)�e + hnome(tact)≤ hacte(tact). (16.14)

Applying this modification, the following pseudocode can be written:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;

if (abs(e-es)>Delta_e)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)

end;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);
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% Calculate the new approximation of the error area
if (hact>=hmax)
E=(hact-hnom)*Delta_e+hnom*e;

else
E=hact*e;

end;

ui=ui+Kp/Ti*E;
ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

y_old=y;
hact=0;
es=e;

The second technique involves replacing the true sampling interval hact in the ex-
pression of the integral part by a small one hexp obtained by an exponential function
with a forgetting factor based on hact and hnom. In this way, the original value of hact
is reduced after a long steady-state time interval and, thus, so is the integral contri-
bution. Formally, the current sampling interval hexp to be employed in determining
the integral action is defined as

hexp = hacte
(hnom−hact). (16.15)

The pseudo-code corresponding to the second modification is:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;

if (abs(e-es)>Delta_e)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)

end;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);

% Apply exponential decreasing
hexp=hact*exp(hnom-hact);
ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hexp*e;

ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

y_old=y;
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hact=0;
es=e;

The best solution is, however, a hybrid one based on the previous two solutions
because the exponential algorithm is not capable of reducing the overshoot appro-
priately if the steady-state time interval is not sufficiently long. For this reason,
the hybrid algorithm uses the approximation of the integral error but replaces hact

by hexp. Therefore, when hact is greater than hmax, the error area is obtained by

Ẽ = (hexp − hnom)�e + hnome(tact). (16.16)

Thus, the following algorithm is produced:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;

if (abs(e-es)>Delta_e)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)

end;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);

if (hact>=hmax)
hexp=hact*exp(hnom-hact);
E=(hexp-hnom)*Delta_e+hnom*e;

else
E=hact*e;

end;

ui=ui+Kp/Ti*E;

ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

y_old=y;
hact=0;
es=e;
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16.6 Minimizing the Computational Requirements

The previous PID algorithm based on the hybrid approach produces increased com-
putational effort, particularly because of the calculation of the exponential function
(indeed, the algorithm with only the saturation of the product Ẽ is much simpler).
The use of a look-up table with the pre-calculated values of the function can be an
effective means of reducing the computational cost. However, some improvements
to this algorithm are described in [9] to reduce the computational cost and to achieve
a performance similar to a conventional time-triggered PID controller.

The minimization of the computational cost implies minimizing the number of
triggered events. The solution proposed in [9] is based on calculating the control
signal only when the measurement is too far from the set-point value. In the original
conception, the event-based condition is based on the relative error and uses a time-
triggered event detector with hnom. Now, the logical condition of the detector is
based on the absolute error ∣∣e(tact)

∣∣>�e. (16.17)

To pinpoint when the event happens, the authors propose replacing the time-
triggered detector by a continuous one to send a request at the very moment that
the error exceeds the threshold. In real implementations, the continuous time event
detector is employed by reducing the value of hnom (the compound approach) as
much as possible to simulate a continuous sampling.

With this new event-based condition the number of events is minimized dur-
ing the steady-state intervals when the error remains below the threshold; however,
during the transient period, the number of events will grow. To reduce the number
of events, a new logical condition is introduced. It consists of adding a minimum
inter-event time, that is, hact > hmin, to the event detector. According to [9], this
minimum time interval could be chosen as the discrete sampling period correspond-
ing to a time-triggered controller. Another option is to find a compromise between
the reduction of hnom and the number of events produced.

Another improvement in this low-computation version of the event-based algo-
rithm is the reduction of the absolute error during the steady-state intervals. With
the current implementation, e(t) remains below �e , not producing control actions
to reduce the error. To force a change in this situation, an extra event is sent to the
control generator if nothing happens during the time hextra elapsed from the last time
an event was triggered. This extra event will be repeatedly forced while the error is
greater than a desired minimum level emin.

This low computational cost event-based PID controller can be implemented as
follows:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;
hlast=hlast+hnom;
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if (abs(e)>Delta_e && hact>hmin)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y);

elsif (hlast>hextra && abs(e)>emin)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y);
hlast=0;

end;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);

if (hact>=hmax)
hexp=hact*exp(hnom-hact);
E=(hexp-hnom)*Delta_e+hnom*e;

else
E=hact*e;

end;

ui=ui+Kp/Ti*E;
ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

hact=0;
y_old=y;

In this pseudo-code, it can be appreciated that the event detector is evaluated
every hnom, and it is a combination of logical conditions with two different purposes.
The control input generator is invoked with different periodicity depending on the
process dynamics (steady state or transients) and the time elapsed from the last
event.

Simulations in [9] show that the behavior of this controller is better than that
of the others described in this section, with a performance very close to a time-
triggered PID counterpart using the same set of parameters. However, real exper-
iments are not provided, and simulations are run without noise. An experimental
study of different event-based strategies to control the liquid level in a single tank is
provided in [30]. In that work, many algorithms are tested, but the overall conclusion
is that the event-based PID approach described in [1] works sufficiently well.

16.7 The Event-Based PID Controller with Sticking Detection

The algorithm proposed in [34] is similar to that proposed in [1], though some dif-
ferences should be pointed out (in addition to the use of backwards differences for
the integral part). First, the event-based condition considered is

((∣∣e(tact)− e(tlast)
∣∣>�e

)
AND (hact ≥ hmin)

)
OR (hact ≥ hmax). (16.18)
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Another difference is that the tuning rule given for the value of hmax is selected
equal to one or two times hsettling, namely, the settling time of the loop for the step
response. The problem of the impact of the integral term due to a long period without
events is solved by limiting the integration time hmax I to hrise, namely, the process
rise time for step response.

The approaches described in the previous section do not address the stick-
ing problem [35] that can occur depending on the logical condition chosen in
the send-on-delta sampling law. This phenomenon appears when the error signal
changes slowly with its derivative tending to zero (for example, due to sluggish
control actions or at the peaks of overshoots) such that the control loop achieves
an equilibrium state (different from that required by the control specifications) with
|e(tact)|>�e . As the condition |e(tact)− e(tlast)| ≤�e remains true, the event de-
tector does not act, and new control actions are not produced to remove the system
from this state. The system will remain in this state until the safety limit condition
becomes true (if it exists) or a disturbance or a new set-point value forces a change
of the derivative.

In this context, the use of the time limit condition hact ≥ hmax would not help
solve the problem if hmax assumes an excessively high value. The method proposed
in [34] to resolve this problem is to generate an event depending on the sensor value
derivative (or, equivalently, depending on the derivative of the control error). Thus,
the controller will produce a new control action after a period hmaxS if the error
derivative is quite small, and its last variation tends to zero. This is expressed in [34]
as

(hact ≥ hmaxS) AND
(∣∣e(tact)

∣∣≥�s

)
AND

(∣∣ė(tact)+
(
ė(tact)− ė(tlast)

)∣∣< �s

2

)
,

(16.19)
where the recommendation is to fix hmaxS = 2hnom. The following sketch of the
algorithm is proposed:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)

e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;
error_der=(e-e_old)/hact;
diff_error_der=error_der-error_der_old;

if (hact>hmaxS &&
abs(e)>Delta_s &&

abs(error_der+diff_error_der)<Delta_s/2)
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y);

elsif(hact>=hmax||(abs(e-es)>Delta_e && hact>=hmin))
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y);

end;

% Update states
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e_old=e;
error_der_old=error_der;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);

% Limit the integration time
if (hact>=hmaxI)
hi=hmaxI;

else
hi=hact;

end;

ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hi*(ysp-y);
ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-yold);

u=up+ui+ud;

% Update states
yold=y;
hact=0;

It is evident that the complexity of the event detector increases and more param-
eters must be tuned. In the previous description of the algorithm, it was considered
that the event detector is periodically invoked every hnom, and this value is suffi-
ciently small to resemble a quasi-continuous sampling of the process. In this situa-
tion, the suggestion given in [34] is to select�e =�s and�s = (0.05–0.15)�min SP,
where �min SP is the minimum set-point change, but fulfills �s ≤ emax Steady/2,
where emax Steady is the maximum tolerated steady-state error. In an actual event-
based conception of the algorithm, the event detector and the control input generator
should be independent entities working separately. In this distributed architecture,
the event detector should check the logical condition continuously and send a signal
to invoke the control input generator when necessary. If the previous algorithm is
implemented in this way, the suggestion is set to �e = 0.

It should be noted that some of the logical conditions presented in Table 16.1
avoid the sticking because they use the integration of the signal and not its instan-
taneous value. Though the process output maintains the steady state, the integration
of the error will finally produce the triggering of the event. Also, if the logical con-
dition checks the absolute error, that is, |e(tact)| ≥�e , the sticking is also avoided.

16.8 Avoidance of Limit Cycles

Event-based controllers suffer from limit cycles because these controllers are a kind
of quantized system with limited accuracy. During the steady state, limit cycles take
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the form of small oscillations around the set-point value, and their amplitude and
frequency vary depending on the tuning parameters. A study of the emergence con-
dition of limit cycles in a PI control loop with send-on-delta sampling is presented
in [39].

A practical solution to reduce the probability and frequency of limit cycles in the
event-based PID approach presented in [34] (see Sect. 16.7) is introduced in [35].
To detect the existence of the limit cycle, the control error is filtered with a low-pass
filter and compared to the unfiltered control error. This condition is augmented with
the dead zone on control error. Thus, the complete limit cycle avoidance condition
can be expressed as

(∣∣ef (tact)− e(tact)
∣∣<�s

)
AND

(∣∣e(tact)
∣∣<�s

)
(16.20)

where ef is the filtered control error. When this condition becomes true, the error is
set to zero. The error is filtered using the same mechanism applied to the derivative
term.

Another contribution to this algorithm is a mechanism to approximate the integral
term. This time the solution is to apply a high-pass filter to the integral term based
on the backward approximation. Therefore, the integral term is expressed as

ui(tact)= ui(tlast)+ Kp

Ti

hact

1+ hact
Ni

e(tlast). (16.21)

The pseudo-code for the event-based control algorithm with the reduction of limit
cycles and the filtering of the integral term is:

function u=event_detector(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
hact=hact+hnom;
error_der=(e-eold)/hact;
diff_error_der= error_der-error_der_old;

if (hact>hmaxS &&
abs(e)>Delta_s &&
abs(error_der+diff_error_der)<Delta_s/2)

u=control_input_generator(ysp,y);
elsif(hact>=hmax||(abs(e-es)>Delta_e && hact>=hmin))
u=control_input_generator(ysp,y);

end;

% Update states
e_old=e;
error_der_old=error_der;

function u=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);
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% Filter the error
ad=1/(1+Ne*hact);
ef=ad*ef+ad*Ne*(ysp-y);
if (abs(ef-e)<Delta_s && abs(e)<Delta_s)
e=0;

end;

% Filter the integral
hf=hact/(1+hact/Ni);
ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hf*e_old;

% Filter the derivative
ud=Td/(Nd*hact+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hact+Td)*(y-y_old);

u=up+ui+ud;

% Update states
yold=y; hact=0;

Based on simulations, some suggestions are given in [35] to tune the filter co-
efficients of the integral term and the error. The recommended values are Ne ∈
{3, . . . ,10} and Ni = Ti

hnom
.

16.9 Use of Simplified Predictors in Event-Based PID Control

In the previous approaches, the event detector was considered time-triggered (with
a fast sampling period) and the control input generator event-based. Moreover, in
the last sections, the creation of timing problems from the event-based nature of
the control input generator was discussed; these problems include variable sampling
periods, large approximation errors in the integral and derivative terms, and sticking.
Such drawbacks reduce the quality of the control, and heuristics must be introduced
in the control law to resolve them.

A possible configuration that eliminates the timing problems is that both elements
are time triggered but both send the information to their respective adjacent neighbor
when some event-based condition is fulfilled. Thus, the event-detector evaluates
every hs its event-based condition (for instance, |y(tact) − y(tlast)| ≥ �s ), and the
control input generator produces every hc a control action that is sent to the actuator.

As there are no communication delays and the computational time is negligible
or inferior to the nominal sampling periods hs and hc, there are no timing problems
in this approach. However, the problem with this configuration is that the control
input generator could not receive the process state from the sensor every hc , and
this information must be obtained by employing an (Kalman, Luenberger) observer
in the controller to predict the value of the process variable at each sampling interval
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hc. In this approach, the observer actually runs in an open loop between samples,
and the process variable is estimated using the last received state. The state estima-
tion is updated every time a new signal arrives from the sensor. It is evident that
the effectiveness of the methodology heavily relies on the accuracy of the observer
(which means that the design effort increases significantly) and that the presence of
disturbances can imply a significant decrement in performance. A partial solution
to these problems can be achieved by employing a reduced-order (first-order) ob-
server, as in [36]. The idea is that the implementation of a time-based PID algorithm
with a first order observer is very simple once a first-order dynamic model of the
real process is obtained.

A similar approach can be implemented by applying a first-order state-space pre-
dictor of the plant to estimate the plant output in an open loop in the absence of
updated information from the event detector. The simplified first-order predictor
can be written as

x̂(tk)=Asx̂(tk−1)+ bsu(tlast),

ŷ(tk)= cs x̂(tk) (16.22)

where As , bs , and cs are first order matrices and u(tlast) is the last control action sent
to the actuator. In this approach, the predictor is part of the control input generator,
and thus, it is evaluated every hc with the available information. At the beginning of
each evaluation, the arrival of a new value of the process output sent from the event
detector is checked. If this occurs, the PID law calculates the control action. If there
are no arrivals, the controller uses the last prediction of the process output. After
that, the predictor is evaluated with the new information, and the process output
prediction is ready for the next invocation of the control generator.

The use of the predictor demands a small hc to reduce the estimation errors,
though this produces a high number of control actions that can saturate the commu-
nication link or produce wearing in the actuators. To maintain low communication
traffic, this approach introduces an event-based condition in the control input gen-
erator to evaluate whether it is worth transmitting the new control action to the
actuator. The logical condition is

∣∣u(tact)− u(tlast)
∣∣≥�c. (16.23)

Considering the fact that the event detector and the control input generator are
periodically evaluated each hs and hc , respectively, a pseudo-code of this approach
could be written as follows:

% Execute with period hs

function sensor_event_detector(y,ysp)
if (abs(y-y_last)>=Delta_s)
send_to_control_input_generator(y,ysp);
y_last=y;

end;
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% Execute with period hc

function control_input_generator(y,ysp)
if (no_new_y_from_event_detector)
y=y_est;

end;

up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);
ud=Td/(Nd*hc+Td)*ud-Kp*Td*Nd/(Nd*hc+Td)*(y-y_old);
u=up+ui+ud;

controller_event_detector(u);

ui=ui+Kp/Ti*hc*(ysp-y);
y_old=y;

% Predict the next process output
x_est=y/cs;
x_est=As*x_est+bs*u;
y_est=cs*x_est;

function controller_event_detector(u)
if (abs(u-u_last)>=Delta_c)
send_to_actuator(u);
u_last=u;

end;

The algorithm does not include any safety condition to force the triggering of
events or heuristics to detect sticking or to reduce the error during the stationary
state. Some of the modifications introduced in previous sections could be included.

16.10 Separating the Event-Detectors for the P, I, and D Parts

All of the previous control approaches consider one event detector to activate the
calculation of the overall control action. A strategy that employs two event detectors
to activate the calculation of the control action in a PI controller (no derivative action
is used) has been proposed in [28]. In this approach, there is an event detector based
on the error signal and another event detector that analyzes the integral of the error.
Therefore, there are P- and I-type events to activate the control input generator.
When one of these two events occurs, the parameters to calculate the update of the
control signal are sent to the control input generator.
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The proportional action is produced in this approach in two situations: if the
unsigned error signal has grown by an amount �P with respect to the last time
an event was triggered or if the error signal diminishes in magnitude since the last
event detection, as desired, but has shot over the origin by at least �P . The full P-
type event-based condition that combines these two situations is expressed in [28]
as
(∣∣e(tact)

∣∣− ∣∣e(tlast)
∣∣≥�P

)
OR

(
e(tact) ·e(tlast) < 0 AND

∣∣e(tact)
∣∣≥�P

)
. (16.24)

The motivation to introduce two types of events is that P-type events on their own
can result in steady-state errors and sticking phenomena. As noted before, logical
conditions based on the integration of a signal can help to eliminate these problems.
Regarding the integral part, an I-type event is triggered when the integral of the error
changes by more than an amount �I with respect to the last event detection, that is,

∣∣∣∣
∫ tact

tlast

e(t) dt

∣∣∣∣≥�I . (16.25)

It should be noted that tlast is updated to tact when a new event takes place, regard-
less of the type. Every time a P- or I-type event arises, the control input generator
produces an update of the proportional and integral terms and tlast = tact . Between
two subsequent events, the control signal is defined as a superposition of two simple
waveforms, that is, a series of pulses whose amplitudes depend on the error signal
and a piecewise constant waveform whose values depend on samples of the integral
error signal. Formally, it is expressed as

u(tact)=
{
−Kpe(tlast)−Ki

∫ tact
tlast

e(t) dt for tact ≤ tlast + ε(Kp,Ki),

−Ki

∫ tact
tlast

e(t) dt for tact > tlast + ε(Kp,Ki)
(16.26)

where Ki =Kp/Ti and ε(Kp,Ki) is the pulse duration that determines the applica-
tion of the proportional part, while the integral part is applied for the whole length
of the sampling interval. It appears that in this case there are also many parameters
to tune in the overall algorithm.

Considering the fact that the waveform generator code is invoked each hnom, a
pseudo-code for the previous approach could be written as follows:

function u=PI_waveform_generator(ysp,y)
hact=hact+hnom;
[up,ui]=event_detectors(ysp,y);

if (hact>length_P_pulse)
u=ui;

else
u=up+ui;

end;
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Fig. 16.6 Block diagram of
the 2DOF event-based
controller

function (up,ui)=event_detectors(ysp,y)
e=ysp-y;
IE=IE+hnom*e;

% Detecting I-type events
if (abs(IE)>=Delta_I)
[up,ui]=control_input_generator(ysp,y)

end;

% Detecting P-type events
if (abs(e)-abs(e_old))>=Delta_P ||

(abs(e)>=Delta_P && (e*e_old<0))
[up,ui]=control_input_generator(ysp,y)

end;

function (up,ui)=control_input_generator(ysp,y)
up=Kp*(beta*ysp-y);
ui=ui+Kp/Ti*IE;
e_old=e;
y_old=y;
hact=0;
IE=0;

16.11 The 2DOF Event-Based PI Controller

Until now, the discussed event-based approaches have been based on a one-degree-
of-freedom (1DOF) structure. In [31], a new event-based PI controller based on a
2DOF structure is used to cope with the set-point following and the load disturbance
rejection tasks. The block diagram of the 2DOF event-based controller is shown in
Fig. 16.6. The event detection logic of both controllers is located inside one block.
In this case, the generation of the control actions uff and uf b by the compensators
Cff and Cfb is triggered by state events obtained from the set-point value and the
control error signal.
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For the set-point following task, the solution is a design procedure that, by
considering a first-order-plus-dead-time (FOPDT) model of the process and a pre-
designed open-loop control action, produces an event-based feedforward controller
Cff that provides a required process variable transition with only two events. Once
the process reaches the steady state, an event-based feedback PI controller Cfb is
in charge of rejecting disturbances and maintaining the process inside a deadband
around ysp . Cfb starts calculating proportional and integral actions only when the
process output moves outside the dead band, and it stops when the process output
is again inside the band. As in the approach described in the previous section, the
feedback control action is calculated due to the triggering of P- or I-type events.

As explained before, in this approach it is assumed that the process to be con-
trolled exhibits FOPDT dynamics, namely, it can be modeled by the following trans-
fer function

P(s)= K

T s + 1
e−Ls. (16.27)

A process output transition from 0 to ysp can be obtained by applying the fol-
lowing open-loop control action:

uff (t)=
{
ūff if t < τ,

ysp/K if t ≥ τ (16.28)

where the value of ūff is determined, after trivial calculations, in such a way that
the process output y (which is necessarily zero until time t = L) is ysp at time
t = τ +L. This results in the following

ūff = ysp/K

1− e−τ/T . (16.29)

The corresponding process output is

y(t)=
⎧⎨
⎩

0 if t < L,

ūff K(1− e t−LT ) if L≤ t ≤ L+ τ,
ysp if t > L+ τ.

(16.30)

It is important to note that if the value ūff of the control variable u is selected a
priori from (16.29), this value must be held constant for a time interval

τ =−T log

(
1− ysp

Kūff

)
(16.31)

to obtain the desired output transition (16.30). Figure 16.7 shows the open-loop
situation to be repeated by Cff and the two events where the control action must
change.

Consider now a proportional (event-based) feedback controller

Cff (s)=Kff
p (16.32)
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Fig. 16.7 Open-loop process
response to be repeated in
closed-loop by the
two-event-based
controller Cff

where Kff
p is selected to provide a control action as similar as possible to the pre-

viously described open-loop control action (16.28). For this purpose, consider that,
at time t = 0, the control action is

u(0)=Kff
p e(0)=Kff

p ysp. (16.33)

Replacing (16.33) in (16.31), where ūff = u(0), causes the initial control action
to be kept constant for a time interval of duration

τ =−T log

(
1− ysp

KK
ff
p ysp

)
=−T log

(
1− 1

KK
ff
p

)
. (16.34)

Applying the control action (16.33) in (16.5) results in the following value of the
process variable at time t = τ

yτ =KKff
p ysp

(
1− e− τ−L

T
)
. (16.35)

For the proportional controller to provide the same control action as the open-
loop controller described previously, the control action must switch to the required
steady-state value (see (16.28)) at time t = τ

uτ = ysp

K
. (16.36)

Thus, it must be

K
ff
p (ysp − yτ )= ysp

K
(16.37)

which, by taking into account (16.35), can be rewritten as

Kp

[
1−KKff

p

(
1− e− τ−L

T
)]= 1

K
. (16.38)

From (16.38), it is expressed as

τ = L− T log

(
(KK

ff
p )2 −KKff

p + 1

(KK
ff
p )2

)
. (16.39)
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Finally, the value of Kff
p that makes the proportional control action equal to the

open-loop one (16.28) can be determined by equating the values obtained in (16.34)
and (16.39), namely, by solving the equation

−T log

(
1− 1

KK
ff
p

)
= L− T log

(
(KK

ff
p )2 −KKff

p + 1

(KK
ff
p )2

)
. (16.40)

Posing X :=KKff
p results in the following second-order equation

X2(1− eL/T )−X(1− eL/T )+ 1= 0. (16.41)

Then, the value of Kff
p can be computed easily from (16.41), and τ and yτ can

be obtained from (16.34) and (16.35), respectively. The algorithm for the set-point
following task can thus be described as follows:

function u=2dof_pid_sp(ysp,y)

% K,T,L are the parameters of the FOPDT process

Kpff=max(roots([1-exp(L/T), -(1-exp(L/T)), 1]))/K;
tau=-T*log(1-1/(K*Kpff));
ytau=K*Kpff*ysp*exp(1-exp(-(tau-L)/T));

% Calculate control variable
if (abs(y)>abs(ytau)) % event detected
u=Kpff*ysp;

else
u=Kpff*ytau;

end

It is worth noting that, because the algorithm is based on the process model,
a decrement in the performance can be expected in case of modeling uncertainties.
However, a technique to handle the trade-off between aggressiveness and robustness
can be implemented easily (see [31] for details).

Regarding the load disturbance rejection task, a deadband is first defined around
the set-point value, depending on the control (steady-state) specifications

yll ≤ ysp ≤ yul. (16.42)

The proportional and integral parts of the controller are then enabled once the
process is inside the deadband, and they start calculating at the very moment that the
process leaves the band due to a disturbance. The event-based solution consists of
applying a level crossing sampling strategy to each part to trigger the computation of
the control action. In particular, the proportional action is calculated every time that
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the absolute difference between the current error and the error in the last crossing is
greater than �P ∣∣e(tact)− e(tlast)

∣∣≥�P . (16.43)

The integral term is triggered every time a logical expression based on the level
crossing of the integrated error IE is true

∣∣∣∣
∫ tact

tlast

e(t) dt

∣∣∣∣= ∣∣IE(tact)− IE(tlast)
∣∣≥�I . (16.44)

Thus, a new integral action will be produced if IE changes more than �I with
respect to the last time the previous logical expression became true.

The following algorithm for the load disturbance rejection task can thus be
sketched:

% yul and yll are lower and upper limit of the deadband
% values of e, elast, IE, up and ui should be
initialized to zero

function u=2dof_pid_load(y)

if (y>yul)
e=y-yul;

elseif (y<yll)
e=yll-y;

else
e=0;
e_last=0;

end

IE=IE+hnom*e;

% Detecting P-type events
if (abs(e-e_last)>Delta_P)
up=Kp*e;
e_last=e;

end

% Detecting I-type events
if (abs(IE)>Delta_I)
ui=ui+Kp/Ti*IE;
IE=0;

end

u=up+ui;
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Note that hnom corresponds to the sampling period used to evaluate the logi-
cal conditions. In the previous listing, the code corresponding to the control input
generator of P and I parts is so simple that it has been included in the event detector.

In the previous description, the set-point following and the disturbance rejection
tasks were not coupled because the controller Cfb was not enabled until the pro-
cess output entered the deadband for the first time. A simple time-triggered solution
to couple both tasks would consist of setting a maximum allowable time to reach
the deadband and to enable Cfb if a time-out occurs. Two effective event-based
techniques that can be used to couple the two control tasks and that can provide
guidelines for the tuning of the parameters are proposed in [31].

16.12 Conclusions

In this chapter, the state-of-the-art of event-based PID control has been analyzed and
pseudo-codes to implement the different PID algorithms have been provided. The
analysis began with the first PID published in the control-engineering literature and
concluded with one of the latest contributions to the field, a 2DOF event-based PI
controller. From this chapter, it is evident that even though the event-based paradigm
is simple to adapt to a PID control law and provides many advantages that take into
account resource utilization or the use of low-resolution sensors, there are open
problems that require further attention from researchers.

The first problem is the absence of a standardized event-based PID control law.
There are different ways to calculate the integral term, to produce the activation of
the control input generator, and to define the type and composition of the event-
based condition. Sometimes, these solutions are incompatible. Another open issue,
which is closely related to the previous one, is the lack of specific formal method-
ologies to analyze the performance of these PID controllers. There are simula-
tions and a few experimental evaluations that demonstrate the good performance
of these controllers in local or networked configurations. There are researchers
working to derive event-driven system theories; however, until now, these efforts
have been focused on particular event-driven control structures. However, there
are no specific design or formal analysis methods for a standardized event-based
PID control law. To some extent, this situation prevents an event-based PID con-
troller from being considered a useful alternative in some specific industrial appli-
cations.

One of the most relevant absences in the literature may be that of specific tun-
ing rules. Some authors provide guidelines based on intensive simulations or ob-
tain the controller parameters from tuning rules designed for continuous or discrete
standard PID controllers. However, the guidelines are only provided for particular,
non-generic architectures. Moreover, event-based PID controllers possess more pa-
rameters than their time-triggered counterparts (one or two thresholds, minimum
and maximum inter-event times).

Finally, it is worth stressing that the design of event-based PID controllers
for multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) or single-input-multiple-output (SIMO)
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processes must still be addressed. Leaving the formal analysis aside, the extension
to MIMO or SIMO systems would not be very difficult. It would consist of associ-
ating an event-based condition and each sensor or a combination of several sensors
to activate the control input generator. However, as before, some methodology to
define the event-based conditions, the threshold values, and the controller activation
is necessary.
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Chapter 17
Data-Driven PID Controller

Toru Yamamoto

17.1 Introduction

In recent years, many complicated control algorithms such as adaptive control the-
ory and/or robust control theory have been proposed and implemented for real sys-
tems. Even though these complicated and subtle control algorithms exist, less so-
phisticated PID controllers continue to be widely employed in process industries.
The reasons for the continued popularity of PID controllers are summarized as fol-
lows: (i) the control structure is quite simple; (ii) the physical meaning of the control
parameters is clear; and (iii) the operators’ know-how can be easily utilized in de-
signing controllers.

Given these reasons, it is still attractive to design PID controllers, but they do
have their drawbacks. Since most process systems have nonlinearities, it is difficult
to obtain good control performances for such systems simply using the fixed PID
parameters. The adaptive or self-tuning PID control schemes [1, 2], have been fre-
quently employed for systems with weak nonlinearity. However, since these meth-
ods have been mainly researched and discussed for use with linear systems, it is
impossible to obtain suitable control results for systems with strong nonlinearity.
Where there is strong nonlinearity, PID parameter tuning methods using neural net-
works (NN) [3] and genetic algorithms (GA) [4] have been proposed, but there are
obstacles to these methods. According to these methods, the learning cost is con-
siderably large, and these PID parameters cannot be adequately adjusted due to the
nonlinear properties. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, there are currently
few PID parameter tuning schemes of practical use for nonlinear systems.

In contrast, the development of computers has been extensive and progressive in
the same time period. These advances in computers enable them to store, quickly
retrieve, and read out an ever-increasing amount of data. With these advantages in
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mind, the following method has been proposed based on the computer data storage
system: Whenever new data is obtained, the data is stored. Next, similar neighbors
to the information requests, called ‘queries’, are selected from the stored data. Addi-
tionally, the local model or the local controller is constructed using these neighbors.
This is known as a data-driven (DD) technique. The data-driven (DD) techniques
called the Just-In-Time (JIT) method [5, 6], the Lazy Learning method [7, 8] and
the Model-on-Demand (MoD) method [9], have received much attention in the last
decade.

A few similar PID controllers have been already proposed based on the JIT
method [10] and the MoD method [11]. Generally, the JIT method is used to supple-
ment the feedback controller with a PID structure, however it is problematic. The
tracking property is not reliable enough due to the nonlinearities occurring in the
case where reference signals are changed. In this method, the controller does not
create any integral action in the whole control system. On the other hand, the latter
method has a PID control structure. PID parameters are tuned by operators’ skills,
and they are stored in the database in advance. And also, a suitable set of PID pa-
rameters is generated using the stored data. Still, good control over the performance
cannot be necessarily obtained in the case where nonlinearities are included in the
controlled object and/or system parameters are changed. This is due to the fact that
PID parameters are not adjusted in an on-line manner corresponding to properties
of the controlled object.

In an effort to overcome the shortcomings of the JIT and MoD methods, this
chapter describes a design scheme for PID controllers, based on the DD technique.
This is called ‘DD-PID’ control scheme [12]. The main feature of the DD-PID con-
trol scheme is that the PID parameters are updated corresponding to the control
error in an on-line manner and they are stored in the database. Therefore, the learn-
ing effect is gradually accumulated in the database. In order to avoid the excessive
accumulation of the stored data, an algorithm is proposed which reduces the need
for memory storage and computational costs. Finally, the effectiveness of the DD-
PID control scheme is examined on some simulation examples, and experimentally
evaluated on a pilot-scale heat process control system.

17.2 Data-Driven PID Controller

17.2.1 DD Technique

In order to create the DD technique, several mathematical considerations must first
be undertaken. The first consideration is the following discrete-time nonlinear sys-
tem, expresses as:

y(t)= f (φ(t − 1)
)
, (17.1)

where y(t) denotes the system output and f (·) denotes the nonlinear function. In
this case, φ(t − 1) is called the ‘information vector’ and is defined by the following
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Fig. 17.1 Schematic figure
of data-driven approach

equation:

φ(t − 1) := [y(t − 1), . . . , y(t − ny),u(t − 1), . . . u(t − nu)
]
, (17.2)

where u(t) denotes the control input. Also, ny and nu denote the orders of the sys-
tem output and the control input, respectively. Accordingly, (17.2) means that the
controlled object is described using elements included in φ(t − 1). In addition, it is
assumed that, as regards the controlled object, the sign of the partial derivative of
y(t) with respect to u(t − 1) is known. The sign of the partial derivative is also the
sign of the system Jacobian, so the system Jacobian is known.

The schematic figure of the DD technique is shown in Fig. 17.1. According to
the DD technique, (i) the data is first stored in the form of the information vector
φ expressed in (17.2). Moreover, (ii) the query φ(t − 1) is required and (iii) after
some similar neighbors to the query are selected from the database, (iv) the local
controller corresponding to the query can be designed using these neighbors.

17.2.2 Controller Design

The following control law with a PID structure is considered:

�u(t) = kcTs

TI
e(t)− kc

(
�+ TD

Ts
�2
)
y(t)

= KIe(t)−KP�y(t)−KD�
2y(t), (17.3)

where e(t) denotes the control error signal defined by

e(t) := r(t)− y(t). (17.4)

The reference signal is denoted by r(t). Also, kc, TI , and TD respectively denote the
proportional gain, the reset time, and the derivative time, and Ts denotes the sam-
pling interval. Here, KP , KI , and KD included in (17.3) are derived by the relations
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KP = kc, KI = kcTs/TI , and KD = kcTD/Ts . � denotes the differencing opera-
tor defined by � := 1− z−1. However, it is quite difficult to obtain a good control
performance due to nonlinearities if the PID parameters (KP , KI , KD) in (17.3)
are fixed. Therefore, a controller design scheme is explained, which can adjust PID
parameters in an on-line manner corresponding to properties of the system. Thus,
instead of (17.3), the following PID control law with time-variant PID parameters
is employed:

�u(t)=KI (t)e(t)−KP (t)�y(t)−KD(t)�
2y(t). (17.5)

So with these additional pieces of information, (17.5) can be rewritten as the fol-
lowing relations:

u(t)= g(φ′(t)), (17.6)

φ′(t) := [K(t), r(t), y(t), y(t − 1), y(t − 2), u(t − 1)
]
, (17.7)

K(t) := [KP (t),KI (t),KD(t)
]
, (17.8)

where g(φ′(t)) denotes a linear function composed of terms which are given by
(17.7). By substituting (17.6) and (17.7) into (17.1) and (17.2), the following equa-
tion can be derived:

y(t + 1)= h(φ̃(t)), (17.9)

φ̃(t) := [y(t), . . . , y(t − ny + 1),K(t), r(t), u(t − 1), . . . , u(t − nu + 1)
]
,

(17.10)

where ny ≥ 3, nu ≥ 2, and h(φ̃(t)) denotes a nonlinear function which has elements
given by (17.10). Therefore, the PID parameters K(t) are related to the information
vector φ̄(t) which is expressed as

K(t)= F (φ̄(t)), (17.11)

φ̄(t) := [y(t + 1), y(t), . . . , y(t − ny + 1), r(t), u(t − 1), . . . , u(t − nu + 1)
]
.

(17.12)

Since the future output y(t+1) included in (17.12) cannot be obtained at t , y(t+1)
is replaced by r(t + 1) because the purpose of the control is to realize y(t + 1)→
r(t + 1). Therefore, φ̄(t) included in (17.12) is newly rewritten as follows:

φ̄(t) := [r(t + 1), r(t), y(t), . . . , u(t − 1), y(t − ny + 1), . . . , u(t − nu + 1)
]
.

(17.13)
After making the above preparations, it is possible to design a new PID control
scheme based on the DD technique. The procedure of the controller design is sum-
marized as follows.

[STEP 1] Generate initial database The DD technique cannot work if the histor-
ical data is not saved at all, as there will be no information to work with. It is
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necessary, then, to first create a database based on historical data of the controlled
object. Therefore, PID parameters are initially calculated using either the Ziegler
& Nichols method [13] or the Chien, Hrones & Reswick (CHR) method [14]. Of
course, PID parameters determined through the use of the operators’ skill and/ or
know-how can be also utilized as the initial database. That is, Φ(j) indicated in
the following equation is generated as the initial database:

Φ(j) := [φ̄(j),K(j)], j = 1,2, . . . ,N(0) (17.14)

where φ̄(j) and K(j) are given by (17.13) and (17.8). Moreover, N(0) denotes
the number of information vectors stored in the initial database. If one set of fixed
PID parameters is chosen as being typical, then all PID parameters included in the
initial information vectors may be equal. Expressed numerically, K(1) = K(2) =
· · · =K(N(0)) at the initial stage.

[STEP 2] Calculate distance and select neighbors It is necessary though to de-
termine the distances between the query φ̄(t) and the information vectors
φ̄(i) (i �= t). These are calculated using the following L1-norm with some weights:

d
(
φ̄(t), φ̄(j)

)=
ny+nu+1∑
l=1

∣∣∣∣ φ̄l(t)− φ̄l(j)
maxm φ̄l(m)−minm φ̄l(m)

∣∣∣∣,
(
j = 1,2, . . . ,N(t)

)
(17.15)

whereN(t) denotes the number of information vectors stored in the database when
the query φ̄(t) is given. To further explain the variables: φ̄l(j) denotes the lth
element of the j th information vector, and similarly, φ̄l(t) denotes the lth ele-
ment of the query at t . Among the lth element of all information vectors (φ̄(j),
j = 1,2, . . . ,N(t)) stored in the database, the maximum element is denoted by
max φ̄l(m). Similarly, min φ̄l(m) denotes the minimum element. Here, k-pieces
with the smallest distances between them are chosen from all information vectors.

[STEP 3] Compute PID parameters Next, using k-neighbors selected in
[STEP 2], the suitable set of PID parameters is computed around the query us-
ing the following Linearly Weighted Average (LWA) [15]:

Kold(t)=
k∑
i=1

wiK(i),
k∑
i=1

wi = 1, (17.16)

where wi denotes the weight corresponding to the ith information vector φ̄(i) in
the selected neighbors. This is calculated by

wi =
nu+ny+1∑
l=1

(
1− [φ̄l(t)− φ̄l(i)]2

[maxm φ̄l(m)−minm φ̄l(m)]2
)
. (17.17)

Using the PID parameters computed in (17.16), the control input is generated, and
the output y(t + 1) is measured.
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[STEP 4] PID parameters adjustment In the case where the suitable control per-
formance cannot be obtained using the PID parameters computed in [STEP 3],
these control parameters have to be updated and stored in the database. That is, it
is necessary to adjust the PID parameters so that the control error is decreased. The
following steepest descent method is utilized in order to modify the PID parame-
ters:

Knew(t)=Kold(t)− η∂J (t + 1)

∂K(t)
, (17.18)

η := diag{ηP ,ηI , ηD}, (17.19)

where η denotes the learning rate, and the following J (t + 1) denotes the error
criterion:

J (t + 1) := 1

2
ε(t + 1)2, (17.20)

ε(t) := yr(t)− y(t). (17.21)

The output of the reference model is denoted by yr(t), given by

yr(t) = z−1T (1)

T (z−1)
r(t), (17.22)

T
(
z−1) := 1+ t1z−1 + t2z−2. (17.23)

Here, T (z−1) is designed based on the following two features:

(i) rise-time, and
(ii) damping property.

Thus, let T (z−1) be the denominator of the discrete-time version of the following
desirable second-order continuous-time transfer function G(s):

G(s)= 1

1+ σs +μ(σs)2 . (17.24)

That is, T (z−1) is defined as follows:

T
(
z−1)= 1+ t1z−1 + t2z−2, (17.25)

t1 =−2exp

(
− ρ

2μ

)
cos

(√
(2μ− 1)

2μ
ρ

)
, (17.26)

t2 = exp

(
−ρ
μ

)
, (17.27)

ρ := Ts/σ, (17.28)

μ := 0.25(1− δ)+ 0.51δ (17.29)
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where σ denotes the rise-time. The damping coefficient is denoted by μ. The
damping coefficient itself is adjusted by changing δ. Where δ = 0 and δ = 1, the
step response of G(s) shows the Binominal model response and the Butterworth
model response, respectively.
Moreover, each partial differential of (17.18) is developed as follows:

∂J (t + 1)

∂KP (t)
= ∂J (t + 1)

∂ε(t + 1)

∂ε(t + 1)

∂y(t + 1)

∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)

∂u(t)

∂KP (t)

= ε(t + 1)
(
y(t)− y(t − 1)

)∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)
,

∂J (t + 1)

∂KI (t)
= ∂J (t + 1)

∂ε(t + 1)

∂ε(t + 1)

∂y(t + 1)

∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)

∂u(t)

∂KI (t)

=−ε(t + 1)e(t)
∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)
,

∂J (t + 1)

∂KD(t)
= ∂J

∂ε(t + 1)

∂ε(t + 1)

∂y(t + 1)

∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)

∂u(t)

∂KD(t)

= ε(t + 1)
(
y(t)− 2y(t − 1)+ y(t − 2)

)∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)
.

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(17.30)

Note that a priori information with respect to the system Jacobian which is rep-
resented by ∂y(t + 1)/∂u(t) is required in order to calculate (17.30). Here, using
the relation x = |x| sign(x), the system Jacobian can be obtained by the following
equation:

∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)
=
∣∣∣∣∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)

∣∣∣∣ sign

(
∂y(t + 1)

∂u(t)

)
, (17.31)

where sign(x)= 1(x > 0), −1(x < 0). From the assumption mentioned above, the
sign of the system Jacobian is obtainable. And by including |∂y(t+1)/∂u(t)| in η,
the usage of the system Jacobian can be made easy [3]. Therefore, it is assumed
that the sign of the system Jacobian is known.

[STEP 5] Remove redundant data In implementing the DD technique in real sys-
tems, the DD-PID control scheme has a constraint: the calculations between
[STEP 2] and [STEP 4] must be finished within the sampling time. Here, stor-
ing the redundant data in the database results in the computer wasting time that
could be used on the process. Therefore, an algorithm to avoid excessive stored
data is put forward. The procedure is carried out in the following two steps.

[First condition] For information vectors in which k-neighbors are excepted be-
forehand, the information vectors which satisfy the following condition are ex-
tracted:

d
(
φ̄(t), φ̄(i)

)≤ α1, i = 1,2, . . . ,N(t)− k. (17.32)
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Fig. 17.2 Block diagram of
the DD-PID control system

Note that the distance is computed using only input/output data φ̄ included in the
information vector. Meeting the first condition means that only the information
vectors with short distance to the query φ̄(t) are extracted from the database.

[Second condition] For information vectors extracted in the first condition, the
information vectors which satisfy the following condition are extracted:

3∑
l=1

{
Kl(i)−Knew

l (t)

Knew
l (t)

}2

≤ α2, (17.33)

where K1, K2, and K3 mean KP , KI , and KD , respectively. Using the above
procedure, it is possible to extract and delete from the database redundant data.
This is achieved by extracting and deleting from the database information vectors
with high similarity in the relationship between the newly generated PID gains
and PID gains included in the extracted information vectors. If several informa-
tion vectors exist which satisfy the second condition, then only the information
vector with the smallest value in the second condition is removed.

Note that the query and the corresponding updated PID parameters are always
stored in the database. In practice, α1 and α2 should be set between 0.1 and 1.0,
but some trial and error may be necessary.

The above algorithm is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig. 17.2.

17.3 Simulation Examples

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the DD-PID control scheme, some simula-
tion examples for nonlinear systems are considered. These include a Hammerstein
model and a system with a hysteresis. They are discussed below.
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Fig. 17.3 Static input/output
relation of System 1 and
System 2

17.3.1 Hammerstein Model

To begin, the following Hammerstein models are discussed (see [16] for more in-
formation):

[System 1]

y(t)= 0.6y(t − 1)− 0.1y(t − 2)+ 1.2x(t − 1)− 0.1x(t − 2)+ ξ(t),
x(t)= 1.5u(t)− 1.5u2(t)+ 0.5u3(t),

}

(17.34)
[System 2]

y(t)= 0.6y(t − 1)− 0.1y(t − 2)+ 1.2x(t − 1)− 0.1x(t − 2)+ ξ(t),
x(t)= 1.0u(t)− 1.0u2(t)+ 1.0u3(t),

}

(17.35)

where ξ(t) denotes the white Gaussian noise with zero mean and a variance of 0.012.
The static properties of the System 1 and System 2 are shown in Fig. 17.3. More-
over, Fig. 17.4 shows the static gain corresponding to the control input signal. On
examining Figs. 17.3 and 17.4, it is apparent that the static gains of System 2 are
larger than those of System 1 at u > 0.6.

Here, the reference signal r(t) is given as follows:

r(t)=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0.5 (0≤ t < 50),
1.0 (50≤ t < 100),
2.0 (100≤ t < 150),
1.5 (150≤ t ≤ 200).

(17.36)

The information vector φ̄ is given by:

φ̄(t) := [r(t + 1), r(t), y(t), y(t − 1), y(t − 2), u(t − 1)
]
. (17.37)
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Fig. 17.4 Static gain
properties of System 1 and
System 2

Table 17.1 User-specified
parameters included in the
DD-PID control scheme
(Hammerstein model)

Orders of the information vector ny = 3

nu = 2

Number of neighbors k = 6

Learning rates ηP = 0.8

ηI = 0.8

ηD = 0.2

Coefficients to inhibit the data α1 = 0.5

α2 = 0.1

Initial number of data N(0)= 6

The desired characteristic polynomial T (z−1) included in the reference model
was designed as follows:

T
(
z−1)= 1− 0.271z−1 + 0.0183z−2, (17.38)

where T (z−1) was designed by setting σ as 1.0 and δ as 0.0. Here, Ts is equal
to 1.0. Table 17.1 shows the user-specified parameters as determined in the DD-PID
control scheme.

For the purpose of comparing the DD-PID control scheme with conventional
schemes, the fixed PID control scheme widely used in industrial processes is first
employed. These PID parameters, tuned by the CHR method [14], are as follows:

KP = 0.486, KI = 0.227, KD = 0.122. (17.39)

The control results for System 1 (17.34) are shown in Fig. 17.5 using the fixed
PID controller and the DD-PID control scheme. Trajectories of the PID parameters
in the DD-PID control scheme are summarized in Fig. 17.6.
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Fig. 17.5 Control results
using the fixed PID control
(a) and the DD-PID control
scheme (b) for System 1

From Fig. 17.5, it is clear that the control results of the fixed PID controller are
not good. This is owing to nonlinearities of the controlled object. The nonlinearities
had the most influence in the third step where the control responses became slow.
On the other hand, looking at Figs. 17.5 and 17.6, it is apparent that good control
results can be obtained using the DD-PID control scheme because PID parameters
are adequately adjusted.

The adjustment of PID parameters merits further discussion. Figure 17.7 shows
the behavior of the updating scheme set out in [STEP 4], where the reference signal
is changed from 0.5 through 1.0 around 50 [step]. According to Fig. 17.7, it is clear
that a new set of PID parameters is gradually built up in the database, and PID
parameters are suitably adjusted according to the change of the reference signal or
the operating point.
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Fig. 17.6 Trajectories of PID
parameters corresponding to
Fig. 17.5

Fig. 17.7 Behavior of PID
parameters adjustment around
t = 100 [step]

Moreover, ∗ in Fig. 17.8 shows the point in which a new information vector is
stored in the database. That is, Fig. 17.8 shows that the process of removing the
redundant data in [STEP 5] works adequately, and the new data (i.e., the new infor-
mation vector) is stored instead of the redundant data. Figure 17.8 also illustrates
that new data is stored only in the transient state where the reference signals are
changed. Note that there is very little replacement of the redundant data by the new
data when the system is in a steady state (i.e. where the reference signal is constant).
As a result of using the algorithm in [STEP 5] to remove needless data, the number
of data items stored in the database was quite low, namely, 38, reduced from an
original count of 206. In addition, using the DD-PID control scheme, the error εep
given by the following criterion is 0.0417,

εep(epoc) := 1

N

N∑
t=1

{
ε(t)

r(t)

}2

, (17.40)
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Fig. 17.8 Replacement
behavior of the redundant
data by the new data, where *
shows the point in which a
new information vector is
stored in the database

Fig. 17.9 Block diagram of
the NN-PID control system
considered in this chapter

where N denotes the number of steps per 1 [epoc], and N is set as 200 in this
case. 1 [epoc] shows the iteration number for learning, that is, the simulation of 200
steps to be shown in Fig. 17.4 is equivalent to 1 [epoc]. Furthermore, because PID
parameters can be adjusted in an on-line manner by the DD-PID control scheme,
the number of iterations was set as 1.

Moreover, a certain type of neural net-based PID controller [3], called the
NN-PID controller was applied to this system (17.34), where the NN was uti-
lized in order to supplement the fixed PID controller as show in Fig. 17.9. The
fixed PID parameters are given by (17.39). The trajectory of the learning er-
ror, εep , (expressed in (17.40)) is shown in Fig. 17.10, and control results are
shown in Fig. 17.11. It is clear from Fig. 17.10 that the number of learning it-
erations remains 86 [epoc] until the control results using the NN-PID controller
can produce the same control performances as the DD-PID control scheme. In
other words, until εep ≤ 0.0417 is satisfied. Since this condition has been satis-
fied, the effectiveness of the DD-PID control scheme is examined for nonlinear sys-
tems.

The next step is to consider the case where the system changes from (17.34) to
(17.35) at t = 70. First, the control results using the fixed PID controller are shown
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Fig. 17.10 Error behaviors
using the NN-PID controller
for Hammerstein model

Fig. 17.11 Control result
using the NN-PID controller
for Hammerstein model

in Fig. 17.12, where the PID parameters used are the same as those shown in (17.39).
Although the gain of the controlled object becomes high after t = 70, the PID pa-
rameters are not changed. Therefore, the control performance becomes oscillatory
after t = 100. On the other hand, the DD-PID control scheme was also employed
in this case. The control results and trajectories of PID parameters are shown in
Figs. 17.13 and 17.14, respectively. Figures 17.13 and 17.14 demonstrate that, even
if system parameters are changed, a fairly good control performance can be obtained
because PID parameters are adjusted adequately using the DD-PID control scheme.
This result shows the adaptability of the DD-PID control scheme remarkably well in
the Hammerstein model. Next, the DD-PID control scheme was applied to another
type of nonlinear system: a system with a hysteresis.
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Fig. 17.12 Control result
using the fixed PID controller
in the case where the system
is changed from System 1 to
System 2

Fig. 17.13 Control result
using the DD-PID control
scheme in the case where the
system parameters are
changed

17.3.2 System with a Hysteresis

Next, the following model with another nonlinear type of system was tested. In this
system, like that set out by Narendra and Parthasarathy [17], the following equation
applies:

y(t + 1)= y(t)y(t − 1)[y(t)+ 2.5]
1+ y2(t)+ y2(t − 1)

+ u(t)+ ξ(t) (17.41)

where ξ(t) denotes the white Gaussian noise with zero mean and a variance of 0.012.
The static property of this model is shown in Fig. 17.15 and discussed below. From
Fig. 17.15, it is clear that this model has strong nonlinearities. In particular, there is
a kind of hysteresis occurring between y = 0 and y = 2.0. Here, the reference signal
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Fig. 17.14 Trajectories of
PID parameters
corresponding to Fig. 17.13

Fig. 17.15 Static property of
the system (17.41)

r(t) was given by:

r(t)=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1.5 (0≤ t < 100),
0.8 (100≤ t < 200),
2.5 (200≤ t < 300),
−1.0 (300≤ t ≤ 400).

(17.42)

Equation (17.37) was utilized as the information vector φ̄(t), and the desired char-
acteristic polynomial T (z−1) included in the reference model was designed as

T
(
z−1)= 1− 0.271z−1 + 0.0183z−2, (17.43)

where σ and δ are set as 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, and Ts equals 1.0. In addition, the
user-specified parameters included in the DD-PID control scheme were determined
and are summarized in Table 17.2.
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Table 17.2 User-specified
parameters included in the
DD-PID control schema

Orders of the information vector ny = 3

nu = 2

Number of neighbors k = 6

Learning rates ηP = 0.6

ηI = 0.03

ηD = 0.01

Coefficients to inhibit the data α1 = 0.1

α2 = 0.3

Initial number of data N(0)= 6

Fig. 17.16 Control result
using the fixed PID controller
for Ex. 2

For the purpose of comparison, the fixed PID control scheme was first employed,
wherein the PID parameters were tuned by the CHR method [14]. Then, PID pa-
rameters were calculated as

KP = 0.654, KI = 0.028, KD = 0.327. (17.44)

The control results are shown in Fig. 17.16. As seen in Fig. 17.16, due to nonlin-
earities of the controlled object, the control results using the fixed PID controller
include excessive oscillation around y = 0.0. The consequence is that the system
falls into an unstable state.

Next, the self-tuning PID control scheme was employed, and the control results
are shown in Fig. 17.17. The self-tuning PID control scheme examined here has
been previously considered by Yamamoto and Shah in 1994; see [2] for details.
Thus, the system parameters were recursively estimated and the PID parameters
were computed using the estimates based on the relationship between the general-
ized minimum variance control and PID control. Due to the strong nonlinearity, the
control performance was inferior in the second portion of the reference signal, that
is, where r(t)= 0.8.
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Fig. 17.17 Control result
using the self-tuning PID
controller for Ex. 2

Fig. 17.18 Control result
using the DD-PID control
scheme for Ex. 2

Finally, the control results using the DD-PID control scheme are shown in
Fig. 17.18, and then trajectories of PID parameters are shown in Fig. 17.19. Fig-
ures 17.18 and 17.19 show that the superiority of the DD-PID control scheme is
quite clear. The PID adjustment in an on-line manner works exceptionally well, and
removes the excessive oscillation.

17.4 Application to a Heat Process

The DD-PID control scheme was experimentally evaluated on a pilot-scale temper-
ature control system. Figure 17.20 shows a photograph of this equipment, and the
corresponding schematic figure of this system is illustrated in Fig. 17.21.
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Fig. 17.19 Trajectories of
PID parameters
corresponding to Fig. 17.18

Fig. 17.20 Photograph of the
experimental temperature
control system

Two heaters were secured on a steel plate. These heaters worked synchronously,
corresponding to the input signal from the computer. One thermo-couple was also
prepared on the steel plate, and the measured temperature of the steel plate was sent
to the computer as the system output signal. The control objective was to regulate the
temperature of the steel to the desired reference signal by manipulating the power
of the heater. The static input/output relation of the temperature control system are
shown in Fig. 17.22. This figure shows that the static gain at u > 60 becomes small.

The fixed PID controller and the DD-PID control scheme were employed for this
system. The reference temperature signal was changed alternately from 60 to 100
degrees. The fixed PID parameters were computed using the CHR method [14] as
follows:

KP = 1.20, KI = 0.0120, KD = 0.60. (17.45)

Figure 17.23 shows the control results. The dotted line and the solid line show the
results using the fixed PID and the DD-PID control scheme, respectively. The above
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Fig. 17.21 Schematic figure of the experimental temperature control system

Fig. 17.22 Static
input/output relation of the
temperature control system

PID parameters were determined using the historical data gathered when the system
output temperature was around 80 degrees. Because the PID parameters were not
suitably calculated, the control results are not so good. In particular, due to the small
integral gain, the tracking property to the reference signal is considerably inferior.

On the other hand, according to the DD-PID control scheme, PID parameters
were appropriately adjusted in an on-line manner according to the reference signal
as shown in Fig. 17.24. Here, the user-specified parameters included in the DD-PID
control scheme were determined as shown in Table 17.3, and PID parameters in the
initial database were set the same as in (17.45).

Next, the robustness and the adaptability to cyclic disturbances were investigated.
Key to this investigation is the solenoid coil (see Figs. 17.20 or 17.21 which is part
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Fig. 17.23 Control result
using the fixed PID controller
(dotted line) and the DD-PID
controller (solid line)

Fig. 17.24 Trajectories of
PID parameters
corresponding to Fig. 17.23

of the apparatus in this experiment). Because this solenoid works only periodically,
it creates a cyclic disturbance in the following way. The solenoid is attached to the
second steel plate which comes into contact with the main steel plate. It returns to
its original position when the temperature is kept constant. This results in the main
steel plate acting as the periodic disturbance. In other words, when the solenoid and
the steel plate come in contact, the temperature of the main steel plate falls. The
temperature rises again if the steel plate returns.

This cycle of temperature rising and dropping was created as an imitation of a
common industrial process wherein the object is first put on the main steel board,
and the object is processed while keeping the temperature constant. It moves to the
next process when the processing ends, and the next new object is put on the main
steel board. This procedure is repeated many times. As a result, if the temperature
recovers quickly, a lot of objects can be processed. Therefore, the tracking properties
of the PID controller are strongly demanded in industries.
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Table 17.3 User-specified
parameters included in the
DD-PID control scheme
(Temperature controller)

Sampling time Ts = 1

Orders of the information vector ny = 3

nu = 2

Number of neighbors k = 10

Learning rates ηP =KP /100

ηI =KI/100

ηD =KD/104

Coefficients to inhibit the data α1 = 0.5

α2 = 0.1

Initial number of data N(0)= 10

Fig. 17.25 Control result
using the fixed PID controller
(dotted line) and the DD-PID
control scheme (solid line) in
the case where the
disturbance is periodically
added

For the purpose of comparison, the fixed PID controller and the DD-PID con-
troller were employed for the case where the periodic disturbance is introduced. The
control results are summarized in Fig. 17.25: the dotted line shows the result given
by the fixed PID controller and the solid line shows the DD-PID control scheme.
Moreover, Fig. 17.26 shows the trajectories of PID parameters created by the DD-
PID control scheme. Here, the fixed PID parameters were computed using the CHR
method [14] as follows:

KP = 0.12, KI = 0.0024, KD = 0.06. (17.46)

And also, the user-specified parameters included in the DD-PID control scheme
utilized were the same as those given in Table 17.3. It is clear that the tracking
property to the reference signal is gradually improved according to the DD-PID
control scheme. The behavior is shown more clearly in Figs. 17.27 and 17.28, where
these figures show the control results around t = 500 and t = 1100, respectively.
For the disturbance, another set of PID parameters is immediately extracted from
the database corresponding to the current state. It is clear that the DD-PID control
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Fig. 17.26 Trajectories of
PID parameters
corresponding to Fig. 17.25

Fig. 17.27 Enlarged figure
around t = 500 in Fig. 17.25

scheme effectively uses the previously accumulated knowledge. This is one of the
typical features of the DD-PID control scheme.

17.5 Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In this chapter, a design scheme of PID controllers based on the DD approach has
been explained. To date, many PID controller design schemes using NNs and GAs
have been proposed for nonlinear systems. In employing these schemes for real sys-
tems, however, the considerably large learning cost becomes a serious problem. This
problem can be avoided by using the DD-PID control scheme because such com-
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Fig. 17.28 Enlarged figure
around t = 1100 in Fig. 17.25

putational burdens can be effectively reduced by using the algorithm for removing
the redundant data. In addition, the effectiveness of the DD-PID control scheme has
been verified by some numerical simulation examples. Given the success of the DD
technique for PID controllers on the heat process, there is good reason to continue
to explore its success on other systems. Applications of the DD-PID control scheme
for existing systems and the extension to multivariate cases are in our future works.
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Chapter 18
Predictive Control Approaches for PID Control
Design and Its Extension to Multirate System

Takao Sato

18.1 Introduction

Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) control [5, 19, 25, 40, 53, 58] is a very use-
ful and easy control method because its structure is simple and the meaning of the
design parameters, referred to as PID parameters, is clear. PID control performance
is adjusted by tuning the PID parameters. However, it is rather difficult to find op-
timal parameters. Hence, numerous methods have been proposed for designing PID
parameters [3, 23, 27, 31, 34, 35]. These methods comprise two main classes. In
the first, the parameters are designed to satisfy given control specifications, such as
phase and amplitude margins. The second is based on comparison and approxima-
tion of controllers designed by other methods by a PID controller. In this chapter,
PID parameters are designed on the basis of generalized predictive control (GPC)
[6, 9]. The control performance of GPC is achieved by a PID controller with a sim-
ple control structure, so the obtained controller can be intuitively understood and
existing PID controllers will be available in the future.

GPC has been widely studied theoretically and used in industrial applications. It
has been formulated in discrete time, but a real controlled plant is a continuous-time
system. Hence, a controller is implemented with sampling and holding action, and
a digital velocity form of PID controller is designed on the basis of GPC in this
chapter. When designing a GPC-based PID controller, there are two problems to be
resolved. First, the coefficient polynomials of a GPC law are generally higher than
those of a PID controller, hence a GPC law cannot be straightforwardly replaced
by a PID controller. Second, the future reference trajectory of GPC needs future
information, but PID control essentially consists of the present and the past data.

GPC is often employed for the compensation of process deadtime. To compen-
sate, Tan et al. [45] proposed a predictive PI controller capable of deadtime compen-
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sation and compared it with a Smith compensator [41, 42]. Further, GPC-based PID
control systems were designed [24, 44, 46]. In these methods [44–46], to achieve
GPC performance by PID control, PID gains are time varying in the case when pro-
cesses have the deadtime. Further, a GPC-based PID control system with a Smith
predictor was proposed [47]. In this method, PID gains are time invariant, but a
control law consists of future predictive state variable.

In Sect. 18.2, the high-order polynomial of a GPC law is approximated by a time-
varying proportional gain. To implement the GPC strategy in industry, the GPC-
based PID control is applied to a weigh feeder and results are reported in Sect. 18.3.
Further, in Sect. 18.4, the GPC-based PID control system is extended for a multirate
system in which the sampling interval of the plant output is longer than the update
interval of the control input.1

18.2 Generalized Predictive Control Based PID Control

18.2.1 Introduction

GPC performance is decided by selecting design parameters, namely, prediction
horizon, control horizon, and weighting factor. The computation load mainly de-
pends on the range of the predictive horizon. The infinite future prediction has the
same control effect as long range prediction of GPC. Therefore, by using a GPC
with a terminal matching condition (abbreviated as γGPC) [20], it is possible to
maintain robust stability similar to that in long range predictive control realized in
the standard GPC, and to also reduce computation load simultaneously.

When applying γGPC to the design of the PID controller, there is a problem
that the γGPC law has a denominator with high order and it also needs several past
values of control inputs. However, the PID compensator has at most a first-order
denominator and can include only the present and the one-past value as the input.
Miller et al. [23] proposed replacing the past control inputs by filtered signals from
reference inputs and outputs to resolve this problem. Since their PID controller re-
quires inclusion of filters, the control structure becomes complex. In addition, when
plant parameters change, filter redesign is also required. The PID controller is de-
signed on the basis of GPC law using a steady-state gain instead of the denominator
polynomial of the control law corresponding to identified parameters at the sampling
step [4, 31] to simplify the controller. A method using a time-varying proportional
gain is proposed in [3, 35] to improve the approximation of the high-order denomi-
nator of the γGPC law. In the approximation, to have a stable proportional gain, the
denominator of the original approximated control law must be stable. That is, the
approximated control law must have a stable closed-loop and a stable control law si-
multaneously. In other words, the approximated control law must be strongly stable
[10, 16, 52, 57]. This idea was first proposed in the approximation of generalized

1This chapter summarizes published papers [28–30].
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minimum variance control law [34], and it has been extended into a two-degree-of-
freedom GMVC based method [37]. In this study, the approximated control law is
replaced by γGPC and a strongly stable γGPC is used. First, this study derives a
strongly stable γGPC law, then the PID controller based on the extended γGPC is
derived.

If a controlled plant is given by a first-order plus deadtime model, then the ex-
tended γGPC law has a second-order numerator and the law is determined exactly
by the PID controller. Hence, the obtained PID controller will provide the same
control performance as the γGPC law. Because the dynamic characteristics of most
chemical plants are well represented as first-order plus deadtime, the use of the de-
rived PID controller achieves good control performance. Therefore, in this study, the
plant to be controlled is assumed to have a first-order denominator and deadtime.

In this chapter, z−1 denotes the one-step backward shift operator, and z−1y(k)=
y(k − 1). A(z−1) is a polynomial or rational function.

18.2.2 Controlled Plant and PID Controller

Consider a discrete-time ARIMAX model as a controlled plant:

A
(
z−1)y(k)= B(z−1)u(k − 1)+ ξ(k)

�
,

A
(
z−1)= 1+ a1z

−1,

B
(
z−1)= b0 + b1z

−1 + · · · + bmz−m,
�= 1− z−1

(18.1)

where u(k) is the control input, y(k) is the plant output, and ξ(k) is noise. If a con-
trolled plant has non-zero deadtime, the leading elements of the polynomial B(z−1)

are 0. When the deadtime is unknown or time-varying, a control system is designed
using estimated minimum deadtime [55]. Generally, a plant is a high-order system
with deadtime. However, since it is difficult to identify high-order elements accu-
rately, they are approximated as deadtime. Therefore, the plant is expressed by a
first-order system with deadtime. Since the deadtime cannot be identified accurately,
the order of the polynomial B(z−1) is taken higher [56].

Assumption 18.1

• The degree m of B(z−1) is known.
• The coefficients a1, b0, b1, . . . , bm of A(z−1) and B(z−1) are unknown, but the

nominal values are known.
• The polynomials A(z−1) and B(z−1) are coprime.
• ξ(k) is Gaussian white noise.
• The deadtime is unknown but is not greater than m.
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A control system is designed using a discrete-time PID controller [53]. The struc-
ture of the discrete-time PID control law considered in this study is given as:

�u(k)= kc(k)
(
L(1)w(k)−L(z−1)y(k)), (18.2)

L
(
z−1)=�+ Ts

TI
+ TD

Ts
�2 (18.3)

where w(k) is the reference input given as piecewise constant components to be
followed by the output y(k). The parameters kc(k), TI , and TD are the proportional
gain at time t , the reset time, and the derivative time, respectively. Furthermore, Ts
denotes the sampling interval; kc(k) is time-varying, and TI and TD are assumed to
be constants. The design problem in this study is, using Assumption 18.1, to design
the PID gains, kc(k), TI , and TD .

In Sects. 18.2.3 and 18.2.4, the design problem is discussed using the nominal
values of coefficients a1, b0, b1, . . . , bm.

18.2.3 Strongly Stable GPC

To obtain a GPC-based PID controller having a time-varying proportional gain,
γGPC [20] is extended into a strongly stable controller using Youla parametriza-
tion [16, 52]. In this section, first, a γGPC law is derived in Sect. 18.2.3.1, and next,
it is extended into a strongly stable controller in Sect. 18.2.3.2.

18.2.3.1 GPC with Terminal Matching Condition [20]

γGPC gives a control law that minimizes a performance index of the standard GPC
by considering steady-state error. γGPC with a short-range prediction has a similar
effect on control performance to the effect of GPC with a long-range prediction
because a steady-state predictive output works in an equivalent manner to the long-
range prediction of GPC.

Using a finite-time predictive output and a steady-state predictive output, the
performance index of γGPC is given as

J =
N2∑

j=N1

{
ŷ(k+ j)−w(k)}2+

Nu∑
j=1

λj
{
�u(k+ j −1)

}2+γ {ŷs(k)−ws}2
(18.4)

where N1 is minimum predictive horizon, N2 is maximum predictive horizon, Nu is
control horizon, and λj and γ are positive real weighting factors for control inputs
and steady-state error, respectively. In this study, to design the PID controller based
on the γGPC law, w(k) is used in place of w(k + j) in (18.4). ys(k) and ws are
the steady-state predictive output, as described herein, and the reference value in
the steady state, respectively. The γGPC will be the standard GPC if γ = 0. The
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Fig. 18.1 Short prediction
with terminal matching
condition

Fig. 18.2 Long prediction
without terminal matching
condition

concept of a terminal matching condition is shown in Fig. 18.1. Hence, γGPC with
a short prediction is similar to GPC with a long prediction (Fig. 18.2).

Diophantine equation (18.5) is solved and Ej(z−1) and Fj (z−1) are obtained to
get a predictive output in future steps [9].

1=�A(z−1)Ej (z−1)+ z−jFj (z−1), (18.5)

Ej
(
z−1)= 1+ ej,1z−1 + · · · + ej,j−1z

−(j−1), (18.6)

Fj
(
z−1)= fj,0 + fj,1z−1. (18.7)

Furthermore, (18.8) is solved, and Sj (z−1) and Rj (z−1) are given as [9]:

Ej
(
z−1)B(z−1)=Rj (z−1)+ z−j Sj (z−1), (18.8)

Rj
(
z−1)= r0 + r1z−1 + · · · + rj−1z

−(j−1), (18.9)

Sj
(
z−1)= sj,0 + sj,1z−1 + · · · + sj,m−1z

−(m−1). (18.10)
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Using the derived polynomials, the finite time optimal j th step ahead of predic-
tive output is calculated as:

ŷ(k + j)=Rj
(
z−1)�u(k + j − 1)+ fj (k), (18.11)

fj (k)= Fj
(
z−1)y(k)+ Sj (z−1)�u(k − 1). (18.12)

Based on (18.11) and (18.12), the vector form of the finite time predictive output is
given as

ŷ(k)=R�u(k)+ f (k) (18.13)

where

ŷ(k)= [ŷ(k +N1) ŷ(k +N1 + 1) . . . ŷ(k +N2)
]T
,

f (k)= [fN1(k) fN1+1(k) . . . fN2(k)
]T
,

�u(k)= [�u(k) �u(k + 1) . . . �u(k +Nu − 1)
]T
,

R =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

rN1−1 · · · r0 0 · · · 0

rN1

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . . 0

rNu−1 · · · r0
...

...

rN2−1 rN2−2 · · · · · · rN2−Nu

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

A lemma due to Kwok and Shah [20] is introduced to obtain steady-state predic-
tive output.

Lemma 18.1 ([20]) Given A(z−1) with its roots all inside the unit circle, for suffi-
ciently large j , the polynomials Fj (z−1) in (18.5) and Sj (z−1) in (18.8) converge
to finite constant polynomials Fs(z−1) and Ss(z−1), respectively. Further, the com-
bination of the two identities (18.5) and (18.8) becomes

zj
(
B(z−1)

A(z−1)�
−Rj

(
z−1))= Ss(z−1)+ B(z−1)Fs(z

−1)

A(z−1)�
as j→∞. (18.14)

From the above lemma, Fs(z−1) and Ss(z−1) are given as:

Fs
(
z−1)= esA(z−1), es = 1/A(1),

Ss
(
z−1)= ss,0 + ss,1z−1 + · · · + ss,m−1z

−(m−1), ss,i = es
m∑

j=i+1

bj .
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Using Fs(z−1) and Ss(z−1), the steady-state predictive output is given as:

ŷs(k)= gT
s �u(k)+ fs(k),

gs = [gs . . . gs︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nu

]T,

gs = B(1)/A(1),
fs(k)= Ss

(
z−1)�u(k − 1)+ Fs

(
z−1)y(k).

(18.15)

The vector form of (18.4) is described as:

J = {ŷ(k)−w(k)
}T{

ŷ(k)−w(k)
}+�u(k)TΛ�u(k)+ γ {ŷs(k)−ws}2

,

Λ= diag{λ1, . . . , λNu} (18.16)

where w(k) is defined as

w(k)= [w(k) . . . w(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N2−N1+1

]T
.

Taking ∂J/∂�u, �u(k) to minimize (18.16) is given as

�u(k)= (RTR +Λ+ γgsg
T
s

)−1{
RT(w(k)− f (k)

)+ γ (ws − fs(k))}. (18.17)

In the GPC design, receding horizon method is employed. Hence, the first element
of the control input series that minimizes the performance index (18.4) is employed
as the control input. Hence, a γGPC law is derived as

Gp

(
z−1)�u(k)= P (z−1)w(k)− Fp(z−1)y(k) (18.18)

where

[pN1 . . . pN2] = [1 0 . . . 0](RTR +Λ+ γgsg
T
s

)−1
RT,

ps = [1 0 . . . 0](RT R +Λ+ γgsg
T
s

)−1
gs ,

P
(
z−1)= pN1 + · · · + pN2 + ps,

Fp
(
z−1)= pN1FN1

(
z−1)+ · · · + pN2FN2

(
z−1)+ psFs(z−1),

Sp
(
z−1)= pN1SN1

(
z−1)+ · · · + pN2SN2

(
z−1)+ psSs(z−1),

Gp

(
z−1)= 1+ z−1Sp

(
z−1).
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Substituting the control law (18.18) into the plant (18.1), the closed-loop system is
calculated as

y(k)= z−1B(z−1)P (z−1)

T (z−1)
w(k)+ Gp(z

−1)

T (z−1)
ξ(k),

T
(
z−1)=�A(z−1)Gp

(
z−1)+ z−1B

(
z−1)Fp(z−1).

(18.19)

18.2.3.2 Strongly Stable GPC with Terminal Matching Condition

The derived γGPC law (18.18) is extended using Youla parametrization [52] to
obtain a strongly stable control system.

For the coprime factorization approach, the family of stable rational functions is
considered [16, 57]:

RH∞ =
{
G
(
z−1)= Gn(z

−1)

Gd(z−1)
,Gd

(
z−1) : stable polynomial

}
.

The transfer function is given in the form of a ratio of a rational function in RH∞:

G
(
z−1)=N(z−1)/D(z−1) (18.20)

whereN(z−1) andD(z−1) are rational functions in RH∞ and coprime to each other.
Then, all of the stabilizing two-degree-of-freedom compensators are given in Youla
parametrization [16, 52, 57]

u(k)= C1
(
z−1)w(k)−C2

(
z−1)y(k), (18.21)

C1
(
z−1)= (Y (z−1)−U(z−1)N(z−1))−1

K
(
z−1), (18.22)

C2
(
z−1)= (Y (z−1)−U(z−1)N(z−1))−1(

X
(
z−1)+U(z−1)D(z−1)) (18.23)

where U(z−1) and K(z−1) are rational functions in RH∞ and design parameters.
X(z−1) and Y(z−1) are also in RH∞ and are the solutions of the Bezout equation:

X
(
z−1)N(z−1)+ Y (z−1)D(z−1)= 1. (18.24)

It is assumed that the γGPC law (18.18) for the given plant (18.1) is designed such
that the closed-loop characteristic polynomial T (z−1) is stable.

Comparing the plant (18.1) to the transfer function (18.20), N(z−1) and D(z−1)

in RH∞ can be chosen as

N
(
z−1)= z−1B(z−1)

T (z−1)
, (18.25)

D
(
z−1)= A(z−1)

T (z−1)
. (18.26)
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Substituting (18.25) and (18.26) into Youla parametrization (18.21)–(18.23) and
comparing the form (18.21)–(18.23) having U(z−1)= 0 to the control law (18.18),
the equations are obtained as:

X
(
z−1)= Fp(z−1), (18.27)

Y
(
z−1)=�Gp

(
z−1), (18.28)

K
(
z−1)= P (z−1). (18.29)

Then, X(z−1), Y(z−1), and K(z−1) are in RH∞. Based on Diophantine equation
(18.5), it is confirmed that the Bezout equation (18.24) is satisfied by N(z−1) in
(18.25), D(z−1) in (18.26), X(z−1) in (18.27), and Y(z−1) in (18.28).
U(z−1) is used as a newly introduced design parameter for the control law

(18.18) instead of choosing U(z−1) as U(z−1)= 0 to extend the γGPC law (18.18).
Using new design polynomials Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1), U(z−1) is rewritten to sim-
plify the description of the control law:

U
(
z−1)=�Un(z−1)

Ud(z−1)
T
(
z−1). (18.30)

Substituting (18.25)−(18.30) into (18.21)−(18.23), a newly extended γGPC law is
given as

Ge

(
z−1)�u(k)= Pe(z−1)w(k)− Fe(z−1)y(k), (18.31)

Fe
(
z−1)=Ud(z−1)Fp(z−1)+Un(z−1)�A(z−1), (18.32)

Ge

(
z−1)=Ud(z−1)Gp

(
z−1)−Un(z−1)z−1B

(
z−1), (18.33)

Pe
(
z−1)=Ud(z−1)P (z−1). (18.34)

If parameters Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1) are chosen as Ud(z−1) = 1, Un(z−1) = 0, the
extended control law (18.31) coincides with the original γGPC law (18.18).

Substitution of the extended control law (18.31) into the plant (18.1) gives the
closed-loop system

y(k)= z−1B(z−1)P (z−1)

T (z−1)
w(k)+ Ge(z

−1)

T (z−1)Ud(z−1)
ξ(k). (18.35)

Comparing (18.19) with (18.35), the characteristic polynomials of the closed-loop
system from a reference input to the plant output are the same. Hence, the charac-
teristic polynomials are independent of the selection of Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1). Fur-
thermore, the denominator Ge(z

−1) of the extended control law will be designed
by selecting Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1) without changing T (z−1), and a strongly stable
controller can be obtained.

The denominator of a GPC law must be stable to obtain stable a time-varying
proportional gain in a PID controller, to be designed in the next section. The stability
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of a controller discussed in this study is not �Ge(z
−1) but Ge(z

−1). Hence, the
new design parameters Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1) are designed such that the polynomial
Ge(z

−1) is stabilized.

18.2.4 Self-tuning PID Controller

In this section, a self-tuning PID controller is designed on the basis of strongly stable
γGPC. Comparison of the PID controller (18.2) with the strongly stable γGPC law
(18.31) gives:

L
(
z−1)= 1

k̃c
Fe
(
z−1), (18.36)

kc(k)= k̃c

Ge(z−1)
. (18.37)

If the PID controller is designed on the basis of the original γGPC (18.18), the time-
varying proportional gain in the PID controller diverges if denominator Gp(z

−1) in
(18.18) is unstable. Hence, the PID controller having the time-varying proportional
gain kc(k) is designed on the basis of the strongly stable γGPC law (18.31) to obtain
stable the time-varying proportional gain.

Equation (18.36) shows that polynomial Fe(z−1) should be of second-order be-
cause L(z−1) is of order 2. However, Fe(z−1) becomes a high order polynomial due
to the new design polynomial Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1) to stabilize G(z−1). Hence, the
approximation of the polynomial Fe(z−1) to second-order is obtained in this way
[34]: first, the roots of Fe(z−1)= 0 are calculated and the largest or the ‘dominant’
roots λ1 and λ2 are selected such that they correspond to the first and the second
largest absolute values |λ1| and |λ2|. Second, the approximated polynomial F̄e(z−1)

is given as:

F̄e
(
z−1) = Fe(1)

(λ1 − z−1)(λ2 − z−1)

(λ1 − 1)(λ2 − 1)

= f̄e,0 + f̄e,1z−1 + f̄e,2z−2. (18.38)

In this study, because the polynomial A(z−1) is assumed to be of the first order,
if one can find Ud(z−1) of the first order and Un(z−1) of the zeroth order, which
makes Ge(z

−1) (18.33) stable, then Fe(z−1) will be of the second order. If the order
of the polynomial Fe(z−1) is higher than 2, the approximation of the polynomial
Fe(z

−1) to second-order is obtained. Then, the PID controller is designed using the
approximated Fe(z−1).

From (18.3), (18.36) and using notations for F̄e(z−1), the parameters of the PID
controller are given as

k̃c =−
(
f̄e,1 + 2f̄e,2

)
,
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TI =− f̄e,1 + 2f̄e,2
f̄e,0 + f̄e,1 + f̄e,2

Ts, (18.39)

TD =− f̄e,2

f̄e,1 + 2f̄e,2
Ts,

F̄e(z
−1)= Fe(z−1) if the order of Fe(z−1) is 2.

Based on (18.37), the proportional gain kc(k) is obtained as

kc(k)= 1

ge,0

(
k̃c − ge,1kc(k − 1)− · · · − ge,nge kc(k − nge )

)
(18.40)

where the polynomial Ge(z
−1) is given as

Ge

(
z−1)= ge,0 + ge,1z−1 + · · · + ge,nge z−nge ,
nge =m+max{nun + 1, nud }

where nud and nun are the orders of Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1), respectively.
If the coefficients a1, b0, b1, . . . , bm of the plant are known, then the tuning pa-

rameters of the PID controller can be calculated through (18.39) and (18.40). In
this study, since the case with the unknown coefficients is considered, the estimated
values â1(k), b̂0(k), b̂1(k), . . . , b̂m(k) of the unknown parameters a1, b0, b1, . . . , bm
are obtained using the recursive least squares identification law [12, 43]:

θ̂ (k)= θ̂ (k − 1)+ Γ (k − 1)ψ(k − 1)

1+ψT(k − 1)Γ (k − 1)ψ(k − 1)
, ε(k)

Γ (k)= Γ (k − 1)+ λΓ (k − 1)ψ(k − 1)ψT(k − 1)Γ (k − 1)

1+ λψT(k − 1)Γ (k − 1)ψ(k − 1)
,

ε(k)=�y(k)− θ̂T(k − 1)ψ(k − 1),

θ̂ (k)= [â1(k) b̂0(k) b̂1(k) . . . b̂m(k)
]T
,

ψ(k − 1)= [−�y(k− 1) �u(k − 1) �u(k − 2) . . . �u(k −m− 1)
]T
,

Γ (0)= αI (0< α <∞)

where λ is the forgetting factor (0 < λ < 2), and Γ (k) is the estimated covariance
matrix.

The following assumption is given as:

Assumption 18.2 There exists a matrix R that satisfies the following equation:

R = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
t=1

ψ(k− 1)ψT(k − 1). (18.41)
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Then, the estimated parameter vector θ̂ (k) converges to its true value θ . Hence,

p · lim
t→∞ θ̂ (k)= θ (18.42)

where p · lim means convergence in probability [12, 26].
The design scheme of the derived self-tuning PID controller is summarized as

follows:

[Self-tuning PID controller]

Step 1 Select minimum and maximum prediction horizon N1 and N2, control hori-
zon Nu, weighting factor of control input λj , and terminal matching con-
dition γ . Design the parameters of Ud(z−1) and Un(z

−1), which make
Ge(z

−1) stable, using nominal values of a plant.
Step 2 Obtain the estimates â1(k), b̂0(k), . . . , b̂m(k) of unknown plant parameters

using the recursive least squares identification law.
Step 3 Using â1(k), b̂0(k), . . . , b̂m(k) obtained in Step 2, and solving Diophantine

equation (18.5), get Ej(z−1), Fj (z−1).
Step 4 Calculate Fe(z−1) in (18.32) and Ge(z

−1) in (18.33), and obtain approxi-
mated F̄e(z−1) in (18.38).

Step 5 Calculate the PID parameters using (18.39) and (18.40).
Step 6 Obtain control input u(k) from the PID controller (18.2).
Step 7 Repeat steps from 2 to 6 at each sampling time.

18.2.5 Numerical Example

In this section, a controller is designed for

G(s)= 1

2s + 1
e−s . (18.43)

Using a sampling time Ts = 1 [s], the continuous-time plant (18.43) is transformed
into a discrete-time system, and the ARIMAX model is given as

(
1+ a1z

−1)y(k)= 0.40u(k − 2)+ ξ(k)

�
. (18.44)

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method on dynamic fluctuation, the
time-constant is changed after 120 [s]. Hence, the plant parameter a1 is given as

a1 =−0.61 (0≤ t < 120);
a1 =−0.50 (120≤ t ≤ 200).

The design parameters of γGPC are set as: N1 = 1, N2 = 3, Nu = 1, and
λ1 = 0.1. For the controller with the terminal matching condition, γ = 10. Because
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P(1) is equal to Fp(1), the PID controller (18.2) can be designed on the basis of the
γGPC law. However, this γGPC law has an unstable pole that is−1.008. Hence, the
new design parameters Ud(z−1) and Un(z−1) are set to 1.0− 0.55z−1, and −1.4,
respectively, to stabilize the control law. These parameters are chosen such that the
polynomial Fe(z−1) is second-order, and Ge(z

−1) is stable. The poles of the ex-
tended control law, that is, the zeros of Ge(z

−1), are−0.46 and 0.20×10−5, and all
of them are stable. In this simulation, Fe(z−1) and Ge(z

−1) are unknown because
the plant parameters are unknown. Hence, these polynomials are calculated using
identified plant parameters â1(k) and b̂0(k). Then, the PID parameters are obtained
using F̂e[t : z−1] and Ĝe[t : z−1]. After 120 steps, a1 is changed to −0.5. In this
case, the denominator of the γGPC law is unstable, but it can be stabilized using
Ud(z

−1) and Un(z−1).
Simulations are conducted using the following conditions: simulation length is

200 steps, the variance of random disturbance ξ(k) is 0.022, the reference inputw(k)
is a rectangular wave with amplitude 1.0 and a period of 50 steps, and the recursive
least squares identification law having reset with the forgetting factor value of 0.99
is used. The initial value of the estimated covariance matrix is 10−1I , and those of
the identified coefficients are the nominal values which are the true values of (18.44)
multiplied by 0.8.

Figure 18.3 shows the simulated result obtained using γGPC. The response has
slight overshoot and stays within the range of the white noise disturbance. Using the
proposed PID controller having a time-varying proportional gain, simulation result
is shown in Figs. 18.4 and 18.5. To achieve Ge(z

−1) by the proportional gain, it
fluctuates at the start of simulation (Fig. 18.5). It follows from the simulation result
that the proposed PID controller approximates the γGPC well.

For comparison with the proposed method, the plant is controlled using a conven-
tional GPC-based PI controller, in which the proportional gain is not time-varying.
The conventional PI controller is designed using the steady-state gain of the denom-
inator of the standard GPC law [4]. The design parameters of the GPC are the same
as above, and the conventional PI controller is designed on the basis of the GPC.
The simulation result illustrated in Figs. 18.6 and 18.7 shows that the plant output
follows the reference input stably but oscillates. This is because the proportional
gain is fixed, and the denominator of the GPC law is replaced with its steady-state
gain (Fig. 18.7). The standard GPC with a short prediction (N2 = 3) gives insuffi-
cient performance. Hence, the conventional GPC-based PI controller is redesigned
with a long prediction (N2 = 20). Figures 18.8 and 18.9 show that oscillation can be
attenuated compared with the case of the short prediction. However, the maximum
prediction is not long enough, and longer prediction is needed to improve transient
response.

In the design of the GPC, if the prediction horizon is large, the computation load
increases. Since the proposed controller is designed on the basis of γGPC, it has
comparable performance to a long prediction using a short prediction with a smaller
computational load. In the design of GPC-based PID controllers, the controller of
the GPC cannot be achieved because its order is higher than the order of a PID
compensator. However, the proposed PID controller approximates γGPC well using
the time-varying proportional gain.
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Fig. 18.3 Plant output
obtained using γGPC

Fig. 18.4 Plant output
obtained using strongly stable
γGPC-based PID controller
with time-varying
proportional gain

18.2.6 Conclusion

This study has discussed a design scheme of a self-tuning PID controller. In this
design method, PID parameters of a PID controller are decided to approximate
γGPC. The derived PID controller has a time-varying proportional gain to obtain
better approximation. Furthermore, to have a stable time-varying proportional gain,
a strongly stable γGPC which gives a stable closed-loop system and a stable control
law simultaneously is derived. Simulated examples have demonstrated its effective-
ness. In this study, simulation was conducted using the assumption that the denomi-
nator of a GPC law can be stabilized using the new design parameters. However, the
stability of a controller is not ensured in the case of an unknown plant parameter.
Furthermore, the closed-loop system using this designed PID controller is not the
same as that of γGPC. Therefore, further study is required as the stability of both
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Fig. 18.5 PID parameters of
strongly stable γGPC-based
PID controller with
time-varying proportional
gain

Fig. 18.6 Plant output
obtained using standard
GPC-based PI controller with
fixed proportional gain
(N2 = 3)

a controller and a closed-loop system. Model predictive control can deal with con-
strained problems [22]. Hence, a future work is to extend this design method such
that the quadratic program is solved.

18.3 Application to Weigh Feeder

18.3.1 Introduction

Weigh feeders [15] have been developed to dispense material at a specified rate,
and they have been employed in various areas [13, 14, 51], e.g., process industry,
cement manufacturing, food industry, and so on. Most of weigh feeders operat-
ing in industry are mainly designed using proportional and integral compensation.
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Fig. 18.7 PI parameters of
standard GPC-based PI
controller with fixed
proportional gain (N2 = 3)

Fig. 18.8 Plant output
obtained using standard
GPC-based PI controller with
fixed proportional gain
(N2 = 20)

Since the control performance is decided by the selection of these adjustable con-
troller parameters, the controller parameters must be designed to satisfy required
specification. In addition, the dynamic characteristics of a weigh feeder depend on
the material to be discharged. Hence, the author has proposed an adaptive control
method for a weigh feeder that minimizes the variance of discharged material [33]
using generalized minimum variance control (GMVC) [8]. Because the adaptive
controller includes parameter identification, good performance can be obtained even
if the dynamic characteristics of a weigh feeder are unknown. However, it is difficult
to adopt this control method in industry because GMVC is not easy to understand
intuitively compared with the PID control. Therefore, in this study, to obtain both a
performance upgrade and simple control structure, a PID controller is designed on
the basis of GPC.
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Fig. 18.9 PI parameters of
standard GPC-based PI
controller with fixed
proportional gain (N2 = 20)

In the design of the controller for a weigh feeder, a reference input to be fol-
lowed by a measured signal is a ramp-type signal [50] because the measured signal
is discharged mass. However, conventional GPC-based PID controllers have been
designed to have the plant output follow a step-type reference input. Therefore, to
apply a GPC-based PID controller to a weigh feeder, the future reference trajec-
tory employed in the design of GPC is represented using the present plant output
and a set-point, and a GPC-based PID controller for a ramp-type signal is newly
obtained. Consequently, the future reference trajectory can be expressed without fu-
ture predictive data, and a high order coefficient polynomial is rewritten as a low
order polynomial which can be replaced with a PID controller, hence an upgraded
PID controller is obtained for controlling a weigh feeder. Finally, to confirm the
effectiveness of the design method, experimental results are shown.

18.3.2 Controlled Plant and PID Controller

18.3.2.1 Weigh Feeder

In a weigh feeder that is the controlled object in this study (Fig. 18.10), to have the
discharged mass follow to a given reference input, the rotation velocity of a motor,
which actuates a discharge mechanism, is controlled by adjusting the control input
that is input voltage supplied to an inverter. The discharged mass that is the output
signal of a weigh feeder is obtained by Loss-in-Weight method, and it is measured
using a loadcell. The dynamic characteristics of this weigh feeder can be approxi-
mated as a first order system, an integrator, and a second-order system, and its block
diagram is illustrated in Fig. 18.11. In Fig. 18.11, the dynamic characteristics of a
motor and a loadcell are approximated as a first-order system and a second-order
system, respectively. As for the dynamic characteristics of this weigh feeder, a first-
order system and an integrator are dominant [33]. Hence, a controller is designed
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Fig. 18.10 Weigh feeder

Fig. 18.11 Block diagram of
a weigh feeder

using this plant model given as

G(s)= 1

s

Km

1+ T s (18.45)

where Km is gain and T is assumed to be the time-constant of a motor in this study.
Because (18.45) is employed as the dynamic characteristics of this weigh feeder,
control performance is influenced by the choice of the plant parameter. Therefore,
the proposed controller is designed using a self-tuning controller which recursively
estimates unknown parameters.

18.3.2.2 Discrete-Time Model and Controller

A controller for a weigh feeder is designed by the following discrete-time model:

A
(
z−1)y(k)= B(z−1)u(k − 1)+ ξ(k),
A
(
z−1)= (1− z−1)(1+ α1z

−1)
= 1+ a1z

−1 + a2z
−2,

B
(
z−1)= b0 (18.46)

where z−1 is the backward shift operator. Polynomial B(z−1) is generally first-order
but it is assumed to be zeroth order in this study; y(k) is the plant output or the mea-
sured output signal, u(k) is the control input or the input voltage to be supplied to an
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inverter, and ξ(k) is the noise that disturbs the output signal. Due to the specification
of an inverter built in the weigh feeder, the control input is limited as

0≤ u(k)≤ 9.82 (18.47)

In this study, a weigh feeder is controlled by the following PID controller:

�u(k)= C1
(
z−1)r(k)−C2

(
z−1)y(k), (18.48)

C1
(
z−1)= kc1

(
�+ Ts

TI1

)
, (18.49)

C2
(
z−1)= kc2

(
�+ Ts

TI2
+ TD2

Ts
�2
)
,

�= 1− z−1 (18.50)

where kc1 and kc2 are the proportional gains, TI1 and TI2 are the integral times, and
TD2 is the derivative time. r(k) is a ramp-type reference input, and Ts denotes the
sampling time.

The purpose of this study is to obtain a self-tuning PID controller which updates
its own tuning parameters automatically on the basis of a weigh feeder model which
has time-varying parameters.

18.3.3 Design of Controller

A GPC law is derived first, and then, a GPC-Based PID controller is obtained to
design the PID parameters based on GPC.

18.3.3.1 GPC

GPC is designed on the basis of minimization of the following performance func-
tion:

J (k)=E
[

N2∑
j=N1

{
y(k + j)−w(k + j)}2 +

Nu∑
j=1

λj�u(k + j − 1)2
]

(18.51)

where N1, N2, Nu, and λj are minimum predictive horizon, maximum predictive
horizon, control horizon, and the weighting factor for the variation in the control
input, respectively. In the conventional methods, w(k + j) is replaced with w(k) in
(18.51), and the PID controller is based on GPC [3, 23]. Hence, the conventional
GPC-based PID controller is deteriorated compared to the original GPC. However,
the GPC-based PID control method with the future reference trajectory has been
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proposed for obtaining control performance as good as GPC [31, 35]. In the con-
ventional design methods [31, 35], the reference input to be followed by the plant
output is restricted as the step signal. In this study, the reference input is a ramp-type
signal, hence the future reference trajectory is defined as follows:

w(k)= y(k), (18.52)

w(k + j)= (1− α)r(k + j)+ αw(k+ j − 1), (18.53)

r(k)= kTsrg (18.54)

(0≤ α < 1)

where rg denotes the gradient of the ramp-type reference signal.
Diophantine equations (18.55) and (18.56) are solved to obtain a future predictive

output:

1=�A(z−1)Ej (z−1)+ z−jFj (z−1),
Ej
(
z−1)= 1+ e1z

−1 + · · · + ej−1z
−(j−1),

Fj
(
z−1)= fj0 + fj1z

−1 + fj2z
−2, (18.55)

Ej
(
z−1)B(z−1)=Rj (z−1)+ z−j Sj (z−1),
Rj
(
z−1)= r0 + r1z−1 + · · · + rj−1z

−(j−1),

Sj
(
z−1)= sj0 + sj1z

−1 + · · · + sjm−1z
−(m−1) (18.56)

where Fj (z−1) in Sect. 18.2 is of order 1, but the above-mentioned Fj (z−1) is of
order 2 because it depends on the order of polynomial A(z−1). The j steps ahead
predictive output is given as

y(k + j)= ŷ(k + j)+ ε(k + j),
ŷ(k + j)=Rj

(
z−1)�u(k + j − 1)+ fj (k),

fj (k)= Fj
(
z−1)y(k)+ Sj (z−1)�u(k − 1),

ε(k+ j)=Ej
(
z−1)ξ(k + j).

(18.57)

The vector form of the optimal predictive outputs is expressed as

ŷ(k)=R�u(k)+ f (k) (18.58)

where

ŷ(k)= [ŷ(k +N1) ŷ(k +N1 + 1) . . . ŷ(k +N2)
]T
,

f (k)= [fN1(k) fN1+1(k) . . . fN2(k)
]T
,

�u(k)= [�u(k) �u(k + 1) . . . �u(k +Nu − 1)
]T
,
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R =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

rN1−1 · · · r0 0
...

. . .

rNu−1 r0
...

...

rN2−1 · · · · · · · · · rN2−Nu

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

Using the above stated equations, the vector form of the performance function
(18.51) is obtained:

J (k)=E[(R�u(k)+ f (k)−w(k)
)T(

R�u(k)+ f (k)−w(k)
)

+�u(k)TΛ�u(k)
]+E[ε(k)Tε(k)

]
(18.59)

where

w(k)= [w(k +N1) w(k+N1 + 1) . . . w(k+N2)
]T
,

ε(k)= [ε(k +N1) ε(k +N1 + 1) . . . ε(k +N2)
]T
,

Λ= diag{λ1, . . . , λNu}.

Since (18.59) is quadratic in �u(k), the optimal solution with respect to �u(k) is
obtained as

�u(k)= (RTR +Λ)−1
RT(w(k)− f (k)

)
. (18.60)

The use of Receding Horizon gives the following control law:

G
(
z−1)�u(k)= P (z−1)w(k +N2)− F

(
z−1)y(k) (18.61)

where

P
(
z−1)= pN2 + pN2−1z

−1 + pN2−2z
−2 + · · · + pN1z

−(N2−N1),

G
(
z−1)= 1+ z−1S

(
z−1),

S
(
z−1)= pN1SN1

(
z−1)+ pN2SN2

(
z−1)+ · · · + pN2SN2

(
z−1),

F
(
z−1)= pN1FN1

(
z−1)+ pN2FN2

(
z−1)+ · · · + pN2FN2

(
z−1),

[pN1 . . . pN2 ] = [1 0 . . . 0](RTR +Λ)−1
RT.

18.3.3.2 Calculation of PID Parameters

The gradient of a ramp-type reference signal is assumed to be constant (rg : constant)
to design the PID parameters based on the GPC law. In this case, instead of (18.52)–
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(18.54), the future reference input is expressed as

w(k+ j)=
((

1− αj )k + j −
j∑
j=1

αi

)
Tsrg + αjy(k). (18.62)

Using (18.62), the first term on the right-hand side of (18.61) is rewritten as

P
(
z−1)w(k +N2)= pr1r(k)+ pr2�r(k)+ pyy(k),

pr1 =
N2∑

j=N1

pj
(
1− αj ),

pr2 =
N2∑

j=N1

pj

(
j −

j∑
i=1

αi

)
,

py =
N2∑

j=N1

pjα
j . (18.63)

Hence, the GPC law (18.61) is rearranged as

G
(
z−1)�u(k)= pr1r(k)+ pr2�r(k)− (F (z−1)− py)y(k). (18.64)

Comparison of the PID controller (18.48) with the GPC law (18.64) shows that
the following equations are required to obtain a GPC-Based PID controller with the
ramp-type reference input:

C1
(
z−1)= 1

G(z−1)
(pr1 +�pr2), (18.65)

C2
(
z−1)= 1

G(z−1)

(
F
(
z−1)− py). (18.66)

It follows from the condition equations that

kc1 = 1

ν
pr2, (18.67)

TI1 = pr2

pr1
Ts, (18.68)

kc2 =−1

ν
(f1 + 2f2), (18.69)

TI2 =− f1 + 2f2

f0 − py + f1 + f2
Ts, (18.70)

TD2 =− f2

f1 + 2f2
Ts (18.71)
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where

F
(
z−1)= f0 + f1z

−1 + f2z
−2, (18.72)

ν =G(1). (18.73)

In this study, the design method of a GPC-based PID controller is proposed using
approximation (18.73) in case the deadtime of a controlled plant is longer than 1.
However, the obtained PID controller for controlling the weigh feeder is not de-
teriorated by this approximation and it has the same performance as GPC. This is
because the deadtime of the weigh feeder is 1.

If the reference input r(k) is a step-wise function, the second term on the right
hand side of (18.64) is eliminated, and the proposed GPC-Based PID controller is
equivalent to the conventional GPC-Based PID controller [31, 35].

18.3.3.3 Role of Design Parameter α

The role of the design parameter α is shown. It follows from (18.67)–(18.71) that
C1(z

−1) and the integral time of C2(z
−1) are changed but kc2 and TD2 are not

changed by adjusting the design parameter α.
Next, based on fj0+ fj1+ fj2 = 1 and fj1+ 2fj2 =−j , right-hand side terms

of (18.69) and (18.70) are rewritten as

f1 + 2f2 =
N2∑

j=N1

pj (−j), (18.74)

f0 + f1 + f2 =
j=N2∑
N1

pj . (18.75)

In addition, if α = 0,

pr1 =
N2∑

j=N1

pj , pr2 =
N2∑

j=N1

pjj, py = 0. (18.76)

Then, kc1 = kc2, TI1 = TI2, and further the proposed controller has simple structure:

�u(k)= C1
(
z−1)(r(k)− y(k))− kc1 TD2

Ts
�2y(k) (18.77)

where A(z−1)= (1− z−1)(1+ α1z
−1).

18.3.3.4 Self-tuning Controller

The obtained controller was designed as if the plant parameters were known. Ac-
tually, the controller is updated using estimated parameters recursively since the
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Table 18.1 PID parameters
(b0 = 3.0× 10−6) P I D

C1(z
−1) 6.0 1.5 –

C2(z
−1) 6.0 1.5 0.70

Table 18.2 PID parameters
(b0 = 5.0× 10−5) P I D

C1(z
−1) 96 1.5 –

C2(z
−1) 96 1.5 0.7

plant parameters are actually unknown or time-varying. The estimated parameters
are calculated using the following least squares identification law:

θ̂ (k)= θ̂ (k − 1)+ Γ (k − 1)ψ(k − 1)

1+ψT(k − 1)Γ (k − 1)ψ(k − 1)
ε(k),

Γ (k)= Γ (k − 1)− λΓ Γ (k − 1)ψ(k− 1)ψT(k − 1)Γ (k − 1)

1+ λΓ ψT(k − 1)Γ (k − 1)ψ(k− 1)
,

ε(k)= y(k)− θ̂T(k − 1)ψ(k − 1),

θ̂ (k)= [α̂1(k) b̂0(k)
]T
,

ψ(k − 1)=
[
−y(k − 1)

u(k − 1)

�

]T

where λΓ is the forgetting factor (0< λΓ < 2), and the initial value of an estimated
covariance matrix is Γ [0] = αΓ I (0< αΓ <∞).

18.3.4 Experiment

18.3.4.1 Non-adaptive Control

Two case study experiments have been done to confirm the effect of plant parameter
selection, where b0 is set as 3.0×10−6 and 5.0×10−5. The sampling time is 0.1 [s],
and the gradient of the reference input is 0.01. The design parameters of GPC are
set as N1 = 1, N2 = 20, Nu = 1, λj = 0.01 (j = 1, . . . ,Nu), and α = 0. Using
the conditions, a GPC-based PID controller has been designed, and the designed
controller has been applied for controlling a weigh feeder. Obtained PID parameters
are shown in Table 18.1 and 18.2.

The experimental results using the obtained PID parameters are shown in
Figs. 18.12, 18.13, 18.14 and 18.15. In the output results given in Figs. 18.12
and 18.14, the red line is a reference input and the blue line is discharged mass.
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Fig. 18.12 Discharged mass
obtained by PID controller
with fixed parameters
(b0 = 3.0× 10−6)

Fig. 18.13 Input voltage
obtained by PID controller
with fixed parameters
(b0 = 3.0× 10−6)

Figure 18.12 shows that transient response is slow and it takes too much time to
convergence to the reference input because of small controller gain. However, it fol-
lows from Fig. 18.14 that the initial response is fast but the output signal vibrates
due to too large controller gain. Furthermore, the control input is saturated because
its amplitude is too large (Fig. 18.15).

Therefore, it follows from the experimental results that acceptable control per-
formance is not obtained if parameter identification is wrong.
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Fig. 18.14 Discharged mass
obtained by PID controller
with fixed parameters
(b0 = 5.0× 10−5)

Fig. 18.15 Input voltage
obtained by PID controller
with fixed parameters
(b0 = 5.0× 10−5)

18.3.4.2 Adaptive Control

The proposed self-tuning controller has been applied to the weigh feeder to com-
pensate the performance deterioration caused by wrong parameter identification.
The initial values of the identified parameters and the covariance matrix are set as
α̂1[0] = −0.7, b̂0[0] = 10−5, and Γ [0] = 102I , and the forgetting factor is 0.99.
The other design parameters are the same as in the non-adaptive case.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 18.16, 18.17, 18.18, 18.19 and 18.20.
The output response is faster than in Figs. 18.12 and 18.14, and the variation of the
output signal is suppressed more than the non-adaptive case. Hence, it can be seen
that the effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed.
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Fig. 18.16 Discharged mass
obtained by self-tuning
controller

Fig. 18.17 Input voltage
obtained by self-tuning
controller

18.3.5 Conclusion

This study has discussed a design method for controlling a weigh feeder. Because
the weigh feeder employed in industry has been controlled by a PID controller, PID
parameters have been designed on the basis of GPC to achieve the concept of GPC
by PID control. Experimental results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the this
design method.
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Fig. 18.18 Obtained
proportional gain kc1

Fig. 18.19 Obtained integral
time TI1

18.4 Extension to Multirate System

18.4.1 Introduction

Most GPC-based PID controllers have been designed in a single-rate system such
that the update interval of the control input is equivalent to the sampling interval
of the plant output [3, 23, 31]. Actually, a controlled system is often a multirate
system, where the update interval differs from the sampling interval due to various
constraints, e.g., the performance of a sensor, the structure of a controlled plant, and
so on [1, 2, 11, 18, 32, 39, 54].

In this section, a PID controller is designed for a multirate system, where the
sampling interval is longer than the update interval. In particular, this section deals
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Fig. 18.20 Obtained
derivative time TD2

with a multirate system where the sampling interval is an integer multiple of the
update interval. If the update interval is set as equivalent to the sampling interval,
a controlled system is a single-rate system, and the design of the obtained system
is easier than that of a multirate system. However, the control performance of the
multirate system can be improved because the control input in the multirate system
can be finely adjusted, although the design of the multirate system will be more
complicated than that of the single-rate system.

In a multirate system, ripples might emerge between sampled outputs even if the
plant output converges to a reference input at sampling instants [17, 21, 48, 49]. As
is well known, the ripples can be suppressed if an integrator is employed in design of
a control system. Ripple-free multirate control has been studied for a long time, but
there has been no report of a ripple-free design method with PID control. Hence, the
multirate PID controller is based on the multirate GPC to suppress ripples by PID
control. Consequently, ripple-free multirate control can be obtained by PID control.

18.4.2 Controlled Plant and PID Controller

Consider a continuous-time system described as the following transfer function:

G(s)= β1s + β0

s2 + α1s + α0
e−Ls (18.78)

where L denotes the deadtime in continuous-time. Generally, real plants are high-
order systems with deadtime, but since chemical processes can be approximated by
first-order or second-order plus deadtime systems, a controlled plant is assumed to
be a second-order plus deadtime system [36]. Furthermore, PID control is sufficient
for processes where the dominant dynamics are of the second order [5].
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A continuous-time plant is controlled using a digital controller with zeroth-order
hold. Using a sampling interval Ts , the continuous-time transfer function is trans-
formed into the following discrete-time model:

A
(
z−1

1

)
y(k)= B(z−1

1

)
u(k − 1),

A
(
z−1

1

)= 1+ a1z
−1
1 + a2z

−2
1 ,

B
(
z−1

1

)= b0 + b1z
−1
1 + · · · + bmz−m1 (18.79)

where y(k) and u(k) are the plant output and the control input, respectively; z−1
1

denotes the one step backward shift operator. If the deadtime in discrete time is a
positive integer, the leading elements of the polynomial B(z−1

1 ) are 0 [9].

Assumption 18.3 The sampling interval of the plant output differs from the update
interval of the control input, and the following constraint is assumed:

• Control input u(k) is updated at intervals of Ts .
• Plant output y(k) is sampled at intervals of lTs ,

where l is an integer.

If the update interval is set to lTs , a control system is obtained as a slow-rate
single-rate system, and the simplicity of its design is superior to that of a multirate
system. However, the potential of a multirate system should be employed to improve
control performance. In this study, the method for designing a PID controller in a
multirate system is proposed to effectively utilize the potential of a multirate system
and to maintain the simplicity of a PID control system.

A multirate PID controller is given as:

�1u(k)=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
lTs
TI1
...
lTs
TI l

⎤
⎥⎥⎦w(k)−

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
kc1(�l + lTs

TI1
+ TD1

lTs
�2
l )

...

kcl(�l + lTs
TI l
+ TDl

lTs
�2
l )

⎤
⎥⎥⎦y(k)

=C(1)w(k)−C
(
z−1
l

)
y(k), (18.80)

�1u(k)=
[
�1u(k) �1u(k + 1) . . . �1u(k + l − 1)

]T
,

C
(
z−1
l

)= [C1
(
z−1
l

)
. . . Cl

(
z−1
l

)]T
,

(18.81)

Ci
(
z−1
l

)= kci
(
�l + lTs

TIi
+ TDi

lTs
�2
l

)
(i = 1, . . . , l),

z−1
j = z−j1 ,

�j = 1− z−1
j (18.82)

where w(k) is the reference input, kci , TIi , and TDi are the proportional gain, the
integral time, and the derivative time, respectively; z−1

j denotes the j steps back-
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ward shift operator. In this study, the PID parameters of the multirate PID controller
(18.80) are designed to prevent ripples between sampled outputs.

18.4.3 Generalized Predictive Control in Multirate System

In this study, a control law of GPC is derived to design the PID parameters in a
multirate system.

First, a discrete-time state space model of a controlled plant is obtained [32, 38].
Equation (18.79) is represented as the following state space model:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k)+ bu(k), (18.83)

y(k) = cTx(k) (18.84)

where x(k) is a state vector, A is a matrix, and b and c are vectors. Using an inte-
grator, the state-space model (18.83) and (18.84) is extended as:

x̄(k + 1) = Āx̄(k)+ b̄�1u(k), (18.85)

y(k) = c̄Tx̄(k) (18.86)

where

x̄(k)=
[

x(k)

xI (k)

]
, Ā=

[
A b

0 1

]
,

b̄=
[
b

1

]
,

c̄T = [cT 0
]
,

xI (k + 1)= xI (k)+�1u(k),

u(k)= xI (k)+�1u(k).

Using a technique such as lifting [7, 48], the extended model is transformed into
the following l-inputs single-output single-rate system:

x̄(k + l)=Al x̄(k)+Bl�1u(k), (18.87)

y(k)= c̄Tx̄(k), (18.88)

Al = Āl .
Bl =

[
Āl−1b̄ Āl−2b̄ . . . b̄

]
.

The use of the l steps backward shift operator z−1
l expresses the lifted system as

the following input–output representation:
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Fig. 18.21 GPC for
evaluating the variation of the
control input in a multirate
system

A
(
z−1
l

)
�ly(k)=B

(
z−1
l

)
�1u(k − l),

A
(
z−1
l

)= 1+ a1z
−1
l + a2z

−2
l ,

B
(
z−1
l

)= [B1
(
z−1
l

)
. . . Bl

(
z−1
l

)]
,

Bj
(
z−1
l

)= bj0 + bj1z
−1
l + · · · + bjmz−ml .

(18.89)

A GPC law in a multirate system is derived by minimizing the following perfor-
mance index [32, 38]:

J (k)=E
[

N2∑
j=N1

{
y(k + j l)−w(k+ j l)}2 +

Nu−1∑
j=0

∥∥�1u(k + j l)
∥∥2
Λ

]
(18.90)

where N1, N2, Nu, and λj (j = 1, . . . , l) are the minimum predictive horizon, maxi-
mum predictive horizon, control horizon, and a weighting factor for l-control inputs.
Since�1u(k) is evaluated on the right-hand side of (18.90), the variation of the con-
trol input can be attenuated (Fig. 18.21). A future reference input w(k+ j l) is given
as:

w(k)= y(k),
w(k+ j l)= (1− α)r + αw(k+ (j − 1)l

)
(18.91)

(0≤ α < 1)

where r is a set-point and is given as a step-wise function.
Diophantine equation (18.92) is solved and polynomials Ej(z

−1
l ) and Fj (z

−1
l )

are obtained to derive a GPC law:

1=�lA
(
z−1
l

)
Ej
(
z−1
l

)+ z−jl Fj
(
z−1
l

)
,

Ej
(
z−1
l

)= 1+ ej,1z−1
l + · · · + ej,j−1z

−(j−1)
l ,

Fj
(
z−1
l

)= f̄j,0 + f̄j,1z−1
l + f̄j,2z−2

l . (18.92)
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Next, using Ej(z
−1
l ), polynomials Gj(z

−1
1 ) and Hj(z

−1
1 ) are derived from the fol-

lowing equations:

Mj

(
z−1

1

) =Gj

(
z−1

1

)+ z−(j l−1)Hj

(
z−1

1

)
,

Gj

(
z−1

1

) = g0 + g1z
−1
1 + · · · + gjl−1z

−(j l−1)
1

where Mj(z
−1
1 ) are defined as

Mj

(
z−1

1

)=
l∑

i=1

Ej
(
z−1
l

)
z
−(l−i)
1 Bi

(
z−1
l

)
L
(
z−1

1

)
,

L
(
z−1

1

)= 1+ z−1
1 + · · · + z−(l−1)

1 .

Then, a GPC law is obtained as

H
(
z−1

1

)
�1u(k)= P

(
z−1
l

)
w(k+N2l)−F

(
z−1
l

)
y(k) (18.93)

where l-dimensional polynomial vectors P (z−1
l ) and F (z−1

l ) and l-dimensional
polynomial matrix H (z−1

1 ) are given as

[
pN1

pN1+1 . . . pN2

]= [Il×l 0l×l(Nu−1)]
(
GTG+ Λ̄)−1

GT,

P
(
z−1
l

)= pN2
+ pN2−1z

−1
l + · · · + pN1

z
−(N2−N1)
l , (18.94)

F
(
z−1
l

)= pN1
FN1

(
z−1
l

)+ · · · + pN2
FN2

(
z−1
l

)
, (18.95)

H
(
z−1

1

)= Il×l + z−1
1 diag

{
pN1

HN1

(
z−1

1

)+ · · · + pN2
HN2

(
z−1

1

)}
,

Element (i, j) in G=
{

g(N1−1+i)l−j (N1 − 1+ i − j ≥ 0),

01×l (N1 − 1+ i − j < 0),

Λ̄= block diag{Λ, . . . ,Λ}.

(18.96)

18.4.4 Design of PID Parameters

The PID parameters of the PID controller (18.80) are designed on the basis of the
derived GPC law (18.93). Because a reference input is given as future information
in the design of GPC, a PID compensator composed of present and past informa-
tion cannot deal with the reference input. Hence, this study proposes a method for
designing the PID parameters using a future reference input in a multirate system.

The reference input w(k+ j l) given in (18.91) is rearranged as:

w(k + j l)= αjy(k)+ (1− αj )r. (18.97)
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It follows from (18.97) that the reference input of a multirate GPC is composed of
the present sampled output y(k) and the set-point r . Based on (18.94) and (18.97),
the following equations are calculated:

P
(
z−1
l

)
w(k+N2l) = pr r + pyy(k), (18.98)

pr =
N2∑

j=N1

(
1− αj )pj , (18.99)

py =
N2∑

j=N1

αjpj . (18.100)

Then, the multirate GPC law (18.93) is rewritten as

H
(
z−1

1

)
�1u(k)= pr r −Fp

(
z−1
l

)
y(k),

Fp

(
z−1
l

)= F
(
z−1
l

)− py,

F
(
z−1
l

)=
⎡
⎢⎣
f1,0 + f1,1z

−1
l + f1,2z

−2
l

...

fl,0 + fl,1z−1
l + fl,2z−2

l

⎤
⎥⎦ , py =

⎡
⎢⎣
py,1
...

py,l

⎤
⎥⎦ (18.101)

where the following equation is satisfied:

pr = Fp(1).

A new diagonal matrix X is defined as H (1), which is the steady-state gain
matrix of the polynomial matrix H (z−1

1 ):

X
 =H (1). (18.102)

Next, the GPC law (18.101), H (z−1
1 ) which is replaced by X, is compared with the

PID controller (18.80). Consequently, the PID compensator C(z−1
l ) is designed to

satisfy the following equation:

C
(
z−1
l

)=X−1F p

(
z−1
l

)
. (18.103)

It follows from (18.81) and (18.103) that the PID parameters are calculated as

kci =− 1

xi
(fi,1 + 2fi,2), (18.104)

TIi =− fi,1 + 2fi,2
fi,0 − py,i + fi,1 + fi,2 lTs, (18.105)

TDi =− fi,2

fi,1 + 2fi,2
lTs, i = 1, . . . , l (18.106)
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where xi is scalar and

X = diag{x1, . . . , xl},

Fp

(
z−1
l

) =
⎡
⎢⎣
f1,0 − py,1 + f1,1z

−1
l + f1,2z

−2
l

...

fl,0 − py,l + fl,1z−1
l + fl,2z−2

l

⎤
⎥⎦ .

A multirate GPC-based PID controller is obtained from PID parameters designed
using (18.104) through (18.106), and the future reference trajectory of GPC can be
applied to the design of a PID controller. Furthermore, it follows from (18.104)–
(18.106) that the design parameter α influences only the integral time.

18.4.5 Numerical Examples

Numerical examples are given to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
First, the relation between the design parameter α and the integral time is shown,
and then the influence of α on the response of the plant output is presented. It is then
shown that the proposed method is effective in suppressing ripples between sampled
outputs.

Consider a plant described as the following transfer function:

G(s)= −2s + 1

(10s + 1)(25s + 1)
e−4s . (18.107)

A multirate PID controller is designed to have the plant output follow a reference
input given as a step-wise function. The use of Ts = 2 transforms (18.107) into the
following discrete-time model:

(
1− 1.74z−1

1 + 0.76z−2
1

)
y(k)= (−0.0066z−2

1 + 0.021z−3
1

)
u(k − 1). (18.108)

Assuming that the control input u(k) is updated every step, but the plant output
y(k) is sampled every 2 steps, the system is a multirate system, and l = 2. Equa-
tion (18.108) is extended using an integrator, and the following two-input single-
output single-rate discrete-time model is obtained using lifting to design a multirate
PID controller:

(
1− 1.5z−1

2 + 0.57z−2
2

)
�2y(k)

= [0.0024z−1
2 + 0.046z−2

2 − 0.0066z−1
2 + 0.040z−2

2 + 0.016z−3
2

]
�1u(k − 2).

(18.109)
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Table 18.3 Calculated PD
parameters Proportional gain Derivative time

C1(z
−1
2 ) 0.77 4.3

C2(z
−1
2 ) 0.56 4.4

Fig. 18.22 Relationship
between design parameter α
and integral time

18.4.5.1 Design of Multirate PID Controller Using Future Reference
Trajectory

The effectiveness of the design parameter α is shown in this example. GPC is con-
sidered first to design PID parameters. The design parameters of GPC are set as:
N1 = 1, N2 = 5, Nu = 1, Λ= diag{1.5, 1.5}, and α is set from 0 to 1 in 0.1 incre-
ments. It follows from (18.91) that α must be set less than 1 in the design of GPC,
but simulation has been conducted with α = 1 to confirm the influence of α on the
integral time. The proportional gain and the derivative time are designed indepen-
dently of α and are calculated as shown in Table 18.3, and the integral time with
respect to α is shown in Fig. 18.22. Output results obtained by the proposed multi-
rate PID controller are shown in Fig. 18.23. This figure shows the output responses
at sampling instants, and intersample behavior of the plant output is confirmed in the
next example to verify the effectiveness of the design parameter α and the integral
time. It follows from Fig. 18.22 that the larger the value of α, the larger the integral
time. Furthermore, Fig. 18.23 shows that the larger the integral time, the slower the
response of the plant output. If α is small, the change of the integral time is small.
Hence, output responses, where α is 0 ∼ 0.3, are about the same. Furthermore, if
α = 1, the integral time is infinite, and Fig. 18.23 shows that the plant output could
not follow the reference input.
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Fig. 18.23 Output results
obtained using the proposed
PID controller

18.4.5.2 Suppression of Ripples

The next example shows that ripples between sampled outputs can be suppressed
using the proposed multirate PID controller. Simulation results are compared with
two controllers to show the effectiveness of the proposed method. One is a conven-
tional single-rate GPC-based PID controller [31], and the other is a multirate PID
controller based on GPC where the variation of the control input is not evaluated.
The conventional single-rate GPC-based PID controller is a special case of the pro-
posed method where the update interval is equal to the sampling interval (i.e., 4 [s])
and l = 1. The latter multirate PID controller is designed using the following model,
which is the lifted model of (18.108) without an integrator:

(
1− 1.5z−1

2 + 0.57z−2
2

)
y(k)

= [0.0090z−1
2 + 0.016z−2

2 −0.0066z−1
2 + 0.040z−2

2

]
u(k − 2). (18.110)

A GPC law for the two-input single-output model (18.110) is derived by minimizing
the performance index given as:

Jc(k)=E
[

N2∑
j=N1

{
y(k + j l)−w(k + j l)}2 +

Nu−1∑
j=0

∥∥�lu(k + j l)
∥∥2
Λ

]
. (18.111)

Then, the following multirate PID controller is based on a GPC law minimizing
(18.111):

�lu(k)=C(1)w(k)−C
(
z−1
l

)
y(k),

�lu(k)=
[
�lu(k) . . . �lu(k + l − 1)

]
.

(18.112)

Because�1u(k) is not evaluated at Jc(k), the variation of control input is not attenu-
ated by the criterion (18.111) (see Fig. 18.24). The multirate PID controller (18.112)
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Fig. 18.24 GPC not
suppressing the variation of
the control input in the
multirate system

Table 18.4 Calculated PID parameters of the multirate PID controller (18.112) based on multirate
GPC not evaluating the variation of the control input (18.111); l = 2, Ts = 2

Proportional gain Integral time Derivative time

C1(z
−1
2 ) 0.54 14 4.3

C2(z
−1
2 ) 0.35 15 4.4

Table 18.5 Calculated PID parameters of the PID controller (18.80) based on multirate GPC
suppressing the variation of the control input (18.90); l = 2, Ts = 2

Proportional gain Integral time Derivative time

C1(z
−1
2 ) 0.77 26 4.3

C2(z
−1
2 ) 0.56 26 4.4

Table 18.6 Calculated PID parameters of the single-rate PID controller (18.80) based on single-
rate GPC (18.90); l = 1, Ts = 4

Proportional gain Integral time Derivative time

C1(z
−1
1 ) 0.79 26 4.3

is designed on the basis of a control law minimizing the criterion. However, the pro-
posed multirate PID controller is based on a GPC law where the variation of the
control input shown in Fig. 18.21 is evaluated.

GPC is designed first to calculate PID parameters on the basis of GPC. The de-
sign parameters of GPC were set the same as in the previous example and α was
fixed as 0.83. Using these design parameters, three GPC-based PID controllers were
obtained. The calculated PID parameters are shown in Tables 18.4, 18.5 and 18.6.

Simulations have been conducted using the obtained three GPC-based PID con-
trollers. In Fig. 18.25, the solid line with “◦” shows the output result obtained using
the multirate GPC-based PID controller (18.112) based on minimization of (18.111)
(Fig. 18.24), the dashed-dotted line with “"” shows the output result obtained us-
ing the conventional single-rate GPC-based PID controller, and the dashed line with
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Fig. 18.25 Output results
obtained using two multirate
and one single-rate
GPC-based PID controllers

“∗” shows the output result obtained using the proposed multirate GPC-based PID
controller. The output result obtained using the proposed multirate GPC-based PID
controller converges to the reference input faster than those of the multirate GPC-
based PID controller (18.112) and the single-rate GPC-based PID controller. It can
be seen that every simulated output follows the reference input at the sampling in-
stants. However, the solid line illustrated in Fig. 18.26 is the input result obtained
using the multirate PID controller (18.112) and it oscillates. However, the input re-
sults obtained using the proposed multirate and the single-rate GPC-based PID con-
trollers converge to a constant value (Fig. 18.26). Furthermore, Fig. 18.27 shows that
the plant output obtained by the multirate GPC-based PID controller (18.112) oscil-
lates between sampled outputs because the control input oscillates between sampled
outputs in steady state. However, since the proposed multirate PID controller is de-
signed on the basis of GPC where the variation of the control input is evaluated, the
control input converges without oscillation. Consequently, ripples can be suppressed
using the proposed multirate PID controller. The plant output obtained by the single-
rate PID controller also converges to the reference input without ripples. However,
the plant output obtained by the proposed multirate PID controller converges faster
than that of the single-rate controller, and the rise time obtained using the proposed
multirate PID controller is shorter than that of the single-rate PID controller. As
mentioned above, the effectiveness of the proposed method is confirmed.

18.4.6 Conclusion

This study has discussed a method for designing a PID controller in a multirate
system, where the sampling interval of the plant output is an integer multiple of
the update interval of the control input. A multirate GPC law is approximated by
the multirate PID controller to tune the PID parameters of a PID controller in the
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Fig. 18.26 Input results
obtained using two multirate
and the one single-rate
GPC-based PID controllers

Fig. 18.27 Output results on
expanded scale of Fig. 18.25

multirate system. Because GPC is designed to suppress ripples between sampled
outputs, the multirate PID controller, which can suppress the ripples, is obtained.
Further, this design method has given PID parameters using the design parameter
of GPC, α, which adjusts an output response, and it has been shown that the design
parameter redesigns the integral time independently of the proportional gain and
the derivative time. If l = 1, the proposed multirate PID controller is equivalent to
a conventional single-rate PID controller. Therefore, the proposed method includes
conventional single-rate design methods. In the last section, numerical examples
have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method.

A multirate GPC-based PID controller has been designed in a single-input single-
output case in this study. Hence, a future work is to extend the proposed design into
a multivariate case. It is necessary and useful to design a multirate PID controller on
the basis of H∞ criterion and to compare it with the proposed method, and further,
this design method may be applied to another multirate system in which the sam-
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pling interval of the plant output is shorter than the update interval of the control
input.

18.5 Conclusions and Further Perspectives

In this chapter, to attain GPC performance by PID control, PID control laws are
based on GPC laws.2 In the case that a GPC law is approximated by a PID control
law, high-order polynomials cannot be easily replaced with a PID compensator.

In Sect. 18.2, a high-order polynomial is approximated by a time-varying propor-
tional gain, and a GPC law is extended to a strongly stable system to obtain stable
a time-varying proportional gain. However, the extended control law is not always
stabilized if a plant model is unknown. In this case, the proposed method should be
modified because the time-varying proportional gain diverges. Next, a GPC-based
PID control system was applied to the weigh feeder. In Sect. 18.3, to make the plant
output follow the ramp-type reference input, the ramp-type reference trajectory is
rearranged, and it can be rewritten using the present plant output. Finally, to extend
the PID control system into a multirate system, a multirate PID control law was
designed on the basis of a multirate GPC law in Sect. 18.4. In this section, the sam-
pling interval of the plant output is an integer multiple of the update interval of the
control input, but this design method can be applied to other cases, e.g., the update
interval is longer than the sampling interval, multivariable system, and so on.
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